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MISCELLANEOUS TAX BILLS III

X0NDAY, AUGUST 28, 1978

U.S. SENATE,
CoMMrrEE o.% FIN'AN-CE, SUBCOMMIrE 0-o."
TAXATION AND DEBT MIAXAGEMENT GENERALLY,

Wa.ohington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room

2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Harry Byrd (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Byrd, Jr., of Virginia, Packwood, and Laxalt.
[The committee press release announcing this hearing and the bills

H.R. 810, H.R. 4030, H.R. 5099, S. 1611, S. 2771, S. 3049, S. 3176, and
S. 3345 follow:]

SUBCOMuMITTEF. O TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT ANOU.CES HEARINGS ON
MISCELLANEOUS TAX BILLS

Senator Harry F. Byrd, Jr., (I.-Va.), Chairman of the Subcommittee on Tax-
ation and Debt Management of the Senate Finance Committee, announced that a
hearing will be held on August 28, 1978, on miscellaneous tax bills.

The hearing will be beld on Monday, August 28. 1978. at,9:30 a.m., in I oom
2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building.

The following pieces of legislation of general application, unless otherwise
noted, will be considered:

H.R. 810, sponsored by Congressman Conable, a bill amending section 4941 of
the Code to permit private foundations to pay or reimburse Government officials
for expenditures (up to certain limits) incurred for travel outside the United
States. It is estimated that this bill will not have any direct revenue effect.

H.R. 4030, sponsored by Congressman Guyer, a bill to increase from 50% to
51% the maximum amount of voting stock that private foundations may hold in
certain public utilities without being subject to the excise tax (imposed by sec-
tion 4943 of the Code) on excess business holdings. It is estimated that the bill
will not have any direct revenue effect.

H.R. 5099, sponsored by Congressman Moorhead, a bill for the relief of Brian
Hall and Vera W. Hall to make them eligible for nonrecognition of gain treat-
ment under section 1034 of the Code on the Teinvestment of the proceeds of sale
of their personal residence. It is estimated that the bill will reduce revenues by
less than $25,000 for fiscal year 1979.

S. 2771, sponsored by Senator Hathaway, a bill to exempt from the tax on
unrelated business income the proceeds from the operation of certain games
(such as beano). It is estimated that the bill will reduce budget receipts by
about $15 million annually. This estimate does not take into account the retro-
active effective date.

S. 1611, sponsored by Senator Culver, a bill to provide a deduction for additions
to a reserve for product liability losses.

S. 8049, sponsored by Senators Culver and Nelson, a bill to provide a deduction
for amounts placed in a reserve for product liability losses and expenses and for
amounts paid to captive insurers.

S. 3176, sponsored by Senator Taxalt, a bill to allow public utilities to exclude
from gross income, as contributions to capital, amounts received in aid or con-

(1)
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struction of electrical energy, steam, or gas facilities. If all the contributions in
aid of construction wore treated as income, the annual increase In tax liabilities
is estimated to be in the range of $1804200 million. If the electric Gad gas utili-
ties rely on past treatment and file tax returns as If Revenue Ruling 75-W?
applied only to water and sewage companies, and it court decisions are in favor
of the utilities, then the proposal to broaden section 2120 of Public Law 94-455
would have no revenue effect because It could be viewed as codifying the historic
tax treatment of contributions in aid of construction of regulated public utilities.

S. 345, sponsored by Senator Nelson, a bill to amend the tax treatment of small
business investment companies. It is estimated that the bill would reduce budget
receipts by about $200,000 in fiscal year 1979 and less than $500,000 annually
thereafter.

Revenue estimates for S. 1611 and S. 3049 are currently not available. The
Committee will make revenue estimates available prior to or on the day of the
hearings.

Requests to Tetifv.-Persons who desire to testify at the hearing should sub-
mit a written request to Michael Stern, Staff Director, Committee on Finance,
Room 2227, Dirkeen Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20510, by no later
than the close of business on Thursday, August 24, 1978.

Legietative Reorganization Act.-Senator ;,tyrd stated that the Legislative Re-
organization Act of 1946, as amended, requires all witnesses appearing before
the Committees of Congress "to file in advance written statements of their pro-
posed testimony, and to limit their oral presentations to brief summaries of their
argument."

Witnesses scheduled to testify must comply with the following rules:
(1) A copy of the statement must be filed by the close of business two days

before the day the witness is scheduled to testify.
(2) All witnesses must include with their written statement a summary of the

principal points included In the statement.
(3) The written statements must be typed on letter-size paper (not legal size)

and at least 75 copies must be submitted by the close of business the day before
the witness is scheduled to testify.

(4) Witnesses are not to read their written statements to the Committee, but
are to confine their five-rinute oral presentations to a summary of the points
included in the statement.

(5) Not more than five minutes will be allowed for oral presentation.
Written Tetimony.-Senator Byrd stated that the Subcommittee would be

pleased to receive written testimony from those pe--is or organizations who
wish to submit statements for the record. Statements submitted for Inclusion In
the record should be typewritten, not more than 25 double-spaced pages in length
and mailed with five (5) copies by September 8, 1978, to Michael Stern, Staff
Director, Committee on Finance, Room 2227, Dirksen Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C. 20510.
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Orn CONGRESS

2 SZMO H. R. 810
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

MARCH 15 (Iegilativ day, FEaRUY 6), 1978
Read twice and referred to tie Committee on Finance

AN ACT
To amend section 4941 (d) (2) (G) of the Internal Revenue

Code of 1954.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tive of the United States of America in.Congrese assembled,

3 That section.4941 (d) (2) (0) of the Internal Revenue Code

4 of 1954 (relating. to. payment or reimbursement of certain

5 traveling expenses) is amended by striking out "or" at the

6 end of clause (vi), by striking out the period at the end of

.7 clause (vii) and inserting in lieu thereof ", or",, and by add-

8 ing at the end thereof the following.

9 "(viii) any payment or reimbursement of

10 traveling expenses for travel between a point

11 in the United States and a point outside the
11
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j 2 "*

1 United States, but only if such payment or

2. reimbursement with respect to any one trip by

3 an official does not exceed the lesser of the

4 actual coot of the transportation involved or

5 $2,500, plus an amount for all other traveling

6 expenses not in excess of 125 percent of the

7 maximum amount payable under section 5702

8 (a) of title 5, United States Code, for like

9 travel by employees of the United States for a

10 maximum of 4 days.

11 Clause (viii) shall not apply to any payment or

12 reimbursement made by a private foundation if more

13 than one-half of the foundation's support (a.4 defined

14 in section 509 (d)) is normally derived from any

15 business enterprise, trade association, or labor

16 organization.".

17 SEc. 2. The amendments made by the first section of

18 this Act shall apply to travel beginning after the date of the

19 enactment of this Act.

Passed the House of Representatives March 14, 1978.

Attest: EDMUND L. HENSHAW, JR.,
Clerk.
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2D so H.eR, 4030

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Auoarrr 2 (legislative day, MAT 17), 1978
Read twice and referred to the Committee on Finance

AN ACT
To increase the period during which certain private foundations

may continue to hold their May 26, 1969, interests in cer-

tain public utilities without being subject to the excise tax

on excess business holdings.

I Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 SECTION 1. APPLICATION OF SECTION 4943 OF INTERNAL

4 REVENUE CODE OF 1964 TO CERTAIN HOLD-

5 INGS IN PUBLIC UTILITIES.

6 (a) IN GzNBR.-In the case of a private founda-

7 tion-

8 (1) which was incorporated on or before Decem-

9 ber 31, 1967;

II
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2

1 (2) which on May 26, 1969, held at least 50 per-

2 cent of the voting stock of a qualified public utility;

3 (3) which acquired such stock solely by gift, devise,

4 or bequest; and

5 (4) no officer, director, or trustee of which is an

6 individual who contributed such stock to such foundation

7 or is a member of the family of such an individual, or

8 who is a member of the family of an individual who

9 devised or bequeathed such stock to such foundation,

10 subsection (c) (4) (B) of section 4943 of the Internal Reve-

l1 nue Code of 1954 shall be applied with respect to the hold-

12 ings of such foundation in such public utility as if such pri-
13 vate foundation had a more than 95 percent voting stock
14 interest in such public utility on May 26, 1969. For pur-

15 poses of this subsection, the term "family" has the meaning

16 given to such term by section 4946 (d) of such Code.

17 (b) QUALIFED . PUBLIC UTILIvY.-For purposes of

18 this section, the term "qualified public utility" means any

19 corporation-

20 (1) which on May 26, 1969, was a public utility

21 (as defined in section 247 (b) (1) of such Code);

22 (2) the taxable income of which for its first tax&ble
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'3

1 year ending after such date was less than $1,000,000;

2 and

3 (3) which distributed to its shareholders, in any 3

4 of the 5 taxable years preceding the taxable year in

5 which this Act is enacted and in each taxable year end-

6 ing after the date of the enactment of this Act, at least

7 40 percent of its net income remaining after payment of

8 Federal, State, and local taxes for such taxable year.

9 (C) SPECIAL RULE.-For purposes of subsection

10 (a) (2), stock of any qualified public utility held-

11 (1) in any trust created before May 27, 1969, or

12 (2) in any estate of a decedent dying before such

13 date,

14 of which any private foundation is the primary or remainder

15 beneficiary shall be deemed to have been held by such

16 foundation on May 26, 1969.

17 (d) PROHIBITION OF LATER PuRcHAsrS.-Subsection

18 (a) shall apply with respect to the holdings of a private

19 foundation in any qualified public utility only if the founda-

20 tion does not purchase after the date of enactment of this

21 Act any stock or other interest in such qualified public

22 utility.
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1 (e) EFFEC'TvE DATH.-This section shall apply with

2 respect to taxable years ending after the date of the enact-

3 ment of this Act.

Passed the House of Representatives August 1, 1978.

Attest: EDMUND L. HENSHAW, JR.,
Clerk.
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Ma CONGRESS
lr ztNHe.It. 5099

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

NovEuBzR 3 (legislative day, NovEMBE 1), 1977
Read twice and referred to the Committee on Finance

AN ACT
For the relief of Brian Hall and Vera W. Hall.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 lires of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That for the purpose of determining the tax liability of Brian

4 Hall and Vera W. Hall, husband and wife, under section

5 1034 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, Brian Hall and

6 Vera W. Hall shall be deemed to have sold their residence at

7 759 Foxkirk Road, Glendale, California, within eighteen

8 months of the date of the purchase of their new residence at

9 Laguna Beach, California, if they in fact sell such residence

10 in Glendale, California, not later than six months after the

11 date of the enactment of this Act.

Passed the House of Representatives November 1, 1977.

Attest: EDMUND L. HENSHAW, JR.,

Clerk.
IV
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95TH CONGRESS
2S. 2771

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

MARH 21 (legislative day, FzauaR 6), 1978
Mr. HATHAWAY introduced the following bill; which was read twice and re-

ferred to the Committee on Finance

A BILL
To exempt veterans' organizations from the unrelated business

tax.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That (a) section 513 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954

4 (defining unrelated trade or business) is amended by adding

5 at the end thereof the following new subsection:

6 "(f) CMTA GAM.-

7 "(1) IN GENML.-The term 'unrelated trade or

8 business' does not include any trade or business which

9 consists of conducting qualified games.

II
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2

1 "(2) QuAntmm GAm.-For purposes of para-

2 graph (1), the term 'qualified game' means any game-

3 "(A) of a type in which usually-

4 "(i) the wagers are placed,

5 "(ii) the winners are determined, and

6 "(iii) the distribution of prizes or other

7 property is made, in the presence of all persons

8 placing wagers in such game,

9 "(B) the conducting of which is not an activity

10 ordinarily carried on on a commercial basis, and

11 "(C) the conducting of which does not violate

12 any State or local law.".

-13 (b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall

14 apply to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1969.
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Mmv CONGRESS

U3. 1611

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

MAY 26 (legislative day, MAY 18), 177
Mr. CuvLvr introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred

to the Committee on Finance

A BILL
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to provide for a
deduction for additions to a reserve for product liability losses.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That section 165 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954

4 (relating to losses) is amended by redesignating subsection

5 (i) as (j) and by inserting after subsection (h) the follow-

6 ing new subsection:

7 "(i) Pd=RVB FOB PRODUCT LIABILITY LOSSE.-

8 "(1) GENERAL RULE.-In the case of a taxpayer

9 whose trade or business involves the manufacture, im-

10 portation, distribution, lease or sale of a product with

11 respect to which there is or may be product liability
II
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2

1 for the taxpayer, there shall be allowed as a deduction

2 under subsection (a) the amount transferred by the

3 taxpayer for the taxable year to his product liability

4 loss reserve account.

5 "(2) DETBmiNATIo OF AMOUNT.-The amount

6 of the deduction allowed by paragraph (1) shall not

7 exceed the lesser of-

8 "(A) 3 percent of the gross receipts of the tax-

9 payer from the manufacture, importation, distribu-

10 tion or sale of such product, or

11 "(B) the amount which, when added to the

12 balance of the product liability loss reserve account,

13 equals 15 percent of the taxpayer's average yearly

14 gross receipts from the manufacture, importation,

sale, lease or distribution of such product for the

i6 shorter of:

17 "(i) the period during which the product

18 liability reserve deduction has been taken;

19 "(ii) the five years ending in the taxable

20 year for which the current deduction is taken.

21 "(3) DISALLOWANCE OF DEDUCTION FOR LOSSES

22 PAID OUT OF ACCOUNT.-In determining the amount of

23 the deduction allowable for the taxable year under sub-

24 section (a), no deduction shall be allowed for any

25 : product liability paid or incurred during the taxable year

S5-992 0 - 79 - I
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3

1 except to the extent that the amount thereof exceeds the

2 balance of the taxpayer's product liability loss reserve

3 account (disregarding any part of such balance attribut-

4 able to income from amounts transferred to the account)'.

5 "(4) PAYMENT FROM AMOUNT FOR INAPPRO-

6 PRIATE PURPOSE.-

7 "(A) Except as provided in subparagraph

8 (B), if any amount is paid out of a product liability

9 loss reserve account during the taxable year for any

10 purpose other than the payment of a product liability

11 loss of the taxpayer-

12 "(i) the amount so paid out shall be in-

13 cluded in the taxable income of the taxpayer for

14 the taxable year, and

15 "(ii) the tax liability of the taxpayer for

16 the taxable year shall be increased (after taking

17 into account the amount included in taxable in-

18 come under clause (i)) by an amount equal to

19 50 percent of the amount so paid out.

20 "(B) Subparagraph (A) does not apply to

21 amounts paid out of a product liability loss reserve

22 account within 90 days after the day prescribed by

23 law for filing the taxpayer's return under this chap-

24 tcr (including extensions of time) for the purpose

25 of withdrawing that portion of aA amount trans--
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1 ferred to the account for the taxable year which

2 is in excess of the amount determined under para-

3 graph (2) for the taxable year and which was

4 included in income for the taxable year.

5 "(0) For purposes of subparagraph (A), any

6 use of amounts in a product liability loss reserve

7 account which is inconsistent with the provisions of

8 paragraph (6) (0) shall be treated as a payment

9 of such amounts out of the account.

10 "(5) 8PEOIAL nULB FOB OONTBOLLBD OROUP.-

11 For the purpose of applying paragraph (2) to a tax-

12 payer which is a member of a controlled group of cor-

13 porations, the gross receipts taken into account for the

14 taxable year with respect to each member of the group

15 shall be only those gross receipts properly attributable

16 to that member for the taxable year. For the purposes

17 of this paragraph, the term 'controlled group of corpora-

18 tions' has the meaning given to such term by section

19 1563 (a), except that-

20 "(A) 'more than 50 percent' shall be substi-

21 touted for '.t least 80 percent' each place it appears

22 in section 1563 (a) (1), and

23 "(B) the determination shall be made without

24 regard to subsections (a) (4) and (e) (3) (0) of

25 section 1563.
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1 "(6) DEFINITION.-For purposes of this subsec-

2 tion-

3 "(A) PRODUOT LIABILITY.-The term 'prod-

4 uct liability' includes liability for operations after

5 the operation has been completed or abandoned

6 and means liability for damages arising out of phys-

7 ical injuries to persons or property attributable to

8 negligence in, breach of warranty of, or defects in

9 a product manufactured, imported, distributed,

10 leased or sold by the taxpayer.

11 "(B) PRODUCT LIABILITY Loss.-The term

12 'product liability loss' means a loss attributable to

13 product liability of the taxpayer.

14 "(C) PRODUCT LIABILITY LOSS RESERVE AC-

15 COUNT. The term 'product liability loss reserve

16 account' means a trust created or organized in the

17 United States for the exclusive purpose of paying

18 product liability losses sustained by the taxpayer-

19 "(i) the trustee of which is a bank (as

20 defined in section 401 (d) (1)) or another per-

21 son who demonstrates to the satisfaction of the

22 Secretary that the manner in which that other

23 person will administer the trust will be con-

24 sistent with the purposes for which the trust is

25 established,
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6

1 "(i() the assets of which will not be corn-

2 ingled with other property except in a common

3 trust fund, and

4 "(iii) the assets of which may not be bor-

5 rowed, used as security for a loan, or otherwise

6 used by the taxpayer for any purpose other than

7 the payment of product liability losses by the

8 taxpayer.".

9 SFc. 2. The amendments made by this Act apply to

10 taxable years beginning after December 31, 1977.
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95Tit CONGRESS

2o SEssIoN S. 3049

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

MAY 9 (legislative day, ApIL 24), 1978

Mr. CuLvn (for himself and Mr. Nrisow) introduced the following bill; which
was read twice and referred to the Committee on Finance

A BILL
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to provide for a

deduction for certain amounts paid into a reserve for prod-

uct liability losses and expenses, to provide a deduction for

certain amounts paid to captive insurers, and for other

purposes.

I Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congres assembled,

3 SECTION. 1. SHORT TITLE.

4 This Act may be cited as the "Product Liability Self-

5 Insurance Act of 1978".

6 SEC. 2. SELF.INSURANCE FOR PRODUCT LIABILITY LOSSES.

7 Section 165 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954

8 (relating to losses) is amended by redesignating subsection

II
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2

1 (i) as (j) and by inserting after subsection (h) the follow-

2 ing new subsection:

3 "(i) SELF-INSURANCE FOB PRODUCT IAOWSi AND

4 EXPENSES.--

5 "(1) GENERAL RuI.-In the case of a taxpayer

6 engaged during the taxable year in a trade or business

7 which involves the manufacture, importation, distribu-

8 tion, lease, or sale of a product with respect to which

9 the taxpayer may incur any product liability, at the elec-

10 tion of the taxpayer, there shall be allowed as a deduc-

11 tion under subsection (a) the sam of-

12 "(A) any amounts transferred by the taxpayer

13 for such taxable year to his product liability loss

14 reserve account, and

15 "(B) any amounts paid by the taxpayer for

16 such taxable year to a captive insurer with respect

17 to the product liability of the taxpayer.

18-- "(2) DETEMINATION OF AMOUNT.-

19 "(A) TAXPAYER WITH SBVR PRODUCT LI-

20 ABILITY INSURANCE PROBLEM.-In the case of a

21 taxpayer who has a severe product liability insur-

22.. ance problem (as defined in paragraph (11)) for

23 the taxable year, the amount determined under par-

24. . agraph (1) shall not exceed the smallest of-

25 "(i) 5 percent of the gross receipts of the
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1 taxpayer for such taxable year from the manu-

2 facture, importation, distribution, lease, or sale

3 of such product,

4 "(ii) the amount which, when added to the

5 sum of-

6 "(1) the balance of the taxpayer's

7 product liability loss reserve account, and

8 "(II) the net contributions of the tax-

9 payer to his captive insurer, if any,

10 equals 15 percent of the taxpayer's average

11 yearly gross receipts from the manufacture, im-

12 portation, distribution, or sale of such product

13 during the base period, or

14 "il) $10o,o0.

15 "(B) OTmM TAXPAYERS.-In the case of a

16 taxpayer who does not have a severe product

17 liability insurance problem for the taxable year,

18 the amount determined under paragraph (1) shall

19 not exceed the smallest of-

20 "(i) 2 percent of the gross receipts of the

21 taxpayer for such taxable year from the manu-

22 facture, importation, distribution, lease, or sale

23 of such product,

24 "(ii) the amount which, when added to the

25 sum of-
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I "(I) the balance of the product liabil-

2 ity loss reserve Iiccont, and

3 "(II) the net contributions of the tax-

4 payer to his captive insurer, if any,

5 equals 10 percent of the taxpayer's average

6 yearly gross receipts from the manufacture, im-

7 portation, distribution, lease, or sale of such

8 product during the base period, or

9 "(iii) $25,000,

10 "(C) BASE PERIOD.-For the purpose of this

11 paragraph, the term 'base period' means the shorter

12 of-

13 "(i) the period beginning with the most

14 recent preceding taxable year for which the

15 taxpayer elected to have this subsection apply

16 which is immediately preceded by a-taxable

17 year for which the taxpayer did not so elect

18 and ending with the current taxable year, or

19 "(ii) the 5-fiscal-year period of the tax-

20 payer which ends with or within the taxable

21 year.

22 "(3) DISALLOWANCE OF DEDUCTION FOB CER-

23 TAIN LOSSES.-In determining the amount of the de-

24 duction allowable for the taxable year under subsection

25 (a) to a taxpayer who has elected to have this sub-
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section apply, no deduction shall be allowed for any

2 product liability loss paid or incurred by the taxpayer

3 during the taxable year except to the extent that the

4 aggregate amount of such losses during such year exceeds

5 the sum of-

6 "(A) the amount in the product liability los

7 reserve account of the taxpayer at the beginning

8 of such taxable year, plus

9 "(B) the aggregate amount of payments by the

10 taxpayer to such account within the taxable year

11 which are allowable as a deduction under paragraph

12 (1).

13 (4) USE OF FUNDS OF ACCOUNT FOR INAPPRO-

14 PIRIATF PURPOSE.-

15 "(A) IN OENERAL.-If any amount in a prod-

16 uct liability loss reserve account is, during a taxable

17 year, used for any purpose other than the purpose set

18 forth in paragraph (9) (C) (iii) -

19 "(i) an amount equal to the amount so used

20 shall be included in the taxable income of the

21 taxpayer for the taxable year, and

22 "(ii) the liability of the taxpayer for the

23 tax imposed by this chapter for such taxable

24 year shall be increased by an amount equal to

25 50 percent of the amount so used.
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1 "(Br) ExcmEpox.--Subparagraph (A) shall

2 not apply to amounts paid out of any product

3 liability loss reserve account not later than the last

4 day prescribed by law (including extensions there-

5 of) for filing the taxpayer's return with respect to

6 the tax imposed by this chapter for the taxable

7 year to the extent the amount of such payment is

8 not more than the excess of-

9 "(i) the aggregate amount of payments by

10 the taxpayer to such account for the taxable

11 year, over

12 "(U) the maximum amount of such pay-

13 ments which may be deducted under paragraph

14 (2).

15 "(5) TIME WHXN PAYMENTS TO ACCOUNT

16 DEEMED MADE.-For the purposes of this subsection, a

17 taxpayer shall be deemed to have made a payment to

18 his product liability loss reserve account on the last day

19 of the preceding taxable year if the payment is made

20 on account of sueh taxable year and not later than the

21 last day prescribed by law (including extensions there-

22 of) for filing the taxpayer's return with respect to the

23 tax imposed by this chapter for such taxable year.

24 "(6) PAYMENTS TO ACCOUNT TO BE IN CASH OR

25 OBRTAIN OTHER ITEMS.-No deduction shall be allowed
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1 under paragraph (1) with respect to any payment to a

2 taxpayer's product liability loss reserve account other

3 than a payment in cash or in items in which the assets

4 in said account may be invested under paragraph (10).

5 "(7) SPECIAL RULE FOR CONTROLLED GROUPS.-

6 "(A) IN GENERAL.-For the purpose of para-

7 graph (2)-

8 "(i) in the case of any taxpayer who,

9 during a calendar year, is a member of a con-

10 trolled group of corporations, only gross re-

11 ceipts properly attributable under section 482

12 to such taxpayer for such year shall be taken

13 into account; and

14 "(ii) the aggregate deductions under this

15 subsection taken by all of the members of a

16 controlled group of corporations for each taxa-

17 ble year shall be limited to the amount that

18 would be permitted under paragraph (2) if

19 all the component members of such group

20 were considered to be a single taxpayer.

21 "(B) DEFINITION OF CONTROLLED GROUP.-

22 For the purpose of subparagraph (A), the term

23 'controlled group of corporations' has the meaning

24 given such term by paragraphs (1), (2), and (3)

25 of subsection (a) of section 1563, except that the
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1 determination of whether a taxpayer is a corn-

2 ponent member of a controlled group of corporations

3 at any time during a calendar year shall be made

4 on December 31 of such year.

5 "(0) CONTROLLED GROUPS CONTAINING PER-

6 SONS OThIER THAN CORPOBATIONS.-Under regula-

7 tons prescribed by the Secretary, principles similar

8 to the principles of subparagraphs (A) and (B)

9 shall be applied to groups of taxpayers under com-

10 mon control where one or more of such taxpayers

11 is not a corporation.

12 "(8) ELECTIoN OF DISSOLUTION OF ACCOUNT.-

13 "(A) MAKING ELECTION; TERMINATING AC-

14 COUNT.-Tte Secretary shall prescribe by regu-

15 lations-

16 "(i) the time and manner in which the

17 election under paragraph (1) shall be made

18 by a taxpayer; and

19 "(ii) the time, manner, and conditions un-

20 der which a taxpayer may terminate his

21 product liability loss reserve account, and the

22 funds accumulated therein, if any, may be dis-

23 tributed to the taxpayer without being subject

24 to the penalty described in paragraph (4).
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I "(B) SPECIAL REQUIRBEMENTS.-The regula-

2 tons prescribed by the Secretary regarding the elec-

3 tion under paragraph (1) shall require the taxpayer

4 to indicate whether he is electing to transfer all, or

5 any portion, of the net income earned on amounts

6 previously transferred to his product liability loss

7 reserve account to that account. Net income so

8 earned which the taxpayer does not elect to transfer

9 to his product liability loss reserve account may be

10 withdrawn from that account without penalty under

11 paragraph (4).

12 "(9) DEPTINTONS.-For purposes of this

13 subsection-

14 "(A) PRODUCT LIABILITY.-The term 'prod-

15 uct liability' includes liability for damages arising

16 out of operations after the operation has been com-

17 pleted or abandoned and for damages arising out of

18 physical injuries to persons or property attributable

19 to negligence in, breach.of warranty regarding, or

20 defects in a product manufactured, imported, distrib-

21 uted, leased, or sold by the taxpayer.

22 " (B) PRODUCT LIABILITY Loss.-The term

23 'product liability loss' means any loss attributable

24 to the product liability of the taxpayer.
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1 "(C) PBODUOT LIABILITY LOWS RESERVB

2 ACCOUNT.-The term 'product liability loss reserve

3 account' means any trust-

4 "(i) established in writing which is cre-

5 ated or organized under the laws of the United

6 States or of any State (including the District

7 of Columbia) by the taxpayer;

8 "(ii) the trustee of which is a bank (as

9 defined in section 581) or another person

10 (other than the taxpayer or any component

11 member of a controlled group of corporations,

12 within the meaning of paragraph (7), of

13 which the taxpayer is a member) who demon-

14 strates to the satisfaction of the Secretary that

15 the manner in which that other person will ad-

16 minister the trust will be consistent with the

17 purposes for which the trust is established;

18 "(iii) the exclusive purpose of which is

19 to satisfy, in whole or in part, the product

20 liability losses sustained by the taxpayer and

21 the expenses incurred in the investigation, set-

22 tlement, and opposition of any claims for com-

23 pensation against the taxpayer with respect to

24 his product liability, and to pay administrative

25 and other incidental expenses of such trust in
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1 connection with the operation of the trust and

2 the processing of claims against the taxpayer;

3 "(iv) the assets of which will not be

4 commingled with any other property other than

5 in a common trust fund and will only be in-

6 vested as permitted in paragraph (10) ; and

7 "(v) the assets of which may not be bor-

8 rowed, used as security for a loan, or otherwise

9 used by the taxpayer for any purpose other than

10 those described in clause (iii).

1 1"(D) CAPTIVE INSURE.-The term 'captive

12 insurer' means any insurer wholly owned or par-

13 tially owned, directly or indirectly, by the taxpayer

14 which is licensed to provide product liability in-

15 surance to the taxpayer under the laws of a State

16 of the United States.

17 "(E) NET CONTRIBUTIONS OF TAXPAYER TO

18 CAPTIVE INSUBER.-The term 'net contributions of

19 taxpayer to his captive insurer' means the sum of

20 all premiums paid by the taxpayer to his captive

21 insurer for product liability insurance, less all

22 amounts paid by his captive insurer for claims

23 against the taxpayer for compensation with respect

24 to the product liability of the taxpayer.

25 1"(10) RESTRICTIONS ON INVEsTMENT OF AS-
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1 L'~nT.-The assets of a product liability loss reserve ac-

"2 count may not be invested in anying other than-

3' "(A)' public debt securities of the United

4 States,

5 "'(B) obligations of a State or local govern-

6 ment which are not in default as to principal or in-

7 terest, or

8 "(C) time or demahd deposits in a bank (as

9 defined in section 581) or an insured credit union

10 (as defined in section 101 (6) of the Federal Credit

11 Union Act) located in the United States.

12 "(U) SEVERE PRODUCT LIABILITY INSURANCE

13 PROBLE.-A tIaxpayer'has a severe product liability in-

"4 surance 'problem for a taxable year if, for such taxable

15 year-

16 "(A) the taxpayer is unable to obtain a pre-

11' mium quotation for product liability insurance, with

18 coverage of up to $1,000,000, from any insurer

19 other than a captive insurer; or

20 "(B) the lowest insurance premium quotation

21 for product liability insurance, with coverage of up

22 to $1,000,00, obtained by the taxpayer was equal

23 "to more than 3 percent of the gross receipts of the

24 taxpayer for such taxable year.

25 "(12) DEDucTIrLITY OF AMOUNTS PAID TO OAF-.

35992 0- 79 - 3
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I TIVE INSURER AS AN ORDINARY AND NECESSARY BUBI-

2 NESW EXPWBSZ.-The deductibility, in whale or in part,

3 of amounts paid by a taxpayer to a captive insurer for

4 product liability insurance coverage under this subsec-

5 tion shall not affect the deductibiity of such amounts

6 under section 162 (relating to ordinary and necessary

7 business expenses), except thht such amounts shall not

8 be deducted more than once.

9 "(13) DISCHAGE OF INDEBTEDNESS OF TAX-

10 PAYER BfY PRODUCT LIABILITY LOSS REmSvE.-For the

11 purpose of section 61 (relating to gross income), the

12 payment by the trustee of a taxpayer's product liability

13 loss reserve account of product liability losses sustained

14 by the taxpayer, expenses incurred in the investigation,

15 settlement, and opposition of any claims for compensa-

16 tion against the taxpayer with respect to his product

17 liability, or other expenses permitted to be paid by

18 the trustee of such account under paragraph (9), shall

19 not be included in the gross income of the taxpayer.".

20 SEC. & ACCUMULATED EARNINGS TAX.

21 Section 537 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954

22 (relating to the accumulated earnings tax) is amended by

23 redesignating paragraph (4) as (5) and by inserting after

24 paragraph (3) the following new paragraph:

25 " (4) PRODUCT LIABILITY LoS RESERVES O IN-
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1 SUBANaC.-Amounts accumulated in a taxpayer's prod-

2 uct liability loss reserve account and amounts paid by a

3 taxpayer to his captive Isurer for liability insurance

4 shall be treated as amounts acrmulated for the reason-

5 ably anticipated needs of the business of the taxpayer

6 to the extent those amounts are deductible under the

7 rules of section 165 (i). Amounts so accumulated or paid

8 which are not deductible are subject to the provisions of

9 this part to the extent that such amounts, when added

10 to the amount deductible under section 165, constitute

11 accumulated taxable income.".

12 SEC. 4. EFFECTIVE DATE.

13 The amendments made by this Act apply to taxable

14 years beginning after December 31, 1977.
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9N=x CONGRESS S. 3176

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

JUNE 7 (legislative day, MAY 17), 1978

Mr. rAxAh introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred
to the Committee on Finance

A BILL
To amend section 118 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to

clarify the treatment of contributions in aid of construction to
regulated electric or gas utilities.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Reprewe.ta-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 SECTION 1. IN GENERAL

4 Section 118(b) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954

5 (relating to contributions in aid of construction) is amend-

6 ed-

7 (a) by striking out "water" in the portion of para..

8 graph (1) preceding subparagraph (A) thereof and in-

9 serting in lieu thereof "electric energy, gas (through a

11
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1 local distribution system or transportation by pipeline),

2 water,";

3 (b) by striking out "water" in paragraph (1) (B)

4 and inserting in lieu thereof "electric energy, gas, steam,

5 water,";

6 (c) by striking out "water" in paragraph (2) (A)

7 (ii) and by inserting in lieu thereof "electric energy,

8 gas, steam, water,";

9 (d) by striking out "property" in paragraph (3)

10 (A) and by inserting in lieu thereof "line" and by strik-

11 ing out "a main water or sewer line" in paragraph (3)

12 (A) and by inserting in lieu thereof "an electric line, a

13 gas main, a steam line, or a main water or sewer line";

14 and

15 (e) by amending paragraph (3) (C) to read as

16 follows:

17 "(C) REGULATED PUBLIC UTILITY.-The term

18 'regulated public utility' has the meaning given such

19 term by section 7701 (a) (33); except that such

20 term shall not include aiiy such utility which is no.

21 required to provide electric energy, gas, water, or

22 sewerage disposal services to members of the gen-

23 eral public (including in the case of a gas transmis-
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1 sion utility, the provision of gas services by sale for

2 resale to the general public) in its service are.".

3 SEC. 2. EFFECTIVE DATE.

4 The amendments made by this Act shall apply to contri-

5 butions made after January 31, 1976.
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9&m CONGRESS S. 3345

IN Til,E SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

JuLY 26 (legislative day, MAY 17), 1978

Mr. Niuso. introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred
to the Committee on Finance

A BILL
To aniend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 with respect to the

tax treatment of small business investment companies electing
to be taxed as regulated investment companies.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 SECTION 1. DEFICIENCY DIVIDEND PROCEDURE FOR

4 SMALL BUSINESS INVESTMENT COMPANIES

5 ELECTING TO BE TAXED AS REGULATED

( INVESTMENT COMPANIES.

7 (a) IN GENERAL.-

8 (1) Section 852 (relating to the taxation of reg-

9 ulated investment companies and their shareholders) is

It
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1 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

2 subsection:

3 "(e) DEDUCTION FOB DeFICiENCY DivIDBND.-

4 "(1) GENERAL BUL.-In the cae of a small

5 business investment company licensed under the Small

6 Business Investment Act of 1958 which qualifies and

7 elects to be taxed under this part, if a determination

8 (as defined in subsection (3)) with respect to such

9 company results in any adjustment (as defined in sub-

10 secton (2) (A)) for any taxable year, a deduction

11 shall be allowed for the amount of deficiency dividends

12 (as defined in subsection (4)) for purposes of deter-

13 mining the deduction for dividends paid (for purposes

14 of subsection 852 (b) (2) (D)) for such year.

15 "(2) RuLmS FOR APPLICATION OF SUBSECTION

I0 ry (e) (1).-

17 "(A) ADJUSTMENT.-For purposes of this

is section, the term 'adjustment' means-

19 "(i) any increase in the sum of the regu-

20 lated investment company taxable income of

21 the small business investment company (deter-

22 mined without regard to the deduction for

23 dividends paid (as defined in section 561) and

24 by excluding the excess, if any, of the net long-
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1 term capital gain over the net short-term capi-

2 tal loss), and

3 "(ii) any increase in the amount of the

4 excess described in section 852 (b) (3) (relat-

5 ing to the excess of the net long-term capital

6 gain over the sum of the net short-term capital

7 loss and the deduction for capital gains divi-

8 dends paid), and

9 "(iii) any decrease in the deduction for

10 dividends paid (as defined in section 561)

11 determined without regard to capital gains

12 dividends.

13 " (B) INTEREST AND ADDITIONS TO TAX DB-

14 TEBMINED WITH RESPECT TO THE AMOUNT OF

15 DEFICIENCY DIVIDEND DEDUCTION ALLOWED.-For

16 purposes of determining interest, additions to tax,

17 and additional amounts-

18 "(i) the tax imposed by this chapter (after

19 taking into account the deduction allowed by

20 subsection (e) (1)) on the small business in-

21 vestment company for the taxable year with

22 respect to which the determination is made shall

23 be deemed to be increased by an amount equal
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1 to the deduction allowed by subsection (e) (1)

2 with respect to such taxable year,

3 "(ii) the lat date prescribed for payment

4 of such increase in tax shall be deemed to have

5 been the last date prescribed for the payment

6 of tax (determined in the manner provided by

7 section 6601 (b)) for the taxable year with

8 respect to which the determination is made,

9 and

10 (iii) such increase in tax shall be deemed

11 to be paid as of the date the claim for the defi-

12 ciency dividend deduction is filed.

13 "(c) CREDIT OB RBPU*ND.--4f tile allowance of a defi-

14 ciency dividend deduction results in an overpayment of tax

15 for any taxable year, credit or refund with respect to such

16 overpayment shall be made as if on the date of the determina-

17 tion 2 years remained before the expiration of the period of

18 limitation on the filing of claim for refund for the taxable
19 year -to which the overpayment relates.

20 . "(3) DETERMINATIO.-For purposes of this sec-

21 tion, the term 'determination' means-

22 "(A) a decision by the Tax Court, or a judg-

23 ment, decree, or other order by any court of compe-

24 tent jurisdiction, which has become fiial;
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1 "(B) a closing agreement made under section

2 7121; or

3 "(C) under regulations prescribed by the Sec-

4 retary, an agreement signed by the Secretary and

5 by, or on behalf of, the small business investment

6 company relating to the liability of such company

7 for tax.

8 "(4) DEFICIENCY DIVIDENDS.-

9 "(A) DEFINITIO.-For purposes of this sec-

10 tion, the term 'deficiency dividends' means a distri-

11 bution of property made by the small business

12 investment company on or after the date of the

13 determination and before filing claim under subseo-

14 tion (5), which would have been includible in the

15 computation of the deduction for dividends paid

16 under section 561 for the taxable year with respect

17 to which the liability for tax resulting from the

18 determination exists, if distributed during such

19 taxable year. No distribution of property shall be

20 considered us deficiency dividends for purposes of

21 subsection unless distributed within 90 days

22 after the determination, and unless a claim for a

23 deficiency dividend deduction with respect to such

24 distribution is filed pursuant to subsection '
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I "(B) LIMTATIONS.-

2 " (i) ORDihARY DIVIDBND.-The amount

3 of deficiency dividends (other than deficiency

4 dividends qualifying as capital gain dividends)

5 paid by a small business investment company

6 for the taxable year with respect to which the

7 liability for tax resulting from the determination

8 exists shall not exceed the sum of-

9 "(1) the excess of the amount of in-

10 crease referred to in subparagraph (i) of

11 subsection (2) (A) over the amount of any

12 increase in the deduction for dividends paid

13 (computed without regard to capital gain

14 dividends) for such taxable year which re-

15 suits from such determination, and

16 "(II) the amount of decrease referred

17 to in subparagraph (iii) of subsection (2)

18 (A).

19 "(ii) CAPITAL OAIN DIVJDBND.-The

20 amount of deficiency dividends qualifying as

21 capital gain dividends paid by a small business

22 investment company for the taxable year with
23 respect to which the liability for tax resulting
24 from the determination exists. shall not exceed

25 the amount by which (i) the increase referred
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1 to in subparagraph (ii) of subsection (2) (A)

2 exceeds (ii) the amount of any dividends paid

3 during such taxable year which are designated

4 as capital gain dividends after such determinai-

5 tion.

6 "(C) EFFECT ON DIVIDENDS PAID DEDUC-

7 TION.-

8 "(i) FOB TAXABLE YEAR IN WHICH

9 PAID.-Deficiency dividends paid in any tax-

10 able year shall not be included in the amount of

11 dividends paid for such year for purposes of

12 computing the dividends paid deduction for

13 such year.

14 "(ii) FOR PRIOR TAXABLE YEA.-De-

15 ficiency dividends paid in any taxable year shall

16 not be allowed for purposes of section 855 in

17 the computation of dividends paid deduction for

18 the taxable year preceding the taxable year in

19 which paid.

20 "(5) CLAI REQuiED. No deficiency dividend

21 deduction shall be allowed under subsection (1) unless

22 (under regulations prescribed by the Secretary) claim

23 therefor is filed within 120 days after the date of the

24 determination.
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1 SUSPENSION OF STATUTE OF LIUITATIONs

2 AND STAY OF COLLECTION.--

3 "(A) SUSPENSION OF RUNNING OF STAT-

4 uT.-If the small business investment company

5 files a claim as provided in subsection (5), the

6 running of the statute Of limitations provided in

7 section 6501 on the making of assessments, and the

8 bringing of distraint or a proceeding in court for

9 collection, in respect of the deficiency established by

10 a determination under this section, and all interest,

11 additions to tax, additional amouat, or assessable

12 penalties in respect thereof, shall be suspended for

13 a period of 2 years after the date of the determi-

14 nation.

15 "(B) STAY OF COLLEOIOX.-In the case of

16 any deficiency established by a determination under

17 this secton-

18 "(i) the collection of the deficiency, and

19 all interest, additions to tax, additional amounts,

20 and assessable penalties in respect thereof, shall,

21 except in eases of jeopardy, be stayed until the

22 expiration of 120 days after the date of the

23 determination, and

24 "(ii) if claim for a deficiency dividend do-

25 duction is filed under subsection (5), the col-
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1 lection of such part of the deficiency as is not

2 reduced by the deduction for deficiency divi-

3 dends provided in subsection (1) shall be

4 stayed until the date the claim is disallowed

. (in whole or in part), and if disallowed in part

6 collection shall be made only with respect to

7 the part disallowed.

8 No distraint or proceeding in court shall be begun

9 for the collection of an amount the collection of

10 which is stayed under subparagraph (i) or (ii) dur-

11 ing the period for which the collection of such

12 amount is stayed.

13 "(7) DEDUCTION DENIED IN CASE OF FRAUD.-

14 N o deficiency deduction shall be allowed under subsec-

15 tion (1) if the determination contains a finding that any

16 part of any deficiency attributable to an adjustment with

17 respect to the taxable year is due to fraud with intent to

18 evade tax or to willful failure to file an income tax

19 return within the time prescribed by law or prescribed

20 by the Secretary in pursuance of law.

21 "(8) PENALTY.-

22 "(i) For assessable penalty with respect to

23 liability for tax of a small business investment com-

24 pany which is allowed a deduction under subsection

25 (1), see section 6697.
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1 "(ii) The table of sections for such part I is
2 amended by adding at the end thereof the following

3 new item:
a(e) Deduction for deficiency dividends."

4 SEC. 2. EFFECTIVE DATE.

5 The amendments made by section 1 shall apply with

6 respect to determinations (as defined in section 852 (e) (3)

7 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954) occurring after the

8 date of the enactment of this Act.
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Senator Bym.. The committee will come to order. The subcommittee
today will consider a group of House and Senate tax bills. I have
urged the witnesses to summarize their main points. The full text of
their written testimony will be printed in the record as well as the
statement of those who are present but who will not be testifying
orally.

The subcommittee has prepared a pamphlet describing each of these
measures and providing revenue estimates. This pamphlet will be
made a part of the record.,

The hearings shall begin with a panel of witnesses. Each witness
will be limited to 5 minutes. The panel consists of James H. Mack, on
behalf of the National Machine Tool Builders' Association, Robert
Friedlund, on behalf of the Material Handling Institute, Donald
Brotzman, vice president, Rubber Manufacturers Association, Charles
W. Stewart, president, Machinery and Allied Products Institute,
Walter D. Vinyard, on behalf of the American Insurance Association,
Robert Clements, on behalf of the National Association of Insurance
Brokers, Ahthony Schopp, executive director, Machinery Dealers Na-
tional Association, on behalf of the Small Business Legislative Coun-
cil.

This panel will deal with S. 1611 and S. 3049. Gentlemen, who will
be the spokesman for the panel I

Pause.]
Senator BYm. Who will be the spokesman for the panel ? Who will

act as chairman?
[Pause.]

nator Bnmr. One of you might as well start. Mr. Mack, will you?

STATEMENT OF 'AKES X. MACK, ON BEHAL? OF TnE NATIONAL
MACHINE TOOL EUILER' ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY

M ECE , VICE I EIDZnT, O, REST MACHINE CO.

Mr. MACK. Good morphing. My name is Jim Mack. I am public affairs
director of the National Machine Tool Builders' Association. Ap-
pearing with me today, Mr. Chairman, is one of your constituents,
Jeff Secrest, who is vice president of the Secrest Machine Co., in Alex-
andria. Mr. Secrest is an example of American business for whom the
State placement program did not work.

Mr. Secrest's company which has been in business for 33 years and
has never lost a product liability claim, has been without product lia-
bility insurance since June 19t. One-fifth of our members are, like
Mr. Secrest, without affordable product liability insurance. Another
20 percent are forced to retain large deductibles. The average premium
cost for our members has increased by 1,315 percent since 1970, and
for some categories of our smaller members represents ahi average
approaching 3 percent of sales, not including deductibles.

Our written testimony documents the need for congressional action
on a broad range of fronts: Tort reform, workers' compensation re-
form, insurance reform, and the matter before you today, tax reform.
If a businessman cannot obtain or not afford adequate product liabil-
ity coverage--and I would submit that these two terms are synony-

I fee ap nadt to this hearing.

I-"3 0 - 7t - 4
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mous-and if he prudently decides to set up a fund to reserve against
future product liability losses, present tax law exacts a penalty on his
prudence. Moreover, it does not provide equitable tax treatment of ex-
penditures which are clearly and unmistakably business related.

You have two approaches'before you to help solve this problem. One
is to provide a 10-year carryback tor product liability losses, as sug-
gested by the Treasury. The other is to provide tax deductibility for
limited contributions to a funded reserve which could be used only
for the payment of product liability losses, including defense costs.
The carryback provision, standing alone, primarily aids those com-
panies with catastrophic product liability losses which cannot be com-
pletely written off over the current 3-year period. It affords no prac-
tical relief to a profitable company which has a current but irregularly
timed product liability defense and/or settlement costs.

We do not see why* each solution must be mutually exclusive. Why
not give the businessman the opportunity to prudently reserve against
smaller product liability losses with tax deductible dollars--under S.
3049-and to carryback catastrophic losses over a 10-year period-un-
der the administration's proposal? S. 3049 p~ermit.s companies like
Mr. Secrest's to establish a funded product liability reserve account,
and, depending upon the severity of his insurance problems, to con-
tribute up to $100,000 annually to the fund.

S. 3049 also precludes the imposition of the excess accumulations
tax on these limited funds.

NMTBA believes that the threshold for use of this deferral should
be lowered from the 3 percent of sales test contained in S. 3049 and
the deduction should not be made available to taxpayers who do not
meet this new threshold.

NMTBA is confident that the Finance Committee can devise such
a mechanism, and include it as a part of H.R. 135-11, along with the 10-
year carryback proposal, at a modest first year cost of .hout $100 mil-
lion. This committee established a precedent for S. 3049 when, under
the leadership of Chairman Long and Senator Hansen, it permitted
tax deductible self-insurance reserves for black-lung benefits.

We cannot overstate the immediate need for a product liability tax
relief measure which would alleviate the product liability insurance
crisis, which is wrecking havoc with the U.S. machine tool industry,
and we thank you for this opportunity to preF:ent our statement to you.

Senator Bym. Thank you, Mr. Mack. Senator PackwoodI
Senatr PACKWOOD. I want to ask you one question. You indicate

that 20 percent of your membership cannot get any kind of product
liability insurance ?'

Mr. MACK. That is correct, sir.
Mr. PACKWOOD. At ahy price? It is just unavailable ?
Mr. MACK. As I indicated, unavailability and unaffordability are

for all practical purposes synonymous. Somi cannot get it at any price.
For most of them, it is a matter of being completely unaffordable.

Senator PACKWOOD. The reason I ask-
Mr. MACK. When you get into the. range of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 percent of

sales, it is unaffordable. We have one member who has told us the
only insurance that people are willing to sell it to him is priced at
10 percent of sales.
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Senator PACKWOOD. The reason I ask is, I think the insurance in-
dustry, is going to oppose this, and they are going to argue that it
is available, and/or aordable, and if your testimony is that for some
peOle itissimply unoWnable at any price---

3Mr. M K. Yes, sir.
Senator PACKWOOD [continuing]. That is very good rebuttable evi-

dence.
Mr. Mcx. Yes.
Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you.
Senator BYBI. Thank you, Mr. Mack. The next witness, Mr. Fried-

lund, on behalf of Material Handling Institute.
rNo response.]
Senator By=. Mr. Brotzman I

STATEMENT OF DONALD G. BROTZMAN, VICE PEWDET, RU1B3R
XANUFACTUKRS ASSOCIATION

Mr. BRZMXAW. Right here. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Don Brotzman. I am the vice president of the Rubber

Manufacturers Association. I have had the opportunity of appearing
before this committee before, and I would like to join with my col-
leagues in expressing our gratitude for your having these hearings
an brining this important matter to legislative determination.

The RMA, which I represent-we actually represent about 200
member companies We produce over 40,000 product, and we are
here because we have a problem, too, and our problem, Set, is
the difficulty our membership has in getting product liability insur-
ance and the economic disability of having our insurance rates going
up about 400 percent during the last 4 to 5 years. Some would be more
than that, some slightly less, but for a mean average it would be
about 400 percent.

We are trying to deal with the problem on three fronts. First of
all, on a long-range basis, we believe there must be tort reform, be-
cause we know this is the genesis of the problem throughout the
States, and we have a program at the State level. No. 2, we are trying
to spread the risk or go through a risk management program so that
we can have joint industry action in this regard, but third and, I
think, as important or even more so, is to have the U.S. Congress gtant
some sort of a framework that will enable us to inmre ourselves in
certain respects My industry comes down strongly for the principle
of having a deduction, a. tax deduction for contributions to a trust to
permit us to insure ourselves.

We realize that there have to be safeguards built therein. We want
it to be fair to industry, and we want it to be fair to the Govern-
ment. We know that we should not be able to put money away in the
trust for other purposes The money should be used for product lia-
bility self-insurance. We have studied most of the legislation avail-
able on this subject and we find a variety of approaches, including
those by Senator Culver which have certain protections in this regard.

We also would say this-that if the committee does determine that
we should go the self-insurance route with a tax-exempt trust, we hope
it is not going to be so complex and burdensome that we cannot make
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it work, because we have seen examples of penalty excise taxes im-
posed upon other trusts. So we would regret that there must be flexi-
bility, to permit the trust to function and to permit us to meet our
responsibilities.

Finally, we feel that there is an urgency to the problem, and we
trust that this session of Congress will be able to deal with this isseu.
Thank vou.

Senator BY]RD. Senator PackwoodI
Senator PACKWOOD. How is the trust that you are going to set up

stop any lawsuits, stop any loss ratios or anything else that now exists
when you insure through insurance companies?

Mr. BROTZMAN. It will not actually stop any of the lawsuits. That
is correct. That would have to go back to the tort reform propositions
I mentioned at the State level. It will not stop it. It will help us to
cover economically, more economically that area of the loss we simply
cannot do right now.

Senator PACKWOOn. That is what I do not understand. Your in-
surance premiums are deductible. Assuming the insurance companies
are not just ripping you off and are doing nothing but trying to
cover the cost of their losses plus a reasonable profit, why is this
any cheaper I

Mr. BROTzMA^. That is precisely the point, and I understand your
question. Wo think that there is not a valid relationship between the
amount. of premiums that we pay and the losses that we are sus-
taining. In other words, we think there is fan exorbitant increase in
the amount of premiumrns required, in relation to our losses.

Senator PAcKwooD. Do you think this is true of your industry or
do you think that generally all industries are not sustaining and the
insurance industry is making a whopping profit? Where is the money
going, if all of the industries are not bearing lases in relation to the
premiums they are paying. and the insurance companies are not mak-
ing an exorbitant profit? Where is the money going?

Mr. BROTZMAX. I am not going to make a lot of allegations rela-
tive to where the money is going. because I do not really know, and :i
cannot speak for any other industry, but I can tell you that I have
talked to many others who are having a problem similar to ours. They
express the same. concern, the same requirement. a need for some kind
of legislative action. Where the money goes is something the committee
would probably have to find out, Senator.

Senator PACKWOOD. The reason I ask is because I can see down the
road what will happen. You will start on this. reserves will not be big
enough, some companies will not be able to afford it. and you will end
up with a products liability ERISA, with the Federal Government
managing your funds, and in retrospect you would probably wish you
had never gotten into it.

Mr. MACK. Senator. could I respond to your question? May I?
Senator PACKWOOD. Yes.
Mr. MACK. Our testimony documents our claims experience. About

12 percent of the claims against our members actually go to trial. We
win 75 percent of them, which means that 3 percent of the claims that
are brought against our members result in a plaintiff receiving an
amount of money in the courtroom which is substantially, in excess
of the worker's compensation lien. However, for every dollar the in-
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surance companies pay out, they pay out another 35 cents in defense
costs.

Senator PACKWOOD. Won't you have to do the same thing?
Mr. MACK. Yes, sir, but I think it is fair to say that based upon what

has happened to our industry over the last 8 years and based upon
the evidence accumulated by (he interagency task force on product lia-
bility, there has been some substantial panic pricing on the part of the
insurance industry. They basically sort of expect the worst and hope
to be surprised, to use the term of the California Tort Commission.
The cost of insurance has become completely unaffordable for many
of our members.

Senator PACKWOOD. Do you have any rating experience in the in-
dustry on premiums? You have good records. Do your premiums go
down like workmen's compensation with a good safety record?

Mr. MACK. Senator, there are members of ours like Mr. Secrest
who cannot afford insurance and whose suggested premium had gone
up substantially. The average increase for those in our industry who
have insurance is 1,315 percent. Many of these companies have no
claims.

Senator PACKWOOD. My question is this, is there any experience rat-
ing between employers in this business I

Mr. MACK. You would have to ask that of the insurance industry.
I am told that there is some, but it appears to us that there is no rela-
tionship whatsoever between the premiums that are being charged or
being suggested to some of our members and their experience, many of
whom have had no claims at all and most of whom have never lost a
claim.

Senator BYm. Thank you. Mr. Brotzman. Charles W. Stewart, presi-
dent, Machinery and Allied Products Institute.

STATEMENT OF CHARLIU W. STEWART, PRESIDENT, MACHINERY
AND ALLIED PRODUCTS INSTITUTE, ACCOMPANIED BY CHARLES
I. DERR

Mr. S EwArr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
In accordance with the rules and in view of the fact that you have

admitted the institute's statement to the record, I will be very brief.
I would like to comment for a moment about Senator Packwood's

questions. You will, of course, 'tear from the insurance industry today,
and I guess they are best able to indicate how they rationalize their
premiums. We have a feeling that the rationalization is a little thin or
nonexistent, but on the other hand I certainly would defer to them to
some extent in terms of their answer. With regard to the questio of
insurance availability, we should bear in mind that for many com-
panies a very high and unacceptable deductible is involved, so that the
insurance, even when granted, carries a deductible as to which the
company has to self-insure, whether you have the proposed type of re-
lief or not.

Let me just tick off two or three points and then refer you to our
statement. If the record would not be burdened too much, we would
like to have included as a part of our presentation results of a survey
in August 1976.

Senator BYRD. Without objection. it will be a part of the record.
[The material referred to follows:]
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Products Liability: A MAPISurvey

Foreword

Few problems confronting American industry have grown as swiftly
as products liability. For a considerable number of companies this phenom-
enon has now reached a crisis stage.

The interest of the Machinery and Allied Products Institute in
products liability dates back some 15 years and originated with the work
of the Institute's Insurance Council. Our york in the field, encouraged
by the MAPI Executive Committee, has included the continuing and enlarging
attention of the Insurance Council, the publication of two full-length
books--Products Liability and Reliability: Some Manaement Considerations
(1967) and Company Programs To Reduce Products Liability Hazards (19T2)--
and a series of memorandums on the subject, frequent consultation with
member companies, and, most recently, creation of a MAPI Products Liability
Council. I think it is fair to say that no business organization has
devoted more attention, research, and documentation to this subject than
has HAPI.

Some months ago, in accordance with discussions with the MAPI
Executive Committee, the Institute staff undertook the identification and
development in some detail of possible alternative approaches to solution
of the problem. In considering how best to embark upon this search, we
enlisted the aid of certain members of the Insurance Council and the
Products Liability Council who were-and are--possessed of unusual exper-
ience and expertise in the field. They agreed unanimously that an appro-
priate starting point for this quest would be a comprehensive survey of
member company experience and attitudes respecting products liability.

A comprehensive MAPI questionnaire on this subject, developed
with the aid of those member company executives who first suggested a sur-
vey, was transmitted to Institute member companies on March 4, 1976 and
followed up late in April. This memorandum is devoted to a full report of
the survey.

On behalf of IAPI, I want to express our keen sense of appreciation
to all those member companies who completed and returned the long, detailed,
and complicated questionnaire and especially to those member company exec-
utives who were so very helpful in the questionnaire's development. We
hope that the full report which follows, by providing a badly needed data
base, may prove of some assistance in the ultimate solution of the increas-
ingly serious problem of products liability as a part of !4API's continued
and intensive work on the subject.

Charles W. Stewart

President

August 1976
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Highlights

The highlights of the full report are summarized below.

-- Some 210 MAPI member companies, representing a broad
cross-section of industry, participated in the MAPI
survey.

-- The experience of respondents indicates a sharp rise
in both the number and amount of products liability
claims over the past decade.

-- For the period 1965 through 1975, 156 companies
reported products liability suits filed against
them in the amount of $826 million by plaintiffs'
estimates; at the end of this period, 162 companies
reported suits pending of $259 million with this
figure based not on plaintiffs' evaluations but on
amounts reserved against such claims by insurance
carriers.

-- The majority of respondents have attacked the
products liability problem by assigning special
responsibility therefore to an individual or a
committee; most such individuals or committees
report to general management either at corporate
or divisional level.

-- Almost all respondent companies carry primary
products liability insurance coverage; a slightly
higher percentage carry excess products liability
coverage. The majority of respondents consider
insurance coverage adequate, but nearly half con-
sider the cost unreasonable.

-- More than 94 percent of those companies which
answered the question indicated that their
products liability premium rates had increased
over the past five years, in addition, more than
one-third of these companies were required to
accept a deductible of a large retrospective
retention. In percentage terms, the premium
rate increase ranged from 0 to more than 4,000
percent with some 58 percent of the companies
responding to this question reporting increases
between 100 percent and 1,000 percent.

-- A significant minority of responding companies
(16 percent) believe that the upsurge in products
liability claims has inhibited the development
of new products or contributed to the discon-
tinuance of existing products.
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Less than 10 percent of respondent companies believe
that products liability can be solved vitnout legis-
lation. Of those who believe legislation is necessary,
the great majority think federal or federal art
state legislation is necessary.

-- .ne mere important of respondents' sug.te-:'i:.=- ;br
soliini tne produces liabil%:; problem '. iez:ending
order of popularity include toe following:

!' Eliminate continger.t lawyers' fees.

_. ske employer responsible where a w:.-t.a~ei
injury is caused by his negliger.e.

E Enact statutes of limitation contemn:.: rodu:-.c
liability waich wo'uld res.ri:t li-i, :
specified time period, li.it liacili:." t: owner-
ship by original purchaser, and frec - n:e i-
facturer of liability were prodic:. s:en
altered or misused.

(4) Limit the amount of awards in rrod;::. bi.it'
cases for damages other tnan medi:.s s..
hospital expenses.

) ake worxmen's compensation -ne 3._ rems-..• for
a work-related injury.

(E Improve product quality.

(7) Apportion fault between manufacturer an!
employer and other defendants in a w:rk-related
i nj ury.

(8) Limit or eliminate altogether the doctrine of
strict liability.

In concluding this introduction to tne RAF! survey of prod-icts
liability, it seems necessary to reemphasize the complexity of the problem
and the elusiveness of any final solution. As in the fable of the blind
men and the elephant, it is very possible to see products liability as a
legal problem, or an engineering problem or a manufacturing problem or
a marketing problem--or whatever kind of problem it is that an individual's
personal blinders permit him to see. Products liability is, of course,
each of these things. It is also all of them and therein lies the diffi-
culty of solution and the improbability of clearing up the products lia-
bility mess by a single stroke, however inspired.

Just as the blind men, one by one, described the elephant
according to what it was that each was able to feel of this strange
creature so do approaches to the solution of products liability differ
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according to the individual's vision of the problem. A good sized group
holds that legislation is indispensable to the solution, some look to the
courts, others insist that better products are the principal, if not the
sole, solution. One important element of any final solution is already
In being and takes the form of individual company programs to eliminate
or mitigate the products liability hazard. Still others preach--and
practice--the doctrine of vigorous and unyielding defense of products
claims. One can only say--vith some confidence--that there is no one
solution to the burgeoning problem of products liability, a conclusion
which seems fully borne out by the results of the MAN survey.
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3-digit Number of
SIC Code No. Title Respondents

359 Miscellaneous Machinery, Except Electrical 7

361 Electric Transmission and Distribution Equipment 5

362 Electrical Industrial Apparatus 17

363 Household Appliances 4

364 Electric Lighting and Wiring Equipment 6

366 Communication Equipment 9

367 Electronic Components and Accessories l4

371 Motor Vehicles and Motor Vehicle Equipment 19

372 Aircraft and Parts li

373 Ship and Boat Building and Repairing 3

374 Railroad Equipment 5

381 Engineering, Laboratory, Scientific and Re-
search Instruments ind Associated Equipment 5

382 Measuring and Controll.ng Instruments 14

Company Size

Sales volume (please check one)

Number of
Volume of Sales Respondents

Under $10 million 25
$10 million - $50 million 53
$50 million - $100 million 29
$100 million - $500 million 59
$500 million - $1 billion 18
$1 billion and over 26

210

I THE ANATOMY OF THE PROBLEM

Industrial Products vs.
Consumer Products

Yes No
A. Is your company's output limited primarily to industrial

products? (210)/1 191 19

i/- The figures immediately following the questions indicate the number of
tabulated replies.
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a. If your. oupost manufaotzarea contswev goods, w.oZd you~ Range
please indicate roughly wihat percentage thay represents

o vta aie. ,______ 9% to 950 /.

.:..? Serious Is tne Problem?

- ..:' _- :-ca:.- a e a pr:1,:.2zr bEasZit ":-": f
d eacriLz .-. (?Zlcaee che,: z'205'05 1 2.~ 2

Number :: escponien-.z

C-: -t n7:-1 prea2r 1a:.

L :,a" ao-; reaer'oe 'for ieares "e

:7.. .'eirz "'.ientified" were 1965, -97.-, , n . .75.
ea:. :e rezp::ien, wai asked tc indicate bct- =e :.x-.h r and a: ". e

f:Isi - pa :L an; reserved. The res ' Its fc,lov wi,:n.t"-.- n 'c:'er :f :-.-
;.a.i.s resrsniing t: each question shown parentrne-i:a':1. af-er t .e answer.

- - 6,6.1 :I ,*, ' 9"
19-0 7,03
197- ll,162 76,250,1-- : 93)
.9'1 9,565 81,236.2:: (191)

T:,e abrupt increase in amount cf clai=r 1'' 5 -,o 19%70 and
o e.:rni 3 a-: ou.n ted "cr in part, but only ic. pa.'%, z[ the d sparity in
n. -%ers :.D cmoanies reporting in the first of -nest ears ersus the last

m.a : difference, incidentaiy, is ac: cr r by ne fact :nat
a z:s-antlal number of respondents no longer have -?'5 : ai-.s records.
a)-wicnstandinS this difference, a clear pattern of increase is shown in
:ne dollar amount of claims paid and reserved by retorting companies over
the period from which these years Nere selected. As for the number of
su:h claims, the pattern of increase would appear to have been interrupted
in 1975 for Wnich some 1,300 fewer claims were reported then for the next
earlier year of 1973. The appearance is an illusion, a false dawn. The

a Only 15 respondents or 7 percent of the total reported consumer goods
sales of 20 percent or higher.
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fact is that the 1975 figures reported--and to a lesser extent the 1973
figures--are preliminary only; more--and probably considerably more--claims
assignable to 1975 will be reported in the future. A typical comment on
the point says, "Many claims are not reported to us until two to four years
have elapsed from the date of accident; this is particularly true of those
claims involving industrial products. These claims have also been the
company's largest claims."

To consider these figures from another standpoint, the average
claim in 1965 was $1,730; in 1970 it was $7,258; in 1973 it was $6,819;
and in 1975 it was $8,234. Thus, although the averages do not represent
an unbroken pattern of increase the trend line is clearly upward.

(3) Size of coaims (184)
NuMber of Claims Paid and Reserved
1965 2W?0 1973 1975

under $1,000 4,285 4,181 4,492 2,584
$1,000 - $10,000 906 1,476 1,898 1,291
$10,000 - $100,000 195 530 849 492
$100,000 - $500,000 19 64 169 90
$500,000 - $1 million 2 11 15 41
over $1 million 0 4 17 11

Again, the trend in products liability claims over the period is
clear and, consistent with our observations above, the figures reported for
1975 must be considered preliminary. Two comments of respondents deserve
repeating. One says in respect to the pattern of claim activity, "The
number of lawsuits filed against the __ company in the product liability
area increased from slightly over 100 lawsuits in 1965 to over 1,200 law-
suits in 1975." Another, quoting the "Cook County Jury Verdict Reporter"
and addressing the size-of-claim matter on a comparative basis says, "Our
Cook County court system here in Chicago recently compiled figures for a
one-year period extending from September 1, 1974 through and including
September 1, 1975. Such compilation of statistics reflected that $6.7
million was awarded to traffic collision litigants involving 225 collisions
whereas $6.9 million was awarded in 18 cases of product liability litiga-
tion. In other words, there was an average award in Cook County last year
in product liability litigation of $383,000 per case."

An analysis of the rise in the amount of claims over the period
covered reveals some interesting numbers. Excluding 1975 figures for
reasons already indicated, consider what has happened over the period 1965
to 1973 within the dollar brackets on which responses were classified.
Claims under $1,000 (many of them doubtless "nuisance" claims) have remained
at substantially the same level. But claims in the $1,000-$0,000 bracket
rose from 906 to 1,898, or 109 percent; claims in the $10,000 to $100,000
bracket rose from 195 to 849, or 335 percent; claims from $100,000 to
$500,000 rose from 19 to 169, or 789 percent; claims from $500,000 to $1
million rose from 2 to 15, or 750 percent; and claims over $1 million rose
from 0 to 17, or by an infinite percentage. No doubt some part of this is
inflation, but that alone cannot explain these phenomenal percentage increases.
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reported.
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specifying the amount of claims involved. In fact, the &mount of
claims thus disposed of involves only 197 actual claims.
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worth. The figure, incidentally, was checked directly in most cases with
any company whose answer left any question on the point. In a few remaining
questionable cases where it was impossible to verify the fig'Ares with
companies involved, sums which were rather obviously the total. of plaintiffs'
demands were arbitrarily deflated on a ratio of 1 to 10.

As originally conceived, the 9 parts of this question were supposed
to represent this equation: (1) - (2) through (8) - (9). However, the
framers of the question did not reckon with the creativity of respondents
who did not consider a lawsuit first brought to their attention as a "claim
presented." Thus the balance intended to be struck is not achieved.

C. Products liability claims first presented during
1975 by type of claim ant and clase of product

This question comes at claims data from still another direction.
It seeks to determine for the most recent complete year the comparative
importance of three general sources of products liability claims: (1)
employees of other companies; (2) members of the general public; and (3)
insurance companies via subrogation. Typically, products liability claims
involving capital goods are work-related. They frequently involve a suit
against a machinery manufacturer by an employee of the manufacturer's
customer who is injured on the job and alleges that the manufacturer's
product was at fault. Thus, one may infer that most if not all claims
arising under this classification are "capital goods cases." Moreover,
employees injured on the job are compensated by workmen's compensation
and where in the usual case such benefits are paid by an insurance carrier,
the latter is subrogated--to the extent of benefits paid--to any rights
the injured employee may have against a machinery manufacturer. This is,
of course, situation (3) above.

As for the second of these categories of products liability
claims, those by members of the general public, the majority of such claims
are against manufacturers of consumer goods whose products are sold directly
to, and are used by, members of the general public. A lesser, although
still substantial, number of such claims may involve capital goods which
come into contact with the general public (e.g., transportation equipment,
construction equipment, etc.).

The summary of survey responses to this question appears below.

Claims by employees of other comjanies.-In this case, as in the
case of responses to all tree subparts of this question, more companies
reported claims falling in this category than reported dollar amounts of
such claims. A total of 1,385 claims from this source was reported by 187
participating companies. Only 164 of these companies reported dollar
amounts of such claims amounting to $128,504,425.

There were 80 4-digit SIC product codes represented here with
the vast majority in the following 2-digit SIC codes: 34--Fabricated Metal
Products, Except Machinery and Transport Equipment; 35--Machinery, Except
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Electrical; 36--Electrical and Electronic Machinery, Equipment and Supplies;
and 37--Transportation Equipment. Among the specific 4-digit SIC codes
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D. How many products liability suits and/or claims does
your company now have pending?

There were 191 responses to this question and 15,131 suits
and/or claims now pending were reported. This amounts to somewhat more
than 79 suits and/or claims for each of these 191 companies.

III ORGANIZING TO DEAL WITH THE PROBLEM
Yes No

A. Does your company have any individual(s) or committee
having special responsibility for products liability? (208) 164 44

B. Where are they located?

Almost 80 percent responded affirmatively, a statistic which
rather clearly indicates the widespread concern in industry with the
problem of products liability.

A3 for location, 117 companies have such an individual or
committee at headquarters with this total subdivided as follows: commit-
tee--38; individual--79.

Of those companies who responded affirmatively to the first
question, 47 indicated placement of such an individual or committee at
division or subsidiary level. Here the preference is for the committee
approach with 28 favoring that and 19 having an individual perform the
job.

A total of 50 respondents indicated coverage at both corporate
and division levels.

C. To whom (title only) does any such individual or committee report?

A total of 142 companies answered this question with 113 indi-
cating the reporting line at headquarters and 29 at division or subsidiary
level. Some companies, as we have seen, have such organizational arrange-
ments at both locations.

Of the 113 replies pertaining to corporate headquarters, the
summary of executives to whom any such individual or committee reports
breaks down as follows:

Number of
Title Respondents

President 32
Vice President (including those with and without

special titles such as "VP-Engineering") 27
Senior Vice President 7
Executive Vice President 6
Secretary (Including some who are General Counsel) 5
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D. If a cov'ittee has responsibility, what corporate functions
are repreeen ed?

There were 93 companies which responded to this question. Among
these companies are representation on such committees of management functions
identified in the question as follows:

Function Number of Respondents

Engineering 82
Manufacturing (quality control) T4
Fisk Management/Insurance 68
Design 65
Law 60
Research and Development 58
Safety 55
Marketing 54
Advertising 41
Purchasing 28
Industrial Relations 17

Beyond those functions listed in the questionnaire, comments of
respondents indicated representation on such committees of other management
responsibilities including: Service, Parts Department, Product Support,
Cnief Administrative Officer, Training, Finance, Environmental Engineering,
Toxicology, and Industrial Hygiene.

E. If a conittee structure, who acts as chairman? (Title only)
As executive director? (Title only)

Chairman.--Some 77 companies responded to the first of these two
questions. Their responses reveal a remarkable diversity, of approach to
the chairmanship of any corporate or division committee with special
responsibilities for products liability. As indicated by the subdivision
of the summary of responses which appears below, 25 of these 77 companies
have appointed a member of general management as chairman and 22 have en-
trusted the post to an engineering executive. Of the remainder, distributed
largely on a functional basis, 9 quality control executives chair such com-
mittees as do 7 marketing and customer service executives and 5 risk
(insurance) managers.

Chairman of "Products Liability" Committee Number of Respondents

General Management

President 8
Senior Vice President 3
Group Vice President I
Vice President 6
Treasurer 5
Secretary 3
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Executive Director.--A considerable lesser number of companies--
35--answered the query concerning the executive director of any "products

liability committee" than answered the preceding question on the chairman-
ship. As will appear from the summary of responses below, one may infer
that the question was not completely understood and that there was at least

some confusion between the function of organizing and directing the affairs
of any such committee and the managerial post to which the committee reports.
Notwithstanding the relative paucity of response to this question, one
further--an important--inference is at least suggested. Adding the total

of senior executives--lO--represented to be "Executive Directors" (and

one doubts if they are in fact preparers of agendas and carriers of paper

on committee matters) to that number of responses-8--indicating that there

is "none" (i.e., Executive Director], the result is 18 or more than half

those companies which answered this question. From this, one could conclude

that some such committees have an occasional or ad hoc rather than a
continuing existence because an "Executive Director" devoting all or most

of his time to committee affairs would seem to be essential to a continuing

committee life. Although it is not clear from answers to the question, it
must be concluded that the function of "Executive Director" may be performed
without that title or any title being assigned.

Executive Director of "Products Number of
Liability Committee" Respondents

General Management

President 4
Executive Vice President 3
Vice President - Operations 1
Division President 1
Division General Manager 1

10

Research. Development and Engineering

Vice President, Research and Development 1

Director of Research, Development and Engineering 1
Plant engineer 1

3

Quality Control

Manager, Product Safety 2
Product Safety Engineer 1
Division Manager - Product Integrity 1

Miscellaneous

Vice President, Corporate Development 1

Controller 1
Insurance Counsel 1
"Industrial Relations" 1
"Same" (i.e., same as Chairman) 6
"None" 8

18
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(1). special responsibility for regulations
and codes

(2) approval of warning signs and labels

(3) tracking claims; investigating claims

(4) accident investigation; selection of defense
counsel; authority to try or settle; selec-
tion of expert witnesses; determination of
whether to cross-file against suppliers or
dealers

In pursuing the general question of how a company may be organized
to anticipate anJ deal with products liability questions, we asked whether
or not any committee or individual assigned to this area had special respon-
sibility for a variety of pertinent management decisions. Beyond these
decisions, which are covered in the summary of responses appearing above,
respondents were asked to indicate additional areas of decision or action
for which any such committee or individual might have responsibility.
(Slightly differing numbers of companies answered the individual questions;
the number of respondents to each is shown irk parentheses.)

C. Haue you a written corporate policq on the reteation of
records (e.g., design, manufacturing, purchasing, testing, Yes No
inspection, pertinent standard operating procedures, etc.)
,which may affect potential products liability clai-ms? (181) 106 75

Any manufacturer may one day face the necessity of proving in
court the care with which his product was designed, manufactured, tested,
etc. On such an occasion corporate records are an indispensable element
of the necessary proof--hence this question. There were 181 responses
including 106 companies who said "Yes" and 75 companies who said "No."

Yes No
H. If the answer to "G" is "Yes," is 3uch policy strictly

enforced? (101) 77 24i

Accompanying comments provide at least some suggestion that
companies which have no such policy or, if they do, do not enforce it, are
reexamining the question. And one says "Enforcement is a never ending
battle."

IV PRODUCTS LIABILITY INSURANCE COVERAGE
Yes No

A. Does your company have primary products liability insurance
coverage? (188) 180 8

If answer is "So," please comment
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Negative comments were accompanied by such comments as the
following:

Inadequate because of restrictive language.

Limits now available in the market may be inadequate.

Loss or damage to company's products not covered.

Does not cover design error.

Based on recent trends we have no idea what is adequate.

Yes No

(2) do you considr the cost
rcasomable? (173) 93 80

(3) are yn-' satisfied uith the performance of

your insurance cowany as to

-- preventing accidents (150) 102 48

-- defense of actions (165) 135 30

C. H.200 your pro bcts stability premium rates increased

over tu, pist fioe years? (205) 19. 11

If so, for 'chat reasons?

As might be expected, not all those companies which said "Yes"
omrented on the reasons. However, 167 did comment--with each company

usually siggesting several reasons--and their comments conform to a pattern
with the same reasons being assigned repeatedly. An array of those reasons
appears below with an indication of how many companies felt each such
reason applied to them.

Number of
Respondents

Increased ciaims against, and losses by, respondent 51

General insurance market conditions 37

General rate increase 29

General experience in respondent's industry 20

Inflation 18

Generous jury awards 15

Increasing volume of litigation 11

"Consumerism" (including social and legal attitudes) 8

Increased sales volume 6

Increased severity of claims 5
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In addition to those responses sumarized above, one respondent,
whose answer is not included, indicates a "corridor deductible" from $25,000
to $100,000. Still other respondents, having answered "No" to the basic
question, indicate that they have deductibles on their products coverage
by choice. No doubt this is literally true, but one cannot fail to ask if
the choice may not have been influenced by the premium that would have been
required without the deductible.

Yes No
E. Hvc you had products liability insurance

coverage cancelled? (194) 30 164

If so, why? (Please comment)

An analysis of the reasons assigned for cancellation--and some
companies assigned more than one reason--reveals a recurrent pattern. Of
the 30 companies responding In the affirmative, 9 indicated cancellation
was the result of the carrier withdrawing from insurance of the products
liability risk. "Poor claims experience" was reported by 7 companies whose
products coverage was cancelled. An additional 7 companies, indicating
generally that no reason for cancellation by their carriers was cited,
have suggested that it resulted from an obvious reluctance on the part of
carriers to insure the products risk. Three other respondents reported
cancellation by the e cess or umbrella carrier. Other reasons, which are
in part variants on the themes already noted, appear in respondents' remarks
quoted below.

Insurance company did not want to continue on
risk even though there were no reported losses at
time of cancellation.

Reinsurer cancelled on basis carrier.

Insurance cancelled even though company had
no claims.

Carrier got out of business in our State.

Several refusals to renew despite accident-
free record for 14 years.

Insurance carrier moving away from unprofit-
able lines.

V THE COST OF PRODUCTS LIABILITY

A. Some juriodictione appear to have adopted the theory of "enterprise
liability" on the assumption that the product rvnufacturer is the
one beat situated to distribute costs associated tith injuries
resulting from use or consumption of a product. It seems probable
that little ha; been done in the direction of identifying and
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(3) internal costs not covered by insurance? (As a
percentage of the insurance preniLo ) % (126)

MOTE: "Coste not covered by insurance" might include
the amount of any insurance deductible, staff salaries
and overhead, costs of investigation and claim settle-
ment, costs of litigation, etc.

Of the 126 responses, 23, or nearly a fifth, indicate zero
internal costs covered by insurance. The full summary appears below.

Range

less than I%

1.0% through 4.9%

5.0% through 9.9%

10.0% through 24.9%

25.0% through 49.9%

50.0% through 99.9%

100.0% through 199.9%

200.0% and above

Number of Respondents

23

27

16

8

13

6
5
z4

B. By .j.hat percentage, if any, has the total of such costs
increased over the past five years? % (159)

There were 159 responses to this question with 93, or 58 percent
of the total, distributed between the 100% and 1,000% marks. The full
surszary of responses follows:

Range

less than 10%

10.0% through 24.9%

25.0% through 49.9%

50.0% through 99.9%

100.0% through 199.9%

200.0% through 499.9%

500.0% through 999.9%

1,000% through 1,999%

2,000% through 3,999%

4,000% and above

Number of Respondents

10

1

7
13
16
31,

27
32
13

3
3

159
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We considered products liability insurance
costs and potential claim costs in the development
of advanced medical to be such that we redirected
product development into other fields.

(No] . . . however, serious consideration has
been given to eliminating some products and acces-
sories to products.

Products liability experience with a line
was the impetus for disposing of the product line.
In future, other product lines may be affected.

Have reviewed products in group and discontinued
products.

Some old products are being redesigned. While
this i a discontinuance it has placed emphasis on
new product development.

Several examples wherein customers have shown
need for new products . . . and which we could have
developed . . . but which were delayed or abandoned
because of products liability.

Present research expenditures are being allocated
towards areas of less exposure to consumer and lia-
bility problems.

VII POSSIBLE APPROACHES TO A SOLUTION

We are aware that many member companies have already considered possible
legislation or other solutions to the products liability problem. NAPI
is not committed to a particular solution at this time. A variety of
proposals which have bean advanced are listed below following two general
questions. We would appreciate your reaction to then, but w'e are
particularly interested in your suggestions as to how this continually
enlarging problem my be solved, or at least made manageable.

A. If products liability is a problem for your company,
do you believe it can. be solved without legislation Yes No
(e.g., through contractual indemnification, oourt-

made law, etc.)? (187) 18 169

If so, how?

Although comments were specifically requested only in the case
of an affirmative response, those who believe no solution is possible
without legislation also had their say. Representative comments, both
pro and con, appear below.
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Favoring Federal Legislation or Federal/State

It would be difficult and expensive to operate
,under 50 state laws.

State legislation would be non-uniform and
result in "forum-shopping."

Fc, deral Products Liability Act administered by
StAte and Federal Courts.

[Favor federal legislation] . . . providing
fleral statutes could override state laws.

Federal legislation for uniformity but State
legislation is required for limitation of actions.

Favoring State Legislation

Preferably State, but State and Federal if
necessary.

No additional legislation. Government
regulations are a Pandora's box.

Most applicable statutes (statutes of limi-
t'ton and workmen's compensation) are state matters.
R y require federal legislation for uniformity.

I,ocal problems should be resolved at local
level.

"Consumerism" too deeply embedded in antici-

pations for federal legislation to do whole job.
[Editor's note: This is reminiscent of another
comment on the locus of possible legislation which
asserted that it is " . . . necessary to curb
'welfare-consuimerism'do-gooder' philosophy which
is poisoning the country. "]

c. Certain proposals for solution of the products liability
problem are listed below. Would you please indicate
your reaction by a "favorable" or "unfavorable" answer
and any comments you may have on any or all such
proposals.

Favor- Unfavor-
-- making "no-fault" legislation--either able able

mandatory or elective--applicable to
products liability (195) 79 116
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auto insurance has worked in Massachusetts.
(Unfavorable)
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In the history of the world, removal of respon-
sibility from a person for his acts has never solved
a problem. (Unfavorable)

If limits can be set, it would be very helpful.
(Favorable)

Recommend "no-fault" products liability legis-
lation to cover where the product is certified as
having met acceptable standards; otherwise common
law to prevail. (Favorable).

Do not favor low-risk companies subsidizing
others. (Unfavorable)

Preferably mandatory. (Favorable)

-- changes in workmen's compensation legislation
to:

(1) limit products liability exposure (187);

(2) make possible a contribution from a
negligent employer (191); or

(3) provide that recoveries under work-
m n 's compensation or hospital/lmedical
!ozrance by injured worhnen should
hr permitted as an offset against
recovery (187)

Favor- Unfavor-
able able

161 26

153 38

164 23

Plea., describe changes you oould recomnyend:

Changes recommended were numerous and wide-ranging and, to some
degree,. contradictory. For the most part, certain suggestions recur. Each
such general recommendation is stated below indicating the number of respon-
dents who support it.

Recommendations

Tne employer should be made responsible
wh-re a work-related injury is caused
by nis negligence.

Workmen's compensation should be made the
sole remedy for a work-related injury.

Subrogation to an injured workman's rights
by a workmen's compensation insurance
carrier should be prohibited.

Workmen's compensation benefits should be
raised to realistic levels.

Manufacturers should not be permitted to
sue employers.

Number of Respondents

33

21

15

11

6
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Composiiocn of quasi-public agen:y is critical.

[Favorablel provided realistic standards are
drawn.

Legislation would be helpful. Even though --
meets Federal safety standards, there is no i.-nunity
from suit, since these are considered minimum stan-
dards. Evidence that standards are met snould be
conclusive.
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Unfavorable

It not believe approach is feasible.

?ich agencies have rarely accomplished their
objectives. Manufacturers do not need additional
,tg-ncies regulating them.

A setup for bribery. Also impossibly bureau-
crat ic.

Of doubtful practical value and probably not
legally permissible.

,; agency could possibly possess required
,xpertis' in all areas.

FJL'r- Unfavor-
-- pr' f of compliance with applicable safety and able able

;hlt itgyialation regulations to serve as
a dofenise in a products liability suit (197) 166 31

In this case there was a clear, indeed overwhelming, majority in
favor of the proposal as stated. A representative selection of respondents'
corsnents on this suggestion--classified according to the view expressed by
the commentator--follows. The comments chosen reveal not only solid con-
viction but dubiety and a considerable element of hope.

Favorable

Federal standards would be preferable to state
standards.

Should be accepted as a defense to design defect
allegations--not to defective workmanship or materials.
Leave a: a jury question whether or not safety and
ri-alti regulations are in keeping with the state of
the art.

Certification by recognized testing laboratories
(e.g., Underwriters' Laboratories) should be admis-
sible.

Should be more than a defense. It should create
a conclusive presumption.

An affirmative defense but not an absolute
defense.
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Prime manufacturers should assume liability
for entire product, including components, to
eliminate duplicate insurance and expense.

Recovery should be sufficient to make the
injured party whole. [However, there should be]
. . . limitations on pain and suffering, loss of
consortium, etc.

(a) Where a maximum recoverable amount is set,
the maximum is generally sued for regardless of
injury; (b) and (c) are already provided for in
Restatement of Torts (2).

It is unreasonable and ridiculous that we had
to defend ourselves in 1971 on a machine our prede-
cessor shipped in 1929 which had changed hands
several times. The user must be made responsible
for safe operation whether he modifies machine or not.

(a) Amounts of recovery should be set by
appointed fact-ftnding panel based on the injured
person's current earnings and future earning capacity--
not by a court; (b) a reasonable period from first
,ie; and (c) comparative negligence principle should
apply.

A ceiling is undesirable under (a). The jury
would always give the maximum.

(a) Limit to amount obtainable under workmen's
compensation; (b) liability should be limited to
some percentage of estimated or actual life cycle;
(r) only if causal connection can be shown between
alleged defect and modification or alteration.

This is a very difficult area involving many
issues of public policy and cannot be dealt with
in summary fashion.

(a) Specific limitations by law on amounts re-
c,)verable for pain and suffering is needed to pre-
vnt run-away verdicts based on sympathy; (b) This
type of legislation is definitely needed to permit
insurers to foresee the risk and set rates accord-
ingly and to eliminate unforeseen liabilities when
transferring ownership of companies; (c) Needed is
legislation limiting the judicially imposed rule
of "foreseeable misuse."
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What is your suggestion for solution of the products tiabilit.
problem? Please dieous

There were 130 respondents who made specific suggestions for
solution of the products liability problem. As in the case of proposals
for change in vorkmen's compensation legislation, a majority of responses
voice recurrent themes,. 4a atemting fairly to sumarize this outpouring
of suggestions, we have, first, sunsrized below in our own language common
recommendations together vitb the number of responses which agreed to each,
and, second, ve have quoted number of other suggestions which follow no
pattern but nevertheless 4ejeQ to be rioted.
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General Recommendations

Number of
Respondents

Eliminate contingent lawyers' fee. 38

Make employer responsible where a work-related
injury is caused by his negligence. 33

Enact a statute of limitation governing manu-
facturer's liability. (Included suggestions:
(1) 10 years from date of first sale to first
user; (2) make time coincide with depreciation
schedule for particular machine; (3) alteration
or misuse of machine should free manufacturer
of liability; (4) limit liability to ownership
by original purchaser; (5) apply higher stan-
dard of proof if product has performed satis-
factorily for a specified number of years.) 26

Limit the amount of awards. (Including three
who specifically noted limiting awards for
pain and suffering. It seems likely that
others intended this in calling for a limi-
tation on "awards.") 24

Make workmen's compensation the sole remedy
for a work-related injury. 21

Improve product quality. 20

Apportion fault between manufacturer and
employer and other defendants in a work-
related injury. 11

Limit or eliminate altogether the doctrine
of strict liability. io

Negligence should be punished. 5

Educate public to seriousness of products
liability problem. 5

Defend all products liability claims vigorously. 5

Abolish punitive damages (including suggestions
that any punitive damages awarded should be to
State and not the Plaintiff and no contingent
legal fees should be allowed thereon). 4

There is no one solution. 4
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d. Modify strict liability (Restatement 402a) to
allow comparative negligence to reduce damages
in accordance with plaintiff's failure to act
prudently.

e. Statute of Limitations to run from date of
first sale to first user.

2. Business or corporate property damage

a. Eliminate all causes of action except those
under the UCC or negligence actions.'

b. Statute of Limitations to run from date of
sale in negligence cases.

(UCC Statute is now from date of sale.)

Consider a simple piece of equipment--a knife.
Who cuts fingers with them? Obviously, the user.
If knife manufacturer must be responsible for use
he has two choices: One is to liquidate before
going broke or going broke.

No class action suits without permission of
claimants. Entire punitive damages award goes to
state, no attorney's fees allowed. Reduce attorney's
fees as claim increases. Strict liability rule only
to first purchaser.

Legislation counteracting the strict liability
theory as propounded in the Restatement of Torts (2]
and case law would be desirable. If we move back
toward a negligence-contributory negligence stance,
. . . much of the product liability problem would be
solved . . . . If a strict contributory negligence
theory is considered too harsh, a comparative negli-
gence theory can be considered-

Although Federal legislation appears to be needed
to help correct a worsening product liability situation,
I am disturbed by some of the suggested types of legis-
lation heretofore mentioned. Striking out in a number
of directions with immunity, no-fault, amending work-
men's compensation legislation and setting up new
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Index and adjusted to provide reasonable compensation.
Go back to doctrine of privity and proved negligence
rather than strict liability.

If management has the resources to design, produce
anil market its products, then It can also manage its
liability exposure. If public demands quality and
safe products, manufacturer should price accordingly.
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Mr. STEWART. I call the committee's attention to the fact that a most
recent questionnaire which we took by Telex is briefed on page 2 of
our statement, and would be a part of our complete statement.

I think there are some things of a general nature that should be
said. First of all, this is not exclusively or primarily a small business
problem. It is a problem which cuts across all industry, all sizes of
companies, and therefore I welcome and the institute which I repre-
sent welcomes an opportunity to address the subject in the context of
a committee with a much broader jurisdiction than small business.

There are two points that should be mentioned of a technical nature.
We would assume that if legislation along the lines, excluding the
Treasury proposal, which is before you were enacted it would pre-
empt a ruling of the Financial Accounting Standards Board which
restricts the use of the type of reserve that is contemplated by our
statement and by the bills that are before you.

If that would not be automatically the case, then if this subcommit-
tee were to adopt any such proposal, its legislative history should pre-
empt FASB 5, which is the standard to which I refer. Also, in the
event, there. is any conflict in the law, assuming a bill along these
lines were passed, we would feel that the legislative history should
deal with the question of the tax penalty for unreasonable accumulated
earnings.

Another general statement. You will hear, perhaps today you will
hear allegations that any such legislation of a supportive nature for a
manufacturing business' confronting this problem would reduce the
incentive, to have a safe workplace. This is a specious argument. I do
not know of a single company in MAPI, regardless of size, which does
not, place a very high priority on the matter of workplace safety.
It. is good business as well as being appropriate social consciousness.

We have take exception to the complicated approach of the bills be-
fore this committee with respect to placing a limit on the availability
of a deduction. We propose a much simplier cap, so to speak, in the
form of a specific amount. We believe that we have to be responsible
about this aspect of the situation, but the language of the two bills
is unnecessarily complicated, and at the same time results, in effect,
in a ceiling which is much too low.

Generally speaking, the Treasury proposal is a no-solution proposal.
In the nane of simplicity, too much is coming before the committees
concerned with taxation in the Congress. and when the Treasury runs
out of rationalizations other than simplification, it uses simplification.
whatever the issue may be.

I will be pleased to answer any questions. We certainly do not want
to intrude on the committee's time. Thank you, sir.

Senator BYRD. Thank you, Mr. Stewart.
The next witness is Mr. Walter D. Vinyard, Jr., on behalf of the

.American Insurance Association. Excuse me. Senator Packwood, did
you have a question of Mr. Stewart?

Mr. PACKWOOD. I did not get to read your whole statement, but on
page 2 of your summary, "As for the measure of tax deductibility in
any year, we tend to favor the estimated cost of products liability
insurance," I guess what you are saying, if I read it right, is that what
you want. to be able to set aside is roughly the amount you now pay in
premiums for the product liability insurance. Is that right?
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Mr. SrFw,%r-r. We say that. is one approach. As a matter of fact.
,n absolute dollar ceiling we refer to in our statement is one part. of
that approach. Obviously, some sort of ceiling is necessary. We are not
inflexible about what that ceiling should be, except that ihe proposals
before the committee include ceilings which really exclude applicabil-
ity for most companies.

Senator BYRD. Thank you. Mr. Vinyard?

STATEMENT OF WALTER D. VINEYARD, JR., ON BEHALF OF THE
AMERICAN INSURANCE ASSOCIATION

Mr. VINYARD. Thank you, Senator Byrd, Senator Packwood.
I realize there are time constraints this morning. I have . number

of studies and reports on this problem that I would like to introduce
in the record. I would be happy to answer any questions.

The American Insurance Association, whose members underwrite
85 percent of product liatilitv insurance sold in the ITnited States, is
strongly opposed to amending the Internal Revenue Code in order to
l)rovid tax deductions and tax exempt trust funds for self-insurance
against, product liability or other casualty liability risks. The current
tax treatment of self-iisurance and commercial insurance under the
code is balanced. Insurance premiums are deductible when paid. TAsses
paid by an insurance company are not deductible. Property casualty
insurers are taxed currently on income. No structural changes are
needed in the code. The deficiencies of self-insurance have nothing
to do with taxation.

-.Self-insurance for most manufacturers is nothing more than a
voluntary bookkeeping segregation of assets. The self-insurer con-
tinues to control its funds and may liquidate them at will. When a
manufacturer purchases insurance from a company fully regulated
by a State insurance department, the manufacturer transfers risk of
loss to an independent concern regulated for solvency. Even if the
regulation fails, the State commissioner and other companies doing
business in that jurisdiction guarantee payment of claims by injured
consumers.

Our members question whether a serious product liability insurance
problem exists today. Significant changes in the law of strict liability
by State courts did result in dramatic increases in insurance claim
costs. Hazardous industries found insurance premiums increased from
100 to 500 percent. as a result of the way State courts applied tort
law. There was no single event to which anyone could point as causing
cost increases. Unexpected cost increases produced temporary dislo-
cations in the insurance market. Those dislocations are beAind us.
Twenty-six States have created market assistance programs to help
imi)acted industries locate insurance coverage.

Approximately 800 companies have submitted MAP applications
nationwide. In many cases. MAP finds an underwriter by exploring
every available market. Often brokers or agents cannot 6 this alone.
Several State MA P's are experiencing lower activity in recent months.
A number of other State MAP's have never received more than a few
applications. I have a report on the current situation in the various
States for the record.
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Product liability insurance costs are estimated to be less than one-
Ialf of 1 percent to 1 correct percent of sales. Generally, it is the small
manufacturer of a single product which is forced to pay more than
2 percent of sales.

Advocates of tax incentives for self-insurance explain they want to
help large small 1usinesse:,. Encouraging small businesses to self-in-
sure through tax incentives is~an unworkable concept. It will not re-
duce the aggregate demand for insurance coverage by small business.
It will not produce lower prices for insurance purchased by small busi-
ness. It could mislead and fail to compensate injured consumers.

Product liability self-insurance must have two objectives. The self-
insuring business must be able to spread its exposure to losses evenly
over a period of years. It mst also be able to compensate injured per-
sons quickly. To do this. a self-insurer must accumulate and maintain a
substantial pool of assets. Large corporations with product diversity,
and sizable cash flow are doing this without tax incentives. Small busi-
nesses cannot.

A report by the National Federation of Independent Business dis-
covered that 42.8 percent of small businesses responding could not es-
tablish a trust fund.

Senator BmD. Thank you, Mr. Vineyard. Senator Packwood?
Senator PACKWOOD. Mr. Vinyard, I assume that if the insurance

companies are playing fairt with the industry and the industry wants
to geniiinely self-insure, the amount that they will set aside in reserves
will be somewhat, equivalent to the amount they now pay in premiums.
Is that correct?

Mr. VINYARD. I would hope so. I would hope they would set at least
that amount aside.

Senator P.CKwooD. I would, also, assuming that indeed the insur-
ance industry is dealing fairly with them. Otherwise, they will be
dramatically underinsured for many of their losses.

Mr. V1N Y ARD. Right.
Senator PACKWOOD. But if it is roughly the same amount, why is

there a tremendous loss to the Treasury? If they can now take the de-
duction as a business deduction for premiums, why will there be a tre-
mendou|s loss if they take the same deduction for insurance reserves?

Mr. VIN-NYARD. The tax loss to the Treasury is substantially larger for
on particiilar reason. Once you set up a tax incentive in ihe Internal
Revenue ('ode. there are many people who will set up trust funds just
to take advantage of the favorable treatment tinder the code.

Senator P.ACKWO(MI. But if there is no more favorable treatment, they
could take a business deduction now for their insurance premium.

Mr. VINxYARD. Yes, but to put it on tax-exempt basis is a much more
favorable treatment than now exists under the code.,

Senator PACKWOOD. Why?
Mr. VIN-YARD. Insurance companies are taxed currently on income.

Self-insurers under the proposal before you would not be. They would
be tax-exempt.

Senator PACKWOOD. They would have the same deduction for their
pJemiums. Whatever income they earn on their assets under the bill
would be exempt, but I find it hard to believe you would have a loss
ranging from $12 billion to $23 billion from the Treasury based solely
upon that tax-exempt status.

35-992 0 - 79 - 7
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Mr. VINYARD. The report prepared for us by Andrew Brimmer
estimates that the loss to the Treasury which would result from enact-
ment of product liability self-insurance legislation could range from
$36 million to $12 billion depending upon the specific alternative.
S. 3049 would increase the revenue lost to the Treasury from $106
million to $296 million.

These figures are from an August 15 report to us by Brimmer and
Co., and I regret, Senator Packwood, that the preliminary copies of
my statement that were filed with the Finance C~mmittee office on
Saturday morning contained an error in the paragraph that you
quoted. I regret that very much.

Senator PACKWOOD. Excuse me. Say that again.
Mr. VINYARD. The preliminary copies of the statement that were

filed with the Finance Committee on Saturday morning contained a
clerical error on the revenue loss.

Senator PACKWOOD. From $12.3 billion to $23.2 billion is a clerical
error ?

Mr. VINYARD. Yes, the range is from $36 million to $12 billion, de-
pending upon-[General laughter.]

Senator PACKWOOD. You know, now I do not know which is worse
now. [General laughter.]

Senator PACKWOOD. A range from $12.3 billion to $23 billion or a
range from $36 million to $12.3 billion. At least I like the latter better.
It is only $12 billion.

Mr. STEWART. Senator, may I intervene at this point?
Senator PACKWOOD. Yes.
Mr. STEWART. First of all, I am in complete disagreement with what

has just been said. I have talked to Treasury people, by the way, for
20 some years about revenue estimates, and they are never right.
[General laughter.1

Mr. STEWART. What you deal with before a committee of this sort is
always a model or something based upon wrong assumptions.

Senator PACKWOOD. You do not have to assure this committee about
Treasury's wrong assumptions. [General laughter.]

Senator PACKWOOD. I am just curious where the figures in paragraph
8 on page 3 came from, because I cannot imagine that the total insur-
ance premiums paid for products liability insurance come any place
close to $23 billion a year. Maybe they do.

Mr. VINYARD. No, you are correct. They do not, but the revenue
estimates are based on the fact that many other corporations who are
now not paying insurance premiums for product, liability would have
an incentive under the Internal Revenue Code to set up a tax-exempt
trust fun.

Senator BYRD. If the Senator would yield at that point-
Senator PACKWOOD. Yes.
Senator BYRD. Why is there a greater incentive under the proposal

than under the current situation? The premium is completely tax de-
ductible as a business expense, is it not, under the present code?

Mr. VINYARD. Yes, sir, but the reserves are not tax-exempt.
Senator PACKWOOD. I understand the reserves are not tax-exempt,

and assuming the reserves are invested cautiously, and return 6, 7, or
8 percent, surely that cannot be the difference of this revenue loss.
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What you are saying is that maybe they could reduce the costs that
they put into their trust fund over what they now pay for the pre-
miums by the amount of income that will be generated by the tax-free
asset of the trust. I-low much is involved in premiums in product
liability now? It just cannot be close to that figure.

Mr. VINYARD. You are correct. I would not want to make passage
or failure of passage of any legislation, depend upon the revenue loss
figures. Our primary objection is based upon the studies w4ich we
have (lone of small businesses which insure today. It is simply not a
feasible concept for small businesses.

Under the code, other industries stich as commercial banks or in-
surance companies which are given treatment for reserves-have it
conditioned upon their actual experience. When they run into an un-
usually large loss a carryback is allowed. This is always the case in
product liability. These claims come in perhaps once in a decade, and
when they come in they are astronomical. In that case, the Internal
Revenue Code should give other businesses an extended net operating
loss carryback.

Senator PACKWOOD. I can see what is going to happen, and I think
I agree with you on the small company set-asides. For example, there
is a school bus full of children riding on tires that have been retreaded
by a company, and there is an accident with 10 or 15 children killed,
and the company held responsible in the product liability case does
not have the money. They have not set it aside. There is a national
scandal, and we have set up a Federal bureau of product liability re-
inE'irance vesting, or something like that, and begin to supervise all
businesses in this country based upon the example of one or two gross
failures.

I have seen this happen over and over, and it will happen again. I
am not sure that this is the road we want to start down.

Mr. MACK. Senator, may I respond to that? That is true under cur-
rent law. If Mr. Secrest's company or some other smaller member of
ours cannot afford insurance and self-insures-not because it has a tax
incentive but because it has to--and cannot satisfy a claim, the danger
of unsatisfied judgments exists under the law today. The carryback'
proposal that the Treasury has suggested will alleviate that problem
to some degree, and that is why we think it ought to be adopted along
with the reserve. But the reason that our people need the reserve is not
because they want, to be in the insurance business. However, they do
want to prudently set aside funds against defense costs, and other
smaller, mire to come, recurrent but irregularly timed losses that will
occur over a period of time.

Senator PACKWOOD. IS there any reason why we should give you
an advantage over insurance companies by making your reserves tax-
free and theirs taxable for the same insurance?

Mr. MACK. It is my understanding, Senator, under one of the bills
that the reserve fund may be tax-free. But that under the other bill,
it is not.

Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you.
Mr. STEWART. The Senator should bear in mind also that not only

are premiums going up but the deductibles are going ,p.
Senator Bym. The next witness is Mr. Robert Clements, on behalf

of the National Association of Insurance Brokers.
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT CLEMENTS, ON BEHALF OF THE
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OP INSURANCE BROKERS, INC.

Mr. CLEMF? TS. Thank you, Ar. Chairimn.
I am Robert Clements, executive vice president of Marsh and Mc-

Lennan, Inc., today representing the National Association of Insur-
ance Brokers. The NAIB members arranged the bulk of the property
and casualty insurance purchased by business consumers. Our funda-
mental purpose is to consult with businesses of all sizes on the best and
most economical means of protecting against the types of risk that arise
from the conduct of a business enterprise.

While some continue to debate the question of whether or not there
is a crisis in product liability insurance, that seems a bit academic.
There is no doubt that there is a severe and continuing problem and
no doubt that it is one aggravated by the fact of inadequate capacity
in our domestic insurance industry. Total available insurance capacity
falls short of delivering the limits of liability that are adequate for the
needs of many businesses, especially smaller and high risk enterprises.
These should have a viAble option io self-insure against losses.

The pending legislative proposals are a response to the extreme diffi-
culties encountered in the purchase of insurance in the area of product
liability, but the primaly objective of tax equity is not merely to pro-
vide tax relief. The ability to expense a reserve is no substitute for in-
surance. It. is merely a device to recognize that where insurance is not.
available or not, required because the amount to be self-insured is finan-
cially bearable, there ought to be some provision to deduct the amount

t-aside to paV anticipated losses. That is a reasonable and justifiable
premise in itself, especially since insurance companies enjoy that privi-
lege now, but the real objective of the proposals is to m~l~e insurance
available at reasonable cost.

The shortage of insurance is largely attributable to the lack of
underwriting capacity.

Senator PACKWOOD. Excuse me. What did you just say?
Mr. CTF,MENT,. I said the shortage of insurance is largely attribut-

able to the lack of underwriting capacity. Tax equity is a device to re-
store. the balance between supply and aemand by reducing demand.
The present tax law has worked to create an incentive to l>rdhase more
insurance than is actually needed for risk protection by favoring the
purchase of in.urance over other means of funding risk.

Many companies which have the capacity to take quite large deduc-
tibles are influenced by tax provisions to purchase full coverage when
available as the only way to realize a tax deductible expense.

The two bills xfore the subcommittee attempt to achieve tax equity
by permitting deductions for contributions to self-insurance resrves.
NAIB strongly endorses this approach. We submit, furthermore, that
tax deductions for self-insurance should be limited primarily by a
standard of reasonableness, that is to say, to that which is actuarily
sound, as opposed to the adoption of arbitrary limits as proposed in the
bills before the Subcommittee.

We recognize that fixed dollars and percentage of sales limitations
are introduced to limit abuse, to the set-aside opportunity, but both
approaches create problems as now designed. The dollar limitations are
so confining as to render the proposals nearly useless as a means to in-
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crease insurance availability. On the other hand, the percentage limita-
tions are so liberal that it is hard to imagine they will have any practical
effect. Better safeguards can be designed and simplicity' of moni-
toring such funds would be better served if, for example, a lower sales
percentage maximum were adopted and third party authentication
were to be required.

NAIB also strongly supports equality of treatment for premiums
charged by captive insurance companies. In this connection, we oppos
as unnecessary and unrealistic the suggestion that deductions should
be limited to premiums paid to domestic captives. Captives present
certain advantages over self-insurance. By providing direct access to
reinsurance markets, they create niore efficient use of available insur-
ance capacity, and they themselves represent additional capacity by
their existence.

Favorable clarification of their status would foster their growth and
greatly contr:)ute to the goals of the bills under consideration. The
concern that self-insurance and captives will reduce Federal tax reve-
nu, is unfounded. There is reason to believe that deductibility.of pay-
ments for structured self-insurance programs can produce an increase
in tax revenue. The amount contributed to self-insurance funds could
consistently average in the area of 2.5 percent less than the amount
necessary to secure conventional insurance for an equivalent risk. Since
the deductibility of such contributions will lead to a significant increase
in the practice of self-insurance and a corresponding decrease in the
purchase of conventional insurance, the result to be expected is an
increase in corporate profits with attendant benefit to both Federal
and State revenues.

This would be offset only partially by a reduction in corporate tax
revenue where a credit is given for iisks already self-insured. The tax
bill should be neutral and not make arbitrary distinctionsabetween de-
ductions. We urge most strongly your favorable consideration of legis-
lation to produce that end. Thank you.

Senator BYRD. Senator Packwood?
Senator PACKWOOD. 'Mr. Clements, I understand your association

represents, the principal commercial insurance sales companies. If Gen-
eral Motors wants to buy products liability insurance, you may place
it with one of the insurance companies in the United States. Is that
right?

Mr. CLEMENTS. Yes, sir.
Senator PACKWOOD. And if this bill passes, it would seem to me that

there would be a natural decline in the amount of insurance your com-
panies would place, assuming that a lot of people start to self-insure.

M'. CLEMENTS. It is conceivable. We have for 75 years in the insur-
ance brokerage business grown and prospered by recommending to our
clients. We consider ourselves to represent the consumer of the policy
rather than the insurer, and we have benefited by recommending to
them what we felt was in their best interest.

Senator PACKWOOD. In your estimation, do you try to place insurance
with a variety of different insurance companies in products liabilityI

ft. CL EMENTS. Yes, sir.
Senator PACKWOOD. In your experience, dn you find that the com-

panies underwriting insurance, liability insurance, are unduly gouging
the companies and making an exorbitant profit?
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',fr. CLEMENTS. I would not put it that way. What I would say is
that the ability to price product liability insurance is limited. It is per-
haps the most complex underwriting problem that an underwriter
faces, and our experience in buying insurance has convinced us of one
thing. The more difficult it is to price a product of insurance, the more
the cost of that coverage depends not on the actual assessment of the
risk, which is virtually impossible to make, but on the relationship of
supply and demand in the insurance industry.

Senator PACKWOOD. Is the reason that the risk is hard to assess be-
cause the losses are infrequent and big?

Mr. CLEMENTS. It is because the losses are infrequent and big and
take a long, long time to settle. For example you questioned experience
rating. Experience rating can be made to apply in product liability
but the reaction time is kind of slow. You do not really know your ex-
perience for years after the issue of the policy.

Senator PACKWOOD. You would have to have 100 years of experience
before you had a really valid track record.

Mr. CLEMFXTS. Well, you would probably have to have 20 anyway.
Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you. Good testimony.
Senator BYRD. The next witness is Mr. Anthony Schopp, executive

director, Machinery Dealers National Association, on behalf of the
Small Business Legislative Council.

STATEMENT OF ANTHONY SCHOPI, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
MACHINERY DEALER NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, ON BEHALF OF
THE SMALL BUSINESS LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL

Mr. ScHoPP. Senator, the Small Business Legislative Council sup-
ports S. 3049 to provide American small business the chance to manage
their enterprises in a logical, understandable manner during our coun-
try's economic morass resulting from the product liability crisis.

Our trade association is an international group including 400 U.S.
members operating in the after-market of the machine tool industry,
and supplying most of the industrial equipment used by small manu-
facturers. Our members are primarily small, family-owned companies
with 5 to 50 employees. Annual industry sales are projected at just
under $1 billion.

The Small Business Legislative Council is a federation of trade as-
,ociations whose members are small businesses. SBLC focuses on is-
sues of common concern in the small business community and repre-
sents approximately 4 million small companies. Forty-four national
associations support the SBLC position that small business needs this
opportunity if all are to survive the crisis that involves our Nation.
This position is a reluctant, but very firm conclusion. The pride of
American enterprise tends away from Government assistance, yet be-
cause they want to run their business independently and competitively,
small businessmen must urge adoption of this legislation.

Current tax laws make it easier for large businesses to establish re-
,erve. with post-tax funds not being subject to accumulated profits
taxation. The proposal to allow tax credit for product liability losses
would help only a limited number of corporate taxpayers.
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Adoption of S. .3049 would sufficiently address the bad position in
which business is caught today. As you know, court interpretations en-
courage frivolous and expensive lawsuits and require defendants to
prove innocence. An overreaction by the insurance industry has pro-
duced panic pricing with liability 'insurance premiums now costing
more than many small businesses hope to earn annually.

The National Small Business Association, unfortunately, has an im-
premsive collection of letters from firms throughout the country in all
industries represented by the association supporting 3049, describing
simply, accurately, and honestly the horror stories about the unavail-
ability of insurance, and as mentioned earlier, unavailability and non-
affordability are synonymous.

Over halt of our association [MDNA] members are forced to operate
their businesses without liability coverage. This fact and others are
found in the feasibility study for our consideration of setting up a
captive insurance company in Bermuda. Should this occur, it will only
occur because there are no other alternatives to obtaining insurance.

Two and three years ago, many of our members who had operated
their businesses for 15, 25, and 30 years, without a claim paid about
50 cents per $1,000 of product liability insurance, with a small, if any,
deductible. Today, these firms can purchase insurance for $20 to $24
per $1,000 with coverage limited to losses between $300,000 and $1
million. Some were told they could buy $100,000 of first dollar cover-
age insurance for $100,000. Some of these offers were proposals by in-
surergs identified in the Marketing Assistance Programs.

Our members stopped trying to acuire coverage by the MAP's con-
cluding it was a waste of time. For a small businessman, it is more log-
ical and reassuring to set up a loss reserve, than to be told he can carry
back losses 10 years rather than 3.

This committee realizes the income effect is superior to the tax ef-
fect when it enacted law permitting mining companies to establish re-
serve for black lung disease losses. We prefer the deductible reserve
because it will encourage prevention techniques to avoid claims against
one's own money. And frankly, small business feels the self-insurance
concept is the best way to obtain fair coverage from an insurance in-
dustry which has been unreasonable in establishing premium rates.

Finally, our request is reasonable. The majority of all small busi-
nesses dG not have product liability problems because of flawed products
or services. Few actions go to court, and it is highly unusual for a
judgment against, but the uncontrollable and untenable situation of
our present tort system produces many suits and costly litigation.

For those few members who have a catastrophic loss, a carryback
proposal will help and should be enacted. However, for the vast ma-jority of businesses who are mostly small, a deductible reserve is the
best way they can continue operating reasonably during the crisis.

Our goal is to remain, to paraphrase President Lyndon Johnson, to
be taxpayers and not tax eaters, and I thank you.

Senator BYRD. Mr. Packwood?
Senator PACKWOOD. No questions.
Senator BYRD. Thank you, sir.
The last witness will be Mr. Robert Friedlund, on behalf of the Ma-

terial Handling Institute. Mr. Friedlund?
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT FRIEDLUND, ON BEHALF OF THE
MATERIAL HANDLING INSTITUTE

Mr. FRIEDLUND. Thank you, Chairman Byrd and Senator Pack-
wood.

My name is Bob Friedlund. I represent the Material Handling In-
stitute, which is a trade association of 355 companies manufacturing
about 85 percent of the material handling equipment made in this
country. Our products include such equipment as lift trucks, hoists,
automatic storage systems, conveyors, in summary, anything that
moves equipment and material. Material Handling Institute has been
vitally interested in product liability reform for quite some time, and
our main effort has been concentrated in achieving product liability
reform at the State level. For your information, 19 States have passed
remedial legislation to return equity and balance to the tort system,
which I think is very encouraging and demonstrates that there is gen-
eral recognition that there is a problem, notwithstanding the insur-
ance industry's recent statements to the contrary.

In Material Handling Institute's opinion, there are three pressing
problems associate with product liability: One, the high cost and the
unavailability of insurance. The tort laws need to be revised especially
those laws dealing with strict liability. Third, and something we prob-
ably cannot do very much about, the psychology of entitlement preva-
lent in our country today.

Today, this committee is addressin , in Senate bill S. 3049. the Cul-
ver-Nelson bill, a part of one of th pressing problems. S. 3049 is
an attempt to provide a fair and equ ble way for manufacturers and
sellers to obtain product liability c erage. The basic proposal is to
provide tax relief to those who wish or are forced to self-insure. The
principle of a tax-free set-aside for p duct liability purposes has great
merit, provided that the limits are lar e enough to be workable.

The building of such a find pro des several advantages. One, as
the fund grows, higher deductibles i n be purchased commercially
from insurance companies, thus low ring Premium cost. Two, a set-
aside provides incentives for loss p vention by manufacturers and
sellers. And three, it provides a co titive incentive for insurance
companies to provide insurance at nable cost.

Material Handling Institute sugg tions as to workable limits are
as follows: We recommend $250,000 r year or the cost of obtaining
needed coverage based upon market rices, whichever is larger. We
would like the total fund to be at le st $1,250,000. Dividends on in-
vestment of this tax-exempt fund sh uld apply toward the limit of
$1,50,000, and the fund should be sed only to defray product lia-
bility cost. There should be strict rule to prevent the fund being used
otherwise.

Recently the administration has s tgeted that the Internal Reve-
nue Code be amended by extending the present carryback provision
from 3 to 10 years. We think this approach has merit for a small
number of businesses, so it should n t be disregarded entirely. It is
obvious, however, that no help will forthcoming for companies
whose profits are marginal or nonexistent, and for companies just
starting in business. Also those who cannot presently obtain insurance
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will not receive any help from this approach. However, it will help
those who ha -e been in business for some time, who have had large
product liability costs and have had profits in the past.

If the carryback approach is used, Material Handling Institute
recommends that a 3-year loss carry-forward be included whereby
a tax credit is issued against future profits, and for those starting
in the business or struggling to make profits, an additional 3-year
carry-forward be allowed, resulting in a total of 6 years. Our concern
is to try to help the new business, and the struggling business stay
in business.

In order to incorporate these two basic approaches into law, to be
fair to all concerned, Material Handling Institute recommends that
the taxpayer be allowed a choice of -which method would be best for
him according to his circumstances. We think this is very important.
We would like to try to help small business get started. Presently,
people are staying out of business because they are afraid of the
open-endedness of product liability. It would help, if the taxpayer
had a choice as to which way to go.
- The Material Handling Institute is extremely pleased to be able to

testify, Senator Byrd, before this committee, because it is considering
a much needed proposal which will reduce inflation in this country
and help the businessman and the consumer live properly together.

If there are any questions, I will be glad to try to answer them.
Senator BYRD. Thank you, Mr. Friedlund.
[The prepared statements of the preceding panel follow:]

STATEMENT OF NATIONAL MACHINE TOOL BUILDERS' ASSOCIATION

NMTBA is a national trade association comprised of about 400 members ac-
counting for some 90% of the United States' machine tool production. Over 70%
of these companies have less than 260 employees. The entire industry has ap-
proximately 92,000 employees.

We appear today in support of the integration of the concept embodied in S.
3049, introduced by Senators Nelson and Culver, with a 10-year product liability
carryback provision endorsed by the Carter Administration. S. W049 would per-
mit a business tax deduction for self-insurance reserves set up to protect manu-
facturers against products liability claims, while the Administration proposal
would extend the current three-year loss carryback provision to ten years for
product liability losses. We support such legislation not by choice, but out of
necessity.

A recent NMTBA survey revealed that seven-eighths of our members cite the
actual or potential unavailability of adequate or affordable products liability
insurance coverage as their Number One problem.

The results of this survey reveal the magnitude of the products liability crisis
within the machine too1 industry.

The average NMTBA member Is paying $141,500 this year for primary prod-
ucts liability coverage. This figure represents a relatively modest 7% increase
over 1977's average of $132,000. However, in 1976 the average products liability
premium was -only $71,000 which still seems large when compared to 1708
average of $10,000.

At present a shocking 20% of our members report no products liability cover-
age, and another 21% believe either their policies will be cancelled or that their
premiums will be increased substantially within the next year. Moreover, of those
members with products liability insurance, one-ninth seriously doubt the finan-
cial stability of their insurance carrier.

The percentage of members without products liability coverage is even higher
among companies with gross sales or less than $5 million. Over one-fourth of
these smaller companies cannot obtain or afford products liability insurance,
even though most have had no claims experience whatsoever in 1977.
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These statistics, as Werlous as they sound, become even more alarming when
they are translated Into percentage of gross Fales. Among our metalforming
members with products liability coverage, premiums represent 1.8% of sales, or
an average of $147,200. This percentage is even bigher-2.3% and 2.9%-for
members with sales of $7.5-$15 million and $2.5-$5 million, respectively.

Our metalcutting members pay an average premium of $139,200, 7,226% In-
crease in Just eight years.

Many of our members have only nominal products liability insurance. The
combination of their annual premiums and deductibles nearly equals (and in
some cases surpasses) the ceiling of their primary coverage. These companies
have purchased this paper insurance to satisfy customers' sales requirements or
to qualify for umbrella coverage, which protects the insured from catastrophic
claims which threaten their assets.

Still an appalling 21% of member machine tool builders with annual sales in
excess of $2.5 million are unable to secure umbrella coverage which, when obtain-
able, costs 238% more than it did in 1976.

Twenty-eight percent of our members with primary coverage responding to
our survey reported average deductibles of $85,000, compared to $27,000 in 1975.
Practically speaking, this means over one-fourth of our members with so-called
primary coverage are self-insured for the first $85,400 of every claim against
them.

Th foregoing grim statistics lead to the natural conclusion that the machine
tool industry must be losing massive damage suits on a regular basis. Although our
industry is presently defending a plethora of lawsluts, its court room record is
quite Impressive. In fact, of 723 closed claims reported in 1976 and 1978 surveys,
only 12% actually reached trial; and, of these, our members won 75%.

In other words, only 3% of the total number of products liability claims against
our members have resulted in judgment substantially in excess of the plaintiff's
workers' compensation lien.

Even more disturbing is the fact that one-half of our members' lawsuits in-
volve machine tools over 20 years old. Moreover, in only 13% of these workplace,
product-related accidents could a feasible case be made that they were caused by
mechanical failure.

Fifty-eight percent of the claimants in these suits had been on the job less than
six months. Sixty-five percent had received improper training from their em-
ployers of whom 65% had failed to guard their machine tools properly.

What these statistics show is that many machine tool builders are innocent
third-party defendants in lawsuits involving.injirle.i to novice, Ill-trained ma-
chine tool operators whose employers, Insulated by workers' compensation bene-
fits, have provided them with unguarded, over-aged machine tools.

It is the quantity of the products liability suits-not the quality of our prod-
ucts--which have persuaded many products liability insurers either to abandon
the field or to charge astronomical premiums unrelated to the insured's claims
experience. Defense costs equalling 350 for every dollar paid out rather than ac-
tual judgments are spooking products liability carriers.

Unfortunately the present Internal Revenue Code gives the underinsured ma-
chine tool builder who Is considering self-insuring or who is forced to "go bare"
little solace. Section 165 of the 1954 Code permits a business to deduct a loss from
current earnings only after a loss has been suffered, This means that only after-
tax dollars may go into products liability reserve funds. Needless to say. most
machine tool builders, whose margin of profit Is low, and for whom liquidity to
purchase new capital goods Is always a problem, cannot afford to establish these
funds.

To compound the machine tool builder's Insurance dilemma. Sections 531-33 and
537 of the Tax Code provide for an accumulated earnings tax in ,ddition to fed-
eral income tax. Products lkibility reserves might well be subject to this addi-
tional burden if the IRS agency decides that they are not within the "reasonable
needs of a business" as those "reasonably anticipated." The vagueness of this
statute places the self-insurer in double jeopardy from both the federal Income
tax and accumulated earnings tax.

Any legislative efforts to ameliorate the self-insurer's plight must contain
three tax revisions. The first revision would be a change in the Tax Code permit-
ting the establishment of products liability reserves with pre-tax dollars. The
second revision would be a provision in the Tax Code excluding products liability
reserve funds set up in accordance with the law from the accumulated earnings
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taxes. The third is another change in Tax Code creating a ten-year carryback
period for product liability losses. S. 3049 and the Administration's carryback
proposal, if enacted together, would accomplish these important tax steps in the
resolution of the product liability crisis facing much of America's capital goods
industry.

In developing an adequate and acceptable product liability self-insurance pro-
gram two considerations should be paramount. The first is to provide protection
to those companies with severe product liability insurance problems the best
protection. The second is to establish safeguards to prevent misuse and tax
avoidance.

S. 3049 provides both a rational test for defining companies with a severe prod-
uct liability insurance problem and a means of circumscribing the use of funded
product liability reserves.

S. 3049 makes a distinction between companies with a severe product liability
insurance problem and those with a lesser problem. The former are defined as
companies which cannot obtain a premium quotation for product liability in-
surance with coverage of up to $1,000,000 or whose lowest quotation for such In-
surance exceeds 3% of gross sales. These companies qualifying as businesses with
a severe product liability insurance problem could reserve an amount which in
no event could not exceed $100,000 per taxable year.

Companies wishing to establish a products liability reserve fund, but not
qualifying as having a severe product liability insurance problem could set aside
no more than $25,000 per taxable year.

Critics of product liability self-insurance legislation, claim such legislation
would have a substantial adverse revenue Impact. However, reputable sources
estimate S. 3049's first-year cost at $133 million, tapering to about $26 million by
the fifth year. Moreover, approximately three-fourths of the first-year revenue
loss is attributable to those companies whose less severe product liability in-
surance problems qualify them only for the $25,000 deduction.

S. 3049 limits the nize of product liability funded reserves to the payment of
product liability investigation, litigation, and actual claims. Its safeguarding
mechanism provides thqt funded reserves used for other purposes will be in-
cluded as taxable income to the taxpayer for the taxable year in which such use
commences, and an additional tax of 50% would be levied on these funds,

The Administration estimates its 10-year carryback proposal would cost $10
million a year. This carryback provision for product liability losses, standing
alone, primarily aids those companies with catastrophic product liability losses,
which cannot be completely written off within the current three-year period. It
affords no practical relief to a profitable company which has recurrent, but Ir-
regularly timed product liability defense and/or settlement costs.

Moreover, an increasing practice is for customers to require that vendors have
product liability coverage before the completion of a proposed sale. The funded
product liability reserve may meet this requirement; the carryback proposal
clearly does not.

Unfortunately, the Administration rejected S. 3049's self-insurance approach
In favor of Its 10-year carryback proposal. We do not see why each solution must
be mutually exclusive. Why not give the businessman the opportunity to pru-
dently reserve against smaller liability losses with tax deductible dollars (under
S. 3049) and to carryback catastrophic losses over a ten-year period (under the
Administration's proposal).

Present law exacts a penalty on prudence. Moreover, It does not provide equita-
ble tax treatment of expenditures which are clearly and unmistakably business
related.

A case can be made for lowering the 3% threshold in defining severe product
liability insurance problems and eliminating the deduction for those without
a severe product liability problem. Your Committee may also wish to give con.
sideration to increasing the $100,000 ceiling on contributions to fund reserve.
This revision to S. 3049, combined with the Administration's ten-year carryback
loss proposal, could be accomplished within the constraints of a first-year revenue
loss of about $100 million.

NMTBA Is confident that the Finance Committee can devise such a mechanism
and include it as part of H.R. 13-511, along with the ten-year carryback pro-
posal, at a modest cost. This Committee established a precedent for S. 3049, when.
under the leadership of Chairman Long and Senator Hansen it permitted tax
deductible self-Insurance reserves for Black Lung benefits.
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NMTBA cannot overstate the immediate need for a product liability tax relief
measure which would alleviate the product liability insurance crisis wreaking
havoc with the United States machine tool industry. It is no exaggeration to pre-
dict that if no immediate relief is forthcoming, much of America's capital goods
industry will be forced to the brink of disaster.

STATEMENT :Y DONALD G. BBOTZMAN, VICE PaESIDENT, RUM= MANUFACTURERS
ASSOCIATION

I am Donald 0. Brotzman, Vice President of the Rubber Manufacturers Asso-
ciation. Our Association today is speaking for almost 200 member companies,
with facilities In every state in the Union, manufacturing and distributing 40,000
different rubber products. I am very pleased to have this opportunity to appear
before the Subcommitee on Taxation and Debt Management with our comments
in connection with the development of legislation to provide a deduction for
reserves for payment product liability losses.

The exposure to potential product liability losses has recently become an in-
creasingly significant problem for many segments of American industry, and it
shows no indication of a moderating trend. Prompt Congressional action is the re-
fore essential if this exposure is to be kept within manageable bounds. Many of
the factors which have created this growing exposure have been well articulated
in the recent hearings before the Senate Small Business Committee, in the Final
Report of the U.S. Department of Commerce Interagency Task Force on Product
Liability ard in the Report on Product Liability Insurance submitted by theHouse Committee on Small Business (H.R. Rep. No. 95-997, March 21. 1978).
Surveys conducted among our own members in the 1970 and 1976 confirm theincreasing severity of this problem. Of the members responding to both surveys,
the average cost per $1,000 of sales In obtaining umbrella coverage increased by
more than 400% from 1970-1976.

The Rubber Manufacturers Association believes that action to manage the ex-posure problem is urgently needed in three principal areas (all of which, in gen-
eral terms, are supported by the Association):

(1) tort law reform;
(2) risk management through Joint industry action and,
(8) federal action to provide a suitable framework for solutions in the private

sector.
RMA is working actively to assist industry in responsible action in each of theseareas. Within the federal action category, we specifically seek a meaningful tax

relief measure encouraging management of the product liability problem by com-
panies whether large or small. Such tax relief legislation should of course bereasonable, as well as meaningful, and safeguards against abuse should be in-
cluded.

We have carefully reviewed the legislative proposals thus far introduced in
the Congress (including S. 1611 and S. 3049 and various bills in the House ofRepresentatives) or suggested by Administration announcement. We commend
the sponsors of each proposal for recognizing the need for Congressional action
to aid In responsible management of the product liability exposure problem In the
private sector. Each proposal. reviewed contains elements leading towards a con-
structive legislative solution, and with the inputs you will receive in these hear-
ings, we believe that truly constructive legislation can result. RMA is ready to
assist fully toward that end.

At this time, RMA Is here to endorse legislation providing essential tax reliefthrough deductible contributions for self-insurance against product liability risks.
Such an approach should be effective, while also embodying the sound general
legislative characteristics of simplicity, clarity, and flexibility from both opera-
tional and regulatory standpoints. In this connection, I shall also discuss reason-
able safeguards to assure use of the reserve funds In a manner consistent with the
statutory purpose and the tax benefits allowed, as well as the desirability of using
a tax-exempt trust to facilitate prompt accumulation of the product liability re-
serves needed.
A. Amounts reasoabij set aside as a product RabiUty reserve shouZd be

deductible
The reason why the product liability problem is before the Subcommittee iseasily stated: Conventional insurance has become increasingly expensive and
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increasingly difficult to obtain. Even if obtainable and (comparatively) afford-
able, the cost of insurance often bears no apparent relation to loss experience. Self
Insurance is a natural response, but self insurance reserves have usually been non-
deductible, and, unless the sums set aside are deductible, they may very well prove
Inadequate.1

The proposals under consideration before the Congress generally recognize the
need for responsible self-help and would, with the single exception Just noted,
allow a deduction for funding a product liability reserve. While the mechanics of
the bills vary, the underlying principle of a deduction in exchange for a funded
reserve is sound, and we endorse it.

One variation in the bills is as to the amount deductible, which might either be
a specific dollar limitation in the statute or a more general statutory standard to
be filled in by Treasury Regulations. We believe that there is merit in each ap-
proach. When the statute includes specific dollar or percentage limitations, both
taxpayers and government benefit from the resulting certainly and ease of admin-
istration. Where specific amounts may be inadequate to specific needs or may
otherwise prove arbitrary, more general standard can be helpful in retaining
reasonableness and flexibility, without the need for repeated legislative attention.

We would therefore be inclined to use both a specific standard and a supple-
mental general standard. The specific standard might be conservatively stated,
in order to provide an easily administered minimum. The general standard might
Include a "facts and circumstances" test administered by the Treasury Depart-
ment, and considering (among other things) the availability and cost of conven-
tional insurance, loss experience of the taxpayer or others manufacturing com-
parable products, and the potential magnitude of losses if sustained.

Conditions for the making of deductible contributions should also be reason-
able. For example, to the extent that the amount of an allowable reserve deduc-
tion is based upon sales or other financial information, some period after the end
of the taxable year should be allowed to complete the calculations and then make
the deductible contribution. The bills vary on this point, but perhaps, by analogy
to other similar rules in the Internal Revenue Code, the deduction might be al-
lowed to relate back to the preceding year if made before the due date for filing
returns (including extensions thereof).

The amount deductible will naturally be dependent, at least in part, upon the
permissible hazards covered. For the most part, the definitions of product liability
do not appear to vary materially from bill to bill. However, from our reading, It Is
not clear to us that all of the definitions would apply to consequential damages
arising from product recalls. In the case, hypothetically, of a manufacturer sup-
plying a defective $10 part included In a $6,000 automobile, the consequences of a
mandated automobile recall might be well nigh disastrous, unless covered by the
legislation now under consideration. We urge the Congres to make it clear that
such situations will be included in the definition of permissible product liability
hazards for all parties affected. In addition, we note that some of the bills Include
service-related operations within the definition, which we consider equitable If
relief is provided for manufactured products. This extension would also eliminate
potential administrative difficulties, which might be involved if It were necessary
to distinguish as a cause for liability the original manufactured product and some
subsequent repair service.
B. Use of product liability reserve funds should be Umlited, consistent with the

reserve's purpose and the tax benefits allowed
Since the bills would allow a deduction for amounts in effect retained on hand

to meet a contingent future business need, it is only reasonable that there be some
limitations upon use of the funds set aside. All of the proposals contain such
limitations, Including the requirement that the funds be held by a separate trustee
(or a separate corporation, one example of which Is considered more fully below).
We endorse the trust fund (or separate corporation) concept, as appropriate In
formally separating product liability reserves from a taxpayer's general funds and
as helpful in assuring that accurate records are available for government review.

'Such inadequacy, unfortunately, would apparently continue if a recent Treasury De-
partment proposal (forwarded August 1, 1978 by Assistant Secretary Lubick to Chairman
U,,man) were adopted. Since this proposal would allow only an extended operating loss
carryback, there would be no current deduction or practicable incentive for current funding.
In the event of a major loss, then, a corporate taxpayer might recover up to 48% (at present
rates) of the loss from the government, but would be left unfunded for the 52% balance.
Thus. while we appreciate the Administration's concern about product liability problems.
we do not regard the August I proposal, standing alone, as a fully adequate response to
these problems.
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Another legitimate concern, reflected in various ways in the bills, is that a tax.
payer not find it convenient to use the trust as a tax shelter by making a deduct.
bible contribution In a profitable year, and then making an Inappropriate with-
drawal of the deducted finds In a later year when he has offsetting business
losses. This issue might br. handled in a number of ways, ranging from total ban
on any use other than satisfw'tion of product liability claims, to simple penalties
of greater or lesser severity, to complex regulatory arrangements requiring sub-
Jective Judgments as to "proper" withdrawals.

We would suggest, for the Subcommittee's consideration, that it should be pos-
sible to provide disincentives for abuse without either undue complexity or undue
harshness. There should, we believe, be the possibility of a reasonable balancing
of interests. The tendency should be for the taxpayer to keep the trust funds avail-
able for their intended purposes. On the other hand, if the need for the funds is
thereafter eliminated, it may make no economic sense to force excess funds either
to remain permanently unproductive In a trust or to incur harsh penalties upon
withdrawal. Several examples come to mind where product liability reserves
might cease to be necessary. A high exposure product or line of business might be
discontinued or sold. Similarly, changes in product ability law or reductions in
the cost of available insurance might obviate the need for self insurance.
C. Use of the tax-exempt trust should encourage prompt aoxumudatlon of needed

product liability resats'ew
In general, the Association endorses the concept of (1) a deduction for con-

tributions and (2) a tax-exempt trust, because this combination should facilitate
the most rapid accumulation of the funds needed to cover product liability risks.
Effective legislation to these ends could take a number of different fsr.s, but
whatever form Is ultimately adopted, it should provide the essential tax relief
by allowing a deduction for contributions for self insurance against product lia-
bility risks.

Of the alternative approaches available, we favor the tax-exempt trust in
principle but we are also concerned about the regulatory complexities sometimes
associated with tax-exempt trusts. Due to the possibly onerous burden placed on
the taxpayer by incidental regulation and by application of excise taxes as
penalties, we suggest that the Committee give careful study to the use of simpler
alternatives to the complex (and severely punitive) excise tax restrictions which
have evolved in recent legislation. The regulatory framework for the tax-exempt
trust has developed in several different settings in recent years: charitable pri-
vate foundations In 1969, qualified employee benefit trusts (and, to a lesser de-
gree, individual retirement accounts) in 1974, and mine workers' black lung
benefit trusts In 1978. In the case of those product liability bills which appear to
be patterned on such prior legislation, we note that 70% of the printed pages are
devoted to rules for the application of the various excise taxes. Such complexities
could make the intended relief illusory.

We think it is possible to simplify such restrictions without diminishing their
overall effectiveness. For example, withdrawals of excess funds which gave rise
to no deduction %h~en contributed should require no elaborate regulation. In-
vestments might be somewhat controlled but Improper Investments might be
deemed a constructive distribution, rather than being made subject to the enor-
mously confusing excise tax rules on acts of self dealing. We do not see, incident-
ally, why it should be necessary to limit investments to comparatively low yield
government or bank securities, although curtailment of investments .in the tax-
payer's own securities would seem appropriate.

There is another reason why a simpler approach may commend Itself to the
Sub¢,l'mittee: the circumstances are significantly different from other areas
where tax-exempt trusts and the accompanying retinue of excise taxes have
been found necessary. For example, in tax-exempt trusts dealing with private
foundations, employee plans, and black lung benefits, the intended class of bene-
ficiaries can be readily identified and the eventual application of funds Is usually
certain. In the product liability area, however, tax-exempt trute are essentially
an alternative mechanism for funding a regular business cost which might
otherwise be difficult to finance. As such, the need for inclusion of restraints
designed to insure a high standard of fiduciary conduct is perhaps less clear than
where someone else's funds are being held.

To the extent It appears to the Committee that excise tax restrictions cannot
be simplified under the tax-exempt trust format, then the Association urges It
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to give careful study to the alternative of a taxable trusteed reserve account.
Removal of the feature of automatic tax-free build-up of income tn a tax-exempt
trust should further reduce the need for severe regulatory provisions, without
necessarily slowing the rate at which product liability reserves accumulate. To
achieve this result, the economic effect of trust income taxes could be offset,
in appropriate instances, by defining deductible contributions to include retained
earnings of the trust fund where needed to self-insure against demonstrated
product liability risks.
D. Consideration should be given to allowing captive insurers to meet product

liability needs
The Coihmerce Department proposal (introduced in the Senate as S. 3049

and in the House as II.R. 12429) would also expressly authorize, as one alterna-
tive, deductions fnr contributions to domestic captive insurance companies for
insurance of product liability risks. Apart from the fact that such arrangements
may he permissible under present law, the business nature of the product la-
bility transactions may make segregation into a separate corporation a sulicient
earmarking for the limited purposes involved.

The limitation to domestic captives may be unnecessary, however, in view of
the taxation under Subpart F of the Internal Revenute Code (as recently tight-
ened) of a controlled foreign corporation's income from insurance of U.S. risks.
The foreign captive may be more suitable than a domestic one, for wholly non-
tax reasons, including state regulatory requirements which may be costly and
unnecessary, given the limited functions which may be undertaken by the captive.

E. CONCLUSION

To sum up briefly, we agree that there is a significant problem urgently requir-
ing Congres.ional action. We believe that such legislation should encourage
responsible action to manage the problem in the private sector. We commend all
of those in the Congress who have Introduced bills or otherwise brought the
matter to the present stage. Finally, we support and urge enactment of tax
legislation allowing a deduction for reasonable contributions to a tax-exempt
product liability trust fund, and we hope that such legislation will be simple
and easy to administer.

STATEMENT OF THE MACHINERY AN) ALLIED PRODUCTS INSTITUTE

SUMMARY

In capsule, the MAPI statement to the Taxation and Debt Management Sub-
committee of the Senate Finance Committee concerning S. 1611 and S. 3049, takes
the following positions:
In general

1. The products liability problem, as recently noted by the present Administra-
tion, is a "national problem" which, although having its greatest Impact on
smaller companies, adversely affects all manufacturers of capital goods.

2. MAPI believes that the problem not only continues unabated, but is, in fact,
increasing in dimension as shown in a recent telex survey of 62 major U.S.
manufacturers.

3. We commend the Commerce Department and the Interagency Task Force
on Product Liability for their comprehensive study of products liability, and we
suppo-t their findings that suggest the need for a broad approai'h to alleviating
the problem.

4. While the Administration, In proposing an extension of the current three-
year net operating loss carryback to ten years for products liability-related net
operating losses, where those losses cannot be absorbed under the current three-
year program, is headed in the right direction, we think that the proposal has
little merit and should be rejected.

5. Tax deductibility for contributions to a self-insurance reserve or trust for
payment of products liability losses Is a very necessary, short-range solution to
the general problem.

6. A significant test of member company sentiment suggests that an adequate
tax-deductible, self-insurance program, if enacted, would be used.
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7. We commend Senators Culver and Nelson for their thoughtful efforts in
developing a tax-deductible, self-insurance program, such as those embodied in
S. 1611 and S. 8049. However, we fell both measures are deficient In certain
respects and we suggest the following:

a. Amend the Ipternal Revenue Code to permit by election of the taxpayer
creation of a tax-exempt trust or loss reserve account for the payment of prod-
ucts liability claims and related expenses.

b. Authority for the creation of any such trust or reserve should require
cash contributions and should expressly exempt from taxation contributions to,
and income from, the trust. Moreover, appropriate language should also expressly
exempt from current taxation under any theory payments made by the trust or
from the reserve on behalf of the corporation for products liability-related
purposes.

c. As for the measure of tax deductibility in any year, we tend to favor the
estimated cost of products liability insurance. Recognizing the difficulty of apply-
ing this. standard, the Subcommittee may wish to consider conditioning tax
deductibility upon an independent actuarial certification---submitted to the IRS
perhaps every three years--as to the proper amount for the individual taxpayer.

d. To avoid unnecessarily narrow administrative interpretations of statutory
language, we believe any enactment of this type, or the legislative history, should
clearly indicate-without general limitation-the kinds of costs for which trust
or reserve funds may properly be expended.

e. If a tax-exempt trust Is elected over a reserve fund, a provision should be
made for changing the maximum level of any authorized trust, as circumstances
leading to creation of the trust may change, subject to the concurrence of the
Internal Revenue Service under such regulations as it may prescribe.

f. Finally, acknowledging the realities of both politics and insurance availabil-
ity to which we have already referred, we believe accumulations under any such
trust or reserve fund should have some maximum permissible overall level. We
think It should be not less than $2 million and probably as much as $5 million,
with the exact amount in any case-within the maximum-keyed to some multi-
ple of the approved annual contribution to the trust or reserve.

STATEMENT OF THE MACHINERY AND ALLIED PRODUCTS INSTITUTE

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, we greatly appreciate this
opportunity to comment on S. 1611, sponsored by Senator Culver, and S. 3049, the
proposed "Product Liability Self-Insurance Act of 1978," sponsored by Senators
Culver and Nelson. The former measure would permit tax deductions for con-
tributions to products liability loss reserves for the payment of products lia-
bility claims and related costs. The latter measure, S. 30-9, would also permit
tax deductions for amounts paid into products liability loss reserves and, In
addition, would permit deductions for amounts paid to captive insurers for prod-
ucts liability an related purposes.

The Machinery and Allied Products Institute is a national organization of capi-
tal goods and allied industrial product manufacturers. Our interests in prod-
ucts liability dates from 1960; that interest has grown steadily In the interven-
ing years and, with the general objective of informing industry of this growing
problem, has resulted in the publication of three full-length books, based on major
conferences, a series of memoranda, and, more recently, participation in three
congressional hearings on the subject.

Our statement Is divided into four parts:
1. The nature and scope of the problem.
2. Increasing governmental interest.
3. The proposals before the Subcommittee.
4. The Institute's recommendations.

THE NATURE AND SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM

In the light of all that has gone before, it seems unneecessary to prove, or
even to discuss at length, the existence of the products liability problem. How-
ever, in order to place our later discussion and particularly our recommendations
in the broad perspective which any view of this very complex subject requires,
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it may be useful to sketch in broad outline certain of the background develop-
ments which have brought us here.

As noted earlier, we have followed the course of products liability in this coun-
try for nearly 18 years. In that span of time-thanks largely to a fundamental
change in tort law affecting products liability-it has become a national problem
of major dimensions. Although global statistics on the su'7ject are unreliable,
or nonexistent-and, in fact, the absence of statistics upon which to base in-
surance rates is a significant part of the problem-it is now generally accepted
that products liability has assumed something approaching the proportions of a
crisis. Indeed, the Administration recently described it as a "national prob-
lem" at a press conference outlining its proposed relief measure.

Two years ago MAPI surveyed the capital goods industries on this matter.
Some 210 member companies responded. The collective experience reflected in
response to the survey indicated a sharp rise in both the number and amount of
products liability claims over the preceding decade and a corresponding-or more
than corresponding-increase in products liability insurance premiums.

In July of this year we undertook to update the central conclusions of the ear-
lier survey by querying 62 members of the MAPI Products Liability Council who
represent major U.S. manufacturers. Responses were received from 95 percent
(59) of the companies surveyed. A copy of the questionnaire is attached to this
statement as Exhibit A. Highlights of the survey responses include the following:

1. 81 percent of the companies responding indicated that their products lia-
bility "problem" has increased during the last two years. Another 17 percent in-
dicated that the problem has remained constant and unabated during the same
period of time. Only 2 percent indicated that their products liability problem
has diminished.

2. Those reporting an increased problem (47 companies) attributed the increase
to the following factors.

a. Increased number of claims-27 responses (25 percent).
b. Increased amount of claims--1 responses (28 percent).
c. Increased insurance costs-40 responses (37 percent).
d. Unavailability of insurance-11 responses (10 percent).
Thus, the 47 companies reporting an increased products liability problem at-

tributed the increase, on an average, to more than two of the four factors ider-
tiffed above, suggesting that products liability increases are caused by multiple
factors and that any single "solution" is likely to be deficient.

3. The survey inquired by what percentage insurance costs have Increased in
the recent past. Among those indicating increases the responses vary dramatic-
ally from less than one percent to 1,300 percent in the last two years, and from
less than one percent to 215 percent within the last year.1 Of the companies re-
porting higher insurance costs, 16 (34 percent) indicated increases of 100 per-
cent or higher during the last two years; and 5 companies (14 percent of those
able to respond) I showed increases within the last year of 50 percent or greater.

4. The survey inquired as to the acceptability and usefulness of a change in
the Internal Revenue Code to provide for tax deductibility of corporate contri-
butions to self-insurance (products liability) reserves. Significantly, 80 percent
of the companies responding indicated that if such a provision were enacted they
would be likely to establish such a reserve. In addition, 70 percent felt that such
a program would be an important factor in helping to alleviate the general
products liability problem. The difference between these two figures may be at-
tributed to concern on the part of some companies that such a tax program might
hinder or delay substantive tort reform, examination of insurance industry prac-
tices as they affect products liability, or other measures necessary to adequately
deal with the multi-faceted (see paragraph 2 above) nature of the products
liability problem.

In conjunction with the question on the appropriateness of tax deductibility for
products liability reserves, Council members were asked to propose appropriate
limitations, if any, on such funds. Most companies readily responded with a
specific proposal, although some felt that no limitation should apply. The var-
iance In responses was substantial, reflecting differences In corporate size, sales,
product types, etc. Nevertheless, a number of respondents suggested a percentage

I Hither percentage rate Increases were also reported, but the Increases were in policies
covering more than products liability and the specific coverage in question could not be
broken out.

' A number of companies indicated that the information necessary to respond was not
yet available.

35-992 0 - 79 - 8
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of sales limitation; the majority in the two to five percent range. One suggestion
which was proposed by a number of respondents called for a fund limit based
upon the actuarially projected products liability loss for each individual company.
This approach may be the most equitable insofar as meeting the needs of a wide
range of company types and sizes is concerned. Responses recommending a fiat
dollar limitation most frequently fell in the $1-2 million range.

INCREASING GOVERNMENTAL INTEREST

Notwithstanding industry's growing concern about products liability over a
considerable number of years, it was not until 1976 that the federal government
recognized the problem by establishment of the Interagency Task
Force on Product Liability under the leadership of the Commerce Department.
The Federal Register notice of the Task Force's existence and mission contained
this statement: "Preliminary evidence suggests that the number and size of prod-
uct liability claims have increased substantially in recent years, that premiums
for products liability insurance have risen sharply, that many manufacturers are
experiencing difficulty in obtaining products liability insurance, and that small
businesses have been particularly affected." a

This statement, it will be noted, emphasized and reemphasized the insurance
aspect of the total problem. Indeed, congressional hearings both before and after
the announcement of the Task Force's creation focused particularly upon the un-
availability and/or excessive cost of products liability insurance. And it is, of
course, insurance-more specifically the need for products liability insurance at
reasonable cost-with which at least a portion of these hearings is directly con-
cerned.

We call attention to this administration and legislative preoccupation with in-
surance simply by way of introducing a point which needs to be made and must
not be forgotten. It is, of course, essential to make available to all business prod-
ncts liability insurance at reasonable cost, but it should not be assumed that a re-
sponse to that need is in any sense a total solution to the products liability prob.
lem. More will be needed and this broader scope of the total problem is suggested
by the findings set forth in the Final Report of the Interagency Task Force. (It is
also suggested by the responses in section 4 of our most recent survey discussed
above.)

The Final Report reaffirmed the conclusion of the caller "Briefing Report" that
the products liability problem had three principal causes-liability insurance rate-
making produres, the tort-litigation system, and inai) featuring practices. Thus,
both the Final Report-which contained no recrm,,?ndatlons of governmental
action-and the subsequent "Options Paper," circulated by the Commercial De-
partment for review within the executive branch of government, acknowledged
the problem to be one much broader than simply that of products liability insur-
ance.

The "Optons Paper" recommended as one of its short-term solutions-the
paper also suggested nine long-term solutions--tax deductibility for contributions
to self-insurance reserves. (Subsequently, this option was withdrawn and re-
placed by a Treasury-influenced recommendation that, in lieu of tax deductibility,
the current net operating loss carryback provision in the Code be extended from
3 years to 10 years where net operating losses attributable to products liability
exceed taxable income for the immediately preceding 3-year period. The extension
would be applicable only to products liability losses and related costs.) Even as
the Interagency Task Force proceeded with Its study. legislative measures were
proposed in the Congress, includingg S. 1611 and later S. 3049, which addressed all
aspects of the products liability problem, with the bulk of such proposals ad-
dressed to reform of the present tort-litigation system as it affects products lia-
bility. Concurrently, there was a considerable number of specific enactments of
this character among the several states.

We conclude this portion of our testimony with this observation. The Final Re-
port of the Interagency Task Force, which took 18 months several hundred thous-
and dollars to complete, is unquestionably the most comprehensive study of the
subject yet undertaken. In general, that study confirms that the problem is real
and serious and worsening. We suggest that no further study is necessary; what
is nc .v required is action.

3 Federal Register, Sept. 20, 1976, p. 40529.
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THE PROPOSALS BEFORE TIlE SUBCOMMITTEE

The Chairman's statement, published in the Congressional Record of Aug. 18,
identified among the subjects of this hearing two legislative proposals, S. 1611
and S. 3049, which would authorize tax deductions for contributions to self-in-
surance reserves created to pay products liability claims and related costs. In
addition, S. 3049 would permit deductibility of amounts paid to captive insurers
for the same purposes.

The Administration has announced its recommendation, already noted, to
amend the Internal Revenue Code to extend In certain situations the net operat-
ing loss carryback provision from 3 years to 10 years with the extension to be
made applicable only to products ability losses and related expenses. This rec-
ommendation is, in effect, a substitute for a Commerce Department recommenda-
tion very similar to S. 3049 now before this Subcommittee. Although the Chair-
man's announcement of these hearings did not include consideration of the present
Administration's recommendation in this matter, we take it that the Subcommit-
tee is interested in the proposal and, hence, we have commented thereon In this
statement.

Tat dcductibility.-We have examined below, with appropriate reference to the
bills here involved, important features of any measure which would permit tax
deductibility for contributions to a products liability self-insurance reserve.

1. Creation of the loss regerves.-Both of the measures here under considera-
tion would authorize the creation of tax-exempt products liability loss reserve
accounts by amending section 165 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to pro-
vide deductions for payments to a reserve account for the payment of product
liability losses. S. 1611 would make deductible "* * * the amount transferred by
the taxpayer for the taxable year to his product liability loss reserve account."
This does not appear absolutely to require a segregation and hypothecation of
actual funds; it suggests rather that the requirements of the measure could be
fulfilled by accounting entries and with amounts thus reserved subject to debit
by cash payments to cover products liability losses and related expenses.

The Culver and Nelson bill, S. 3049, provides that there would be allowed as a
deduction the sum of :

(A) Any amounts transferred by the taxpayer for such taxable year to his
product liability loss reserve account, and

(B) Any amounts paid by the taxpayer for such taxable year to a captive in-
surer with respect to the product liability of the taxpayer.'

While the language of Subparagraph (A) is very similar to that of S. 1611, S.
3049 specifically identifies (in section 6) cash and other liquid assets as the nec-
essary form of deductible contributions.

The final legislation should make the matter clear. We suspect that the ultimate
disposition of the Subcommittee, especially regarding contributions to captive
insurers, may be to require cash contributions inasmuch as they are being equated
with the payment of products liability insurance premiums for which tax deduc-
tions are, of course, routinely allowed.

Concerning the captive insurer aspect of S. 3049, additional clarification is nec-
essary with regard to the deductibility of payments to an "off-shore" (foreign)
captive. Section ()) (D) defines "captive insurer" to mean "any insurer wholly
owned or partially owned, directly or indirectly, by the taxpayer which is licensed
to provide product liability insurance to the taxpayer under the laws of a State
of the United States." Presumably all "off-shore" captives of U.S. companies cur-
rently insuring domestic products liability exposures are licensed to do so in states
where coverage is placed.

We suspect that the Intent of S. 3049 is to exclude, altogether, tax deductibility
for payments to "off-shore" captive insurers. Such an approach to deductibility,
we believe, does nothing to relieve the products liability problem and unfairly
discriminates against those U.S. companies which have already established such
captives in an effort to alleviate their own products liability problems. In any
event, as indicated above, clarification on the point is needed.

The Institute strongly supports the principle embodied in these two bills and
the approach underlying them. Legislative adoption of that principle would-
by authorizing tax deductions for contributions to self-insurance reserves-help

"It appears, however, that contributions to the capital of a captive would not be de-
ductible.
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to place those companies which are unable to obtain products liability insurance
coverage at an affordable premium on an equal footing with those companies
which can. Moreover, by premitting deductions for premiums paid to captive in-
surers for such coverage, S. 8049 would encourage their formation and thereby
enlarge the market for products liability insurance. Still another virtue of this
loss reserve approach is the fact that, by providing substantial relief in the short
run, it would make possible the development of a comprehensive long-range pro-
gram of tort reform which the present situation demands.

2. The measure of tair deductbitity.-The two bills under consideration differ
substantially in their respective measures of deductibility. S. 1611 would permit
an annual tax deduction not exceeding the lesser of :

(A) 3 percent of the gross receipts of the taxpayer from the manufacture, im-
portation, distribution or sale of such product, or

(B) The amount which, when added to the balance of the product liability loss
reserve account, equals 15 percent of the taxpayer's average yearly gross receipts
from the manufacture, importation, sale, lease or distribution of such product
for the shorter of:

(I) The period during which the product liability reserve deduction has been
taken;

() The five years ending in the taxable year for which the current deduction
is taken.

The second measure, S. 3049, would create a two-tier set of limitations on
amounts deductible. First, for those taxpayers with a "severe product liability
Insurance problem,"' the deduction would be llmltel to the smallest of:

(1) 5 percent of the gross receipts of the taxpayer for such taxable year from
the manufacture, importation, distribution, lease, or sale of such product,

(i) The amount which, when added to the sum of-
(I) The balance of the taxpayer's product liability loss reserve account, and
(II) The net contributions " of the taxpayer to his captive Insurer, if any,

equals 15 percent of the taxpayer's average yearly gross receipts from the manu-
facture, importation, distribution, or sale of such product during the base period,
or

(iii) $100,000.
For taxpayers which do not qualify as having a "severe product liability insur-

ance problem," these three benchmarks are set at 2 percent, 10 percent, and
$25,000, respectively, and again the deduction is limited to the smallest of the
three.

We are inclined to believe that either approach may cause problems. S. 1611's
measuring stick of a percentage of sales dollars might well be easier to admin-
ister; however, its overall limitation of 15 percent of average gross receipts over
a five-year period would result in authorization for a reserve of such magnitude
as to make it impossible of adoption by the Congress for political reasons.

On the other hand, S. 3049's limitations on deductibility are designed to avoid
abuse by "large companies," or, for that matte", any benefit to such companies. In
so doing, these limitations make the products liability ioss reserve almost worth-
less for all but the smallest companies. Let us consider the case of an imaginary
company "A" which sells $5 billion annually of a certain type of machinery-
which we assume to be a "yearly average." Assuming a "severe product liability
Insurance problem," 5 percent of the company's gross receipts is $250 million and
15 percent of average yearly gross receipts is $7,50 million. Yet Its tax deduction
for contributions to a self-insurance reserve or In premiums to a captive insurer
for this coverage is $100,000. If Company "A" does not have a "severe product
liability insurance problem," the equivalent amounts are $100 million, $500 mil-
lion, and $25.000 with the last being the "smallest" and thus the limitation.

Large and medium-sized companies also have experienced extraordinary In-
creases in products liability insurance premiums and/or the acceptance by neces-

5 A taxpayer would qualify as havin a severe product liability insurance problem for a
taxable year if for such taxable year either :

"(AI the taxpayer is unable'to obtain a premium quotation for product liability insur-
ance. with coverage of up to $1.000.000. from any insurer other than a captive insurer; or

(B) the lowest insurance premium quotation for product liability insurance, with cover-
age of up to $1 000.000. obtained by the taxpayer was equal to more than 3 percent of the
gross receipts of tle taxpayer for such taxable year."

* "Net contributions" Is defined as "the sum of all premiums paid by the taxpayer to his
eaptire Insurer for product liability insurance. less all amounts paid by his captive insurer
for claims against the taxpayer * 4 S." [Emphasis added.]
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sity of large deductibles. Obviously, a company with such an exposure as we have
Just hypothesized cannot adequately protect itself by the reservation of such
relatively modest amounts as $100,000 or $25,000, with the amount depending on
the severity of the company's problem. Everyone would agree that abuse must be
avoided, but we think that in straining for that result here the draftsmen of the
bill have destroyed its value for large numbers of companies now hocrlously af-
fected by products liability.

This same discriminatory attitude against large and medium-s!zed ecmpanles
is evident in section (1) (3) of S. 3049 which would disallow deductions "* * * for
any product liability loss paid or incurred by the taxpayer during the taxable
year except to the extent that the aggregate amount of such losses during such
year exceeds the sum of-

(A) The amount in the product liability loss reserve account of the taxpayer
at the beginning of such taxable year, plus

(B) The aggregate amount of payments by the taxpayer to such account within
the taxable year which are allowable as a deduction under Paragraph 1 [the
paragraph authorizing tax exempt product liability loss reserve accounts]."

We readily agree that a taxpayer should not be allowed a double deduction
under the present Code section 165(a) and the proposed section 165(1). However,
we strongly object, as stated above, to the Intent to limit the tax deferral benefits
of the proposed new section to smaller companies.

Whether Congress adopts a scheme like this one which i so skewed against
the medium-sized or large company or rewrites this proposal to make it useful for
all types of companies. the revenue loss to Treasury will be about the same. In
short, a company will take the deduction either in the form of a contribution to a
products liability loss reserve or as a casualty loss upon occurrence. However, to
the extent that companies are thus forced to postpone the deduction until an
actual loss is incurred they continue at a disadvantage vis-a-vis those companies
which can obtain full insurance coverage at a reasonable price and deduct the
premium cost currently.

Let us remind ourselves of a fact that we think Is significant to the general dis-
cussion. Self-insurance for products liability through the medium of tax deducti-
bility will not, and should not, be expected In the vast majority of cases to cover
the total risk of the company involved. Indeed, the service marketed by the com-
mercial insurance industry is protection from the financial consequences of
catastrophic loss. In more practical terms the insurance industry, which for
some years has been "running scared" on products liability, has virtually abol-
ished "first dollar" insurance through exorbitant premiums or by insisting upon
very large deductibles or policy holder "retentions." Notwithstanding this, most
companies with whose situations we are familiar have some threshold figure-
say $500,000 or $1 million-above which they have obtained successive "layers"
of excess insurance coverage to protect against catastrophic loss. The point is that
there now exists for many If not most companies a "bare spot" from the first
dollar of products liability loss up to the threshold amount where excess coverage
cuts in. To obtain excess coverage, the insured company frequently must provide
the insurance carrier with reassurance (sometimes including bonding) that pri-
mary exposures--the "bare spot"-are adequately covered. There is, of course,
the further and very substantial cost of Investigation, litigation, etc., which may
or may not be covered by products liability Insurance. It ts toward the coverage of
this "bare spot" that any tax deductibility of the type here contemplated should
be directed and where, we think, it coull be of the greatest benefit to American
industry.

3. The tax exempt statue of the loss reserve.-Without detailing the separate
provisions of the bills now under consideration, let us summarize briefly what
we believe any bill finally approved should include with regard to the tax status
of the products liability loss reserve. First, not only contributions to the fund but
the income thereof should be made expressly tax exempt. Equally Important,- any
such measure should exempt from current taxation payments made from the loss
reserve account to cover products liability losses and related costs. That Is to say.
If payments made from the account were to be treated as Income (discharge of
indebtedness income under Code section 61) and currently taxed to the corpora-
tion, there would be little ultimate advantage in the adoption of such a proposal.
We are pleased to see that section (1) (13) of S. 3049 recognizes this potential
problem and provides the necessary protective language. As far as we are aware,
It is the only bill currently under consideration in either the House or Senate that
specifically addresses this Issue.
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4. Uses of the 1o8 reaerve.-While recognizing the complexity of products lia-
bility and the consequent difficulty in defining the term, we nevertheless feel that
the definitions of "product liability" in both section (1) (6) (A) of S. 1611 and in
section (1) (9) (A) of S. 8049 are inadequate and unclear. First, they are both
limited to damages arising out of "physical injuries." Products liability suits may
well seek compensation for emotional distress, loss of earnings, loss of product
use, etc., funding for which may not be deductible under some interpretations of
the present definition; a precise determination is impossible due to the verbosity
of the definition. All such "non-physical" injury compensations constitute poten-
tial losses which a manufacturer must insure against, and should therefore be in-
cluded in the definition of "product liability" upon which both bills rest.

Secondly, we are uncertain whether "services," the provision of which may lead
to "product liability," are included within the definitions. If "services" are in-
tended to be included under "operations." that intent is not clear---especially when
read in conjunction with "abandoned." This possible second limitation of the
definitions is also inappropriate for the reasons stated above. Consistent with the
purpose and intent of the proposed bill, we see no reason to limit the definitions as
stated and recommend that, as a minimum, the definitions be restated in clear and
precise language.'

The Adninfstration's propoal.-We are pleased to note, as mentioned above,
the recent public acknowledgement by the Administration that "product liability
is a national problem," Moreover, we endorse-with some reservations--the Ad-
ministration's longer range plans, as announced by Secretary Kreps, for develop-
ing general solutions to the products liability problem.

However, we do not endorse-in fact we strongly oppose-the proposal to
amend the Internal Revenue Code to extend in certain situations to 10 years the
carryback period for net operating losses attributable to products liability losses
and related costs. Although not yet cast in the form of a specific legislative meas-
tire, one may suppose that this Administration proposal will in due course be
introduced in the Congress. Because it has been offered as a substitute for tax
deductibility we have thought it useful to discuss it in conjunction with the bills
here tinder consideration. According to the Commerce Department background
paper of July 20, 1978:

Because of cost factors and concerns about a questionable precedent, the
Administration has endorsed the loss carryback proposal rather than a proposal
which would have permitted businesses current tax deductions for contributions
to product liability self-insurance trusts. The Administration believes that the
carryback is simpler, both for affected taxpayers and the Internal Revenue
Service. It will provide the same benefits, other than deferral of taxes, as a
current tax deduction for contributions to a self-insurance trust.

Let us examine the AdminiStration's case for its proposal item-by-item.
As for "cost factors," a Treasury spokesman at the July 20 Commerce De-

partment press conference estimated that the rejected Commerce Department
proposal would cost $00 million in revenue over a five-year period. This esti-
mate of revenue loss appears to disregard altogether current reductions in
revenue resulting from deductions for uninsured products liability losses and
related costs. Although it would be no more than an estimate--as is the Treasury
figure, for that matter-it is quite possible that revenue losses from this source
could equal or even exceed those resulting from tax deductibility for contribu-
tions to self-insurance reserves. The only significant difference between these
two kinds of revenue losses would be in the matter of timing.

Now let us consider the problem of a "questionable precedent." It is not as
likely that this proposal to extend the carryback period-to accommodate a
single purpose and no other-mlght also create a precedent for future reference?
We recognize the importance of precedent and agree that this possibility must be
considered. We suggest, however, that Treasury has given insufficient considera-
tion to the unprecedented character of the products liability crisis.

Would it be simpler? Perhaps. But do we want a solution that is simple or one
that is effective? The question answers itself.

And will it "* * * provide the same benefits"? Almost certainly not. in 6ur
Judgment. Under the Administration's proposal (as under the present Code), a

'For instance, there Is no need to Identify any specific legal bsls for a products liability
cause of action (negligence. etc.). Indeed. the effect of such language seems to he exclusion-
ary and may potentially render the definition obsolete If new theories of recovery are
developed.
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prudent manufacturer Is discouraged, tax-wise, from setting aside funds neces-
sary for prompt and adequate payment of judgments and settlements which are
intended to provide relief and restitution to injured consumers. Under this pro-
posal injured parties may well find themselves seeking monetary damages from
companies which have no choice but to elect bankruptcy.

As provided in the Administration's proposal, a company suffering products
liability losses could file amended returns for the preceding 10 years where a
three-year carryback results in excess products liability-related net operating
losses. However, such a company could recoup such losses only if it has been
profitable and had paid taxes in the years to which amended returns apply.
Suppose the company is a new one? Suppose it reported low, or no, profits in
the prior 10-year period? Are we to understand that a company with a $1 mil-
lion profit from operations and a $1,005,000 products liability loss can take only
$5,000 as a net operating loss carryback? Such a system requires uninsured
small companies, in effect, to absorb totally the financial consequences of a
catastrophe, thereby discriminating against them in favor of large corporations,
which can more readily obtain excess coverage. Furthermore, as mentioned above,
where a small company's ability to secure excess Insurance coverage is contin-
gent upon proof of adequate financial responsibility in the primary (first-dollar)
layer, the Administration's proposal offers little if any assistance.

Moreover, the Administration's proposal would be equally useless at the other
end of the industrial scale. In the case of larger companies, products liability
losses will rarely equal profits for the year. Thus, there would be no net operat-
ing loss, no carryback, and no offsetting refund. But there would be substantial
revenue loss-the Treasury's principal concern, we think-as products liability
claims and expenses paid directly by the corporation through self-insurance are
taken as tax deductions.

To sum up, the Administration proposal would assist far fewer companies
than would the tax-deductible loss reserve approach of both S. 1611 and S. 3049
and would, accordingly, represent a far less effective response to the increasingly
serious problem of products liability. We think it should be rejected.

OUR RWCOUMENDATIONS

In the course of the preceding discussion we have indicated, both explicitly
and implicitly, the general direction of our recommendations for legislative
action. Our conclusions and recommendations are summarized below.

1. Tax deductibility for contributions to a self-insurance reserve or trust for
payment of products liability losses is a very necessary, short-range solution to
the general problem.

2. A significant test of member company sentiment, as outlined heretofore,
suggests that a tax-deductible, self-insurance program, if enacted, would be
used.

3. We think the Administration proposal to extend the net operating loss
carryback provision for a maximum of 10 years in certain situations for prod-
ucts liability losses has little merit and should be rejected.

4. o effectuate tax deductibility we suggest the following:
a. Amend the Internal Revenue Code to permit by election of the taxpayer

creation of a tax-exempt trust or loss reserve account for the payment of products
liability claims and related expenses.

b. Authority for the creation of any such trust or reserve should require cash
contributions and should expressly exempt from taxation contributions to, and

income from, the trust. Moreover, appropriate language should also expressly
exempt from current taxation under any theory payments made by the trust or

from the reserve on behalf of the corporation for products liability-related
purposes.

c. As for the measure of tax deductibility in any year, we tend to favor the

estimated cost of products liability insurance. Recognizing the difficulty of ap-

plying this standard, the Subcommittee may wish to consider conditioning tax

deductibility upon an independent actuarial certification-submitted to the IRS

perhaps every three years-as to the proper amount for the individual taxpayer.

& To avoid unnecessarily narrow administrative interpretations of statutory
language, we believe any enactment of this type, or the legislative history, should

clearly indicate-without general limitation-the kinds of costs for which trust

or reserve funds may properly be expended.
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e. If a tax-exempt trust Is elected over a reserve fund, a provision should be

made for changing the maximum level of any authorized trust, as circumstances
leading to creation of the trust may change, subject to the concurrence of the
Internal Revenue Service under such regulations as it may prescribe.

f. Finally, acknowledging the realities of both politics and Insurance avail-
ability to which we have already referred, we believe accumulations under any
such trust or reserve fund should have some maximum permissible overall level.
We think it should be not less than $2 million and probably as much as $5
million, with the exact amount In any case-within the maximum-keyed to some
multiple of the approved annual contribution to the trust or reserve.

This concludes our statement, and we express our sense of appreciation at
being invited to testify before this Subcommittee on this important aspect of
the products liability problem. We shall be pleased to answer any questions the
Subcommittee may have.

EXHIBIT A.-TELEx QUESTIONNAIRE SENT TO MEMBERS OF TH" MAP! PRODUCTS
LIABILITY COUNCIL ON JUNE 19, 1978

1. Since publication of the MAPI survey in August 1976, on the basis of your
company's experience has the products liability problem-
(A) Increased ------- ------------------------------------- Yes No
(B) Decreased ------------------------- Yes No
(C) Continued at Same Level -------------------------------- Yes No

2. If the problem has increased, was this because of-
(A) Increased Number of Claims ----------------------------- Yes No
(B) Increased Amount of aims ------------------------------ Yes No
(C) Increased Insurance Costs ------------------------------- Yes No
(D) Unavailability of Insurance ------------------------------ Yes No
(E) Other Reasons (Please Identify and Explain).

3. If insurance costs have increased In the recent past, by what percentage
have they increased-
(A) Since August 1976?
(B) In the Past Year?

Yes No
4. If corporate contributions to self-insurance reserves were made tax deducti-

ble under a practicable plan, would you be likely to establish such a reserve?
(B) In your opinion, would such a program help to alleviate the general

problem?
Yes No

(C) Assuming the need for a "cap," what dollar or other limitations on any
such fund would be appropriate and adequate to ensure its usefulness?

MACHINERY AND ALLIED PRODUCTS INSTITUTE,
Washington, D.C., August 81, 1978.

Senator HmRy F. BYRD,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management,
Senate Commlttee on Finance,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR BRD: On Monday, August 28, I appeared as a representative
of the Machinery and Allied Products Institute before this Subcommittee In con-
nection with Its consideration of S. 1611 and S. 8049. These bills would author-
ize-by differing measures--tax deductions for contributions to self-insurance re-
serves (trusts) for the payment of products liability claims and related costs.
In addition to oral testimony presented on that occasion, we have submitted for
the record an extended written statement of the Institute's views on this very
important subject.

Of the seven witnesses listed in the Subcommittee's announcement of the
"Panel on Products Liability," six supported the principle of tax deductibility
and emphasized the need for immediate relief in this area. Only one announced
witness, the representative of the American Insurance Association (AIA), op-
posed the principle. One additional and unannounced witness, the Acting Deputy
Assistant Secretary of the Treasury (Tax Legislation), also opposed legislation
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to grant tax deductibility for this purpose. Although we questioned certain of
the conclusions presented in the testimony of these two witnesses in the course
of the recent public hearing, given the very crowded schedule of the Subcommit-
tee, we deemed it inappropriate to challenge in any detail such testimony at that
time. However, since the hearing we have examined with care the principal state-
ments of both witnesses and our doubts have increased. Both contain assertions
which ought not stand unchallenged on the record of these hearings. Moreover,
in our opinion, neither statement reflects an adequate understanding of the se-
rious and complex problems arising from products liability.

This letter, which it being sent to all members of the Subcommittee, represents
tin examination and critique of the testimony of both the American Insurance
Association and the Treasury Department. We ask that it be considered as a sup-
plement to our principal statement and Included in the official printed record.

Our statement considers first the testimony of the American Insurance As-
sociation and then that of the Treasury.

TESTIMONY OF THE AMERICAN INSURANCE ASSOCIATION

Commercial Insurance Versus Self-Insurance
This aspect of AIA testimony is summarized as follows: "The current treat-

ment of self-insurance and commercial insurance under the Code is balanced * 0 *.
The deficiencies of self-insurance have nothing to do with taxation," The second
of these conclusions does not follow from that which has gone before and serves
only as an introduction to a following statement which is either incorrect or
misleading, or both. We have in mind this statement, "Self-insurance for most
manufacturers is nothing more than a voluntary bookkeeping segregation of
assets. The self-insurer continues to control its funds, and may liquidate them at
will * * ." One must assume that these statements were written by someone
who had not examined the content of S. 1611 and S. 3049. Each of these bills de-
fines "product liability loss reserve account" as meaning a trust created and orga-
nized in the United States and both appear to require the payment over to the
trustee of cash to fund the reserve in question.

Although MAPI's principal statement takes account of the possibility and
cautions against it, It does not seem to us that any responsible reading of these
two bills can be construed as tolerating "* * * nothing more than a voluntary
bookkeeping segregation of assets" As for the liquidation "at will" of any such
trust, S. 3049 specifically provides that "the time. manner, and conditions under
which a taxpayer may terminate his product liability loss reserve account" are
to be determined under regulations prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury.
The point is not specifically dealt with in S. 1611 but this seems to us a very
simple problem to solve and one which is, in any event, unrelated to the asser-
tions of AA as quoted above.
Market Problems Are Over

Here we are told that, "Our members question whether a serious product liabil-
ity insurance problem exists today." It goes on to say that, "Unexpected cost In-
creases produced temporary dislocations in the insurance market. Those disloca-
tions are behind us." With the permission of the chair, MAPI Introduced into the
record of these hearings a copy of an Institute survey completed in August 1976
and which examined fully under the headings of "Products Liability Insurance
Coverage" and "The Cost of Products Liability" the availability and afford-
ability of this coverage. As the summary of that survey points out:

More than 94 percent of those companies which answered the question Indi-
cated that their products liability premium rates had increased over the past
five years, in addition, more than one-third of these companies were required to
accept a deductible or a large retrospective retention. In percentage terms, the
premium rate increases ranged from 0 to more than 4,000 percent with some 58
percent of the companies responding to this question reporting increases between
100 percent and 1,000 percent.

Obviously, this survey was completed more than two years ago and the situa-
tion should be examined currently. If one accepted AlA testimony, one might
believe that "Those 'lislocations are behind us." We do not believe that assertion
because since conducting the original survey we have on three occasions rechecked
its findings as to the availability and affordability of products liability insur-
ance. The most recent such check was made in July of this year with the mem-
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bears of the MAPI Products Liability Council which is comprised of representa-
tives from 62 companies who are thoroughly versed in the present realities of
products liability Insurance availability and related problems. The results of this
check were summarized in our principal statement but for purposes of continu-
ity, we repeat a part of that testimony here:

81 percent of the companies responding indicated that their products liabil-
Ity "problem" has increased during the last two years. Another 17 percent indi-
cated that the problem has remained constant and unabated during the same
period of time. Only 2 percent indicated that their products liability problem has
diminished.

Does this sound as if "Those dislocations are behind us"? As for the range of
increases in products liability insurance premiums, our recent recheck survey
came to these conclusions:

* * * Among those indicating increases the responses vary dramatically from
less than one percent to 1,300 percent in the last two years, and from less than
one percent to 215 percent within tlhe last year. Of the companies reporting higher
insurance costs, 16 (34 percent) Indicated increases of 100 percent or higher
during the last two years; and 5 companies showed Increases within the last
year of 50 percent or greater.

As this Subcommittee will recall, testimony to similar effect was introduced in
the recent Subcommittee hearing by substantially all of the industry witnesses
who appeared.

Incidentally, it was noted in the course of oral testimony before the Subcom-
mittee that the unavailability and the unaffordabIlity of products liability In-
surance should be considered as synonymous. We agree completely and point out
that the observation is directly pertinent to this aspect of AlA testimony con-
cerning its Market Assistance Programs (MAPs). We do not doubt the assertion
that "several state MAPs are experiencing lower activity in recent months." Is
this because "dislocations are behind us" or is it because coverage is available
only at a price which the potential applicant cannot possibly afford? Our experi-
ence with member companies suggests that lower MAP activity may be the result
of MAPs offering coverage that Is inadequate or inappropriate.
Not viable for small business

This passage in the AlA testimony opens with this paragraph:
Product liability insurance costs are estimated to be less than 0.5 to 1.0 percent

of sales. Generally it is the small manufacturer of a single product which is
forced to pay more than 2.0 percent of sales.

One wonders if these figures do not prove more than was intended. If prod-
ucts liability insurance costs range from 0.5 percent to 1.0 percent of sales (we
are not told the source of this estimate), they represent a substantial slice of
profits. The Federal Trade Commission's Quarterly Financial Report for manu-
facturing, mining and trade corporations for thb, first quarter of 1978 reveals
that net income as a percentage of sales for All Manufacturing for the first
quarter of this year was 4.7 percent. Thus, products liability insurance costs
would range from 10.6 percent to 21 percent of net profits. These percentages
would be higher in the case of Fabricated Metal Products where net profit as a
percentage of sales is 4.0 percent, and lower in the case of Machinery, Except
Electrical and Electrical and Electronic Equipment for which the corresponding
net profit figures in the first quarter of 1978 are 6.7 percent and 5.2 percent,
respectively.

For the small manufacturer of a single product which is forced to pay [for
products liability insurance] more than 2.0 percent of sales according to the AlA
estimate, the percentage of net profit represented by such expense for All Manu-
facturing and for the three manufacturing categories cited above would be: 42.5
percent, 50 percent, 30 percent. and 38 percent.

When net profit, the objective and hoped-for end result of business activity, is
potentially affected by products liability insurance premiums to the extent indi-
cated by these figures, how is it possible to say "These dislocations are behind
Uis."

The central message of this passage in the AlA statement is this: "Enco'urag-
ing small business to self-insure through tax incentives is an unworkable con-
cept." In support of this assertion, it is said: "It will not reduce the aggregate
demand for insurance coverage by small business. It will not produce lower prices
for Insurance purchased by small business. It could mislead and fail to compen-
sate injured consumers." Let us examine each of these three propositions.
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It is very possible that "tilt will not reduce the aggregate demand for insur-
ance coverage by small business." Who has said that it would? What manufnc-
turers--large and small-are concerned with is the supply of affordable cover-
age not the demand for it. The real purpose of the proposals before this Sub-
committee is to increase underwriting capacity which, according to the oral testi-
mony on August 28 of the witness representing the National Insurance Brokers
Association, is now, and for some time has been, insufficient. If underwriting
capacity for this coverage is insufficient-and all evidence from objective wit-
nesses holds that it is-then an increase in such capacity effectuated by tax de-
ductible contributions to self-insurance reserves would be likely to increases, itnt
decrease, aggregate demand.

Since we have no control over the premium rating of products liability insur-
ance risks we cannot assert with any real confidence that adoption of this legis-
lation will produce lower prices for insurance purchased by small business. How-
ever, we suspect that it may. If underwriting capacity were increased by this
legislation and if the casualty insurance industry is as competitive as AIA testi-
mony holds it to be, then, sooner or later, we think AIA's concern is largely di-
rected at the increase in underwriting capacity which this legislation would
produce and the possible resultant loss of business to established insurance
carriers.

Finally, we are told that self-insurance contemplated by these proposals
" * * * could mislead and fail to compensate injured consumers." It may well
be that, in some cases, there will be a failure to compensate injured consumers.
That possibility exists now and largely because of the failure of the insurance
industry to provide sufficient underwriting capacity and not because of short-
comings which it foresees in a potential competitor.

"Defense and claim handling costs will be high for small business," we are
told by AIA's statement. Of course they will. And this is exactly why small busi-
ness needs the benefits which adoption of this legislation would give it-to spread
the very substantial costs of products liability related costs over a period of
years.

And then we are told "Small businesses will probably not be able to institute
and supervise quality control programs on their own." Does this Imply---ns it
seems to--that only insurance company representatives are competent to guide
quality control programs of small manufacturers. We do not represent and do
not speak for small business in a broad sense I but we cannot fall to observe that
this statement strikes us as being almost breathtakingly arrogant. Is the insur-
ance industry saying that-in most cases-it knows better how to manufacture
a safe product than the company---or the man-who created the product and de-
vised the process for its manufacture? That seems to be exactly what it Is say-
ing and, if so, It seems to us a generalization that Is simply untrue. (We ac-
knowledge, of course, that some insurance carriers have been helpful in the devel-
opment of individual company programs--including quality control-to reduce
the products liability hazard.)

Next, the AIA statement declares that, "Instead of complete self-insurance,
some suggest small business could use a tax-free reserve to support a deductible
to lower premiums." The statement goes on to say that the insurance industry
has encouraged the use of deductibles by Industries which experience many
claims, and that where claims frequency rather than severity is the problem,
higher deductibles help reduce premiums.

e. large trust funds have fiduciary responsibilities which must be defined.
Standards and guidelines for self-dealing and prohibited transactions must be
included. Mechanisms for effective monitoring should be established.

We have already commented sufficiently on safeguards already written into
the proposed legislation. If additional safeguards are required, by all means
include them, but let us not be deluded by rhetoric.

Revenue loss.-Reference Is made by AIA to the loss of revenue that would
result from enactment of authority for tax deductions for self-insurance reserves.
We will not argue with the figures as stated but, as in the case of earlier Treas-
ury estimates, they appear to omit altogether any reference to revenue loss that
will occur in any event as a result of the payment of products liability claims
and related expenses.

At least three situations involving tax deductibility are possible here: A com-
pany buys products liability Insurance and immediately deducts the cost of pre-

' It is true however, that 15ere are a significant number of small businesses in the MAP!
membership and we have considerable familiarity with their problems.
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miums paid. Second, a company cannot purchase such insurance at reasonable
cost and, under authority of the proposed legislation, elects to establish a self-
insurance trust and currently deducts contributions to that trust. Third, having
neither commercial insurance nor self-insurance available to it, a company "goes
bare" and ultimately sustains a products liability loss together with such related
expenses as legal fees. tI pays the total of such expenses and thereupon deducts
that amount as a business expense and/or a casualty loss. It is very possible
that revenue losses resulting from such ultimate payment of products liability
losses will equal or even exceed the revenue loss estimated for the self-insurance
approach. The principal difference is in the matter of timing.
Tort Reform

We are told by AIA that the only effective way to modify the causes of un-
reasonable products liability claims is to convince state legislators to reform
tort laws and to modify decisions of tort cases by state courts. The statement of
AIA goes on to say that "Federal tax bills only treat symptoms of the product
liability problem. Tort reform is a long, tedious procedure, but it is the only way
to reach the causes of the problem."

Are we to understand from the manner in which this "unanswered public pol-
icy question" is stated that the American Insurance Association is somehow op-
posed to the manufacture of power tools, power lawnmowers, microwave ovens,
etc.? Does it oppose only the "subsidizing" of the manufacture of dangerous
or potentially dangerous consumer products?

And why is It that enactment of authority for self-insolrance would constitute
any greater subsidy for those who might benefit from such authority than does
the present right to deduct the cost of premiums paid for products liability
insurance?

Unwittingly, we think, by raising thi question AIA has put its finger on a
much greater public policy issue raised by this whole problem area and which
has thus far received only scant attention: What is the effect of the products
liability threat on research and development and technological progress gen-
erally. This "unanswered policy question" is, in our judgment, more important
than all of the questions raised here.

c. The legislation would violate long-established principles handed down by
the U.S. Supreme Court that tax deductions are available only for a fixed or
known liability, not for a contingency. New opportunities for tax evasion would
be opened if these historic principles were ignored.

We are not familiar with the case or cases to which this declaration obviously
adverts. If, however, the principle of law is as stated then it would seem also to
bar deductions paid for products liability insurance since it Is obtained for the
purpose of making provision against contingencies and not to cover fixed or
known liabilities. And how would "new opportunities for tax evasion * * * be
opened if these historic principles were ignored"? The fact is that both S. 1611
and S. 3049 call for creation of trusts to be administered by independent trustees
and thus subject to the very strict provisions of trust law. Moreover, as noted
previously, the applicable provisions of the Internal Revenue Code would pro-
vide for the filing annually of a tax return for the trust. Finally, the bills now
before the Congress, particularly S. 3049, have been carefully written to prevent
any possibility of abuse. We think the suggestion of the AIA In this regard Is a
very red herring.

d. Congress has granted special tax procedures for insurance reserves because
they are subject to specific regulatory and accounting safeguards.

This declaration Is unquestionably true and we agree with it. However, we do
not agree with its rather clear implications that safeguards against abuse would
be insufficient under proposals now before the Subcommittee.

However, it is noted, "[i]n product liability * * * severity and irregularity
would cause a higher deductible to be meaningless for a small business."

Why would it be "meaningless" if the small manufacturer cannot obtain
products liability insurance coverage or, If he can, only at an annual cost ap-
proximating the level of coverage? (This latter example Is supported, incident-
ally, both by testimony on August 28 and the Institute's experience.)

And would "itjhe reserves permitted under all of the pending bills * be
insignificant in relation to a single product liability claim?" This seems to us an
understatement as to the amount of reserves possible under S. 1611 and an over-
statement In holding that any products liability claim would exceed the reserve
accumulation. This, however, is really in the nature of an aside-the real Issue
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1s the usefulness of the principle embodied In these two proposals to cover the
gap between the "first dollar" and the level at which commercial insurance cov-
erage cuts In. Regardless of the findings of Gordon Associates, our continuing
contact on this subject with some 500 capital goods manufacturers persuades
us that many of them have been Induced-by exorbitant premiums or by a flat
refusal by an insurance carrier to provide first dollar coverage--to accept sub-
stantial deductibles or "retentions." Self-insurance could help to cover this gap
and because of lesser capital availability such coverage would be especially im-
portant to smaller companies.
Unanswcred public policy questions

The summary of AIA's statement as presented to the Subcommittee identifies
a series of "unanswered public policy questions" that would be raised by adop-
tion of S. 1611 and S. 3049. Moreover, It is suggested that adoption of the princi-
ples embodied in these proposals would "open new opportunities for abuse."
Each of these questions is considered below:

a. What would be the Impact upon creditors' rights under state laws in the
event of insolvency or bankruptcy?

We have no particular comment here except to say that the law of creditor
rights is so well developed that we see no difficulty in applying it to insolvency or
bankruptcy involving a trust created under legislation of this character. Perhaps
it should be added that "insolvency and bankruptcy" are very likely to be more
widespread; particularly among smaller manufacturers, if some form of interim
relief is not provided.

b. Should Congress use the Code to subsidize the manufacture of complex and
potentially dangerous consumer products--power tools, power lawnmowers,
microwave ovens, etc.

We are bound to say that this statement does not reflect great credit on the
insurance industry. In pain language that industry is saying to manufacturers
and sellers of goods, "We think you should be denied any temporary relief from
a problem which we, the insurance companies, played a considerable part In
creating." If that assessment seems too barsh, we suggest the Subcommittee con-
sider the Final Report of the Task Force on Product Liability which concludes,
Inter alia, that "liability insurance rate making procedure is one of the three
principal causes of the products liability problem." Moreover, the Commerce
Department acknowledged in the Options Paper of the Interagency Task Force
that the situation calls for short-term relief.

Even the Treasury Department, the views of which prevailed in Administra-
tion councils-and with which we thoroughly disagree on this issue-sees the
need for temporary relief although we do not think Its proposed solution is a
very useful one. Of all Interested parties, only the insurance industry, as repre-
sented by AIA, is prepared to say that "[tlhe only effective way to modify the
causes of unreasonable product liability claims is to convince state legislatures
to reform tort statutes, and to modify tort decisions by state courts." We think
this counsel insensitive and irresponsible and it should be disregarded by the
Congress. This does not mean, of course, that we oppose tort reform.

Testimony of the Treasury Department
The substance of the Treasury Department's case against tax deductibility for

contributions to self-insurance reserves is stated on page 5 of its formal state-
ment before this Subcommittee on August 28 in this language:

* * * The reasons that led the Administration not to endorse a deduction for
contributions to product liability self-insurance reserves are essentially three.
First, the superficially appealing notion that the tax discriminates in favor of
commercial insurance and against self-insurance Is in fact based on a misappre-
hension. Second, the existing proposals for current deductibility of contributions
to self-insurance trusts provide an opportunity for deferral of taxes and thereby
would operate to subsidize self-insurance. Because self-insurance is inherently
Inefficient by contrast with commercial insurance, and because of technical diffe-
culties stemming from the inability to estimate future product liability losses,
we concluded that extending such a subsidy would not be appropriate. Finally, we
concluded that existing law, with some modification, would provide virtually the
same tax benefits, other than deferral, as proposals providing current deductibil-
ity for contributions to a self-insurance trust, and with far less administrative
complexity. The necessary modification, as I nave already noted, would be to
amend current law to provide a special 10-year net operating loss carryback, in
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contrast to the three-year net operating loss carryback generally available under
current law, for losses attributable to product liability *

We are not greatly impressed by the somewhat labored argument which seeks
to prove that there is no discrimination between the manufacturer who can
obtain products liability insurance at an affordable price and deducts the cost
of premiums paid versus the manufacturer who cannot obtain such insurance at
reasonable costs and can take a tax deduction for products liability losses only
after they have actually been paid. At least two things are wrong with the ar-
gument as stated. Referring briefly to the quotation from the Treasury Depart-
ment statement cited above, we are told in and elaboration of this introductory
statement that "(t]o the extent the loss is reimbursed by the Insurer * * *
no further deduction is permitted even though because of earnings on the reserve
the total amount of losses might well exceed the premiums paid. If this were
the case, the total deduction to the self-insurer is greater and offsets the benefit
obtained from the earlier deduction by those who use commercial insurance."
Let's suppose that this is not the case. How then is the benefit obtained from the
yearly deduction offset?

Secondly, we are told that " * * one must recognize that conferring current
deductions for contributions to self-insurance trusts, where such trusts are tax
exempt, invariably gives rise to tax deferral. That deferral constitutes a subsidy
to self-insurance * * *." [Footnote omitted.] We fail to understand why the de-
ferral of tax on funds placed in the self-insurance reserves constitutes any greater
subsidy than an amount paid to a commercial insurance company for prod-
ucts liability insurance coverage. This is all the more true, as the MAPI state-
ment to the Subcommittee suggests, where the measure of tax deductibility is
limited to an actuarially determined estimate of the proper amount to be reserved
on an annual basis and with the total accumulation subject to an overall maxi-
mum limitation. To pursue this argument one step further, the Treasury argu-
inent holds that "* * * the greatest benefits would accrue to those whose funds
remained on deposit the longest, who well might be those with less in the way
of product liability losses." If this is the touchstone for determination of subsi-
dies then It would appear to apply equally, as we have noted, to premiums paid
for commercial insurance as to sums contributed to self-insurance reserves.
Nevertheless, we find it very strange to characterize as a "subsidy" a benefit
resulting from the combined effects of the production of a safe product, good
management, and good luck.

It seems to us, as a matter of fact, that Treasury's pursuit of this issue raises
another basic policy question-why shouldn't the government "subsidize" or
encourage prudent and consumer-oriented behavior by industry? Clearly, the
tax system has always sought to provide such encouragement where the public
interest would be benefited.

Treasury also complains that tax deferral benefits would "vary with the
marginal rate of the taxpayer." To be sure, benefits will vary somewhat with
the variance in applicable marginal corporate tax rates but does not this same
"discrimination" apply across the board. Why pick on this particular type of de-
duction?
The efficiency of 8elf-insurance

We are even less impressed with the simplest discussion of self-insurance as
"the least efficient form of insurance," appearing on page 7 of the Treasury
testimony.

To begin with, what of the "acquisition cost," the agent's commission, which
is not even a part of the cost of self-insurance? Is not cost a part of efficiency?
More importantly, it seems to us that "greater efficiency" is a matter for the
insured, not the Treasury to decide.

This argument of the Treasury necessarily assumes that contributions to a
self-insurance reserve, as contemplated by the legislative proposass before this
Subcommittee, would cover the whole of any manufacturing company's products
liability risk. That is not the case. In the vast majority of cases such self-insur-
ance would be elected for the purpose of covering the gap between the first dol-
lar of loss and that point at which by choice or by imposition of a deductible by
the insurance company commercial insurance "cuts in."
The measure of tax deductibtity

Treasury testimony points to the difficulty under the varying measures of de-
ductibility spelled out in S. 1611 and S. 3049 of establishing any relationship be-
tween allowable deductions and the magnitude of products liability risks.
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There is something to this point but not much. The problem is not an insuper-
able one. As noted above, the Institute has suggested that tax deductibility
might be conditioned upon "independent actuarial certificaton,--submitted to
the IR8 perhaps every three years-as to the proper amount for the individual
taxpayer." Commercial insurance companies also base premiums on actuarial
calculations and thus the MAPI suggestion should result In estimates as accurate
as those stemming from the insurance trade. In this connection, we call the Sub-
committee's attention to the report of the House Small Business Subcommittee
on Capital, Investment and Business Opportunities (Report No. 95-997, March
21, 1978) which concluded at page 71 that, "It is statistically impossible to verify
the accuracy of any product liability premium."
The issue of complexity

We are told at page 9:
* * * the existence of exempt, self-insurance trusts would require complex ad-

ministrative controls. For one thing, the Internal Revenue Service would be re-
quired to insure that such trusts were not overfunded and that their investments
were limited in the manner required by, for example, S. 3049. Moreover, extreme-
ly complex accounting would be required to define the appropriate tax treatment
to be applied on nonqualifving distributions from, or liquidations of, such prod-
uct liability loss reserve accounts. Presumably, the sponsors of such provisions
would wish to provide that, If an enterprise established a product liability loss
reserve account and, after a number of years, decided that it no longer needed
the account, the taxpayer should reap no benefits by virtue of having established
and maintained the account. In order to give effect to this result, extremely com-
plex accounting provisions would be required to bring the taxpayer back to
square one. It would, I should note, not be sufficient simply to provide that all
amounts distributed from the account be subjected to tax.

We think the Treasury '"doth protest too much." Most of the complexities fore-
seen by Treasury testimony have already been anticipated and dealt with by
draftsmen of the several legislative proposals of this character now before the
Senate and the House. Additional difficulties identified in the Treasury state-
ment do not seem to us all that severe. The fact is that both S. 1611 and S. 3049
call for the establishment of trusts, presumably with a bank serving as trustee in
most cases, and, under Code provisions applicable to trusts, each such reserve
would have filed for it annually its own tax return. Thus, automatically and
without the need for special digging, the IRS would have available to it a full
report on the status of any such trust including payments to, and disbursements
from, the corpus of the trust in the course of the last taxable year. To the extent
that IRS might for some reason desire to inquire further the tax return of the
trust provides a starting point for any such audit.

The administration proposal
Finally, let us take a look at the Administration's which is to say, the Treasury

Department's-counter-proposal. In brief, it calls for an extension of the current
three-year net operating loss carryback to ten years for products liability net op-
erating losses, where those losses cannot be absorbed under the current three-
year program. The Treasury spokesman has said "as modified by this proposal,
we believe that current law will provide nearly all the benefits to taxpayers-
other than deferral of taxes-that they would obtain from being permitted to
deduct contributions to a product liability self-insurance trust."

Will this proposal " 0 * provide nearly all the benefits * " of tax deducti-
bility? Almost certainly not, in our opinion.

As provided in the Administration's proposal, a company suffering products
liability losses could file amended returns for the preceding 10 years only where
a three-year carryback results in excess products liability-related net operating
losses. However, such a company could recoup such losses only it It has been
profitable and has paid taxes in the years to which amended returns apply.
Suppose the company is a new one? Suppose it reported low, or no, profits In the
prior 10-year period? Are we to understand that a company with a $1 million
profit from operations and a $1,005,000 products liability loss can take only $5,000
as a net operating loss carryback? Such a system requires uninsured small com-
panies, in effect, to absorb totally the financial consequences of a catastrophe,
thereby discriminating against them in favor of large corporations, which can
more readily obtain excess coverage. Furthermore, where a small company's
ability to obtain excess insurance coverage is contingent upon proof of adequate
financial responsibility in the primary (first-dollar) layer, the Administration's
proposal offers little if any assistance.
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Let us consider some practical situations and see for ourselves if the Treasury
proposal would provide "virtually the same tax benefits." First, let us assume a
smaller business with annual taxable profits of $50,000 (i.e., during each of the
10 preceding years after-tax profits of $50,000 were realized) ; a $500,000 unin-
sured loss (an Increasingly common occurrence) could be accommodated under
the Administration's proposal, but only to the extent of a $105,000 refund of
previously paid taxes (based upon the current federal tax rate of 21 percent for
a company with such profits). This would still leave $395,000 cash that the busi-
ness would have to provide to cover the remainder of the loss. The mere fact
that this sum may be theQretically deductible under the present Code would be
of no help in obtaining this amount where the company was In a net operating
loss position-which is a precondition to invocation of the carryback.

Second, assume an even smaller business with a $10,000 taxable Income In each
of the preceding 10 years. If that business had a $100,000 uninsured loss, the loss
carryback approach would provide only a $20,000 tax refund (based upon a
current tax rate of 20 percent) and would require the company to provide $80,000
cash to cover the loss-cash which very probably is not available. Under the tax
set-aside approach of both S. 1611 and S. 3049, a prudent corporation would be
encouraged to prepare in advance for scuh potential losses by setting aside cur-
rently deductible contributions to a reserve or trust and could, therefore, hope-
fully avoid the obliteration of 10 years' income and an operating loss during the
current year for which no deduction is effectively available, and which might
even jeopardize the very life of the uninsured corporation.

Moreover, the Administration's proposal would be equally useless at the other
end of the industrial scale. In the case of larger companies, products liabifty
losses will rarely equal profits for the year. Thus, there would be no net operating
loss, no carryback, and no offsetting refund. But there would be substantlal
revenue loss-the Treasury's principal concern, we think-as products liability
claims and expenses paid directly by the corporation through self-insurance are
taken as tax deductions.

To sum up, the Administration proposal would assist far fewer companies than
would the tax-deductible loss reserve approach of both S. 1611 and S. 3049 and
would, accordingly, represent a far less effective response to the increasingly
serious problem of products liability. We think it should be rejected.

SUMMARY OF STATEMENT BY WALTER D. VINYARD, JR. AMERICAN
INSURANCE ASSOCIATION

1. The American Insurance Association, whose members underwrite 85 percent
of product liability insurance sold in the United States, Is strongly opposed to
amending the Internal Revenue Code In order to provide tax deductions and tax-
exempt trust funds for self-insurance against product liability or other casualty/
liability risks.

2. The current tax treatment of self-insurance and commercial insurance under
the Code is balanced. Deficiencies in self-insurance have nothing to do with
taxation.

3. Self-insurance for many manufacturers is nothing more than a voluntary
bookkeeping segregation of assets, entirely under the self-insurer's control. No
risk is transferred. No regulatory supervision exists to guarantee injured con-
sumers will be compensated.

4. Temporary dislocations in the market for product liability insurance are
over. Market assistance programs in 26 states have helped hazardous Industries
locate coverage. Applications for help are declining.

5. Enc.,araging small business to self-insure through tax deductions and trusts
is an unworkable concept. Large corporations with product diversity and sizeable
cash flow can self-insure, and are doing so without tax deductions. Small business
cannot self-insure with or without tax deductions.

6. Deductibles are not useful where claims severity rather than frequency is
the problem. The unpredictability and size of product claims cause deductibles
to be meaningless for small business. Product liability losses consist of a few
large claims at irregular intervals over a long period.

7. S. 1611, S. 3049, as well as other bills introduced in Congress, raise un-
answered public policy questions, and open new opportunities for abuse:
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a. what would be the impact upon creditors' rights under state laws in the
event of insolvency or bankruptcy?

1. should Congress use the Code to subsidize the manufacture of complex and
potentially dangerous consumer products.

c. the legislation would violate long-established principles handled down by
the U.S. Supreme Court that tax deductions are available only for a fixed or
known liability, not for a contingency. New opportunities for tax evasion would
be opened if these historic principles were ignored.

d. Congress has granted special tax procedures for insurance reserves because
they are subject to specific regulatory and accounting safeguards.

e. large trust funds have fiduciary resposibilities which must be defined.
Standards and guidelines for selfdealing and prohibited transactions must be
included. Mechanisms for effective monitoring should be established.

8. The loss to the Treasury which would result from enactment of product
liability self-insurance legislation could range from $36 million to $12 billion
depending upon the specific alternative. S. 3049 would increase revenue lost to
the U.S. Treasury from $106 to $296 million. These figures are from an August
15 report to us by the independent firm of Brimmer and Company.

9. The only effective way to modify the causes of unreasonable product liability
claims Is to convince state legislatures to reform tort statutes, and to modify
tort decisions by state courts. We invite all concerned parties to join us in this
effort. Federal tax bills only treat symptoms of the product liability problem.
Tort reform is a long, tedious procedure, but it Is the only way to reach the
causes of the problem.

STATEMENT BY WALTER D. VINYARD, JEL, SENIOR COUNSEL, AMERICAN INSURANCE
ASSOCIATION

My name is Walter D. Vinyard, Jr., and I am Senior Counsel for the American
Insurance Association, an organization of property-casualty insurers which un-
derwrite approximately 85 percent of the product liability insurance sold in the
United States. We appreciate your courtesy in allowing us to appear today in
order to express our strong opposition to the concept of amending the Ii rnal
Revenue Code in order to provide tax deductions and tax-exempt trust funus for
self-insurance against product liability, as well as other casualty/liability risks.

The current treatment of self-insurance and commercial insurance under the
Code is balanced. Insurance premiums are deductible when paid. !oses paid by
an insurance company are not deductible. Property-casualty insurers are taxed
currently on income. No structural changes are needed in the Code. The deficien-
cies of self-insurance have nothing to do with taxation.

Self-insurance for most manufacturers is nothing more than a voluntary
bookkeeping segregation of assets. The self-insurer continues to control its funds,
and may liquidate them at will. When a manufacturer purchases insurance from
a company fully regulated by a state insurance department, the manufacturer
transfers risk of loss to an independent concern regulated for solvency. Even if
the regulation fails, the state commissioner and other companies doing business
in that Jurisdiction guarantee payment of claims by injured consumers.

MARKET P3OBLEMS ARE OVER

Our members question whether a serious product liability insurance problem
exists today. Significant changes in the law of strict liability by state courts did
result in dramatic increases in insurance claims costs. The average incurred
bodily injury claim cost rose from $6,000 In 1972 to $19,500 In 1974, according
to the Insurance Services Office. Hazardous Industries--industrial machinery,
chemicals, automotive components, medical devices and pharmaceuticals-found
insurance premiums increased from 100 to 500 percent. As a result of the way
state courts apply tort law, there was no single event to which any one could
point as causing cost increases. Unexpected cost increases produced temporary
dislocations in the insurance market.

The dislocations are behind us. Twenty-six states have created market assist-
ance programs (MAPs) to help impacted industries locate insurance coverage.
Approximately 800 companies have submitted MAP applications nationwide. In
many cases, MAPs find an underwriter by exploring every available market.
Often brokers or agents cannot do this alone. Several state MAPs are experiene-

35-992 0 - 79 - 9
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ing lower activity in recent months. A number of other state MAPS have never
received more than a few applications. I would like to introduce for the record
a report by our Association on the status of state market assistance plans
(Attachment A].

NOT VI HLE FoR SMALL BUSINEs

Product liability insurance costs are estimated to be less than 0.5 to 1.0 per-
cent of sales. Generally it is the small manufacturer of a single product which
is forced to pay more than 2.0 percent of sales.

Advocates of tax Incentives for self-insurance explain they want to help large
small businesses, e.g., those with gross sales of $1,000,000 to $5,000,000. Encourag-
ing small business to self-insure through tax incentives Is an unworkable con-
cept. It will not reduce the aggregate demand for insurance coverage by small
business. It will not produce lower prices for Insurance purchased by small busi-
ness. It could mislead and fail to compensate Injured consumers.
Product liability self-insurance must have two objectives. The self-insuring
business must be able to spread Its exposure to product liability loses evenly over
a period of years. It must also be able to compensate injured persons quickly.
To do this, a self-insurer must accumulate and maintain a substantial pool of
assets. Large corporations with product diversity and sizeable cash flow are doing
this without tax incentives. Small businesses cannot. A "Survey Report on Prod-
uct Liability" published by the National Federation of Independent Business in
January 1977 discovered that 42.8 percent of small businesses responding could
not establish a self-insurance trust fund. Another 24.8 percent reported they
could do so, but with difficulty. Only 5.9 percent Indicated a trust fund was
readily possible. Eight percent already possessed a self-insurance fund.

Defense and claim handling costs will be high for small business. For every
dollar of indemnity paid through the product liability system, Insurers spend
$0.34 for defense against bodily Injury claims, and $0.48 on property damage
claims. Most of these expenses are for legal counsel. Legal costs will be higher
for small business because they do not employ in-house lawyers. Small businesses
will probably not be able to Institute and supervise quality control programs on
their own. Approximately 5.8 percent of net billed sales is required today to
maintain a quality control program.

Instead of complete self-insurance, some suggest small business could use a
tax free reserve to support a deductible to lower premuims. Our industry has
encouraged use of deductibles by industries which experience many claims.
Where claims frequency rather than severity is the problem, higher deductibles
help reduce premiums. In product liability, however, severity and irregularity
would cause a higher deductible to be meaningless for a small business. The re-
serves permitted under all of the pending bills would be insignificant in relation
to a single product liability claim. They would be inconsequential in pricing
policies to cover the excess.

Gordon Associates' survey for the Interagency Task Force Report found the
average deductible level has decreased for small firms. It has increased for large
and medium sized firms. Gordon noted an increase of over 400 percent In the
average number of pending claims per firm since 1971. The number of new
claims seemed to have peaked in 1974. The average amount sought in new claims
has Increased to over $1,500,000. For pending claims average damages have risen
over $,000,000.1

Product liability losses usually consist of a few large claims at Irregular in-
tervals over a given time period. In the final analysis, after taking Into account
all of an insurer's actuarial skills and experience, product liability rats and
reserving Involve an Insurer's best judgment. The nature and frequency of claims
is too erratic to permit use of actuarial tables in the same way as a life com-
pany computes policy costs. An atomistic market structure, a relatively moderate
level of concentration, and vigorous competition among hundreds of companies
work efficiently to reduce insurance rates, particularly in commercial policies.
No single insurance group accounts for a major share of the market. There are
no price leaders. These facts were affirmed by a major Investigation and report
on "The Pricing and Marketing of Insurance" by the Justice Department's
Antitrust Division in January 1977.

'lnteraency Task Force on Product Ulability Product ability: Final Report of the
Industry Study-Volume I and II, National Technleal Information Service, U.S. Depart.
ment of Commerce (April 1977).
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Over the past eighteen months, several manufacturing associations have sur-
veyed their members' products liability experience. There may be a bias in the
responses because only companies with problems would bother to reply. Those
satisfied with current insurance coverage might not complete and return a sur-
vey. Our staff summary of those surveys is enclosed, including other surveys
conducted by insurance organizations [Attachment B]. Addresses are given from
which complete copies of each survey may be obtained.

CASE STUDIES OF TOUR INSURED SMALL BUSINESS

In an attempt to help demonstrate problems with self-insurance or deductibles
for small business, our staff has produced a study of four insured small businesses
[ Attachment CI. Self-insurance is defined as total responsibility for investiga-
tion, settlement and payment of claims.

Four small businesses were selected from several companies seeking insurance
through one of the state MAPs. The selected firms included manufacturers of
mechanical power presses, nonpowered hand tools, ski equipment and electronic
components. Their sales, limits of liability, premium rate and premium paid
are noted. The average claim cost, the total loss expectation and the "normal"
annual costs were derived from actual MAP applications. No modifications were
Introduced into actual data. We have attempted to compare the cost of insurance
at the applicant's own desired limits of liability with self-insurance or deductible
coverage up to the same limits. One premise Is that all claims would be incurred
at the average claim cost for the type of business involved, as reflected in the
ISO Product Liability Closed Claim Survey. Patterns of comparison for the
various models would be significantly different if this average were varied.
The impact would also differ depending upon the nature of the claims. Regard-
less of what average is used, the extreme volatility or range of the size of a
claim would present a problem for an individual small business. Totals are used
to show how far a fund for self-insurance, or use of the fund for deductibles
will go. For ease in comparison, it is presumed the business would pay Into the
fund the equivalent of insurance premiums he would have otherwise paid subject
to 3 percent of maximum sales.

It would take only one or two claims before the funds would reach their
limit. Some firms are quoted as asserting that they have never experienced a
claim, or have had very few in the last ten or twenty years. This is not surpris-
ing given the low frequency, high severity characteristics of products liability.
For some firms, the administrative costs needed to self-insure may be quite
high (two percent of sales for mechanical power presses). These additional costs
are not paid out of the fund, although they are deductible. In three of the four
examples where the firm chose to establish a fund to be used as a deductible,
the fund was depleted with only one claim (in the other case it was 90 percent
depleted after one claim).

For bodily injury only, the limits of liability chosen by insureds suggest they
expect between seven and nine claims per year. If those claims materialize, their
fund would fall at least $150,000 short. For the concept of insurance to work at
the individual risk level, the reserve must be relatively loss free for several
years in order to accumulate adequate funds to absorb losses. There would
be a natural reluctance for a firm to commit money to a self-insurance fund
against which few if any losses were charged. The range in average premium
per dollar of sales, the dollar average claim cost, and expected number of claims
is a higher variable among the four businesses studied. A summary of key
values follows:

Number of claims required
Insurance Annual to exceed Insurance premium
premium, Avers expected

sales claim number of Full Deduct ibl
Model No. (percent) cost claims program program

1 ------------------------------------- 8 1. 69,718 1.14 2 2
2 -----------------------------------. 5 32 579 .61 1 1
3 ----------------------------------- 1.1 54, 307 .16 1 1
4 ----------------------------------- .3 523 .59 1 1

Oven with widely varying exposure to loss frequency and average claim
size, the cost of self-insurance or a $25,000 deductible program would exceed
the equivalent insurance premium with one or two claims.
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It is important to stress these comparisons are based on average results. No
losses would occur for the majority of businesses in the first year. For the rela-
tively smaller number which experience more claims, serious financial conse-
quences would occur.

POTENTIAL FOR ABUSE

S. 1611 and S. 3049, as well as other bills introduced in Congress providing
self-insurance deductions and trust funds, raise a host of fundamental public
policy questions. Our special counsel, Shea Gould Climenko and Casey, has
studied these questions. A copy of their opinion is included for the record
[Attachment D]. There Is no assurance funds will be available to assist injured
persons at the time of their loss. The bilLs pending before the Finance Committee
raise unanswerable questions regarding creditors' rights generally under various
state laws in the event of insolvency or bankruptcy. The complexity of problems
in this area requires far more consideration than has yet been given.

There is also a serious question whether the Code should be itsed to subsidize
the manufacture of complex and potentially dangerous consumer products-
power tools, power lawnmowers, microwave ovens, etc. An indirect tax subsidy
would make it difficult for buyer and seller to understand the full costs and
benefits to them of manufacturing, selling and purchasing those products.

T'he legislation ignores long-established principles handed down by the U.S.
Supreme Court that tax deductions are available only for a flexed or known ia-
bility, not for a contingency. Many taxpayers would like to reduce taxes by estab-
lishing a contingency reserve, particularly if no regulatory or accounting pro-
cedures were established to insure the security of reserves.

Adoption of a reserve mechanism free from any regulatory supervision is
unwise. Analysis of other Code sections relating to deductions for certain re-
serves such as those maintained by commercial banks or bad debts reveals that
they are different in substance and effect from the pending bills. Congress has
recognized the importance of regulation of such reserves by granting tax deduc-
tions only for reserves which meet certain regulatory and accounting stand-
ards established for insurance and banking.

Development of large trust funds inherently involves fiduciary responsibilities.
Any legislation creating such trusts must include standards and guidelines
regarding self-dealing or prohibited transactions. Mechanisms for effective mon-
itoring of fund performance should also be established. Beneficiaries of the trust
who are to be protected must be identified.

REVENUE LOS

The loss to the U.S. Treasury which would result from enactment of S. 8049,
which provides deductions for five percent of gross receipts, would be $12.3
billion, according to an August 15 report by the independent consulting firm of
Brimmer & Company [Attachment B]. This could increase to $23,2 billion
under another set of factual assumptions. Under clause B of . 3949, which
allows deductions for two percent of gross receipts, the loss to the Treasury
would be from $9.4 billion to $86.6 billion. Under any of the other self-insurance
bills Introduced so far in Congress, the loss in revenue to the Treasury would
also be substantial.

I hope this information will be helpful to the Committee and its staff In evalu-
ating various self-insurance proposals. Please let me know whether any other
material would be useful.

Respectfully submitted,
WALT= D. ViraAs, Jr.

senior 0oun L
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Joseph Miller, Economist

AmerLcan Insurance Association
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Minnesota

Missouri

Nebraska

Now R oshire

New Jersey

Ohio

fensylvania

Rhoda Island

South Carolina

South Dakota

Temnessee

Taexs

Virginia

Washington

Wisconsin

PrlmLmary Stagas of
Ouumsnlatioa

New York

tates in which the Camssiooer has
received information on plms but has
tn no ,stoe toward aciviattOo

D0lar4e (Found no availability problem)

Mississippi (Found no avallabiUty problem)
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Twmty-sLx state be instituted a Market Assistance Progrm for

products liability. Several states, including Arkanas, Co n., Illinois,

Maine, Minn., Penn., S.C., sad Wisconsin, are showing signs of gmra'ly

reduced activity over the past couple of months, one state, Mew Yta,

i in the preliminary sta. of organizing. A meeting with the Supea:n-

tendent is scheduled for June 7th.

The Missouri KAP is at the stap of organizing the submittees. The

Insurance Department has asked several companies writing product liability

insurarce in Missouri to contribute funds for the initial setup. The crn-

poai have refused. Application fees will be set at $150. Pat Lilly of

Gulf Insurance Cmpany in misas City will be the chairman.

Arizona has had a MAP in operation for aw times but the activity has

been minimal. The Insurance Deparmnt would like to reactivate the cmitcee

a structure it after the California MAP. To date the comaittes haa placed

three risks. The product liability problemn" has been characterized as "not

serious" by the Department. The MAP has been advertised but the number of

applications has been very small with most complaints concerning price rather

than avalability.

The State of Washington has within the last month instituted a MAP with

Mr. Larry Kibbee of the Washington Insurance Council In Seattle a the

coordinator.

South Dakota has had a M.A.P. for se time. They received 2 applica-

tions of which 1 is pending and the other found a market. Ralph Benson of

the Independent Insurance Agents is the committee coordinator.

Rhode Island M.A.P. was never formalized and has practically no activity

at all. Louisiana has recently been activated and there is very little

activity at this tim.
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ChLa: Js VLIts
Kzvin Uanuacs
Jack Callaway

Mamma' Rea iahurc compay
AtMWa IacUTW. Agency
St. Post comae

MW1 OE""
It. IWL CmpLee
7is's Fund IUaurne Coin of
mTLoe. IDa~nC.m Cmay
Roe nsu Nac oal n r C
Newasher Imsac. LRcem.copn

oloyers Insurance of Vau
IN AdeInIat Insurance Aents of Arkanss, Inc.
Arkansas Insurnce Deparmesnt
professional Insurmace. eats of Arka"s

3/1

2 applications to date.

returned to producers
by producers.

with uarmt1n sugsatioes. Was not followed up

no further requests since Laception of plan.

3/123/78

No appliatons.
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executive Comittee

Chairman: Joseph Shakespeare
Vice Ch Jan Kaliges

Schuler SCint
Anthony WLa
Mathev Dunne
Kugem Allen
Thoma Ol sen
Kelvitle Windle

Aetna Life & Casualty
Vaployers
Liberty mutual
St. Paul
Industrial Indemnity
Harbor Insurae Company
California Yarm Insurance Company
Transaimerica

5/10/78

They have received approximately 34 applications but have reGCOvediabout
2,000 application requests.
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products Liability Policy Comittee

Chairman: Lyman J. Baltdn,
Oliver J. Patrell,
H.L. 10aLcott,
John V. Purkis,
Roger J. Fisher,

The Hartford Insurance Group
Aetna Life & Casualty
Kmer Insuraoce Co.
Liberty utust
The Travelers Insurance Co.

Products Liability Underwriting Task Force

Chairmen: Vail K. Kaak, Jr.,
Frank W. Barry, Jr.,
Jmes a. Rafferty,
John V. Kaloney,

Products LiabilitY Plan Task Force

Chairman: Stephen I. arting
obert L. Hill,

Francis C. Garber, Jr.#

The Travelers Insurance Co.
Aetna Life & Casualty
The Hartford Insurance Group
I.I.A.C.

khe Hartford insurance Group
Aetna Life & Casualty
The evelers Insurance Co.

In its 6 months of operation to date thiy have not had to use the
reinsurance program for any risk. They have quoted on tvo, one of which
fund a better price elsewhere and the other is still ponding.

in the first two weeks of its operation 165 complaints were considered
by the committee only 5 had availability problems.

7/10

Since February 1, 1977, when the Conecticut M.A.P. was formalized there
have been 69 risks (thru Jume 30th). Sixteen have been returned to the agent
for either placement or more information. Tenty-four have been written by
company in agent's office or by the present carrier. Five are in revLew by
excess house. Three have been written by excess house. One was an out of
state risk referred to another local K.A.P. Thirteen were forwarded to the
underwriting committee and were either placed with the present company (6
risks), quoted thru reinsurance (2 risks) or declined (4 risks). Four risks
are presently in review at the M.A.P. office.

Since February there have been 4 bulletins sent to agents, 5 educational
ineetigs and 7 public speaking enagaments by H.A.P. staff and technical
committee.

9/10

The totals to date are:

86 applications.
13 returned to agent for either placement or additional information.
34 written by company in agent's office or by present carrier. -
2 in review by company in aSent's offLice or by present carrier.
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15 in review by e=ess house.
6 written by excess house.
I out of state referred to local H.A.P.

12 forwarded to underwriting comettee of which 6 have been placed
vith present company, 2 quoted tbvu reinsurance and 4 have declined
offers.

2 in review at M.A.P. office.

11/28

100 appLications
21 returned to agent for either placement or additional information.
37 written by company in agent's office or by present carrier.

2 in review by company in agents' office or by present carrier.
12 in faview by excess house.
6 written by excess house.
I out of state risk referred to local M.A.P.

1.3 forwarded to undervriting committee of which 6 were placed vith
present company, 2 quoted thru reinsurance and 4 have declined offer.

3 in review at M.A.P. office.

5/12/78

118 applications
54 returned to agent for either placement or additional information.
40 written by company in agent's office or by present carrier.

5 in review by company in agent's office or by present carrier.
17 in review by excess house.
11 written by excess house.

I out of state risk referred to local N.A.P.
1.5 forwarded to underwriting committee of which 6 were placed with

present company, 2 quoted thru reinsurance and 4 have declined
offer.

2 are in review at M.A.P. office.
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ILLUNOIS /UCRMCS M X $ ASTAMW PLAN

Advisory Camittee

Vincent T. Ksageu,
John T. KelLy,
Thomas F. Reynolds,
AJUA
NAXZ

AIA
Richard D. Rogers,
Adolph Green,
David A. Bowers.
Richard L. Moll,
Laura Sullivan,
Kenneth P. Provost,
Robert A. Garvood,
TOM Thi lman,
Bruce W. Slaug.hter,
Bob Slaughter,
3d Mack, III,
C. K. Johnson,
Gordo* S. Hall,
John K. Shaffey,

Aetna Life & Casualty Co.
Corroon & BLack of Illinois, Inc.
Illinois insurance Infomcation Service

Depaxrment of lsurance
Deparwant of Insurance
COA Insurance
CPA Insurance
State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Co.
Travelers Insurance Co.
Kamper Insurance Cos.
Chicago Board of Undervriters
Chubb & Son, Inc.
Marsh & HcLemnsm, Inc.
Mack & Packer, Inc.
C. K. Johnson & Assoc.
Aloxander & Alexander
Lord, Bissell & Brook

Producers Subcommittee

Marsh & McLennan, Inc.
Corroon & Black of Illinois, Inc.
Independent Agents of Illinois
An excess broker representative to be named Later

Undervriters Subcomaittes.

CPA Intsura
KAper Insurance
Hartford Accident and Indeeity
Travelers Insurance Company
An excess writer
A leading mutual writer

Drafting Subcomi ttea

Bruce Slaughter,
Edward Mack, 111,

Chubb & Soa, Inc.
Mack & Parker

Bcame operational on May 4, 1977, there were
first 3 days.

L5 qpiication, filed in the

74 applications have been received since May 1. 1977. Each application received
was accompanied by a $150 fee. All but five of the applications have been acted on by
the Producers Sub-Committee. To date, products liability insurance has been placed
for five of the applicants. Sixteen other application files have been closed by the
cinittees. Two of these recited an educational answer; 11 had quotes which were
determined to be reasonable in today's market conditions; 2 were Placed elsewhere

ChairedJ
Jointly)
See otory
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and oae could not be helped by .A.o.-IllLnois. Forry applications are in oVe
stage or another of processing by the Producers SubCommittee. ELht are be-
ing handled by the Underwriting Sub-Committee.

88 applications have been received since Kay 1, 1977. Products liability
insurance has been placed for five of the applications. 19 other applications
have been closed vith an educational snaver. Several of these had quotes vhich
were determined to be reasonable in today's market conditions. 2 were informed
that K.A.t. - Illinois vould not be able to be of assistance in placing products
coverage. 6 applicants were able to place coverage elsewhere without the ssis-
tance of H.A.P. - Illinois. 27 applications are in process in the Producers
Sub-Ccmittee. 19 applications are being handled by the nUdervriting Sub-Cimmitee.

10/7

93 applications have been received sinca Kay 1, 1977.
7 have been placed and consequently closed.

28 have received an educational answer and have been closed.
13 have been closed with either no help or have been placed

elsewhere.
22 are in the producers SubcomLttee.
21 ate in the underwriters Subcommittee.
2 have Just been received and have not been acta upon yet.

12/8"

104 appLications have been received.
quoted - accepted - 7
quoted - open - 11
quoted - declined - 8
assistance provided - 34
at the producers sub-comiittee - 29
at the underwriting sub-comittee - 3
unable to assist type of product - 3
unable to assist - incomplete information and/or lack of
cooperation - 8
withdrawn - I

2/17/78

106 applications have been received
quoted - accepted - 11
quoted - open - S
quoted - declined - 11
assistance provided - 39
at the producers sub-cinitteo - 20
at the underwriting sub-committee - 6
unable to assist type of product - 3
unable to aeist - incomplete information andlor lack of
cooperation - 8
withdrawn - 3
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4/1/78

109 applicatLam
quoted accepted - IL
quoted open - 5
quoted declined - 11
asistce provided - 42
in producers subc ttee - 20
a adarrritors rubo ittee - 7

unabl to assist type of product - 3
umable to assist .mcoipLte infoztlou
or inadequate ausiest by the producer - 7
vithdrat - 3

5/1/76

111 afpfLcatiosm
quoted accepted 12
quoted open - 5
quoted declined - 12
asstame provided - 43
in producers subcitteo - 9
unable to assist type of product - 3
unable to assist uacamplete informstion
or Lnadeqate assistance by the producer - 9
wLthdrmm - 3
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Mass insurance Advisory Commitsee

W. C. "5411" lock - oyal Gobe - MAL
russll 4. COug Aro ta Life & Casualty vice Cair mn
Joka Alexander - tudependsat ivaurance Aents of Ksas - Secretary
Stave LindelL - Hartford Insurance Group - Omrtn
Jame D. NJIM" Dimrddie - Uitad States Fld*lity & Guarsaty Co.
Donald J. "Do" Joes S Ut. Paul Fire & Marine Insurance Co.
lobert a. SchIliLng - Employers insurance of Vausa
Everett K. Hosford - Clomrcil U&L Insurance Co.
Irvi'C. Corder - Bme ladity Co.
John IL Schuth - Liberty Mutual Insurancs Co.
Robert J. "Bob" orh.er - InSUCOnM Compay of North America
Homer I. Cowan, Jr. - Wb. estate Companies
Paul L. biadstro - lrofeSLosal Isuzo Agents of Kansas, Inc.

wdervri lts r tk sle

Steve LUndall - Hatford Insurance Group Chimen
Other members have not yet, been selected.

They have received 5 applications. Tvo had covered end the other 3 are

presently being looked into by the committee.

8/23

Sine. its inception the Unsas 1A.P. has received 34 applications. Eight
have been closed because either insurance is available, they failed to complete
the application or they found coverage on their own. Tvo risks received quotes.
Three risks vere placed. Niueteen are still pending.

9/27

3 more risks have been closed. 2 recived quote and I found coverage on its
Own.

9/29
Three additional applications have bean submitted.

10/4

2 applications have been closed. I risk received a quote vhich he rejected as
too high (0.21 of sales). The other risk has coverage in another state.

11/14

I applications received. I found coverage through the 4.A..P. I is not a a, .ufact-
urer nor involved with a completed operation exposure. Possible coverage under policy
of primary supplier of ingredients. I applicant still pending.

1/12

1 applicant placed. Reinsured through a percentage basis with 1.5 companies
participating.
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Tot no ia am state o mother of EIM a Ims.

2/1/75

slmca.ma

:oveag placed throu A.F. - 63
eoree de.Umd - 6
applw.t vLtbfdcw aplicatLe' - 3

amaurable Aits - I
q1Llcatic retired because of lat~q eee
Laimnuast - 24
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Maine Soudagf & Casualty Co.
Liberty Mtual

Indepeada" mrsar Agents of Mam
IMependent Mutual Iaurace Ageny of New Raglad
Maim State Chmber of Coomrce
LAAZA

AIM
Aetna casualty & Surety
American Mutual
Firm's Ftu
owu Umpehire lasurmc
St. Paul tirs & Karin Insurance Co.
morford Group
Cinbe.l ? rys & 5"

advisor Co!M.tte
Travelers
Maine loading & Casualty Co.
Liberty Mutual
rKmer

Independent Insursce Agents of Maine
Independent Mutual Insurafce Agents of ew Zngl nd

There have been 5 applLcations to data Otay 9, 1977). Tio risks have
been placed by thair owen agents and a third is ezape ted to also find his own
coverage. A fourth risk vas found not to have = availability problem but
an affordability problem. The fifth risk was seeking umbrella covrae d
the comittee did not feel that it vas part of their function and hae
therefore declined to took at it.

8/10

Maine has approximately a dozen applications. Of these ome risk has been
difficult to place. It has been referred back to the original insurer who said
they may vrite it sin. If this is not worked out, a roLusursnce setup may be
ua" for this risk. All of theother risks have found a market in the surplus
lines.

10/4

No application submitted laat mouth.

5/11/78

Very little activity. There was co apUcatLon whch later declined
the quote.

35-"3 0 - 79 - 10
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Adviory CMittee

Caitm: Joh Wo. Puskis
Jam" C. Ntrro
Patrick Me"ever
John 3. Lamdy
Roger J. Fisher
Jame DAgoetimo
Jobn D. Crosby
Jen T. COTSn
Janes Sheeran
Michael J. Sabbath
3.3. 3Roeenberg
Patricia a. Maxell
John Gould
Joseph TaLcona

They are presently in the

operation in a week or two.

S/lo

Liberty Mutual
Liberty Mutual
Liberty mutual
commercial unio
Travelers
Travelers
Iqployers of Wausau
Aetna Life and Caualty
Aetna Life ad Casualty
Massachusetts Dpartnst of Insure
Retort Ia.
Retort Ina.
Maurice Saval
Fort .ill Agency

organizational stages and expect to become

Massachusetts has no producers committee because the producers are Wry
of their legal position and are awaiting appointment by Commissioner Stane.

Since July 1, 35 risks have contacted the program:

7

3
6

1
2
1

4
7
1

3

did not file an application and have not
contacted the cmittee.
have to file applications.
vere sent back to their last carrier for
reconsideration.
received an offer fro its previous carrier.
have coverage available.
contacted to sea" if interested in coverage
on a pooling basis.
placed in open market.
hopeful of being placed n open market.
uniqAmrable risk - (manufctures toy gum
that can shoot real bullets).
have not been vrked on yet.

9/26

67 applications:

15 resolved - either quoted or placed.
4 returned - not eligible for M.A.P.
7 pending additional information.
I quote open - no response.
1 application in process of being placed.
3 are in undevriting committee bein rated.
9 new applications not yet processed.
4 application just distributed.
I application incomplete
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3/1/78

a"ploeaLs.o

S ave pemdig t the ud ewvrttm sub.mLttes.
93 have received final action of which 63 were

found coverage mad the in&inia 30 were
either quoted or placed in the srplus ma ket.
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ladustry Advisory Com ittee

chairum;- James K. Coates, Jr.
Arnold Leonard
Allen Thompsoa
Pa=l iddlekauff
Lowell Torno
Dale Bohn
David Flemng
jack Butterick
Bill Goodson

Richard Page
Joseph larcellin
George cae(nua

Aeats Coittee

Arthur Judson
Anthony E. Abaid
Chat. A. McAlear
John Meier
V. Goodson

Underriters Comittee

Fred W. York
Joseph Sokoly
Tom Martin .
Jack Sauer, Jr.
Donald Z. Smith

Firm as Fund American insurane Company
Travelers Insurance Company
U.S.F.4 0.
Michigan Mutual insurence
Zmployer's insurance of Vausa
Professional InSUr=e Agent* of Michigan
Independent Insurance Agents of Michigan
Independent Insurance Agents of Michigan
Independent Insurance Agents of Greater
Detroit
Auto Owners Insurance Company
Hartford Insurance Company
Insurance Company of North America

Frank B. Hall
Braun & Braun
McAlear & Associates
M &K
ILAGD Detroit

Eployer's Insurance of Wausau
Fireman's Fund American Insurane Company
Travelers Insurance Company
U.S.F.& 0.
Michigan Mutual Insurance Company

9/1

Michigam has received 65 applications.

29
20
8
4
1
2
I

are in the marketing committee.
are in the undervriting comittee.
are in tha reinsurance committee.
are in the appeals comattee.
has been placed in the surplus market.
have been returned as ineligible.
has been returned because insurance is available.

9/29

Met ith several members of Connecticut - M.A.P. to discuss approaches to
placing risks. M.A.P. - Michigan sent a letter to the president of each company
vriting product liability insurance in the state relating the seriousness of the
situation. To date 5 risks have been placed vith several companies complying
vith the letter.
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11/14

Tbere are am more than 100 application.

10 be been quoted.
47 are Ln proc.se of co adsrtLn

4 are La the newly fomed appeal committee.

The application fee is now $50 and held at that fiure by request of the
Insurance C immsLoner due to expenses Kichigan - I.A.P. has asked participat-
ing coanies for a $700 fee.

12/7

Applications received 104

3 application. returned for incomplete Lufomation.
84 applications currently pending.
13 applications received final action.
2 coverage placed through M.A.P.
6 coverage found elsewhere.
5 denied coverage by K.A.P.

5/1L5/78

139 applications
27 placed

18 vith standard comanies
9 vith surplus.excass

16 closed withdrawnn or declined offer)
19 are Li committee
46 are signed and are currently being worked upon
23 have quote. outstanding
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Eecutive CoMMItt-se

Flanders
%mt
Terry
Sctwidt
Mul igan
Cbe
Otto

Fireman's fund
The St. Paul
tployeoS of W&Usau
Fedarat*4
lEA Re.
Travelers
Nartford

91

Minnesota MA.p. has started operation on 8/LS.
but only 1 application to date ($75 application fee).

9115

62 applications.

6 vere forwarded to advisory sub-coomittee.
I reaturnad for additional Information.

10/14

A total of 77 applications were requested. Of this
completed and returned.

ley have had 37 inquires

total 12 have been

Disposition of the 12 applications:

4 are in review by present carrier.
3 are in review by excess house.
2 forwarded to underwriting comimttee.
I declined assistance.
2 are in review at X.A.?. office.

11/14

Trouble with agents - say companies not cooperating in that they are not taking
risks without rest of business. Latter sent to home offices king for better cooperation.

90
14
5
2
7

applications.
applications received and forwarded to advisory sub-coomsittee.
in review by company in agents office or by present carrier.
in review by excess house.
forwarded to underwriting committee of which 2 vere placed with present
company, 1 was quoted and 3 were written thru reinsurance arrange men
and I declined assistnce.

3.
T.
D.
J.
3.
F.
D.
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2/16

118 applications requested and sent.

22 applications received ad forwarded to advisory sub-comfttee.

applications pending - 9

risks placed
admitted carriers - I
son-admitted carriers - 5

quotations outstanding - 2

quotations declined by insured - I

applications vithdrawn - I

declined assistance - 3

4/17/78

120 applications requested and sent.

25 applications received and forwarded to advisory sub-comittee.

applications pending - 6

risks placed
admitted carriers - 2
nom-admitted carriers - 7

quotation outstanding - 1

quotation declined by insured - 3

applications vithdrawn - 2

declined assistance by .A.P. - 4

5/15/78
No applications during months of April-May.
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Advisory ComLttee

Robert J. KcS(ckell
Orville Stuart
Kent Cressavetl
KeLth McGrath
*oLl Keisbech
Leo IG

Thomas F. M~cGovan
M. Berri Balks

MAn Casualty & Surety
Union Insurance company
butford insurance Company
Traveler's insurance Companies
I. L. Patterson Company
Alexander & Alexander
roster- arker Company
Director ot Insuraew

5/11/78

5 applications to data. Three have been resolved vith the other two
pending. All applicants have a market but consider the price not reasonable.
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products LiUbility rAcket StabiliatLiom Conitte

George Freseo
Robert Lem
Philip Presley

mobert Sanborn

U01drvritinl Comittee

Robert Snborn
Jot J. Alwaeoics
normal Cm
VrrmklLa Bakin, Jr.
John Lamdy
James Narrow

There wre 25 risks submitted
up in the stabilization committee.
binding. The other four companies
limbo.

7/10

Globe Kamfaturing Cmpay
Oreemerd Press & machn
Former Chief Actuary for the 3e Hamphire
Insure Deprtment
3ew u hir e Zsure CAmpmy

Hw Hamphire Inmrance Compan
The Hartford Insurence Group
Attorney
Peerlese Insurance Company
Ciarcal LIbon Assurance Cmpany
Liberty Mutual Insurance Cmpny

to the insure department, of which 10 ended
Six were quoted. Of theee six, three are'

have either declined or are in a state of

25-30 risks have been submitted and only 12 of thee roaced the Stabilisation
Comitte, the remainder were either declined, remained with existLng carrier or
found another market.

Of the 12 risks submitted to the C ittee 7 have been or are in the process
of being quoted with the remaining 5 declined for varlou"s reasons.

7/15

A meeting was held to solicit aditLonal industry input in locating voluntary
sources of coverage for a greater number of risks. Mr. Sanborn of the New Hampshire
Insurance Croupe would contact Comissioner Whaland with a list of names submitted
by the insurance companies from which an underwriting committee would be appointed.

9/26

The coasittee has placed 4 applicants. oe was cancelled and 3 are pending.
The New Hampshire - .A.P. has had almost no applications during the past couple
of months. This is attributed to the large commesion (011 or $500 whichever t
less). Also they have had success in placing risks by dealing directly with the
hom office of the insurers.

11/22

Total umber of requests for information about A.. approximately 60.

Applications received - approxately 20
returned for incomplete information approxiately 12
applications pending - 2
placements through M.A.?. - 6

5/10/78

Very little activity.
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New Jersey

Advisory Comittee

Kr. CavanaughAl tam
Kr. Mass Johnson & Higgins
Mr. Imper Kper
Mr KastowskL Western World
Mr. lips Chubb & Son
Mr. rckus Liberty Mutual

Uuderritina Subcomit tee

Mr. Doyle 1KA of N.J.
Hr. Lieb XA of N.J.
Hr. Borrus IBA of N.J.
Mr. Gesner TVA of N.J.
Kr. Nevbury Surplus writer
Mr. Walsh Surplus Writer

10/3

They have received 17 - 20 risks.

5/15/78

Practically no further activity. The comitte has taken care of most if
cot all of the applicants to date.
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Cha1in2m: samnth 9. DeShetler
Court Hall

Donald S. rack
Lwrence C. Kodd
Donald V. yToO
3oweelL P. 11LtU
Comelius Balbert
Wiliam Kients

Richard 0. V18h
DouiLa5 N. Avery

NatLnwide Inumraw. Coaieas
ProfesLonal Isuaica Agent
Swlby mutual taeurac comany
Cincinati Insurace coMPamy
Alexamier &ad Alexaador 1nauan.e awpuc
Isauma federatiom of Ohio
Travelers U"Ianr caqpa
rItents Mw Company
Voblreich and Anderson Aecy Izn.
Vestfield COW Lee
iadependent Inura Agente Auocatian
of Ohio

Press Camittee
Ro lUeo

Paul ?Axton
ViLLMa enets

Awlicaion Design CUlt*ee

Doug Avery
illm isu "

Don TOIM

MaVrket oster C cMittee -

"~hrd Welsh
Larry Moody

As of 1-19-78 the Ohio plan Us received 66 apLicationa for placement or
eistamce. Of these applicant,, 30 risks have beem placed.

3/10/78

72 opplicatima
quot.tions - 39
placed - 10
declined assistance - 7
unble to quota type of bualnes - 4
pendi" - 12
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UnderIters' Sub-Coma.tte

Chairman: Ralph H. Plate,
Robert Levis
Fred KoAemore
Thafe. J. lorabeck
John S. Webster

Producers' Sub-Cgittee

haimean: Patrick Gilmore
Prank Arm trang
William C. Blocnate,
Jay Lavensou
Vincent A. Rutledge
Irvin Salzman
w. eaumout Whitney III
Km*th Wo lfe

Reliane Insurance Company
General Accident Insurance Cmany
InsranCoe many of north America
lartford Insurance Company
FKA Insurance company

Korch & XcLeA, Inc.
Paul N. Garrett Agency, Inc.
Insuxance Kenagemant Company
lerlen Incorporated of Pennylvania
frank 3. Hell, Inc.
Delaware Valley Underwriters
Aleander & Alexander, lc.
Tri-State Mutual Agent. Asoiation

8/5

Pennsylvania has an Insurance Coissloaar Product Liabili y Advisory Committee
in operation since the beginning of Kay. They have received one application vhich
vas essentially an affordability problem and is being placed through the producer
committee. There have buen requests for applications but with the'one exception
above none have been filed yet (there is an application fee of #L50).

9/20

8 applications received by Producers Subcmmittee to date.
4 applications received a quote through the subcomittee.
4 applications are in various stages of negotiations.

The Committee has received many telephone calls as to its fiction. This will
be accomplished in part by educational meetings of the producers and agents in the
state.

3/1/78

17 risks
working on - 3
didn't accept - 2
to nderwriting committee .
have been placed - 11

5/11/78

19 applications
closed - 13
new - 2
at underwriting coaittee - 1
quoted no reply - I
declined offer - 2
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ogn C"=M~

Cairmea: john W. Lindsay
Mrs. Coo V. Hakaom
3vrd 1. Lloyd
William S. Phifer, Jr.
William Barnett*
Jack Smedecor
0l"n L Torrence
Robert 1. Bowden
T. Russell Rooney
tarl 9. Walker

Producers Sub-CommSLitt

C0aLrm Robert Z. Bowden
Vice Ch Krs. Coo 1. nkinson

T. busell Ioey
4wared I. Lloyd

Harris Morriss
larl r. Walker
Jmee . Cady
Jeff Folley

Uadervricer Sub-Ccmmitte

chairman: William Barnette
Vice Ch : Glean I. Torrence

William S. hifer, Jr.
W. T. Cox
Frank Don
Jack Snedecor
Bill Fair y

Commissioner of Insurance
Shakespeare Comeny
Da River Inc.
Crawford Sprinkler Compday
Liberty mutual Insurance Cmpany
Isurnce Company of North America
Aetna Life and Casualty Company
leibels, Iruce & Compeny
Rooey sad tcArcher Insurance Agency
Joim Usnry Duke insurance Agency

Se*bels, Brice & Company
Shakespere Company
lossy and IoArthur insurace Agency
Dan liver, Inc.
Grier and Coany
Jobn seary Dukes Insurance Agency
Naitt-Colman and AssocLatieos
Travelers Insurance Coany

Liberty Kutual Insurance Company
Aetna Life and Casualty Company
Cravford Sprinkler Company
Bartford insurance Group
Dna Insurance Agency
Insurance Company of North America
U.S. fidelity and Guaranty

511/I7S

For the epproCate yer of operation the committee baa had I applicatioro
which vas a affordability problem. It we dammed that the price quoted was
satisfactory for this risk.
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Advi orr Camittee

John Gilbert
Orsa Ward
"er Smith

ClIfford Love
L4eonrd Issecs
jams Busby
Charge Wycre
surford OT6ed4a

Armistead, Milter & Wallace Corporation
i. I. CrTnp Compay of Wasbville
wAger Smith Insurance Agency
Cooper, Love and Jackson Insurance Compeny
U. S. Fidelity & Guaranty Coemany
Aetna Casualty 6 Surety Company
Travelers Indem ty copny
Tenneesee Farmers Hutual . surmee CoenpMy

5/26/78

The Tenneesee K.A.F. had its first organLzational meeting not 1on ego and

anticipates that it will be ready for operation after the next noting on May 30th.

There has not been a severe crisis in the products line in Tennessee but there is

from tie to time a risk that may have soe difficulty finding a market.

The Department sees the .A.P. as a cooperative venture between the insurers

and the department to help solve a few problems without having to go to the
egialtors.
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39"
Members

Chairmen: il Alf ff
J.D. White,
Charles Joee,
Robert G. semob,
bank Weako,
L.A. Smith, Jr.,
Jerry I. R07,
Nolan I e lo,
Joeepb Olson,
Al Gabbard,
Robert Murphy,
Dan Ro s
Charles C. Woodward,
Nowbert A. Yarbrough, Jr.,
JLmy Bratif f, ,III
Betty Turner,
Forrest Mcl'hds,
bill Gainer,
Earl Calkins,
Larry D. Vill-m-,
Jim Boyle,

,ecutive C cittee

William a. Hiff, III,
Nolan Kelso,
Evelyn Ireland,

arbeart Yarbroush,
Hank Wako,
Bill Gainer,
Jim Boyle,
Larry WitLmann,
Robert lirphy,

Producers 3ubeommittee

Robert Murphey,
lerbert A. Tarbrousb,
Earl Calkis, Sr.,
Dan Roes,
Milton Tror 11,
Betty Turner,
Jimmy Braniff, III,
Charles C. Woodwrd,

xI"oye'e Casualty Co. of Teas"
American Genera Lfe Inaurme Co.
Golf Inaurce
varttord insurance Grop
cam & Poster Insurance Cos.
Firsea m Ims rne
Travelers Insurance Company
Keper Insurance Campany
USA&
General ainsuracee Corporation
Ibman, Murphy 4 Comqy
Rose Imauranc" Aseacy
mon, Inc.
StokasYarbrnouh & Searcey Agency
Jsm J. Braniff & Company
Frank Siddon's Iusurae Asency
Soutt0est/lntermatonal Underwriters ManSers Inc.
lammn & Gainer
Mustang Tractor and equipment Co.
Sults Manufacturing Company
Toas& Consumers Association

Vice Chairmen
Recorder

Vice chAire
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Underwriters Subcomitte

Sauk ako, MiA
Vola Keleo, Vice CizNmO
L.A. Smith,
,Jerry I. Dy,
Robert . 3esuch,
Milton TrozelL,
J.D. White,
Art Werdes,
Forrest Hclbaul,

Research Suicommittee

gill Gainer, CMI
LArry Willasm, Vice Chaiman
Joseph Olson,
Jim Boyle,
CharLes C. Woodword,
Jerry toy,
L.A. Smith, Jr.,
Earl CaLkins,

9/1

An organizational meeting was held on August 19th. The chaLrman appointed
a eub-comittee to draft a plan of operation based on the Illidi o H.A.?.

9/26

A proposal to include a member of the Trial Lawyers Association and a member
of the Defense Lawyers Aseociation on the lsearth Committee has been made.

3/1

Approximately 16 applications to d4te some of whom had quotes. There seems
to be very little action. The .A.P. has been advertised to many agent and man-
ufacturing associations. This procedure will be tried again.

5/11/78

About 25 applications of which all have been given quotes. Approzmattely
half have been placed. Three risks which may be very hard to place.
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Lai=
KadntjZ Advisory Co itt (teorarily eating as SorenW Comittee)

Chaoms: t. L. 3.aarat
Jeff C. Well.
Pery C. M. wBuler
V. Craig Setom
Philp H. Castellon
Otis V. Naoml*

umld ?. Ulmesm-n
S. P. bho.
Culaen L. Andrzw
Wa. R. Walker, Jr.
Richar,4 0. Daan
Garland L. Haselvood, Jr.

JafLslati iUai son Comittee

OMhaimnan PZ7 C. X. Butler
Otis V. Waakols
Donald T. ziinme a
Va. R. Walkor, Jr.
Jeff 0. wells

UndervritinA Consittee

Warrena S. Carter
Alt: Ke. Judy
Burton A. Linderlnn
Alt: 0. Z. !omnd
P. H. Castellon
Alta J. R. lettering
Tim Pope
Alta Allen Fuse
Jeffrey Means
Alt: Jobn Fraisee
Zavid D. Loury
Alt: None
Thoww X. Potter
Alta V. C. Sobon
Larry Laveo
Alt: Warren Bessler
James F. Molnteer, IMI
Alt. N one
Terry L. dale:
Alt: Frank lls
V. Mulvaney
Alt: David t. Fewell
I. M. Pennington
Alt: 3. Murpb r
Jeanne cFtrlazd
Alta Bran Bees

Aa Casualty & Surety Co.
as_ zartford rir Knsuranoe a*.
Liberty Iatwal Insurance Co.
tio& Htual Inurawe Co.

NatioWide Mutual Knre Co.
Virginia Pam Buroa Mutual In. Co.
State ta Insurance COMPanLeS
Johnson & Higsia of Uircn4i, Ima.
Marsh & NoLanat Of Virginia, Iw.
Mktal Insurers, Ino.
Riohard 0. Dan & A"Sociate@
Dreen of Insurance

Liberty Mtual Insurance Co.
Virginia am Bureau Mtual Ins. Co.
State ram Insur CCoanis
Mutual Insurers, In*.
The Hartfor4 Fire & Insuranoe Co.

larleysville Lurnwanoe Companies

Liberty Mutual Knsurance Company

Nationwide Mutual Knsurance Co.

Utica Mtual Iuanae Co.

Ocmoeial Union Company

nh 'artford Accident A Indlirdty Co.

imper IMurance Coanies

The St. Paul lire & Marim

Virginia ft= Bureeu

Or i & rt.: Insurance Companies

Hoe S Insurance Company

Afna Life & Casualty

Mtn& Knsurance Compay

35-992 0 - 79 - 11
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NA&E g --- tt.. (OM.)
YAXL. srol
Alto Cmad srnKWsIC& L. W1
hw1I N" .1

Alto L. 1. U3ny, Jr.
An4~ Teooailoot
Alt, Ikm
Mona V. Oleall
Alt$ s

so Invli, UUMO Co.

ASUM110 IneMM CO.

bit" statW. 11Mt7 M QUMty Ce.

Omtaisa.O1 Mit7

Sw* its eLwption in Jay 1M, 11 a1LoatLom have hoe woeiwd. Of te., 2
have bees placed thzc a .A.P.. 1 referred to present carrier in the hop of ptovidl"
Pro~aota liability coveraps 2 &a.IUoatoma retumed - imoomplet.; 5 referZed to auem
market ad ece" lines mzkt vAn I pedig.

1/176

3 or 4 applicationsa in last ooth. Disposed of by referring to the surplus market. I
is still pending. Total mber of applications to date iL 15-18.
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Industry Avisory Comittee

Members and/or Alternates

Jerry Vertin, Sentry Insurtance
Tom Hunt, St. ?a"l Fire & Marine Insurance Co.
Jom HcNeLL, General Casualty Company Of Wisconsin
lousrd A. Crauff, CKA Insurance Group
t. J. ieadorff, Employers Insurance of Wausau

Carl Hertting, Employers Insurance of Wausau
Don Messmer, Northvestern Wt.icua Insurance Company of Milwaukee,

Wisconsin
Robert A. Garvood,Kemper Group
Paul H. mast, Independent Insurance Agents of Wisconsin
Robert Jarts, Independent Insurance Agents of Wisconsin
Don Itust, American X/S Undervriters
mel Enifer, Frank I. Ball & Company
Robert Toerpe, Frank B. HaIL & Company
J.David Rowland. CRB Insurance Agency
Karl Gengler, Cengler-Iarr 6 AsocLites, Inc. & Wieconsin Independent

Mutual Agents
L. X. HMies, Office of the Coissioner of Insurance - StAte of Wiscousin

Allen Gruendse, American FamLly Mutual Insurance Company
G. Robert Perry, St. Paul Fire & Marine Insurawie Company
R. L. Kennicott, Kemper Group
D. K. Holliday, Sentry Insurance
Z. Stony Steinbach,Wieconsin Independent Mutual Agents

Underwriting Subcomittee

Donald Messmer, Northwestern National Insurance Co.
Alt: Marv Abraham, Northwestern National Insurance Co.

Jack Svartz, CHA Insurance
Bill Thornquist, Travelers

Alt: Gerald E. JossartTravelers
Jerry Vartin, Sentry Insurance
Carl Beting, Employers insurance

Ix Officio Members
Donald Rust, American X/S Underwriters

Producer's Subcomm ttee

American X/S Underwriters - Chairs=
Frank B. Ball and Company
CR5 Insurance Agency
Cengler-Darr and Associates, Inc.
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Insurance CoWesv Tec-b.Jcl jgbc=Itte

Ipployers iurance. of Vaue - Chadamas
Nortbesterm National Insuraw.e Compy of Kilveukee
CPA Insurance Group
lStry Insurc
Travelers

Executive comittee

Sentry
AmrLcm X/S UnarwrLters
Employers Insurance of Wausau
Independent Insurance Ageats of Visconsis
Representative fan the Office of the Commissioner of Insurane

The Wisconsin plan as of May 9th has roceived 59 calls; 22 from agents,
34 from individual risks, 2 five lawyers. To date however, they have received
only 29 applications, Five of these have bees closed with only 2 or possibly
3 being placed through the cceitee. Eleven were seat to the underwriting
committee end of these, 7 or 8 will be very hard to place. Tea applications
are in the process of being examined and 3 application. are presently in the
mail.

7/5
Wisconsin .A.P. received 43 applications to date five of which have bees

placed.

A suggestion for a voluntary reinsurenca mechanism has surfaced in the
Wisconsin M.A.P. it is presently in the discussion stage.

9/12
61 applications subitted to the undervritlng subcmittee.

A total of 28 applications have been resolved on way or another.
A reinsurance plan to be used only as a last resort will be pre-

seated at the next meeting scheduled for Oct. 18.

1/1.5

65 applications
41 closed
24 in various stages of being resolved by which 8 will probably be handled

through a voluntary quota.- hae relasurance arrangement.
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2/1/78

71 a plications
returned for aditional information * 4
coverage placed through N.A.P. - 13
declined .A.F, offer - 2
applicant resolved ovn problem - 31
pending application - 21

5/11/78

72 applications
closed- 54
pendLng- 16
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ATTACHMENT B

IlWANCZ SgRVlCZS 0F7CE

ISO Is the statistical and rating organization for the property-iability

insurance Industry. In its capaLty as a rating organization it publishes

manual rates for use by its affiliated Insurers. It also reviews statistics

for higher limits and publishes increased limits tables. The most recent

history of Bodily injury rate changes since 1963 io as follows:

Rate Level Changes

Countrywide Average
Basic L its Manual Rates

May 29. 1974 Classification Changes
August 1, 1975 +50.0%
August 1, 1976 440.0%
1977 No change

Countrywide Average

increased Limits

Table A Table B

Kay 29, 1974 +175%
June 1, 1975 +62.91 +1.1%
June 1, 1976 + 7.11 +10.61

No Chane

In order to determine rate Level changes shown above, ISO analyzes

the statistical data reported to it by insurers. At the present

time these data reflect the experience of the manual rated classes

only and do not include the product Liability portion of comericaL

package policies. ISO has revised its statistical reporting require-

ments and has developed a new Cmmercial Statistical Plan which will

result in the overwhelming bulk of product liability data being

reviewed in the future.
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Loss Ratio - Monolime

Although rate making detail is, at the moment, unavailable for (a) rated

risks, summry data of premiums and losses are reported. For the latest avail-

able policy year the countrywide totals (Bodily Injury and Property Damage) of

manual rated and (a) rated risks shove that $1.47 of losses and loss adjustment

expense was incurred fbr every $1.00 of premium paid.

Loss Ratio - Composite

The sumary experience for composite rated, loss rated and large (a) rated

risks also indicates an extremely adverse situation. For all of the coverages

provided these risks, losses and loss adjustment expenses amounted to $2.13 for

every $1.00 of premium earned!

More specific information and related statistics are provided in the "Back-

ground Report on Statistical and Rating Procedures" published by ISO in December,

1976.

Claim Cost Changes

In the actuarial analysis of data to determine future prices ISO develops a

trend factor which measures the changes that have occurred in product liability

claim costs in the past. Based on the standard formula used by ISO the bodily

injury basic limits paid claim costs have increased 17.4% annually. For total

limits the annual trend was +27.4%.

Comparison with CPI

A comparison of product liability incurred claim costs with changes in the

Consumer Price Index shows that actual claim costs have far outstripped general

price increases as measured by the CPI from 1965 through 1974. During that peri-

od the CPI rose 56% while Bodily Injury product claim costs rose almost l,300%.
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STATISTICAL CIIAN(IS

Over the past 3-1/2 years 1S0 has taken several steps to improve and expand

the data base for product liability and to increase its timeliness and respo-

siveness. Some of those activities are:

1. A change in statistical reporting requirementa for
(a) rated risks to require the reporting of expos-
ures in classification detail.

2. A change in eligibility rules for composite rated
risks to eliminate the product liability exposure
from being composite rated.

3. The development and impleentation of the uev
Comsercial Statistical Plan vhich will provide
product liability detail for commercial package
policies.
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CLOSED CLAIMS STUDYY BY INS1JANICE SERVICES OFFICE

In November 1977, ISO published a 500-page "technical analysis" of the re-

sults of its Special Product Liability Closed Claims Survey. That study included

data on 24,452 survey former that had been submitted by 23 participating companies.

The purpose of the study was to collect data for use in (1) making quantitative

analysis of the causes of the current product liability problem; (2) deters-*

Ing what actions should be taken to prevent further deterioration of the situation;

and (3) to compile a large experience base of claims data to use in evaluating leg-

islative alternatives to the present tort liability reparations system.

Some of the more significant findings were:

- Claims closed without payment occur in one out of
every three product liability claims presented.
For these cases, the average economic loss was
$15,464, and the average defense expense incurred
by insurers was $3,121. it was not possible in
this study to determine how mwh economic loss was
recovered from other sources of payment, e.g.,
group health insurance, government systems, workers
compensation, etc.

- Lees than I% of the B.I. claims are resporsible for
over 50 of the payment dollars.

Workplace injuries which received compensation were
involved in only 71. of the compensated incidents,
but accounted for about one third of the combined
B.1. and P.D. payments. File reviewers judged that
employers would have been impleaded (i.e., along
with the product manufacturer) for possible co- rt-
butory negligence in half of these cases had they
not been shielded from liability by workers compen-
sation laws.

Workers compensation subrogation liens were filed in
37, of the total incidents. The total mount sought
ir these liens was equivalent to about 10%. of the
tvtal B.1. and P.D. payments and to 27 of the pay-
ments for workplace injuries only. File reviewers
believed that workers compensation subrogation
"instigated" 21 of the workplace cases (1.6% of all
cases), and "partly instigated" another 13.

On the average, persons who received product liability
B.I. payments recovered $2.40 for every $1.00 of eco-
nomic loss sustained, when all sources of liability
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ALMU O? AIMRICAN 118MU1

The Alliance, formerly AMlA, conducted & study of product liability cases

closed during 1975 for amounts exceeding $100,000 In loss payments and related

expenses. This survey, involving eight of their member insurres, turned ap 79

such cases, 7 of which involved damage to property only. These large loss in-

cidents generated payments and los adjustments costs m utinS to $22.7

million. The average ezpMitures for defendant legal fees was $20,680 per

incident. Although the large-losa incidents involved a wide variety of pro-

ducts, over 701 were industrial products.

Although this study covered a small sample, it is significant because pro-

duct liability cases Involving payments of $100,000 or more, although few in

number (less than 2% of total claim), account for slightly more than half of

all of the dollar losses. The study results are very useful when used in con-

Juncti.m with the broader, more statistically credible, 1SO study which covers

the total population of closed claim, including those that received no payment

but involves' considerable defense costs. Both studies share the following

conclusLons.

- the problems efflicting product liability stem primrily
from bodily injuries rather than from property damage.

- industrial products generate a much greater proportion
of dollars of loss than consider products.

a although tort reform proposals an not directly addressed,
the two studies include important segnts of data that
demonstrate that certain tort reform proposals being advo-
cated by insurance organizations and other groups, vould,
if enacted, generate reductions in future product liability
losses and premiums, and ore importantly, provide uch
needed greater predictability and stability for losses In
the future.

- workers compensation liens filed as subrogation claims by
vorkers coepeosaetion carriers aunt to a small percentage
of total payments for products claim--about 101. (Actually,
the mounts collected are much les than this percentage
because of compromises and payment of attorney fees.)
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payments were taken into account. Product liability
payments aone provided reimbursements averaging
$1.00 of economic loss. These figures do not include
payments from collateral sources such as group health
insurance, social security, medicare, workers compen-
sation, etc.

For each $1.00 of loss, there are additional expenses
of 35 cents for B.t. and 48 cents for P.D. incurred
by the insurance company in defending claims.

Food claims were paid in 56% of the B.I. incidents,
but accounted for only 27. of the payments. On the
other hand, industrial products involved in workplace
accidents accounted for only 11% of the L.I. incidents
but consumed 42. of the B.I. payments.

Eight years after manufacture, 4% of the 5.I. claims
involving 10% of the ultimate payment amounts had
not yet occurred. For capital good the time lapse
from manufacture to occurrence is much longer (3
years or more).

Approximately 73. and 83% of all B.I. and.P.D. claims
respectively, are settled without a suit being filed.
Only 4. of B.I. and 3% of P.D. claims go all the way
to a court verdict. -he defendants win approximately
4 out of 5 cases which go to a court verdict.

Strict liability, negligence liability and breach of
warranty are used about equally as the principal
theories for successful B.I. claims, but for property
d-mage claims, negligence liability is used almost
half of the time. File reviewers believe that the
principal of comparative negligence only affects about
6% of the B.I. and 4% of the P.D. payments.

Average payments received by injured or damaged parties
amounted to $26,004 for bodily injury and $6,871 for
property damage incidents. These averages include pay-
ments from all liability sources, but ex=lude collateral
sources outlined above.

The complete technical analysis may be obtained from ISO for a nominal charge

and a summary of the study's highlights is also available, without charge by writ-

ing:
ISO Product Distribution Division
160 Water Street
N e York, New York 10038
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PROWCT LAMILIXT ASK FO2tE liP01 - A LI & ASUAM 1977

AEM& Life & Casualty
155 FaminLgtou Avenue
Hartford, Connecticut 06L56

The report is the result of an LntenuiLe two-month study of product Libil-

ity by Atna Life & Casualy insurance Company completed in February, 1977.

The conclusions of the study are as follows:

- an availability problem exists for a relatively
few business risks because of increasingly
restrictive underwriting practices.

- there have been significant rate increases,
especially for small businesses, between 1974
and 1976 after many years of rate inactivity.

present statistical plans are insufficiently
refined to pinpoint the precise magnitude of
the product problem.

severity rather than frequency presents the
greater problem because of the effect on
rating unpredictability.

Industrial product manufacturers face the great-
eat exposure to claims severity In part because
they are subjected to repeated use over a long
period of time.

- the potential for severe Injuries and consequently
more expensive awards is greatest for machinery
type products relative to household goods.

- the Inability to predict jury awards is a eignifi-
cant reason why insurers settle out of court.

- the elimination of traditional tort defenses
accompanying the adoption of strict liability
does significantly impact claim experience.
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on the average, persons -tho receive product liability B.I.
payments recover uch more than the economic losses they
sustain. liare Ls evidence of much duplication of payments
from sources other thain product liability insurance.

compaLes Incur substantial amounts of defense expense in
successfully denying payment for one third of presented
claims, and for rdtigatinS payments for the other two
thirds of presented cla'-.
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INTURAGNCY TASK FORM - FINAL IMPORT

in 1975, an apparent problem arose in the field of product liability. A

nuber of manufacturers and business periodicals alleged that product liability

insurance had become unavailable or unaffordable. After same initial investi-

gation, a Federal Interagency Task Force yes established by the White House to

study the product liability problem and report back to it on or before December

15, 1976. A report based on that document, entitled "The Federal Interagency

Task Force on Product Liability Briefing Report" was released to the public on

January 4, 1977. The Briefing Report vas based on preliainary drafts of three

independent contractor studies comissioned by the Task Force as vell as pro-

December 1, 1976 data and information. The independent contractor reports

were in the legal, insurance and industry areas.

The full report is available from:

National Technical Information Service
U.S. Department of Comerce
Springfield, Virginia 22161

INTERGENCY TASK FORCE - CoHTrCOR REPO? - GORDON ASSOCIATES - I STRY STuY

TELEP E SURVEY

Coverage

Approximately 75% to 951 of the firm in the survey carry some fom of pro-

duct liability coverage. Vatiation in coverage was dependent on the fira siae

rather than the product category. A significant number of the firms, 46 (141 of

survey), are going without product liability insurance.

Cost of Insurance

The respondents to the survey for the most part reported product liability
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coverage as comprehensive general liability (CGL). The results show that the

average coverage has increased by nearly 2077 during the 1971 to 1976 period.

For the period 1974-1976 the increase was 1197. Most of the firms were able

to estimate the cost of the product liability portion of the CGL plans. The

estimated average costs of product liability coverage increased about 2801

between 1971 and 1976. However the increases vere greatest between 1974 and

1976 when it is estimated to have Junped 2101. The small and medLtu "sed

firms (under $100 million in total sales) had larger than average increases.

The increases were two to three times as high for the nine areas specified

as problem areas.

Product liability costs represented a very small percentage of sales.

During 1976 the product liability coverage averaged 0.28% per 1.000 of sales

with a range of 0.1097 to .53%. Even in the nine product groups designated

as problem areas the costs were mall relative to sales. In 1976 the average

costs for these "problem" areas averaged only .55% with a range of .1671 to

1. 117.

Trends in Deductibles

Deductibles for combined P.D. and B.I. have increased about three times

from 1971 to 1972, decreased slightly over the next three years and has in-

creased approximately 687 between 1975 and 1976. Through the entire period,

1971 to 1976 the deductibles have increased over four times. In addition, the

number of firms reporting deductibles has increased from 59 to 116 (a 887 rise).

However, it is interesting to note that for the sall firms the combined P.D.

and B.I. deductible has decreased every year from 1971 to 1976.

Claims Experience

Overall 55.6% of all the reporting firms reported a product liability claim.
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A breakdown, by size of firms shows 96% of the large fLims, 50 of the Msdium and

181 of the mall firms experienced a claim during the period 1971-1976. The

average number of pending claims has increased from 1971 when it was 3.5 per

firm to 1976 when the average was 18.9. Several product categories show mch

greater increases. Power mowers have increase 6751 from 6.2 pending claims

per firm in 1971 to 48.1 in 1976. LLkevise automotive components have jumped

from 1.8 pending claims to 36.9, an increase of 1,9501 over the same period.

Industrial machinery had an increase of 8551 (1.9 to 18.1 pendIng claims).

The average number of now claim per firm increased from 1971 (4.3) to 1974

(12.2) when a peak was reached. Since 1974 there has been an overall decrease

but for the entire period (1971-1976) there is an increase of L301.

The average amut of damages sought per firm in pending claimLs has increased

7121 since 1971. The damages sought rose from $434,100 to $3,527,000 per firm.

For new claims the average damages sought is $1,711,000 per firm (a 2591 increase

from 1971).
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A breakdown by sias of firms shows 96% of the large firms, 50% of the medLiu ad

18 of the mall firms experienced a claim during the period 1971-1976. The

average number of pending claims has increased from 1971 when it was 3.5 per

firm to 1976 when the average was 18.9. Several product categories show much

greater increases. Power mowers have increased 67n from 6.2 pending claims

per firm in 1971 to 48.1 in 1976. Likevise automotive compouents have Jumped

from 1.8 pending claims to 36.9, an increase of 1,9501 over the same period.

Industrial machinery had an increase of 85n (1.9 to 18.1 pending cLaims).

The average number of new claims per firm increased from 1971 (4.3) to 1974

(12.2) when a peak was reached. Since 1974 there has been an overall decrease

but for the entire period (1971-1976) there is an increase of L301.

The average amount of damages sought per firm in pending claims ha increased

7121 since 1971. The dinages sought ros from $434,100 to $3,527,000 per firm.

For now clams the average damages sought is $1.711,000 per firm (a 259 increa-e

from 1971).

35-992 0 - 79 - 12
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IMRAGCY TASK FORCZ REORT

1cKINSEY & COMY STIJD

In March, 1977 this one-volume study of product liability insurance prepared

by McKinsey & Company for the Department of Comerce was published. This report

was undertaken In support of the overall study conducted by the Federal Inter-

agency Task Force on Product Liability. The consultants interviewed 141 members

of the insurance community, analyzed information from approximately 3,000 under-

writing files, and analyzed data provided by ISO. Several of the findings are

worth noting:

1. In the e..ght "target" product categories analyzed,
rates appeared to have increased significantly,
1O0-SO0% during 1976. But for only 20% of the
cases did the current rate amount to more than 2%
of sales for coverage of $500,000. In almost 50%
of the individual product classifications within
the 8 target categories, rates were less than 1Z
of sales.

2. ' he most potentially fruitful area for action to
curb the sudden growth in product liability insur-
ac. costs involves changing the tort liability
system--restoring some of the defenses that have
been lost by judicial interpretation over the past
ten years, reducing friction costs such ac legal
fees, and setting realistic guidelines for awards."

3. As of December 31, 1975, 783 or 89% of the major
U.S. underwriters of general liability coverage
were ISO affiliated insurers and thus reported
their data to ISO.

4. While sharp increases in product liability insurance
rates have been applied to both large apd small com-
panies, the variation among companies is due more to
the type of product then to the size of the company.

This study contains a great deal of data gathered from insurance company

underwriting files that had never before been complied. It is available from

the National Technical Information Service (PB 263 600).
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Ir!ZIAUC TASK FOtIK - FINIAL mZO~R

Independent Survey of Apkellate CUes

A sample of eight states was used for a concentrated detailed analysis of

all product liability decisions reported in the West Publication System since

1965. Most of these reported decisions were appellate cases. Both state and

federal cases vere included in the aalysis. It should be noted that federal

courts typically apply the substantive Law of the state in which the court is

located. 655 cases are included in the survey of which 509 vere tried in

state court. the remainder in federal court.

The most frequent product class involved in a suit was the automobile (192

cases) followed by industrial type machinery (57 cases), coustruction and load-

ing equipment, escalators, ladders and sacffolds, chemcials, cleaning products.

The manufacturer was a defedant in most cases (791) vith the retailer, the

next most frequent (331). other defendants included the employer, the lessor,

the installer, the wholesaler and the manufacturer's supplier. The manufacture

was also the moot frequent thLrd-party defendant.

Of the 198 cases which stated the year the product was manufactured, the

med2is date was 1964. 171 of the cases involved a product more than 20 years

old. Most automobile cases occurred shortly after manufacture. Machinery cases

vere spt ead throughout, with almost one-third occurring 10 or sore years after

manufacture and about L5 from products greater than 20 years old.

Work related injuries accounted for 481 of the 581 cases in which it was

ascertained whether the injury was work related or not. This percentage has been

relatively constant over the 1971-1976 period and has risen only slightly over

the 1965-1970 period when the figure was 46%.

86% of the cases which proceeded to trial were heard by juries. Where the

plaintiff was the injured party a jury heard the case 87% of the time while for
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cases where the injured party was not the plaintiff a jury trial took place 621

of the time.

Most the cases alleged either design or manufacturing defects (502 cases).

Failure to warn was cited Lu 130 cases, failure to inspect in 40 cases and an

unavoidably unsafe product va alleged in 31 cases. in the product class of

machinery there were 64 allegations of defective design and 28 allegations of

defective manufacrure. For chamoial products 22 cases involved a failure to warn.

The plaintiff won 51% of the trials. A breakdown of the trials shows that

the plaintiff is more likely to win in a jury trial (601). However, for nonjury

trials, the defendant prevailed in 561 of tha trials. The plaintiff also vou

581 of the manufacturing defect cases while the defendant won in approximately

541 of the design defect cases. Failure to warn cases were decided almost evenly

with the defendant winning 51% of the trials. The period 1965-1970 shows that

the plaintiff prevailed in 511 of the cases. This figure has risen slightly to

531 for the 1970-1975 period.
There is an upward trend for damages awarded from the period 1965-1970 when

the award was $104,202 to 1971-1976 when the average award was $221,514. The.

greatest amounts of damages Vere recovered in cases involving machinery and auto-

mobiles.

When the statistics were broken out by individual states the findings varied.

California and Arizona showed modest increases in the number of decisions between

the 1965-1970 and 1970-1975 periods (161 and 25%). However New Jersey and Wisconsin

showed a 211% and 167, increase respectively. While most states showed a fairly

even split between plaintiffs and defendants, the plaintiff was most successful in

California (581) and Texas (63%). The defendant was most successful in Illinois

(561). California and Texas also had the highest damages awarded with Illinois

having the Lowest average awards.
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Illinois Juzt' verdict Reporter
Urban linS Edition
127 North Dearborn Street
Chicago, Illinois 60602

The Cook County Survey revievs all product liability cases which were tried

to a conclusion in Cook County, Illinois during the period January 1, 1970 to

December 31, 1975. In all. 290 cases had ben concluded of which 103 o 35.3.

were found to be in favor of the plaintiff. These 103 caes accounted for a pay-

ment totaling $25,024,345. In 101 of the cases where the jury determined the

award the average verdict mounted to $247,764.

A year by year breakdown of the cases offers little in the way of trends.

of note is the fact that 42% of the trials have occurred within the last two

years of the survey. Also that the Last year, 1975, had the highest percentage

of cases in which the plaintiff had won, 43.17. A followup to the survey shows

that the percentage has increased in the 1977-1978 (midterm) period to 49.47..

the average sum awarded Ln 1975 although not the highest was $338,327 which con-

stituted a 263% increase since 1970. Rovever, this figure is biased by the in-

clusion of one verdict for $5 million. The average verdict becomes $14,091 if

this one lsrge award is not included.

A breakdown of the sum awarded by verdict shove that 3 cases were closed

with verdicts over $2 million. in 10 other cases the award was between $500,000

and $800,000 and in 8 additional cases the award fall between $300.000 and

$4O,00. These twenty-rn products vary in type to include a trine, an anti-

biotic, wall covering, sugar, punch presses and other various types of products.

The product class with the oot suits was machinery which made up 251 of all

suits settled in 1975. Kschinery also accounted for $13,907,000 or 421 of all

Lhe dollars awarded and had an average award of $496,000.
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A followup to the study show@ thatin 1975 there vere 769 new suit filinp,

an increase of L4% over 1974 and this has increased another 13% to 868 filings

for 1976. For 1977, 991 new filings or a 14.2% gain have occurred.

An additional part of the survey covers the urban ring vhich is composed of

the five counties adjourning Cook County in addition to a few other counties.

This accpunted for an additional 82 trials in which the verdict was found for

the plaintiff in 40 or 48.8% of the trials. These 40 verdicts constituted

$4,0L3,270 for an average award of $100,332. A folLovup shows that the plain-

tiff's percentage of victory has increased to 50 during the 1976-1977 court

session.
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A)IEUAL IPOI OF TUB DIRECTOR OF THE
IZUKTSTRATIzV 01CE OF TWE U.S. COuT

The data shows a rise in product liability cases being filed in the U.S.

District Courts during the period 1974 to 1976 when the number of cases in-

creased from 1,579 to 3,696 as reported in the Interagency Task Force an

Product Liability - Final Report.

COOECTICIIF SURVEY OF PRODUCT IA311ITY SUT

A review of the survey will show a 29? increase in the number of product

liability cases on the docket between 1974 and 1976 (587 cases and 756 cases

respectLvely). AMong cases assigned to trial, product liability cases shoved

an increase of 36%, while all tort cases shoved an increase of only 14% and

the total civil caseload shoved a decrease. Reported in Interagency Task Force

on Product Liability - Final Report.

SURVEY OF PRODUCT LAILITY CASES IN THE GREATER IANAS CITY ARA
BY KANSAS' TIA& lAWRS A§SOCIATIOK

This survey shows the percentage of cases in which the plaintiffs are vic-

torious to be 36%. The average award over the nine year period, 1967-L975, was

$9,850 per verdict which would probably include a $0 mount in those cases the

plaintiff lost. If the $0 awards were eliminated the average would probably be

much greater. Reported in Interagency Task Force on Product Liability - Final

Report. "
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CALIFOR SUPERIOR couN VERDICTS

Insurance Informstion Iustitute
400 Montgomery Street
San Francisco, California 94104

A survey of the California Superior Product Liability Court verdicts between

1972 and 1977 has shown the number of verdicts to have increased from 97 to 139,

a 43% increase. During this tine verdicts for the defendants have risen from

44.4% to 601. The total sawsnt of dollars awarded in 1972 was $19,322,336, how-

ever this includes out Judgment for $14,345,074. If this one case is omitted,

the 1972 figure becomes $4,977,262 and .compared to the $12,629,174 awarded in

1977 shows an increase of L541. Likewise the average award has sbow a steady

increase since 1972 (if the one large verdict is omitted) increasing from

$93,910 to $229,621 (a 1441 increase).
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WACIURERY A"D CALLED PrOdUCTS ' INSTUT (KAP)

Machinery and Allied Products Institute
L200 igLhteenth Street, N.V.
Washington. D.C. 20036

MLII survey completed in August, 1976, is composed of 210 companies repro-

senting "a broad range of industry vith by the far the greatest concentration

in the cLpital goods industries."

The survey shov that for the decade 1965-1975 the number of claim has

risen 491 with 1973 as the peak year. wovever, the dollar value has increased

through the entire period from $11,490,971 to $81,236,281 or about 610%. These

figures may understate the picture somehat. There will probably be more clai s

which vil arise for 1975 since many claims are not reported until several years

after the accident. Therefore the apparent decrease in claims since 1973 may not

be accurate.

The nuisance type of claims, that is those settled for under $1,000 have

been decreasing steadily since 1965 when they comprised 79% of the claim. in

1975 they made up 57? of the claLms. However, claims in the range of $1,000 to

$10,000 and from $10,000 to $100,000 have increased from 17 in 1965 to 29 in

1975 and from 4% to 11% respectively. In 1965 there were only 2 claims which

exceeded $500,000 while in 1975 this has increased to 52 claims.

For the five year period 1970-1975 there were 16,785 claims amounting to

$366,905,041 or about 95 claims totaling $2,084,687 per firm. 4,396 or 261 of

the claims and $8.7 million or 2% of the total monies paid out were for claim

with no court action (nuisance claims). 11,768 suits vere filed seeking damages

totaling $828 million. In 212 suits the plaitiff was warded $22 million

dollars for an average verdict of $104,056. Out of court settlment was reached

in 1,218 claim accounting for $115,794,836 or about $95,000 per claim. 3,203

suits outing to $114 million are still pending.
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RIs_ X ASU M M wr SOCIETY

Risk and Insurance ManageUmt' Society, Inc.
205 East 42nd Street
New York, New York 10017

370 firm responded representing large manufacturing, wholesale/dLatribu-

tiom, retailinq an4 services.

premus for primary and excess coverage in-
creased about 2001 from 1971-1975 with the
Largest increases occurring between 1971 and
1973.

- in 1975 the average deductible was approxi-
mately $40,000, an increase of about 2001
since 1971.

- limits of liability have increased about 1001.

- it is estimated by REKS that 601 of all claim
reported in 1975 were filed against food and
kindred products and rubber and pl.stic pro-
ducts.

- the number of new 1laes has increased from
about 55 claims per firm in 1971 to 181 claims
per firm in 1975.

NATIONAL FEDERATION OF INDEPENDENT BUSINESS

National Federation of Independent Nusiness
490 L'Enfant Pit.'A East, S.W.
Suite 3206
Washington, D.C. 20024

The NWIB received 1,296 responses representing smll independent manufac-

turers spread across a broad spectrum of industries.

- product liability insurance rates are rising
rapidly and firms are expecting premium
increases of 50?, or more.

- the number of claims in 1976 is estimated to
be double that of 1972. Damages paid are
also rising sharply.
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Of the 177 r~elid4net campaLao only 3 (l.S) had premLus Which constituted

3.01 or more of their saLsa. 153 or 66.4% of the compaies reported pr aims

which were Less than 1% of thetr sl (21 comames has premLum between 11 ad

2.9%).
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SOCt-!Or THE PLASTICS INDUSTRy

The Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc.
355 L xington Avenue
New York, New York 10017

The survey yes sailed to the 1,100 members during the period September L3, to

October 22, 1976. 366 respondents were received representing processors,

material suppliers, mold and tool makers, and machinery manufacturers. The

majority of companies were small and medium sized.

- primary coverage increased an average of 22/4
from 1970 to 1976. The largest increases have
occurred in 1975 and 1976. However, the costs
represent only 0.2% of sales. It should be
noted that the median cost was substantially
less.

- deductibles fluctuated from year to year. In
1970, 20 companies reported deductibles and
by 1976 the number is 55. The average deduct-
ible increased 16% to $74,328 in 1976, however
the mdian mount was $5,000.

- no significant changes in the limits of liability.

- 1970-1975 new claims have increased 340% while
damages sought have increased 567%.

- the number of claims settled out of court has
more than doubled.

from 1970 to 1975 there have been 64 suits of
which the plaintiff has von 28 or 44%. The
average verdict in 1975 was $45,900.

pending claims/suits have increased over five-
fold. For 1976 the average damages sought is
over $1/2 million.
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CUyZQomRf SEUTE SELC CCIT=- O N4ALL BUSINESS MlRMZ

Senate Select Comittae on Small Business Enterprises
116 9th Streel.
ROOM 71
Sramento, California 95814

This survey conducted in Novomber, 1977, vas responded to by nearly 400

firms located in California.

- the average annual premium increase vas 2257.
with industrial products reporting an even
greater increase.

- approximately 307 of all firm had one or
more claims filed against thei. The per-
centage was almost double for industrial
products.

- a positive correlation seems to exist between
the probability of a claim and the age of the
fim.

nearly 257. of the respondents indicated that
they presently had no product liability in-
suranc* coverage.

17 firms or 6.17. of those surveyed reported
they could not get insurance.
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CASA MEIMl FEDERATI(~

195 fLrms responded of which 165 carried product liability insurance. The

survey covered the period 1971 to 1976.

- insurance cost was stable from 1971 to 1974.
Since 1974 costs have increased 155% but
still remains well under 17 of sales (.12%).

- firms of all sizes seem to be affected.

- deductibles have doubled since 1971 to an
average of $6,590 in 1976.

- the number of naw claims and damages sought
have risen greatly. Out of court settements
have averaged $19,795. There have been 2
(out of 5) succesnful suits vhich totaled
$451,000.

- pending suite/clais have also increased
sharply.

Survey reported in Interagency Task Force * flnal Report.

GRINDING WHEEL INSTITUTE

Grinding Wheel Institute
1230 Keith Building
Cleveland, Ohio 44115

The following is a summary by the Institute:

- respondents represent over 70 percent of the
dollar volume of bonded abrasives manufac-
tured in the United States.

- the total number of product liability class
was 75 percent greater in 1975 than in 1970.
The large and medium-sized companies experi-
enced a 58 percent increase in the number of
claims during the 1970-1975 period while
small companies had a 350 percent increase.

- the total number of claims that were litigated
increased uniformly in the industry by 375 per-
cent during the 1970-1975 period.

- there appears to b* no trend in court Judgment*
against the manufacturers.
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the average coet of product liability coverage
increased by 185 perce t from 1970 to 1975.
The median Increasa vas 113 percent. Several
companies, primarily mall fi , reported an
additional average incresse in premimLs of
198 percent frm 1975 to 1976. One c any
reported a tenfold increase from $8,000 to
$80,000.
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INUXSMTAL IEATIN ZQMPIFW ASSOCUTION

Industrial Heating Equipment Association
1901 North Moore Street
Arlington, Virginia 22209

This association represents the major sepent& of the industrial heat pro-

cessing equipment industry. They design and manufacture equipment that employ@

heat to produce or modify the materials and components incorporated into finished

products.

major points of the survey are:

- 53 responses covering the period 1971-1975.

- insurance costs more than doubled with smaller
firms experiencing larger increases.

- small increase in the average size and the
number of firms reporting deductibles.

- almost half of the companies experienced a
product liability claim or suit.

- the number of new claims has doubled but the
snout of damages sought has increased over:
9,000%.

- the mount of damages sought in pending claims
and/or suits has increased more than 2,000%.

- the number of pending claims/suits has also
increased substantially - 1,000%.

NATIONAL MACHUIM TOOL SUILDERS ASSOCTATIO

National Machine Tool Builders Association
790 estpark Drive
McLean, Virginia 22101

60 responses representing small, medium and
large companies covering the period 1970-
1976 (partial).

- average cost was less than 1% of sales for 1976.

- small and medium sized firms had rates below the
largest firm.

The.
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there wore 704 claLm between 1970 and 1975 or
almost 12 for ever company.

145 claLms wore settled out of court vith an
average settlement of $18,000 per claim.

- 58 suits of vhich the plaintiff won 16 or 2.71.

- average ount of court Judgment vas $256,000.

35-992vO - '19 - 13
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WOODWORKING MA1 RY MAMU'ACTMRS _0 o MUCA

Most of the 46 companies which responded to the survey are engaged Ln mnu-

facturing capital goods.

- most firms were smll to edium in size.

average primary insurance cost rose about
tenfold between 1971 and 1976. As a per-
centage of sales, insurance was less than
1% in 1976.

- average limits and deductibles increased
through the period. The average deduct-
ible was only $2,030 per firm.

- the number of claims and amount of damages
sought increased substantially.

Survey reported in Interagency Task Force - Final Report.

WOODWORKING MACHINERY DISTR1 t7OS ASSOCIATION

- 32 responses covering the period 1971-1976.

- average cost of generate liability increased
fourfold.

- deductibles were reported by 7 firma in
1976 with an average deductible of $3,336.

- 9 claims were paid amounting to $194,650
for an average of $21,628 per claim.

- there are also 9 pending claims for 1976
seeking damages o over $2 million or an
average of $226,111 per claim.

Survey reported in Interagency Tusk Force - Final report.
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AtM CAN TMTUZ ?ACIUMIY ASS2CATIOM

This survey consisted of 44 companies with the majority of them having sales

under $5 million. They reported insurance cost increases of 936. between 1974

and 1976. However the cost still constituted less than 17 of sales. A breakdown

of the data shows that the smaller firms have greater insurance costs relative to

the larger firms. Also the percentage increase for the smaller companies was much

higher. The nmber of pending claims and the amount of damages sought in pending

cases have increased substantially from 1974 to 1975 (33 and 156% respectively).

There also was a very substantial increase in dollars paid on claims settled out

of court, 7487..

Survey reported in interagency Task Force - Final Report.

PAIINAY PROG ESS INSTUTITZ

Member firms produce virtually all equipment used by America's railroads in-

cluding locomotives, freight cars, control and accessing devices, signal equipment

and staopings.

- 13 firms responded which represents about 307
of the industry's sales covering the period
1970-1975.

- cost for product liability insurance was 0.097
of sales in 1975 which represented an 84% in-
crease since 1970.

- liLits of liability as well as the average size
of deductibles increased.

new claims and pending claims/suits have in-
creased through t5e period.

substantial increases in damages sought have
also occurred.

Survey reported in Interagency Task Force - Final Report
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AltlCA Di! CATN DISZTIt

The 52 respondents were engaged in either producing metal castings or were

affiliate members dealing in related products. Most of the fims wore mall or

medium in site.

- primary product liability costs almost doubled
during the period 1971 to 1975. The increses
vete lagest in 1974 ad 1975.

five firms reported a deductible in 1975 but
now prior to that year.

several fies LndLatod claims and/or suits
but iLnformatLon was not supplied.

Survey reported in Interagency Task Force - Final Report.

TVS AIOWCPTYE PARTS AND ACCZSS0RIES ASSOIT~I MNC.

The Automotive Parts and Accessories Association, Inc.
1730 K Street, M.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

The respondents, 105 manufacturers and 14 distributor/retailers, are eagaed

in the manufacture, distribution and sales of automotive after market products.

over the period 1971-1975 insurance costs rose
about 340% with & range of 10% to 1,0001.

73 of 105 firms reporting indicating that claims
typically arose from purchasers of products.
All distributors indicated this was the case.

28 of 105 firm indicated the claim was typically
a third-party action, while only four cited a
Worker Compnsation claim as being typical.

about 50 percent of the firms indicated an in-
crease in both the number and size of claims
over the last five years.- About 22 percent
indicated a claims decrease. Somewhat lass
than 30 percent stated that the number and
size of claims had remained the same.
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AIUCAN UXT1IS HUAMACTUESM INSTITUn. NC.m

American Textile Manufacturers Inatitute, Inc.
1150 Seventeenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

The survey vas conducted during the summer of 1976 and completed in November,

of that year. 148 responses were collected from firms vhich manufacture industrial

fabrics, apparel fabrics, home furnishings, carpeting and hosiery. The 148 firms

represent an even crossaction of sizes.

- between 1971 and 1975 the average premi m doubled.
A breakdown by size shows that small firms experL-
enced slightly higher Increases.

- small firms have increased their limits of liability.

- deductibles have Increased especially for the larger
firms.

- 42 firms reported at least one claim since 1970
A large ntimber of claims are pending.

for 1975,'83 claims are pending with dAmages of
over $93 million sought (average of over $1 million).

- 12-large firms had 149 law suits with average Judg-
ments of those suits lost to be about $20,000. The
-average out of court settlement was about $10,000.

for 21 firms responding, the average amount of
damges sought per claim in new claims filed has
been highly variable: $636,000 in 1971, $874,000
in 1973, $588,000 in 1975 and $725,000 in 1976.
No trends are appart from this lLmited sample.
Since the average amunt of damages sought in
claims and suits pending in 1975 was in excess of
$1 million per claim, but the average amount per
now claim filed during the 1971-1975 period was
substantially less than $1 million, it appears
that many of the large claims filed since 1970
have not been settled.
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Ar AOcxM=IT C

Model Methodolog

7olloving Is a description of the principles used in constructing the
several models developed for the purpose of examining the tax deduction
proposal.

Para. A

The exhibits were taken from actual quotations given to firms requesting
coverage through an actual Market Assistance Plan of one of the states.

Pars. B

The purpose of this parapaph is to modify the average claim cost
taken from the Products Liability Closed Claim Study to provide for
the cost of handling such claims. The Products Liability average
claim cost for the applicable class of business taken from the
Closed Claim Study was increased by the Insurance Services Office's
standard factors for allocated loss expense and unallocated loss
expense to provide for the cost of handling a typical average claim.

Para. C.

The purpose of this paragraph Is to develop the nviber of clai
which can be expected if losses occur consistent with the provision
for loss in the insurance premium and the modified average claim
cost developed in Paragraph B. The technique used is to apply the
factor representing the proportion of premium which is for loss and
loss expense (.571) to the premium which wa quoted. This total
loss expectation is then compared with the modified average claim
cost developed in Paragraph B to obtain the expected number of claims.
For example, in the case of the mechanical power press manufacturer
the proportion of the B.I. premium which is for loss and loss expense
is 2.17,169. With a modified average claim cost expectation of
1020590, the expected number of claims becomes l.1. Similarly, for
property damage the expected number of clams is .33, or one claim
every three years.

Pars. D

Displays the "normal" or average costs which can be expected for
one year's operation, based upon the normal loss expectations - plus
a provision for administrating a self-insurance program.

Para. E

Development of the relationship between the selected policy limit
and the B.I. average cost. This provides the number of claims of
average size that would be contained in the policy limit.
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Wd1 Notbodolo,

Paea. I

Using the information developed in the previous sections, this
section demustrates the cost to the business enterprise given a
varying number of averege claims and the relationship of these coats
to sales for the business. In addition, this section identifies the
costs that would be chargeable against a fund established in accor-
dance vith the federal proposal, and the excess of such chargeable
costs over and above such fund. Tor purposes of Ilustration, it
has been presumed that the business enterprise would pay into the
fund an mount equivalent to the insurance premium it would have
paid subject to the maximum fund of 3% of sales.

Pews. 0

te purpose of this paragraph is to demonstrate the impact if the
business enterprise were to pursue the more conservative course of
only self-insuring for the first 25,000 of each claim, rather than
the full exposure for all products losses. The data displayed then
represents a combination of insurance premium and self-insurance
costs computed on this buts but otherwise using the same principles
as described for Paragraph ? above.
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fJ-L 2.~ 2.

A. Risk Ge!-erlL ChiaYuteriztLcs

Product WP.
Salts
Limit of U1ab. Puahssed
Rate
Pruim3
Heitme Fund of 3% of Sales:

N. Averee Claim Cost

clos ed Cla11
St.dy Averin x

Manuf. Hechinical Poyer Presses
2,700,000
500,000 Single Unmit
80.95
218,565

81,000

Provistos for:
Alloc x UnalJocaid

91 718 ~x 1.35 x 109 -12,0C. 13 x 1.48 x 1.09 a 23,1-2

C. Nro. of C-la.ms ..=?e.tation,

Sales Prov.for Loss Total Loss Averae.
(00 X t-tX & Loss ErP " P9WeaIOn C2.Ai= C*st

"BI 2,700 x 76.00 x
PO 2,700 x 4.95 x

.372. u 117169 o10,59 M - 11

.571 - 761 t 2,L .33

D. *fot.--l" Arwua-I Costs

B.1. Loss -eytation (Fr= C)
P.D. Loss Eectation (Frn C)
Administraive Expense (25% x Prea.)

Total

E. Wtber of Cleis Anticipated in Insurnce

S1.17, 107631

Liability Limit

For II,. on1L.' - 500,000 f 69,718 a 7 Claims

go, ofa C-l!=
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F.' Costs Based on Various No. of
Clzir.s of "Expected" Averse

B.T. Ort7

No. of Total Risk Costs
Claimns A)unt UT ofSales

2

6

7
a

54,6LI
157,231
259,821

5,001
567, 591
670:181
872, .816,617*

2.0
5.8
9.6

13.k4
17.2
21.0
24.8
28.6
30.3

Costs Char;etble
AeInst Fund

0
102,0
205,3180
307,770
41o, 6o
512,950
615,5wo
71E,130
762,976

Excess of Costs
Over rumS

(81,000)**
21,590

124,180
226,770
329,360
431,590
534,540
637,130
739,720

0.8
4.6
8.4

12.2
16.0
19.8
23.6
27.4

* Limit of Liabilit7 + F ll Alocated
%3 %usatm fund.

+ ftUa.Ue I located + Admnistrative senses

0. Costs Usaed on 25,000 Deductible

.e=ii.-- a ( 0.95 - 10.28) x 2,700 - 190,8r9

PurA for Losses -218,565 - 190,809 - 27,756

10. of Total ,isk Costs
Ce:_ MC=, Osa5

0
1
2
3

5
6
7
8

190,809
215,8-49
2110,809,
265,809
290,°.o9
315,P09
3I40.309
365 ?09
390,9S"

7.1
8.0
8.9.
9.8

10.8
11.7
12.6
13.5
14-5

Costs CharGeable

0
25,000
503000
75,000

3.00,000
125,000
150,000
175,000
200,000

CCess of Costs
over n " -

Aov.%-. Ec5 3z -E.2os

(27,756)
(2,756)
22,2U&4,7,244

72,244-
97,244

111, 214412,2441?2,2L4

0.5
1.7
2.7
3.6
4.
5.,
6.14

* T%!3 represents the prw%13.On for loss in the first $25,000 of insurance
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R!AMile 2

A. Itisk General ~Chuetersttes
Produt tpe : K
Saus : L.
Li of Liab. Pdrcbs0$ :
Rate s

maximum Fund of 37 of Sales:

3. Averse Claim Cost

Closed C3
Stuy Avera;e z All

II 32,779 x 1.,
PD 271 x L

C. no. of ClL.s "et tio.i

Sales Proy. for
(00) x ate x & Loss !

]i .1.,o00 x I..68 x .573.
ID 11,000 x .61 x .571

* Closed Clam Study probably not

D. "ro--Al" A.i. M-L Costs

.!. Loss Expectation (From C)
P.D L E1,S3 (1o(Fr C)
Administration E.pense
( o,.., o )

Total,

ar. TooX3, Sot PoveretL,COO,000

00,000 Siuzl mit
.29
B,190
30,000

P.rtls=n tor:
oc. x MkA-=ated

35 x 1.09
48 x 1.09

Loss Total Loss
M-2ptctatlom.

a 3,8:

representative

3.

Averiat
Claim Cost

47?4

-29,395
* 3,831

S. PNmbr of diams kktic±ite- in
Insluro,-ce L.~ L

IFor B.1. Oar - 300,=0 f 32,M7 a 9.2

No. of
Cs7-.s

- .63.
= $.*r7*

470-

0r
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r. Coots 3Bdeso on Varicuz to. of
C1.L-: of ".:ce' Aver.t

3.1. Only

No. Of Totl 13%.s Cost
CleLts Amuo ;.C Of U-103

0
1
2
3

6
7
8
9

10

14,548
62,!,83

110, 128
158,368
206,303-N
254~ 24
30292.8
350,128
398.%8
446,008

1,68, lco*

0.1
0.6
1.0
1.24
1.9
2.3
2.7
3.2
3.6
14. 1
I4.3.

Co---s CIM-. e,,bl.

' 0

1.3,820
191,760

29 .700
7,640

335,5e0
383,520
431,460
45!,61o

Less of Csts
Over ",,.

k=t !$ of SLgo:

50, i0)

37,693

133,570
.81,510

2283 L50
277,390
325,300
373,270
395,L120

1.2
1.7
2.1
2.5
3.0
3.4
3.6

* u.=it of LLbilltr + Full jlloceted + Full UnaLocated + Ad -i±.tratve -;Censes

G. Costs 3aed on 25,000 Dtduct-ble

.- ium - (5.29 - .28) x L1,000 - 8,510

Fud !or Lc:zc3C a 58,910 - 48,520 - 10,240

ho. of Tote- '?-sk Costs
Cle!'-s -~-: a e~s

0.4
0.7
0.9
1.1
1.24
1.6
1.8
2.0
2.3
2.5
2.7

costs Chsraeabi.
Acalrzst ftnd

0
25,00.
50,000
75,OCO

100,00
125,000
150,0.-
.175,000
203, =0
22,000
250,000

DMess of Costs
Oer ?'.-.

A:zouz ,, 0:- salts

0.1
0.1,
0.6
0.8
1.0
1.3
1.5
1.7
2.0
2.2

(10, '00)
304, 600

8 :6co

11. 60

239,~050

0
1
2
3

6
7
8
9

10

48,510
73,510
96,510

12',20C. 0
14 1510
173,510
19,52.0
223,510
243, 5 10

273,520
296,510
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!DaMLe 3

A. Risk GeersJL .'ruteristics

Product Tye
8,les

LL t of LUab. PUrCn sed t
ot.e

Maim fund or n~ ot Saes:

D. Avae&,e Clein cost

Closed 34-

Study Avrace

51,307

C. go. of Ctl.s .C.etatlo.

Sales
(0)x Rae

B.3. 2,300 x 10.00 x
P.D. 2,30 x .50 X

x

X
X

proY.
& Loi

Bid Zquid~ut 10g
2,30C,O-0
500,O0O SWil.e L± ±t
10.5"
21,15069,000

?rov'-slons for:
ALloc. X U.eC1-Ai1

1.35 x 1.09
148 x 1.09

for ELos Tota Loss
s s . - tt, 21-1

571 w 13,133
.571 a 657

* Closed C1iL Stue- avarice ma not be r.p-esenttstve

D. otrmal' Anmml Costs

UI Los: Ezwptbt1on (-.= C)
Pa Los= ' D tation (FoI C)
Adn.i.ustratve L'&ensa (25d of Pr..)

L. Wk*e.r of Cl-r.-s kI.,7lated L

Lnsuar'orcl ul-*abt.y LI-rit

For 3.r. *%17 - 500,000 L. 54,307

13,133
657

6 0"8

a 79,913
w 19,481

Average
C2-12± Cost

79,913
29,481*

*

No. of
n Cla4

-.021*

R

I

).2
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F. Costs Based on V r.ous Vo. of
C1o.o s o? :! AverQ..c

No. of Totall ir±:k Costs
CULa~s A);;C o S.e

0
1
2
3

6

7
8
9

10

6,038
85,951

165,864
245,777
325,690
":0,603
18,3,516
565,2429
645.342
725,255
76290931*

0.3
3.7
7.2

10.7
124.2
17.6
21.1
24.6
28.1
31.5
33.1

Costs ChargeableAgalt : ft.-.

0
79,913

19,826
239,739
319,652
399,565
479,2478
559,391
639,304
719,217
756,C60

Excess of Costs
, . or -t s .:

(24,150)
55,7V3

135,676
215, 589
295,5.02
375,415
435,328
535,2.41
615,154
695,C67
73.,910

2.14
5.9
9.4

12.8
16.3
19.8
23.3
26.7
30.2
31.5

O. C of Liability + Full Afloczted + %Fll Umallocated + Ad.izstrative Z:pense

G. Cost3s 2&3ee-on 25.000 Deductible

Pre=i-.u - (10.50 - 1.,2) x 2,300 - 21,114

Fund for LOSaOS m 24,150 - 21,114 = 3,03.6

No. of Total .Risk Costs

01
2
3
5
6
7
8
9

10

21, 11U4
46,1LL4
71, 1114
96,1L14

121,1114M , 114
1246,114
171,114
196,114-
221, 114
246,114
271,11 4

0.9
2.0
3.1
14.2
5.3
6.14
7.4
,8.3
9.6

10.7
11.3

Cost's Ch.arsea be
A621nst %..LId

0
25,000
50,000
75,O0

100,000
125,000
150,000
175,000
200,000
225,000
250,000

Excess of Costs
Over Fnd

Amounz %, of Sales

(3,036)
21,564
246,064
71,964
96,964

121,964
1146,964
171,964
196,64
221,964
246,964

1.0
2.0
3.1
24.2
5.3
614
7.5
8.6
9.7

10.7
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IeMple4

A. Risk General Characteristics

Product Type
Sales
Limit of Liab. Nrtchssod
Rate a
Premium
axium FUnd of 3% of Sales:

Slectronics Components H8.
1,325,000
50.000 Single .imit
2.53
3,352
39,750

a. Averee Claim Cost

Closed Claim Provisions for;
Study Average x AL9S x .UnalLocated

$23
2,786

x 1.35 x 1.09 - 770
x 1.48 x 1.09 a 4,494

c. 11o. of Claims CxPectatio~u

sales Itov. for Loss
100 x Rae . Loss M~.

at 1,325 x .60 x
PD 1,325 x 1.93 a

.571

.571

D. "orsl" Annual Costs

B! Loes xpectation (From C)
PD Loss Expectation (From C)
Aministrstive Expense (23. of

TotaL

S. Kunber of Claims Anticipated in
Insurance LiabiLity L iit

Total Lose Average No. of
" Expectation : Claim Cost - Claims

- 454 3 770 - .59
* 1,460 : 4,494 - .32

ft..
454',460

838

Foc wK Only - 500,000 : 523 a 956 claims
For 70 Only - 500,000 : 2,786 a 179 claims
For tI PD -SO ,000 : 3,309 a 1l claims

31
PD
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1. Costs Based on Various No. of
Claims of "Exfoctcd" Average

No. of Toril isk 9sto,
claims Amount % of sales

0

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

838
5,332
9,826

14,320
18,814
23,308
27,802
32,296
36,790
41,284
45,778

0.06
0.40
0,74
1.08
1.42
1.76
2.10
2.43
2,.77
3.11
3.45

Costs Chargeable
Saint Fund

0
4,494
8,988

13,462
17,976
22,470
26,964
31,458
35,952
40,446
44,940

Excess of Costs
overFuAmount s~gs

(3,352)
1,142
5,636

10,130
14,624
19,118
23,612
28,106
32,600
37,094
41,586

0.08
0.42
0.76
1.10
1.44
1.78
2.12
2..6
2.80
3.14

G. Costs Based on 25,000 Deductible

PremL - (2.53 - .43) x 1,325 * 2,783

fund for Losses • 3,352 - 2,783 - 569

No. of Total Risk Costs
Claims teo! I* I of Sales

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10

2,783
5,569
8,355

11,141
13,927
16,713
19,499
22,285
25,07L
27,857
30,643

0.21
0.42
0.63
0.84
1.05
1.26
1.47
1.68
1.89

.2.10
2.31

Costs Chargeable
Against Fund **

0
2,786
5,572
8,358

11,144
13,930
16,716
19,502
22,288
25,074
27,860

Excess of Costs
over Fund

amount . of sales

0
2,217
5,003
7,789

10,575
13,361
16,147
18,933
21,719
24,505
27,291

0
0.20
0.40
0.60
0.80
1.00
1.21
1.43
1.64
1.85
2.06

*lnsurfnce pr mium ($2,783) plus average loss ($2,786) x

.number of claims - In this column ve used average loss instead of deductible amount
becau e the average loss ($2,786) was less than the deductible ($25,000).

** average Loss ($2,786) x numb,,- of claims - sam amount as above.

I

(COnr.'d)
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American Insurance Association
1025 Connecticut Avenue, N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20035

Attentions Walter D. Vinyard, Jr.
Senior Counsel

Ret Product Liability Self-Insurance - R;3. 12429

Dear Sires

In accordance with your request, we have reviewed

several recent legislative proposals which provide certain

tax incentives for the establishment of programs of self-

insurance for product liability losses. One such proposal

is 1.R. 12429 (the SiL11) which seeks to -mend the Internal

revenue Code of 1954 (the OCode*) to allow a deduction to a

specified class of taxpayers for certain amounts contributed

to product liability loss reserve accounts established by

the taxpayer. In addition to the numerous technical problems

found in the bill, we believe there are fundamental tax and

public policy considerations which militate against enactment

of such legislation.
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Summary of H.R. 12429

The Bill provides that electing taxpayers who estab-

lish a special "Product Liability Loss Reserve AccountO for the

exclusive purpose of satisfying product liability losses and

related expenses of settling claims for compensation are al-

lowed a deduction for amounts transferred to such account. A

deduction is also allowed for amounts paid to a captive insurer

for product liability insurance. Taxpayers engaged in a trade

or business involving the manufacture, importation, distribu-

tion or sale of a product with respect to which the taxpayer

may incur product liability losses are eligible for the elec-

tion. 11

The amount which may be deducted in a single taxable

year. is limited to the amount fixed by a formula contained in

the Bill vhich depends in part upon whether the taxpayer quali-

fies as having a *severe product liability insurance problem.*

In either event, the limit is fixed by the lower of:

(a) a fixed percentage of gross receipts derived

by the taxpayer from the product for the taxable year;

(b) an amount which when added to the account

equals, fixed percent of the taxpayer's average yearly

gross receipts derived from the product: or

3S-992 0 - I9 - 14
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(c) a flat dollar amount ($100,000 per year

in the case of a severe product liability insurance problem

or $25,000 for the other taxpayers).

Thus, the taxpayer's actual experience is not

the determining factor in computing the allowable deduction,

and there is no requirement that any minimum annual contribu-

tion be made or minimum total reserve be maintained.

The "Product Liability Loss Account" is defined to

mean a segregated trust fund with an independent trustee, the

assets of which may only be invested in Federal, state or local

debt securities, time or demand deposits or an insured credit

union. Amounts disbursed by the fund to pay for product

liability losses are specifically excluded from the taxpayer's

income under Section 61, and deductible transfers to .the

fund are not subject to the accumulated earnings tax imposed

by Section 531 of the Code. The Bill would also grant the

taxpayer an election to either retain the income earned by

the assets in the reserve account or to transfer it to the

account. In addition, the Secretary is directed to prescribe

regulations concerning the manner in which the taxpayer may

terminate the fund and have the funds therein distributed to

the taxpayer without penalty.
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Discussion

H.R. 12429 would use the Code to redress non-tax

problems and illustrates the inequity and difficulties of

doing so. Any addition to the Code for such a purpose must

be justified from both a tax and a public policy viewpoint.

We believe the substance of H.R. 12429 fails both tests: it

is unworkable and conceptually unsound from the tax viewpoint,

and it falls far short of achieving its apparent public

policy objectives.

A deduction for contributions to a self-insurance

reserve is simply not an effective means of making funds

available to the parties affected by a product liability loss.

It may, instead, provide tax benefits to taxpayers who suffer

no losses, and be of no assistance to others at the time of

a loss.

Violation of Principles of Tax Law and Accounting

The reserve deduction mechanism under the Bill is

defective for tax purposes because it violates sound princi-

ples of tax law and accounting: that is, the deduction fails

to reflect the incurrence of a fixed or known liability. The
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general and long-established rules governing deductibility by a

taxpayer utilizing the accrual method of accounting are that

Nall events' must have occurred which establish the fact of the

liability giving rise to the claimed deduction, and the amount

of the deduction can be determined with reasonable accuracy.

Generally accepted principles of accounting, consistently used,

must also be observed. See Regulations 5 1.446-1(c)(1)(ii) and

1 l.461-1(a)(2).

Accordingly, under existing law, taxpayers generally

are not allowed deductions for. additions to reserves for self-

insurance. Revenue Ruling 60-275, 1960-2 C.B. 43, 45, states

the rule as follows:

'Following a long-standing rule which denies
deductions for all reserves except those
specifically authorized by statute (Arthur M.
Brown v. Helvering, 291 U.S. 193, Ct. D 786,
'C-. XIIII7T2T l934)), both the Service and
the courts have long held that amounts set
aside by a taxpayer as a reserve for self-
insurance, though equal to commercial insurance
premiums, are not deductible for Federal income
tax purposes as an expense 'paid or incurred.'
See Rev. Rul. 57-485, C.B. 1957-2, 117, and
Pan American Bide Comany v. Commissioner, I
B.T.A. 1249. The fact that the fund is
administered by an independent agent does not
make contributions to such a fund deductible.
See Spring Canyon Coal Company v. Commissioner,
43 Fed. 2d 78, Ct. D. 237, C.B. IX-2, 379
(1930), certiorari denied, 284 U.S. 654, More-
over, an element of risk-shifting or risk-
distributing is one of the requisites of a true
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insurance contract. See Guy T. Helverin v.Zdxthe L, Gierse, 312 U.S . 5311 Ct.D 14Pl, C.B.
1941-1, 430.

Additions to a product liability self-insurance reserve would

clearly be non-deductible under these well-established principles.

Contributions to the fund would not constitute irrevocable pay-

ments in discharge of a known liability, and there is obviously

no risk-shifting in the case of a single taxpayer establishing

a fund to discharge contingent liabilities of the same taxpayer.

Thus, the fact that the reserves are actually con-

tributed to a separate reserve fund administered by an. inde-

pendent agent, and do not represent mere bookkeeping entries

for financial accounting purposes, does not make contribu-

tions to such a fund deductible. Zn Spring Canyon Coal Co. v.

Com'.r., 43 P.2d 78 (lOth Cir. 1930), cert. denied, 284 U.S.

654 (1931), cited in Revenue Ruling 60-275, supra, the taxpayer

was denied a deduction for contributions to such a reserve fund

maintained as a form of self-insurance against workmen's com-

pensation claims. The Court noted that the taxpayer had the

benefit of accruals to the fund, in that such accruals were

available to pay its legal obligations, and distinguished them

from payments for premiums which constitute actual expenses.

This critical distinction was explained by the Court, as

follows:
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"The whole object of self-insurance
is to avoid the expense of insurance
premiums. If the petitioner had elected
to insure its risks in the state fund or
a private company, it would have expended
the preLium and shifted the risk; instead,
it retained the risk and kept the premium.
Having elected not to expend the premium,
it cannot charge a corresponding sum as an
'expense.' The 'expenses' incurred and
deductible were th6 sums paid its injured
workmen, and not the amounts set aside for
their protection; the petitioner is not
entitled to deduct as an expense a sum
of money which it might have expended for
insurance premiums, but did not.* 43 F.2d
80.

More recently, the courts have rejected arguments

that reserve deductions are necessary to accurately reflect

income for tax purposes, where no payment has been made on

account of any loss and the fact and amount of any future li-

ability is not known in the year of the addition to a reserve.

Thus, in 1973, in Thriftimart, Inc. v. Comu'r, 59 T.C. 598,

the Court held that a taxpayer was not entitled to deduct

accruals to its reserves for workmen's compensation self-

insurance because of the contingent nature of the liabilities.

Furthermore, in 1977, the principles established in

Spring Canyon have been applied by the Service to deny deduc-

tions for casualty insurance "premiums" paid by a corporate
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taxpayer to a wholly-owne4 inurance subsidiary. Rev. Rul.

77-316, 1977-35 I.R.S. 7. The Service ruled that to the extent

the risk of loss was not folly maintained by an unrelated insur-

ance company, there is no/risk-shifting or risk-distributing,

and no insurance. In Oddition, because the amounts paid remained

under the practical control of the taxpayer, the Service ruled

that there were no amounts "paid or incurredO vhich were

deductible. See also Rev. Rul. 60-275, supra.

Allowing a deduction for additions to the Product

Liability Loss Reserve Account contemplated by the Bill would

violate these well-established principles concqrning proper

tax accounting treatment of self-insurance reserves. As noted

by the Court in Thrittimart, supra, self-insurance reserve

accounts amount to nothing more than a reserve for contingent

liabilities. Thus, in disallowing deductions on account of the

taxpayer's reserve for workmen's compensation self-insurance,

the Court in Thriftimart rejected the taxpayer's argument that

such deductions were essential to accurately reflect its net

income.

Special Nature of Insurance Company Reserves

The Code provides special tax treatment for an."in-

surance company" which makes inapplicable to them the Oall
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events" test applica- 3 generally to accrual-method taxpayers,

by providing special rules of tax accounting which effectively

constitute an exception to this test. Sections 818(a) and

832(b)(1)(A) and (b)(6) of the Code. Such a departure has

been deemed appropriate by Congress because there exist ex-

haustive and detailed accounting principles long established

and approved by the National Association of Insurance Commis-

sioners ('NAIC') which are reflected in NAIC OAnnual State-

ments" prepared by insurance companies and filed with Federal

and state authorities. Continental Insurance Company v. United

States, 474 F.2d 661, 666-67 (Ct. Cl. 1973); and Bituminous

Casualty Corporation v. Comm'r, 57 T.C. 58, 78-80 (1971).

Congressional sanction in the Code of the use of

the Annual Statement form of accounting approved by the NAIC

properly reflects a number of important facts unique to insur-

ance companies, and is intended to avoid distortion of income

on an annual basis which would otherwise arise from the appli-

cation of principles ordinarily associated with the Oall eventsO

test.

More specifically, life insurance companies under-

take contractual obligations which extend over three or more
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generations of time. Their business necessarily involves

calculations of premiums to be received, income to be earned,

expenses to be paid and claims and obligations to be discharged

over an extended period of time. Such calculations are essen-

tial to the insurance feature, the basic function of which is

risk-sharing. Since it is an industry which operates in the

public interest, Federal and state legislators and regulators

establish standards which must be met in order that their long-

term insurance obligations be funded on a sound basis and dis-

charged on a timely basis.

In a similar vein, property-casualty insurers must,

under Section 832 of the Code, calculate losses 'which, based

upon the facts in each case and the company's experience with

similar cases, can be said to represent a fair and reasonable

estimate of the amount the company will be required to pay.0

Regulations S 1.832-4(b). These reserves include both those

established for the cost of known claims and those intended

to cover incurred but not reported claims. Not all of the

events have occurred which would permit a deduction of these

amounts under the accrual method of accounting. However, the

initial event (the occurrence) has taken place and the esti-

mated dollar amount, in the aggregate, can be determined within
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reasonable standards of accuracy. In addition, property and

casualty companies are permitted to deduct certain expenses

(cf. Sections 831 and 832 of the Code) which, under generally

accepted accounting principles, would be capitalized.

It is against this backdrop of policyholder obliga-

tions, the importance of the insurance function involved,

extensive state governmental regulation and sound funding

considerations that special provisions of the Code provide

insurance companies with a current deduction for amounts set

aside as required reserves and for losses and expenses in

accordance with NAIC-approved Annual Statement forms. A more

detailed discussion of certain of these special provisions

is set forth below, at pages 21-25.

Potential Tax Distortion Under H.R. 12429

Allowing deductions to taxpayers generally for

amounts transferred from general taxpayer assets to a reserve

for future contingencies, as would be permitted by the Bill,

would enable such taxpayers to distort their taxable income

for the year. While the Bill would set a yearly limitation

on the amount of the deduction, it is not based on actual
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liabilities incurred during the taxable year, nor is it other-

wise tied to the actual experience of the particular taxpayer

aside from the special limitation on additions contributed by

taxpayers with a "severe product liability insurance problem.

The potential for abuse is evident. The taxpayer may have more

than adequate surplus and reserves for any future liabilities,

yet cduld choose to add to those reserves in any taxable year

solely to reduce its taxable income. The reverse situation

could also arise where the reserve-fund may be wholly inade-

quate to cover the taxpayer's actual or potential liability,

and thus it would afford little comfort to the taxpayer suffer-

ing the loss. This lack of correlation between the deduction

and the existence of the offsetting liability is precisely the

reason that the reserve additions are not generally deductible

under established tax accounting methods. Moreover, product

liability losses are extremely unpredictable, so that the

reserve mechanism without any risk-shifting is particularly

unsuited to this type of liability as a means of making funds

available to cover specific losses.

The Bill would treat all payments made to the reserve

accounts as amounts *accumulated for the reasonably anticipated

needs of the business for purposes of the accumulated earnings
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tax imposed by Section 531 of the Code, thus removing a

statutory safeguard against abuses which would otherwise be

applicable to protect the government revenue, subject to the

taxpayer's establishing through evidence of past experience

that a reasonable need for self-insurance reserves exists.

W.L. Mead, Inc. v. Comm'r, 34 T.C.H. 924 (1975), aff'd, 551

?.2d 121 (6th Cir. 1977).

It must be assumed, therefore, that the Bill recog-

nizos the highly unpredictable nature of product liability

losses; otherwise, there is no need for the exception from what

could otherwise be an "unreasonable accumulation.* To allow

a current deduction for additions to reserves for contingent

liabilities for which the taxpayer may not even be able to

satisfy the burden of proof of *reasonable needs of the busi-

ness imposed by Section 534, is clearly an unwarranted and

radical departure from existing principles of tax accounting.

It is certainly not sound tax policy to allow a deduction for

additions to a reserve account where the taxpayer's aggregate

reserves may already exceed Othe amount that a prudent business-

man would consider appropriate for the present business purposes

and for the reasonably anticipated future needs of the business."

Reg. S 1.537-1(a). The taxpayer thus retains the ability to

reduce or avoid both income and accumulated earnings tax
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liability by simply transferring funds to a segregated reserve

fund.

Trust Fund Complications

The reserve trust fund mechanism raises other

serious questions of administration, tax accounting and

potential taxpayer abuse relating to income generated by the

fund assets and withdrawals from the fund. Under the Bill,

the taxpayer would be permitted to withdraw income earned

and amounts previously transferred to the reserve account,

and the taxpayer would even be able to terminate the reserve

account and have accumulated reserves distributed to him

without penalty.

If the reserve funds are invested in tax-exempt

bonds, the taxpayer would enjoy the benefit of tax-free

income generated from the investment of funds for which he

received a current deduction at the time of transfer to the

trust. Moreover, the use of such funds would become such an

attractive vehicle for investing, that as the funds grow an

entirely new market for tax-exempt funds would be created

which could cause serious disruptions in the debt market.
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The taxpayer also retains control over disposition

of the assets of the trust. While it may be possible to

fashion regulations which would curb somewhat the obvious

potential for taxpayer abuse, it is evident that the basic

tax structure proposed is fundamentally inconsistent with

sound tax policy. To allow a taxpayer to enjoy the tax-

free buildup of a reserve fund under its control, while

retaining the right to the income of the fund, will surely

result in a distortion of the taxpayer's income. The fund

could become a tax shelter device free from any effective

supervision.

The Bill leaves unanswered numerous other critically

important questions concerning the nature of the trust

fund and the fiduciary responsibilities. The amount of

reserves involved will be large in the aggregate, yet unlike

employee benefit plans maintained pursuant to the provisions

of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974

('ERISAO), no standards or guidelines are provided in the

Bill with respect to funding requirements, fiduciaries, self-

dealing or other prohibited transactions. The self-insurance

reserve may also have serious liquidity problems, since

there is no way to accurately estimate funds needed to meet
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contingent liabilities. This may result in problems of

fiduciary liability under general legal principles even if

ERISA-type standards are not adopted.

In addition, there is no specified class of trust

beneficiaries with defined interests which must be protected.

Significant legal issues with respect to disposi-

tion of the funds upon insolvency, bankruptcy, transfer of

assets, merger, etc., of the contributing taxpayer are not

addressed. If it is intended that the funds are not to be

reached by creditors of the contributor, which is unclear,

there may be state law problems concerning the legality of

transfers to the reserve in fraud of creditors or transfers

at a time when the taxpayer's surplus is low. Clearly, the

complexity of the underlying legal problems relating to the

establishment and operation of such funds requires more

extensive consideration and regulation and an effective

means of policing participation.

No Precedent For The Bill Under Existing Code
Sections Dealing With Reserve Deductions

Deductions for additions to certain types of reserves
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which are currently authorized by the Code are fundamentally

different from the proposed self-insurance reserve. One such

provision is Section 166(c) which allows under certain cir-

cumstances a deduction for reasonable additions to a reserve

for bad debts. In Revenue Ruling 58-305, 1958-1 C.B. 117-8,

the Service distinguished such reserves from those for con-

tingent liabilities as follows:

*Section 166(c) of the Code authorizes the
deduction of reasonable additions to a re-
serve for bad debts. The reserve contemplated
under such section, however, relates only to
amounts set aside from the gross income of
a business to provide for probable losses with
respect to accounts and notes receivable on
which credit has been extended.

The general proposition that amounts
credited to a reserve to cover contingent
liabilities may not be deducted for Federal
income tax purposes until such liabilities
become fixed is well settled. Lucas v.
American Code Co., Inc., 280 U.S.-4-5, Ct.D
168, C.B. XX-1 314 (1930); Arthur M. Brown
v. Helvering, 291 U.S. 193, Ct.D 786, C.B.
XIII-1, 223 (1934); Lane Construction Corpora-
tion v. Commissioner, 17 B.T.A. 825. (Emphasis
su-pplied.)

The bad-debt reserve deduction is thus allowed

with respect to amounts already paid out by the taxpayer which

the taxpayer's experience shows will not be returned. It is a

tax accounting adjustment which is made to properly reflect
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income, and it thus conforms to proper tax accounting methods.

Moreover, the taxpayer bears the burden of showing that the

annual addition is reasonable in view of the total reserves

on hand at the end of the taxable year to cover expected bad

debts. Reg. 51.166-4. This is to be contrasted with deduc-

tions for additions to a fund over which the taxpayer retains

control, the assets of which are used to pay future contingent

losses, particularly where no showing need be made that the

reserves are reasonable.

Section 585 of the Code provides special rules for

bad-dcbt reserves for electing commercial banks. Prior to

enactment of that Section as part of the Tax Reform Act of

1969, commercial banks had been permitted by administrative

rulings more generous bad-debt reserves than most taxpayers.

However, the problem of unreasonable accumulations was

recognized by the Service, as for example in Mimeograph 6209,

1947-2, C.B. 26 which stated:

'However, such reserve cannot be permitted
to accumulate indefinitely simply because
of the possibility that at some future date
large losses may be concentrated within a
relatively short period of time and operate
to absorb the greatest probable reserve.
To permit this would sanction the deduction

35-992 0 - 79 - 15
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of a mere contingency reserve for losses,
which is not an allowable deduction for
income or excess profits tax-purposes. This
latter rule makes imperative the imposition
of gome reasonable ceiling on the accumu-
lation of the reserve other than such
indefinite limitation as might eventually
prevail under a moving average method."

In order to bring the bad-debt reserves allowed for

banks under the rulings into line with the bad-debt reserves

allowed for other taxpayers generally,-/ Section 585 was

enacted. That Section provides that after 1987, banks will

generally be permitted to add to their bad-debt reserves only

the amount determined on the basis on the "experience method"

set forth therein. Under this method, the banks are generally.

required to justify reserves on the basis of actual experience

over a six-year period.

As is evident from the foregoing, the reserve deductions

proposed by the Bill are entirely different in purpose and opera-

tion from the bad-debt reserve deductions available to commercial

banks. Zn limiting the additions to the bad-debt reserve to an

amount based on the recent experience of the bank, Congress

recognized that this reserve mechanism was not intended to create

l/ See, H. Rep. No. 91-413, Part 1, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. 121
(1969).
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a fund for unexpectedly large future losses such as are

contemplated in the case of reserves for product liability

losses. Congress provided for a different means of providing

relief in the case of such a loss, by enacting the special

net operating loss carryback rules of Section 172(b)(l)(F).

The Ways and Means Committee provided the following explana-

tion for the addition of that Section:?/

"As a general rule, the bad-debt reserves
that banks are permitted to build up under
the bill will be adequate to cover losses.
However, to provide an extra margin of
safety to protect against the possibility
of unusually large bad-debt losses, banks
will be permitted to carry back net
operating losses for 10 years instead of
3 years as under present law. In addition,
commercial banks will be permitted, as
under present law, to carry forward net
operating losses for 5 years.*

A net operating loss carryback is obviously a more effective

means of making funds available to cover a particular loss

incurred without extending any tax benefits to taxpayers not

incurring such a loss.

In addition to the more restrictive limitations on

additions to bad-debt reserves imposed by Section 585, Congress

./ Id.
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enacted a separate safeguard against possible abuses of the

reserve method by financial institutions during the transitional

period of Section 585. Thus, as part of the Tax Reform Act of

1969, Section 57 of the Code was amended to include as an item

of tax preference the amount by which the reasonable addition to

reserves for bad debts of a financial institution exceeds the

amount which would have been allowable based on the actual

experience of the institution. However, since under H.R. 12429

the reserve addition allowed to the taxpayer is not premised

upon the actual experience of the taxpayer, the tox preference

mechanism does not offer a sensible means of safeguarding against

potential abuses of the self-insurance reserve.

The Code also contains special provisions allowing

deductions for additions to reserves in the case of insurance

companies. However, such deductions are actuarially determined,

subject to state supervision by state insurance authorities

and the earnings thereon are subject to insurance company

tax rates. As in the case of the other special Code provis-

ions dealing with reserves discussed above, they provide no

logical basis of support or favorable comparison for the self-

insurance reserve proposed in the Bill.
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Life insurance companies, which are taxed under spe-

cial provisions of the Code enacted as the Life Insurance Tax

Act of 1959, generally may deduct amounts set aside in policy-

holder reserves in computing their income which is subject to

tax. However, two requirements attaching to their deductibility

readily distinguish them from self-insurance reserves: the reserves

must be required by law (with certain limited exceptions); and

they must also be computed or estimated on the basis of recognized

mortality or morbidity tables and assumed rates of interest.

Section 801 of the Code. Self-insurers under the Bill would

fail to meet both requirements.

In Revenue Ruling 67-435, 1967-2 C.B. 232, the Service

explains the importance of each requirement for tax purposes.

Noting that not all reserves maintained by a life insurance

company are deductible, the Service quotes :e following basic

test established by the Supreme Court in McCoach v. Insurance

Company of North America, 244 U.S. 585 (1917):

=The Act of Congress, on the other hand,
deals with reserves not particularly in
their bearing upon the solvency of the
company, but as they aid in determining
what part of the gross income ought to
be treated as net income for purposes
of taxation."
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The Ruling analyzes the nature and function of a life insurance

reserve, as follows:

"The life insurance reserve is in the nature
of a trust and represents a policy liability
of the company to its policyholders. On the
basis of experience, it is known that a
certain number of the outstanding policies
will become claims at any one time and given
the experience of the same age groups, the
probabilities of death or disability can be
fairly accurately predicted. Thus the life
insurance reserve, broadly defined as the
difference between the present value of the
benefits and the present value of the future
premiums is grounded upon assumptions as to
the rate of death for every age of life and
assumed rates of interest which the company
may reasonably expect to.be realized upon
the investment of the excess premiums for the
duration of the policies. The calculation of
the reserve is an actuarial function and is
the amount theoretically necessary to be
'reserved' out of premiums, wbich, at assumed
rates of interest, will enable the company
to pay all outstanding policies as they be-
come claims, providing the facts are in
accord with the assumptions made. Since only
a certain number of the outstanding policies
will become claims at any one time, the mor-
tality tables and assumed rates of interest
on which the life insurance reserve is based
do not provide for every contingency. They
do not provide for investment losses, changing
expense ratios, or unfavorable mortality
experience. If they did, they would produce
an assumed rate of mortality far greater than
necessary to cover the certain mortality
costs.*

The Ruling concludes that certain life insurance reserves
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based on a formula which was unrelated to any recognized

mortality or morbidity table, which were required by a

state for solvency purposes, did not meet the test that

the reserve be set aside to mature or liquidate future

unaccrued claims as they mature, and thus did not

constitute a life insurance reserve within the meaning of

Section 801(b). Self-insurance reserves would, of course,

fail any test of deductibility for the same reason-- the

reserves are not based on a recognized actuarial, mortality,

interest or any other experience factor.

In accordance with the foregoing, Section 824 of

the Code allows mutual fire and casualty companies deduc-

tions for additions to a "protection against loss account."

It is one of the special provisions of the Code taxing in-

surance companies issuing property and liability insurance

which are organized and regulated under state law. Accord-

ingly, it does not provide a valid analogy for the proposed

self-insurance reserve. The amount deductible as an addi-

tion to the protection against loss account is based on a

percentage of underwriting gains and losses incurred during

the taxable year. The amounts added to the account are avail-

able to meet certain losses for five years, after which
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most of any remaining portion will be included in taxable

income of the sixth year. Thus, unlike the proposed self-

insurance reserve, the deduction allowed represents only

a deferral of tax for the five-year period and not a

complete escape from tax on an unlimited buildup of reserves.

Moreover, Section 824 also calls for an adjustment to the

account to insure that there is no reduction of current tax

on investment income, and Section 825 contains a special

carryover and carryback provision in the case of extraordinary

underwriting losses.

As is evident from the foregoing, the proposed

deduction for additions to a product liability self-insurance

reserve represents a radical departure from accepted principles

of tax accounting, is inconsistent with other provisions of

the Code dealing with reserves and creates a means of escaping

tax on income which is never used to satisfy a liability. The

lack of correlation between the tax deduction and any potential

liability is objectionable and ineffective from the tax view-

point. Any such reserve system would have to be closely regu-

lated and tied closely to the taxpayer's experience. Otherwise,

the tax benefits may be realized, and the financial liabilities

incurred, by different taxpayers.
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Public Policy Objectives Not Achieved

It is apparent that the proposed reserve is equally

objectionable from a public policy viewpoint for the same

reason. Unlike other Code provisions enacted to funnel re-

sources into certain activities, there is no guaranty that the

funds generating the tax benefit will be used to satisfy

the losses intended to be covered. Thus there is a great

tax cost without any corresponding benefit in furtherance

of the public policy objectives. Such a system of self-

insurance is clearly not cost effective. Moreover, since

experience is not dete&minative in setting reserves and

losses are difficult to predict, there is no assurance that

the taxpayer is protected against large losses in any event.

Public policy must be equally concerned with the

interests of the consumer -- the person suffering the losses.

There is clearly no guaranty that the taxpayer liable for the

product liability claims will have adequate r-serves, since

the limitations on reserve additions are not tied to the

experience of the individual taxpayer or any broader-based

experience factor. This problem is compounded by the fact

that reserve payments are wholly voluntary from year to year.
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Moreover, it cannot be said that the Product Liability Loss

Reserve Account is dedicated to the exclusive purpose of

satisfying product liability J4oeps sustained by the tax-

payer, since the taxpayer retains control over the income

and ultimate disposition of the corpus of the trust. if

bonds or tax-exempt obligations are purchased, their market

value would decline as interest rates rise and the trust

corpus available for loss payments would decline even though

the taxpayer could claim the income. It is only the poten-

tial claimant who stands to suffer if the value of the trust

corpus decreases. Without an irrevocable dedication of

funds to the reserve, and proper regulations or other

safeguard to assure proper management of .the fund, the

interests of the consumer would clearly not be protected

and the fund could become simply a mechanism for tax

avoidance by the taxpayer. The elaborate fiduciary rules

of ERISA might well be required before long.

The system of-self-insurance proposed by the Bill

disregards the basic function of insurance. As discussed

above, additions to a Product Liability Loss Reserve Account

permitted by the Bill will not provide a meaningful substitute

for insurance because the size of the fund is not related to
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actual or even estimated future losses. The allowance is

simply a tax incentive to create a fund. It is at best highly

questionable that the creation of such unsupervised funds

would be worth the loss of tax revenues, in view of the

fact that such funds fail to reflect sound tax policy,

have great tax avoidance potential, and are not an effective

means of achieving public policy objectives. If such

funds were used as a literal substitute for insurance the

very protection against loss sought by the Bill would be

seriously impaired.

In this regard, one final issue raised by the Bill

which goes to the heart of the insurance function is the

possibility of establishing pooled funds and the use of captive

insurers. The Bill would provide an incentive to establish

captive insurers which are licensed under state law, yet it

would limit deductions under the same formula applicable to

additions to Product Liability Loss Reserve Accounts. There

is also the possibility that multiple taxpayers could establish

and contribute to a single Product Liability Loss Reserve Account,

which could thus in many states constitute a de facto insurance

company subject to state regulation. In fact, it is possible

accounts established by single taxpayers would be similarly
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classified under state law. However, due to the funding limita-

tions, there is no assurance that these do facto insurance com-

panies would have adequate reserves.

The taxation of investment income of theme insurers

is also unclear. Presumably special Code provisions governing

insurance companies generally should apply, although the Bill

is silent on this point. If they did not, the captive insurer

would have an unfair competitive advantage. An endless tax-

free buildup of reserves is obviously not a tolerable alter-

native. Utilizing a deduction from Federal income taxes

to create mini-insurance companies is clearly not a sensible

solution to current problems associated with product liability

losses.

Summary and Conclusions

H.R. 12429 raises a host of fundamental legal,

equitable, tax policy, tax accounting, public policy, and

overall business-sense questions.

It is apparently designed to aid and protect tax-

payers which may incur product liability losses by providing

a tax benefit to them. While the Bill, if enacted, would
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unquestionably provide benefits to such taxpayers (even though

some eight suffer no losses), it provides no assurance that

funds will be available to assist injured parties at the

time of their loss.

From a general legal and tax viewpoint, the Bill

violates long-established principles to the effect that

deductions are allowable with respect to the incurrence of

a fixed or known liability, and not merely for the purpose

of allowing a taxpayer to establish reserves for self-insur-

ance. It requires no great ima ination to visualize how many

different kinds of taxpayers would like to reduce taxes by

creating such reserves.

Decisional law and Internal Revenue Service rulings

of long standing must be conceptually rejected and overturned,

if this Bill is to be enacted. Any departure from the accepted

standards long applied to deductions for reserves must be

closely scrutinized, and the case for such a departure must be

clear and convincing on all important grounds.

A Bill such as this one, which would permit tax-

payers to withdraw income earned on amounts contributed
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to a reserve account, vii undoubtedly lead to the investment

of funds in tax-exempt securities and have a disruptive

effect of serious proportions over a period of time in the

tax-exempt markets. The adoption of H.R. 12429 concepts

which, in effect, would create a tax shelter device of

importance, free from effective supervision, seems unwise.

The Bill would sanction the development of large

trust funds in the aggregate, which inherently involve

fiduciary responsibilities. To deal with such responsibilities

wisely and prudently would entail the inclusion in the Bill

of standards and guidelines with respect to any type of

self-dealing or other prohibited transactions, such as those

enumerated in ERISA. Mechanisms for monitoring appropriate

performance by those funds would have to be established in

time, if not immediately. Identification of the classes of

beneficiaries of the trust who are to be protected would be

needed, and this would create greater complexities.

The Bill would also create unanswerable questions

regarding creditors' rights generally under various state

laws, in the event of insolvency, bankruptcy etc. The
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complexity of the problems in this area requires far more

consideration than has as yet been given to the matter,

and indicates another area in which detailed regulations

may be required.

Analysis of other sections of the Code relating

to deductions for additions to certain types of reserves

such as those maintained by commercial banks for bad-debt

reserves have been reviewed and found to be intrinsically

different in substance and effect from the proposed Bill.

The proposed product liability reserve fund deductions

are entirely different in purpose and operation from the

bad-debt reserve deductions available to commercial banks.

Furthermore, the Congress has previously recognized the

abuse of tax reserves in this area, by including excess bad

debt reserves as an item of preference. Similarly, deduc-

tions for reserves permitted to life insurance companies are

based upon entirely different concepts which require that

they be based upon recognized mortality or morbidity tables

and assumed rates of interest, and be required by law. The

proposed product loss reserve would lack these essential

elements. Similarly, deductions allowable to mutual fire

and casualty companies for additions to a loss account have
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built-in protection devices and provide only limited tax

deferral and not a complete escape from tax on an unlimited

buildup of reserves.

It is our view that the problems created by

this Bill far outweigh any potential benefits to be derived

from its enactment. Substantial tax cost could result

without any corresponding benefit to the public in further-

ance of the Bill'@ public policy objectives. Overall, the

legal, equitable, tax accounting and tax policy issues

raised, which require extended analysis and consideration,

are substantial and complex. In view of such problems and

issues, the likelihood of achieving sound public policy

objectives in a prudent, economic manner by enactment of the

Bill is too remote to merit its favorable consideration.

Very truly yours,
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BRIMMER & COMPANY, INC. Ecomic d Fnaie CoommUamn
Sulu to (tot) 4-u4 / 501 CONECTICUT AVENUG,N.W.

WAMHINTON, O.0C.

MOewV. SauM August 23, 1978

The Honorable Russell B. Long
Chairman, Committee on Finance
2227 DLrksen Office Building
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Long:

I am writing in response to your notice of public hearings
August 28, 1978. concerning S. 1611 and S. 3049. The first bill
would provide tax deductions for additions to a reserve for
product liability losses, and the second would provide tax de-
ductions for amounts placed in a reserve for product liability
losses and expenses and for amounts paid to captive insurers. I
would like very such to testify, but I must be in Brazil on
August 28, and cannot adjust my itinerary to appear during your
hearing.

In response to a request by the American Insurance Association,
BRD R & COKPANY completed a study August 15 on Tax Incentives
and Self-Insurance Against Product Liability The main purpose
was to estimate the potential Toss of revetwue to the Federal Treasury
that might result from adoption of tax incentives for self-insurance.

In our study (for which I had principal responsibility), five
different propositions which have been introduced in Congress were
assessed, and their potential impact on the U.S. Treasury was esti-
mated. The analysis was based primarily on data for 856 large cor-
porations (with sales in excess of $100 million) and for a random
sample of 300 companies, a significant proportion of which represent
industries which encounter product liability problems.

If these 856 large corporations were to take deductions allowed
under any one of these propositions, the losses to the U.S. Treasury
could range from $36 million to $12 billion, depending upon the
specific alternative. If the average premium rate for all products
(except those in the severe product category) is .34 per cent, a
deduction allowed under legislation involving a 2 per cent or 5 per
cent of sales would substantially increase the loss to the U.S.
Treasury. If deductions were based upon fair market value, the
Treasury would also .experience a loss. In calculating fair market

35.52 0- 70 - 1
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value, it was assumed pre&lium rates might increase by 41 per cent.
This is due to the fact that more large corporations may be inclined
to self-insure -- and wculd do so for a larger percentage of product
liability coverage. If these large corporations no longer insure
with conventional insurance companies at present levels, premium
rates could increase.

One of the proposals before Congress amends Section 537 of the
Internal Revenue Code to allow amounts accumulated in the loss re-
serve account or paid to a captive insurer to be deductible. There
is a loss to the Treasury in this instance in addition to losses
from deductions for contributions to a reserve and from the reserve's
investment income. For 856 large corporations, we estimate the loss
to the Treasury at $4 billion.

Under S. 3049, which provides deductions for five per cent of
9ross receipts, the potential loss to the Treasury would be $12.3

ilon if 856 cororations chose to self-insure totally. The loss
could increase to123.2 billion if 300 manufacturers of all sizes
were to self-insure. Under Part B of S. 3049. which allows deduc-
tions for two per cent of gross receipts, the loss to the Treasury
could be $9.4 billion if 856 corporations chose to self-insure
totally. If 300 manufacturers of various size self-insured, the
potential loss would be $6.6 billion.

Again, I regret sincerely my absence from the countryAutust 28.
Enclosed is a copy of my study. I respectfully request tat tt be
entered in the record of your hearings on product liability self-
insurance. We would be glad to respond to any questions from you
or your staff, or from the staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation.

Sincerely yours,

AFB:wb

Enclosure: Report
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Preface

This report was prepared at the request of the American
Insurance Association. The task was to estimate the potential
loss in revenue to the U.S. Treasury if Federal legislation
were adopted to allow self-insured product liability reserves
set aside by U.S. corporations to be treated as tax deductible.

In carrying out the assignment, we received considerable
assistance from representatives of the Association (particularly
Mr. Walter D. Vinyard, Jr., Counsel in the Association's Washington
Office). However, the analysis undertaken and conclusions reached
are our own responsibility.

At my invitation, and with guidance from me, Mrs. Constance
Newman (of the Newman & Hermanson Company) and Mrs. G. Lorch
Nimetz (who served as a Consultant to BRI1*ER & COMPANY) designed
the analytical framework within which the assignment was carried
out. Mrs. Newman also had day-to-day managerial responsibility
for the project. Ms. Marie Murray (Assistant Vice President)
served as my alternate in maintaining an overview of the work.

In addition, a considerable amount of effort was required to
gather the statistics on which the estimates are based. Working
under Mrs. Newman's supervision, Miss Irene Bick, Miss Geraldine
Sumter, and IMs. Judith Hermanson took the lead in making the
calculations and in data analysis. Miss Loretta Dumas, Ms. Tamnar
Zeheb, Miss Gail Andra Shade, Miss Elveta Martin, and Ms. Ingrid
Barlow, served as Research Assistants. Mrs. Grace Stewart was
responsible for administrative coordination.

I have had overall responsibility for the assignment--including
the final version of the report.

Andrew F. Brimmer
President
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, a controversy has developed re-

garding the availability and cost of product liability

insurance. A number of manufacturers have alleged that

such coverage has become unavailable or unaffordable. These

charges have been echoed in editorials in business publica-

tions. On the other hand, spokesmen for the insurance

industry have attempted to refute the claims.

In response to t.he intense interest in the status of

product liability, an Interagency Task Force on Product

Liability (ITFPL) was established by the Federal Government

in April, 1976. After a great deal of probing, the Task1/
Force issued its report in 1977. - The group's key con-

clusions can be summarized briefly:

(1) "There is no widespread problem
of product liability insurance
being unavailable. A few
companies in the Tesk Force's
target industries and other high-risk
product lines are having
difficulty obtaining product
liability insurance. For some
others, product liability rates
would appear to be unaffordable--
it has been persuasively argued
to the Task Force that this is a
practical equivalent of unavailability." 2/

I/ U.S. Department of Commerce, Interagency Task Force
on Product Liability: Final Report, 1977. (Referred
to below as Final Report3.

2/ Final Report, Vol. Id., p. xxxv.
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(2) "There has been a substantial increase
in the cost of product liability insurance
since 1974 in all of the Task Force's
target industries. The increase in pre-
miums appears to have been greater for
small as compared to large businesses.
Also, small firms appear less able to
cope with affordability problems than large
firms. Certain industries appear to have
been subject to very substantial increases.
These include manufacturers of medical devices,
pharmaceuticals, power lawnmowers, industrial
chemicals, and metal castings." 3/

In contrast, many representatives of the insurance

industry have argued that there is no basis for claiming

that product liability insurance is either unavailable or un-

affordable in tht United States. To support their position,

they supplied a considerable amount of documentation to the

Task Force.
4

Aside from the differences as to the nature and extent

of the obstacles to obtaining product liability coverage,

there are also differences with respect to the best way to

cope with the situation. One approach currently under consid-

eration in both the Carter Administration and the Congress

would modify present Federal Government tax policy and legis-

lation to permit corporate taxpayers to make deductions for

the cost of self-insurance for product liability losses. A

number of bills have already been introduced in the Congress

3/ Final Report,, Vol. Id.,p. xxxvi.

4/ U.S. Department of Comerce, Interagency Task Force
on Product Liability: Final Report of the Insurance
Study, 1977, Vol. 1, pp. 2 ie. erfe e -o below as
TH-crutry Study).
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to achieve this goal, and others have been drafted for con-

sideration.

Most of the suggestions have several features in

common. These are:

(1) A provision to amend Section 165 of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 so that
deductions for contributions to a reserve
(trust) for product liability losses are
allowed.

(2) A provision to allow the expenditure of
funds in the reserve/trust account to pay
future product liability claims and re-
lated administrative expenses.

(3) A provision to establish a limitation on
the amount paid into the reserve account
which would be tax deductible. Some of
the propositions establish a numerical
formula limiting the amount deductible to
a percentage of annual gross receipts;
others use descriptive terms to define the
level of maximum deductions such as "fair
market value" and "reasonable cost."

Some of the propositions also include the following

variations:

(1) A provision to allow-a tax deduction for the
income derived from investment of the assets
of a taxpayer's product liability loss re-
serve account.

(2) A provision to amend Section 537 of the Inter-
nal Revenue Code so that amounts accumulated
in the loss reserve account would not be sub-
ject to accumulated earnings tax.

(3) A provision to allow a tax deduction for a
portion of payments to a captive insurer for
product liability coverage not now allowed
under the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

The idea of allowing a tax deduction for self-insur-

ance was also considered by the Interagency Task Force. It
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indicated that:

"It has been suggested to the Task Force that a
possible method of helping to alleviate product
liability insurance availability problems for
small businesses would be to permit them to set
aside a portion of their pre-tax income to fund
a specific reserve . . . (T)here are a number
of difficulties with self-insurance as a prod-
uct liability remedy. First, in light of its
potential impact on the tax revenue of the Fed-
eral Government, strong policy reasons would be
needed to justify it." 5/

.. . the Task Force did not have the opportu-
nity to have the Department of the Treasury
undertake a full tax evaluation of this partic-
ular remedy. 5/

Apparently, the U.S. Treasury itself still has not

made an estimate of the potential loss of revenue that might

result from the adoption of the self-insurance approach to

compensate for the risk of product liability. Yet, such an

amendment to the Internal Revenue Code may have an adverse

impact on the Federal Treasury. Moreover, there is also a

possibility that the adoption of one or more of the pro-

posals described above would reduce tax receipts of a number

of State governments. In addition to income and real and

personal property taxes, a substantial number of states also

levy special taxes on insurers. The most important of these

is the premium tax. The majority of States tax the gross

premiums (usually about 3 per cent) collected by property
61

and liability insurance companies. V

5/ Task Force, Final Report, VII, p. 169

6/ S.S. Huebner, K. Black, Jr., and R.S. Cline, Property
and Liability Insurance, Second Edition, 1976p _.76U8.
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Purpose and Organization of Peport

The present report was undertaken to provide at

least a rough estimate of the potential revenue costs to

the U.S. Treasury if tax incentives for self-insurance against

product liability losses are adopted.

The report is organized as follows: In Section II,

the analytical framework, estimating techniques, and data

sources used are discussed. Estimates of revenue loss to the

U.S. Treasury are presented in Section III. The estimates are

calculated for five different variations of the self-insurance

approach. Finally, a summary and the key conclusions of the

study are presented in Section IV. Some of the basic data used

in the study are contained in the Appendix.
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SECTION II

ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK AND DATA SOURCES

The estimates of t x revenue losses which might

result from the adoption of tax incentives for self-insurance

against product liabilities have been derived on the basis of

a number of assumptions and by reliance on a variety of data

sources. These assumptions and sources of information are

described in this section.

It was assumed that the Congress might enact some ty.e

of proposal to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to pro-

vide for corporate deductions for self-insurance against

product liability losses. This could be-done in a variety of

ways, and a number of bills have been introduced to provide

some form of Federal tax incentive for self-insurance. In this

study, five different propositions were assessed. The essen-

tial characteristics of the five alternatives with respect

to the Federal treatment of tax deductions for self-insurance

can be smmarized as follows:

Proposition I. Ordinary risk (2 per cent
of gross receipts).

Proposition It. Ordinary plus severe risk
(5 per cent of gross receipts).

Proposition 1II. Fair market value.
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Proposition IV. Fair market value plus
reserve and investment
income.

Proposition V. Dollar limitation vs.
severity of risk plus
reserve and investment
income.

Strategic Assumptions

The detailed features of each of these alternatives

are described in connection with the presentation of the

specific estimates. However, a number of key assumptions are

common to most of the latter, and they should be kept in mind.

(1) Any estimate of potential revenue losses to the

U.S. Treasury must be derived from a comparison between the

amount of deductions for liability insurance which taxpayers

are currently making and the amount of such deductions which

they might take in the future--if tax incentives were adopted.

Such a comparison would require an analysis of potential de-

ductions taken by firms for payment of premiums to conventional

insurance companies, for allowable self-insurance expenses,

and for payments to the captive insurance companies under the

present provisions of the tax code.

To estimate these amounts directly, it would have been

necessary to undertake a canvass of all business taxpayers.

But, because of a lack of time and resources, such a survey

could not be carried out. Instead, the estimates had to be

gotten on the basis of an indirect approach. Thus, it was
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-assumed that premiums paid property and casualty insurance

companies for liability coverage (and' deducted for tax pur-

poses) would vary systematically with the level of a firm's

sales. Initially, it was also assumed that businesses exposed

to product liability would seek full coverage.

(2) Of course, not all corporations would choose to

self-insure--even with a tax incentive. Many of the smaller

firms could not afford to self-insure. They do not have the

capital to pay large product claims, and one loss could exceed

one year's total sales. Moreover, such firms do not have

captive insurance companies, and commercially available product

liability policies do not have deductibles. Whenever available

at reasonable cost, the smaller firms will probably continue

to purchase insurance--already a tax deduction.

The above considerations suggest that the U.S. Treasury

is not likely to lose much revenue because small firms choose

to self-insure. To change the situation, tax incentive propos-

als would have to be designed specifically for small businesses.

Thus, the large corporations are the ones most likely to

self-insure--thereby creating the revenue losses for the Fed-

eral Government.

(3) Even if the most liberal tax incentive were enacted,

it is improbable that all corporate taxpayers would be prepared

to absorb 100 per cent of the product liability claims it could

face. Most of the large companies will probably set a ceiling

on self-insurance and cover the remaining risk by purchasing

35-992 0 - 79 - 17
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insurance in the marketplace.

A rough idea of the likely division between self-

insurance and purchased coverage can be gotten from the

Fortune Market Research Survey for 1973. which collected data

on Fortune's 500 top corporations. In that year, 14 per cent

of the companies retained 25 per cent or more of their total

risk. Sixty-six per cant said they planned to increase their

retentions. Nearly 40 per cent of the second Fortune 500

companies had similar plans. These benchmarks suggest that

large firms--on average--might retain at least 25 per cent of

product liability risk--although a much higher percentage

might actually emerge under a scheme of tax incentives. For

the present study, the proportion was assumed to be in the

range of 25 per cent to 30 per cent.

(4) In estimating the potential impact on the U.S.

Treasury--if one of the various tax incentive proposals were

enacted into law--several types of industries were excluded.

They were financial institutions (including insurance companies)

and publishing firms. They were excluded from the analysis

because their exposure to product liability claims is much

less than that faced by the average manufacturing enterprise.

In addition, for the corporations included in the study, no

estimates were made of the product liability premiums paid

for services.
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Types of Estimates and Data Sources

To provide an appreciation of the range of potential

effects of the various tax incentives on the United States

Treasury, two (2) different estimates were provided. The

calculations were derived on the following assumptions:

(1) Only large firms would take advantage
of the new opportunity to self-insure.

(2) A variety of firms of all sizes with
product liability probls wou d self-
insure.

In addition, two (2) projections were made to provide

a rough indication of the potential impact of the alternative

proposals on those industries which face significant product

liability exposure and on the economy as a whole. The projec-

tions were for:

(1) Ten industry groups represented by the
firms identified in (2) above.

(2) All manufacturing firms in the United
States combined.

To assess the impact of the tax incentives if only

large businesses were to self-insure, the analysis began with

the top 1.000 firms in Fortune's 1978 list. Sales and product

data for each company, covering 1976 and 1977, were compiled

from Form 10-K filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission

(SEC). In the process of compiling data, 144 companies were

excluded. Eighty (80) of these were excluded because Form 10-K's

were not available or the company had merged. Sixty-four (64)

were excluded because they were financial institutions (banks,

insurance companies, etc.) or were providing services. These
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exclusions left 856 companies for which data could be used

in the analysis.

These 856 firms had factory sales of $1,019,050

million in 1977. In the same year, total business sales

(manufacturing and trade) amounted to $2,677,787 million.

Thus, the 856-company sample represented 38.1 per cent of

economy-wide sales. (The individual companies, by sales

ranking in 1977, are listed in Appendix Table A.)

The sales figures for each company were used as the

base, and the assumed percentage premium rates were used as

multipliers, to calculate the potential deduction for self-

insurance. In determining present deductions, 0.34 per cent

was used for products carrying ordinary risk of generating

product liability; the rates identified by the Interagency

Task Force were used for severe risk of exposure.

To estimate the impact if a variety of firms of all

sizes were to self-insure, a random sample of 300 firms was

selected from those listed in the 1978 Dun and Bradstreet

Million Dollar Directory, which lists most companies with sales

of $1 million and over. All of these were manufacturing firms,

and they had total sales of $91,792 million in 1977. In the

same year, total manufacturing sales amounted to $1,327,341

million. Thus, the 300-company sample represented 6.9 per cent

of sales by all manufacturers.

The 300-company sample was designed to represent 10

industrial classes. Nine of these contained products identified

by the Interagency Task Force as posing potential product
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liability insurance problems. These products are (1) indust-

rial machinery; (2) grinding wheels; (3) ferrous and non-

ferrous metal castings; (4) industrial chemicals; (5) air-

craft components; (6) automotive components; (7) medical

devices; (8) pharmaceuticals; and (9) power lawrmowers.

A tenth (10th) category contained those firms not fitting into

either of the above classifications.

The companies were also selected on the basis of size,

as determined by 1977 sales: (1) under $2.5 million; (2) $2.5

to $100 million; and (3) over $100 million. Each size group

contained 100 companies. Originally, the intention was to

select 30 companies for each of the 10 industrial classes, with

the 30 firms in turn distributed equally among the three size

classes. This scheme was generally followed. But, as shown in

Appendix Table B, this could not be done in every case. How-

ever, 270 of the firms in the 300-company sample manufactured

one or more items in the nine product categories which pose

some degree of product liability.

In determining present deductions, 0.34 per cent was

used for products carrying ordinary risk of generating product

liability; the rates identified by the Interagency Task Force

were used for severe risk of exposure.

The next task was to obtain data which would permit

the projection of the estimates to industry- and economy-wide

levels if a variety of firms were to self-insure at least part

of their risk. Both projections were based on data for firms
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in the 300-company sample.

In the first projection, the task was to use the

previously derived deductions for the 300 companies to esti-

mate deductions for those industries in which a number of

firms produce items carrying significant product liability

exposure. For this purpose, 1977 sales data for 140 manu-

facturing industries were used. These industries were listed

in U.S. Department of Coerce, U.S. Industrial Outlook, 1978.

The industries were distributed (on the basis of the Standard

Industrial Classification Code--SIC) among the 10-group cate-

gories into which the 300-company sample had been divided.

(The 140 industries are shown in Appendix Table C.) For each

of the 10 classes, the value of industry sales (shipments) in

1977 was calculated. The premium/sales ratios previously cal-

culated for the firms in the 300-company sample were then used

to estimate the potential loss to the U.S. Treasury through

self-insurance--if the deductions were confined largely to

those industries in which firms produce items carrying signif-

icant product liability risks.

In the second projection, the task was to use the

preaium/sales ratios previously calculated for the 300-company

sample to derive estimates of the potential loss to the U.S.

Treasury--if all manufacturing firms elected to rely to some

degree on self-insurance against claims arising from product

liability. For this purpose, the value of sales (shipments)

in 1976 by all manufacturers was used as the base. (These
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sales, by major industry group, are shown in Appendix Table D.)

The calculations were carried out in the same way as described

above.

Estimate of Present Deductions

In order to determine the potential impact of the various

alternatives on the U.S. Treasury, it was first necessary to

estimate the current deductions taken by firms for premiums

paid to conventional insurance companies. Since this study

did not involve a canvass of business taxpayers, the estimates

had to be developed indirectly. For the 856 corporations with

sales of $100 million and over, and for the 300 firms selected

at random and the industries they represent, the calculations

were made as follows:

(i) Deductions for premiums paid to conventional
insurance companies were calculated by taking
product liabi lity premium rates as a percentage
of sales. For the products in the target pro-
duct categories defined by the Interagency
Task Force, the rates identified by the latter
for each product were used. (These rates are
shown in Appendix Table E.) For all other
product categories, .34 per cent was applied
to the corporate sales figure. (The source of
the .34 per cent was the Industry Study of
Product Liability for the nt enc--ask
Force, Table 4-8, Primary Product Liability
Cost per$1,000 sales.)

(2) Having calculated the potential deductions, the
loss to the United States Treasury under the
present Internal Revenue Code was estimated.
It was assumed that, without the deductions
allowed under a specific tax incentive, the tax
aid to the United States Treasury would have
een 20 per cent on the first $25,000, plus
22 per cent on the next $25,000, and 26 per cent
surtax on the excess over $50,000.
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The premium rates used in the estimation of the

amount of premiums paid by a11 corporations (including the

top Fortune 500) did not allow for any deviation in total

premiums paid as a result of the size of the firm purchasing

the coverage. An alternative calculation with a credit (or

discount) for the size of the customer firm would result in

an increase in the loss to the U.S. Treasury under the various

propositions. There is substantial evidence to indicate that

the cost of product liability insurance (measured in terms of

premiums per thousand dollars of sales) is generally much
7/

lower for the larger firms.- However, despite extensive

probing among representatives of insurance companies which

sell product liability coverage--as well as among representatives

of firms which buy it--it was not possible to obtain good est-

imates of the magnitude of these deviations from generally

quoted premium rate~i.
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SECTION III

ESTIMATES OF REVENUE LOSS TO U.S. TREASURY

In this section, the estimates of potential revenue loss

to the U.S. Treasury are presented -- on the assumption that

some form of tax Incentive for self-insurance against product

liability might be enacted. The estimates are calculated for

each of the alternative approaches described above.

Proposition I: Ordinary Risk

Under this proposition, taxpayers would be allowed tax deduc-

tions for contributions to a product liability loss reserve account.

The amount of the deductions could not exceed 2 per cent of the

taxpayer's gross receipts for the taxable year from the manufacture,

importation, distribution, lease, or sale of any item which may

expose the firm to any product liability. The 2 per cent figure

was taken as a rough measure of ordinary risk.

For purposes of this report, net sales figirei were used

rather than gross receipts. The sales data are readily available

from the Form 10-K which corporations file with the Securities

and Exchange Commission. Moreover, in many instances, there is

little difference between net sales and gross receipts from the

sale of a product.

Once the deductions under this proposition were determined,

the loss to the U.S. Treasury was calculated. Tvo types of esti-

mates of the potential loss are provided. The first set of
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calculations was done on the assumption that o larie firms

would self-insure. The sample of 856 firms discussed-above was

the source of information for this part of the analysis. The

second set of calculations was done on the assumption that a

variety of firms of all sizes would choose to self-insure. The

300-company sample was the basis of this phase of the inquiry.

Table 1 smarizes the estimates of the potential deductions

if the large companies take advantage of the tax incentives that

might be provided to cover ordinary product liability risk through

self-insurance. Information is also presented which shows the

difference in maximum deductions allowable under Proposition I

compared with the present law. Table 2 presents estimates of the

potential loss to the U.S. Treasury -- if the availAble deductions

recorded in Table 1 were actually taken.

The deductions shown in Table 1 and the loss to the Treasury

in Table*2 were calculated for four different levels of participa:-

tion in the self-insurance activity. If all of the 856 large

companies were to participate fully, the potential deductions under

Proposition I might amount to $20.4 billion. Under the present

Internal Revenue Code, the potential deductions for premiums (if

these 856 firms insured vlth conventional insurance companies) were

estimated at $5.8 billion. Thus, as shown in Table 2, the loss

to the Treasury was estimated at $9.8 billion under Proposition I.

The above estimates were derived on the assumption that all

of the 856 large corporations participated fully in a self-insurance

activity. However, it is conceivable that only some of the firms
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For "99; r; t[ions 9.771 0,794 5.063 2.931

i€'r kt--resent Law
ror too Corporations 212 212 22 2.2___

t6(rY- 8 Cor porat ions O IM 5. .
ker J 0 Corporatone 1s105 1.105 1.105 1.10_____
F -;" 'A a orporat on* "1,456 .......-- " ,456 1.456

or )-00Corporat ons 1.641 1.641 . .. .. ..
'o -TOO orpor nations 2r09 2 096.09 1 0._ .O.__.

-Ci'h Corporations 2,757 2,757 5 2,757

,iur.:rncs between present
law and Proposition

For 100 Corporations 1.356 _J.201 .. ; 5
g r'(- 200 Cocporat ono l m,60 1.713 973 .,.jF _ _

F- C5rp orat one 3.150 2,732 - 2.7..
F160 l 400 :at'itons 3.970 3,427 1.200 -

F-o 6 950 trat ions 4.609 3,964 -2029-
5 r- O 5,34 4,591 2, 36 _

--r)ra 5,812 4,__95 _ 2.542
F'or154 Corporaions 7, O1 4 6,037 3,106

I/Cac~lal~fl D~BKAIUH a...1~r~. ~ -'.....

I/Calculations by BR INKER & q . Nz [ran m u. io.s - s.- .r-+ vie '0011, ... V - ----...
each corporation of 20 per cent of the first $25,000: 22 per cent of the second $25,000: and

48 per cent of the balance.
2/The corporations were divided into groups of 100, each group containing companies of various sizes

and manufacturing a variety of products.
3/Figures are cumulative.

1 dt l
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would take part, but they might do so to a limited extent. To

allow for these possibilities, calculations were made which matched

the extent of participation with the proportion of allowable deduc-

tions actually taken. The number of companies were divided into

groups of 100 -- each group containing firms of various size and

manufacturing a variety of products. Four levels of allowable deduc-

tions were assumed: 100 per cent; 90 per cent; 60 per cent. and

30 per cent. The estimates of the potential deductions for combina-

tions of participation and percentage of allowable deuctions taken

are shown in Table 1, and the potential losses to the U.S. Treasury

are shown in Table 2.

These calculations are based on the assumption that the com-

panies would not supplement their self-insurance with coverage by

conventional insurance companies. In all probability, that would

not be the case. 'Cousequently, any level of participation of less

than 100 per cent would w6st likely result in an under-estimation

of the loss to the Treasury. At 90 per cent participation, the

loss attributed to the 856 companies is estimated at $8.8 billion;

at 60 per cent participation it is $5.9 billion, abid at 30 per cent

participation it is $2.9 billion.

However, there are sub-groups among the 856 firms where partic-

ipation in a program of self-insurance based on allowable deductions

of 2 per cent of sales would result in revenue gains to the Treasury.

These gains accrue when the products manufactured by the taxpayer

are in the "severe" product liability category; the present premium
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rates are above 0.34 per cent, and corporations do not supplement

their self-insurance coverage with conventional insurance.

Tables 3 and 4, respectively, contain the estimates of the

potential deductions and revenue losses to the Treasury -- if the

members of the 300-firm sample were to self-insure under Proposition

1. Of these 300 enterprises, 270 fall into industries identified

by the Interagency Task Force as facing potentially serious product

liability problems.

If all of these firms were to participate fully in the program,

the potential deductions for tax purposes could amount to $1.9

billion. The largest potential deductions ($427 million) would be

available to firms in the metal casting industry; the smallest

($90 million) would accrue to firms producing automotive components.

Potential revenue loss to the Treasury would be around $895

*million -- if all of the 300 firms were to participate fully. The

losses would be distributed among firms in the different industry

groups in the same pattern described for potential deductions.

As explained above, the figures for the 300-company sample

were used to estimate the not loss to the U.S. Treasury if the

entire industry represented by the sample of firms in that particular

industry chose to self-insure under Proposition I. The projection

from 300-.firm sample to the industry level was based on value of

shipments by selected manufacturing industries in 1977 -- as ex-

plained in Section It. The results are show in Table 5, panel(a).

If 100 per cent self-insurance were to prevail, the potential Loss

to the Treasury would amount to $4.1 billion. As the level of
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TABLE 3. Potential Deductiona 
2

or Product Liability Insurance Coverage
Under Ordinary Risk (Deductions Based on 2 Per Cent of SaLes
Representing Gross Receipts for a Random Sample of 300 Firms) j/

Deductions (in millions of dollars)

100 per 90 ©cr 60 per 30 per
cent self- cent self- cent self- cent self
insurance insurarce insurance insurance

nder ProposLtion I

Industrial cir84 6 2S
Grindin1 whM 1e. . 147..
Ferrous cas Ai
Industrial zn~cl 2. .=f.-______
Aircraft comoonents - 230 l 7 2I 3' 06 49
Auto components I'', 81 54 J.
Medical covices 20 ad4 121 61P'harmaceuticals 1 68 5 101 So_
Lawnm.-fars l 144 03 I a &I4
Other A7 29

TOTAL1.1 9

nder Present Law

Industial 4cu4ery
Ferrous casti-gs jjj.. Ks. .L'.

Industrial chemicals 1 114 114 114 114
Aircraft components 1 94 1 j*94* 9.4. ....... jj..
Auto comonents 64 j 64 - 4* 64
t ca devices 90 90 9, ?9.
Marrnceuticals 73 TO________ 73

Lawmwvers I 65 I 65 65
Other 14 1 14 14 14

TOTAL 7 T7O 8 1

) 'ference between I
recent Law and2
r position I

Industrial machine 51 41 13 - 1

Ferrous castiNgs 272 j 230 4102 -"2J7
Industrial chemicals 42 _116 .0 r - 17
Aircraft comoonents i. 441 11 2
Auto cornent, 26 17 .. -LL.- 37

i.Car devices 11 d I ,2
Pharmaceuticalz 1 7* 22 1 2.3
Lawn:%owe r 7 -'1
o th*"y [n......14

TOTAL II j 3 7
l/Calcut iOn by BRIP4ER & COMPANY from: 1) Sales fiqures in the 1976

lun 6 Bradstreet Directory, 21 Product Liability Insurance Premiumrates frnm the Tnsuranc s tudy r ( mal ",,"rt. Tnleroeiency Task rorce
on Product LiAbility.
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TABLE 4. Potential Loss to tSe
2

.S. Treasury for Product Liability
Insurance Coverae Under Ordinary Risk (Deductions Based
on 2 Per Cent of Sales Representing Gross Receipts for a
Random Sample of 300 Firms) j/

LosS (in millions of dollars)

LO0 per 90 oar 60 per 30 per
cent self- cent self- cent self- cent $If
insurance insurance insurance insurance

;nder Proposition I

Industria 44 40 27 13
Grinding WHfte e r -is -W* * 79
riefrous cas tig 11........ ...... ________ - -

Inuetralcn as 12s 111 ~ ~ j**
icft comoonens 11n 13 -. I l.ccato oonnts 43 lq2K 11

MedC ,aevces 91 - S I 2
Pharmaceuticals 12 . . . . | L 24

* Lawmweor 21 j2 A.L.
45M - 411 2ff 14

TOTA-L 995 ql I;

Hinder Present Law

* industrial machinery 20 20 20 20
Grinding 'dholls I r.... I3L A lL..I&.arou asH !74 74 74 74

Inusr 3 C-T-- S4 54S54 54
Aircraft comoonents * S 45 45 .l45
Auto components 31 3 31 1

a Medical devices 43 43 43 43
Pharmaceu ical iS s
Lawnmoers 31 1
othor 6_____ 6 6 1_____ 6

TOTAL ,374 174 374 '"37
d ff eence between
resent Law and

ProposLtion I

industrial ac-inery 24 . L 7 7
Grinding %ehee is 42.... 34JL... 1.L.... -12I...
Ferrous cst !s 131 110 L -12
Indus tria caca Is 69j*.. -17
Aircraft Components A [ -4 .- 12

Pharmaceutical I 4s7 I 3 3-
Lawnnoers 3s- 35 * 1L" !

TOTAL 164 -106

11 Calculations by SRDMR & COiQAMY from deductions as reported in
Table 3 using A tax rate for each firm 20 per cent of the first
$25,000; 22 per cent of the second $25,000; and 48 per cent of the
balance.
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participation declined, the toss would decrease as follows: 90

per cent, $3.6 billion; 60 per cent, $2.4 billion, and 30 per cent,

$1.2 billion.

For the entire manufacturing sector, the potential revenue

Loss to the U.S. Treasury might amount to $6.7 billion under

Proposition I, as shown in Table 5, panel(b). (This estimate is

based on manufacturers' shipments, by major industry group in

1976 -- as explained above). At 90 per cent self-insurance, the

potential loss is $6.0 billion; at 60 per cent it is $4.0 billion,

and at 30 per cent it is $2.0 billion.

Proposition II: Ordinary Plus Severe Risk

Under this proposition taxpayers would be allowed annual tax

deductions for contributions to a product liability loss reserve

account not to exceed:

(1) 5 per cent of the gross receipts of the tax-
payer for the taxable year from the manu-
facture, importation, distribution, lease
or sale of a product where the taxpayer quali-
fies as having a severe product liability
problem ("Severe UI-k'); and

(2) 2 per cent of the gross receipts of the tax-
payer for the taxable year from the manufac-
ture, importation, distribution, lease or
sale of products where the taxpayer does not
qualify as having a severe product la-l tr-
problem ("Ordinary Risk").

In at least one of the self-insurance proposals advanced,

a taxpayer qualifies as having a severe product liability

problem if one of the following situations prevails during a

taxable year: (a) the taxpayer was unable to obtain a premium

quotation for product liability insurance, with coverage of up to

35-993 0 - 79 - 18
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TABLE 5. Potential Loss to U.S. Treasury for Product Liability
Insurance Coverage Under Ordinar Risk (Deductiovs
Based on 2 Per Cent of Gross Receipts for Industries
Represented by the 300 Frms) I/

Loss to Treasury (in millions of dollars)

100 per 90 per 60 per 30 par
:ant self- cent 8elf- cant self- cent $*lf-
insurance Insurance insurance insurance

(a)
Under Proposition I
(Selected industries guide)
Industrial machinery 362 326 217 109
Crinding WheeLS __
-Ferrous castings 315 V1 TI
Industrial chOSIC&ai22 LU - J

Aircraft components 40 4J 79 L- ,

Auto coroents 156 I'5 T3 _
edici evices 40 " L3.

-pharmaceuticals 66
Lawrpowers V
other 2BG zU

TOTAL 4030

(b)3
manufacturers' Sales Guide)
Industrial machinery 927 834 556 278
GC10dinfK wheels-
Ferrous casting 7 Z3
Industrial eicals 3 161
Aircraft components w

Auto co monents T. 597 9
Medical devices IF
Pharmaceuticals F * W
Lawnpowers 9otherI-73 .a9 1 94 1,1

T otal Industry figures not available, hence included in "other" category.
Estimate combined vith "auto components" below, representing the trans-
portation equipment Industry.

1/Calculatons by BPI14TR & COICANY from the losses as reported in Table 4.

2/Estimaced loss based on "value of shipments" by selected manufacturing
- industries in 1977, reported in U.S. Department of Cornerce, U.S. Industrial
Outlook, 1978, Appendix A. pp. 465-468.

31E ciated loss based on "Manufacturers' Sales (shipments)" by major industry

- mroup in 1976, reported in U.S. Department of Commerce, Survey of Current
business, April, 1978, pp. 5-5 and S-6.
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$1,000,000, from any insurer other than a ca.tive insurer; or

(b) the lowest insurance premium quotation for product liability

insurance with coverage of up to $1,000,000 obtaied by the tax-

payer was equal to more than 3.0 per cent of the gross receipts

of the taxpayer for such taxable year.

Since this study did not involve a canvass of the corporations

whose sales data were the foundations for the estimate, it was not

possible to determine which firms qualify as having a severe prod-

ucc liability insurance problem as defined above. Hence, in

developing the estimate, the following approach was taken: A prod-

uct line was defined as having a severe product liability problem

if it were so categorized by the Interagency Task Force on Product

Liability. For those products, the deductions under this Proposition

I were estimated by taking 5 per cent of net sales. ("Net sales"

was used in lieu of "gross receipts" because it was an amount readily

available in the Form 10-K filed with the Securities and Exchange

Commiss ion).

In estimating the deductions by the method employed here,

the loss to Treasury may be under-estimated. It is conceivable that,

under this proposition, a taxpayer will be judged as having a severe

product liability insurance problem if any one of its products makes

it difficult for the firm to obtain conventional insurance. For

that taxpayer, the 5 per cent of gross receipts could be applied to

all products manufactured by the enterprise. That was not the

approach taken in developing the estimate presented here. Instead,
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within one corporation, 5 per cent of sales was taken only of those

products identified by the Interagency Task Force as having the

potential of encountering serious product liability problems.

Two types of estimates of the potential loss to the Treasury

under Proposition II are provided. The first estimate is of the

potential loss if the 856 large corporations chose to self-insure.

The second estimate is of the potential loss to the Treasury if

the members of the 300-firm sample and the industries they represent

participate in a self-insurance activity.

Table 6 provides the estimates of the potential deductions

for the 856 corporations if they take advantage of the tax in-

centives provided by Proposition 11. Table 6 also shows the dif-

ference in maximum deductions allowable between Proposition I

and the present law. Table 7 provides estimates of the potential

loss to the Treasury were the deductions shown in Table 6 to be

taken.

Assuming full participation in the self-insurance activity

by the 856 corporations, the potential total deductions are

$31.4 billion, an increase of $25.6 billion over deductions taken

under the present law. The additional loss to Treasury would be

$12.3 billion. With 90 per cent participation by the large firms,

the potential loss to the Treasury is $10.8 billion; at 60 per cent

it is $6.3 billion, and at 30 per cent it is $1.8 billion. Allow-

ing certain manufacturers to take 5 per cent of gross receipts

raises the level of allowable deductions because few of today's prod-

uct liability premiums are up to 5 per cent of such receipts.



TABLE 6. Potential Deducttons for rroduct LiabLlity insurance Coverage Under Severe Risk

(Deductions Saed on 5 Per Cant of Cross Receipts) and Ordinary Risk (Based on

2 Per Cent of Gross Receipts) for 856 Corporations with Sales $100 Hillion and
Over) If

. ...inn Ii. m.l-on at.. Ooi__rui"

Corporations 2/

6"We roposit ion 11
t'or 100 Corporatione

0 er. cen - 0 prcenn arm ....
l per cent

self -insurance

4.! 4,

90 per cent
self-insurance

4.039

so per cent
seolfI-insurance

2.724

self- insurance

.... .... ... "9

1.363

NW- 150 Corporat ons 1. 41,1324 _
Fo- 4 roporat ions 1052 5.47
f<r- S0 corporations 21. 22 .12371 _ 2_914

i 6or por tions 2 52 22,008 "'714__ ?2?,336 _
rr- 7015 Col• &.r t -n_ 21,00L 24,302 1 6.201 - | A01 --

ro, "I-ECorporations 31.408 28.267 190945 9,423

Un -- the i'resnnt Law

r- t00 Cor rxyat ons 44_ 5 .* 445 4
V 6-Corporat ione J.1 ,1 ,31 - 2.311ecr)0E~ Coration* It .... k~416Ir' -"6W Corpotations It__2.4 ,450

eot 65? corporations 3. 51 3 531 a".
1.;r 0 Coporations 4j T.1. 3

For 856 Corporations 5.769 5.769 54'94

r~fference betreen present
law and Proposition I1 a 3644.

For 100 Corporations 4,09834 2.21 91

fo 200 Corporations J... 5.19 3,311 5L,64_, -
far )10 Cotpor at Gonu 11 16q 9,$29 57617 _r ii _CT6 or.orst2ong 6 209 13,38- .. '907 .

leUC a Coporat ons 17,673 15520 • i9061 2 606
Fo' 0cr~rat lone 20_.1,817 62 -1 8S2 ,

r 700 Nport one 7 .19.356 1257 3.15 _
f6or 'iS Corporations 25,639 22,498 3.654

tI

I/Calculations by SRlMe4ER & CO'MPM4Y from: 1) Sales data provided by the 356 corporations on Form
-0-K flied with the Securities and Exchanqe Cominsioni and 2) Product Liability Inurance Pre-
mium rates frcm the Insurance Study Final wemort. Interaqency Tank Force-o PtrodUt Liability.

2/The corporations were divided into groups of 100, each group containinq companies of various
sizes and manufacturing a variety of products.

I/Piquces are cumulatLve.

L E NEE

lu ionm lln nllllonus o! ®Ilerusl JL



TABLE 7. Potential Loss to the U.S. Treasury for Product Liability Insurance Coverage 
Under

Severe Risk (Deductions for 5 Per Cent of Gross Receipts and Ordinary Risk (flased on

2 Per Cent of Gross Receipts) for 856 Corporations with 
Sales $100 Million and Over) I/

- Loss to Trea ury (InW m i -[ons o dollars ___._ _

CorpOrations pr Cent 9 per Cent r8 per cent - Oper cent
self-insurance aeli-inmzrance self-insurance self-insuranCe

linJSr_ -Fopoi-it 1oTT -_ _ _ _ _________

For 100 Corporationn 2,179 1.961 1,308 6S4

iz r _16-!O__Fpo t - 3,5617f', ___-,0---
(or '- C port iOns " ____6.4,. ... .

?&?i6~i~iihi8-1556-__ 7 IQ. 5.254~---- 2.2
0r 324- q? 1 6,195 3.0 7

-0 10,55t.___ 3___i~ 3519

Fn r - "o-or --n 15.064 - 133-- - .,-5 9,09 5.2

For 100 Corporations -212 212 212 212

Ear OO- corporal -n 9+________--.____________ _
For 166 Coprain ______________

ii'n Po s tonsI

For 0 -i-orporations 1-967 1.4 9 1,416 4

r- 86o41-- _,4_0 ___ . 4,_4_ __
FOr &Or-eorporatitons 1-8 2.5 ______

76_oi _ ___ ___ 9 29_9___ 2*09

torrat ? i ons. 2,63 ___ _:______

rWIopit 2,757 277 - 2 ,5

nf e ne 0-between present
law and Proposition II

For 100 Corporations 1.9671,410942

rnO~t oweiporat Long 2,697 1,629 ____

tFlGi_ t_I ? ±-i~ n A26 4,714 2- 74 __835

irOT_60 Corporations 6,424*
6.4327.450 4,5 __________

orporar tons 12.307 LV. UJA
6.262 1,763

or
I/Calculations by ORIMMER & COMPANY from deductions as reported--in Table , using a tax rate I

each corporation of 20 per cent of the first S25,000; 22 per cent of the second 525.000; and
43 per cent of the balance.

2/The corporations were divided into groups of 100, each group containing companies of various
izes and manufacturing a variety of products.

3/Figu1res are cumulative.

I [or
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Tables 8 and 9 provide estimates of the deductions and

potential losses, respectively, to the Treasury if the 300

firms discussid above chose to self-insure under this proposi-

tion. If these firms chose to self-insure totally, the potential

deductions could be as much as $4.0 billion. At 90 per cent, the

figure is $3.5 billion; at 60 per cant. $2.1 billion, and at 30

per cent $647 million. The potential loss of Treasury revenue is

$1.9 billion at 100 per cent self-insurance. At 90 per cent, it

is $1.7 billion; at 60 per cent $1.0 billion, and at 30 per cent

$314 million.

The potential loss to the U.S. Treasury from the industries

represented by the 300-firm sample might be as much as $15.3

billion -- if the firms in those industries were to self-insure

totally (Table 10). At 90 per cent, the figure is $13.7 billion;

at 60 per cent it is $9.2 billion, and at 30 per cent it is $4.6

billion.

For all manufacturing industries combined, the potential

loss is $23.2 billion -- for 100 per cent self-insurance. At 90

per cent, the potential loss is $20.1 billion; at 60 per cent it

is $13.9 billion, and at 30 per cent it is $7.0 billion.

Proposition III: Fair Market Value

Under this proposition, taxpayers would be allowed annual tax

deductions for contributions to a product liability reserve account

or trust. However, such deductions would be limited to an amount

equal to the "fair market value" of product liability insurance for

such taxpayer.
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TABLE 8. Pocentla1 Deductionllfor Product Liability Insurance
Coverage Under Severe Risk (Deductions Based on 5 Per
Cent of Gross Receipes) and Ordinary Risk (Based on
2 Per Cent of Gross Receipts) for a Random Sample of
300 Firms.) I/

Deductions

100 per 90 or
cent self-I cent seIf-

(in millions of dollars

60 per
cent sel$f-

_____________________ I LnSUX&AfCO iALnjCe insurance

Under Procposition U 1

ZrndustrLal machinerv 19 j.j...... 17 .L1 IL.
O rndina whees f 409 3645 4523
errorss casti1gs ,41 320
Iurt ' H1. cnHIEm a is 1 940 1 304 191
AL:craft comoonentse s71 i S11e W 171
AUto corocnena ' J ] a. i jgj.4dCa ev tees t .1iL 5 30 I . 531

Prmacouttcals 21511
Lawn mofers 1 2 Z 215 08
Oeer 2_2_L 147 _ 74

CTfAL f 4,7_4 _____ 06 2 _0 1 _

Under Present Law I
:.dustr:al machinery 1 43 43 43 43
GMrnding weels I 7S I 7S 7S 7
Perrous cast,'ns 1 _5_ 1 _____5

Iar.c ________s 4! _1 _ 114 H!_ _ H,!_____
.rerac € co en s T4 964X4

'- ~vesI 65 $14 [ 54

PrzposieicnI

AndutoriaL tachinerv l56 136 76 7
Gr1ndn0 90nee9s0

ftarus c ar.s I --.. 12 73 1  46 737 . 5

,.C:S t comonefitS 4? , 4 249 I ?
dicaw devices 1 45 - 39 1 16 65

P'ar-naceueica~s 1 1634 ' 7 I
se.ces295 260 , 52 44Otner 1 267 1 143 10

199 7199 262 71

30 per
cent sel

I/ Calculations by BRMlQER & COMPAiY from: 1) Sales figures in the
- 1978 Dun & Bradstreet Directory and 2) Product Liability

Insurance Prorates from the Insurance Study Final Report.
Interagency Task Force on Product Liabilicy.
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TABLE 9. Potential Loss to the U.S. Treasury for Product Liability

Insurance Coverage Under Severe Risk (Deductions Based
on S Per Cent of Gross lecei pcs) and Ordinary Risk (Based
oa 2 Per Cent Cross Rceipcs) for a Random Sample of 3C0
Virus.) _/

rolS (iii millions of dollars)

100 per 90 o r so pr 1 30per
cent self- cent sel- nt caf- cent self-

insrane isuLraAce insuxac insurance

Hinder Proposition I t a

ndus trial machinery | }*j

J Ferrous cacts M1 &t30
ri__.gwnels__________

Idustria cndmicals I IA 7 1 149
'z,:cra f components 1 .. z2713. 24A..i... 1 1 .4 .1 .- 12
Auto components I - L 116 i 04 t..
e ic ev Lces 1 .. 2L . .2 I 220

Pharmaceut icars 201 J ... illL. I'14"
0 LavnaoweIr 11S 1 ,04 I 5

" ahe 2,292 ... A 1, 37. . L
Jnder Present Law

Industrial ,mechiner/ 2ro 20 ]20 20

d~inczLng iftelS Is I aI
a4rous c s tT
Austr iSHINSFUT cals 5494 1

A&:Cralt CoaooneAnts 94 j
Auto acovoene ts 3 1
medical ic', c 43

rharmaceutizecc 1 1 133
Lawnaoers , 12

271 I 374 I
07 1frence betleend
Irlsent Law and
Proposition IT

1 ndutri al5 mchinery 7. .... .JL .
11-.IR hH.1b."'ahre 160K 141 12 2

Ferrous e Laql 430 a1t 23 a
IndustrLal CheMIcat 2S* 5 22 11
Aitcra. components i 2 2 01 itAUIO €mpolnrl I 142.I 121 62

Pha-saceutical ' I jII

Ot ,r I i,
I/Calculations by IRIWECR S COMPANY from deductions as reported Li' Table 8

usinq a tax rate for each firvz 0 per cent of the first 525,000k 22 per
cent of the second $25,000; and 45 per cent of the balance.
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TABLE 10. Potential Loss to U.S. Treasury for Product Liability Coverage
Under Ordinary Risk (Deductions Based on 5 Per Cent of Gross
Receipts) and Ordinary Rlk (Sued on 2 Per Cent of Gross Receipts)
for Industries Represented by 300 firms.) 1/

Loss to Treasury (in millions of dollars)

cCnt self- Cent sef ent Self-
insurance insurance insurance insurance

(a) 1
Under Proposition It-
(Selected Industries guide)

Industrial machinery 1.130 1,017 678 339
Gri di na wheei.,
Ferrous castins 1054 949 632 1
indus trial cLe7cal , I 13 4a9 Z
Aircraft components ,16, 151 101 50
Madicai dov"Lces 13, 145 V7

Mbr-mAcuticais 2V = Z5 L30*- 79
Lawnmovers w w

Other 9 7 477 9 5 5
TOTAL 5.2665 ______ ___ __ __(b) U/

:Manufacturers' Sales GLde)-Industrial machinery 2,000 1,800 1., 600
Grinding wheels V
Ferrous castings 597 627 1 ' Z09
-Indusl a;L caeolicals L.9 L. 79. s1 '-97 59
Aircra t components Z.7 1,393 _ 4 T9
Auto com.onen.....Medical devices T =

PharmaceuticalsW
Lawnpowers - ~ ~ * * *

TOTAL .... , z_ z _I • ______ I __,161

*Total industry figures not available hence included in "other" category.
*Estimate combined with "auto components" below, representing the transporta-

tion equipment industry.

./Calculations by BRI,.R & COMPANY from the losses as reported in Table 9
- shoving loss to U.S. Treasury for a random sample of 300 firms.

2/Estimated loss based on "value of shipments" by selected manufacturing
- industries in 1977, reported in U.S. Department of Comerce, U.S. Industrial

Outlook, 1978, Appendix A. pp. 465-468.

3/Estimated loss based on manufacturers ' Sales (shipments)" by major industry
-roup :n 1976, reported in U.S. Department of Comerce, Survey of Current

lusiniess, April. 1978. pp. S-5 and S-6.
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In developing this estimate of a potential loss to the

Treasury, the "fair market value" of product liability insurance

had to be determined. At least one of the bills now being con-

sidezed in Congress provides that the Secretary of the Treasury

in promulgatLng regulations shall take into account the rates

charged and quoted by liability insurance companies to the taxpayer

and to firms comparable to the taxpayer, the amount of insurance

coverage customarily maintained by the taxpayer and such firms,

and the frequency and severity of product liability claims (in-

cluding administrative and Lnvestigating expenses) made against

the taxpayer and firms comparable to the taxpayer. Moreover, when those

factors are taken into consideration, there must remain no assurance

that present premium rates represent what would be the fair: market

value of product liability insurance -- were this proposition to be

enacted into law.

If Proposition III were adopted, the following set of circum-

stances may evolve:

More large corporations may be inclined to self-
insure -- and for a larger percentage of their
product liability coverage.

If the large corporations no longer insure with
the conventional insurance companies at the
present level, those insurance companies may be
inclined to raise their premium rates.

In preparing the estimate presented here, it was assumed

initially that -- if Proposition III were enacted --. some increase

would occur in the product liability premium rate charged by

insurance companies. This rate was taken as the "fair market value"
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of the coverage. The increase might occur because more large

corporations may be inclined to self-insure. The actual magnitude

of such an increase is impossible to predict. For purposes

of this report, a 41 per cent increase in the present premium

rate was used in developing the fair market value under Proposition

II.

This estimate was developed using the Interagency Task Force

on Product Liability information collected by Gordon Associates on

the Estimated Average Product Liability Cost per $1,000 in 1976.

The 41 per cent was derived by BRIDMR & COMPANY as follows:

In 1976, 38 companies with sales less than $2.5
million reported the estimated product liability
cost to be $5.32; 64 companies with sales between
$2.5 million to $100 million reported their prod-
uct liability cost to be $3.23. Since the estimate
for Proposition II is based on the assumption that
the large corporations will self-insure, their
premium rate was not included in the calculation.
The weighted average for companies with sales below
$100 million is $3.97 per $1,000 in total sales.
The rate for firms of all sizes was $2.81 per $1,000.
Assuming the rate would be increased to the $3.97 per
$1,000, the overall percentage increase would be 41
per cent (.397 - .281/.281).

Table 11 provides the estimates of the potential deductions

for the 856 corporations if they take advantage of the tax in-

centives to self-insure embodied in Proposition 111. Table 11 also

provides information on the difference-in maximum deduction allow-

able as between Proposition II and.the'present law. Table 12

presents estimates of the potential loss to the Treasury were the

deductions shown in Table 11 to be taken.



TABLE 11. Potential Deductions for Product Liability Insurance Where Deductions
are Based on Fair Msrket Value of Coverage for 856 Corporationl with
Sales $100 Million and Over. I1/

C.-rporat ions 2/
(in m[llots of dollars) 3/

~r~'-~--- 4 I - I - t
vncier rropos tion

rot 100 Coroorat lons
fr-- 61O catone 1. 00.J.2- I -
MFrool(O-io Porations 3.970 3.573 151_
6C one 4 5,9 II. 4,517.. 3.011

rW S ororations 6.092 5,443 3.654
i 00 Cot orations , .027 6.- 4.0... 9

r.t inn C.rre..ioa

U -co r ons a , S.276 .,-640

For 1O0 Corporatione 44I 445 445 -_145

ror ' 6 orporat one 1,064 l,064 1.064 -04 _

a-. CDorporat one 2 31 753r j *p1
*r 0 Corporations 33,045 3,04 3.045

I tu @ oI rat ons 4,356" 4,JG6 '--4 |6r - 7Oopo Ios4,944 4, 4171.44 , 41_._.

ro--46 Cororrations 7 T .. .. 50, 5.16T7 . 71 -

rerence hete n present
aw and Proposition
For 100 Corporations fin _ ns L--.-
! Or C o rp o ra t io n s 1 .0. 1 3 2 0l . _. -

m'r 66-Zr poratlons 1.952 1. _72 -... ..

rJ'"O Co-- orations . 1.2 -197 a?)

r~~~~~- ::i TA -ai &Sm4 s

Foror ACIC -boo or t1ons I A I 1 7Or 1,944 -3%4 V
3W Corpocat ions~oc-

af pan centc"
self-insurance VU per cent

self-insurance

Is1 *A

60 p cent
selt-insurance

1 115

30 per cent
self-insu-ance

1

17L

I~n(

tj

500 Cnr.nrat ions

3.024

1 _ 755

2.146 -493

I/Calculations by BRIeMR & COM4PANY trons 1) Sales data provided by the 336 corporations on Form 10-K
filed with the Securites and Exchange Commissons and 2) Product Liability Insurance premium rates
from the Insurance Study Final Report, Interagency Tak Force on Product Liability.

2/The corporations were divided into groups of 100. each group containing companies of various sizeu
and manutacturi a variety of products.

/Figurea are cumtive.

-2,12,

- . .... L

2. @7• q n

-2.337iF ) •41 -!Pei



TABLE 12. Potential Loss to the U.S. Treasury for Product Liability Insurance
Where Deductions are based on Fair Market Value of Coverage for 856
Corporations with Sales of $100 Million and Over. I/

*. s9 to Treasury fi[n..[Illons of dollarsa)/
Corporations 2/ 100 por cent 90 pr cent go per cent -1wUper cent

self-nsurance self-insurance self-insuranCe self-insurance

ror too corporations 600 540 360 10
O r- rations . _10_ _0__2.2 606 ) __
r"00 Crporations 3-.l. L.7701 1 141 " 875

For r!~prations 2 1o- 442
Fr- 50 Covoa1t~o, a; 1.261750 975

fi

vorfioUo Trations -329 2 94290
i

4 ~hCr2 !t one ____ 31664 --- -257 9 ,9
Fo - -orporatons .4.209 . W - 2.525 *

,"r t ie Present Law
rot 100 Corporatione 212 212 212 212
r C -rpatns 503 50o S - 503 503
-- '| porat ons I 01j1051 _"" 0_05 ' __5
r Or-0i _ _ r_ t o n s 1 ,4 5 . ' 4 1 .9

For 156 Corporations 2,757 237573277_'.7 -

Tenc 5 et en present

Ia and Proposition III
ror 100 Corporations 380 323 148 - 32

r__ 0 - G -- V ____ 0 ___ "_____ " - 205
tor 200 Cor 4 orat.ion. 601_ - 73 5

roat ions _ __ J02915 - 66 or -or o ato n _ ._843 - - 73--
For-00Coreprations j n71 93 "6,

tor 5,6 corporations 1,452 1.031 - 232 - 1,496

ND00

I/Calculations by IRINER r COMPANY trom deductions an reported--in Table 11 using a tax rate for
each corporation of 20 per cent of the first S25.000: 22 per cent of the second $25,000; and
48 per cent of the balance.

2/The corporations were divided into groups of 100. each qroup containing companies of various sizes
and manufacturing a variety of products.

3"Fiql lrdo are r.'ln-lative.
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Assuming full participation of the 856 corporations in the

self-insurance program, the deductions which could be taken could

amount to $8.8 billion -- or $3.0 billion more than under the

present law. The loss to the United States Treasury could run as-

high as $4.2 billion, or an increase of $1.5 billion. Assuming

90 per cent participation of the 856 corporations, there would

be a potential deduction of $7.9 billion and a loss to the U.S.

Treasury of $3.8 billion -- an increase of $1.0 billion.

At 60 per cent and 30 per cent participation levels, there

would be a decrease in deductions and no loss to the U.S. Treasury,

assuming the corporations do not supplement their self-insurance

with conventional coverage. Assuming 60 per cent participation,

there would be a gain to the U.S. Treasury of $232 million; at

30 per cent participation, the gain would be $1.4 billion.

As mentioned above, fair market value as defined for purposes

of this .report represents a 41 per .cent increase in the present

premium rates. Thus, it is not surprising that there would be no

loss to the Treasury under this assumption. When a comparison

is made between 100 per cent coverage with conventional insurance

companies and 30 per cent coverage under a self-insurance scheme --

with the rate increase of less than 50 per cent -- the results are

advantageous to the Treasury.

Of course, it could be argued that the "fair market value"

of insurance under Proposition III would be equivalent to the

present premium rate. Were that to be the case, the loss to the

Treasury might approximate $2.8 billion. This is the same as under

the present law.
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Tables 13 and 14, respectively, provide estimates on the

deductions and potential losses to the Treasury if the members

of the 300-firm sample choose to self-insure under Proposition

I11. The potential deductions could amount to $1.1 billion at

100 per cent participation. At 90 per cent, the figure is $1.0

billion; at 60 per cent $688 million, and at 30 per cent $344

million. Assuming full participation, the potential loss to the

Treasury is $546 million -- $172 million more than under present

law. At 90 per cent participation, the loss is $492 million, or

an increase of $118 million.

At 60 per cent participation, the Treasury might gain $44

million under Proposition 1II. At 30 per cent participation, thje

gain might climb to $210 million.

As shown L Table 15, using the 300-firm sample as a bench-

mark, the selected industries which they represent might generate

a loss to the Treasury of $1.4 billion -- at 100 per cent partic-

ipation. At 90 per cent, the figure is $1.3 billion; at 60 per

cent it is $835 million; at 30 per cent it is $418 million. For

all manufacturing sectors combined, the loss to the Treasury is

estimated at $2.1 billion -- assuming 100 per cent participation.

At 90 per cent, the loss is $1.9 billion; at 60 per cent it is

$1.3 billion, and at 30 per cent it is $639 million.

Proposition IV: Fair Market Value Plus Reserve and Investment
-- - -me

Under this proposition, taxpayers would be allowed annual

tax deductions for contributions to a product liability reserve
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- 40 -TABLE 13. Potential Deductions for Product Liability tnsurance Where Deductionsare Based on Fair Market Value of Coverage for a Rando(m SaMple of 300
Firms. I/

Deductions (in millions of dollars)

100 per o: 0 per 30 per
cent self- cent selSl I cent sr- cent selt
insurance Lnsuza4ce LnAsurance insurance

Under PropositLon Ilz

Industrial achinerv SS 37 1
Gr Nd N Hge~ tM I q4 I ;1-1

rrous c a ~ngs i 123 201 I 11, 7
nusrita. cneM calsi 11 - 10
Ai:craft ccmconents I ill 1 I 71 . 19
Auto comoonents- 97 7 7 -5 go 2jM.KCaI d*VLCQ9 12 1 I 16 7 7? 39
Pharmacy icals '100 I 9o 30

" -*~ri 1 j,11 J51 5j

Under Present Law ~4______________ i __,_4_" _______o _____________ 1 3

Z1dust. .l mecihn. a ry _ 43 43 43 _ _43

Gernous Cvtno t 75' 1 75 1 75 13AN OM scastins ! : 1% 159 1 Iss-
Indusrra -ce.cals J 114 114 1 114 114
'Ircrat cOmpnents 9 jjj 94 1 94
Kuto components .64 . . .. 64 ,o1*.C& dQVC4 $ : 0 1
PltrmacsucLcals 1 L 7 1 H I
Lawrnowers 6

"OrAL 755 1 788 7TA

3ifferonce cot'deen
.esent Law and

iropcsi t ion Ill

:ndustrtl 1ac22ne5 -Grlndlng irilLS' L j - -4

errous casnS - 1
Indusari acmcihn, Is 67 , ]+-I - At

'jca:cERECnents2'Is 1 3
co~osns 2 234is

P-araceuticals 17 t 1 - - 43
Lan.eovaers 31 1 22 " 7"

-TCTAXm~ammm 3359 144 " ".1 -10 -44

I/ Calculations by BRIM ER & COHPAXIY from: 1) Sales fi gures in the 197S
- Dun & Bradstreec Directory and 2) Product Liability insurance Premium

rates from the Insurance Study Final Report. Interagency Task Force on
Product Liability.

35-992 0 - 79 - 19
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rADLE 14. Potentiel Loss to U.S. Treasury tor Product Liability Insurance

Where Deductions are Based on Fair Market Value of Coverage for
a Random Sample of 300 Firms. I/

Loss (in millions of dollars)

100 per 90 Der 40 per 30 per
cent self- cent self- cent self- cent self
insurance insurance insurance insurance

Under Proposition Kzu
rndutriel machLnery 29 4

Ferrous castinqL 6 1 4 J 12
znaurieal cnecal, 77 2
A
1
±:roft Coa004none c1sit

AJkr com nen te I .... I .&e L cevi ce s I OL 5
Pharmaceuticals j 4"9 ... 43J~

ranOt er sI .. 1 49 4 1 14

TOTAL I 4 4t2 r 3 J d
Under Prest Law

Industrial =aechnerv 0 o

Gr ndL~ z "mr.,ee s 26 s ! If e r r o u s 14si n g 7 & a 7 4 7 A

Snauetrial critaZ-a S 4 14 34 14S
__, _______. __________ ,., "l....... . ............. s.......

Auscaa ont I LS
, L, atc oa C ov c e s 4. .1 4.

lha carsut caes 14 U
Law. nwe.'s . 21 l 1 11

';Q ZL W 4 174 -1 3 jj1

" i!!rence b e%5 5tn
Present Law and
Proposition trz

'ndstrial mchinery _ _- 2 -_11

er:ous casn 22 -o 2
Industrial ahencals 1 21 1 A 1 :sAirc ra'ft €:ft91onnts'_ I a I I I2 - 7 I 1Auo components 1 5 1 11 . 3 17

T:OTAL , 172 _t. ill 1 4 , -210

./CaLcMlation, by 31lM'IER & COAP51Y from deductions as reported in Table 13
ustng a tnx rats for each ftir'm of 26 Per cent oF the first S25.mqnV 22
per cemt of the mecnM 42S.Al00n; AnM 41 nor cent of the b4lance.
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TAILE 15. Potencial Loss to U.S. Treasury for Product LiabiLity Insurance
Where Deductions are Based on Fair Market Value of Coverage in
Industries Rpresenced by 300 Firms. l/

Loss to Treasury (in millions of dollars)

100 per 90 per 60 per 30 percent self- cant self- cent self- cant self-
insurance insurance insurance insurance

Under Proposition IT -
'Selected industries guide)

inuscrial machine 136 122 24 41

Ferrouc 7 69 -Z
,nustrial 0 0 1 ,3 ..

Aircraft t components -1. 1'7 a 4~
Auto components Zv 15Z I
medical devices T 14 9FFIR__&Ceu-Ec cas 19 3.. . .6

TOTAL ________ _______ 35 4LU-

(b)
(Manufacturers' Sales Guide)

Industrial machinery 240 216 144 72
Grindint wheels . .. 'IF
Ferrous cSastn s, 51 Z6 3L1
Industrial cmic44, ZZO 14'
Aircraft components W.
Auto c ocnenra 281 Z53TL99
lip.1dicaI devices
Pharmaceuticals - , . ."'
Lavnmcvers
-EFoYe .31 to 7 ' T39
TOTAL 3-L1/

*Total industry figures not available, hence included in "other" category.
**Estimate combined with "auto components" below. representing the transpor-

tation equipment industry.

I/Calculations by BRI)9R & COMPANY from the losses as reported in Table 14
- shoving 6ls to U.S. Treasury for a random sample of 300 firms.

2/Estimated loss based on "value of shipments" by selected manufacturing
- industries in 1977. reported fn U.S. Department of Commerce, U.S. Industrial
Outlook, 1978. Appendix A. pp. 465-468.

3/Escimated loss based on "Manufacturers' Sales (shipments)" by major industry
- group in 1976, reported in U.S. Department of Commerce, Survey of Current

Business, April. 1978. pp. S-5 and S-6.
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account or trust. Again, however, deductions for such contribution

could not exceed an amount equal to the fair market value of the

product liability insurance for such taxpayer. In addition, tax-

payers would be allowed deductions for accumulated earnings in the

product liability reserve account. Further deductions would be

allowed for income of the trust which would not be used for any

purpose other than the payment of product liability claims.

In developing this estimate, the "fair market value" was

calculated as discussed above under Proposition III. This figure

was then used to determine the level of tax-exempt contribution to

the product liability reserve account.

As is the case in at least one of the other alternatives under

consideration, Proposition IV contemplates deductions for the

accumulated earnings in the trust. There is some debate as to

whether this represents an actual loss to the Treasury. For ex-

ample, it is argued that the type of corporation represented by the

856 companies whose experiences are examined here would not accu-

mulace earnings in excess of the amounts necessary to meet the

reasonably anticipated needs of the business of the taxpayer with-

out some exemption in the law. Here, however, the initial estimates

are provided assuming deductions and loss to Treasury from accu-

mulated earnings.

In developing the estimates, the following steps were taken:

(1) A two-year contribution to the reserve account was
assumed, using 1976 and 1977 sales figures as guides.

(2) From the amounts paid into the crust for each year.
it was assumed that 36 per cent remained at the end
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of the second year and would be subjected to the

accumulated earnings tax deduction.8/

The loss of the U.S. Treasury from deductions for accumulated

earnings is 27 per cent of the first $100,000 and 38h per cent of

the remainder of the accumulated taxable income.

The estatee of the income from the trust assumed investment

in time deposits, U.S. Government securities, and state and local

obligations. Since at least one of the proposed bills restricts

investment of assets to these low risk and highly liquid assets,

they were used in the development of the estimate reported here.
9/

The yield on these investments was projected at 6.60 per cent.

Table 16 shows the estimates of the potential deductions for

the 856 corporations -- if they take advantage of the tax incentives

provided by Proposition IV. Table 16 also provides information on

the difference in maximum deductions allowable as between Proposition

IV and the present law. Table 17 shows estimates of the potential

loss to the Treasury were the deductions shown in Table 16 to be

taken. The deductions in Table 16 and the loss to the Treasury

in Table 17 are estimated assuming four different levels of partic-

ipation in :he self-insurance activity.

d/ McKinsey & Company, Inc., developed an estimate for the
Interagency Task Force on Product Liability of the alloca-
tion of the product liability premium dollar. The elements
of the amounts remaining in the reserve account are: case
reserves (15 per cent), incurred-but-not-reported reserves
(7 per cent); loss adjustment expenses for case reserves (6
per cent) loss adjustment expenses for incurred-but-not-reported
reserves (3 per cent); anticipated profit (5 per cent).

9/ The 6.60 per cent yield was calculated by determining the
weighted average of the 1977 yield on nonfinancial corporations
assets. Total time deposits were $28.1 billion with a 6.63 per
cent yield; U.S. Government securities were $19.4 billion with
a 6.78 per cent yield; state and local obligations of $3.5 billion
at a 5.56 per cent yield. Source: Economic Report of the
President, L978.



Based on Fair Market Value of Coverage Plus Reserve and Investment Income
for 857 Corporations with Sales $100 Million and Over, 1/

Q uctions TI n WIy1_0ns -0- T0"ars)
tions 2/ I per cent 90 per cent 60 per cent ju per cent

self-insurance self-inauranc. %elf-insurance self-insurance

Under Proposition IV
For 100 Corprations
Fo-O |-7 -Co-rporat ions__
tor -15 Cor Irations
&:3 700 Corporations
For_ )Ui__prTo9
'.or ;- -orporat ons

" r T65 Lopsr ions
,.r 0Corporations

nrl , r ipe Ptesent Law
',r 100 Corporations_

r 0 Cporat ions
or 500 Corporations

%n F-*3i, 50 Coprations
')r 600 Corporations

Fr 956 Corporations

___ 3A42~ ...

_ 1.A67

13.617
I1 A5W

16,630

445

__..2, ____

11,122 
12,25

I1~

14,974

445
I .ubq

2,365

5.197 ..

7 4156,270

R El5

9,982

445

t 3 12.1A ...

3.8e1_ 3,851 -

4J386- 4,386
4,91q 49
S.769 5,79

3,851__
4,944__-__
5.769

1, 64

A__ 35-
3,707
4.05
4,9f1
4.991

445 . .. ..
RV6

3.045

4, 76. 0

)i-rPretce between present
lau and Proposition IV

For 100 corporations 3,498 3.103 1.921 730

o-r 200 Corporations 4 43, _07 -21184 __560_
For 300 Corpoations 6LI52 5.485 2;887 288-60 Corporat ons 7,406 6,361 "8226 ''_91

Or 500 Co rations 8508 3272 ,565 1
For 00Cor7.ations 9 232 2,870 W785 - 0
For 700 Corporations 9-749 8.279 3,072 - 535
for 856 CrporaUions 10,866 9.202 4,210 - 781

Corpora

I/Calculations by BRfIlME & COMPANY from: 1) Sales data provided by the 856 corporations on Form
tO-K filed with the Securites and Exchange Co ission: and 2) Product Liability Insurance pre-
mium rates from the Insurance Study Final Report. Interagency Task Force on Product Liability.
2/The corporations were divided into groups of 100, each group containing companies of various
sizes and manufacturing a variety of products.
3/Figures are cumulative.

11 lit I II1
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I
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I n4%
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ItAsL. Li. rotenttaL Loss to the U.S. Treasury for Product liability Insurance Where Deductions
are Based on Fair Market Value of Coverage Plus Reserve and Investment Income for
856 Corporations with Sales $100 Millinn and Over. 1/

f'.'pcvat ions 2/

tinder Proposition iv
For 100 Corporations
For TO0 Corporat tons

z1 , : 6;-64iir-Lon---
f'r 0 orPo_at ions
' r -0 -r porat Ions_'F6r )WCor porat io--

"r6~oporat tons

t.-r',, Corporations

n~frthe Pro-tent 1.8V
for- 100 Co rporat ions
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1rcr Co ro
roc if 0Ciporaionig
bri-S coL~r porat ions

1.r00Coroatons
Fr15 orporatons

taw and Proposition IV
for 100 Corporations

rFo orporaon
For 360 CouPorast 1ins

For_1 _ICorpo-rtE1ion

For or

-- rrn mjlThns .TZ.1~ ,,-T
r cent6 recent per r'ent

self-insurance sel[-inKurancp , slr-incurance self -insuranCe

... 9Q_72

__A 322_

7.237

212

1,45 fi

____2.02__

2,757

4,797

5,298

6.513

212

1-105

2,7L5__

2,757

. ... 3_74 . . . ..
2,23J

3,532

4,343

212
508

1.4 .

2.757

_________I -~ 4

1,438

____ 3L18

3,789
4.014

1,273

1._273 586_

2956
3,201
3.377

778

1,239
1,357

1.463

.. 495 -

687
1.17 .. 
.347-

1,766.

2.170

212
508

- . 1.105
1 ,456
1. 841

_ 2.096
2.363
2.7%7

283

109

- 332

- 451 __

Oar torporations 4.480 3,7S6 - 1.586 - %87

1/Calculations by BRIMMER & Co4PAPY from deductions as reported--in Tablel 6. using a tax rate for
each corporation of 20 per cent of the first $25.000; 22 per cent of the second $25,000; and 48
per cent of the balance. Tax on reserve wa; 274 per cent on first $100.000 and 3Pj per cept on reqt

2/The corporations were divided into groups of 100, each group containing companies of various 317eA
and manufacturinq a variety of products.

3/Fiqures are cumulative.

I 1 JA 5 -
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required for business purposes without some exemption in the law.

Initially, the estimates are provided here assumed deductions and

loss to Treasury from accumulated earnings.

In developing these estimates, the following steps were taken:

(1) A two-year contribution to the reserve account
was assumed, using 1976 and 1977 sales figures
as guides.

(2) From the amounts paid into the trust for each
year, it was assumed that 36 per cent remained
at the end of the second year and would be sub-
jected to the accumulated earnings tax deduction.lOf

The loss to the U.S. Treasury from deductions for accumulated

earnings is 27% per cent of the first $100,000 and 38k per cent

of the remainder of the accumulated taxable income.

The estimate of the income from the trust assumed investment

in time deposits, U.S. Government securities and state and local

obligations. Since at least one of the proposed bills restricts

investment of assets to these low risk and highly liquid assets,

they were used in the development of the estimate here. The yield

on these investments was projected at 6.60 per cent.

The limitation on the amount deductible under this proposition

indicates that it is not designed for the large corporations -- many

of which presently pay premiums running into millions of dollars

annually. The estimates under Proposition V assume that the large

corporations will take advantage of the tax incentive and place

101 See footnote above for a description of the elements in the
reserve account.

ll/ See footnote above for a description of the technique used to
estimate the yield.
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Under this proposition and assuming full participation

of the 856 corporations, the potential deduction is $16.6 billion.

This figure is $10.9 billion higher than under present law. Under

the present Internal Revenue Code, the potential loss to the

Treasury if those 856 corporations were insured by conventional

insurance companies are estimated at $2.8 billion. The loss under

this proposition was estimated at $7.2 billion, or $4.5 billion

more. With 90 per cedt participation and no supplement with con-

ventional insurance, deductions could run to $15.0 billion, an

increase of $9.2 billion. The potential loss to the U.S. Treasury

would be $6.5 billion, an increase of $3.8 billion. At 60 per cent,

the deduction would be $10.0 billion, and the potential loss would

approximate $4.3 billion. Assuming 30 per cent participation by the

corporations, leaving the corporation bare of 70 per cent coverage,

does not result in a loss to the Treasury. .ather a gain of $587

million is estimated. It is most unlikely that any of these firms

would insure only at the 30 per cenrt level.

Tables 18 and 19, respectively, provide estimates of the deduc-

tions and potential losses to the Treasury if 300 firms chose to

self-insure under Proposition IV. If these firms decided to self-

insure totally, the potential deductions would amount to $2.0 million,

and the loss to the Treasury could be $860 million -- or an additional

$486 million. If all the firms in the industries represented by these

3C0 firms chose to self-insure under this proposition, the loss to

Treasury could be up to $3.9 billion, as shown in Table 20. panel(a).

The potential losses to the U.S. Treasury if all manufacturing
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TABLE 18, Potential Deductions for Product Liability Insurance Where

Deductions are Based on Fair Market Value of Coverae Plus
Reserve and Investment Incoma for a Random Sample of 300
Firm. I/

Deductions (in millions of dollars)

100 per 90 car 60 per 30 per
cent self- cent sel!- cent self- cent self-
insurance insurance insurance insurance

under ?oposLtion IV

rrdustrial iachnerv 109 98 65 33
Trindin l'ieels 1 184 166 111 is
Ferrous - as;.s39 351 214 17

dutra :a~.a.s27H I 47 1 165 82
A1: r s: , :ct oonen s 9 ,,,1 .., , 139 I 71
;~N contents I 154 j 103 51:22 ca0 evices 228 205 7
F7 Fharnc u ti c a 1s f 177 1591 HLawwo erq 1 171 i 154

i.her 1 47 i 43 I 28 1 14
TOTAL i L,985 1,786 1191 595

..der 27esont Law

rndust:rst racnner, 43 43 43 43
Iri.rnding w; Ie-H 75 7S 75 79
Fr:rus Cas~ns 156 IS6 ' ,
:ndustr.-al Ctr caLs 114 114 114 114
A.cra. cOfronen s 94 I 4 94 94
kutLo comocnents 1 5 64 1 64 I 14
'*dical r.evices 90 90 f 90 1 90
Pharmaceuticals 73 I 73 73 i 73
:a-dr.nowers 65 65 I 65 65

14 14 14 i 14
788 798 788 788

" erance .- ateen
:ssent Law and
:ro;CLt'Lon tv

Industrial -9acninerv 65 5 .2 - 11
,rxndinq wheels ng I 36 - 20
7irrous cast;2:s. 236 196 79 - 38

160 r 13 3 51 - 32
C..~s:cror.ents 138 115 I 5-24~o :o ~roents 107 90 I 38 - 13

e2 :al dev.:es 138 115 47 i - 22
Pnarm.aceutlcali 101 I 86 33 - 20
Lawr.ncwers 107 89 38 4 - 13
S:er 33 28 1 14 - 0

I.1,197 998 403 -193

I/Calculat~ons by 8P1M.MER 6 COMPAIY from: 1) Sales figures in the 1978 Dun
& Bradstreet ODirectory and 2) Product Liability Insurance Premium rates
from the Insurance Study Final Report, Interagency Task Force on Product
Liability.
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TABLE 19. Potential Loss to U.S. Treasury for Product Liability Insurance

Where Deductions are Based on Fair Market Value of Coverage Plus
Reserve and Investment Income for a Random Sample of 300 Firms. 1,

r
Loss

130 per
cent se"!-
ins'arance

(in l.ona of dollars)

90 cr
cent self-
Lnsurance

60 Fe:
cent self-
insurance

30 ceC
cent sel.
.nsuranct

:..dusr a. i acn er so 45 30 15
Grd9. wr1ee2s 79 71 1 47 1 24

:r'5cs~s170 1 153 102 1 51
.... ~s.ra ... e~ :a.s 120 Loa 72

~.r:rf:: ::n:cr.ents 100 90 60 30
A:: :cco.en=s 73 66 I 44 22
:/ec1:s. :e','.:es se 8 - 9 7 9

7 a .. a ,: 71 47 23
I 7. 66 4 4 22

t:ner 19 I 17 11 6
" :T.L 860 775 i 516 259

nder ?rqsen,: Law

:n. .- :: .".- -. erv 20 20 20 20
Zr~no~16 4nel 1

Ferrous cas::.qs 74 74 74 74
d..; s:r. c cas I 54 4 4

.k.rraf : co,. Cc.oencts 45 45 45 45
-%;to:conents 313 31 31
"'--d :a e-ces 43 43 I 43 43
.;!s.rnace;: :aas 34 34 34 34
.adr.:r cwrs 31 31 31 31
:-r6 6 6 6

-374 374 374 374

%fference :e :een
.:esat: Lad an'd?:o¢s.:ior. Z'7 -

:ndust:.al nah er- 29 26 10 5
r.dnr, -ees 43 35 11 - 12

'erreus cas:nCs 96 79 28 - 23
::olustri3: c!ne;_7M ~ 66 54 18-18
A:rar:t :oomcaen:s 55 45 15 I
Auto ::m:cnent 43 1 3S 13 - 9
ed..cal le-71ces 55 45 16 - 14

?F&rFacsut',caz3 44 36 13 - 10
lawr..cwers 42 35 13 - 9

13 11 5 - ,
!CTAL 486 401 142 -116

1/Calculaticns by BRIMMER & COMPANY
rising a tax rate for each firm of
cent of the second S25,000 and 48
reserve #as 27; ;er cent on first
re-a. nde r.

from deductions as reported in Table 18,
20 per cent of the first $25,000 22 per

per cent of the balance. Tax on the
$.00,0CC and 38i ;er cent on the
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TABLZ 20. Potential Loss to U.S. Treasury for Product Liability Insurance
Where Deductions are Based on Fair Market Value of Coverage Plus
Reserve and Investment Income in Industries Represented by 300
Firms. I/

LOSS (in millions of dollars)

100 per 90 per 60 per 30 per
cent self- cent self- cant self- cent self-
insurance insurance insurance

Jader Proposition IV 2/
(Selected industries guide)

Industrial machinery 437 93. 262 131
Grinding wheels - W-- *
rarrous cas t:In zL 2W . 139 69
Lndustris chei caLS z7I7 L9 .Z7 '
Aircraft components " 3, " Z1

comonet " -'° ' '3 7 .. 4= ..
_______________ ------- a me&i 7Vi s4 0 6--

?harmaceuticals 70 42
a"vnmoweors W
Oter Zl. ,,355 694

(b)
(Manufacturers' sales

guide) 3/tndustrill machinery 773 696 464 232
Grindinjg wh**L. V ~ W

Ferosca inS153 18 *-46

indu5 5ri m66 31Z 56
ircra± t components - I

Auto cMet s 73Z - 5 1
jiedica 0 devies~"
Pharmaceutical s - -
L:awnimowe rs ---"
Ot or 3 871 454

* Total industry figures not available, hence included in
"other" category.

** Estimate combined .with "auto components" balo, representing
the transportation .equipment industry.

/ Calculations by BRIIER & COMPANY from rhe losses as reported in Table 19
showing loss to U.S. Treasury for a random sample of 300 firms.

1/Estimated loss based on "value of shipments" by selected manufacturing
industries in 1977, reported in U.S. Department of Commerce. U.S. Industrial
Outlook. 1978. Appendix A, pp. 465-468.

- Estimated loss based on "Manufacturers' Sales (shipments)" by major industry
group in 1976, reported in U.S. Department of Comerce. Survey of Current
Business. April, 1978, pp. S-5 and S-6.
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industries chose to self-insure under Proposition IV could amount

to $6.2 billion.

Proposition V: Dollar Limitation vs. Severity of Risk Plus Reserve
an-nTvestment inco-e

Under this proposition, taxpayers would be allowed annual tax

deductions for either contributions to a product liability loss

reserve account or amounts paid to a captive insurer. In both in-

stances, the amount eligible for deduction is not to exceed the

lesser of: (a) 5 per cent of the gross receipts for the manufac-

ture, importation, distribution, lease or sale of a product having

a severe product Liability problem; and 2 per cent of such receipts

for products not having a severe product liability problem; OR

(b) $100,000 for severe product liability insurance problems and

$25,000 for all others. In addition, taxpayers would be allowed

deductions for accumulated earnings in the product liability re-

serve account. Further deductions would be allowed for income of

the trust which would not be used for any purpose other than the

payment of product liability claims.

In at least one of the self-insurance proposals advanced, a

taxpayer qualifies as having a severe product liability problem if

(for a taxable year) either (a) the taxpayer was unable to obtain

a premium quotation for product liability insurance, with coverage

of up to $1,000,000, from any insurer other than a captive insurer;

or (b) the lowest insurance premium quotation with coverage up to

$1,000,000 obtained by the taxpayer was equal to more than 3.0 per

cent of the gross receipts of the taxpayer for such taxable year.
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As explained above, this study did not involve a canvass of

the corporations included in the estitiate. Thus, it was not

possible to determine which corporations qualify as having a severe

product liability insurance problem as defined here. Consequently,

in developing the estimate, the following approach was taken: a

product line was classified as posing a severe product liability

problem if it were so categorized by the Interagency Task Force.

For the 856 large corporations, the assumption was that the lesser

of the amount eligible for deduction would be $100,000 rather than

5 per cent of gross receipts. For products not having a severe

product liability problem, the assumption was that the lesser of

the amount eligible for deduction was $25,000 rather than 2 per

cent of gross receipts. For the 300-firm sample, $100,000 and

$25,000 were used because the sales figures in the data source

(Dun and Bradstreet Million Dollar Directory) were not broken down

by product line. For the 300 firms, if the enterprise manufac-

tured any one product identified by the Interagency Task Force as

having a severe product liability problem, the $100,000 figure was

employed.

As is the case in at least one of the proposals under con-

sideration, Proposition V contemplates deductions for the accu-

mulated earnings in the reserve account. There is some debate as

to whether this represents an actual loss to the Treasury. It is

argued that the type of corporations represented by the 856 firms

studied here would not accumulate earnings in excess of the amounts
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$100,000 or $25,000 in a loss reserve account. This would be in

addition to retaining their present coverage with conventional in-

surance companies. So, the deduction under this proposition is

calculated by adding the following to the amount obtained by applica-

tion of the present premium rate:

(a) $100,000 or $25,000, depending on whether the
corporations manufactures products with severe
product liability problems;

plus

(b) the accumulated earnings in the loss reserve
account -- which would be either $72,000 or
$18,000 ($100,000 x 2 years x 36 per cent, or
$25,000 x 2 years x 36 per cent);

plus

(c) the investment income from the reserve account,
which would be $4,752 or $1,188 ($72,000 x 6.60
per cent or $18,000 x 6.60 per cent).

Table 21 shows the estimates of the potential deductions for

the 856 corporations -- if they take advantage of the tax incentives

provided by Proposition V. Table 21 also contains information on

the difference in maximum deductions allowable as between Proposition

V and the present law. Table 22 presents estimates of the potential

Loss to the Treasury were the deductions shown in Table 21 to be

taken. The deductions and loss to Treasury were calculated for four

different levels of participation in the self-insurance activity.

Assuming full participation by the 856 companies, potential

deductions might total $5.9 billion under Proposition V -- an increase

of $106 million compared with the present law. The amount of deduc-

tions eases off only slightly as the level of participation decreases.



TABLE 21. Potential Deductions for Product Liability Insurance Where Deductions are Based on
Dollar Limitations vs. Severity of Risk Plus Reserve and Investment Income for 856
Corporations with Sales of $100 Million and Over. l/

6Wi_ -- f &ns Irn m II ,n-sorJZa) 7.-
rations 2/ noI psr cent 9D per cent 60 per cent 10 per ent

ssf-insurancs self-insurance sef-insurance self-insurance

Under Proposition V
For 100 Corporations

o 0T0 C orp-rations
tor oUU 5;Orvorat iong

400 Corporations
500 Corporations
600 IorporatiOns
100 Corporations

856 Corporations

'j--r the Piesent law
f'.,s i00 corporations
oF SO0 corporations

F1r 100 Cornorat On

3,097
3.915
4.46

1,OJ1

i. 346
3.092

4.414

'007.___6 -

J,0/b

4. 51A

4.,15.

15.JJ

I I ____________

2 11 1 :7 111
4!'il7 1 5tI

),_96l_____

4,409
4,-70

- -- 4A5 -
1.64 .
2 3111

~55oT
porations 3 305 I ,05.045

5I Cot prat Ong __ 1 31 j 3.851 __ 3 95 1 ..
I 0 Eorocat ions 4 3________ 8 4,8 j6 .. J.8

716 ~ ~ 9T Coprt4ns __________ ___________ 4 4 _

85I Corporations 5,769 5,769 S.769 5,769

-- - I 1 i-~---- I -
Vitorence between present

law and Proposition
for 100 corporations
roFr 0 Corporat ions
Fr 0 Cortrat ion
ForWIDo-o ic r t Ong~

_1~~~-
17

is --

For 900 Corporations 76 78~ ----- ~-_87 __ ____________ 52U- 2______

iRCrpltons 106 9564 32

I/Calculations by GRIMMER 6 COMPANY from- 1) Sales data provided by 856 corporations on Form 10-K
filed with the Securities and Exchanq Commission. and 2) Product Liability Insurance Premium
rates from the Insurance Study Final Report, Interagency Task Force on Product Liability.

2/The corporations were divided into groups of 100, each group containing companies of various sizes
and manufacturing a variety of products.

3/Figures are cumulative.

C-rpo

or
'r

For

c,,

11

j-j

71

A')
A KQ

,or JVV '. Corporation 2 J4b

-. .- --Oa! q.4n14 AM T-'VV!- ---------- -------oil

_

2 IA.1

eli-r- 500 Corrat Ong

2. ]50

3.688

S 1

-e

4A%1, 06q6 4



mo~t. ti. ruentL6a LOSS to U.S. Treasury for Product Liability insurance Where Deductions are
Based on Dollar Limitations vs. Severity of Risk Plus Reserve and Investment Income
for 856 Corporations with Sales of $100 Million or Over. l/

LOS TO Tteasury (in -m[llon of doll's s-of i

corporations 2/ 1-5 per cent 90 per cent 1-pircent 1-per cent

_elf-insurance self-insurance self-insrancself-nsuranCe

njiT~ropi~tonV
tnrto 10Corporat ions
i;3- 200 Cor rai-0hnuZ
rcFC10?4or roe ionsi

i
4
.3f I0 Corprains

1-474
I 5Ag

____L 21

1 5 L-----

____ 5 l1.___..
-_-.L u _.1_.----

1. 4

,It 600- 1 irations 2AI24-- 2___,1____1

0J7067Croain.235 - 2,397
o0 Ac6 Coporati ons 2.797 2.793 2,781

"st 100 Corpo2at ons 212 4_12_ 212

i 100 Corporot on. 1 ____ 1.

"Sof5cerperations ___ 1 j i15 M-

6T '00 Corio-ric ons 1.81 __.6_41 1 41 ~
nr 600 CorP2rations
(0c T"I corpo-ation

it~f[eiienSebe en present
taw and Proposition

2,7572 3231
------------ 1

I -t~--

0

for 100 Corporations 3 2
or 0 Coripoa .o._s 7 7---------

lor 70 corporations 14 13 "" 9- -A--------
Fot _46_07i po-af-00 le 16 1 _____

feC 500 cot zrati on 23 21 14
C. or 60,Crporai o 23 25 17

rot r7600 Corpoat ions ___ 2 29i~iL 12
FGIFor56 Corporations 40 36 24 2

I/Calculations by DRIMMER 4 COMPANY from deductions as reported i e21 rate for
- each corporation of 20 per cent of the first $25,0001 22 per cent of the second $25.000; and 46
per cent of the balance.

2/The corporations were divided into groups of 100, with each group containing companies of varitos
size and manufacturing a variety of products.

3/rigures are cumulative.

.61-_ 21L1_

2,769

.2.5
2,757

r-

CA

2 57I 4 . I j

__m

8.

2.096~. O91;

2. ]2], '171

2,.5
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The potential loss to the U.S. Treasury is estimated at $2.8 billion --

assuming full participation in a self-insurance program. Here also

the amount of loss eases off only slightly as the level of participa-

tion c ecline$.

Tables 23 and 24, respectively, provide estimates of the deduc-

tions and potential losses to the Treasury if members of the

300-firm sample chose to self-insure under this proposition. If they

chose co self-insure fully, the potential extra loss to the Treasury

could be $19 million. If all the firms in the industries represented

by those 300 firms chose to self-insure under this proposition, the

extra loss to Treasury could be up to $296 million -- as shown in

Table 25.
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TABLE 23. Potential Deductions o Produce Liability Insurance Where

Deductions are Based on Dollar Limitations vs. Severity of
Ristk Pius Reserve and Investment Income for a Random Sample
of 300 Firms. I/

(in millions of dollars)

1100 percent self-
insurance

90 oer 60 per
cent Self- cent self-
insurance insurance

30 per
cent self
insurance

Under Procos on V

Industrial machi~nery 48 47 £4
Cr ndin vnee s 74 7 a I 77 74
Ferrous cIs s 1 10 1 159 i 1
Zrd r.i I c!emc as 119 118 1 117 11A
AiLrcraf comccnents 99 94
AutO coonenrs - 1 69 66 66
R4M -1ca CA-12.IitVS i 95 94 1 3 1 92

1harmaceuticals 78 1 77
Lanowerl 6 F I 6 7
otner L i6 j L j 16 s

Industal machnerv _ ,1_ , , A 2I

Ferreuo o son s I 1 1 156 I 156
Indusci~ A t; !S Zt L 11s 1I 11514 U4i I 14 114
Aircraft components I 1p 4 04 9
Auto corionn , 4aA 64

.dtcal devices I .90 90 90
ria"Aceutica s 1 71 1 3 1 7
_awnnowers 6S 65 I

Otnr 14jj 4 1 ' 4
1:10TAL18 777

'ifference totmdeen
'"ssent Law. and
PropoasitLon

Industrial ma~chinery ___________________
Grinding wheal 1 6 1 1 1
Ferrous 4ar.o 2
In'dustr~st-A1 henuos S, 4
A-rcr:t comoonents S 4 2
Auto c omooet 4 13 2
XedIca,-l EvHH, 4 * i3
PhiarraceutICA13 1 5 4 2
1.adnnowers i 4 I 3
OCml.: 2 I 2 I 1

I0J'A.1 45 1 36 -1 26 17
in the 1979 Cun 6
Premiun rates from
on Product tia-

1;Calculations by BRIMMER A COMPANY from: 1) Sales figures
Bradstreet Directory, and 21 Prodluct Liability insurance
the Insurance Study Final PPport, Interacenc'y TA~k Force
bility.

iDeductions
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TBLE 24. Potential Loss co U.S. Treasury for Product Liability
Insurance Where Deductions are Based on Dollar Limita-
tions vs. Severity of Risk Plus Reserve and Investment
Income for a Random Sample of 300 Firms. l/

I Loss t.n millions of dollars)

1073 per 50 : 60 ;er 30 pe:
acent se - cent Ielf- cent self- -en: sel

insurance .nsu:nCe Lnsurance insurance

Under Proposi:ion V I

Ind straal lacnne2r'/ i

:scasts 77 77 r 6 75
:nu::a enlca.s 55

c :acmonents 47 j .47 46 46
.t cnlocnencs 33 32 32
-los. e'Jces 45 45 44 . 44

Phr~ce.:al 7 37 36 35
Lar~cers 32 32 32 r 31
_er [ 7 7 7 6

Under Present Law
:: d"str~l: TaTrn=rv ' : 20 21, )']

.:n..c nee_'s IC 1 36
-err:%;s :astL.ns 74 74 1 74 74

:ncs::S. An.ncl 7 54 54
A2,.::ra: :cm:cr.ans 45 I545 45

to :omccnen:s I 31 31 I 3 31
"ecoca. :ev'.es 43 43 43 43
Pa:ac'.ca.s I 34 34 34 34

31 31 31 31
:tner 6 66

-ifference berveen
?resent Law and
?rcpostiton

:ndus:rai ,acnnerv I I l
Srr.ndinweels1 1

c-1caS- 2 ' ! 1

-:: :::cnrents 2
:,,o :..ce~ 2 2
"ec c:a. ce':es 2 2 1

-3 I 2

Z:.er i 1 i

A:..19 12
I/Calculatlons by B 6M:tS S CCMPANY from deductICns as reported in Table 23,

-sing a tax rate for each firm of 20 per cent of the first 525,000; 22

ter cent of tne second 525,000; and 48 per cent of the balance.
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TABLE 25. Potential Loss to U.S. Treasury for Product Liability Insurance
Where Deductions are Based on Dollar Limitations vs. Severity
of Risk Plus Reserve and Investment Income for Industries
Represented by the 300 Firms. I/

LWSS (in millions of dollars)

100 per 90 per 60 per 30 per
cent self- cent self- cent self- cen self-

.. _ _ _ _ insurance insurance I.insurance insurance

(a)
Under Proposition V 2/

(Selected industries guide)
Indus trial chinery
Ferrous e cs 7 4 z
Industrial chemicals 6 3 ,
Aircrsi£t components z ZL]

AuCo €onents 27 4 16
Medil c devcas . Z z
Fharmactutcals 5 5 3Lawmoers W _*
Other 64 4 3 X1

TOTAL 150 135 9O 0

(b)
(MAnufacturet, sales

guide) 3/
Indutrral M cht nery . 53 48 32 16

ferrous castinsts 5 4 3 "Z'
In~ua rlal chal Lcals- t r Za .
AiLrcraft co sroenc C s- -

Ao o tpn~ns 34 1 Z .

Phdrcaudeicers -...

Lanmuower s
OEr 7 94 4 7

I/

* Total industry figures not available. hence included in
other" category.

* Estimate combined with "auto components" below, representing
the transportation equipment industry.

Calculations by BRn*MR & COMPANY from the losses as reported in Table 24
showing loss to the U.S. Treasury for a random sample of 300 firms.

2/ Estimated loss based on "value of shipments" by selected manufacturing
industries in 1977, reported in U.S. Department of Commrce. U.S. Indus-
trial Outlook, 1978, Appendix A, pp. 465-468.

3/ Estimated loss based on "Manufacturers' Sales (shipments)" by major
industry group in 1976, reported in U.S. Department of Comerce, Survey
of Current Business. April, 1978, pp. S-5 and S-6.

30 27 is 9
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SECTION IV

S=OfARY'AND CONCLUSIONS

This study was undertaken to obtain quantitative estimates

of the potential impact on public sector revenues of the various

proposals to provide Federal Government tax incentives for self-

insurance against product liability losses. The study was initiated

against a background of complaints by a number of manufacturers that

such coverage has become unavailable or unaffordable. While

spokesmen for the insurance industry have denied these charges,

several members of Congress have responded by introducing a variety

of bills which would provide tax incentives to self-insure. The

Carter Administration (.through the U.S. Department of Commerce) has

also 'fashioned a proposal which seeks the same goal.

In April, 1976, the Federal Government established an Inter-

agency Task Force on Product Liability to examine the status of

product liability. After a great deal of probing, the Task Force

issued its report in 1977. The group's key conclusion can be

summarized briefly:

(1) "There is no widespread problem of product
liability insurance being unavailable. A few.
companies in the Task Force's target industries
and other high-risk product lines are having
difficulty obtaining product liability insurance.
For some others, product liability rates would
appear to be unaffordable -- it has been per-
sudsively argued to the Task Force that this is
a practical equivalent of unavailability.

(2) "There has been a substantial increase in the
cost of product liability insurance in 1974 in
all of the Task Force's target industries. The
increase in premiums appears .o have been greater
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for small as compared to large businesses.
Also, small firms appear less able to cope
with affordability problems than large firms.
Certain industries appear to have been sub-
ject to very substantial increases. These
include manufacturers of medical devices,
pharmaceuticals, power lawnmowers, industrial
chemicals, and metal castings."

Estimating Technique

In study, five (5) different propositions were assessed,

and their potential impact on the U.S. Treasury was estimated.

The essential characteristics of the five alternatives with

respect to the Federal treatment of tax deductions for self-

insurance can be summarized briefly. Th- proposed legislation

which embodies at least some of the key elements of each alter-

native can also be identified:

Proposition Characteristics Legislative Prop

Ordinary risk (2 per cent H.R. 8064
of gross receipts).

II Ordinary plus severe risk U.S. Department
(5 per cent of gross re- Commerce Proposal
ceipts).

III Fair Market Value. H.R. 7711

IV Fair Market Value
plus reserve and
investment income.

Dollar limitation vs.
severity of risk plus
reserve and investment
income.

V

H.R. 10272

H.R. 771
H.R. 10272

osal

of
I

U.S. Department of
Commerce Proposal

The potential revenue losses to the U.S. Treasury (and to the

various States) could not be calculated directly -- because a lack of
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both time and resources prevented a canvass of either taxpayers

or tax collectors. Instead, the estimates had to be made in-

directly on the basis of statistical data from a number of dif-

ferent sources. The estimates for the U.S. Treasury rest on two

main sets of information: (i) figures for 856 corporations with

sales of $100 million or more, and (2) sales for a sample of 300

firms -- most of which were concentrated in industries in which

severe product liability problems have been encountered.

To determine the potential impact of the alternative proposals

on the U.S. Treasury, it was first necessary to estimate the present

deductions taken by business firms for premiums paid to conventional

insurance companies. (The calculations made necessarily result in

an under-estimation of the losses; there is no way to measure the

deviation from standard premiums paid by large corporations -- although

there is evidence of such deviations in practice. The potential

reduction in U.S. Treasury revenue was determined by calculating the

difference between the loss under the present provisions of the

Internal Revenue Code and the losses which might result under the

various alternatives.

The main findings of the study can be summarized here:

Losses to the U.S. Treasury

If the 856 large corporations (with sales of $100 million and

over) were to take the deductions allowed under any one of the five

propositions analyzed in this study, there would be losses to the

U.S. Treasury. As shown in Table 26, the losses could range from

$36 million to $12 billion, depending upon the specific alternative.



Summary of the Potential Deductions and Loss to the U.S. Treasury foL
Product Liability Insurance Coverage Under Various Alternatives. If
856 Corporations Self Insure 100 Per Cent. l/

Corporations 2_

100 Coorx)at ons

DEDUCTT014S FOR THE 856 CORPORATIONS WITI SALES '0O0 MIL.ION AND OVER (100 Per Cent)

(in millions of dollars) 3/ PROPOSITIONS

2 8I I0
288 I 4.098 809

IV V

Corpat4ions 6 .9T 1.047 _______

-00 Co )por atlons 6.578 I 19 1,406 . .... __-

oo15.
C')0 Corporations .0 2 241 -67

r-.--loaions 1216A -.- '''''...W:2 7 9,74 87~* __.356 Corporations S 2 4 41. .

LOSS TO TIlE U. S. TREASURY IF 856 CORPORATIONS SELF INSURE (100 Per Cent)

Corporationn / (in millions of dollars) / PROPOSITIONS

I III IV V

100 Corporations 1.358 -LIRS | s- L1B.
-0o-r__ra t t on s - .... z,0_ _ ______ _J_____1_____

Y00cor orat ions 1 zgs 1-% 1 2i00Corporations 3.97 58 _'Al 1_

600 Corooa 3.ns 71- a8io n s 5 J3r t '- I 460 9, 4§ 2 1 -. 7 5 - .,| 3 . 4g o 2 3

100 Corporations 0 q '

I Corporations 12. 307 __--1- __.__0 _ _

_a/,ut ulations by 11IICEir, a COMPANYfl rome I 15alesl data provided by te 056o corporations on Forw 10-X
filed with the Securities and Exchange Commlsoionj 2)Product Liability Insurance premium rates from
the Insurance Study Firm Report. Interagency Tank Force on Product iabl1ityi and 3)A tax rate for
each corporation of 20 per cent of the first $25.000 22 per ;ent of the seoond $25.0001 and hC
per cent of the balance.

i/The corporation were divided into groups of 100. each C.roup containing companies of various sizes
sand mnufocturne a variety of products.

Figures -ire cumutrtive.

TABLE 26:
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Several factors help to explain the variation in the amount of

the loss which might occur under the different propositions:

(1) The rate used in determining the deduction. If, as

was the assumption in this study, the average premium rate for

all products (except those in the severe product category) is

.34 per cent, a deduction allowed under the alternative involv-

ing 2 per cent or 5 per cent of sales would substantially increase

the loss to the U.S. Treasury. Propositions I and II provide for

deductions above the present premium rate.

:f the deductions are based on fair market value, the U.S.

Treasury would also experience a loss (Propositions III and IV).

In general, were a proposition allowing self-insurance to be

enacted, the following reactions could be expected:

- More large corporations may be inclined to
self-insure and for a larger percentage of
their product liability coverage.

- If the large corporations no longer insure
with the conventional insurance comapnies
at the present level, those insurance com-
panies may be Inclined to raise their pre-
mium rates.

In calculating the fair market value, it was assumed that

the premi=m rate might increase by 41 per cent. This is a key

assumption underlying the estimates for Proposition 111. Some

argue that the fair market value would be equivalent to the present

premium rates. Were that the case, there would be no loss the

U.S. Treasury were Proposition III enacted.

(2) Deductions are allowed for accumulated earnings. At

least one of the product liability self-insurance proposals now
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being considered amends Section 537 of the Internal Revenue Code.

The change would allow amounts accumulated in the loss reserve

account or paid to a captive insurer to be deductib .ecause the

funds are accumulated for reasonably anticipated ne, There is a

loss to the Treasury in the case of those alternatives which allow

deductions for accumulated earnings as well as deductions for con-

tributions to the reserve and the reserve's investment income.

The loss to the Treasury under Proposition IV for the 856 large

corporations was estimated at $4 billion. Some argue that the type

of enterprises represented by these large firms would not accumulate

earnings in excess of the amounts necessary to meet the reasonably

anticipated requirements of the business without some exemption.

If that were true, the loss to the Treasury would be $1.6 billion

instead of the $4 billion for the 856 corporations.

(3) Deductions are allowed for investment income. Propositions

IV and V allow deductions for investment income from the amounts

in the reserve account. This element also helps to explain the

differential size of the losses to the U.S. Treasury.

If the members of the 300-firm sample were to self-insure under

any one of the alternatives, the U.S. Treasury would experience a

loss in revenue. As shown in Table 27 the loss may vary between

$19 million and $1.9 billion, depending on which proposition is

adopted. The largest share of the losses would be concentrated in

the metal casting industry, and the smallest share would occur in

industries. producing industrial machinery. Table 23 summarizes the
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TABLE 28. Summary of the Potential Deductions and Loss to the U.S. Treasury for Product
Liability Insurance Coverage Under Various Alternatives, If the Random Sample
of 300 Firms Self Insure 100 Per Cent. l/

DEDUCTIONS FOI; TIlE 300 CORPORATIoNS IF TIIEY SELF-INSURE (100 Per Cent)

LOSS TO TilE U. S. TREASURY IF TIlE 300 CORPORATIOtIS SELF-INSURF(OO0 Per Cent)

CA3
0

0

_/ Calculations by BRIME.R & COMPANY from v 1)Sales data In the 1970 Dun & Bradetreet Directoryl
Z)Product Liability Insurance premium rates from the Insurance Study Final Report, Interagency
Task Force on Product Liability and 3) A tax rate for each corporation of 20 per cent of the
first $25,0001 22 per cent of the second $25.000, and I2 per cent of the balance.
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potential deductions and potential losses to the U.S. Treasury

if the members of the 300-firm sample were to self-insure 100

per cent. Table 29 sumarizes the same results if all industries

represented by the 300-firm sample were to self-insure fully.

Summary of Soecific Alternatives

Proposition i. Ordinary Risk (deductions for 2 per cent of
gross receipts).

If the 856 large corporations chose to self-insure totally,

the potential loss to the Treasury could be $9.4 billion. If the

firms in the industries represented by the 300 firms in the random

sample were to self-insure, the potential loss would be $6.6

billion. The losses to the U.S. Treasury can be attributed to the

fact that 2 per cent of gross receipts is a much higher level of

deductions than would be the case under the present Internal Revenue

Code, where deductions are taken for premiums paid to conventional

insurance companies.

Prooosition II. Ordindary Plus Severe Risk (deductions for 5
per cent of gross receipts).

If the 856 corporations chose to self-insure totally, under this

proposition, the potential loss to the Treasury would be $12.3

billion. If the enterprises in the industries represented by the

300-firm sample were to self-insure, the loss would be $23.2 billion.

As was the case under Proposition I, the loss can be attributed to

the fact that the rate is much higher under this proposition than

the present premium rates.

Proposition 11I. Deductions for fair market value.

If the 856 corporations chose to self-insure fully under this



TABLE 29. Summary of the Potential Loss to the U.S. Treasury for Product Liability Insurance Coverageunder Various Alternatives If All Industries Represented by the 300 Firms Self Insure100 Per Cent 1/

LOSS TO THE U.S. TREASURY IF ALL INDUSTRIES SELF INSURE (100 PER CENT)

(Selected Industries Guide) 2/ PROPOSITIONS

LOSS TO THE U.S. TREASURY IF ALL INDUSTRIES SELF INSURE (100 PER CENT)

(Manufacturers' Sales Guide) 3/

I II

PROPOSITIONS

I/ Calculations by BRINKER & COMPANY from the losses as reported in TABLE 29, showing the loss to theU.S. Treasury for the random sample of 300 firms.2/ Estimated loss based on "value of shipments" by selected manufacturing industries in 1977. reportedin U.S. Department of Commerce. U.S. Industrial Outlook, 1978. Appendix A, pp. 465-468.3/ Estimated loss based on "Manufacturers' Sales (shipments)" by major industry group in 1976, reportedin U.S. Department of Commerce, Survey of Current Business, April. 1978, pp. S-5 and S-6.

C."

-3
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alternative, the potential loss to the U.S. Treasury would be

$1.5 billion. If the firms in the industries represented by the

300 firms chose to self-insure under this proposition, the loss

would be $2.1 billion. The loss to the Treasury is attributed to

the assumption in the study that the premium rates would increase

by 41 per cent (if this proposition were enacted) because the

insurance companies would raise their rates when the large corpora-

tions chose self-insurance.

Proposition tY. Deductions for fair market value plus reserve and
investment income.

If the 856 large corporations chose to self-insure totally

under this proposition, the potential loss to the Tzeasury would

be $4.5 billion. If the firms in the industries represented by

the 300 firms in the sample chose to self-insure under this version,

the loss would be estimated at $6.2 billion. The increase in the

loss to the Treasury over and atcve the loss under Proposition III

can be attributed co the deductions for accumulated earnings as

well as for investment income.

Prooosicion 7. Dollar limitation vs. severity of risk. (deductions
- for the lesser of S100,000/$25,000 or 5 per cent/2

per cent of gross receipts) plus reserve and invest-
menc income.

The potential loss to the U.S. Treasury if the 856 large corpora-

tions were to self-insure fully is estimated at $40 million. If

the firms represented by the industries in the 300-firm sample chose

to self-insure under this proposition, the estimated loss to the

Treasury is S296 million. Although this alternative places a
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limitation of $100,000 and $25,000 on the amount of the deduction

(depending upon the presence or absence of a severe product lia-

bilicy insurance problem), there will be a loss to the U.S.

Treasury. This study is based on the assumption that the large

corporations will take advantage of the deductions allowed under

this proposition -- in addition to deductions for coverage by the

conventional insurance corporations.

Concluding Observations

Again, it must be emphasized that the estimates of potential

revenue losses presented here are based on a number of key assump-

tions. They must be kept in mind when the figures are interpreted.

Central to the analysis here was the assumption that most

corporations exposed to product liability would choose to self-

insure -- if they had a tax incentive. Of course, this will not

be the case in practice. Many of the smaller firms could not afford

to self-insure. They do not have the capital to pay large product

claims, and one loss could exceed one year's total sales. More-

over, such firms do not have captive insurance companies, and

commercially available product liability policies do not have

deductibles. Whenever available at reasonable cost, the smaller

firms will probably continue to purchase insurance -- already a tax

deduction.

The above considerations suggest that the U.S. Treasury is

not likely to lose much revenue because small firms choose to self-

insure. To change the situation, tax incentive proposals would have

<o be designed specifically for small businesses. Thus, the large

corporations are the ones most likely to self-insure, thereby creat-

ing the revenue losses for the Federal Government.

35-992 0 - 79 - 21
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APPENDIX TABLES

BASIC DATA SOURCES

Table

A. Sales Ranking of 856 Large Corporations, 1977

B. Distribution of 300-Company Sample, By Size
of Sales, 1977

C. Value of Shipments of Selected Manufacturing
Industries, 1977

0. Manufacturer's Sales (Shipments). By Major
Industry Group, 1976

E. Product Liability Rates For Target Product
Categories



At-IV'P IA iAhL. A. SALt-. KANKING 1* 856 IL.RAI t:OPURAIlONS. 19//

Company ra l es Cnmnany Sa les

Sa nk i nq nnk inq
.ACE Industrip ........... 101 .Americ n C a n ............. 6...... 4

AMAX .......................... *I ,Imeria1 rhain 6 Cable ........ 4R2
AMF ........................... 201 American rrystal Su aAr .......... 6f84
AMP ........................... 356 American Cy na jid ............... 107
APT .. ......................... 13911 American creelinqs ...... 7....... 575
.A-T- ........... ............. 357 American noist F derrick ........ 428
Abbott Laboratories ........... 20Q AmriJcan irme Products .......... An
Acme-Cleveland ................ 6118 American Maize-Products ......... .. 6q
Addressoqraph Plultiqraph ...... 334 American "otors ................. 94
*Affiliated Publications ....... . R. Anerican Petrofina .............. 212
Aqway ........................... 162 American Ship fuildinq............ 8 n
.Air Products & Chemicals ...... 264 American Standard ............... 114
.Airco ........................... 260 American Fterilizer ............... 717
Akzona ........................... 282 Ameron ............................ 6 0
Alabama By-Products............. 70 Ametek ............................. %9
*Alan Wood Steel ............... 741 *Ampen-Pittsburqh ................ q"3
Alaska Interstate ............. 716 Ampex ........................... 571
.Albany International......... ( tnl ........... ............ . lq
Alberto-Culver ................ 797 Amsted Industries ............... 173
Alleghany Cor ................. 632 Amtel .............................. 4 3 -
Alleqheny L.udlum Industries... 244 ,AnAconda .......................... 11 CO
Allen Group ................... 57) Anchor f'oceinq.................. . 04
Allied Chemical ............... 82 Anderson, Claytnn ............... 274
Allied Products................. 568 Anqelica.......................... 002
Allis-Chalmers ................ 146 Anheuser-Buoqch .................. I.1 6
Alton BoX Board ................. 61 Ansul .............................. q72

,Alumax ........................... 352 Arache ............................ 07
Aluminum Co. of America ........ 72 *Apco Oil ........................... 512
Amalqamated Suqar............... 711 Apeco ............................. q54
Ambac Industries ................ 663 Applied Power ..................... All
,Ameord .......................... 672 Arcata ati onal.................... 510

America ....................... 581 hrcher-nanlels-Midland .......... 13R
Amerada H!e .................. 48 Artyona-rolorado Land & Cattle., R75

.American Air Filter ............. 5 2 Armeo Steel ....................... 63
American Bakeries ............. 400 Armstronq Cork .................. 230
American Beef Packers ......... 6.3 Armslrnon Rubber ................ 497
American BJlLrite ............. 6 5 Arvin Industrie ................ 432
American Brands ................. 0 Asarco ............................ 23
*American Brodcastinq ........... 17 Aqhland Oil ....................... 43
American Business Products .... 78 Associated Coca-Cola Botllinq... 717

* Not included either because sales information not available at the Securities and
Exchange Commission (Form 10-K.) at the time of the research or because the company
fell in the "excluded" categories (banks. insurance companies, services).



Company

*Associated Milk Producers ............
Athlone Industries ....................
Atlantic Richfield ...................
*Atlantic Steel .......................
Av o ...............
Avery International ..................
Avnet ................................
Avon Products ........................
Avondale Mills .......................
Babcock & Wilcox .....................
Baker International ..................
Ball .................................
Bally Manufacturing ..................
Bandage ...............................
Bangor Punta .........................
Rant& (George) .......................
Barber-Greene ........................
Bard (C.R.) ..........................
Barnes Group .........................
Barwick (F.T.) Industries ............
Bassett Furniture Industries .........
Bates Manufacturing ..................
Bausch & Lomb ........................
Baxter Travenol Laboratories .........
Beatrice Foods ......................
Beckman Instruments ..................
Becton, Dickinson ....................
Beech Aircraft .......................
Beker Industries .....................
Belco Petroleum ......................
Belden ...............................
Belding Heminway .....................
Bell & Howell ........................
Bemis ................................
Bendix ...............................
Bethlehem Steel ......................
Betz Laboratories ....................
Bibb .................................
Bic Pen ...............................

9A les
Ranking

137
623

15
974
305
463

309
157
597
129
342
433
666
706
551
867
826
778
598
774
624
q31
475
294

38
595
367
477
838
468
6q8
964
341
315

70
33

808
745
872

Biq Three Tndu-trieq .............
%ird . Son .......................
Black & decker Manufacturinq ....
.Blair (John) ....................
Bliss & Laughlin Industri-s ......
Block Briiq .......................
Blue Bell ........................
Bluehird .........................
Bobble Brooks ....................
Boeing ...........................
Boine Cascade ....................
Borden ...........................
Borg-Warner ......................
Enurns ...........................
nriqqs & ctratton ................
Bristol-Myers. ...................
Brockway Class ...................
Brown-Forman nistillers ..........
Brown rroup ......................

*Brunswick ........................
PrunnwJck Pulp & Paper ...........
Buckeye International ............
Bucyrus-grie .....................
Budd .............................
*Pulova wattch .....................
Bundy ............................
Bunker Pamn ......................
Burlington Industries ............
Burndy ...........................
nurroughs ........................
Butler Manufacturinq .............
Buttes Gas & Oil .................

*CBC ..............................
CCI ..............................
*CF Industries ....................
C.H.9. Foods .....................
CPC International ................
CTS ..............................
Cabot ............................

S'a I Pn
Rank i nq

608
276
Q24
722
895
281
430
747

47
116

59
121
93n
502
113
414
661
216
247 *
817

370
21 5
660
976

Qfl

840
120
522
813
1n2
950
154
758

70
767
389



Company

C alle s ...........................
*California Computer Products ......
Cameron Iron Works ................
Campbell soup .....................
Campbell Tagqart ..................
Cannon Mills ......................
*Capital Cities Commnications. "
Capitol Indstries--EHI ...........
*Carbon Industries .................
*Carborundum .......................
Carlisle ..........................
Carnation .........................
Carpenter Technology ..............
Carrier ...........................
Carter-Wallace ....................
Castle & Cooke ....................
Caterpillar Tractor ...............
Ceco ..............................
Celanese ..........................
Central Soya ......................
Cerro-Marmon ......................
Certain-teed ......................
Cessna Aircraft ...................
Chamberlain Manufacturing .........
Champion ome Builders ............
Champion International ............
Champion Spark Plug ...............
Charter ...........................
Chelsea Industries ................
Chemetron .........................
Chesapeake Corp. of Virginia ......
Chesehrouqh-Pond's ................
Chicago Bridge & Iron .............
Chicago Pneumatic Tool ............
*Chickasha Cotton oil ..............
Chock Full 0' Nuts ................
*Christensen .......................
Chromalloy American ...............
*Chrysler ..........................
Church & Dwight ...................
Cincinnati Milacron ...............

Iales
qank inq

821
885
422
136
291
393
641
732
913
313
798
103
564
19q
743
250

36
582
106
124
249
2q
377

.'754
649
74

362
192
677
390
787
277
331
559
909
792
893
242
i0

993
398

(itipn Service ....................
(lark Eouipment ...................
Clark nil 4 Refininq ..............
Clevpland-Ciffs Iron ..............
Clorox ............................
C lo %w ..............................
r'lus'tt, Teabody ...................
Coachmen Industries ...............
CocA-Cola ...... ..... ............
Coca-Cola Pottling Co. of L.A ...
Coca-Cola Pottlinq Co. N.Y ......
Coleco Yndustries .................
Coleman ...........................
rolgate-Palmolive .................
Collins & Aikman ..................
Colt Industries ...................
*'o]uimbia Pictureq Tplstries ......
*Comblnel Communication ...........
.Combustion Fnqineerinn ............
*Combustion Pouirmnent Nssociates...
arommerce Clearing House ...........
Commercial Shearing ...............
*Commonwealth Oil Refining .........
ConAqra ...........................
Condec ............................
Cone Mills .........................
*Conqoleum .........................
*Conrac ............................
XConsolidated Aluminum .............
Consolidated Foods ................
Consolidated Papers ...............
*Container Corp. of America ........
Continental Copper & Steel Ind. ..
Continental Group .................
Continental Oil ...................
,Control nnt-a .....................
d=ook Industries ...................
Cook Paint . Vanish ...............
Pooper Tndustries ..................
mooper Tire & Ruhher ..............
Coors (Adolph) ....................

S a les

l8n
2R5
622
262

1-in
6i28

69
739
55;

015
AI1

"4n
178
4R8
7n7
125

8n5 -2

849 S
211
3A6
620
12f
442
88n
343

79
535
237
91R

56
17

173
380
937
340

321

t10



Company

*Copeland .....................
Copperweld ................. 1.
XCorning Glags Works ..........
*Cox Broadcait n .............
Crane ........................

*Crompton .....................
Crompton & Knowles ...........
Crouse-Ilindq .................
Crown Central Petroleum ......
*Crown Cork & Seal ............
*Crown Zellerbach .............
*Cubic ........................
Cummins Engine ...............
Curtiss-Wright ...............
Cutler-Ilammer ................
Cyclops ......................
Cyprus Mines .................
*DllJ Industries ...............
*Dairylea Cooperative .........
Pan River ....................

*rfana .........................
*Dart Industries ..............
Data 100 .....................
Data General .................
hayco ........................
Dayton Malleable .............

*Dean Foods ...................
Deere ........................
,fe Laval Turbine .............
*Dellwood Foods ...............
Del Monte ....................

,DeLuxe Check Printers ........
Dennison manufacturing .......

,fentsply Tnternational .......
Deroto .......................
Dexter .......................

*Diamond International ........
*Diamond Shamrockj ............
*Dibrell Brothers .............
Dick (A.B.) ..................
Dictaphone ...................

SalJq
Ranking

662
529
21q
846
208
Q67
772
584
365
24R
104
947
218
49]
401
337
518
755
460
372
155
152
881
753
375
78q
523

66
548
962
158
605
534
816
540
696
252
167
648
520
831

Company

f)ieboId .........................
nigital EnOnpment ...............
Dinner Bell Poods ...............
.I4ver e v ........................
*nixie Yarnez.....................
aflonaldson .......................
,fonnelley (D.P.) & Sons .........
.'orqev ..........................
*Orover ...........................
Dow Chemical ....................

,now Corninq .....................
.9ow Jones .......................
,r)owne Communications ............
dresserr Industries ..............
nr Pepper .......................
nu Point (E.T.) de Nemours.
Dymo Industries .................
Dynamics Corp. of America .......
Dynaqcan ........................

* . .............................
EGU&C ............................
F-Systems .......................
Eactle-Plcher Industries .........
rarly California Industries .....
Earth Resources .................
Easco ...........................
Eastern Cas & uel Associates...
Eastman Kodak ...................
Eastmet .........................
Eaton ...........................
Echlin anufacturinq ............

*Economi ca Laboratory ............
*Elixir Industries ..............
EltrA ...........................
flaerson Electric ...............
Emerv Indutries ................
Emhart ..........................
Fnvirotech ......................

sqmark ..........................
Esterline .......................
Than Allen.....................

qA lee,
Rank i nq

70q
280
837
q07
79O
R86
327
A54
462

25
471
555
022
lot
777

q57

nsa
040
57R
sot)
431
91

563

621
294

28
770
127
654
494
891
265
147
748
202

424
32

866
74ct

-a



Company

Ethyl ................................
Fvans Products . ......................
Ex-Cell-n ............................
Exxon ................................
FMC ..................................
Faberqe ..............................
Fairchild Camera & instrument.
Fairchild Indus.tries .................
Fairmont Foods .......................
Falstaff Brewinq......................
Fansteel .............................
Farah Manufactuiriinq ..................
Farmland Industrieq ..................
Fedders. ..............................
Federal Co ...........................
Federal-Moqul ........................
Federal Paper Board ..................
Ferro ................................
Fib'eboard ...........................
Fieldcrest Mills .....................
Fi lmways .............................
*Firestone Tire & Rubber ..............
&First Mississippi ....................
Fischer & Porter.....................
JFlavorland Industries ................
Fleetwood Enterprises ................
Flintkote ............................
Florida Steel ...................... k.

*Flower- Induqtries ...................
Ford Motor
Fort Howard Paper ....................
Foster Wheeler .......................
Foxhoro ..............................
*Franklin Electric ....................
Franklin Mint ........................
Frederick & lorrud ...................
Freeport Ilinerals....................
Fruehau V.............................
Fuller (II.11.) ........................
(A ................. . . . . . . . .
GATX ..................................
GF Business Equipment................

Sales
nankinq
194

270
421

1

q7
665
404
569
358

7q9
981
814
123
534
348
412
437
451
521
480
9qR

46
7qo
R35
'5n
43Q
370
943
711

3
614
214
500

988
519
469
517
153
733
216
341
q66

Comianv

*Gannett ............................
rardner-mOnver .....................
Gates L.Oar-jet ......................
General Nmerican Oil ro. of Texas..
General Cable ......................
GIeneral cinema .....................
nenera] dynamics ...................
General Electric ...................
General relt .......................
General Foods ......................
General Hlost .......................
General Instument ..................
General Mills ......................
General MntorF .....................
General Portland ...................
General Pefractorieq ...............
General Signal .....................
General Tire & Rubbor ..............
Genesco ............................

40Genr iJA Kraft ......................
Georqla-Pacifir ....................
Gerher Product .....................
Gettv O)il ..........................

i fford-Hill .......................
Gillette ...........................
Glohe-UInion ........................
Glover ..............................
Gold Kist ..........................
Goodrich (n.E.) ....................
Gnodvear -ire & Rubber .............
Go l.d ..............................
Goulds Pumn .......................
Grace (W.R.) .......................
Graniteville .......................
.Great Northern NAkooa .............
Crreat western united ...............
Green Giant ........................
Cr-reif Rros .........................
Greyhound ..........................
Crrolier ............................
*Grumman ............................
Guardian Industries ................

ank ini
426

4013
721

474

C,

44
2n

A43
R)

2
712

312
III
1Q6
680

6R
4%1

67
567

541
704
251
112

23

78R6
Sn

533
259
150

302
682
49

586
148
82n

B0
-4



Company

CuilIford mti1lls .....................

Gulf nit ...........................
Gulf Pesources A Chemical ..........
Gulf & Western Industries ..........

.J1al (W.F.) Printinq ...............
Hlammermill vaper ...................
.llanmond ............................
Handy 16 llarman .....................
Hlanes ..............................
llanna Min ing .......................
hIarcourt Brace Jovanovich ..........

*llarman International Tndustries ....
larnischfeger ......................
IHarris .............................
Ilarsco .............................
[art Schaffner & Marx ..............
llarte-hianka Newspapern .............
llartz Mountain .....................
(Harvey Hubbell .....................
llaiqbro Industries ..................
lHayeq-A ibion .......................
leileman (C.) Brewing ..............
lleinz (ll.J.) .......................
thelene Curtis ......................
Hercule. ...........................
IHershey Foods ......................
Hesston ............................
leublein ...........................
Hewlett-Packard ....................
Hiienbrand Industries .............
lines (Edward) T,umher ..............
llobart .............................
Oloerner Waldorf ....................
IHolly ..............................
Holly Sugar ........................
flomestake Mininq ...................
lion Industries .....................
Honeywell ..........................

•lood ( . P.)..............................
lover ..............................

Sales
Ranking

897
7

513
57

903
293
001
476
45;
461
560
818
407
361
322
34Q
020
655
686
q58
668
644
119
971
142
328
690
176
200
841
612
415
366
84q
636
857
q90

88
417
335

Company

Iflover Dall earin.q ...............
Ilormel (reo. .. ) ....................
Ifotldailhe Tnduqtrieq ................
Ilouqhton Mifflin..................
'louston nil & Mineralq .............
fludson Pulp & Paper.................
luff fman Manutacturjncy...............

hlhluheq ool........................
?VuycP ................... . .......
llvdrovota .s

*!fyqrade rood Products...............
Ilyster ..................... .......
r Tnglqtripq .......... .......
deal Baqic Industries.............

*Tdeal Toy .........................
Idle '-1'id Foods .....................
Illini Beef Packer .................
Illinois Tool Works .................

,T'noeral Sugar ......................
Indian Head ............
ainqerol l-1and ......................
nland Container ....................
Inland Steel ........................

*Tn'sont ..............................
insilco ............................
'natrument Systems ..................
Intel ...............................
Intereo .............................
TnterlAke ...........................
International BuninesA Machines .....
International Flavorn & Fragrances..
International Parventer .............
TnternatJonal Minerals & Chemical...
International '"ultJ ft' q............
International Paper .................
International Systernq . Control....
International re1. & 'rel ............
Tnterpace ...........................

.Tnterntate Brands ...................
rowa Peef Processors ................

"n,'k i nq
A09
206
£9)6
q52
0161
7cl
956

A48
q63
8117
3A12
454
13n
531
R47
4q5
710
576

R921162

35

(12
350
444
630
62S
165
2e

8
558
77

1e1
268
52

11
1;42
810
Inn

U

-a

S



Company

Itek ...............................
,Tntzen ............................
.lohns-94anvi]Io .....................
Johnson 6 Johnson ..................
Johnson C nntrols ...................
Jonathan ,nqan .....................
Joslyn qfg. & Supply ...............
Jo tens ........ e
Joy Manufacturinq ..................
KnI ................................
Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical .........

*Kaiser Cement & Gvpsum .............
*Kaiser Industries ..................
Kane-Miller ........................
Knneb Service .....................
Katy Industr ues ....................
*Kawecki Berylco Industries .........
Keene ..............................
Keller Industries ...................
Kelloqq ............................
Kellwond ..........................
Kennametal .........................
Kennecott Copper ...................
Kerr Glass Manufacturing ...........
Kerr-McGee .........................
*Kewanee Industries .................
Keystone Consolidated Industries...
Keyes Fibre ........................
Keystone Foods .....................
Kidde (Walter) .....................
Kimball International ..............
Kimberly-Clark .....................
*King-Seeley Thermos ................
Kirsch ..............................
*Knight-Ridder Newspapers ...........
Knudsen ............................
Koehrinq ...........................
Koppers .............................
Koracorp Indistries ................
Kraft ...............................
Kroehier Mfg ......................

Sales
Rank i nr

652
868
174

87
%06
449
785
746
302
89

122
643
222
269
914
751
941
82q
R63
163
418
P15
234
580
114
411
505
q6

842
184
874
143
657
Q48
295
617
470
140
800

37
736:

rompanV

IoTV................................
Yac, ole Cteel ......................
Lamson f Sessions ..................
L.anca-ter Colnnv ...................
Lance ..............................

*Land O'Lakes .......................
Lane ...............................
ta-Z-ov chair .....................
Lear Steoler .......................
Lee(s Nnrthri,. ...................
Leesona ...........................
Leqqett & Platt ....................
l-ehiqh Portland Cement .............
Lehigh Nallev Tndustrir ...........
Lenox ..............................
Leslie ray .........................
*Lever Prothers .....................
Levi Ftrauss .......................
Libbey-owenq-rord ..................

*Libby, MrNeill A i|bhy .............
Liggett Croup ......................
tillv (Eli) ........................

*Lipton (Thomas J.) .................
L.iQuid Mir Corp. of North Nmerlca..
Litton Tndustries ..................
Lockheed Aircraft ..................
Lone Star Tndustries ...............
Longview Fibre .....................
Louisiana Land & Exploration .......
Louits ana-Pacific ..................
Lowenstein (M.) & Sons .............
T.ubrizol ...........................
Ludlow .............................
Lukens Steel .......................
Lykes ..............................
'APCO ..............................
MBPXT ...............................
MCA...................................
Macmillan ..........................
Maqic Chef .........................

'iallinckrodt .......................

,"n Ile -

'Mnk i n.,
10

697
n49
717

77(

n16

q77
292

06n

96(
810

86
94

29V

186

371 0
28'

171
163
565
60
6;1

204
573
47n

138

3n5
627

R7
14n
419
266
267
376
589
S 3

W3

0'.



Company

Mallorv (P.R.) .................
*Mvanagement As tanCe ..........
Manhattan Industries ...........
Manitowoc ......................
Mansfield Tire & Rubber ........
Marathon Manufacturing .........
Marathon Oil ...................
Maremont .......................
Marhoefer Packinn ..............
Marlene Industries .............
Marley .........................
Martin Marietta ................
Martin Processing ..............
Maryland Cup ...................
Masco ..........................
Masland (C.H.) & Sons ..........
Masonite .......................
Mattel .........................
Maytag .........................
McCord .........................
McCormick ......................
McCulloch oil ..................
McDonnell Douglas ..............
McDonough ......................
Mcraw-Fd ison ..................
d4c(raw-Hill ....................
McLouth Steel ..................
McNeil .........................
.Mcouay-Perfex ..................
Mead ...........................
media General ..................
Medtronic ......................
Medusa .........................
Memorex ........................
Merck ..........................
*Meredjth .......................
Mesta Machine ..................
*Metromedia .....................

Sales
Pnnkinq

507
873
607
701
970
536

55
514
819
902
616
189
918
515
420
836
446
486
554
774
525
851

51
545
224
323
364
714
769
141
673
828
658
481
132
691
936
562

Company

Michigan Ceneral ......................
Mickelherry ...........................

*"idland Cooperatives ..................
Midland Class .........................
Midland-Ross ..........................
Miles Laboratories .....................
Milton Bradley .........................
line Safety Appliances .................
Minnesota mning & Manufacturinq ......
Mirro Aluminum ........................

*"issiasippi Chemical ..................
Mitchell r nerqy & Development .........
Mobil .................................
M0dine Manufacturinq ..................
Mnhasco ................................
Mohawk Data Sciences ..................
Mohawk Rubber .........................
Monfort of Colorado ...................
Monoqram Industries ...................
Monroe Auto Eoulpment .................
.Monsanto ..............................
"nrap riectro Products ................
Morton-Norwich Products ...............

.motorola ...............................
Munsinywear ...........................
Murphy oil ............................
Murray Ohio.Manufacturinq .............
NCR ...................................
NTR O ...... ...........................
NI. Industries .........................

*NVF ....................................
Nabisco ................................
Nalco Chemical ........................
Nashua ................................
National Can ..........................
National Chamnsearch ...................
*National Coop4rative Defiherv Asn. ..
National Distiller and Chemical .......

Soler.

Qank I ny
72R
Q39

q29
425
397
687
710

53
046
634
804

5

qil
3n6
752
70R
445
731
718

A2
8RR
318
149
R2

229
781

q6
976

175
396

447
467
246
602
5ql
1Q3

CAD
bD

a



Company

National Grape Co-Operative Asqoc.
National cyptim .......................
Nationa IIome ......
National mine Service .................
National Presto Tndustries ............
National Semiconductor ................
National Service Industries ...........
National-Standard .....................
National Starch & Chemical ............
National Steel ........................
'National Steel & Shipbuildinq .........
Natomas......

*Neptune International .................
*New York Time.........................

Newnont 'ininq ........................
'Norin .................................
'Norlin Music...........................
Norris Industries .....................
North American Coal ...................
North American Philips ................
Northrop ..............................
Northwest Industries ..................
Northwestern Steel & Wire .............
Norton ................................
Norton Simon..........................
Noxell

Ncr.................................Nucor

OKC................................oak'Industries........................
Occidental Petroleum..................

* Ocean Spray Cranberries ..
Ogden...
Oglebay Norton........................
Ohio Ferro-.Alloys..........**...

* Okonite ...............................
Oli.................................

0linkraft
Olympia rwin.......
Omark Industries
Oscar Mayer......
Outboard Marine.......................
Overhead noor .........................

Sales
Ranking

756
314
8q0
973
834
504
381
631
487

76
629
436
921
394
317
324
824
416
561
128
179
144
574
303
131
877
715
807
802

26
935
145
933
Q19
858
164
484
546
923
197
329
878

Coonnanv

*Owers-Corninq Fiherojas ...........
Owens-Illinois ....................
Oxford Industries .................
PPG Industries ....................
PVO International .................
Pabst frewinq .....................
Paccar ............................
Pacific Lumber ....................
Pacific Resources .................
Palm Reach ........................
Pantasote .........................
*Park-Ohio Industries ..............
Parker-!Iannifln ...................

*Parker Pen ........................
*Peabody Coal ......................
Peabody International .............
Peavey ............................
Penn-Oixie TnAustries .............
Pennsylvania Fnqineerin ..........
Pennwalt ..........................
Pennzoil ..........................

*Pennzoil Offshore ras Operator...
Pe siCo ...........................
"er in-Elmer ......................

*Pet ...............................
Petrolite .........................

* Pettibone .........................
*Pfizer ............................
Phelps n.odge ......................

* Philip Morris .....................
Philips Industries ................

'Phillips Petroleum ................
Phillips-Van Ileusen ...............

*Pillshurv .........................
Piper Aircraft ....................
Pitney-flowes ......................
Pittburq-nes Moines Steel ........
Pittsbhurqh Forginqs ...............
Pittston ..........................

'Pittway ...........................
'Playboy Enterprises ...............
Polaroid ..........................

nn i nq

210
84

526
1n0
775
319
227
7Q3
5R
762
9q7

Qo4
429

257
40R
369
550
917
272
221
R4% C

77 g
473
223
871
G78

118
240
6 5

724
24

532

347

773
161

740
674
230

-4



Company

Portec
Porter (H.K.) .
Potlatch .......................
Powers Regulator ...............
*Prentice-Hall ..................
Procter & (amble ...............
Publicker Tndustrie ...........
Purex..........................
Puritan Fashions ...............
Ouaker Oats ....................
Ouckpr State oil Peftning ......
Ouanex .........................
Ouestor ........................
RCA.............................
*PKO General....................
"alston Purina .................
Panco ..........................
*Rath Packing ...................
Paybestoq-manhattan ............
Raychem ........................
Raytheon .......................
Redman Industries ..............
Reeves brothers ................
Peichhold Chemicals ............
Reliznce Electric ..............
Reliance Universal .............
Remington Srms .................
Republic .......................
Republic Steel .................
Reqearch-Cottrell ..............
Revere Copper & Brags ..........
Revlon.........................
Rexham .........................
Rexnord ........................
Reynolds (R.J.) Tndustries .....
Reynolds Metals ................
Richardson .....................
Richardson-merrell .............
Rieqel Textile .................
Riley ..........................

Sales
Ranking
QOO
A66
308
032
647

IQ
R54
388
664
154
413
852
406

31
768

58
899
441
602
723
q0

927
601
325
298
8e
651
637

86

374
235
q53
300

41
In8
812
279
524
646

Company

Rival anufacturinq ...............
'ohertshaw controls ...............
Pohertson (II.'.)...................
Robins (A.11.) .....................
Roblin Tnduqt-ries .................
Pochester A Pittsburgh Coal .......
nockwel] International ............
Rohm 6 I'aAs ........................
Rohr Indu-tries ...................
Ronson ............................
Doper .............................

*Rorer-Amohem ......................
Doyal Crown Cola ..................
Poyster ...........................
Rubbermaid ........................
eRucker ............................
Russ Togs .........................
"ussell ...........................
sC14.................................
*qafequard TndustrJes ..............
St. Joe minerals ..................
St. Reqis Paper ...................
Slant ............................
Sanders Assoctates ................
Savannah Foodn 4 Industries ........
Saxon Tnduntrleq ..................
Schaefer (F. & M.) ................
Scherer (R.P.) ....................
Schering-Plough ...................
SchlJtz(Jos.) Brewino .............
Schluderberq-Kurdle ...............
Scholl ............................
Scott & Fatzer ....................
*Scott, roresmAn ...................
Scott Paper .......................
Scovill manufacturing .............
Seaboard Allied Milling ...........
Seagram (Joseph 9.) & qons ........
Sealed Power ......................
Searle ((.n.) .....................

Sa I #'-
Qankinq
912
5n55

501
544
07n
882

34
195
421
q3 5
464
S43
547
7q4
700
734
823
R64
172

271
135
683
675

549
385
638
892
254
228
9o4
676
4R3
730
166
307
528
241
705
273'

a



Company

*See u rtl Industri es ..................
Seneca JFnod ........................
Seven- p............................
Shakos p are .........................
Shak Ier ....................... ...
Shaw indtustries . ....................
Shell Oil ...........................
Shel ler-Globe .......................
Sherwin-Wi I liam .....................
Sieqel (Olenery i.) ..................
Signal Co m ppan ai ....................
S ignode .............................
Simmons .............................
Simplicity Pattern ..................
Singer ..............................
Sk il ................................
Skyline .............................
Smith (A.O.) ........................
Smith International .................
Smi thKline ..........................

,Smithfield Foods ....................
Smucker (J.P1 .) ......................
Snap-on Tools .......................
Sola Basic Industries ...............
Sonoco Products ......................
Sounds iqn ..........................
Southdown ...........................
Southland Royalty ...................
*Southland Paper Mills ...............
Southwest Forest Industries .........
Spencer Foods .......................
*Sperry & [lutchinson .................
Sperry Rand .........................
Springs Mills .......................
Square D ............................
Squibb ..............................
Staley (A.E.) Manufacturing .........
Stanadyne ...........................
Standard Brands .....................

Sales
Rank i nq

960

613
995
72q
99)9

3R4
238
950
91

402
387
942
105

801
590
310
510
296
803
944
640
765
594
827
588
854
703
344
360
316

62
311
353
188
263
618
126

Company

Standaid-Coosa Thatcher ..........
Standard Oil of California .......
Standard Oil (mnd.) ..............
Standard oil (Ohio) ..............
Standard Pressed Steel ...........
Standard Products ................
Standard Peqister ................
Standex International ............
Stanley 11ome Products ............
Stanley Work ....................
Stauffer Chemical ..........
Steiqer Tractor......d...

Sterling nrug ............. ......
Sterndent ..............
Stevens (J.P.) ...................
Stewart & Stevenson Services .....
Stewart-iarner ...................
Stokely-Van Camp .................
Stone Container ..................
Storage Technology ...............
.Storer Troadcastino ..............
Studebaker-Viorthinqton ...........
SuCrest ..........................
Sun ..............................
Sun Chemical .....................
Sunbeam ..........................
Sundatand ........................
Superior Oil .....................
Susquehanna ......................
Sybron ...........................
TFI Companies ....................
TRW ..............................
Talley Industries .................
Tampax ...........................
Tappan ...........................
Tasty Baking ................ ....
Technicare .......................
Technicon ........................
Technicolor ......................

SalIes
"ank i inv
Q14

6
12
71

7 6 1
761

7Q4
71R

204
97()
205)
832

160
6RR
%1;7
386
579

R84
844 *

187
527

29
317

216
320
405
951

332
784

71
478
782

1,66
764
Q94
626
865



Company

Tecumseh Products ..................
Tektronix ..........................
Teledyne ...........................
Telex ..............................
Tenneco..........................
Terra Chemicals International ......
Tesoro Petroleum ...................
Texaco .............................
Texas industrien ...................
&Texas Instruments ..................
Texasgulf ..........................
Texfl Industries ...................
Texstar............................
Textiles Inc ......................
Textron ............................
Thiokol ............................
Thomas F. Betts .....................
Thomas Industries ..................
Time Inc.........................
*Times Mirror ......................
Timken ...............

*Titanium Metals Corp. Of Americ".,
Todd Shipyard .....................
Torn ..............................

*Tosco .............................
Tracor ............................
Trana .............................
*Trans Union .......................
Triangle Industries ...............
Triangle Pacific ..................
.Trinity Industries ................
Tropicana Products ................
Tultex ............................
*TwentieLh Century-Fox Film ........

Twin Disc .........................
Tyler . ............................
Tyson Foods .......................
U and I ...........................
UMC Industrie ....................
11V Industries .....................
Uarco .............................
Unarco Industries.................

Sale1
Rank i nq

333
457
115
965

20
990
213

4
81n
133
383
670
783
727
83

459
855
843
217
232
253
635
583
791
258
853
40q
278
689
713
596
656
959
472
879
442
630
671
653
368
69q
742

Comn:ny

tinion ..............................
Union Camo .........................
Union Carbide ......................
Union Oi of California ............
Uniroval...........................
United Brands ......................
United Merchants A Manufacturerq...
United Nuclear .....................
united Refininq .....................
t1.S. Filter .........................
1.5. Gypsum ........................
I. . Industries ....................

*i.S. Steel .........................
1.5. Sugar .........................

U.S. Tobacco .......................
United Tn4hnoloqles ................
11niversal Foods ....................
Universal Leaf rAbacco .............
lUplohr .............................

*VF .................................
tV I. ................................
Valley Industries ..................
Olalley Nitrogen Producers ..........

lalmac TIn untrles ..................
Valmont Industries .................
Van Born ...........................
Ovarian Associates ..................
Vermont American ...................
Vetco ..............................
*Victor Comptometer .................
Vulcan, Inc .. ......................
Vulcan Materials ...................
Walco National .....................
Wallace Murray .....................
Walter (Jim) .......................
Ward Foods .........................
Warnaco ............................
Warner Communications ..............
Warner-tambert .....................
Warner & Swasey ....................
Washilnqton Post ....................
Wean Unitcd ........................

,aIes
Rank i nqy
229

21

qn

SnO
46W;
233

14
426
744
3'3

720
2(90
220
1q9
788
986
869
766;
q75
R22
485

725

427
(2R
490
177
378
438
261
93

577

606

Ca

SCADC



*Wrat h al ......................
,* 0 i I - i l .....................
West Poi it P (,Itn I

w t'st,.', v r I f('tri ' ................
W stern ('PJar .....................

* sttoern 'th! i 'thi n. ...............
Nest i noho1 il I. II f"(- I r I C". ... .....
Wetmtr l.n ('oio l ................
w eyeta et(se .........................
Woyormitor . ....................Whoe Ia 1) r'l I o I, - ;-? vVe . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

tWh -I io1-Pf t t I hlt... h .. el ........
Whit I II ... .....................
Whli te ('otillol iif.ttet lll.l rt tiies...

Wh i te Mtor . . .........................
Wh i I i n l ..........................
Pthi I t lko.. .........................
'Ji I lIameft II Inhst rie ...............
Wi I I iamq ('nrvani .................
Wi trileta q Inti-trin ...............
W i I C', ('hem i 'i. ....................
Wo()lvet-ine wnrld wide .... ........
.Wom'teo Enterprise . . ..............
WNr! W-tr .............................
Wor hin(Itt Ino It rie ...........
'V ii)nV (tm. ) ,Ir ..................
Wyman- ordon ........................
Xeiox...............................

zevnI it t faid i n. . .....................
7.t i i 1 ndihst r in .....................
AT,(C) t arst.,id I
American Seat ittq e+o..
Satio' r Foru 1 : 1is 8

Source: Fortune 1000. 1978.
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APPENDIX TABLE B.

Distribution of 300 - Company Sample,
By Size of Sales. 1977

(u-T-i'as - ----- Number of Components, By Tota Toal Sales
Size (Sales, Millions of Dollars) Number _$ Millions
Un5er 1.05 1o--- 00-2.5 100.0 100.0

Products with Wor' pace Import

Machinery, industrial
Grinding wheels, Irdustrial
Ferrous and non-feirous
metal castings

Chemicals, industrial

10 10 10
10 10 5

10 10 10
10 10 10

30 4,684
25 8.176

30 21,364
30 12,807

Products With Consumer Impact tD

Aircraft components
Automotive components
Medical devices
Pharmaceuticals
Power Lawnmowers

Other Products

10 10
10 10
10 10
10 10
10 10
10 10

10
!0

10
9
1

25

Total 100 100 100

Source: Compiled by BRTNHER & COMPANY from
Million Dollar Directory, 1978.

30 11,492
30 4.516
30 10.211
29 8.382
21
45 4 81

300 91,792

data in Dun & Bradstreet.

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

!

p

!
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APPENDIX TABLE C.

VALUE OF SHIP-NTS FOR
SELECTED MANLACTURING INDUSTRIES, 1977

AMOUNTSS IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS)

INDUSTRY S.I.C. CODE SALES

GrouD L: Industrial Machinerv

1. Construction Machinery &
Equipment 3531 10,790

2. Farm Machinery & Equipment 3523 9,200
3. Refrigeration & Heating Equipment 3585 8,115
4. Pumps & Compressors 3561, 5,310

3563
5. Oilfield Machinery 3533 3,700
6. Special Dies, Tools, Jigs

& Fixtures 3544 3,567
7. Steam, Gas & Hydraulic Turbines 3511 2,911
8. Switchgear 3613 2,880
9. Ball & Ocher Roller Bearings 3562 2,530

LO. Industrial Controls 3622 2,500
11. Mining Machinery 3532 2,005
12. Food Products Machinery 3551 1,840
13. Transformers 3612 1,790
14. Machine Tools, Metal Cutting 3541 1,620
15. Perishable Cutting Tools 3545 1,500
16. Process Control Instruments 3823 1,480
17. Noncurrent-Carrying Wiring

Devices 3644 1,365
18. Power Boilers 34433 1,310
19. Welding Apparatus 3623, 1,300

3549
20. Printing Trades Machinery 3555 1,194
21. Selected Industrial Pollution

Control Equipment 35645, 1,068
35646

22. Textile Machinery 3552 1,056
23. Industrial Heating Equipment 3567 644
24. Machine Tools, Metal Forming 3542 620
25. Foundry Machinery & Equipment 3559 272

Ground 3: Ferrous and Nonferrous Metal Castins

1. Steel 3312; 3315; 38,051
3316; 3317

2. Aluminum 3334; 3353; 13,339
3354; 3355;
3361; and
parts of
3341, 3399
and 3463

3. Steel Casting 3325 11,645
Primary Smelcing & Reiining
of Lead 3332 1,200

5. Primary Smelcing & Refining
of Zinc 3333 500

35-92 0 - 79 - 22
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APPENDIX TABLE C. CONTINUEDU)

INDUSTRY S.I.C. CODE

Grouo 4: :ndus:rial Chemicals: Orzanic & organicc

I.
2.
3.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Industrial Organic Chemicals
industrial Inorganic Chemicals
.eri1izer, Phosphatic
Pesticides
Fertjlizer, Ni:rogenous
Alkalies & Chlorine
Inorganic Oigmer.:s
Carbon Black

Grou: 5: Aircraf: Cmor.onencs

3.

Aircraft:
Aircraft Engines & Parts,
Space Propulsion Unis & Parts
Aircraf: Equipment

2869
28i9
2874
2879
2873
2812
2816
2895

3721
3724
3764
3728

SALES

21,800
7,646
3,150
2 900
2,175
J. 900
1. 200

460

15,154

7,503
4,969

GrouD 6: Automobile Componencs & Tires

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Automobiles
Truck & Bus Chassis
Tires & Inner Tubes
Truck & Bus Bodies
Truck Trailers

3711
37112,

3011
3713
3715

47,000
3 19,800

10,200
2,255
1,600

Grouv 7: Medical Devices

I.
2.
3.
4.
5 .

Surgical Appliances & Supplies
Surgical & Medical Ins-rumenrs
X-Ray Apparatus & Tubes
Optical Ins:r"en:s & Lenses
Dental Equipmen: & SuppLies

Grouo 8: Pharmaceuticals

I. Drugs & Pharmaceu:icals

Grouo 10: Other Industries

3842
3841
3693
3832
3843

2,710
2,180
1,290
1,040

905

13,350283

Meat Packing Plants
Paper & Paperboard
Soft ood Plywood
Coaercial ringingg
Electronic Syszers & Etuemsen-
Newspapers
Converted Paper E, ?apercarc
Household Aopliances
Bread & O-her 3akery ?rcduc:s,
Except: Cookies & Crackers

201
2436l &

Z731, 2,
2662

363

2 0 5

38 228
22,000

2 19 400

-3 300
13 ,40C
2, 140
0,090

9,342

I

3

5
6.

7

9.
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APPENDIX TABLE C. (CONTINUED)

INDUSTRY

Group 10: Other Industries (continued)

10. Sawmills & Planing Mills
11. Household Furniture
12. Plastics Material & Resins
13. Photographic Equipment & Supplies
14. Guided Missiles, Space Vehicles

& Space Vehicle Equipment
15. Sausages & Other Prepared Meat

Products
16. Metal Cans
17. Fiber Boxes
18. Ready-Mixed Concrete
19. Malt Beverages
20. Telephone & Telegraph Equipmenc
21. Canned Fruits, Vegetables,

Preserves, Jams & Jellies
22. Drawing & insulating of

Nonferrous Wires
23. Poultry Dressing Plants
24. Paints & Allied Products
25. Toiletries
25. Soaps & Detergents
27. Fabricated Structural Metal

Products (For Buildings and
Bridges)

28. Consumer Electronics
29. Valves & Pipefittings
30. Plastics Packaging 3ags, Except

Textile Bags 2

31. Elevators, Conveyors, Hoists
& Industrial Trucks

32. Cyclic Intermediates
33. Rolling, Drawing & Extruding

of Copper
34. Motors & Generators
35. Glass Containers
36. Nonrubber Shoes & Slippers
37. Frozen Specialties
38. Lighting Fixtures & Equipment

39. Hydraulic Cement
40. Mobile Homes
1,1. Frozen Fruits, Juices &

Vegetables
42. Industrial Fasteners
43. Cookies & Crackers
,4. Pulp Mills

S.I.C. CODE

2421
251

2841
3861

3769

2013
3411
2653
3273
2082
3661

2033

3357
2016
2851
2844
2841

3441
3651
3494

5432, 27512
ind 30794

3534,
6 and

2865

3351
3621
3221

314
2038

36t5,
7 and

3241
2451

2037
3452
2052
2611

5, 4,780
7

4,690

3.950
3, 937
3,800
3,620
3,263

6, 3,2508
3 .125
3.100

3,089
3,050
2.936
2,723

SALES

9,800
9,565
9,000
8.898

8,820

8,1.42
8,000
7,125
6,900
6,865
6,845

6 782

6,650
6,121
6,075
5,940
5,920

5,660
5,475
5,450

5.145
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.PPED X TA3LE C. (CONTINUED)

INDUSTRY S.I.C. CODE SALES

Grouo 10: Other Industries (continued)

45. MnioLd Business Form..s 2761 2,672
46. Concrete Products 3272 2,600
.T. Distilled Licuors, Excent Brandy 2085 2,411
48. Sporting Gocds 3949 2,186
-9. Games & Toys 39Z4 2,107
5C. S'rn-he:ic rubber 2822 2,100
5. Folding Paoer Boxes 1651 2,095
52. Engineering & Sciencific

Equipment 3811 1,935
53. Current Carrying Wiring Devices '643 1,860
54. Precious Jewelry 3911 1,835
55. Vines & Brand, 2084 1,790
55. Screw YMachine Products 3451 1,770
57. Prefabricated Wood Buildings

& Components 2452 1,700
58. Concrete Block & Brick 3271 1,500
59. Hose & Belting 3041 1,500
60. Leather Tanning & Finishing 3111 1,390
61. Flumbing Fittings, Brass Goods 3432 1,325
62. Phonograph Records 3652 1,300
63. Flat Glass 3211 1,200
64. Automatic Environment Controls 3822 1,140
65. Poultry & Egg recessingg 2017 994
66 Other Measuring & Controlling

Devices 3829 960
67. Costume Jewelry 3961 945
68. Motorcycles, Bicycles & Parts 3751 935
69. Calculating & Accounting Machines 3574 762
70. Plastic Tableware 30797 690
71. Glass Tableware 32291 660
72. Metal Sanitary Ware 3431 650
73. Luggage 3161 525
74. Small Arms 3482 50i
75. Small Arms A=,munition 3484 500
76. Vitreous China Plum.bing Fixtures 3261 500
77. Women's Handbags & nursess -- 435
78. Dolls 3942 420
79. Silver;are 3914 405
80. Personal Leather Goods 3172 380
81. Leather- & Sheeo-Lined Clothing 2386 315
82. Leather Gloves & Mittens 3151 165
33. Chinaszare 3262 102
84. Earthen.are 3263 5

TOTAL------------------------------------------------ -74,525

Source: Cc,:4led b, 3RI0rR & C 1A7:7 from U.S Department
of Coerce, u.S. industrial C::.ook, l?73, Appendix A,o. 465-&68. - -- __
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APPENDIX TABLE D.

Manufacturers' Sales (Shipments), By
Major Industry Group, 1976

(Millions of Dollars)

industry Amount
Total 1.178,013

Durable Goods: Total 604 51
Stone, clay,-and glass products -"07M
Primary metals 88,826

Blast furnaces, steel mills 45,137
Nonferrous and other primary metals 34.110
Fabricated metal products 79,659
Machinery, except electrical 109,652
Electrical machinery 72,039
Transportation equipment 135,223

Motor vehicles and parts 91,115
tnst-rumencs and related products 24,905

Nondurable Goods: Total 573 498
Food and 7n=red products 176,
Tobacco products 8,087
Textile mill products 37,583
Paper and allied products 50,227
Chemical and allied products 101,385
Petroleum and coal products 82,640
Rubber and plastic products 32,572

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, bureau of
Economic Analysis, Survey of Current
Business, April, 1978, pp. 5-5 and 5-6.
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APPENDIX TABLE E.

.for Tarlet Produc: Ca:ejores

Ca.:.'.a: ,s :eflec: *aSLc .m.:s :aes .Id..c:easec u-.:a -'ac:ors
:o a .. L: of ..abL'- of 5300. 000 for both oodi-y .njurv .- ,d property aa i e.

Raes -4o not reirlect Lppiication of ex-perttrice ar sc-ieu~e n~o -c :.o s.

:So '?rodu - Code

Metal ior.u ach e.-
& equtprr-entNj

Hand :ools - po.e-ec

:ad. mach. &~ ec~n. (NCC
Ntac!:Lzerv (MSg

!,nes rbi:es

3. 1NOUST.UAL ZR:N.NC
&c A3RASIVvE .m. DUCTS

v'ee'.s
Abras.-vts . CNOC)

F:R U 'A N . I, F C U
MZL.:. CAS'-:NGs

letals - stmeI. orrefin. (Mfg;)
St=" . :ror. x see*- excl.

,e.a-'s - I:rc. - no a . -eta!

35401

35402
35202
35302
35500
35992
361"02
36202
35100

fa)
(al
(a)
(a(
(a)

(a)(a)

- stmm'ated
Averae 'Rate as a

?e.ce..:age oi Sales,

3. l2
2. 70

70
. C0

9. 0

1. 73
1. 11

32Z902 (a
32908 )a

33300 (a)

33101 'a)

34-02 3.

.17

a) Rates shovm '- c s : s: a:e '.asec on t.-e s--':s of : ":- .
-".e aia.-. 7sis ss.eea: :..e. '::e es.. :es -- a'e.ae :3-:es.
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4. :Nz(US.s7/1M. z:-.'F.McAL5*
ORZG,..Ic t I:N OG.,.xC

Ch~emicals- .nc. .se tM-", NOC)
Ciermical *s , Mi1OC(
Chermicals - ier?3L:ies !M!;)
Cher.ucals ?estlc-des (iMf;)
Gases- see- cyL. .i, NCC

Gases - Ln tank ca:s (%M.;, NOC)
Ory ice (%Mf;(

.kRCRA'T COMPONENTS

AI:' olae .:,teels
A.r c- ait M.Z.
Akro.rait er.3ies

Ra~oo TV. sound s-,stern.s
com.-- ents

Cor .- o. :nst.--ens
last"= s NC;
Ca mou:e .s
TV picture -ubes

Hous e .o d TV

-. ANtDMOBrL=" CTPoNEN-:S
AND Tt. FS

ISO Product Co4e

29105 (a 1
28905 (a
23703 (a
23702 " )
23102 (a)
28107 (a)
231C8 (a)
28)03

37zol
37Z02
37203
365L3
36703
38ZOO
38110
35701
n 671
305 1Z

(a

(a)

(a)(a)
(a)

$sti.ated Ave r&e
Rate as a

Percentage oi Sales

.,3z
7-3

(1.

(6.

1.38

88 per
48 per

13 per
13,

zmoer oi L.ags
aumrie: a3 .1 :

number of ~Lis

N/A.
N/A
N/A

:nsu.Ifjicet da~mN /A6'-

Auto, bus, truck accessores.
not ooe r-.I )ars - t .)

'uaos, uses, ::ucks %Ljtj
.-~~:o 'o~es -- excl. "..i. NU'
Ao, "us, r."ck orake i,..
Auvo, * us, .r ne: -,.ies i,;*j)
C.a'mer &, t ailer bodies
Safety belts
Auto acc. sto-es
Bus 'Dodles
Auto &cc. stores - jvc~esaje

Sa.lers- 6e -o es , ' '
* .7ck 'ooc.es
Auto a:r-s 'NC)
Bat:e-:es - s:orage .UI)
Bate:-es - -. y -t -
Motor Vehiclel 'e.soma.LiJ .t:;

-- 'es - au:o, 2us, :.' .:

rn tnes L. .

31105 -

37101 (ai
37102 (a)
37'03 aI
30'.12
37113 (a)

59351
37) I2 (a)
50)2)

37:, ! (a,37" 1 'a,(

3 0 Q. a

30'. .

953.223

1. 42-

3 7 c: -u..n.e.-:uo

.44

-. 34

per3
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Rate as a

7. MECAL EVCS P-oduct Ccde ?erce.tae of .5a'es

M't , ten. hosp, s,,.; .,nrj . , excl..

-0n exzen.able :.fg) 334.Z a) .39

Med, den, nos?, surs. sk.00o'e -
ex endaole (.ig" 38403 a !g

Me , den, Cr s . iag. or
t:eac. . . .)r dev.ces .NC,3) 38404(a) 79

-- s . , -C~:ce" & direct :
.. :. body Mfg. NCC 6.;02 1.41

.-.s.-. analy, ca1-b. .easu:,
:es::n2 or .ord-!ng .NU; 361 Cia .7Z

. Pu.A.,L TCA LS

rs, , .-.e es, .har. prod.
'- ,:4 ar...nal -se orly N C 23 0 0 !,a 2.3

7,r'.-s, edCS, ha:. oroC.
M'. ,NCC, 235,02'a .S

-r'.'s - :o,.-.C .roC. M2,- 2335 Ja .-
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT CLEMENTS, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, M1ARSH & McLFw-
NAN, INC., NEW YORK. N.Y., ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
INSURANCE BROKERS (NAIB)

SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL POINTS

NAIB strongly supports (1) deductions for reasonable amounts set aside for
self-insurance reserves for product liability losses and expenses and for amounts
paid to related domestic and foreign insurance companies or "captives"; and (2)
the Administration's proposal to extend to ten years the net operating loss carry-
back for product liability losses. Both should be enacted.

In addition, deductions should be available with respect to professional liability
losses and expenses.

Deductions for self-insurance should be limited by a standard of reasonable-
ness, i.e., to what is actuarially sound. The deductions will be of no significant
benefit if they are restricted to arbitrary limits.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am Robert Clements, Executive Vice President of Marsh & McLennan, In-

corporated. I am accompanied by counsel, Sir. Jerry L. Oppenheimer, of Mayer,
Brown & Platt of Washington, D.C. We appear here today on behalf of The Na-
tional Association of Insurance Brokers, the association of the nation's leading
commercial insurance brokers and agencies, whose clients include most of the
major industrial and institutional consumers of insurance in the United States.

The members of NAIB provide a broad spectrum of essential services to
clients in areas of risk reduction, risk management and protection against eco-
nomic loss, including placement of the bulk of commercial property and casualty
insurance required by such major risks. Our fundamental purpose is to consult
with businesses of all sizes oil the best and most economical means of protecting
against all types of risk arising from the conduct of a business enterprise.

I. INTRODUCTION

We welcome the opportunity to appear here today, and we applaud you for
holding these most important hearings. NAIB strongly supports the concepts
embodied in the legislation now pending before your Subcommittee to provide
businesses at all levels alternative means of relief front the rapidly escalating
costs of product liability insurance and the potential financial crisis courted by
businesses which cannot afford, and in some cases cannot obtain, adequate insur-
ance protection.

The proposals to amend the Internal Revenue Code fall into three categories:
(1) those permitting deductions for amounts set aside in self-insurance reserves
to meet future claims; (2) those clarifying the allowance of deductions for
amounts paid to related insurance companies, or "captives ;" and (3) the Admin-
istration's proposal to extend to ten years the net operating loss carryback for
businesses which suffer product liability losses.

All of these proposals have significant merit. While we expect that insurance
obtained in the private market will continue to meet most of Industry's prod-
uct liability needs, as it does now, NAIB believes present circumstances demand
that all reasonable options and alternatives to achieve the goal of economic pro-
tection ought to be available. Deductions for self-insurance reserves and for
amounts paid for insurance protection afforded by captives will ease the problems
confronting some businesses. Extending the loss carryback will be helpful in cer-
tain cases. We endorse each of these propositions as reasonable and desirable
partial solutions to a very difficult and complex problem. We believe they meet
the test of the public interest. We urge that legislation embodying these pro-
posals be adopted. Further, we strongly recommend extension of these measures
to embrace all forms of professional liability as well as product liability; the
liability arising from professional malpractice is essentially the same as a
"product liability" loss in that the "product" of a professional is the service
provided which may give rise to such liability.

II. IS THERE A "CRISIS"?

While some have continued to debate whether or not there is a "crisis" today
in product and professional liability, that is academic; there is a severe and con-
tinuing problem. It is painfully well known to those businesses it has hit the
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hardest; and it has been amply documented in the report of the Interagency Task
Force on Product ability, the Options Paper of the Department of Commerce,
and a report of the Subcommittee on Capital, Investment and Business Oppor-
tunities of the House Committee on Small Business.

The total available market capacity falls short of delivering the limits of
liability considered adequate for the needs of many businesses, particularly
smaller and high risk enterprises. Even those businesses which can obtain product
liability Insurance find that premiums have become extremely burdensome; there
is a point at which the high cost of insurance can make it virtually unavailable
to a business. Such businesses should have a viable option to self-insure poten-
tial losses.

Businesses, most particularly the smaller businesses, need immediate relief.
Without it, the problem will worsen to the detriment of the public which needs
assurance of economic protection in the event of an injury; of businesses which
can no longer afford commercial insurance; and of the nation which will lack
diversity of products and services should the present situation continue. Manu-
facturers, suppliers, distributors, and professionals, especially smaller businesses,
which can no longer afford the risks of such liability will curtail or suspend their
operations. Or perhaps worse, they will continue to operate without insurance
and with insufficient assets to Indemnify injured parties.

Il. THE FUNDAMENTAL OBJECTIVE

While the pending legislative proposals are a response to the extreme difficul-
ties encountered by small businesses in the purchase of insurance, the primary
objective of "tax equity" is not merely to provide tax relief. The ability to
expense a reserve is no substitute for insurance; it is merely a device to recognize
that where insurance is not required (because the amount to be self-insured is
financially bearable) there ought to be some provision to deduct the amounts set
aside to pay anticipated losses. That is a reasonable and Justifiable premise in
itself, especially since insurance companies enjoy that same privilege now. But
the real objective of the proposal is to make insurance available at reasonable
cost to small business. The shortage of insurance is largely attributable to lack
of underwriting capacity in the insurance industry, and "tax equity" is a de-
vice designed to restore the balance between the supply of coverage and the de-
mand for it, by reducing the demand.

Present tax laws work to create an incentive to purchase insurance beyond that
actually needed for risk protection reasons, by favoring the purchase of Insurance
over other means of achieving protection. Premiums paid for commercial insur-
ance are currently deductible against current Income; additions to self-insurance
reserves are not Income earned on reserves held by commercial insurance com-
panies is generally exempt or tax-favored; income earned on self-insurance re-
serves is not. Furthermore, there is concern that funded reserves for protection
against product and professional liability claims may be subject to the penalty
tax on unreasonable accumulations.

Accordingly, many companies which have the capacity to self-insure are influ-
enced by the tax provisions to purchase insurance. A deduction for self-insurance
would neutralize the tax choice between conventional Insurance and self-insur-
ance; and, since the potential liability is an economic cost of doing business, tax
accounting would more clearly reflect economic reality.

IV. THE PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

There are two principal problems which must be resolved. First, some means
must be found to assure that injured parties are compensated for losses caused
by products or malpractice of uninsured or underinsured persons. Second, a
means must be found to protect uninsured or underinsured persons facing product
or malpractice claims from financial ruin when claims are presented.

A. Net Operating Los Carryback8.-The Administration has proposed extend-
Ing the net operating loss carryback. The tax refund arising from the increased
carrybacks will provide a source of funds to pay claims and to help a previously
profitable taxpayer to stay in business despite a large liability loss. The proposal's
main advantage is that It will provide potential funds for these payments as soon
as the legislation is passed, without having to wait, for example, for reserve funds
to accumulate

On the other hand, Increased loss carrybacks would have little value for new
businesses or for businesses which have paid little tax, such as those which have
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been only marginally profitable. Smaller businesses frequently fall Into this cate-
gory. Furthermore, loss carrybacks may negate Investment tax credits which are
frequently claimed by expanding businesses. Taxpayers might merely trade tax
credits for tax losses with no net benefit. A common complaint of small business-
men is the complexity of tax returns, and a new provision such as extending the
carryback period, which requires complex calculations and possibly professional
advice, would exacerbate such complaints.

NAIB is also concerned about the "immediacy" of the available cash. A tax
refund could not be obtained until a return is filed and processed which would
normally be significantly after a claim Is determinable In addition, extending
the carryback period will not increase Incentives for loss prevention and will not
satisfy the requirements that the businessman show he has the requisite
insurance to receive an order or to bid on a contract. In summary, NAIB endorses
the proposal to extend the carryback period to ten years as a partial answer to
the problem, but an extended carryback cannot be relied upon as the total
solution.

B. 8elflInurance.--Many businesses faced with the problem of Inadequate in-
surance protection have been forced to self-Insure The two bills before the Sub-
committee would attempt to achieve tax equity by permitting deductions for con-
tributions to funded self-Insurance reserves. NAIB strongly endorses this ap-
proach. Deductions may be beneficial even where businesses are only marginally
profitable. The funded reserve will provide monies to pay claimants and assure
business continuation. Because the funds are the taxpayer's, loss prevention is
fostered. In addition, funded reserves for self-insurance often satisfy commercial
or contract requirements that the businessman be insured. The self-insured tax-
payer also gains control over the handling and settling of claims and lawsuits.

We submit, however, that deductions for self-Insurance should be limited only
by a standard of reasonableness, i.e., to that which Is actuarially sound, as op-
posed to adoption of arbitrary limits as is proposed in the bills before the Sub-
committee. We recognize that fixed dollar and percentage of receipts limitatons
were Introduced to limit abuse of the set-aside opportunity, but both approaches
create problems as now designed. The dollar limitations are so confining as to
render the proposal nearly useless as a device to increase availability of coverage.
On the other hand, the percentage limitations are so liberal that it is hard to
imagine they will have any practical effect. Better safeguards can be designed,
and simplicity of monitoring such funds would be better served, if, for example,
a more realistic gross receipts percentage maximum were adopted which included
a scaled reduction with each excess increment of sales, and third party authenti-
cation were to be required from an accountant or actuary.

C. Captive Insurers.-NAIB also strongly supports clarification that amounts
paid to captives are deductible and strongly opposes as unwarranted and unrealis-
tic the suggestion that deductions should be limited to amounts paid to domestic
captives.

Captive insurers present a viable alternative to commercial insurance and have
been rapidly gaining in popularity. Generally, a captive is an Insurance company
wholly owned by a single company or by an association or group of similarly
situated companies. Captives are generally organized offshore, although Colorado
and Tennessee encourage them, and other State regulatory agencies are studying
measures to foster them.

Captives afford advantages of providing funds to pay claims and assure busi-
ness continuation. They result in reduced operating costs. Loss prevention is en-
couraged since both the premiums and the profits of the captives are dependent
on minimizing claims paid. Defendants also control lawsuits and claims handling.

Captives present certain advantages over self-insurance. By providing direct
access to reinsurance markets they contribute to more efficient use of available
insurance capacity. They, themselves, create additional capacity by their exist-
ence. Further, for many corporations a captive provides a more efficient means of
risk management than self-insurance through the use of generally accepted ac-
counting principles. Association and group captives also pool premiums and would
generally have sufficient funds to satisfy larger claims much sooner than funded
self-insurance reserves generally could.

The status of captives under the Code, however, has been and continues to be
under challenge by the Internal Revenue Service. A ruling last year held that
premiums paid to wholly owned offshore captives were nondeductible capital con-
tributions, and claims payments were dividends or return of capital. The status of
domestic captives and association or group captives Is less than certain. Favor-
able clarification of the status of captives would foster their growth and greatly
contribute to the goals of the bills under consideration.
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V. LOSS OF TAX REVENUE

It has been argued by opponents of the alternative protection devices that
equitable tax treatment for self-insurance programs and captives will adversely
affect federal tax revenue. Opponents have argued that captives can lead to
increased insurance costs because they lack the pooling of risks common to other
insurance ventures. An objective of a single-owner captive is to provide a means
of funding and administering that portion of the owner's risk which he Is able
to absorb himself and does not need to transfer to a conventional insurer. To
the extent that the use of captives is inhibited by regulatory and federal income
tax considerations, risks are transferred unnecessarily to the conventional in-
surance market. This results in a wasteful increase of demand on an insurance
market already suffering from limited capacity. Further, it is demonstrable that
captives lead to a reduction of the overall cost of insurance, not an increase.

The concern expressed that structured self-insurance programs will reduce
federal tax revenue is equally unfounded. There is reason to believe that de-
ductibility of payments to structured self-insurance programs can produce an
increase in tax revenue. Ae we have said, present tax laws influence the purchase
of unneeded insurance for tax reasons, especially in product liability in the case
of "long tail" businesses where an insured can take tax deductions for premiums
years before lie could acknowledge payment of an uninsured loss.

On the other hand, the amount contributed to a self-insurance fund should
consistently average in the area of 25 percent less than the amount necessary to
secure conventional insurance for an equivalent risk. Since the deductibility of
such contributions would lead to a significant increase in the practice of self-
insurance, and a corresponding decrease in the purchase of conventional in-
surance, the result to be expected is an increase in corporate profits, with at-
tendant benefit to both federal and state tax revenues. This would be offset only
partially by a reduction in corporate tax revenue where credit is given for risks
already self-insured.

VI. CONCLUSION

The thrust of the pending legislation is to provide equitable tax treatment for
additional avenues of economic protection against product liability loss, thereby
making these alternatives to the purchase of insurance in the private market
available to persons who need such alternatives. The term used to describe this
legislation-"Tax Equity"-is most appropriate in that it seeks only to provide
a self-insured, whether through a reserve or a captive, similar tax treatment to
that which Is available to an insurance company, and for amounts paid to an
Insurance company.

We endorse the conclusion of the Federal Interagency Task Force Report that
adverse contingencies should be funded with pre-tax dollars. In support of that,
we would like to make the point that insurance companies are permitted to fund
such contingencies with pre-tax dollars, and the denial of a similar right to non-
insurance companies could be viewed as unfairly and unreasonably discrimi-
natory. The tax law, as currently administered by the Internal Revenue Service,
in effect, so strongly favors the insurance underwriting business that it makes
it the "only game in town" for a businessman seeking tax deductibility for monies
spent for the necessary protection of his business.

The Code should be neutral and should not make arbitrary distinctions between
deductions for funded reserves and for amounts paid to captives, or between
foreign and domestic captives. We urge most strongly your favorable considera-
tion to produce that end.

The foreging comments do not deal with technical problems presented by the
two bills before the Subcommittee. We would appreciate the opportunity to
answer your questions, to amplify this statement through supplemental sub-
missions, to confer with members of the Subcommittee and its staff, and generally
to make the experience of NAIB's members, staff and counsel available to the
Subcommittee.

STATEMENT OF THE SMALL BUSINEss LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL

Mr. Charman and Members of the Subcommittee: My name is Anthony Schopp
and I am Executive Vice President of the Machinery Dealers National Associa-
tion (MDNA), a national trade association whose 400 members are primarily
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small, family-owned companies employing ten to twenty people, with total in-
dustry sales of Just under one billion dollars.

I am appearing today on behalf of the Small Business Legislative Council
(SBLC), an organization of national trade and professional associations whose
members are predominantly smaller businesses. The SBLC focuses on issues of
common concern to the entire small business community and today represents
approximately four million small business firms nationwide. The SBLC has
adopted the position, supported by 40 national associations, that smaller manu-
facturers need immediate relief If they are to survive the current product liabili-
ty crisis. (See Attachment.) The self-insurance concepts embodied in the bills,
8. 1611 and S. 3049 (as well as in other similar legislation in both the House and
Senate), would provide that relief, without foreclosing more substantive reform
in the law at the Federal and State levels.

Within recent years, there has been an explosion of litigation in the medical
malpractice and product liability areas. The result of the increasing numbers of
cases and the large Judgments awarded to plaintiffs in these cases has been a
corresponding explosive increase in product liability insurance rates. Many
manufacturers have experienced increases in their premiums of 1,000% and
some increases have been much larger. A growing number of companies find that
product liability insurance is unavailable at any price, even after 15 or 20 years
without a claim against them.

While it is obvious that the increase in product liability and the consequent in-
crease in insurance rates affects businesses of all sizes, small business in general
is least able to bear the impact of this development.

The small manufacturer who cannot obtain product liability insurance from
any source at any price is faced with two choices-go "naked" (i.e., remain un-
insured), or go out of business. In certain cases, he does not have even this
choice, as distributors, wholesalers, or other buyers of his product can refuse
to handle his goods without proof that he is insured. This may be particularly
true if his product is a component of another, and the manufacturer of the
finished product is also under product liability pressure. A further example would
be the manufacturer of a product, such as a cleaning fluid, who finds retailers
will not put the product on the shelf until the manufacturer can show proof of
product liability insurance coverage.

The manufcaturer who chooses to go "naked", even if he can find people to
handle his goods, may have great difficulty obtaining loans or other credit or
financing, because of the unlimited contingent liability against his company's
assets that going uninsured entails.

Many representatives of the insurance Industry have contended in recent
months that the problems of manufacturers obtaining product liability coverage
just do not exist-that coverage is widely available to those seeking it. From the
evidence received by the membership of the Small Business Legislative Council's
member associations, we find this simply not to be true. Consider, if you will, the
following excerpts from letters received by the National Small Business Asso-
ciation (NSB), a national trade association representing 50,000 small business
firms. A New Jersey company writes:

"I would like to take this opportunity to call to your attention a growing prob-
lem which has recently affected us * * *. I refer to the growing refusal on the
part of insurance carriers ot either offer or renew comprehensive liability and
products liability insurance. Our company, for example, has paid out over
$60,000 in premiums over the past five years and during this period of time there
have ben no claims for which the insurance company has paid out any losses
* * *. Notwithstanding this record, we have received word from our former
carrier, (company name), that our workmen's compensation insurance, and our
comprehensive general liability policies were cancelled effective May 30, 1&78.
We have diligently attempted to obtain coverage with other carriers, but to date
have not been successful * * ."

From a small metalworking company in California, NSB received this product
liability story:

"Our products are superior In every way, with absolutely no built-in obso-
lescence. We believe In genuine quality, and our products are virtually hand-
crafted. Our small crew machines all the pieces, welds the respective components,
and hand-assembles the finished parts * * *. Yet, despite our excellence, we are
unable to acquire any product liability insurance. Even our insurance broker
says the quotes are astronomical and ridiculous. Whereas, before the current ir-
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rationality, our company could have expected to pay about $1,500 annual premium
on $500,000 coverage, now it is more like $7,000 to $10,000 annual premium, on
only $100,000 coverage * 0 . Of course, going "bare" as we are, like so many
other small manufacturers, It definitely narrows and, in some instances, curtails
our distribution system. For instance, the large and famous distributors will not
handle our products unless we (1) carry sufficient product liability and (2) name
them as vendors. This means that we have already lost Sears Roebuck, J.C.
Penney, and Kelley-Moore. This represents a loss to us in prospective sales of
untold thousands of dollars worth of business a year * 0 0 if large distributors
of goods refuse to represent us without insurance coverage, then what assurance
is there that smaller distributors will not eventually cease to do business with us
on the same grounds? * ** "

A large company in the same situation is in much less of a dilemma. Many
larger companies have reached to the soaring rates of liability insurance by buy-
ing or establishing "captive" insurance companies (i.e., insurers that are owned
or controlled by the larger parent, and can supply insurance for that parent
exclusively). A company wih a "captive" insurance company can take advantage
of the same tax advantages applicable to any insurance transaction (i.e., de-
ductibility of premium payments), but cain also (by virtue of its control over the
insurer) control the rates and/or losses of the insurance company. A "captive"
insurer which does not write insurance for any outside company would not, of
course, be affected by Judgments or expenses involved in suits against anyone
other than the parent company and is thus somewhat sheltered from the overall
increase in product liability costs spread across an entire industry.

Even if a larger company decides to go "naked", it is much more able to cope
with the problems this creates. A large company relies less on debt capital than
a smaller company, and thus avoids the problems faced by smaller manufac-
turers who go "naked" and then seek loans. A large company is also better able
to absorb the legal costs of product liability suits, and possible judgments, as its
cash reserves and other resources are likely to be more extensive. The large
company would rarely be forced out of business by product liability claims, even
if it is uninsured.

Where insurance is available, but only at a very high cost (often greater than
the gross sales of the company), the "smalls" are similarly disadvantaged.
Lacking excess cash to meet the higher premium, the smaller company is also
less able to pass the cost through to his customer, cr to spread the cost over an
entire line of products.

With this in mind, we would like to address the inflationary impact of the
product liability crisis. When faced with increasingly higher premium costs,
smaller manufacturers often must pass this along to their customers in forms of
higher prices. In highly-competitive industries, as we have noted, the small com-
pany suffers a severe marketplace handicap. In one particular instance recently
brought to our attention, a manufacturing company In Oregon added to a farm
implements invoice a "Product Liability Insurance Surcharge" of 6% of the
sales price of the product!

A small company in Michigan, in Dublic hearings before the Michigan House
Economic Development Committee, commented extensively on the product lia-
bility problems it was experiencing, and how these problems affected sales and
day-to-day business operations. Its President has written:

"Product Liability has become one of the most serious problems affecting our
business. In 1975, our premiums for Liability coverage were under $16,000. In
1976, the insurance company who carried us since 1939, informed us they would
not renew our policy. After much trouble, we found a company that would
write us at a cost of over $72,000. We had to make short term borrowings to
finance these premiums. This year we were told that the Insurance company
would not renew our policy at any cost. After searching desperately, we were
reinsured by our original carrier at a premium cost estimated to be in excess
of $100,000! This is a 625% increase in two years! * * * Even though we pres-
ently have coverage, serious problems still remain. We are in a highly competi-
tive business and find it almost impossible to pass on this type of cost increase
to our customers. Our borrowing capacity is stretched to the limit and dollars
that should be going back into the business to improve our plant and equipment
and to create new Jobs are of necessity being spent in Insurance premiums* * .
Three companies in our industry cannot get insurance at any price even though
two of them have never had a single claim filed against them. They are presently
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'running bare' with the threat of a single suit that could wipe out along with
the loss of all their employees' jobs. I know of many small businesses that are
facing similar problems * * *."

The causes of the Increase In product liability suits are many. Relatively re-
cent changes in tort law governing the area (making it much easier to pursue
a successful suit against the manufacturer and distributor of a product) are
largely responsible for the upsurge in product liability litigation, but other fac-
tors, such as the increasing cost of medical care and the relatively low level
of State-administered Workers' Compensation awards, have also contributed
to the problem.

While a solution to the product liability problem lies ultimately in statutory
or Judicial changes in the tort law of product liability, the Immediate and
serious problems of the manufacturer and distributor seeking to obtain some
type of protection against this liability demand an interim solution.

One approach highly favored by the membership of the email Business Legis-
lative Council is the self-insurance concept provided for by the bills under con-
sideration today. S. 1611 and S. 3049, the "Product Liability Self-Insurance Act
of 1978", would amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to allow a manufac-
turing, leasing, importing or distributing company to self-insure against risk
by establishing a reserve fund in trust, subject to the same tax-deductible pro-
visions currently governing insurance premiums paid by business.

There are many advantages to the small business under the self-insurance
approach advocated by the sponsors of these bills. Self-insurance offers to those
smalt firms unable to obtain insurance at an affordable premium the chance to
self-insure against all or part of their liability risk. There Is flexibility in the
self-insurance proposals, allowing a small business owner to choose the amount
of self-insurance--insuring for the entire amount, or opting to purchase (where
available) regular liability coverage at a higher deductible. In both cases, the
small company would enjoy the tax benefits that accrue to purchasers of business
liability coverage.

'The Commerce Department's recently-announced proposals to aid small busi-
nesses suffering from product liability claims, while commendable in that they
indicate the Administration's formal recognition of the economic consequences
of the product liability crisis, do not address the most pressing problems facing
small business in the area of product liability.

The Administration has proposed amending the Internal Revenue Code to
extend the loss carryback period to 10 years from the present three, thereby
allowing a small business facing a liability claim to recoup that loss from refunds
of previous years' taxes.

The proposal, intended to offer an immediate relief for small businesses con-
fronting large settlements, treats only this most visible part of the problem and
ignores what we see as the more damaging aspects of product liability-the
sky-rocketing costs and increasing unavailability of liability coverage for small
firms. The Administration's proposal does not deal with business' difficulty In
obtaining product liability insurance at a reasonable cost; it helps only those
already hit by claims. It is, in essence, an after-the-fact remedy.

Since smaller manufacturers rarely would have the cash or other reserves
needed to meet a large liability Judgment, the proposal will be of benefit only
to those small firms which can fully take advantage of it. This, of course, means
that the company in question would have to have had sufficient taxable profits
in the preceding ten years. Our concern is for the companies that may have a
horrendous judgment against them. For these companies, the Administration's
proposal will not be of adequate help. They may have folded already!

Although the Small Business Legislative Council supports wholeheartedly
the self-insurance proposals embodied in S. 1611, S. 3049, and other similar legis-
lation in both Houses, as the most viable short-term relief for small companies
unable to afford or obtain product liability coverage, self-insurance would, in our
view, complement the proposals of the Administration. While the Administra-
tion's extension of the carryback period would help those small businesses
already faced with large liability Judgments, the self-insurance proposals would
offer to many small businesses the flexibility they desperately need to maneu-
ver their companies around unaffordable and unobtainable product liability
coverage.

The small companies whose existence Is threatened now by the product lia-
bility situation cannot afford to wait years for the picture to change. They
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need immediate relief. By allowing smaller companies that cannot obtain cov-
erage from insurance companies to protect themselves against the potentially
catastrophic results of product liability litigation, the small business community
would receive that relief.

The SBLC urges this Committee's adoption of this unique approach to a
grievous problem for small business.

Forty associations support the self-insurance approach to product liability
problems. These associations believe that small business needs immediate relief
if it is to survive the current product liability crisis. The self-insurance approach
helps provide that relief, without foreclosing more substantive reforms in the law
at the federal and state levels. These associations are:
American Association of Nurserymen, Washington, D.C.
Association of Steel Distributors, Cleveland Ohio.
Automotive Warehouse Distributors Association, Inc., Kansas City, Missouri.
Building Service Contractors Association International, McLean, Virginia.
Christian Booksellers Association, Colorado Springs, Colorado.
Direct Selling Association, Washington, D.C.
Electronic Representatives Assoc., Chicago, Illinois.
Food Merchandisers of America, Inc., Washington, D.C.
Independent Bakers Association, Washington, D.C.
Independent Sewing Machine Dealers of America, Inc., lilliard, Ohio.
International Franchise Association, Washington, D.C.
Local and Short Haul Carriers National Conference, Washington, D.C.
Machinery Dealers National Association, Silver Spring, Maryland.
Manufacturers Agents National Association, Irvine, California.
Marking Device Association, Evanston, Illinois.
Menswear Retailers of America, Washington, D.C.
Narrow Fabrics Institute, Inc., New Rochelle, New York.
National Association for Child Development & Education, Washington, D.C.
National Association of Black Manufacturers, Washington, D.C.
National Association of Brick Distriburtors, McLean, Virginia.
National Association of Catalog Showroom Merchandisers, New York, New York.
National Association of Home Manufacturers, Washington, D.C.
National Association of Independent Lumbermen, Washington, D.C.
National Association of Plumbing/leating/Cooling Contractors, Washington.

D.C.
National Association of Realtors, Chicago, Illifiols.
National Association of Retail Druggists, Washington, D.C.
National Beer Wholesalers of America, Inc., Chicago, Illinois.
National Electrical Contractors Association, Inc. Bethesda, Maryland.
National Family Business Council, Westville, New Jersey.
National Home Improvement Council, New York, New York.
National Independent Dairies Association, Washington, D.C.
National Independent Meat Packers Association, Washington, D.C.
National Insula-tion Contractors Association, Washington, D.C.
National Office Machine Dealers Association Inc., Hackensack, New Jersey.
National Office Products Association, Alexandria, Virginia.
National Paper Trade Association, Inc., New York, New York.
National Pest Control Association, Vienna, Virginia.
National Precast Concrete Association, Indianapolis, Indiana.
National Small Business Association, Washington, D.C.
National Society of Public Accountants, Washington, D.C.

STATEMENT OF THE SMALL BusiNEss LEGISLATION COUNCIL

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: The Small Business Legisla-
tive Council supports S. 3049 to provide American small business the chance to
manage their enterprises in a logical, understandable manner during our coun-
try's economic morass which results from the product liability crisis we now ex-
perience.

My name is Anthony Schopp from Vienna, Virginia, and I am Executive Vice
President of the Machinery Dealers National Association, an international
trade. group with 400 U.S. members operating In the after-market of the machine
tool Industry and supplying most of the industrial equipment used by small
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manufacturers. Our members are primarily small, family-owned companies with
five to fifty employees; annual industry sales are projected at just under one
billion dollars.

The Small Business Legislative Council Is a federation of national trade and
professional associations whose members are small businesses. S.B.L.C. focuses
on issues of common concern in the small business community and represents
ness needs this opportunity if all are to survive the crisis that engulfs our
approximately four million small companies. Our position is that small bust-
nation today.

'This position is a reluctant but very firm conclusion: the pride of American
enterprise tends away from government assistance. Yet, because they want to
run their businesses independently and competitively, small businessmen must
urge adoption of this legislation.

Current tax law makes it easier for large businesses to establish reserves
witth post-tax funds not i,Ing subject to accumulated profits taxation. The pro-
posal to allow tax credit for product liability losses would help only a limited
number of corporate tax payers. Adoption of S. 3049 will sufficiently address the
bad situation in which business is caught today.

Court interpretations of tort law encourage frivilowi and expensive lawsuits
and rniuire defendants to prove innoence. As over-reaction by the insurance in-
dustry has produced l inic pricing with liability insurance premiums now cost-
lug more 1han 11a1ny small blusine.s-s hope to earn annually. The National Small
lBtviniess As.- ociation unfortunately has an impressive collection of letters from
firim.s throughout the country in all industries represented by the associations
supporting S. '449 (ste attachment), describing simply, accurately and hon-
estly the horror sttzricts about the availability of insurance. Unavailability and
nonnffordability are synononmuos. Over half our Association members are forced
to operate their businesses without liability coverage. This fact and others are
found ill a fea1sibility study in our consideration of setting up a captive insurance
company in Bernmuda. Should this occur, it will only be because there were no
other alternatives to obtain insurance. Two and three years ago, many of our
members who had operated their busineses for fifteen, twenty-five, thirty years
without a claim| paid about 5A! Iwr thousand dollars for )r(xluct liability insur-
ance -with a small, if any, deductible. Today these firms "can" purchase insur-
a -ic, for 20 to 24 dollars per thoLsand with coverage limited to losses NNetweeL
$30.000 an1d one, million dollars. Several were told they could buy $100,000 of
first-dollar coverage for $100,000. Some of these offers were proposals from
itisurers identify ed in the Marketing Assistance Programs. Our members stopped
attempting to ni-(luire coverage via thai MAPs concluding it was a waste of time.

For a small lbusinssnsina it is more logical and reassuring to set iu) a loss re-
serve than to b, told ihe can carry-back losses tien years rather than three. Tills
c',mnittee realized that income effect is superior to tax effect when an enacted
law Iwlnnitted mining companies to establish reserves for black lung disease

We prefer the dldutible rtserve because it will encourage improvement of pre-
vention teci ilifili4s to avoid (.laiis against ones own money, and frankly small
businesses fo4i the svlf-in, |rance concept is the best way to obtain fair coverage
from an insurance industry which has been unreasonable in establishing pIre-
miluri rates.

Finally, our riqtm(et is nrasonable. The great majority of all small businesses
do not have product liability problems because of flawed products or services.
Few actions against go to court and it is highly unusual for a judgment against.
But the uncontrollable and untenable situation of our present tort system pro-
duces many suits anti costly litigation. For those few members who do have a
catastrophic loss, the carry-back proposal will hell) and should be enacted. How-
ever, for the vast majority of businesses who are mostly small the deductible
reserve is the best way they can continue operating reasonably during the crisis.
Our goal is to remain, to paraphrase President Johnson, taxpayers not tax-eaters.
Thank you.

Forty associations support the self-Insurance approach to product liability
problems. These associations believe that small business needs immediate re-
lief if it Is to survive the current product liability crisis. The self-insurance ap-
proach helps provide that relief, without foreclosing more substantive reforms
in the la%% at the federal and state levels. These associations are:
American Association of Nurserymen, Washington, D.C.
Association of Steel Distributors, Cleveland, Ohio.
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Automotive Warehouse Distributors Association, Inc., Kansas City, Missouri.
Building Serivee Contractors Association International, McLean, Virginia.
Christian Booksellers Association, Colorado Springs, Colorado.
Direct Selling Association, Washington, D.C.
Electronic Representatives Assoc., Chicago, Illinois.
Food Merchandisers of America, Inc., Washington, D.C.
Independent Bakers Association, Washington, D.C.
Independent Sewing Machine Dealers, of America, Inc., Hillard, Ohio.
International Franchise Association, Washington, D.C.
Local and Short Haul Carriers National Conference, Washington, D.C.
Machinery Dealers National Association, Silver Spring, Maryland.
Manufacturers Agents National Association, Irvine, California.
Marking Device Association, Evanston, Illinois.
Menswear Retailers of America, Washington, D.C.
Narrow Fabrics Institute, Inc., New Rochelle, New York.
National Association for Child Development & Education, Washington, D.C.
National Association of Black Manufacturers, Washington, D.C.
National Association of Brick Distributors, McLean, Virginia.
National Association of Catalog Showroom Merchandisers, New York, New York.
National Association of Home Manufacturers, Washington, D.C.
National Association of Independent Lumbermen, Washington, D.C.
National Association of Plumbing/Heating/Cooling Contractors, Washington,

D.C.
National Association of Realtors, Chicago, Ilinols.
National Association of Retail Druggists, Washington, D.C.
National Beer Wholesalers of America, Inc., Chicago, Illinois.
National Electrical Contractors Association, Inc., Bethesda, Maryland.
National Family Business Council, Westville, New Jersey.
National Home Improvement Council, New York, New York.
National Independent Dairies Association, Washington, D.C.
National Independent Meat Packers Association, Washington, D.C.
National Insulation Contractors Association, Washington, D.C.
National Office Machine Dealers Association, Inc., Hackensack, New Jersey.
National Office Products Association, Alexandria, Virginia.
National Paper Trade Association, Inc,, New York, New York.
National Pest Control Association, Vienna, Virginia.
National Precast Concrete Association, Indianapolis, Indiana.
National Small Business Association, Washington, D.C.
National Society of Public Accountants, Washington, D.C.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT FRIEDLUND, CHAIRMAN OF THnE PRODUCT LIABILITY STEERING
COMMITTEE OF MATERIAL HANDLING INSTITUTE

I. IZNTRODUOTION

.4. Material Handling Institute
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Senate Finance Committee: My name is

Robert Friedlund and I am testifying on behalf of the Material Handling In-
stittute, located in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, represents 356 material handling
equipment manufacturers with headquarters throughout the country. Gross
sales of MIII members for material handling equipment totalled more than 5
billion last year and they manufactured approximately 80% of the material
handling equipment made in this country.

M11I members constitute a broad cross-section of the nation's business com-
munity. While 15 of its members have yearly sales of material handing equip-
ment of over 20 million dollars, 144 of its members have yearly sales of less
than $500,000. MHI is, therefore, able to present the views and problems of
both large and small business.

On behalf of MHI, I wish to thank the members of the Committee for allow-
ing us to testify. We particularly welcome the opportunity to present our views
on what we consider to be a growing national crisis. MHI has been active for
many years in seeking solutions to product liability and safety problems, and
has established a special steering committee, on which I serve as chairman,
to concentrate on those problems. MHI has engaged in an extensive educational
program to make the public aware of the product liability crisis.
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.fllI has employed the services of Shea Management Inc., a multi-association
management company located in Pittsburgh, to assist the steering committee in
its work. Finally, in my capacity as chairman of the steering committee I have
served as a consultant and have testified before many state legislatures during
their deliberations concerning product liability legislation.

B. MHI'8 commitment to safe products
As the members of this committee know, product liability means the legal

responsibility of a manufacturer or seller of a product to compensate a con-
sumer who has been harmed by the product. This concept is not new, and MHI's
interest in product liability reform is not an attempt to escape our responsibility
to manufacture equipment that can be used safely. We are committed to pro-
viding equipment that is designed and produced according to the most current
modern safety developments, equipment worthy of its intended purposes. We
are committed through labeling, operating instructions, advertising and disclo-
sure to insure that our customers know the proper and safe methods of operat-
ing our equipment. As an example of our commitment to safe equipment, and
product liability reform, I ask the Committee to include as part of its records
(if this hearing a booklet recently published by MIl which stresses the need
for the development and implementation of loss prevention programs by manu-
facturers. I also request that two other booklets published by MHI on product
liability be included as part of the record of this hearing.
C. New theory of product liability

MIII recognizes, however, that loss prevention programs by manufacturers
viil not solve the product liability crisis. What has created the crisis is a del-

uge in product liability litigation in the last few years fostered by a new stand-
ard of product liability which results in strict liability for the manufacturer.
The Illinois Supreme Court put the matter in clear perspective, stating, "In
recent years the law governing the liability of a manufacturer to a purchaser of
goods with whom he has not dealt personally has undergone great change. This
change has involved a revolution in terms of legal theories employed to describe
the liability of the manufacturer to the iurchaser".

The revolution of legal theories referred to by the court has left in its wake
i strict liability-oriented system of resolving product claims that creates prob-
lems greater than those It was supposed to solve. The product liability system
1o longer fairly adjudicates claims based upon fault, but instead has become
a convenient way to pay wlwnever someone is injured. It is the rapid change in
the law, not an increase in the number of accidental Injuries, that has made
product liability a major crisis for both businesses and consumers. ThIs was con-
firmed by a May 1977 Commerce Department report stating that there is no
evidence* that increases in product liability claims and lawsuits are due to In-
creases in the number of accidents.

If. EVIDENCE OF THE CRISIS

Considering the multitude of studies, reports and congressional hearings on
the subject it would seem unnecessary to prove, or even to discuss at length, the
existence of a product liability crisis. Recent assertions, however, that there is
no product liability crisis justifies a brief review of the background and evidence
of a product liability problem. In the early 1970's businesses across the country
found that their premiums for product liability insurance coverage were in-
creasing substantially. By the mld-seventies, a significant number of businesses
were experiencing increases of several hundred percent and many others were
unable to obtain liability coverage at any price. In response to this worsening
situation, a Federal Inter-Agency Task Force, headed by the Under Secretary of
Commerce, was created in 1976 to conduct a study of the product liability prob-
lem. In November of last year the Task Force issued its final report. Confirming
the experience of the business community, the report found that product liability
premiums have increased substantially for manufacturers of many products,
including manufacturers of equipment. Specifically, the report found that:

Increases in product liability premulms from 1975-1976 averaged over 200
percent. For some industrial firms, the increases were over 1,000 percent. (Inci-
dentally, some of our members have experienced a 2500% increase in premiums
in two years even though they have not filed a single claim.) ;
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Increased product liability costs may be one of the several factors causing
small manufacturers to terminate operations; and 0

The impact of premium increases has been greater for small as compared to
larger businesses.

The report found that "Product liability presents a potential disruptive effect
on the economy" and that "the instability in product liability has Increased costs,
apart from verdicts and settlements. It has created a climate where it may be
rational for a plaintiff's lawyer to bring a case, although existing rules suggest
that It cannot be won".

Let us look at some of the other evidence of this crisis. The April hearings of
the Subcommittee on Capital, Investment, and Business Opportunities of the
Committee on Small Business of the House of Representatives, contained a study
on the effect on premium increases on small business. This study, based on a
survey of 32,000 small manufacturers, revealed that one in twelve small manu-
facturing firms cannot afford product liability Insurance and another one in six
cannot t afford desired limits. Other findings were:

Product liability insurance rates are escalating at a rapid rate;
One in eight firms is failing to develop a new product and one in twenty is

dropping a product due to liability considerations; and
One in four companies surveyed have had to reflect the increased cost of pre-

miums in a substantial Increase In the cost of their product. (As an example of
the Inflationary Impact of product liability premiums we have found that the
high cost of Insurance has in some cases resulted in a 10% increase in the cost
of a lift truck.)

Similarly, in a recent survey of metal working companies, it was revealed that
their product liability lawsuits for a five year period had Increased by 118%
over a prior five year period. The average cost of these lawsuits had increased by
=33%. There are many figures like these which reflect the Increasing cost of

product liability for a particular industry or part of the economy, but unfor-
tunately there is no reliable total figure as to the cost of product liability to the
economy as a whole.

D. Cost to the economy
I attempted to obtain some Idea of the cost to the economy as a whole by using

the Cook County figures of Jury awards and the closed claims survey of the In-
surance industry quoted by the Task Force report. I caine up with some reason-
able dollar figures. First, the average award of 872 cases in 1976 in Cook County,
llnois was $176,000. Cook County Is a highly Industralized area but Is not the

area of the highest average court award. This doubtful honor is reserved for the
state of California. During the same period, California had an average award of
approximately $190,000. if my memory serves me correctly.

Secondly, the Task Force's report estimates that 70,000 product liability law-
suits Is a reasonable assumption for a national total in the 1976-1977 court year.
I have reason to believe this figure to be much too low. However, by multiplying
the 70,000 figure by $176,000 we arrive at a total cost of $12.3 billion. If I am
only half correct, we are talking about a $6.15 billion cost to the nation. Either
figure Is alarming and clearly reveals a significant adverse effect on the national
economy.

III. LONG-TERM SOLUTION

Mirs Legialotire Program
The solution to the product liability crisis will not be simple and will not he

achieved easily. It will require the enactment of basic reforms by the states. MIII
has established a 9 point legislative priority program in its drive for product
liability reform. These reforms include the adoption of a 6 year statute of limita-
tion from the date the product is sold, leased or delivered to the first user, and the
establishment of defenses to the doctrine of strict liability. Other parts of our
legislative program involved the collateral source rule, punitive damages, the
duty to warn, workmen's compensation, contingency fees and a product liability
review panel. I understand that these proposals are beyond the scope of today's
hearing, but I wish to inform the members of the Committee that MHI has been
working on the product liability problem for many years and has developed what
we believe to be a fair and reasonable solution to the problem. MlII would wel-
come the opportunity to discuss at some other time these proposals with any
member of this Committee.
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IV. SHORT-TERM RELIEF
A. S. 3049

Mi1 believes that an amendment to the tax law could provide immediate relief
to business in coping with the product liability crisis. MHI strongly urges the
members of this Commitee to amend the Internal Revenue Code along the lines
of 8. 3049, introduced by Senators Culver and Nelson, to permit businesses to set
aside a portion of their pre-tax income to fund a specific reserve for self-insur-
ance against product liability claims and related costs. S. 3049 would:

Provide immediate relief to both small and large businesses affected by the
product liablity problem ;

Help small businesses by allowing them to utilize higher deductibles and thus
lower the cost of their product liability insurance;

Encourage the use of product liability loss prevention because the manufac-
turer would have a direct incentive to reduce loss resulting from product liability
claims;

Reduce the cost of product liability insurance by creating competition and
allowing businessmen to self insure potential liabilities up to certain limits; and

Provide needed flexibility for cyclical industries, such as the material han-
dling industry, which would be able to set aside reserves during more profitable
yea rs.

Even if there were no product liability crisis, enactment of S. 3049 would be
justified and needed. While there is no business deduction available for funds set
aside Into a reserve for product liability, the cost of premiums for commercial in-
surance Is fully deductible. This tax system provides an artificial distinction en-
couraging one form of product liablilty protection--commerclal insurance-over
another form-self insurance. This tax system places businesses at a distinct
disadvantage in dealing with the insurance companies, who are able to charge
practically whatever they wish for product liability coverage.

Many large corporations have dealt with this situation by establishing captive
insurance companies. Most of these captives operate offshore. There are now over
700 insurance companieN in Bermuda. In this w J.. big corporations can take
business deductions for the cost of the insurance premiums, a technique obviously
not available to the small businesses. While the use of a captive insurance com-
pany Is both understandable and legal, the tax code should not encourage large
companies to drain capital from the country; nor should it create an artificial
dLstinction and economic advantage to one form of product liability protection
over another formni.
B. Precedent for , 8.3049

The Committee established a precedent for 8. 3049 when, under the leadership
of Chairman Long and Senator Hansen, it permitted tax deductible self-insurance
reserves for Black Lung benefits. S. 3049 will have safeguardss and limitations
similar to those of the Black Lung legislation. Like the Black Lung Act, S. 3049
severely limits the use of the funded reserves. If product liability reserves are
used for anything other than product liability matters, S. 3049 enacts harsh tax
conuequencets for these misdirected funds.
C. Administration Propo8al

On July 20, 1978 the Administration announced its program to solve the "serious
economic problems caused by escalating product liability premiums". MHI ap-
plauded this first recognition by any administration of the existence of a serious
product liability problem.

As part of its program, the Administration proposes to amend the Internal
Revenue Code to permit manufacturers to carry back product liability losses for
a period of ten years as opposed to the three year loss carryback provision in
current tax law. The ten year carryback proposal would be of help only to the
relatively few taxpayers who experience catastrophic product liability losses
which exceed their total profits over a three year period. Consequently the carry-
back proposal would do little to ameliorate the present plight of most manu-
facturers and would not give them the protection of an existing fund to be used
for smaller but more numerous product liability settlements and defense costs.
Moreover, many of our member's customers require the vendor to have product
liability coverage or some type of self-insurance before the completion of a pro-
posed sale. A funded reserve may meet this requirement. The carryback pro-
posal clearly does not.
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Accordingly, MHI urges this Committee to enact as a separate bill or as an
amendment to a H.R. 13511. "Revenue Act of 1948", a product liability self-
insurance bill similar to that contained in S. 3049, coupled with the Administra-
tion's proposal by including a six year carry-forward to help those companies
that have profits in future years and expanding S. 3049 to provide reasonable
limits.

A six year carry-forward would be particularly helpful to a new and struggling
business in handling the immediate need for product liability protection. This
carry-forward would provide a tax credit to be used immediately in any profitable
years to offset the previous cost of product liability. The taxpayer would have the
flexibility to choose which of these tax methods is best suited to meet his needs.
Such a product liability tax relief package will provide adequate protection from
product liability insurance problem. We are confident that this Committee can
fashion such a comprehensive product liability tax relief program.

V. Conclusion
The material Handling Institute appreciates this opportunity to express our

views on tax legislation which could be of great assistance to businessmen in
handling the product liability crisis.

Senator BYR). I think at this point it would be well to get the view-
point of the Treasury DepartmenL Mr. Daniel Halperin is presnt. He
is a tax legislative counsel for Treasury. Mr. Halperin, would you care
to comment on this legislation?

STATEMENT OF DANIEL HALPERIN, TAX LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL,
DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

Mr. HALPFRI.N. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
One thing is clear here. The tax changes being asked for today will

add an additional amount of complexity to the Internal Revenue Code.
There would have to be some kind of limit on what could be set aside
in a reserve, and we have heard from different people -here today sug-
gesting different limits. There does not seem to be agreement as to what
the limit should be. There also would have to be rules which would pre-
vent the use of the reserve for purposes other than paying product
liability claims, and there would have to be some kind of recapture
penalty, in case the reserve is used for a different purpose to avoid any
advantage from sett ing aside the reserves.

There is no real way to control the size of the reserves. The bills are
either based on flat amounts or percentage of sales. These reserves
would in no way be related to the actual loss experienced of particular
companies, which would create the problem of excessive reserves being
set up.

Clearly, on one. side we have this complexity that we are getting into
if we go this route. On the other side of this is the question of whether
the tax law change being asked for here is really going to solve the
problem, and I do not think it can.

On the revenue estimate side, we do not agree with the large numbers
that were mentioned. Our estimates are about $135 million in the first
year-declining to about $85 million by the fifth year-that a proposal
like this would be in effect, and the reason for that would be that there
is not a tax disadvantage under present law. Now, that is rather difficult
to explain without a blackboard and a lot of numbers, but I think very
simply the advantage supposedly available with insurance is that, if
you pay an insurance premium, you can deduct it. If you put $100 into
an insurance cnract, you can deduct that now. If you are self-insuring,
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you cannot deduct it until you have a loss, but if that insurance com-
pany invests the money and makes a, profit on its investment, the amount
it will have available to pay losses will exceed the $100 collected in
prenimts, say it will be $150 by the timethe loss occurs.

The company that is self-insured will, at the time it incurs that $150
loss, gets a $150 deduction, so that there is a delay in the deduction for
those who self-insure until the time the loss occurs. The amount of the
deduction is larger because it will be the amount actually paid for the
loss, while the premium paid should be smaller, because there will have
been some income earned on the reserves set aside, and those two are
precisely equivalent. The delay in deduction is compensated for by the
antount, by which the deduction is increased, and therefore there is no
tax (lisalvantage to self-insurance as opposed to buying commercial
insurance.

The tax advantage that would come about from this bill would either
be because the trust would be tax exempt or because at the time the
l)ayment is made out of the self-insured trust, it appears that one of
these bills would allow an additional deduction for the difference be-
tween the amount contributed and the actual amount of the loss.

Now, we do recognize that there can be a tax disadvantage for self-
insurance if losses are irregular. People who pay premiums regularly
can deduct them against the income of the current year. If a loss should
conic up, a large loss would come up once in 10 years, there may not be
enough profits in that 10th year against which to offset the loss and the
carryover period may be inadequate, and that is the purpose of the ad-
ministration proposal, which would allow a 10-year carryback for
product liability loss.

With that, there ought not be any disincentive to setting up a reserve.
People are obviously free to set up a reserve in any event, whether or
not they get a tax deduction. A company can put aside an amount of
money to protect itself against product liability losses. Of course, if it
cannot get a tax deduction, it likely in the 50-percent bracket to put
away only half as much, so if it would put away $100 before taxes, it
might put away only $50 after taxes.

But that difference is misleading, because at the time theloss occurs,
if there has been no current deduction for the set-aside--that is, if pres-
ent law applies-it will get a tax deduction for that loss, and it will be
able to get from the Government approximately, at a 50-percent brack-
et, the same amount of money that is in the reserve. So, if there is a re-
serve of $1,000, it will be adequate to pay for a loss of $2,000, because a
dedication on account of the loss of $2,000 will produce a $1,000 tax re-
fund.

The 10-year carryback provision will insure the refund will be there.
So, we think with the 10-year carryback there is no disincentive. The
tax treatment is the same between those who self-insure and those who
buy commercial insurance. The additional complexity that would
come into the law from the proposals that have been described here to-
day will not be there, and therefore we think that there is no need for
any change now, other than the one which has been supported by the
administration.

Senator BYRD. In brief, Treasury opposes the enactment of the pro-
posed Senate legislation?
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Mr. HALPERIN,. That is correct, sir.
Senator BYRD. Senator Packwood?
Senator PACKwooD. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BYRD. Thank you, gentlemen.
Mr. STEWART. Mr. Chairman, before the record is closed, I think

there ought to at least be a recognition of two points. May I take just
a second?

Senator BYRD. Go ahead.
Mr. STEWART. No. 1, you see an obvious difference of opinion between

the representative of the insurance industry and the representative of
insurance brokers. Second, the argument of simplification that has been
made by the Treasury versus complexity, as I anticipated when I made
my brief remarks, is always present w'hen the Treasury is opposed to
something on other grounds. There is not unacceptable complexity in-
volved in the l)roposals before this committee, or in our proposal, or in
l)roposals of other industry witnesses.

Thank you, sir.
Mr. HIALPERIN. Mr. Chairman, may I just respond to that? It seems

to me that. there obviously is complexity in the proposal. The question
is whether it is worth it. Are you getting enougii of an advantage out
of it to be worth the complexity you are buying? I do not think there
has been any demonstration that you are. I think the main reason we
are opposed to this is the complexity. You can get the revenue loss out
of it by making it even more complex than it is now. It can be made
revenue neut ra, and presumably that is all they should be asking for.

They are asking for equal treatment with commercial insurance, and
you can get that by a very complex rule, a little bit more complex even
than these statutes, but tle question is, why are we doing it? And I do
not see the argument has been made why we would do it.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Halperin follows:]

STATEMENT OF DANIEL I. HALPERIN, AcrINo DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY (TAX
LEGISLATION), OFFICE OF TAX POLICY, DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

Mr. Chairman and Members of this Subcommittee: I am pleased to have this
opportunity to appear before you this morning to present the views of the De-
partment of the Treasury on the nine bills on the Subcommittee's agenda. These
bills range from items that the Treasury regards as relatively noncontroversial
to those that raise what we view as very serious policy problems meriting con-
sidered review by this Subcommittee. With respect to the less controversial or
more narrow items-H.R. 810, II.R. 4030, S. 2771, H.R. 5099 and S. 3345-I will
outline briefly the Treasury's position, elaborating in appropriate instances in the
appendix to my testimony.

The bulk of my testmony will be devoted to S. 1611 and S. 3049, both of which
deal with product liability; S. 3176, dealing with contributions in aid of construc-
tion to the capital of certain public utilities; and S. 3341, the "Independent Local
Newspaper Act of 1978".

H.R. 810, HRL 4030, S. 27?1, H.R. 5099, S. 3345

H.R. 810 we regard as relatively noncontroversial. The Tax Reform Act of
1969 added a provision to the Code (section 4941) which in general prohibits cer-
tain transactions between private fundations and certain "disqualified persons,"
by Imposing a graduated series of excise taxes on the disqualified person (and
in certain circumstances on the foundation manager). Government officials are
"disqualified persons" for this purpose except for certain specifically set forth
transactions including the payment of expenses of domestic travel. The bill would
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provide an additional exception for payment or reimbursement of foreign travel
expenses of a government official by certain foundations within specified limits.

Tie Treasury I)epartment recommends that tI.R. 810 be amended to limit the
permitted amount of reimbursable transportation expenses to the cost of tile
lowest coach or economy air fare charged by a commercial airline.

The recommended change would make tie reimbursable amounts under the bill
consistent with the limitation on deductionls for attending foreign conventions
under tile Administration's 1978 tax program. Treasury would not oppose H.R.
S 10 if this change were made.

II. . 4030, it contrast would amend the provisions governing the activities of
private foundations in a manner the Treasury does not support. It would create
an ad hoc exception to the tax on excess business holdings of a private foundation
(section 49-13j in cases where the foundation owns over 50 l)ercent of the voting
stock of a public utility which had taxable income of less than $1 million during
it. first taxable year ending after May 26, 1969 if certain other conditions are met.
While there were a variety of considerations underlying the provisions of the Tax
Reform Act of 1.1)M) that were designed to eliminate the use of private foundations
to preserve control of business enterprises, one principal consideration was that
flhe presence, of control oin the part of the foundation would tend to direct the
foundation's efforts toward operating the business and to divert its attention from
its legitimately charitalle purposes. The Treasury I)epartment opposes ]I.R. 4030
not only bweause it creates i special ad hoc exception to section 4943, but also be-
cause, iy preserving the opportunity for private foundations to control certain
kinds of taxable lmsinesses., it would tend to undermine one of the policies of
section 4943. Our views on II.R. 4030 are set forth inI greater detail in the
aplielldix.

S. 277 1 would exenipt froin the unrelated trade or business income tax generally
apldicable to exempt organizations, income from the conduct of bingo and similar
gaines of chance. Eligible games are defined as those in which wagers are placed,
winners delermiined, and prizos- distributed in the presence of participant. The bill
also would require that such gaines not be "ordinarily carried on on a commercial
basis" and that their conduct not be in violation of applicable local law. One of
the underlying igpilcies of the unrelated business income tax is to prevent unfair
competition by tax exempt organizations with commercial enterprises. Because in
nmammy states lingo may be regularly carried on only ly exempt organizations, it is
arguiliy comsistemit with this mderlying policy not to ta3 the Income from such
gaines. Consequently. Treasury wouhl not oppose this legislation provided that it
was limited to the conduct of bingo and did not confer tax exemption omi Income
from other, essentially casino activities; and. that it was limited to the conduct
of bigo In jurisdictions where, under applicable law. bingo may lawfully be
carried on only by exempt organizations. We also regard it as essential to clarify
S. 2771 to provide that exempting the income from bingo does not foreclose the
losslliility, whi(h exists under current law, that where bingo has become an overly
substantial part of the organization's activities the organization may forfeit Its
tax exeimltioi. Modifild in this fashion, the Treasury would not oppose this
legislatloll. We do not ('norse the effective dlute, which is retroactive to 1969.

The Treasury Is also unable to support H.. 5099. which would provide relief
for two individuals who were unable to sell their old principal residence within
is mointis after purchasing a new principal residence and thus did not qualify
for the rollover (if section 1034. It adversely affects the equity of our tax system
to create slIH-ial exmeitions for particular taxpayers to general limitations with
which the rest of us must comply. This bill would provide just such special relief.
it has boeen suggetedM In support of this legislation that these Individuals could
have qualified for an extension of the rollover period available under section 1033
if their property had been involuntarily converted. We have concluded, for the
reasons set forth in greater detail in the appendix, that this premise Is incorrect.
The Treasury opposes II.R. 50J.

Finally, the Treasury supports S. 334.5, which would make available to certain
regulated investment companies-thoe that constitute Small Business Invest-
ment ('ompatmies (SBICs)-a deficiency dividend procedure similar to that now
available for personal holding companies and real estate Investment trusts. The
Treasury sees no reason, indeed, why a deficiency dividend procedure should not
be made available to all regulated Investment companies, provided that the pro-
cedure were made identical with that accorded real estate investment trusts by
the Tax Reform Act of 1976. (See § 1601(b)-(f) of P.L. 94-455.)
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PRODUCT LIABILITY iS. 1611, 8. :041)

Mr. Chairman, I would now like to turn to S. 1611 and S. 3049, both of which
are measures designed to facilitate self-insurance of product liability risks. With
the Chair's consent, I would also like to consider with the Subcommittee an
Adriniktrato-sl)onisored alternative to the approach taken by S. 1611 and S.
.019, bot i oi which the Administration opposes.

Both S. 349 and S. 16'11 would amend Section 165 of the Code to provide cur-
rent dedulctiOls for contributions to product liability self-insurance accounts. In
both Instances, annual contributions would be limited to a percentage of gross
revenues subject to a dollar nmaxinum, and tile aggregate funding of the trust
wvol sinllarly lie subject to both percentage and dollar limitations. S. 3049,
which constitutes the more comprehensive treatment, provides separate limita-
lions for taxpayers i general and for those having a "severe product liability

prollemiL" Contributions are reilulred to be nade to an independently trusteed,
segregated accjuint, tie assets of which may be Invested only In Federal, State or
local debt securities or Instruments of deposit In a financial Institution, and
which may not he usei for tny jitirpose other than satisfying product liability
losses. To the extent a iprodluct lialillity loss Is pail out of tile proceeds of the
acecomit, no further deduction under Set-ll 165 Is allowed, and penalty taxes
are imposed to insure that iirix-vIes of the atounlt are not used for all inappro-
priate purpose. Special rules are provided for groups of affillated conpallies and
for contrilbitions to ii wliolly-ownled (or captivev' I insurance Comil)any.

Th(. tax treatinet of pr(mlh(t liability self-insurance Is a subject that not only
has been Ilie source of lively public and Congressional debate, lint has received
a most thorongligoinlg review by the Administration. My testimony on this sub-
jec't wIll IIconstilute aii effort to share with this Subconlmittee the reasons that
iave led the Administration to olp)se S. 1611 and S. 30411 and to endorse an al-
ternative proposal that would extend to ten years the c.arryback period for net
olerating losses attributable to prxluct liability.

Tie nature aln( degree of the lnrsluct liability problem has been thoroughly
studied loy an Interagency Task Force headed by the Department of commercee . In
its Final Report. the Task Force outlined a number of steps, including a varle4y
of tort law revisions and changes to casualty Insurance ratemaking practices, that
ought to lie seriously studied and iossil.v implemented to deal with the root
calllrses of tMe iroduct liability prolden. At the sane time, tile Task Force Report
suggested that interim relief might be provided through the tax system. The
relief (onsilered in the report would have lieen to permit (leductions within cer-
tain limilts for conitributions to self-insurance trusts. This proposal was recognized
by lie Task Force as belig of an admittedly short-term nature. ari(i to coistitute
ito subst It lite for longer term revislons to local tort law and Insurance ratemaking
practices needed to deal vitlh tile root causes of the product liability problem.
Moreover, the short-term tax recommendation was based. principally on the per-
(.eption that by pe rmnttlng deductions for casualty Insurance prenilums but not
frr (-ontriltloins to self-insurance funds. the tax law discriminated against self-
insnrance. Tile Task Force ReHlort .autioed,. however, that ally such proposal
should not bt advanced without a nore loroligh study of its merits.

That follow-ni t tldy has iiowv been completed. The AdministratIon's conclusions
and prolsal were annoirctl by ('oninlnlerce Secretary Kreps on July 20. 1978. The
reasons that led the Administration not to endorse a deduction for contributions
to lmroln't liability self-insurance reserves tire essentially three. First. the super-
fidally appealing notion that the tax law dicrimlntes in favor of commercial
Insurance and against self-insurance is in fact chased on a ntsapprehiension. See-
1)n, the existing ioroposals for current deductibillty of contributions to self-Insur-

ance trusts provide an opp ortunity for deferral of taxes and thereby would oi-
rait, to subsidize self-Insurance. Because self-insurance Is Inherently Inefficient

by cotit rast with commercial in-surance. and because of technical difficulties stem-
nlng from the Inability to estimate future product. liability losses, we concluded
tlhat extending such ia subsidy would not lie appropriate. Finally, we concluded
that existing law. with some modification, would provide virtually the same tax
benefits, otlier than deferral, as proposals providing current deductibility for eon-
triloitiotis to a self-insurance trust, and with far less administrative complexity.
The necessary modification, as I have already noted, would be to amend current
law to provi(le a special 10-year net operating loss carryback, in contrast to the
three-year niet operating loss carryback generally available under current law,
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for- losses attributable to product liability. Let ire now explore each of these
ie1isoJis in soinewhat greater detail.

It is a misconception to believe that, because commercial insurance poreiniums
paid ill the ordinary course of a trade or business are deductible and eontribu-
tions to a self-insurance trust are not, the tax law discriminates against self-
isurance. Product liability losses incurred in a trade or business are, of course,

deductible when insurred under section 165 of the Code. The deduction under
11;: is disallowed, however, for any loss to the extent such loss is "compensated
for by insurance or otherwise." Thus, the enterprise paying premiums for coin-
iiercial product liability insurance may only deduct those preniumls when paid
or incurred. To the extent the loss is reimbursed by the insurer, however, no
further deductfion is pcrmitt'd. Consequently, tie tax treatment of self-insured
iind c,-imiercially insured losses is essentially symmetrical. There is no discrimi-
nation to be cured.

ill view of the fact that the tax law does not discriminate against self-insur-
alnce, so ne other rationale for permitting current deductions to self-insurance
trusts imist be found. And, in considering the possibilities, one must recognize
that conferring current deductions for contributions to self-insurance trusts,
where such trusts are tax exelnl,t, invariably gives rise to tax deferral.' T'hat
deferral (1stitutes a subsidy to self-insurance. 'onsequently, the pivotal ques-
tion is whether any subsidy, and if so whether a subsidy in the form of deferral,
i. warravited.

Taking the second question first, the Administration concluded that if a sub-
sidy for producl liability self-inasurance was appropriate, deferral was not tie
aplprolriate liechanisin by which to deliver it. The benefits of deferral vary with
Owli marginal rate of the taxpayer and with tile period of tine for which taxes are
deferred. Thnu.. while a good imny corporate taxpayers are in the top 48 percent
bracket. those iii lower brackets would benefit less. Similarly, the greatest bene-
tits would accrue to those who.e fullnds remained o(l deposit the longest, who well
liiglt Ie those with less ill tile way of product liability losses. Finally, because
a sthllsidy iln tile fori of deferral is off-budget, It is subject to less rigorous
,,lrutinly than a subsidy reqlired to ie appropriated.

'I'e A(milistration also concluded that the case for subsidizing self-insurance
of lorodlut liability losses generally was not strong. The principal basis for this
conclusion was that self-insurance very well may be tile least efficient forth of
iisuramic. By "least efficient", I ilean simply that, to self-insure, the insured
p'::rty is required to put uip to $1 of capital for every dollar of risk insured. Be-
al"Se, in contrast, voiiniercial insurance involves the pooling of covered risks,

th amount of apital required per dollar of coverage is significantly siialler.
Consider, for example, the case of four business enterprises each of which is
reasonably certain that It will incur a $100 loss at some time dirluing the next
four years. None Is certain when its loss will occur but probability tells us that
if each of the l)articil)ants has a one-in-four chance of Incurring a loss during
each of the next four years, it is likely that one of the four wvill incur a loss each
year. For each firm to self-insure would require each to place roughly $100 In a
self-iiisurance trust. If the four were, instead, to engage in a pooling arrange-
nent similar to mutual Insurance, each would have to tie up only roughly $2.5

each year. The $100 ($'25 from each participant) wouhl be pooled In the partici-
pants' iutiul insurance company and would be used to pay the likely claim of
the one iirticipant who ilncurred it loss each year. By sharing their risks, each
participant would thus be able to spread its contribution to tile shared risks over
a four-year period, rather than having to self-insure for nearly the full $100
for tite entire period. Because of such economies in a risk-sharing arrangement,
commercial insurance Is Inherently more efficient than self-insurance.

The problems with self-insurance are compounded where, as In the case of
)r(dtlct liability, it is next to impossible to predict the magnitude of future risks.
This difficulty is reflected by the fact that both S. 1611 and S. 3049 provide for
deductions llimited, not by a taxpayer's anitlcipated experience, but by a per-
centage of sales subject to ceilings on annual contributions and inaxihuni fund-
ing of the product liability loss reserve account. Because such contributions are
not limited, and Indeed In practice could not be limited, to amounts that bear
some relationship to a taxpayer's actual experience, the contributions to such ac-
counts well might be excessive for some taxpayers, wholly Inadequate for others,

IThe earnings of the trust are in effect taxed at the time of the loss since no further
deduction is allowed even though the loss exceeds the original contribution.
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and in only random Instances would bear aby relationship to the need of paitic-
ular taxpayers. Because of this randomness, the amount of subsidy afforded by
these proposals would also be random.'

Finally, the existence of exempt, self-Insurance trusts would require complex
administrative controls. For one thing, the Internal Revenue Service would be
required to insure that such trusts were not overfunded and that their invest-
ments were limited in the manner required by, for example, S. 3049. Moreover,
extremely complex accounting would be required to define the appropriate tax
treatment to be applied on nonqualifying distributions from, or liquidations of,
such product liability loss reserve accounts. Presumably, the sponsors of such
provisions would wish to provide that, If an enterprise established a product
liability low, reserve account and, after a number of years, decided that it no
longer needed the account, the taxpayer should reap no benefits by virtue of hav-
ing established and maintained the account. In order to give effect to this result,
extremely complex accounting provisions would be required to bring the tax-
payer back to square one. It would, I should note, not be sufficient simply to pro-
vide that all amounts distributed from the account be subjected to tax.

For all these reasons-the fact that self-insurance Is inherently inefficient,
the fact that contributions to such accounts would bear no relationship to a tax-
payer's actual experience, and the administrative complexity that these proposals
would entail-we do not think the Congress should endorse a provision that
would subsidize such self-insurance through the tax system.

Having concluded that the Administration should not endorse proposals to
subsidize through thp tax system self-insurance of product liability risks, did not
stop there. Apart from its deferral aspect, a proposal to allow a current deduc-
tion. for contributions to a self-insurance trust can be regarded as a method of
averaging product liability losses over a period of several years. For example,
a taxpayer who put a thousand dollars In a product liability loss reserve account
for each of 10 years, and who at the end of that 10 years Incurred a $10,000
product liability loss, would effectively have spread the burden of that loss over
a 10-year period. Thus, we asked whether there were and revisions to current
law that might accomplish this result but that would not entail deferral. Under
current law, the method by which taxpayers are permitted to average losses over
a longer period than the year in which the loss is incurred is in the net operating
loss carryover provisions of Section 172 of the Code. In general, a net operating
loss may be carried back and applied against taxable income earned during the
three years preceding, and carried forward and applied against income in the
seven years following, the year in which the loss was incurred. Where a net
operating loss is carried back to a prior taxable year, It is applied against income
earned during that year and gives rise to an Immediate claim for rcfund of
taxes paid on that Income. In view of the fact that product liability may give rise
to sporadic but extraordinary losses, we were prompted to inquire whether the
three year carryback period of current law was adequate. In this connection, ,re
IL0ted that in some Instances, for example financial institutions, the Congress had

2Indeed, the amounts for which S. 3049 and S. 1611 would permit tax deductibility
would not be properly accruable for financial accounting purposes. A reserve for self-insur-
ance of possible future losses is In the nature of a general contingency reserve, the con-
tingency in the case of S. 3049 and S. 1611 being possible future product liability loss. State-
ment number 5 of the Financial Accounting Standards Board ("FASB") provides that
before liability for a loss contingency may be recognized, (1) information available must
indicate that It Is probable that an asset has been impaired or a liability has been In-
curred at the date of the financial statement, and (2) the amount of the loss must I e re"
sonably estimated. Under these provisions, contingency reserves constitute liabilities for
which no accrual is permitted and FASB Statement number 5 specifically so provides. A po-
tentiqi liability of this type need not bbe disclosed In supplemental information unless there
is a reasonable possibility that a loss has been incurred. This treatment is required hy
generally accepted accounting principles even though the reserve is funded through a segre-
gated trust or through the use of a captive insurer.

It is also worth noting that amounts for which a deduction would be permitted by S. 3049
or S. 1611 would not have been deductible under the general rules, once promulgated by
Congress, that would have conformed tax accounting to general accepted accounting prin-
ciples. As originally enacted, the Inernal Revenue Code of 1954 contaned two sections-
Sections 452 and 462-which would have allo%%ed for theh deferral of prepaid Income and
deductibility of additions to reserves for estimated expenses. These provisions were re
pealed retroactively in 1954. It Is noteworthy that the regulations promulgated under Sec-
tion 462 provided that allowable reserves for estimated expenses did not include reserves
for general, undetermined contingencies for Indefinite possible future losses. See Regula-
tions Section 1.462-5(b) (4). T.DI. 6134. Thus. even under the llbe:-al standards of former
Section 462. no deduction would have been allowed for additions to reserves for product
liability losses.
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already concluded that a net operating loss caryback period of longer that) three
years would be appropriate, and we asked whether a similar proposal might not
be adopted for net operating losses attributable to product liability. We have con-
eluded, Mr. Chairman, that it would. Consequently, as you know. on August 1,
11.78, the Administration forwarded to Chairman Long, ('hairman Ullman and
other interested members of the Congress a proposal to modify Section 172 to
provide a ten-year net operating loss earryback for losses attributable to product
liability.

Mr. Chairman, we believe that this net operating loss carryback proposal con-
stitites anl applop)riiht tax response to tie product liability problem and should
lie endorsed by this Subconimittee in lieu of proposals such as S. 3049 and S.
1611. As modified by this proposal, we believe that current law will provide nearly
ill the benefits to taxpayers--o)ther than deferral of taxes-that they would ob-

tain from Iing permitted to deduct contributions to a product liability self-in-
surance trust. Inl this connection, I would like to consider two arguments that
hIve liven raised in support of the contention that allowing a deduction for prod-
uiit liability set-asides would be preferable to current law, even as modified by
the ten-year net operating loss carryback that the Administration has proposed.

First, it is said that by encouraging businesses to establish self-insurance re-
serves for product liability, measures such as S. 3049 would facilitate retention
of product liability risks and put pressure on the insurance industry to reduce
rates for conimercial product liability coverage. The answer, we believe, is that
nothing in current law precludes a firm self-Insuring by setting aside some re-
serves--in tax paid rather than pre-tax dollars-to provide for product liability
risks. Indeed, a tirmn that desired to obtain under current law tile equivalent in
self-insuratce through contributions to a self-insurance trust would be required
to put up roughly half the amount in tax paid dollars as would be required
for a reserve funded with pre-tax dollars. This difference arises because, when a
reserve is funded with after-tax dollars, the loss against which the reserve is
maintained remains fully deductible and the deduction gives rise to a correspond-
ing decrease in Federal income tax liability. Businesses will, therefore, remain free
to self-insure a portion of their risk with after-tax dollars, knowing that, through
their ability to deduct the loss, they are essentially "insured with the govern-
ment" for the amount of the tax benefit of the deduction. Moreover, if the ten-
year net operating loss carryback proposal is adopted, as we believe it should be,
s m(h businesses will have the assurance that the government will defray a por-
tion of their lo.s even if they have no taxable income in the year the loss Is
incurred.

Second, it lils been suggested that when a firm establishes a self-i'surance re-
serve, the knowledge that its own money is "at stake" should a product la-
idlity loss l e incurred will encourage it to show greater concern for the safety of
its products. We believe that. under current law, and as modified by the vdllInis-
tration pirol )sal, the incentive to make safe products will be every bit as great.
The firm that self-insures without providing segregated self-insurance reserves-
;he firn that "goies ibare"-has perhaps the greatest incentive to make safe prod-
ucts since, absent connmiercial coverage or a reserve, the equity in its business is at
stake. This incentive would not be reduced by extending the net operating loss
carryback for product liability losses. While the availability of that carryback
would tend to insure that each taxpayer will realize immediately the tax bene-
fits of being able to deduct the loss, even for a taxpayer in the 48 percent tax
bracket, the government only pays 48 cents on each dollar of loss. To the extent
of the other 52 percent, tie taxpayer's reserve (if it has one), or Its equity in its
business (if it does not ), remains at risk for the loss. Consequently, we do not
think current law its modified by the ten-year net operating loss carryback, will
diminish at all the incentives Itmai. exist to produce safe products.

In sum, Mr. Chairman, we beli-ve that current law, as modified by a ten-year
net operating loss carryback, provides an appropriate response to those who de-
sire to encourage self-insurance of product liability risks. We think it would be
far more equitable than either S. 3049 or .. 1611, since it would not iTnvolve
tax deferral. We think It Is far more efficient, since it neither requires nor fore-
(loses businesses from setting up self-insurance reserves-with tax-paid dol-
lars-at the level they consider to be appropriate. And we think it would be far
more simple to administer, since the loss carryback would come into play only to
the extent it was necessary, and would not require cumbersome administrative
machinery to police the use of self-insurance trusts. For these reasons, the Ad-
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ministration urges the Subcommittee to give favorable consideration to the ten-
year net operating loss carryback proposal. It would oppose adoption of either
S. 3049 or S. 1611.

CONTRIBUTIONS IN AID OF CONSTRUCTION TO THE CAPITAL OF PUBLIC UTILITIES
(8. 3176)

8. 3176 would make contributions in aid of construction to regulated electric
energy or gas public utilities eligible for treatment as nontaxable contributions
to capital under section 118(b). This bill, which is framed as an extension of the
treatment currently accorded water or sewerage disposal facilities by section 118
(b) of tie Code, invites this Subcommittee to reexamine the rationale for cur-
rent law.

Section 118(b), added by the Tax Reform Act of 1976, provides that amounts
received after January 31, 1976, as contributions in aid of construction by a water
or sewerage disposal utility which are used for qualified expenditures and which
are not included in the utility rate base for ratemaking purposes are treated as
nontaxable contributions to capital of the utility.

An amendment to extend section 118(b) treatment to electric and gas utili-
lies was offered on the Senate floor and defeated. The relief was limited to water
and sewerage utilities because it was felt that they were more significantly af-
fected than were other utilities. Moreover, the revenue loss, measured from a base
which treated contributions as taxable income, was manageable if confined to
water and sewerage facilities but could be as high as $200 million if gas and elec-
tric utilities were included.

The issue posed by 8. 3176 is the appropriate tax treatment of contributions
in aid of construction in general. Tile further question of what taxpayers other
than water and sewerage disposal utilities should receive section 118(b) treat-
meant must be dealt with as a separate Issue only if it is decided that section 118
(b) is correct as a general matter.

This is an extremely difficult and complex issue which is currently under
study by the Treasury Department. Put simply, Treasury believes that section
11"8(b) is incorrect and can permit substantial amounts of income to be received
tax free.' However, we would also agree that In some circumstances full current
taxation of so-called "contributions to capital" would overstate actual economic
Income. Thus, In the absence of section 118(b) utilities would have to seek other
forms of financing.

The Issue posed Is whether It would create significant difficulties for utilities
and their customers, beyond a loss of tax exemption for real income, if they had
to use the other means of financing. If this can be shown then we must either de-
cide to provide a tax benefit or seek a third solution (which will not be easy)
which will correctly measure income. In any event, we believe the matter re-
quires substantial study and we continue to welcome input from all interested
parties.

TIE "INDEPENDENT LOCAL NEWSPAPER ACT OF 1978" (3341)

S. 3341, the 'Independent Local Newspaper Act of 1978," is designed to provide
tax relief to those who own Independent "local" newspapers. The Treasury De-
iartinment opposes this bill, which in reality constitutes special relief legislation.

The bill Is divided into two principal pmrts. The first permits the establishment
of a trust by an independent "local" newspaper for the purpose of paying the
estate tax attributable to any owner's Interest in the business. The trust must
have an Independent trustee and is corpus may be invested only in United States
obligations. The value of the trust cannot exceed 70 percent of the value of the
owner's interest in the business. The income earned ol tile trusteed assets will
le exempt from tax. The transfer of assets to the trust is deductible by the news-
paper business, but is also excluded from the taxable income of the owner. The
corpus of the trust Is excluded from the owner's gross estate and the estate does
not realize income when Its estate tax liability is discharged by the trust.

The newspaper must have all its publishing offices located in a single state,
and if it Is a partnership or corporation, It cannot be traded on an established

3 Contributions in aid of construction represent a present payment for future services. As
such they constitute gross income to the recipient. If we were to stretch the facts an('
assume that the contributor has made a loan to the utility to he repaid through reduced
charges for services, it would seem that "interest" on this hypothetical loan should be
taxed.



securities market. Deductions for transfers from the business to the trust are
limited to 50 percent of the business profits.

The second part of the bill provides for an elective deferral of the estate tax
attributable to the newspaper interest not otherwise paid from the assets of the
estate tax payment trust essentially on the same terms as Code section 6166,
with the same preferential 4 percent interest rate but without regard to the size
of he Interes in relation to the owner's esate.

I would like to take a few moments to examine the major aspects of the bill.
First, the bill permits a deduction for earnings diverted to the estate tax pay-
ment trust. Although the bill provides that such a deduction is allowable under
section 162, the payment in no way can be said to meet the "ordinary and nec-
essary" business expense criteria of that section. Nor, is there in the tax law
any other provision similarly allowing a deduction for amounts to be used to
pay death taxes.

Second, the bill provides that the funds transferred to the estate tax payment
trust will not be included in taxable income by the owner. To the extent that
the newspaper business is held in corporate form, this payment would In all
other cases be treated as a taxable dividend.

Third, the exemption of trust earnings is contrary to existing law which would
normally, in this case, treat the beneficiary as the owner of the trust and taxable
on its Income.

Fourth, exclusion of the corpus of the trust from the owner's gross estate vio-
lates existing principles which would include in a decedent's estate any asset
in which the decedent or his estate had an interest.

Finally, if it was appropriate to exclude the funding and earnings of the
trust from the decedent's income, then the exclusion from estate income of the
amount paid by the trust to relieve the estate of its estate tax liability contra-
venes the basic income tax rule that discharge of an obligation of another results
in income to the party whose obligation has been discharged.

The proponents of this bill may argue that many of Its provisions are analogous
to provisions of existing law. For instance, there are provisions in the deferred
omilwensation area dealing with business deductions, exclusions from income,

tax-exempt trusts, and estate tax exclusions. But this is a poor analogy. First,
in the employee plan area the law does not discriminate between industries or
businesses. Second, although deductions are allowed at the business level, these
deductions are allowed only insofar as they meet the "ordinary and necessary"
standards of section 162 or 212. Third, although the employee participating in a
retirement plan is not taxed currently as contributions are set aside for him by
his employer, those amounts and their accumulated earnings are taxed to the
einlloyee, or his heirs, when received. Finally, the estate tax exclusion for cer-
tain employee benefits Is limited to benefits payable as annuities and does not
extend to lump-sum payments. Furthermore, this exclusion is specifically not
applicable to the extent the payment is made to or for the benefit of the de-
cedent's estate.

It has been suggested that special estate tax relief was granted in 1976 to fam-
ily farmers and that this bill merely extends comparable benefits. This is not so.
The special estate tax valuation provisions of Section 2032A relating to farm
property contain substantial restrictions regarding the pre- and post-death fam-
ily ownership and operation of the farm business, which are totally absent from
this bill. Furthermore, the benefits of that section are limited to cases in which
the farm interest Is a major lart of the estate.

Apart from its significant departure from accepted tax principles the bill has
other deficiencles. The benefits are available to any shareholder of an independ-
ent "local" newspaper, no matter how many shares are owned and without re-
gard to whether such ownership creates an estate tax liquidity problem. More-
over, there Is no provision for the recapture of benefits if the family of the owner
does not continue operating the local newspaper.

While we are .,-ympathetIc to the plight of some owners of small businesses.
in planning the payment of estate taxes while retaining control of their busi-
ness in the heirs, we oppose this special relief for one group of "small busi-
nessmen." We well understand that these problems have in some cases Increased
following the enactment of the Tax Reform Act of 1976. In particular, there is
now a greater likelihood of a significant income tax liability in the event that a
business interest is sold to provide funds for the payment of estate taxes.

It must be noted, however, that present law already provides relief for small
business owners and their heirs. Section 303 provides that In certain cases the

I
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redemption of stock by a corporation to pay estate taxes will be treated as a
redemption and thus subject to capital gains tax rather than as a dividend sub-
ject to ordinary income tax. Also, if a portion of the business must be sold to
generate funds to pay estate taxes, the gain realized will generally be taxed
at the capital gains rate. Further, the transaction can often be structured as an
installment sale, in which case the payment of the income tax Is deferred over
the installment payment period.

In computing the estate tax, there are special relief provisions. In the 1976
Act, the amount of property which may be passed without being subject to the
estate tax was increased from $60,000 to $175,000. Also, the marital deduction
for transfers to surviving spouses, which before the 1976 Act was limited to one-
half the estate, was changed to a limit of the greater of 50 percent of the value
of the gross estate or $250,000.

Finally, the payment of the estate tax may be deferred where a business In-
terest constitutes a major part of the estate. Under section 6161(a) the time for
payment of the estate tax may be extended for up to 10 years upon a showing
of reasonable cause. Reasonable cause exists when an estate consists largely of a
closely-held business and does not have sufficient funds to pay the tax on time,
or must sell assets to pay the tax at a sacrifice price. In section 6166 a five-year
deferral and 10-year installment payment is allowed if the value of an Interest in
a closely-held business exceeds 65 percent of the adjusted gross estate. Finally,
section 6166A is applicable to a broader number of situations, those in which the
value of the closely-held business interest is either 35 percent of the gross es-
tate or 50 percent of the taxable estate. Under that section the estate tax at-
tributable to the closely-held business interest may be paid In up to 10 annual
Installments.

As valuable as a free and vigorous press is to this nation, we do not believe
that an ownership interest in such business should be entirely free from tax. If
the independent local newspaper industry has particular problems arising from
its economic circumstances, the tax expenditure method may be one of the
least controllable methods of dealing with them. Consideration should be given
to other means of relieving the burdens of payment outside the framework of the
tax laws. For instance, special loan programs might be considered. To the extent
the value of these businesses is being artificially escalated by takeover bids from
larger newspapers, the possible application or modification of the anti-trust laws
should be considered.

The adoption of this bill would provide a wedge to be used again and again
by other segments of society, each arguing its own importance. We do not believe
in this piecemeal approach to legislation. There are existing provisions intended
to minimize the problems inherent in the payment of taxes. If they are inadequate
they should be reviewed in a comprehensive and not an ad hoc manner.

SUMMARY OF TREASURY POSITIONS

H.R. 810.-Reimbursement by certain private foundations of foreign travel ex-
penses of government officials: Would not oppose if modified.

H.R. 4030.-Exception to tax on excess business holdings for holdings in cer-
tain public utilities: Opposed.

S. 2771.-Tax treatment of bingo income of exempt organizations: Would not
oppose if modified.

H.R. 5099.-Rellef under section 1034 for Mr. and Mrs. Hall: Opposed.
S. 3345.-Deficiency dividend procedure for Small Business Investment Com-

panies: Not opposed. Would not oppose extending the deficiency dividnd pro-
cedure accorded real estate investment trusts by the Tax Reform Act of 1976 to
all regulated investment companies.

S. 1611 and S. 3049.-Product liability self-insurance trusts: Opposed. The Ad-
ministration recommends adopting a 10-year carryback for net operating losses
attributable to product liability.

S. 3176.--Contributions In aid of construction to capital of electrical energy
and gas utilities: Oppoged.

S. 3341.-"The Independent Local Newspaper Act of 1978": Opposed.

APPENDIX
1. H.R. 4030

H.R. 4030 would create an exception to the tax on the excess business holdings
of a private foundation in cases in which a private foundation owned over 40 per-
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cent of the voting s tock of a public utility which had taxable income of less than
$1,000,000 during its first taxable year ending after May 26, 1969, and which
meets certain other conditions. One of the basic goals of the 1969 Act was to
eliminate the use of private foundations to maintain control of business enter-
prises. Foundation control of business interests had produced a number of
undesirable results: competing businesses owned and operated by taxable entities
were placed at a competitive disadvantage; benefits to charity were deferred
through the accumulation of funds in controlled businesses; and foundation
managers became primarily concerned with business affairs rather than with the
charitable obJectiv'es of their foundations. A provision (section 4913) was added
to the Code by Congress in 1959 to limit the Involvement of private foundations in
business enterprises by imposing a tax of up to 200 percent on the business hold-
ings of private foundations in excess of certain prescribed percentages. The
adoption of special exceptions to the excess business holding provisions would
undermine one of the basic goals of the 1969 Act. While we recognize that an
exception to the tax on excess business holdings for holdings by a private founda-
tion in a public utility would not run counter to all of the arguments advanced for
the adoption of the tax on excess business holdings (e.g., a public utility operates
us a regulated monopoly in a certain area and, therefore, does not "compete" with
other business) we are, nevertheles., opposed to creating exceptions on an ad hoc
basis to the limitations imposed by Section 4943. Regardless of the nature of the
business controlled by the foundation and Its donor or donors, there mere existence
of foundation control inevitably tends to direct the foundation's efforts to oper-
aiting the business and thus to divert attention from the charitable purposes of the
foundation.
2. H.H. 5099-A bill for the relief of Brian and Vera W. Hall

Section 1034 of the Code provides for the nonrecognition of gain from the sale
of a taxpayer's principal residence If the taxpayer purchases a new principal resi-
dence within a period beginning 18 months before the date of such sale and ending
18 months after such date.

I.11. 50W19 would treat the sale of the falls' former personal residence as if it
had omcurred within 18 months after they purchased their new residence for
purpmes of Section 1034 even though the sale of the former residence occurred
almost 20 months after the purchase. The enactment of H.R. 5099 would thereby
allow the Halls to avoid recognition of gain realized on the sale of the former
residence, even though they did not comply with the requirements of Section
1034. It is contended that the Halls encountered difficulty in selling the former
residence because of the construction of and controversy surrounding a high-
way project in the area which was opposed by local groups and after 18 years is
not yet completed.

The statutory period aggregating 36 months provided for in Section 1034 Is a
reasonable time for a taxpayer to purchase a new residence. To override this
statutory limitation for the benefit of two individuals would open the door to
similar requests by other taxpayers. On the other hand, to waive the 36-month
requirement only for these individuals would discriminate unfairly against
similarly situated taxpayers who, because of failure to meet the requirement, paid
tax on the gain realized on the sale of their residences.

It has also been suggested that because an extension of the reinvestment period
tinder Section 1033 (involving involuntary conversions) Is available, Section 1034
should also contain such an extension. However, in contrast with Section 1034,
Section 1033 provides relief for those subjected to involuntary conversion of
property rather than for individuals who voluntarily dispose of a residence. Per-
sons selling residences can be expected to have more time for advance planning
than those who are victims of Involuntary conversion.

Moreover, even under the standards of Section 1033, It Is unlikely that the Halls
could have secured an extension. Revenue Ruling 76-488. 1976-2 C.B. 244 and
Revenue Ruling 76-540. 1976-2 C.B. 245, hold that when reinvestment is delayed
because of a sewer moratorium In the area of indefinite duration, "reasonable
cause" does not exist for failure to reinvest the proceeds In a timely fashion under
Section 1033. However. when a taxpayer can demonstrate that a moratorium of
limited and specific duration has delayed reinvestment, an extension may be
granted.

The project that delayed the sale of the Halls' former residence was of indefinite
duration. It had been th6 subject of some controversy for 18 years, and there is no
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Indication that it is expected to be completed In the near future. This Is not a cir-
cumstance which arose unexpectedly to thwart the Halls' sale of their residence.
They had full and adequate notice regarding this controversial project.

Because of the Inequitles involved In granting the relief requested by the
Hails, because of the differences between Section 1033 and Section 1034, and
tecause the Halls may well have not qualified under the Section 1033 time exten-
sion standard In any event, the Treasury opposes H.R. 5099.

Senator BYRD. Thank you, gentlemen.
Mr. STEWART. Thank you, sir.
Senator BYRo. The next group to be heard in connection with S. 3176,

is Mr. W. Dean Hudson, on behalf of the Edison Electric Institute,
Mr. Ernest A. Becker, president of the National As-ociation of Home
Builders, and Mr. George H. Lawrence, )resident of the American Gas
LAociation.

Mr. Hudson?

STATEMENT OF W. DEAN HUDSON, ON BEHALF OF THE EDISON
ELECTRIC INSTITUTE

Mr. Ill'DsO-I). My name is William I)ean Itudson. I am the manager
of taxation for Southern Companies Services, Inc,, which. provides
specialized service to the Southern Companies System, which includes
the Alabama, Georgia, Gulf and Mississil)pi Power Cos. I am also the
chairman of a task force of the Edison El(tric Institute which wishes
to address this problem.

This statement is filed on behalf of the Edison Electric Institute, a
national association of U.S. investor-owner electric utilities, whose
members comprise 99 percent. of the investor-ownex segnent of the
industry and supply 77 percent of all electricity users in the United
States.

We endorse Senate bill 3176. which would amend section 118 of the
Internal Revenue. ('ode, to specifically conform the longstanding rule
that contriI)utions in aid to construction and amounts similarly treated,
such as highway relocation reimbursements, do not constitute gross in-
come to regulatedl electric utilities.

Under S. 3176, the amounts collected as contributions in aid of con-
struction by electric and gas utilities would be treated as contributions
to capital in the same manner that. they are treated for water and
sewage disposal utilities under the Tax Refonn Act. of 1976. The 1976
legislation and this amendment are made necess-ary by the Internal
Revenue Service's change, in Revenue Ruling 75--557 of its prior treat-
mernt of such contributions.

Contributions in aid of construction are cash or other property re-
ceived by a public utility to defray specific construction costs incurred
on behalf of the contributor. Contributions are received for construc-
tion of facilities which normally would not be built. with the utility's
own funds, bocau-e the revenue to be earned would not justify the in-
vestment.

If the utility were to construct such facilities without. the benefit of
the contril utions in aid of construction, the cost thereof would, in effect,
be borne by its customers generally, rather than those for whom the fa-
cilities were constructed. For accounting and ratemaking purposes,
most. regulator, agencies require that. contributions in aid of construc-
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tion be credited to the same balance sheet accounts as those to which the
construction costs are charged.

As a result., property constructed with such contributions does not
increase the utilitV's rate base. In other words, the utility does not earn
it profit. from this particular piece of property. No investment creditor
depreciation with respect to such property has traditionally been al-
lowed by the Internal Revenue Service. S. 3176 is intended to continue
this tradlitional treatment.

Since the 1920's. public utilities have received nonshareholder con-
tributions in aid of construction without including them in income. The
Internal Revenue Service acquiesced in a series of early cases which
held that such contrilutions from customers to regulated public util-
ities (10 not constitute taxable income. The Service, in 1958, issued a rul-
ing to this effect, and affirmed this treatment. In 1973, the Supreme
Court issued its opinion in the Chicago Burlington and Quincy Rail-
road case, in which the Court described certain characteristics of non-
shareholder contributions to capital.

And 2 years later, based upon this case, the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice revoked Revenue Ruling 58-555. and issued Revenue Ruling 75-
.557., which held that connection charges for installing service from main
lines to new customers of a regulated water company were thereafter
to be regar(led as taxable income and not contributions to capital. In
essence, the ruling removes the regulated public utility factor as a
basis for excluding contributions in aid of construction from taxable
income.

Although the ruling deals specifically with connection charges of a
water company. the Internal Revenue Service plans to apply the prin-
cil)les of this ruling to gas and electric companies. The problem created
by the ruling is the fact that-

Senator BY I) [*sounding the gavel]. I)o you have much more in your
statement ?

Mr. HunSox. I would like to summarize. The problem presented in
this ruling is that it creates a serious inequity between water and sew-
age utilities and electric and gas utilities, increases the cost to the util-
ity that will have to be borne by customers generally or the person caus-
ing the building of the facility, and results in even higher electric and
gas rates.

Senator ByaR). Thank you, sir. Without objection, I will insert in
the record at this point a letter from the Association of American Rail-
roads, signed by Mr. William It. Dempsey, president and chief execu-
tive officer.

[The material referred to follows:]
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN RAILROADS,

Washington, D.C., Auguat 24, 1978.
11011. HARRY F. BYRD, JR.,
Chairiman, Subcommittec on Taxation and Debt Management Glencrally, Com-

inittee on Finance, U.S. Senate, Wa8hington, D.C.
DEAR Mr. CHAIRMA.N : On behalf of the Association of American Railroads

(AAR), I would like to register our support for the principles Set forth in S.
3176, Senator laxalt's bill to amend Section 118 of the Internal Revenue Code of
1954 to clarify the tax treatment of contributions In aid of construction to regu-
lated electric or gas public utilities. For reasons set forth below, we strongly be-
lieve that this hill should be amended to make it clear that contributions in aid
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of construction are not taxable income to recipient railroads who face similar
tax problems.

The AAR Is a voluntary, uuuicoporated, non-profit organization composed of
number railroad companies in the United States, (Canada, and Mexico. These rail-

,,)ad companies operate 92 percent of the line haul trackage, employ 94 percent
of the workers, arid produce 97 percent of the freight revenues of all railroads In
the United States. Tie heavily regulated railroad industry believes that as a mat-
ter of tax equity it should be granted the same clarificatLon as to the tax treat-
ment of contributions in aid of construction as is provided in S. 3176 for regulated
elec-tric or gas public utilities. The tremendous current capital needs of the rail-
road industry have heen emphasized in studies by the Department of Transporta-
tion, Inde(lt'ent analyses, and by the railroad industry itself.

Section 118 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 excludes from income con-
tributlons to capital of corporations. Section 362(c) provides that In the case of
such contributions to capital by a non-shareholder, the tax basis of assets re-
.eived at such contributions or purchased vith cas,:h so contributed shall be zero.

There is thus symmetry, and no tax windfall (all result.
Prior to 1975, during a period extending nearly 50 years, the Internal Revenue

Service (IRS) had followed a series of Tax courtt cases holding that contribu-
tions in aid of the construction of facilities by ai public utility or railroad did
not result In taxable income to the recipient if the facilities are used to provide
services to the contributor at rates subject to regulation by a regulatory body.
It United ,tatcs v. Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad Go., 412 U.S. 401
(1973), where the taxpayer vas at railroad whose rates were subject to regula-
tory supervision. tihe Supreme Court held that government payi3nents received for
improv'emnents at grade crossings and intersections were not contributions to
capital under the Internal Revenue Code of 1939. The question in that case was
-s to tax basis, which was not barred for such contributions under the 1939
Internal Revenue Code as it is under the 1954 Code. As a result of this decision,
the IllS reversed its longstanding position which had held that contributions in
aid of construction of facilities by it public utility or railroad were not income.
IlS issued Revenue Ruling 75-557, holding that a connection fee, which includes
a comistruc tion charge for the installation of a sewer line and water meter that
a nmew subdivision lot owner nust pay to obtain water service, Is includible in a
public utility's gross income for transactions after .anuary, 1976.

Rev. Rul. 75-557 wvas rejected by Congress its to its specific holding, for Coll-
gress In the Tax Reform Act of 1976 amended Section 118 to add special rules
under which contributions iii aid of construction of water or sewage disposal
regulated public utility facilities are expressly excludible from income as con-
tributions to capital. The Conference Committee Report says that no inference
is to be drawn its to the proper treatment of contributions In aid of construction
generally from the enactment of sptvial rules for water or sewage disposal
utilities.

)espite this "no inference clause", the Public Service Commission of Nevada
in 1977 Issued ait opinion and order requiring Sierra Pacific Power Company to
charge customers making contributions In aid of construction of its utility
facilities an amount to cover the potential tax liability resulting from Rev. Rul.
75-557. This Nevada action shows that tie problem posed by Rev. Rul. 75-557
was not fully eliminated by time Tax Reform Act of 1976.

Thus, It is clear that the prcblenm posed by Rev. Rul. 75-557 is still there for
other regulated industries. The question arises for railroads, both as recipients
of contributions in aid of construction and as contributors to public utilities, in
various projects. Grade crossing protection and separation projects are a major,
though not the sole instance of railroads receiving contributions In aid of con-
struction. It would be anomalous for the government to tax its own contribution
to such projects. Railroad facilities are sometimes constructed by or at the cost
of customers, and to the extent not reimbursed are contributions In aid of con-
struction comparable to customer contributions to electric and gas and other
regulated public utilities.

There would be no net revenue loss to the Treasury because the IRS position
had been to the contrary for 50 years. Inclusion of railroads would be equitable
because the capital needs of the railroad industry are at least as great as gas
or electric utilities and Its financial difficulties are well known. Because of the
rigorous regulation of the rail Industry, there would he no opportunity for abuse
and, of course, there has been no evidence of any abusive practices under the
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former IRS regulations. Accordingly, we urge that S. 3176 be approved with an
aniendme'it that ,il include contributions In aid of construction to railroads
whose rates are subject to regulation as being contributions to capital of corpora-
tions excluded from gross income under Section 118 of the Code.

We respcctfully request that this letter be made a part of the record of the
hearing before the Subcommittee on Taxation ad Debt Management Generally.

Respectfully submitted,
WILLIAM H. DEmpSEy.

Senator BYRD. Tle next witness will be Mr. Ernest A. Becker, presi-
dent of the National Association of Home Builders. Welcome, Mr.
Becker.

STATEMENT OF ERNEST A. BECKER, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL AS-
SOCIATION OF HOME BUILDERS, ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT D
BANNISTER, SENIOR STAFF VICE PRESIDENT, AND MARK FITZ-
GERALD, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF CONGRESSIONAL RELATIONS,
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HOME BUILDERS

Mr. BECKER. Mr. Chairman, Senator Packwood, my name is Ernest
A. Becker. I am a honiebuilder from Las Vegas, Nev., and I am presi-
(lent of the National Association of Home Builders, and I appear today
on behalf of more than 104,000 members. NAHB is the trade associa-
tion of American homebuilders.

With me today are Robert D Bannister, NAHB's senior staff vice
president, and Mark Fitzgerald, assistant director of congressional
relations of NAIIB.

Contributions in aid of construction affect the fees paid by NAHB
meIld)Ce to utilities for installation of water, sewer, gas and electric
facilities. Historically, these contributions have been exempt from
taxation. In 19T5, the IRS ruled such contribtuions as taxable income
to utilities, anld the utilities in turn doubled their charges to home-
builders. In 1976, the Tax Reform Act exempted contributions to
water and sewer utilities from income.

The effect of the Tax Reform Act caused such contributions to the
electric and gas utilities to double in many States, and builders must
pay those additional fees to the utilities. The additional cost must be
passed along to the home buyer, as one additional factor in the con-
tinuing increase in new home prices.

NAHB su)ports enactment of S. 3176 to treat contributions in aid
of construction to electric and gas utilities as nontaxable. NAHB sup-
ports this legislation as one way to help reduce the increase in housing
costs. Unnecessary fees and other costs related to construction are
driving up housing costs, and more and more people are finding it
difficult to purchase a new home.

S. 3176 would eliminate one unnecessary cost increase without major
impact to the Treasury.

If there are any questions, I wuold be happy to answer them.
Senator BTra). Thank you, Mr. Becker. Senator PackwoodI
Senator PACKWOOD. No questions.
Senator BYRD. I note the distinguished Senator from Nevada has

come into the room. I wonder if the Senator from Nevada would want
to wait until the next witness.
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Senator LAXALT. I think perhaps I would. Mr. Chairman. Thank
you.

Senator Blyim. The next witness is George II. Lawrence, president
of the Anierican Gas Association.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE H. LAWRENCE, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
GAS ASSOCIATION

MNfr. l, E. Thank yon, Mr. ('hairinan.
h'lh Am (rican Ga" Association. representing some 300 gas distribu-

tionamd transinision companies. strongly tpl))°rts S. 3176, sponsored
by votir (olleaglies on this committee, Senator Laxalt and Senator(6u1tis.

First, we would like to !)oint out that the House Ways and Means
Sidiwomnmittee on Miscellaneous Revenue Measures has recently ap-
proved by unanimous vote of 6 to 0 companion legislation, I.R.
11741. Additionally, we would add that contributions to aid of con-
sturitiion and governmental relocation costs have been regarded as
nontaxa)le by the IRS for over 50 years, and becausee no revenues have
been collected, we contend that tils legislation will not result in a
net revenue loss to the U.S. Treasury.

I would like to depart from mv prepared text and just explain
briefly a couple of things, specifically, what this legislation in our
view does not pIrovide and what it does provide. Critics have confused
contril)itions in aid of construction with connection fees and have
ac(Illsed this legislation as affecting individual residential home con-
nection fees. That is not its intent. Under this legislation, such indi-
vidual connection fees would remain ordinary income to the utility,
just like other payments on an individual's gas bill. This legislation
does not alter the tax treatment of contributions or of connection fees,
it solely codifys existing practices.

'I'his legislation is intended to include two basic categories of con-
tributions. No. 1, the majority of our present contributions are re-
ceived 1)' governmental entities, specifically. States, cities, municipali-
ties. that are requesting the relocation of gas lines, and in the case of
our sister energy industry, electric lines, be relocated because of urban
rehabilitation. because of city, street, or highway changes, et cetera.
The governmental entity that requires the changes pays for the relo-
cations costs.

The second major class of contributions are those the previous wit-
ness alluded to which are made by individual developers of residen-
tial subdivisions. To better understand this, we would like to point ouc
that it may be economical or uneconomical to extend a gas utilities
main to a certain residential development. Additionally different pus)-
lie service commissions have differing main extension policies. 'he
obvious uneconomic extension would be one of 20 or 30 miles to one
farmhouse. An obvious economic extension would be one of one-half
mile to a residential subdivision of 5,000. In between, there exists many
different categories. In cases in which the utility is not required by
its public utility commission to extend the main extension without
cost. to the individual, the individual developer in many instances will
make a contribution in aid of construction to the utility to assure
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that it is economic to make that extension. In so requiring the developer
to pay for the extension you are not putting the burden of that ex-
tension on all the other ratepayers that the utility serves.

If these contributions or governmental reimbursements are made
subject to ordinary income tax treatment, it simply means that the
governmental entity or the residential developer will have to pay
proximately twice the amount presently collected and go through ag.
ditional regulatory machinations.

As I testified earlier to full committee the electric and gas regulatory
industries at this time have severe capital formation probelms. We
have severe rate increase problems already, and this would be just
one more pebble on the scale that we would have to add making in-
creasingly complex the problems as we go before the commissions.
AGA submits that the long-standing historical approach of n,)t mak-
ing these contributions subject to income taxation should be continued
and should be codified. We would cite the recent example in which
the Congress has made very clear with respect to fringe benefits that
the IRS should not make these unilateral changes without actually
coming back to the Congress and having the legislative intent made
clear.

Thank you.
Senator BYRD. Thank you, Mr. Lawrence.
Senator Packwood?
Senator PACKWOOD. Mr. Lawrence, let me make sure I understand

how this works. You are a gas company, and the homebuilder is go-
ing to put in 20 or 30 homes and needs a gas line.

Mr. LAWRF.NCeF. Right.
Senator PACKWOOD. And you estimate that the gasline is going tn

cost roughly $1 million. Does the homebuilder make a deposit with the
gas company for that amount and they proceed to build the gasline?

Mr. LAWRENC. In some cases, that is essentially about how it would
work. If it would be of such marginal economics that it would not be
in line with the gas company's normal main extension policy of proved
economic feasibility that the State commission approved, the subdi-
vision builder would say: "I want to be sure gas comes in. To the
extent that a developer does not comply with the approved main ex.
tension policy, I will make up the difference."

Senator PACKWOOD. If it is a regular main extension policy, does
the gas company do it at its expense?

Mr. LAWRENE. Yes.
Senator PACKWOOD. All right. Does the builder give you $1 million

ahead of time, or is it given to you as you progress ana the gas com-
pany progresses, extending or putting in the new line?

Mr. LAWREKNC E. Senator. I think that would vary in line with in-
dividual regulatory commission policy which supervise and review
all contributions collections. One of the contentions that has been lev-
ied against this legislation is that it could be subject to abuse. We
feel that there is no such possibility because all of the money coming
in as contributions is strictly accountable by regulated utilities and
such contributions are all handled in conformance with the policies
of the State regulatory commission.

I honestly think, and perhaps my electric colleagues could elaborate
on this, buf I honestly think there would be varying ways in which
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this would be handled by different commissions. In some cases it
might all be up front. In other cases, it might be parceled out.

Senator PACKW OD. If it is up front, the only excess income you
would have would be whatever you could earn'off of that prior to
spending it as you were constructing the line. Is that :'ight?

Mr. I,AWRN-(',. That could be the case, yes.
Mr. iDSON. There is no income involved in the situation. The do]-

lars )ut ul) front or the progress )ayment are all applied to the con-
struction of the facility.

Senator PACKwoon. All are what?
Mr. hI'DsoN. All are used to construct the facility. There is no in-

coine related to this subject.
Senator PA'Kwoo. There could be. if you get all the money up

front, and it takes several years to build the line.
Mr. HI'DSON. I agree with Mr. Lawrence that individual situations

can occur. but theoretically if it took a long project. and I am familiar
with a long-over several years-with many million of dollars. it
would le a progress payment-type situation.

Senator P.AcKwu-M). I see Treasury Ol)lOSeS this. They estimate a
loss of about $200 million.

Mr. lIusox. We take the position since contributions have his-
forically not been taxed, there is no revenue loss. The revenue figures
ire -we stijl)pied figures to Treasury. and they were in the neighbor-
11o0d of $100 million.

Senator PACKWOOD. I am not neces arilv receptive to Treasury's
figures. I an trying to understand what happens if Treasury's l)osi-
tion Iirevails. If it is Loing to cost you $1 million to build the line; if
the $1 million this builder provides you is counted as income and you
have to pay a tax on it, in essence vou will need to have the builder
Iumt up $1.5 million, pay the tax, and then lay the line. Is that co-"-ect ?

Mr. I.AWrE,'CF. I hear a (lissenting voice to my left.
Mr. BYcKFit. The problem comes because yo0u hav' e to pay the $1

million, and then the tax, and then the tax is taxable because it is 50
percent, so if it is one-half a million, you have another $250.000-

S,,nator P.AKWoo). And t he $500.000.
Mr. BrCKEI. So the builder would have to put iip $2 million.
Senator PACKWOOD. I've got it, thank you. No more questions.
Senator BM-no. Senator Laxalt ?
Senator L.AX.ALT. I would just like to read a short statement, if I

may.
Senator BRmf). Yes, take your time.
Senator LAXALT. I hope I ai not covering ground which has pre-

viously been covered by the. gent lemen. If I am, so be it.
First of all. I would like to thank the chairman and Senator Pack-

wood for participating in these hearings today. We are theoretically
in a recess period, so )our being here. I think, is above and beyond.

I am delighted to see that you have decided to hold hearings on this
bill, which is Senate bill 3176, which I introduced earlier in this session.
Of course, the purpose is to clarify the Federal tax treatment of so-
called contributions in aid of construction. I think, Mr. Chairman and
Senator Packwood, this is an exceedingly important bill, and I urge
its prompt consideration by the full committee.
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In 1975, now, as a matter of history, IRS issued Revenue Ruling
75-557, which held that connection fees received by a public utility
are includable in the utility's gross income and are taxable for that
ruling whenever an individual or company applied to a utility for ser-
vice to pay the utility to help defray the cost of construction to build
the lines out to the new customers. The money paid was considered a
contribution to capital. It has been indicated'here this has happened
really literally forever.

The utility paid no taxes on this contribution. The contributions
were not inc uded in the rate base. Under 75-557, any time a payment
was made to a utility, whether to assist in establishing a new service or
to relocate an old one, it is true, it applies in either case that payment
must be included as taxable gross income.

As a result, utility companies have applied for a 92.3-percent in-
crease in the amount they charge for new connections to cover the cost
of actual construction, and to reach the point you are inquiring about,
Senator Packwood, the 48-percent corporate tax rate applied to these
funds.

New customers, particularly for homes, are especially hurt by this
ruling. The, cost of connection fees in Nevada, Mr. Becker will attest,
has nearly doubled as a result of this ruling. For example, the U.S.
Navy requested its Air and Pacific Power Co., which is one of our
larger facilities out there, to extend service to serve a microwave sta-
tion at San Marino, Calif. The cost was estimated at $175,000, but
under the terms of 75-557, they were forced to request $337,000. The
Southern Pacific Industrial Development Co. in 1977 decided to build
an industrial park in Sparks, Nev. Because of 75-557, the cost of utili-
ties to serve this devlopment will be increased from $1.2 million to
$2.307 million, $1.6 million, from $2,439 an acre to $4,690 per acre.

In short, 75-557 discourages capital formulation and increases the
cost of new building at a time of increasing costs and sluggish growth.
Now, for those of us in Nevada, where we are beset with tremendous
housing problems in both the Las Vegas and Reno areas, this is simply
adding to the problem we have out there.

My bill, S. 3176, will largerly restore the tax code to what it was
prior to the issuance of the ruling by amending section 118 of the In-
ternal Revenue Code to confirm the'long-stan in rule that contribu-
tions in aid of construction and amounts similarly treated termed gov.
ernmental relocation reimbursements do not constitute gross income
to regulated gas and electric companies.

The tax treatment of such contribution was expressly negated by the
Tax Reform Act of 1976, but only for water and sewage disposal pub-.
lic utilities. The purpose of my bill is to simply provide the sametreatment for gas and electric utilities and thereby codify and confirm
the historical treatment of these amounts as nontaxable.

Because these utilities traditionally have not been including these
contributions as gross income, my proposal would not create a revenue
loss to the U.S. Treasury. During its consideration, as chairman and
Senator Packwood will recall, of the Tax Reform Act of 1976, the
Finance Committee voted on May 20, 1976 to repeal IRS 75-557. Later
the committee backed off and repealed the ruling only for water and
sewage.
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On the Senate floor, Senator Curtis tried to amend the bill to in-
clude electric and gas utilities. Speaking for Senator Long, the sub-
committee chairman, Snator Byrdsaid at that time, "Probably this is
an area that should be considered by Congress sometime," andl at the
present time there appears to be inadequate information as to the need
for the amendment proposed by the Senator from Nebraska, and also
inadequate facts as to just what the contributions in aid would cover.

The Curtis amendment was subsequently defeated 40 to 47, which
even at that time, with a paucity of information, was a fairly tight
vote.

Mr. Chairman, as I see it, failure to enact this bill could have seri-
ous adverse imp act, tax liability successfully imposed by IRS on gas
and electric utilities. Utility rates will have to be increased, thereby
forcing all utility users to effectively subsidize new projects. How-
ever, if the liability is not recovered, 6y a general rate increase by the
utility, the contribution rate in most cases will have to be approxi-
mately doubled to pay the tax liability on the contribution and still
cornpete the construction work.

This is also not acceptable because it would lead to increases in
funding costs to builders to insure utility services for new housing and
make it increasingly difficult for the average American family to af-
ford a new home.

Mr. Chairman, in view of all of these facts and the testimony that
has been previously adduced from these witnesses, I urge prompt com-
mittee consideration for Senate bill 3176, and I thank the chairman.

Senator BYRD. Thank you, Senator Laxalt.
Would Mr. Halperin, the tax legislative counsel of the Treasury

Department, care to comment on this legislation?
Mr. HIALPERI . Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
In contrast to the last'bill that we discussed this morning, we agree

that there is a real problem here. We think that section 118(b) which
is in the law today with water and sewage utilities is incorrect and can
permit substantial amounts of income to be received tax free. On the
other hand, we also recognize that if there were full current taxation
of so-called contributions in aid of construction, there could in certain
circumstances be an overstatement of actual economic income which
would either force utilities to find other means of financing these ex-
tensions or perhaps would require greater amounts to be collected from
the home builders or the governmental units.

I am not necessarily sure you need to collect double. In the example
Senator Packwood gave, if they had $1 million for pipeline and there
was a current tax of $500,000 on that, if the $1 million is taxable, the
utility gets a basis for depreciation and would reduce its taxes over
the next period of time by that $1 million of depreciation, so what it
needs to get in addition is enough money to be able to perhaps pay
interest on the $500,000 it would have to borrow to pay that tax, and
which it would then derive money out of the future depreciation de-
ductions in order to pay off the loan.

So, I do not think it needs to double it, but it clearly does need to
get some additional amount of account for that deferral of the tax
benefit. The problem-and we have been trying to study the problem
since it has been raised again over the last few months--is to draw a
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line and decide which way to go. If section 118(b) were to be extended,
we certainly do have a more complex tax law. We have to draw a line
between what is a contribution in aid of construction ard what is not,
and we have been ex periencing some difficulties along those lines in the
case of the proposed regulations on water and sewage utilities.

We have to make sure that there is no turn to the utility from this
amount, and our experience in the flowthrough and normalization area
is, that is not always so easy to do. You have to make sure that there
is no profit, that the amount the utility gets is exactly its cost for this
pailicular line. We have to make sure, as Senator Packwood suggested,
that there is no investment of funds for a temporary period which pro-
dlices some benefit to the utility.

So, all of these things require complex tax rules to solve, We also
have to, if we want to imnake the tax rules ocrrect, to tax whatever ac-
tual economic income there is here, and I think we would have to weigh
that, against the need for this form of financing and the disruption it
has caused to the utilities if they cannot engage in this form of financ-
ing.

We have been trying to get input on those matters. We are study-
ing the i.sue, and we would hope that all interested parties would con-
tact us and give us whatever information they have available on this
issue. We are at the moment opposed to this legislation, but we do re-
taini an open mind on it, and would hope to be able to study it further.

Senator Byron. You seem to have made a good case for it in your
opening comments, and then you wind up in opposition, and then you
say you have an open mind. [General laughter.]

Mr. HALPERIN. It is not an easy solution, Mr. Chairman. There is
something to be said on both sides. Section 118(b), as in the law to-
day, (toes un(len.tate income. On the other hand, if it were not there
and they would continue this form of financing, I think they can make
a case that the tax law, by taxing what is in fact a payment for future
services currently at the time it is received, does tax more than the
actual economic income that has been earned.

To tiny to get some place in the middle and get the income measure-
mnent, precisely correct is not an easy job. We have been trying to draw
a linebetweeni trying to find out whether the advantages that the utili-
ties seek is the fact that they are by not paying tax on contributions in
aid of construction avoiding a fair share of the income tax burden, is
that what they are seeking, or are they saying no, there are advantages
in this form of financing which are important to the way utilities do
business, even if the tax burden was precisely correct, even if there
were not a tax advantage to that ?

Now, if that is the case, I think we have to weigh that against the
potential complexities in the tax law of trying to draw the line between
the cases where they should properly be ap fied and those cases where
they should not, and for that we would need to develop more informa-
tion, I think.

Senator BYRd. Senator Laxalt?
Senator LAXAIT. May I ask Senator Packwood to yield for a mo-

ment ?
Senator PACKWOOD [Nods affirmatively.]
Senator LAXALT. Wouldn't there also be a consideration as to how

it would affect the current housing industry ? Would that not be a fac-
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tor in the consideration, the policy consideration, or would you ap-
proach it purely on the tax grounds?

Mr. HALPERIN. No, I think it is important to see what kind of dis-
ruption it would cause if this kind of financing was interfered with.
I think probably they would have to get more money from the build-
ers as they suggested or they would have to finance this out of an
ordinary means of financing, which means, I think, spreading the cost
over all customer-, and maybe it is fairer not to do that. That is some-
thing we need information on.

Senator LAXALT. Mr. Chairman, I think Mr. Becker is seeking to be
heard.

Senator BYRD. Mr. Becker?
Mr. BECKER. There are thousands of builders just like me out there,

who would like to absorb this fee, but find we tiust ass it on to the
consumer. Somewhere along the line I think the IRS has to find out
and the people in 'Washington have to find out that. the builders and
consumers out there have had it. You have to give consideration to
whom we pass all of these fees on to-the home buyer.

Our ini(lustry is so over-regulated today that builders sometimes
spend $7,000-plus on a $40,000 to $50,000 h ouse just because of regu-
latory fees that are charged to us. These added costs all go to the
consumer, the guy who buys the house. You raise the cost just $1,000
in California and you eliminate approximately 800,000 people from
buying a house. I do not understand how back in Washington they can
say that the contribution to the utility does not have to be doubled.
because the utility in Reno, the Sahara IPacific, only charged 50 per-
cent. And they had to double the contribution from the builder in
order to have sufficient funds for construction. All of this is passed
on to the consumer. Somewhere in here, I think we have to be con-
cerne(l about the consumer because there are millions of people across
the United States who are being regulated out of owning a home of
their own.

Senator LAXALT. I think that is all I have.
Mr. LAW ENXCE. Mr. Chairman, one brief addition. I think that regu-

lated utilities are not interested in earning money on advance pay-
ments. We would like the longstanding [RS status quo of these con-
tributions simply being made not taxable restored. I think what Mr.
Halperin has suggested as a possible regulatory treatment of some
of these capital accounts might or might not. occur. I would point
out that there are few things in regulatory history that are more com-
plicated than how rate commissions treat Federal taxes. So, it would
be vastly simpler to simply again restore the longstanding tax treat-
ment rather than creating additional tax classifications.

As far as utility input is concerned, we have filed, as you know,
extensive comments with the IRS and the Joint Committee on Taxa-
tion, and we look forward to oral presentation before Treasury on
September 27 to further clarify any points they might have.

Senator BYRD. Senator Packwood?
Senator PACKwooD. No questions, Mr. Chairman. Good presentation.
Senator BYRD. Thank you, gentlemen.
Senator LAXAiT. Thank you, gentlemen.
[The prepared statements of the preceding panel follow:]
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STATEMENT OF TIE E)DISON ELEcTRIC INSTITUTE

My name is W. Dean Hudsov. I am the Assistant Comptroller of Southern
Company Services, Inc. This statement Is made on behalf of the Edison Electric
Institute, a national association of United States investor-owned electric utili-
ties whose members comprise 99 percent of the investor-owned segment of the
industry and supply 77 percent of all electricity users in the United States.

ENDORSEMENT OF S. 3176

We endorse S. 3176, which would amend section 118 of the Internal Revenue
!ode, to specifically confirm the longstanding rule that contributions in aid of

construction and amounts similarly treated, such as highway relocation reim-
bursenients, do not constitute gross income to regulated electric and gas utilities.
Under S. 3176, the amounts collected as contributions in aid of construction by
electric and gas utilities would be treated as contributions to capital in the same
manner as they are treated for water and sewage disposal utilities under the Tax
Reform Act of 1976. The 1976 legislation and this amendment are made neces-
sary by the Internal Revenue Service's change in Revenue Ruling 75-567, 75-2
('.B. .33, of its prior treatment of such contributions.

INTRODUCTION

Contributions in aid of construction are cash or other property received by a
public utility to defray specific construction eosts incurred on behalf of the con-
tributor. Contributions are received for construction of facilities which normally
would not be built with the utility's own funds because the revenue to be earned
would not Justify tile Investment. If the utility were to construct such facilities
without the benefit of the contributions in aid of construction, the cost thereof
would, in effect, be borne by its customers generally, rather than those for whom
the facilities were constructed.

Contributions generally are made pursuant t0 written contracts which set forth
the cost of the particular facility. The utility is compelled by contract and regu-
latory requirements to use the contributions solely for construction of the facil-
ity. For accounting and rate making purposes, the Federal Energy Regulatory
('onmnissionl (formerly the Federal Power Commission) and most state regula-
tory agencies require that contributions in aid of construction be credited to the
same balance sheet accounts as those to which tile construction costs are
charged.

As a result, the property constructed with such contributions does not increase
the utility's rate base. Thus, the utility does not earn a return on tihe property.
No investment tax credit or depreciation with respect to such property has
traditionally been allowed by the Internal Revenue Service. S. 3176 is intended
to continue this traditional treatment.

HISTORY

Since the 1920's, public utilities have received non-shareholder contributions
in aid of construction without including them in income. The Internal Revenue
Service acquiesced in a series of early cases' which held that such contributions
front customers to regulated public utilities do not constitute taxable income.

In the late 1950's, the Tax Court in Teleservice Co. of Wyoming Valley v.
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, 27 T.C. 722 (1957), affd 254 F.2d 105 (3rd
Cir. 1958), held that in the case of a service company that was not a regulated
utility, contributions in aid of capital construction wee taxable income, basing
in part that holding on a Supreme Court case (Detroit Edison Go. v. Commis-
sion of Internal Revenue, 319 U.S. 98 (1943)) dealing with the related issue of
depreciation on property contributed by a non-shareholder. Tle Internal Revenue
Service issued, in 1958, a ruling (Rev. Rul. 58-555, 1958-2 C.B. 25) affirming

IAppeal of Liberty Light d Power Co 4 B.T.A. 155 (1926) Great Northe Raiway 0o.
v. Commissioner of Internal Revenue, 8 B.T.A. 225 (1927) ; Rio Electric Co. v. Oommis-
11nCr of Internal Rerenue, 9 B.T.A. 1332 (1928) ; El Paso Electric Railway 0o. v. Con-
misoioner of Internal Revenue, 10 B.T.A. 79 (1928) Wiseconin Hydro.Rleotri 0o. v. Con-
missioner of Internal Revenue. 10 B.T.A. 933 (1928) ; Tampa Electric Co. v. Commissioner
ol Internal Revenue. 12 B.T.A. 1002 (1928): Kauai Railway Co. v. Commissioner of In-
ternal Revenue, 13 B.T.A. 686 (1928) : and The Baltimore and Ohio Raifrood Co. v. Conn-
missioner of Internal Revenue, 30 B.T.A. 194 (1934).
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that contributions in aid of construction to regulated pul,lc utilities were con-
tributions to capital and not taxable incolne In 1Rev. Rul. 58-555, the Internal
Revenue Service announced that any future change in its lssition would be pro-
s active only.

In 1973, the Supreme Court issued Its opinion in ('hicago, Burlington and
Quincy Railroad v. United Stafte8, 412 U.S. 401 (1973), again involving deprecia-
tion deductions (for property contributed to a railroad), in which the court
described the characteristics of a non-shareholder contribution to capital. Two
years later, based upon this case, the Internal Revenue Service announced the
revocation of Its 1958 ruling regarding the Inclusion In income of nonshareholder
contributions to utilities, effective after February 1, IY76, and ruled (Rev. Rul.
75-557) that connection charges for installing service from main lines to new
customers of a regulated water company were thereafter taxable income and
not contributions to capital. In essence, Rev. Rul. 75-557 removes the regulated
public utility factor as a basis for excluding contributions in aid of construction
from taxable income. Although RIev. Rul. 75-557 deals specifically with connec-
tion charges of a water company, the Internal Revenue Service is applying the
principles of tihe ruling to a broad range of contributions in aid of construction
(including contributions to electric and gas companiese.

1976 TAX LEGISLATION

Section 2120 of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 amended section 118 of the Code
to provide that contributions in al of construction to a water or sewage disposal
utility which are used for qualified expenditures and which are not included In
rate base for rate making purposes are to be treated as nontaxable contributions
to capital.

This provision had its genesis in the Senate Committee on Finance and origi-
nally provided generally that such contributions to all public utility corporations
would be excludable from gross income. The Senate Committee on Finance later
decided to limit this exclusion to water and sewer utilities.

PROBLEM CREATED BY REVENI'E RULING 75-557

I'nder the Internal Revenue Service's new position, electric and gas utility com-
panies would have to pay income tax on contributions in aid of construction In
the year receiveil. The utility would be entitled to claim depreciation and invest-
ment tiax credits. In terms of absolute dollars, when the income tax reductions
associated with the investment tax credit and the future depreciation are fully
realized, the utility would be at least even and possibly ahead, However, in terms
of present day dollars, the utility's cost would be increased because there would
be an immediate tax outlay and only a later tax benefit. The cost of financing the
tax would be paid by either the customer who made the contribution or by custo-
iers generally, present or future.

REVEN UI IMPACT

Since contributions in aid of construction and relocation costs have been re-
garded as nontaxable for over 50 years, S. 3176 results In no net revenue loss to
the United States Treasury. The bill only codifies the historic treatment of these
amounts as nontaxable for electric and gas utilities.

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS

Failure to treat contributions in aid of construction as contributions to capital
will result in:

1) a serious inequity between water and sewage disposal utilities, and electric
and gas utilities, and

2) either higher electric and gas rates or an Increase In the amount of contri-
butions so that the after tax amount will be adequate to pay for the facility that
is involved.

STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL ASsOCIATION OF HOME BUILDERS

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: My name Is Vondal S.
Gravlee, and I am a home builder froan Birmingham, Alabama. I am testifying
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today on behalf of the more than 163,000 members of the National Association of
Home Builders (NAHB), the trade association of the Nation's home building in-
dustry, of which I am first Vice President and the Chairman of the Committee on
Federal Governmental Affairs. Accompanying me today is Robert D. Bannister,
Senior Staff Vice President of NAJIB, and Arthur Schreiber of Silverstein and
Mullens, NAHB's Tax Counsel.

I appear before you today to express NAIIB's strong support for enactment of
S. 3116, introduced by Senator Laxalt, which would amend section 118(b) of the
Internal Revenue Code to clarify the treatment of contributions in aid of con-
struction received by regulated electric or gas public utilities.

For many years, builders in certain parts of the United States have been re-
quired to contribute funds to public utilities for the construction and Installation
of facilities to provide utility services to new housing developments. The facilities
include main water or sewer lines, electric lines, and gas mains as well as the
plants from which the gas, electricity, or water is transmitted. Typically, such
contributions have been required of builders by the utilities In order to extend
utility service to housing developments which are either a long distance away
from the utility's existing facilities or are in previously undeveloped areas. In
turn, our members have generally passed on the cost of such contributions to pur-
chasers of the new homes which will benefit from the utility services.

Historically, the public utilities did not include the contributions received from
builders and other customers in income, but instead treated such amounts as con-
tributions to capital which were excludible from income. However, in 1975, the
Internal Revenue Service published a ruling (Revenue Ruling 75-557) which had
the effect of treating such contributions as taxable income to the utilities. It was
quite obvious to NAII B that the effect of such Ruling was that the utilities would
significantly increase the amount of contributions required of builders In order to
providee the funds to pay such new Federal income tax liability. This In turn
would further increase the cost of new housing by virtue of the builders passing
on such additional cost to the home buyers.

In order to prevent such result, NAHiB supported the efforts of the public utili-
ties in 1976 to amend the Code to treat contributions received by utilities from
builders and other customers as non-taxable contributions to capitaL Congress
resionded to such efforts by adding section 118(b) to the Code as part of the Tax
ieforin Act of 1976 to treat as non-taxable contributions to capital amounts re-
ceived as contributions in aid of construction by a regulated public utility which
provides water or sewerage disposal services.

Congress, however, failed to provide similar treatment for contributions in aid
of construction received by gas or electric utilities. As a result, the likelihood that
the Internal Revenue Service will seek to tax gas and electric utilities on such
contributions still remains. Many of our members are required to make substan-
tial contributions in aid of construction to gas and electric utilities, and we see
no logical reason to distinguish between water and sewerage disposal utilities on
one hand and gas and electric utilities on the other hand for purposes of the tax
treatment of contributions in aid of construction.

NAIIB thus supports enactment of S. 3176 which would amend section 118(b)
of the Code to treat as non-taxable contributions to capital the contributions In
aid of construction received by a public utility which provides electric energy or
gas. Such legislation would result in equality of tax treatment of the types of
utilities in question with respect to contributions In aid of construction. We sub-
mit that the failure to enact such legislation will result in an unnecessary increase
in the cost of new housing which will further worsen the extremely difficult situa-
tion facing potential home buyers. This results from the fact that our skyrocket-
ing rate of inflation has so drastically increased the cost of new housing as to
prevent many American families from purchasing their own home.

The median sales price of a new single family home has gone from $=,500 in
1973 to $57,300 in June of 1978. Between April and June alone the median price
increased $4,200. From a year ago the percent Increase is 17.7.

A recent study commissioned by the California Building Industry Association
(CBIA) found that almost one-half (48.5%) of all California families cannot
afford to buy even the least expensive new house without making substantial
sacriflce. Individuals with incomes below the median level ($15,000) have to
spend three to four times their annual income to purchase new homes. The study
established that for every $1.000 increase in the price of the least expensive house
($37,000) approximately 100,000 families are effectively priced out of the market.
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In view of the long-standing Congressional policy of encouraging home owner-
ship, imposition of taxation on contributions in aid of construction received by
gas or electric utilities would clearly be counter-productive to the achievement of
this policy. NAIIB therefore strongly supports enactment of 8. 3176 In order to
preclude the taxation of contributions in aid of construction received by gas and
electric utilities, thereby producing a result Identical to that provided under sec-
tion 118(b) for water and sewerage disposal utilities. We endorse the position
of the gas and electric utilities as presented before this Subcommittee on S, 3176
and urge that you approve such legislation as a means of holding down the rising
cost of new housing which has prevented the dream of home ownership from be-
coming a reality for many millions of Americans.

I thank you for the opportunity to appear Iwfore this Subcommittee to present
NAIIB's views on this Important legislation. I stand ready to answer any ques-
tions which you may have with result to my statement.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE 11. LAWRENCE, PRESIDENT OF THE AMERICAN GAS
ASSOCIATION

I am George 11. Lawrence, President of the American Gas Association. On be-
half of the American Gas Association, which represents some 300 natural gas dis-
tribution and transmission companies serving over 160 million I.S. consumers,
we are pleased to provide you our industry's views on S. 3176 and the need to
clarify the tax treatment of contributions in aid of construction to regulated gas
or electric public utilities.

SUMMARY OF A.O.A. POSITION

A.G.A. strongly supports this legislation, and urges its prompt enactment Into
'aw during this session of the Congress. We note that the Hloaise Ways and Means
Subcommittee on Miscellaneous Revenue Measures has unanimously approved
companion legislation on contributions in aid of construction (I.R. 11741). We
1ulso emphasize that since contributions in aid of construction and governmental
relocation costs have been regarded as non-taxable for over fifty years, this legis-
latfiou results It no net revenue loss to the U.S. Treasury. Tie tax treatment of
"coanection fees" would remain unchanged under this legislation, and they would
continue to be taxable currently.

Prompt Congressional approval of this bill would also provide the following
national benefits:

8. 3176 only provides equitable tax treatment of these amounts collected by
gas and electric utilities on a comparable basis with current treatment afforded
water and sewerage disposal utilities.

Rate increases caused by unfavorable tax treatment of these amounts collected
by these utilities could be avoided and all utility customers would not be forced
to effectively subsidize these projects.

This bill avoids the only alternative which is to approximately double the con-
tribution amount to provide sufficient funds to pay the tax liability on the
contribution.

This lill avoids Inflationary cost increases in the prices of new housing and also
public projects that require the relocation of utility facilities.

IRS changes In law regarding this Issue without seeking Congressional ap-
proval through the legislative process would be clarified.

Congress has seen fit to prevent this from occurring in the area of taxation of
fringe benefits, and we urge Congress to exercise this same approach by promptly
enacting S. 3176 Into law.

INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITION OF TERMS

Generally, contributions in aid of construction are payments by the customers
of a public utility for all or a portion of specifle construction costs incurred to ex-
tend service providing gas or electric energy In excess of a prescribed standard
established by the applicable state regulatory commission. Typically, they are
payments made to extend utility service long distances or into isolated areas
where use of the utility's own funds would not be Justified from the standpoint
of return on investment. If the facilities were built without receipt of any con-
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tributlons in aid of construction, the cost of such facilities would be borne in part
by customers who receive no service or benefits from them.

Utilities also receive reimbursements from government agencies for costs in-
curred In relocating their facilities to accommodate governmental projects. Typ-
ically, the government agency will decide to construct or relocate a governmental
facility, such as a building, a major highway, an access road, an overpass, an un-
derpass, etc., which will require the utility to move its lines and equipment. Re-
imbursements utilities receive for this work also have traditionally been excluded
from gross Income In a manner similar to the treatment of contributions in aid of
construction.

TAX/ACCOUNTING TREATMENT AND ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Customer contributions in aid of construction have historically been treated as
contributions to capital, and not Income. Therefore, they have not been taxable
under Section 118 of the Internal Revenue Code. Reimbursements utilities receive
from governmental entities for costs Incurred to relocate their facilities to ac-
comodate Federal or state government projects also have traditionally been ex-
cluded from gross Income.

However, A.G.A. emphasizes that customer connection or reconnection fees,
that Is, payments made by a customer to have utility service turned on or off or
to have service supplied within normal prescribed limits, have not been excluded
from Income by the gas and electric industry. These fees are taxable as income,
and no change In treatment of these types of fees Is contemplated by S. 3176.

Contributions in aid of construction also have the following additional features:
The utility is compelled by contract and regulatory requirements to use the

contributions received solely for construction of the facility. Rules of both the
Federal Regulatory Commission and of most state regulatory agencies require
this result.

The property constructed for customers with such contributions is not de-
preciated for book purposes and is excluded from rate base. The utility cannot
earn a rate of return on such property.

No investment tax credit or depreciation Is allowable for Federal income tax
purposes with respect to such property.

HISTORY

For almost 50 years, contributions In aid of construction to regulated public
utilities have been excluded from gross Income and treated as contributions to
capital. In 1958, the U.S. Court of Appeals held in Telcaervice Company v. Com-
missioner of Internal Revenue (254 F. 2d 105 (3rd Circuit, 1958)) that "con-
tributions" received from customers of a service company that was not a regu-
lated utility "for the total cost of constructing" facilities constituted taxable
income currently, and that the basis of the property could not be reduced. As a

resul of industry filings, the IRS Issued Revenue Ruling 58-555 (1958-2 C.B. 25),
which held that the Teleervlce decision would not be applied to the regulated
public utility industry. IRS also indicated in this ruling that any change of
position would not be applied retroactively.

In 1973, the Supreme Court Issued Its opinion in Chicago, Burlington and
Quincy Railroad v. United States, 412 U.S. 401 (1973), which involved deprecia-
tion deductions (for property contributed to a railroad). In that decision, the
Court described five characteristics of a non-shareholder contribution to capital,
which are:

(1) it must become a permanent part of the transferee's working capital
structure ;

(2) it may not be compensation, such as a direct payment for a specific, quanti-
fiable service provided for the transferor by the transferee,

(3) it must be bargained for;
(4) the asset transferred foreseeahly must result in benefit to the transferee

in an amount commensurate with its value; and
(5) the asset ordinarily, if not always, will be employed in or contribute to

the production of additional income and its value assured in that respect.
Following that Supreme Court decision, the IRS Issued on December 4, 1975,

Revenue Ruling 75-557 (1975-2 C.B. 33), which revoked Revenue Ruling 58-555.
That ruling held that connection charges for installing service from main lines

35-992 0- 79 - 25
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to new customers of a regulated water company were taxable Income, and not
contributions to capital. Although this ruling deals specifically with connection
charges of a water company, it has been misconstrued to change this long-stand-
ing historical tax treatment of contributions In aid of construction received by
gas and electric utilities.

The Tax Reform Act of 1976 (P.L. 94-455) eliminated this threat only for
regulated public utilities providing water or sewerage disposal services. Specific-
ally, Section 2120 of that Act amended Section 118 of the Internal Revenue Code
to provide that contributions in aid of construction to a water or sewerage dis-
posal utility which are used for qualified expenditures and which are not included
in rate base for ratemaking purposes are to be treated as nontaxable contributions
to capital.

The applicability of Revenue Ruling 75-67 to other utilities has not been
resolved, but the Internal Revenue Service is now asserting Its application to
gas and electric utilities. In this regard, A.G.A. emphasizes that the Conference
Committee report on the Tax Reform Act of 1976 made clear that:

"In providing these special rules for water and sewerage disposal companies,
the conferees intend that no inference should be drawn as to the proper treat-
ment of such items by companies which are not water or sewerage utilities."
(Conference Report, Tax Reform Act of 1976, H. Rept. 94-1515, September 18,
1976, p. 502; also refer to comparable language in Senate Finance Committee
Report, S.Rept. 94-98, June 10, 1976, p. 436, and the General Beplanatton of the
To Reform Act of 1976, prepared by the staff of the Joint Committee on Taxa-
tion, December 29, 1976, p. 638.)

aaVZNUl rFIWI OF 8. SITS

Since contributions in aid of construction and relocation costs have been re-
garded as non-taxable for over fifty years, this legislation results in no net
revenue loss to the U.S. Treasury. The legislation only codifies the treatment of
these amounts as non-taxable for gas and electric utilities, since historically,
these amounts have not been included in income currently. The treatment of
"connection fees" would remain unchanged under this legislation, and they would
continue to be taxable currently.

NATIONAL DENEFIrS Or CLARIFYING TAX TUZATMENT O CONTaIBUTIONS IN AID
OF ooNSTsUCTION

For the Subcommittee's use, A.G.A. has attached to this statement a detailed
legislative summary of S. 8176 which discusses the exact changes In Section 118
of the Internal Revenue Code contained in this proposed legislation. (See Attach-
ment 1) We urgently request the Subcommittee to recommend to the full Senate
Finance Committee the prompt enactment of 8. 8176 into law.

Prompt approval of this bill would provide the following national benefits.

EQUry

This bill only seeks equitable tax treatment of these amounts collected by gas
and electric utilities on a comparable basis with current treatment afforded water
and sewerage disposal utilities. This is appropriate and necessary to avoid broad
application by the IRS of Revenue Ruling 75-67 to a wide number of these
contributions received by gas and electric utilities.

AVOID RATZ INC3ZAB8 1R02 UTILITY CUSTOMER

Rate Increases caused by this unfavorable tax treatment could be avoided and
all utility customers would not be forced to effectively subsidize these projects.
Historically, these amounts were never Included in the utility's rate structure,
and therefore, were never grounds for Increasing customer rates. To the extent
the potential tax liability is not reimbursed by increasing the amount of the
contribution, utility rates would have to be increased to pay for the tax.

The alternative is to approximately double the contribution amount to provide
sufficient funds to pay the tax liability on the contribution and to complete the
construction work. It is impossible to develop beyond this with any precision a
calculation regarding the exact percentage to which a contribution would have
to be "grossed up" to provide the natural gas utility with the same approximate
dollars after taxes (assuming, without conceding, the contribution to be taxable)
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that it presently collects. A responsible, definitive percentage cannot be calcu-
hated because of unknown future decisions and positions of 50 different state
regulatory commissions on this matter (including, for example, possible related
effects of the inclusion or exclusion of the amounts in gross revenue, the utility's
effective tax rate, the rate of return, the useful life for depreciation purposes of
the property in question, the rate and specific regulatory treatment of investment
credit, the time value of money, and other relevant considerations).

Most state commissions have not been faced with this issue before, and thero
is no precedent to draw upon. To the best of A.G.A.'s knowledge, only two state
regulatory commissions have acted on this issue to date. We understand that
Connecticut currently requires $2.27 for each $1 contribution collected (an addi-
tional $1.27), and that Missouri has recently issued an order in one case that
would require $2 for each $1 contribution collected (an additional $1.00). Such
action may be indicative of what other commissions will require.

CUTBACK OF COSTS FOR NEW HOUSING AND PUBLIC PROJECTS

Almost doubling the contribution amount is an unacceptable alternative, since
it will drive up the costs of new housing and also public projects that require
the relocation of utility facilities. Contributions in aid of construction are fre-
quently encountered by homebuilders of new subdivisions and units in expanding
suburban areas. If contributions are treated as taxable income to the utility, the
burden of these additional costs falls on contractors, homebuilders, and develop-
ers who are required to pay substantially higher front-end and development costs.
It would be counterproductive for the Federal government to further aggravate
the cost spiral in the construction and homebuilding industry by considering
contributions in aid of construction as gross income to regulated gas and electric
utilities. Such a result makes it more difficult for the average American family
to afford the purchase of a new home.

Further, taxing governmental relocation costs received by these utilities is
inequitable when considering these relocations are performed at the request of
the governmental entity. Such tax treatment would also increase the cost of
public projects that require the relocation of utility facilities.

Generally, statutes authorizing many of these public projects authorize these
payments to utilities to eliminate the delay and added costs that would result if
the utility elected to force the use of public condemnation actions to effect such
relocations (See, for example, The Federal Highway Act, 23 U.S.C. § 123). Broad
application of Revenue Ruling 75-557 could be characterized as causing a net
loss to the Federal Treasury by requiring a significant increase in the Federal
payments obligated under various federal programs to cover the gross-up factor,
if the amounts are treated as gross Income. Thus, IRS application of this Ruling
to these types of payments is contrary to Congressional policy previously re-
fiected in several federal programs, such as the Federal Highway Act, the Urban
Mass Transit Program, and the Urban Redevelopment Program.

AVOID@ IRS CHANGE IN LAW WITHOUT SEEKING LEGISLATION

S. 3176 also clarifies the change in law initiated by the IRS without seeking
Congressional approval through the legislative process. Most recently this prob-
lem caused by IRS administrative actions has been raised In the context of dis-
cussion regarding tax treatment of certain fringe benefits to individual tax-
payers. The Congress has seen fit to prevent this from occurring, and we urge
the Congress to exercise this same approach by promptly enacting S. 8176 Into
law to clarify the tax treatment of these amounts collected by gas and electric
utilities.

We thank the Subcommittee for the opportunity to submit this written state-
ment.

AMERICAN GAS AssOciATIow,
Arlington, Va.

LIxSLATIVE ANALYSIS

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This bill amends Section 118 of the Internal Revenue Code to specifically con-
firm the long-standing rule that contributions in aid of construction and amounts
similarly treated, termed as highway relocation reimbursements, do not consti-
tute gross income to regulated gas and electric utilities.
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These amounts collected by gas and electric utilities would be treated as con-
tributions to capital in the same manner as they are treated for water and sew-
erage disposal utilities.
Section 1. In general

Amends Section 118(b) of the IRC as follows:
(a) by striking out "water" in paragraph (1) which precedes subparagraph

(A) and Inserting "electric energy, gas (through a local distribution system or
transportation by pipeline), water";

(b) by striking out "water" in paragraph (1) (B) and Inserting in its place
"electric energy, gas, steam, water"; and

(c) by striking out "water" in parargaph (2) (A) (Ii) and inserting in its
place "electric energy, gas, steam, water."

Comnnt.-These provisions in (a) and (b) ensure that the general rule con-
tained in Section 118(a) of the IRC (excluding from gross income any contribu-
tion to the capital of the taxpayer) will apply to gas and electric utilities as well
as water and sewerage disposal utilities. Provision (c) ensures that the expen-
diture rule in Section 118(b) (2) covers amounts expended for the acquisition
or construction of tangible property which is used predominantly in the trade or
business of furnishing electric energy, gas, steam as well as water or sewerage
disposal services.

(d) By striking out "property" in paragraph (8) (A) and by inserting in its
place "line" and by striking out "a main water or sewer line" in paragraph (3)
(A) and inserting in its place "an electric line, a gas main, a steam line, or a
main water or sewer line".

Commcnt.-This provision clarifies the definition of contributions in aid of
construction in regard to amounts collected by the gas and electric utilities.

(e) amends paragraph (8) (C) to read as follows:
(0) Regulated public utility.--The term "regulated public utility" has the

meaning given such term by Section 7701(a) (33) ; except that such term shall
uot include any such utility which Is not required to provide electric energy,
gas, water, or sewerage disposal services to members of the general public (in-
cluding in the case of a gas transmission utility, the provision of gas services
by sale for resale to the general public) in its service area.
Section 2. Effective date

These amendments shall apply to contributions made after January 31, 1976.

ANALYSIS

In general, contributions to capital of a corporation are not income and, there-
fore, are not taxable under Section 118(a). The Tax Reform Act of 1976 (P.L.
94-456) confirmed this treatment for regulated public utilities providing water
or sewerage disposal services as long as the contributions or property purchased
with these amounts are not included in the utility's rate base for ratemaking
purposes. However, Congress failed to confirm the tax treatment of contribu-
tions in aid of construction for gas and electric utilities. It now appears that the
Internal Revenue Service will not treat these contributions to gas and electric
utilities as contributions to capital in the same manner as water and sewerage
disposal utilities.

Generally, contributions In aid of construction are payments by the customers
of a public utility for all or a portion of specific construction costs incurred to
extend service providing gas or electric energy (including steam) in excess of a
prescribed standard established by the applicable regulatory commission. Typi-
caliy, they are payments made to extend utility service long distances or into
isolated areas where use of the utility's own funds would not be justified from
the standpoint of return on investment. If the facilities were built without re-
ceipt of any contributions in aid of construction, the cost of such facilities would
be borne in part by customers who receive no service or benefits from them.

Reimbursements utilities receive from government agencies for costs incurred
in relocating their facilities to accommodate governmental projects also have
traditionally been excluded from gross income in a manner similar to the treat-
ment of contributions in aid of construction. However, customer connection or
reconnection fees i.e., payments made by a customer to have utility service
turned on or off or to have service supplied within normal prescribed limits,
have not been excluded from income by the gas and electric industry. These
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fees are taxable as income, and no change in the treatment of connection fees is
contemplated by this legislation.

Contributions in aid of construction have the following additional features:
The utility is compelled by contract and regulatory requirements to use the

contributions received solely for construction of the facility. Rules of both the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission and of most state regulatory agencies
require this result.

The property constructed for customers with such contributions is not depreci-
ated for book purposes and is excluded from rate base. The utility cannot earn
a rate of return on such property.

No investment tax credit or depreciation is allowable for Federal income tax
purposes with respect to such property.

For almost fifty years, contributions in aid of construction to regulated public
utilities have veen excluded from gross income and treated as contributions to
capital. The Internal Revenue Service issued Revenue Ruling 75-557, 1975-2
C.B. 33, on December 4, 1975, which could be misconstrued to change this long-
standing historical treatment. The Tax Reform Act of 1976 eliminated this
threat only for regulated public utilities providing water or sewerage disposal
services. The applicability of this ruling to other utilities has not been resolved,
but the Internal Revenue Service Is now asserting its application to gas and
electric utilities.

Failure to treat these payments as contributions to capital will create a seri-
ous inequity between water and sewerage disposal utilities and gas and electric
utilities. To the extent the tax liability Is not reimbursed by increasing the
amount of the contribution, utility rates will have to be Increased to pay for the
tax, which would effectively force all utility customers to subsidize these proj-
ects. The alternative is to approximately double the contribution amount to
provide sufficient funds to pay the tax liability on the contribution and to com-
plete the construction work. However, this alternative is unacceptable because
it will drive up the costs of new housing and also public projects that require
the relocation of utility facilities.

Since contributions in aid of construction and relocation costs have been re-
garded as non-taxable for over fifty years, this legislation results in no net rev-
enue loss to the U.S. Treasury. The proposal only codifies the historic treatment
of these amounts as non-taxable for gas and electric utilities.

Senator Bmn. The next bill to be considered is S. 3441, introduced
by the Senator from North Carolina, Mr. Morgan. The Senator from
Virginia will disqualify himself from considering this proposed legis-
lation. The Senator from Oregon, Mr. Packwood, will assume the
chairmanship of this committee.

Senator PACKWOOD (presiding). Senator Morgan, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT MORGAN, A U.S. SENATOR PROM
THE SA"ATE OF NORTH CAROLINA, ACCOMPANIED BY MORRIS 7.
LEVIN, Eft, JOHN SIEGENTHALLER, AND ALFRED POLIAR

Senator MORGAN. Mr. Packwood, I want to thank you for agreeing
to hear us on this bill, which I consider to have some urgency about
it, but before I proceed with it, Mr. Chairman, I would like to intro-
duce those accompanying me at the table this morning. We have Mr.
Morris Levin, who is sitting on my right, who represents the Inde-
pendent Local Newspaper Association, and Mr. John Siegenthaller,
who is the publisher of the Nashville Tennessean, and on my left is
Alfred Pollard of my staff.

I have a prepared statement which I will submit and ask that it be
made a part of the record.

Senator PACKWOOD. It will be put in the record.
Senator MORGAN. Then I would like to talk briefly and yield to the

gentlemen who are with me concerning this bill.
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Mr. Chairman, years ago, when I was attorney general of North
Carolina, I became aware of the acquisition of a number of newspa-
pers in my State by out-of-State chains, and I became concerned about

it an begn to look at it generally and casually, not in depth. We ex-
ploed heposiblitesof antitrust laws, but we realized then as I do

now that that would be difficult, if not impossible, even if it were de-
sirable to amend antitrust laws, but since I have beei. in Congress, I
have been concerned about the continued acquisitions of newspapers
by many of the major chains across the Nation.

Attached to the statement or to the introduction of the bill in the
Senate is an article from U.S. News & World Report which ap-
peared in August of 1977, which points out that I believe 72 percent
of all daily newspaper circulation in this country today is by major
newspaper chains, and the list of papers that are being acquired is
growing so fast, Mr. Chairman, that I find that the list of those in
North Carolina owned by major chains which we prepared at the
end of last year is already outdated.

For instance, in North Carolina alone, the New York Times owns
three of the larger daily newspapers. It owns the Hendersonville paper,
the Lexington paper, and also the Wilmington, N.C., daily news-
paper, and just a couple of weeks ago I was in North Carolina,
in Wilmington, on a Monday afternoon, and I happened to pick up a
Wilmington paper, and the first section of that paper was composed of
8 or 10 pages, and was either wire service news or some local stories
interspersed, but the entire second section was a reprint of summaries
from the New York Times on Sunday.

Now, it fvnghtens me, because I think that a free press and an inde-
pendent press is a necessity for really the survival of our Democratic
way of life. There are times when I almost wish there were not any
press, but yet I realize that without the press being independent and
free to probe and to watch our system of Government probably would
not have survived long enough for me to be a part of it, but one of
the reasons that many of these papers are being sold to major chains is
because of the estate taxes that the families would have to pay in the
event of death.

Let me just read part of a letter to you from Ashley Futrell, who
is the editor of the Washington Carolina Daily newspaper. I served in
the State senate with Ashley for a long time, but I think he states his
case much better than I can. He says, Mr. Chairman, that, "The situa-
tion today is almost unbelievable. Here in the coastal area of our State,
there are only four daily newspapers still locally owned and locally
operated," and when he says the coastal area, he is talking about from
Raleigh east, which is about half of the State, 250 or 300 miles. "There
are only four daily newspapers still locally owned and operated, which
really dare to care about the local community, the Washington, Green-
ville, Tarboro, and Wilkinson. If you look at the map," he says, "you
will see that we have a horseshoe of chain daily newspapers ringing us,
starting with Elizabeth City. Then we go to Roanoke Rapids, Rocky
Mountain, by the way, which is owner by an interest in a foreign
country, Kinston, Jacksonville, Goldsboro, Newland. The four of us
never miss a week but what we receive a call, a visit, or a letter want-
ing to negotiate for the sale of our paper from some chain."
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Now, Mr. Chairman, the papers, as Mr. Levin can point out, some
of these chains are offering tremendous amounts of money, something
like 40 to 50 times earnings, and because they are being offered this
kind of money for their papers, of course, IRS has little alternative
but to take that into consideration when they are valuing the value of
a paper for estate tax purposes, which makes it almost impossible for
a family, once a person has died, the owner has died, to retain the pa-
per. So many of them all over the country are selling out.

One other thing I might mention, since this list was prepared I
know that the Burlington Times News, which is listed here as a locally
owned paper, has been acquired by an out-of-State chain. Now, the
Highpoint Enterprise paper was sold. I am not sure if it went with a
chain or not. Freedom Newspapers own about five papers in our State.
The New York Times owns three. Multimedia owns the Asheville Citi-
zen. Media Central owns Winston-Salem, which also owns the Norfolk
paper, which covers all of northeastern North Carolina, and so on.

Now, what is our remedy? I heard about a prop-sal that had been
offered in the House by Congressman Udall. I make no claim that this
is an original idea with me. I do make the claim that I have been con-
cerned with it for almost 10 years, since the time I went in as attorney
general, but I heard about Morris Udall's bill and I began to look at it.
Now, these gentlemen I did not even know at the time. Mr. Levin did
not come to see me. I went to see Mr. Levin, and I think I met Mr.
Siegenthaller with Howard Baker one time in the Senate restaurant,
but other than that I never had any dealing or correspondence with
him. What I am saying is, the introduction of this bill in the Senate
was my idea. I have no interest in any newspaper, but I do have an
interest in the free press.

This bill takes two approaches. First, it would allow an independent
paper, and that is defined in our bill as one which operates wholly
within a State, and there are some other restrictions which Mr.. Levin
may talk about, to put away up to 50 percent of its gross earnings into
a trust fund which would be invested in Government securities. Now,
that would be deductible as a business expense, and the i-ist would
be used to pay the estate taxes after the death of the owners. It would
not be taxable as a part of the estate.

The second approach simply would permit the heirs to delay the
payment of the taxes, of course, with payment of interest. Accoi-ding
to the Joint Committee on Taxation, and I have a letter which I
submit for the record, this would reduce Federal budget receipts by
about $10 million a year. Now, that is a small amount I think, to pay,
Mr. Chairman, for the preservation of some independent newspapers.
It will not save all of them.

Senator PACKWOOD. Let me ask you this. You and I come down on
exactly the same side. It is a smallamount if we could save the inde-
pendent newspapers. What guarantees do we have that the heirs will
come to run the newspapers?

Senator MORGAN. We have no guarantees, but we have made some
surveys, and Mr. Levin, who represents the Independent Local News-
paper Association, has some ideas, and with your permission I would
yield to him.

Senator PACKWOOD. Yes.
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Mr. LzvIx. I think the bill lacks a recapture clause as the 1976 act
has a recapture clause, and we would have absolutely no objection to
like language going in. There should be, I guess, tokeep it even and
balanced, some sort of recapture, and I am sure you were going to
talk about 10 years of recovery.

Senator PACKWOOD. On the estate taxes, and basically small busi-
nesses and farms.

Mr. Lzvis. Yes.
Senator PACKWOOD. Excuse me, Bob. I did not mean to interrupt.
Senator MORGAN. I had about covered it. Let me read another para-

graph from my friend Ashley's letter. He says, "I do care about my
community, but the offers can be unbelievable. My son Ashley, Jr.,
graduates next week, and all his life the only course he as wished to
pursue is to takeover the newspaper. He comes in with me upon gradu-
ation, and of course the greatest challenge in my life is to have the
paper as ready for him and him as ready for the paper as I can. I
cannot say how he will manage to pay estate taxes as some others have
had to do. It is possible that unless some relief comes he would have
to sell it in order to pay estate taxes. I hope not. We have taken out
insurance, and over the years I have been giving stock as fast as pos-
sible. I hope for the best. Mr. Udall's bill is certainly a step in the right
direction. Some would say that in a given community the same com-
pany should not own," and he goes on with the morning and evening
papers. "There are some who say, why not do it by taking out insur-
ance? But insurance is not always available."

I would like to ask Mr. Levin and Mr. Siegenthaller if they would
speak on this.

Mr. LEviN. I am going to ask Mr. Siegenthaller to start. He is a
publisher, and he has a specific interest here.

Mr. SIEOGNTHALLER. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate, first of all the
opportunity to be here with the Senator, andl appreciate his interest,
which, as he said, was volunteered. I am president of the Independent
Local Newspaper Association, and as such I am not a newspaper
owner. The owner of the Tennesseean is the Evans family, and I am
publisher of the paper. They, I think, understand and appreciate the
impact of chain purchases on our industry.

There are now, as the Senator says, about 600, and they are going at
a rate of about 60 a year, which gives us about a 10-year supply of
local newspapers. Of course, as owners become more advance in
age, their interest in protecting their heirs is very real. There are two
stockholders on the Tennesseean, Ame Carter Evans and his mother.
She is now advanced in ears, and I think should she die the tax owner
estate would be in the neighborhood of 70 percent.

The paper has been profitable, and most papers are. The industry is
healthy, but the prospect of having to borrow vast sums of money to
pay estate taxes over a period of extended years when compared with
the prospect of selling a chain at a phenomenal rate is really not much
of an option for many people, and I think that really tells why the
acceleration has taken place and why so many papers are going so
fast.

Mr. 1EviN. Just briefly, Mr. Chairman, in the last 10 to 12 years
that I have represented newspapers, I have lost a number of publish-
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ers because they have gone on to be bought out by chains. The prices
they, are paying today for newspapes has reached 50 to 60 times
earnings. If a newspaper were, for example making $1 million a year
and someone was wil ing to pay $50 million for it, let's just use the
quick 70 percent estate tax rate, that paper has got to be worth estate
taxwise maybe $30 million to the Goverhment, or k35 million. You
cannnot borrow money if you have only got $1 million to pay it back
with.

It is a problem. I heard Mr. Halperin say over oh the House side that
this should be an antitrust problem.

Senator PACKWOOD. Why are they worth so much to the chains?
How on earth do they make any money out of it, paying that kind
of price

Mr. LEVIN. There are two ways. I am not condemning chains, be-
cause as Senator Morgan's statement points out, there are good chains
and bad chains. They do cut costs by using a wire service, particularly
your own service. You do not need reporters. You cut costs up and
down the line. That is a good way of saving.

Senator PACKWOOD. Don't most of the local papers use AP and UPI
now, or the New York Times Service, or some others ?

Mr, IEvIx. Yes, not as a replacement, but as a supplement to their
own staff and reporters.

Senator PACKWOOr. Most local papers, even when taken over by
chains, still keel) local reporters for purposes of local news.

Mr. LIwiN. It gets cut back. I have been at meetings where former
clients were told that you did not need so many reporters, in one case
it happened to be a laay who was the editor of the women's page. She
was told she was taking over theater as well, because they saw no rea-
son to keep two people on, one for women's news and the other for
theater.

Senator PACKWOOD. But that is consolidation. There is no earthly
wire service that is going to cover your local theater and society page.

Mr. LyviN. That is correct.
Senator PACKWOOD. So in that instance they are not doing anything

that a local owner could not do.
Mr. LEviN. A local owner, depending upon his pride in his project,

and depending upon how much money he wants to make, could do any-
thing a chain is doing.

Senator PACKWOOD. I just do not understand how a chain could pay
50 or 60 part-time earnings and come out.

Mr. LEVIN. That is the second part. They are playing in inflated
dollars and they figure by the time they get done paying off it will not
cost them as much. I cannot speak for the chains. I am speculating
with you, but I can tell you that because there are so few independ-
ents left they are paying these prices and they are bidding each other
up, and I was in a bidding situation a little under 2 years ago where I
was representing a person who wanted to buy a newspaper himself,
and I told him that he could afford to go 25 to 30 times earnings, and
the price went over 55-imesernings.

I called the Justice Department Antitrust Division. I am well ac-
quaited with the the attorneys there, and they said there was no way
they could touch it, absolutely no way under the antitrust laws.
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Senator PACKWOOD. I know what you mean. Except for two small
intrastate chains in Oregon, most of our dailies have gone the route
of the interstate chains now.

Mr. LEVIN. The intrastate chains-and I can guess which ones you
are talking about--would be covered.

Senator PAcwoooD. Yes, I saw that, and by and large when you are
talking about intrastate, you are talking about six or seven papers.
They may be weeklies. A couple of them may be smaller dailys.

Mr. LEvIN. That is the type of thing we have. I cannot explain to
you the economics of how--can buy combined communications. I do
not understand it, so I am just speculating.

Senator PACKWOOD. Anything more, Bob I
Senator MORGAN. Only this. I submitted the article from U.S. News

& World Report when I introduced the bill. I remembered having
read an early article recently in Esquire, I believe. Last night, com-
ing back on the plane, I just happened to pick up an August issue
of Esquire, and it had this article, "The Press' Great Threat," and
it is only about a page and a quarter. I would like to submit this for
the record, and also hand you one personally, because it is a fascinat-
ing article, and it expresses far better thAn I could the dangers I see in
this.

Senator PACKWOOD. It will be put in. We thank you for introduc-
ing the bill. It is a problem that is enedmic in every State, and I hope
we can solve it.

[The material referred to follows:]
THE Pas's GREAT THREAT-IT'S NOT THE SuPKzzm COURT's DECISION, BUT

THE Nzw OwNERs TuMSaLV s

(By Richard Reeves)'

In May, when the Gannett Company bought out Combined Communications
Corporation for $370 million--adding two newspapers, seven television stations,
and thirteen radio stations to Gannett's seventy-seven newspapers--Newsweek
commemorated the event by publishing a- photograph of Gannett's president,
Allen Neuharth, in his shirt sleeves in the city room of The Rochester Time,
USo, That caused quite a laugh at the Timee-Uxio'* because, as one reporter
told me, it was the first time anybody had seen Neuharth in the newsroom for
ten years.

The story reminded me of one of the reasons I left The New York Times.
When I got to the Times in 1966. reporters were called "Mister"--except for the
few who were called "Mrs." or "Miss." When you screwed up your expense ac-
count, a woman from the accounting department would call and say: "Mr.
Reeves, I'm sorry to bother you, but If you have some time... ." By 1971, the
same woman, who was quite nice about it all, would summon you to her office
and inform you that if you did not clear up your account fort vitb, you would
receive no more out-of-town assignments.

The accountants had taken over and, according to The Times's annual report,
business is better for it. According to Gannett's latest annual report:

"Dear Gannett Shareholder:
"Here is a headline summary of Gannett's first ten public years:
"Growth In annual revenues, from $185 million to $558 million .... Growth in

earnings per share, from 58 cents to $2.60... Growth in dividends, from 22
cents per share to $1.20.

"We pledge that the Gannett family of 16,000 employees will remain dedicated
to deliver for you certain successes, no matter how uncertain the times."

IRichard Reeves is the national editor of Require imagine.
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Neuharth signed that message, in case any reporter at the Timea-Union or the
other seventy-six Gannett papers should misunderstood their real function and
be tempted to babble on about the news or readers.

The numbers change from day to day, but right now approximately 75 percent
of the newspaper circulation in the United States is controlled by 167 chains like
Gannett; 25 percent of that circulation is controlled by the four largest chains,
in order: Knight-Ridder Newspapers Inc., Newhouse Newspapers, (Chicago) Tri-
une Company, and Gannett. The reason the numbers change is that the chains
are buying up independent papers faster than I can type. "You go into a hotel
in any small town," said Donald Barhyte, financial vice-president of Multimedia
Inc., which owns nine papers, "and you keep running into the same people from
[Los Angeles] Times Mirror, Newhouse, Gannett, and all the other chains."

Granting that some chain newspapers are quite good (The Miami Herald)
and that some independent papers are horrible (The Manchester Union-Leader),
the future is as visible as McDonald's Golden Arches. Gannett and McDonald's
are in the same business-and that business is not causing trouble, or, as they
must have once said In Rochester newsrooms, "raising hell." A few months ago,
Gannett announced a round of changes in publishers of their papers: they sent
one from Bridgewater, New Jersey, to Honolulu; another from Niagara, New
York, to Bridgewater; another from Rockland County, New York, to Fort
Myers, Florida; another from Fort Myers to Springfield, Missouri. Now you can
find out that these switches guarantee an independent press by sending to Gan-
nett for a free copy of "Newspapers: Your Freedom Wrapper." But that is fish-
wrapping.

What Gannett is doing is training a cadre of competent managers with one
charge: maintain the corporation's dazzling growth rate. They can do that only
by cutting costs in strange new towns and increasing advertising-which means
kissing the asses of the local establishment. The cranky publishers of yore-many
incompetent, some dishonest, all being wiped out because families have to sell
out to pay inheritance taxes-were at least part of the local establishment an4
could use their power to negotiate. A Gannett publisher can't-if he loses de-
partment store advertising because of some lunatic reporter and revenues drop
for even a few months, he's on his way back to Bridgewater.

And Gannett is far from the worst. Thomson Newspapers, with sixty-three
dailies and six weeklies (in the U.S.) totaling just over one million in circulation,
maintains a bureau in Washington where reporters send their stories In by mail to
save transmission costs. And the smaller the newspaper conglomerates get, I
found, the worse they seem to be. I found that by going back where I started, to
Warren County, New Jersey.

Warren County is in the northwestern part of the state, sixty miles west of New
York City. In 1961, I was the first editor of a weekly paper there, The Free
Press, in Phillipsburg. We raised some hell and we did okay-largely because the
dominant local daily paper, The Ex'pres, across the Delaware River in Easton,
Pennsylvania, did a lousy job in Jersey. And other pretty good Warren County
weeklies-Thc Washington Star and Hackettstown Gazette-covered their towns
like the dew.

Today, dammit, The E:press owns The Free Press, The Star, and The Gazette
or what's left of them. The Jersey papers keep publishing, not much, but pub-
lishing, and the reason, it seems clear, is that they have to, because New Jersey
law requires that legal advertising, the backbone of the weekly business, has to
appear in papers published within the state.

The lusty little papers of my youth are jokes. But they are not as funny-or
sad-as what The Express has replaced them with: a shopper called The Forum.
The Forum is delivered free to more than 100,000 homes in northwest Jersey. It is
a make-believe newspaper with no purpose other than making the advertising
look respectable. The June 21 issue bannered such news as "European Wasp
Could Be Solution to Bettle Problem" ... "Helen Reddy Turns Philanthropist,
Environmentalist" . . . "Social Security News" .. . "Community Calendar"

" . . "People in Business" . . . "Maple Trees Face Onslaught of Several Deadly
Diseases."

That seems to be where we're going. And that's why Gannett pays Allen
Neuharth more than $400,000 a year-including the bonuses he gets for maxi-
mizing this year's profit-and why he doesn't feel he has to visit the newsroom
more than once a decade.
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Suffie it to say that a lot is being written to convince people that the greatest
threat to freedom of the press In America is the Supreme Court's decision allow-
Ing law enforcement agencies- to search newspaper files without a warrant. That
is not true. The greatest threat to the press Is the people who now own It-and
their accountants. When the cops do break Into most American newsrooms, they're
not going to find much more than wedding announcements and PTA bulletins.

Senator PACKWOOD. Mr. Halperin, do you have any comments I
Mr. HALPwwz. Thank you, Senator Packwood.
We have been through three areas this morning where we have

described a serious problem which we all agree ought be to solved if it
possibly can. We have then jumped to a tax solution without any real
effort in this case and the first case, unlike the second, to show why the
tax law is a problem and how the proposed solution will help. It is too
simple to say there is a difficulty, and if we just cut everybody's taxes
the problem will go away. We have to try to connect it up. If the prob-
lem is liquidity, there are already provisions in the estate tax laws
for helping people with liquidity problems. If they are inadequate, they
should be reexamined to see whether there can be further changes for
newspaper businesses as well as everybody else.

If the problem is overvaluation because the business is not worth as
much to the independent owner as it would be to a chain purchaser
and therefore ought to be valued at its internal value, perhaps that is
something that could be dealt with. That was done with farms and
closely held businesses in the 1976 act. Perhaps we could look to see
whether that should be extended to other cases.

But this bill goes much further. This bill gives a tax deduction for
amounts used to pay estate taxes. The amounts set aside are not income
to the recipient, even when used to pay estate taxes If a trust is created,
it becomes tax exempt, The mnont in the trust used to pay estate taxes
is not subject to the estate tax itself. Those are extraordinary benefits.
Nothing like that exists any place else in the tax law. There is no
indication as to why we should do that in this case and how doing that
will solve the problem.

A recapture provision at least takes back the tax benefits. How-
ever, it would be an awfully difficult thing to devise. It is not quite the
same as just recapturing the estate tax benefit, which is done in the
1976 act with farms and closely held businesses.

I do not see how the case has been made that these proposals will
solve the problem. Certainly, if you cut people's taxes and make it
cheaper taxwise to own newspapers, there is a greater incentive to own
newspapers. That is true of everything else, and it is not clear to me
why this takes precedent over other businesses or other important con-
cerns.

Senator PACKWOOD. I understand your position. Thank you very
much.

Mr. LEviN. Thank you.
Senator PACKWOOD. Next we will take Mr. K. Prescott Low.
Mr. Halperin, let me ask you a question if I might while Mr. Low is

coming on. Going back to the self-insurance on the product liability,
were you aware of any states and industrial accident laws which aUow
self-insureds? How do we treat the reserves when a company is self-
insured for industrial accident purposes?

Mr. HALIP=Ex. I believe they are not deductible currently.
Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you. Mr. Low I
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STATEMENT OP K. PRESCOTT LOW, PUBLISHER, THE PATRIOT
LEADER, QUINCY, MASS&, AND CHAIRMAN OF THE TAX LAW
TASK PORCE OP THE AMERICAN NEWSPAPER PUBLISHlEA
SOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY W. TERRY KAGUR

Mr. Low. My name is Prescott Low. I am the publisher of the Patriot
Ledger, a locally owned independent daily newspapr published in
Quincy, Manz. I sm also a member of the board of directors of the
American Newspaper Publishers Association and the chairman of that
association's tax law task force. It is in this latter capacity I appear
before you this morning.

ANPA is a trade association whose more than 1,800 member news-
papers comprise some 91 percent of the daily and Sunday newspaper
circulation in the UTnited Stats. Many noxidaily newspapers are also
members, With me' todayy is W. Terry Maguire, general counsel for the
National Newspaper Association. NNA is an organization of some 900
daily newspapers that serve smaller cities and some 5,500 weekly news-
papers throughout the United States.

NNA and ANPA are working together to analyze S. 8441 and idea-
tical legislation in the House, H.R. 12395, introduced by Represents-
tive Udall.

Mr. Chairman, NNA has authorized me to .sa, that my testimony
this morning also represents NNA's general position toward this legis-
lation. With your permission, Mr. Maguire will submit a short addi-
tional statement for the record.

On behalf of the NNA and the ANPA I thank the chairman and the
members of this subcommittee for the opportunity to testify on S. 8441,
the Independent Local Newspaper Act. As you know, Mr. Chairman,
this legislation is aimed at helping to preserve independent local own-
ership of newspapers by addressing oneof the reasons why such owners
sell their newspapers to newspaper groups. That is the burdensome
and some would say punitive Federal estate tax laws

ANPA, whose membership includes both independently owned and
group-owned newspapers, does not at this time endorse S. 3441 as the
possible final vehicle for best accomplishing this end. Neither do we
specifically oppose the bill. We do encourage the Congress to continue
its analyses and deliberations. We are in the hope that prompt and
proper solutions may be found, including ways to make the estate tax
laws neutral on the question of succesion of closely held ownership.

We very much appreciate the concern of the chief Senate sponsor of
this legislation, Mr. Morgan. We commend him for following that
concern with specific legislation to remove estate tax laws as one of the
factors which in many cases inordinately influences decisions to sell
newspapers. Further, we acknowledge that if this legislation were
enacted in its present form, it would bring considerable relief to those
independent newspaper owners who would qualifby under this bill.

However, ANPA is not yet convinced that the approach set forth in
S. 3441 it tht sole or best one to pursue, either for the country in general
or for the newspaper business in particular.

Before mentioning some of the questions we have about this specific
legislation, I think it is. important that the subcommittee note that
ANPA and NNA do not come here today as late starters in this matter.
Indeed, it was many of our member publishers who pointed out to in-
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terested Member of the Congress the deleterious role ofthe Federal
estate taxes on newspaper ownership. More important, NNA and
ANPA decided this situation warranted special attention by the
newspaper business. The ANPA Board of Directors late last year es-
tablished its tax law task force and directed it "to seek legislative
changes, encouraging neutrality in the Federal estate tax laws so that
newspaper publishers and other businessmen may make such owner-
ship decisions as they deem appropriate without unnecessary or coun-
terproductive legal strictures."

This task force, which I head, has met six times this year. Another
meeting is schduled next month and more are planned. The NNA has
a similar group. Our initial efforts were to analyze this legislation.
More recent meetings have focused on examination of the possible al-
ternative approaches to provide tax relief.

In keeping with the subcommittee's request to be brief, I will list
just some of the questions that our task force has expressed after an-
alysis of S. 3441.

First and foremost is the unanswered question of whether legisla-
tion should provide relief for one class of citizens only, in this case
newspaper owners, when estate taxes press equally hard on all small

closely held businesses. In fact, the feeling that al affected businesses
need relief has been the chief concern expressed by many of the pub-
lishers who have contacted me concerning this issue.

Other questions about this bill which our task force has identified
include:

One: The relatively narrow coverage of the bill. Even though cover-
age has been expanded to include intrastate newspaper groups, S. 3441
still has the situation that the owner of two small newspapers in ad-
joining States-perhaps only a few miles apart--would be ineligible
for relief.

Two: The vagueness of some of the deft.,itions in the bill.
Three: The very severe penalty provisions in the event of inadver-

tent overfunding of the allowed trust fund.
The alternatives or supplemental actions which our task force is ex-

ploring include possible changes in the tax rate schedule, deductions,
valuation, and timing o: tax payments.

For example, under the valuation category, which Mr. Halperin
also mentioned, a newspaper could be valued at its individual financial
performance rather than under the present "comparable sale or mer-
ger price" basis. As you know Mr. Chairman, a somewhat similar ap-
proach was appropriately adopted by the Congress in 1976 with
regard to family-owned farms.

e1 hope it is lear from this short summary of ANPA and NNA's
activity in this area that we do not profess to have any definitive
answer to what should be done to best provide the Federal estate tax
relief which is needed. We do want the subcommittee to know that the
newspaper business is deeply concerned about this issue, and hard at
work on it.

Our ANPA task force has as its goal presentation of a firm recom-
mendation to the ANPA Board of Directors by the end of this year.
rhe National Newspaper Association task force will meet again in
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November at NNA's convention and will submit recommendations to
NNA's Board of Directors shortly after that meeting. Thus, both as-
sociations are seeking early adoption of positions on this issue.

At this point I have no idea what the final ANPA or NNA recom-
mendation to the Congress will be. But, Mr. Chairman, we feel it is
important here to note that any legislation dealing directly with the
newspaper business should have, if possible, a consensus of support
from this country's newspapers. That consensus does not yet exist for
S. 3441 as the best or sole solution.

ANPA and NNA will continue their work. I sincerely hope that
both associations can come before this subcommittee early next year
and present definitive recommendations that reflect broad.based sup-
port from among our member newspapers.

Again, I thank you for the opportunity to inform you of our con-
tinuing activity on this important issue, and I would be happy to
answer any questions you may have.

Senator PACKWOOD. Mr. Low, I do not have any questions I think
we all understand the situation very well. Your statement is very bal-
anced and I appreciate it.

Mr. Low. Thank you, sir.
Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you. Mr. Maguire, we will put your

statement in the record along with the accompanying articles and
editorials.

Mr. MAoUIRE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Prepared statements of the preceding panel follows:]

PREPARZD STATEMENT OF SENATOR RODERT MOROAN

Mr. Chairman, it is a pleasure to be here today to speak on the "Independent
Local Newspaper Act of 1978."

First, let me express my thanks to the Chairman for the courtesy he extended
to me in providing some time to testify before the Subcommittee on Taxation. I
appreciate the time constraints under which the entire Finance Committee is
operating.

Mr. Chairman, the bill which I introduced last week is a measure which I
feel should be of the utmost interest to those of us in the Congress. Newpapers
have become big business and as such the pattern of expansion, acquisition and
concentration which has come to other business has now become a part of news-
paper life. Every year there are fewer daily papers In operation and the number
of independent papers, not controlled by a chain operation, is quickly diminishing.

At present, there are only some 650 Independent local papers in operation.
These papers vary in size, and circulation. The chain operations now control some
72 percent of the daily news circulation In the United States and some 78 percent
of Sunday publication.

On the average, In the last few years some 40 or 50 independent newspapers have
been transferred into the hand of a chain operation. What this means is that there
is one central publisher who can exercise his will to control the newspapers of
several different cities. When the publisher of the New York Times has an edi-
torial opinion favoring aid for the city of New York, he can try to get support
from the little town of Lexington, N.C. because he knows that the Lexington
Dispatch is owned by the New York Times.

Now, Mr. Chairman, I don't want to project some horror story or suggest some
sinister motive on the part of chain newspaper operations. All I want to present
to you is the reality that much of the control over the news we read in this coun-
try is passing out of the hands of community-based papers, into the control of
centralized news operations.

I have a very real concern about this situation and I am sure that many other
Senators share my Interest in the preservation of an independent press in this
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country. I want to stroe independence as opposed to simply a free press, because
I believe that a truly free press is very much tied to independence and some local
control. Obviously, there can be abuse on the part of any type of news opera-
tion and for myself, I believe that a mix of chain and independent operations,
which can provide alternative news sources and opinions, is best for the country.

After talking with several men in the newspaper business and expressing my
concern over the increasing number of newspaper sales, I found that many news-
papermen still consider the newspaper business a community service. With so
much attention turned to the business side of the newspaper business, it was
refreshing to find that many independent newsmen retain the feeling that theirs
is a special occupation.

A large number of these independent newspaper operators did tell me that one
reason that they are considering selling their papers, despite their desire to keep
the paper in family or local hands, is the current estate tax laws on the books.

When an owner of a newspaper dies, his paper must be valued for estate tax
purposes. Most owners argue that their real worth is about 10 to 15 times their
annual income. But, with the big chains willing to pay 40, 50 and even 60 times
the annual earnings, the Internal Revenue Service will set an estate value so
high that it would be impossible to borrow enough money to pay the tax.

It Is In anticipation of this fact that many newspaper operators consider selling
their operations. They simply cannot hold on and face the heavy tax burden.

Congressman Udall has introduced in the House a companion bill to S. 3441
and hearings have been held on this measure. What we are trying to do is to pro-
vide an incentive to newspaper owners to hold on to their papers. It is an effort to
assist them, it is not % cure-all for the problems they face.

Simply put this bill is in two parts. The first part allows newspapers the option
of establishing .a trust for the prepayment of estate taxes. There would be no
reduction in the estate tax burden and the trust could only be ufed for that pur-
pose. The trust is limited to local independent newspaper operations which have
all their publication operations in one city or community. Additionally, in-state
chains, which many will agree retain their local character, are covered by the
bill if they were in existence before October 31, 1978.

The trust would be funded by U.S. obligations and an owner could contribute
up to 50 percent of the newspaper's income to the trust. This contribution would
be from pre-tax income and would be deductible from current income. In addi-
tion, the trust would not be considered a part of the owner's estate for tax pur-
poses.

There are several benefits to this proposal which many may feel are very at-
tractive. With this I agree. There must be some reason to divert 50 percent of in-
come and I feel that this provision will be an incentive to use of the trust option.

The picture is not wholly one of benefits, however. The sale of a newspaper
would result in severe penalty. Overfunding of a trust to avoid tax liability will
incur penalties. In short, this bill has both some costs and some benefits and there-
fore should be seen as a balanced approach.

The second part of the bill would allow the heirs of an estate to extend the time
for payment of the estate taxes where the trust did not provide sufficient money.
As usual, interest would be charged on any unpaid balance.

Mr. Chairman, I don't want to go on with all the technicalities and specific
provisions of this bill. I do want to note that the Joint Tax Committee has given
us a revenue loss estimate on this bill and it is $10 million a year. I feel that for
the benefits which we may secure from this measure, it is well worth this cost.

There are so many issues Involved here. There is freedom of the press and there
is the issue of tax benefits for a special group and I am sure many others.

What I would like to leave with the subcommittee is my very real concern that
we do something about the Increasing concentration in the newspaper business.
Allowing a trust to be established to prepay estate taxes is a sound and reason-
able approach to me.

The newspaper enterprise has been singled out by our Constitution for special
attention and I believe it to be fitting that the Congress take up this Issue at this
time. I am afraid that if we wait too much longer we will find very few community
papers left to assist

Again, my thanks to the subcommittee and to the Chairman. Following my re-
marks, I would like to add for the subcommittee's consideration a memorandum
on S. 3441 and a list of the daily newspapers that would be affected by this bill.
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STATEMENT OF K. Pa.scoTr Low, PULISHErs, THE PamOT LuozD , Qunicy, MASS.,
AND CHAIRMAN or THE TAX LAW TASK Foac OF THE AMERICAN NaewpApm
PUBLISHUFS ASSOCIATION

Mr; Chairman: I am Prescott Low, publisher of The Patriot Ledger, a locally-
owned, independent daily newspaper published in Quincy, Massachusett& I also
am a member of the Board of Directors of the American Newspaper PubUshers
Association and chairman of that Association's Tax Law Task Force. It is in this
latter position that I appear before you today.

ANPA Is a trade association whose more than 1800 member newspapers com-
prise some 91 percent of the daily and Sunday newspaper circulation in the United
States. Many non-daily newspapers also are members.

With me this morning is W. Terry Maguire, general counsel of the National
Newspaper Association. NNA is an organization of some 900 smaller-city daily
and 5,500 weekly newspapers throughout the United States. NNA and ANPA are

* working together in analyzing 8 3441 and identical legislation in the House, HR
12395, Introduced by Representative Udall.

Mr. Chairman, NNA has authorized me to say that my testimony this morning
also represents NNA's general position toward this legislation. With your per-
mission Mr. Maguire will submit a short additional statement for the record.

On behalf of the ANPA and NNA membership, I thank the chairman and mem-
bers of Me subcommittee for this opportunity to testify on 88441, the Independent
Local Newspaper Act.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, this legislation Is aimed at helping to preserve
independent ownership of newspapers by addressing one of the reasons why such
owners sell their newspapers to newspaper groups-that Is, the burdensome, some
would say punitive, federal tax laws.

-ANPA, whose membership includes both independently-owned and group-owned
newspapers, does not at this time endorse 8 3441 as the possible final vehicle for
best accomplishing this end. Neither do we specifically oppose the bill. We do en-
courage the Congress to continue its analyses and deliberations. We are in the
hope that prompt and proper solutions may be found, Including ways to make the
estate tax laws neutral on the question of the succession of closely-held ownership.

We very much appreciate the concern of the chief Senate sponsor of this legis-
lation, Mr. Morgan. We commend him for following up that concern with specific
legislation to remove federal estate taxes as one of the factors which, in many
cases, inordinately influence decisions to sell newspapers.

Further, we acknowledge that if this legislation were enacted in its present
form, it would bring considerable relief to those independent newspaper owners
who would qualify under the bill

However, ANPA is not yet convinced that the approach set forth in 8 8441 is
the sole or best one to pursue-either for the country in general or the newspaper
business in particular.

Before mentioning some of the questions we have about this specific legislation,
I think it is important that the subcommittee know ANPA and NNA do not come
here today as late starters In this matter.

Indeed, it was many of our member publishers who pointed out to interested
members of Congress the deleterious role of federal estate taxes on newspaper
ownership.

More important, ANPA and NNA decided this situation warranted special at-
tention by the newspaper business.

The ANPA Board of Directors late last year established its Tax Law Task
Force and directed it "to seek legislative changes encouraging neutrality in fed-
eral estate tax laws so that newspaper publishers and other businessmen may
make such ownership decisions as they deem appropriate without unnecessary
and counterproductive legal strictures."

This Task Force, which I head, has met six times this year; another meeting
is scheduled next month, and more are planned. NNA has a similar group. Our
initial efforts were to analyze this legislation. Recent meetings have focused on
examination of possible alternative approaches to provide tax relief.

In keeping with the subcommittee's request to be brief, I will Just list some of
the questions our Task Force has expressed after analysis of a. 8441.

First and foremost is the unanswered question of whether legislation should
provide relief for one class of citizens only-newspaper owners--when estate
taxes press equally hard on all small, closely-held businesses. In fact, the feeling

35-992 0 - 79 - 26
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that all affected businesses need relief has been the chief concern expressed by the
many publishers who have contacted me concerning this issue.

Other questions about this bill which our Task Force has identified include:
1. The relatively narrow coverage of the bill. Even though coverage has been

expanded to include lntra-state newspaper groups, S. 3441 still has the situation
that the owner of two small newspapers In adjoining states-perhaps only a few
miles apart-would be ineligible for relief.

2. The vagueness of some of the definitions in the bill.
3. The very severe penalty provisions in the event of inadvertent over-funding

of the allowed trust fund.
The alternatives or supplenwntal actions which our Task Force Is exploring in-

clude possible changes in the tax-rate schedule, deductions, valuation and timing
of tax payments. For example, under the valuation category, a newspaper could
be valued on Its individual financial performance rather than under the present
"comparable sale or merger price" basis. As you know, Mr. Chairman, a somewhat
similar approach was appropriately adopted by Congress in 1976 for family farms.

I hope it is clear from this short summary of ANPA's activity In this area that
we do not now profess to have any definitive answer to what should be done to
best provide the federal estate tax relief which Is needed.

We do want the subcommittee to know that the newspaper business Is deeply
concerned about the issue and hard at work on it. Our ANPA Task Force has as
its goal presentation of a firm recommendation to the ANPA Board of Directors
by the end of this year.

The National Newspaper Association's task force will meet again in Novem-
ber at NNA's Convention and will submit recommendations to the NNA Board
of Directors soon after that meeting.

Thus, both associations are seeking early adoption of positions on this Issue.
At this point, I have no Idea what the final ANPA recommendation to the Con-
gress will be.

But, Mr. Chairman, the important point Is that any legislation dealing directly
with the newspaper business should have, if possible, a consensus of support
from this country's newspapers. That consensus does not yet exist for S 3441
as the best or sole solution.

ANPA and NNA will continue their work. I sincerely hope that both associa,
tions can come before this subcommittee early next year and present definitive
recommendations that reflect broad support from among our member newspapers.

Again, I thank you for this opportunity to inform you of our continuing ac-
tivity on this important issue.

I will be happy to respond to any questions you may have.

Independent (non-chain) newspapers in the United States as of January 1,
1978

Circulation
Alabama: Decatur: Daily ----------------------------------------- 21,800
Alaska:

Anchorage:
News ----------------------------------------------- 15,300
Times -------------------------------------------- 45,400

Fairbanks: News-Miner --------------------------------------- 17,000
Ketchikan: News ----------------------------------------- 3,600
Kodiak: Mirror ---------------------------------------------- 1,600
Sitka: Sentinel ------------------------------------------ 1,900

Arizona:
Casa Granda: Dispatch ---------------------------------------- 5,000
Nogales: Herald ----------------------------------------------- 2.700
Scottsdale: Progress ------------------------------------------- 15, 800
Tempe: News ------------------------------------------------- 15,900

Arkansas:
Batesville: Guard ----------------------------------------- 7,500
Benton: Oourier ----------------------------------------------- 8,800
Blytheville: Courier News ------------------------------------- 10, 200
Conway: Log Cabin Democrat --------------------------------- 71,000
Forrest City: Times-Herald ---------------------------------- 4,100
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Independent (non-chlin) newspaper in the United States as of January 1,

197 8-Co ntinued

Arkansas--Continued Circulation
H arrison: lim es ...... - ---.......................... 7,700
Helena-West Helena: World ............... 7, 900
Jacksonville: News -------------------------- I ................... 8,900
Jonesboro: Sun ------------------------------------------ 17, 200
Little Rock: Arkansas Gazette ----------------------------- 121,500
Newport: Independent ------------------------------------- 3, 600
Paragould: Press ---------------------------------------------- 7,000

California:
Alameda: Times Star ---------------------------------------- 8,870
Bakersfield: Californian --------------------------------------- 58,000
Barstow: Desert Dispatch ------------------------------------ 7,600
Chico: Enterprise-Record ------------------------------------- 23;-200
Colusa: Sun-Herald -------------------------------------- 3, 300
Corning: Observer -------------------------------------------- 1, 900
Downey: Southeast News & Downey Champion ---------------- 12,400
Fresno: Guide ------------------------------------------------ 21, 300
Hemet: News ------------------------------------------------- 8,200
Hollister: F;-ee Lance ----------------------------------------- 4,400
Huntington Park-South Gate-Bell-Maywood: Signal -------------- 16,400
Lodi: News-Sentinel -------------------------------------- 12, 300
Lompoc: Record ----------------------------------------------- 8,300
Martinez: News-Gazette ------------------------------------ 8,100
Orange County: Orange Coast Pilot -------------------------- 46,300
Oroville: Mercury-Register ---------------------------------- 9,200
Paso Robles: Press ---------------------------------------- 3,200
Redlands: Daily Facts ------------------------------------- 7,700
Riverside:

Enterprise ------------------------------------------- 54,100
Press ---------------------------------------------------- 31,900

Roseville: Press-Tribune --------------------------------- 6,700
San Mateo: Times & News Leader -------------------------- 48,900
San Rafael: Independent-Journal --------------------------- 45,400
Santa Barbara: News-Press ----------------------------------- 45,400
Santa Cruz: Sentinel ------------------------------------- 23,800
Santa Monica: Outlook ------------------------------------ 34,500
Sonora: Union Democrat ----------------------------------- 6,700
South Bay: South Bay Breeze ------------------------------ 76,300
Visalia: Times-Delta ------------------------------------- 17,700
Whittier: News ----------------------------------------------- 21,500
Woodland: Democrat ------------------------------------- 11,600
Yreka: Siskiyou News ------------------------------------- 4,800

Colorado:
Canon City: Record ------------------------------------------- 6,600
Craig: Northwest Colorado Press---------------------------- 2,000
Denver: Post ------------------------------------------- 250, 900
Durango: Herald ------------------------------------------ 6,800
Grand Junction: Seutnel -------------------------------------- 22,000
La Junta: Tribune-Democrat ------------------------------ ,500
Lamar: Tri-State News ---------------------------------- 10
Leadville: Herald Democrat ,-------------------------------- 000
Longmont: Times-Call ---- --------------------------------- 18,500
Loveland: Reporter-Herald -------------------------------- 10, 900
Montrose: Press ------------------------------------------ 4,900
Pueblo: Chieftain -------------------------------------- 35900
Rocky Ford: Gazette ------------------------------------------ 2,900
Salida: Mountain Mail ---------------------------------------- 2,200

Connecticut:
Bridgeport:

Telegram ------------------------------------------- 18, 000
Post ----------------------------------------------------- 77p 000

Bristol: Press ------------------------------------------- 19, 000
Hartford: Courant -------------------------------------- 247,000
Manchester: Journal Inquirer ---------------------------------- 20,000
Meiden-Wallini'ford: Morning Record and Journai ------------- 28 - 60
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Independent (nwl-chcin) newspapers in the United States a* of JamnarJ 1,
1978-Continued

Cornecticut--Continued Circulation
Middleton: Press ............ 21,000
Naugatuck: News -- , 00
New Britain: Herald_ ............. 32,000
New Haven:

Journal Courier -------------------------------------- 1,000
Register -------------------------------------------- 100,000

New London: Day --------------------------------------- 38,000
Norwalk: Hour ------------------------------------------ 21,000
Waterbury:

Republican ------------------------------------------ 33,000
American -------------- ----------------------------- 8,000

Willimantic: Chronicle ------------------------------------ 10,000
Delaware: Dover: Delaware State News ---------------------------- 24,200
Florida:

Daytona:
Journal -------------------------------------------------- 43,000
News ----------------------------------------------- 29,500

Lake Wales: Highlander ----------------------------------- 4,200
Dlarlo Las Americans (Miami)----------------------------------
St. Petersburg:

Times --------------------------------------------- 191,400
Independent ----------------------------------------- 34,900

Sarasota :
Herald-Tribune --------------------------------------- 69,700
Journal ---------------------------------------------- 7,800

Winter Haven: News-Chief -------------------------------- 14,900
Georgia:

Albany: Herald ----------------------------------------- 33,700
Americus: Times-Recorder ---------------------------------- 6,500
Augusta:

Chronicle ------------------------------------------- 51,900
Herald ---------------------------------------------- 19,270

Brunswick: News ---------------------------------------- 12,800
Dublin: Courier-Herald Dispatch & Press ---------------------- 8,900
Gainesville: Times --------------------------------------- 18,700
Griffin: News ------------------------------------------- 11,600
Jonesboro: News/Daily ------------------------------------ 8,200
Lawrenceville: Gwinnett News ------------------------------ 12,800
Moultrie: Observer --------------------------------------- 7,700
Rome: News-Tribune ------------------------------------- 18,100
Thomasville: Times-Enterprise ----------------------------- 10,200
Waycross: Journal-Herald -------------------------------- 10,900

Hawaii:
flaonolulu:

Advertiser ------------------------------------------- 75, 300
Hawaii Hoch ----------------------------------------- 9,600
Hawaii Times ---------------------------------------- 12,700

Idaho:
Blackfoot: News ------------------------------------------ 5,900
Idaho Falls: Post Register -------------------------------- 19,900
Kellogg: News ------------------------------------------ 6,200
Lewiston: Tribune ------ --------------------------------- 25,100
Moscow: Idahonian ------------------------------------------- 5, e00
Standpoint: Bee ------------------------------------------ 3,200
Wallace: North Idaho Press -------------------------------- 2, 600

Illinois:
Alton, East Alton, Wood River: Telegraph --------------------- 37,500
Beardstown: lilinoian-Star --------------------------------- 2,600
Belvidere: Republican ------------------------------------- 5,700
Benton: News ------ ------------------------------------- 6,600
Bloomington Normal: Pantagraph --------------------------- 51, 00
Carmi: Times ..------------------------------------------ 4,100
Casey : Reporter ------------------------------------------ 2,800

Sunday.
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Independent (non-chaln) newspaper i* the United Sta4e# as of Janary 1,
1978--Continued

Illinois-Continued Circulation
Champaign-Urbana: News-Gazette - 40,400
Chicago: Defender - 22,200
Chicago: Sun-Times ----------------------------------------- 56,100
Clinton: Journal-Public ------------------------------------ 4,000
Du Quoin.Pinckneyville: Call -------------------------------- 5,400
Eldorado: Journal --- ------------------------------------- ,500
Galesburg: Register-Mail --------------------------------- 22,100
Harrisburg: Register -------------------------------------- 7,600
Hoopeston: Chronicle-Herald -------------------------------- 2,500
Jacksonville:

Journal ---------------------------------------------- 8,500
Courier ---------------------------------------------- 8,744

LaSalle-Peru-Oglesby-3pring Valley: News-Tribune -------------- 20,200
Litchfield: News-Herald ------------------------------------- 5,300
Macomb: Journal ---------------------------------------- 11,900
Marion: Republican --------------------------------------- 5,500
Mount Carmel: Republican-Register -------------------------- 4,500
Olney: Mail ---------------------------------------------- 7, 700
Paris: Beacon-News ------------------------------------------ 7, 300
Paxton: Record ------------------------------------------- 1,300
Peoria: Journal-Star ------------------------------------------ 105, 100
Pontiac: Leader ------------------------------------------- 8,200
Quincy: Herald-Whig -------------------------------------- 31, 100
Shelbyville: Union ------------------------------------------- 4, 700
Sterling-Rock Falls: Gazette -------------------------------- 14,400
Streator: Times-Press ---------------------------------------- 11,900
Taylorville: Breeze-Courier ----------------------------------- 9,1600
Waukegan-North Chicago: News-Sun -------------------------- 40,700
West Frankfort: American ---------------------------------- 4,300 -

Indiana:
Anderson:

Herald ---------------------------------------------- 19,800
Bulletin --------------------------------------------- 17, 700

Berne: Witness/Adams County Sun --------------------------- 3,200
Bicknell: Knox County News -------------------------------- 2,200
Bluffton: News-Banner ------------------------------------- 5,200
Chesterton: Tribune --------------------------------------- 8,500
Clinton: Clintonian ------------------------------------------- 5,100
Columbia City: Commercial Mail ----------------------------- 5,500
Connersville: News-Examiner -------------------------------- 8, 100
Decatur: Democrat ---------------------------------------- 5,400
Elkhart: Truth ------------------------------------------- 30,400
Uvansville: Courier --------------------------------------- 63,900
Fort Wayne: Journal-Gazette --------------------------------- 61,200
Fort Wayne: News-Sentinel --------------------------------- 72,900
Goshen: News ----------------------------------------------- 18,000
Greencastle: Banner-Graphic -------------------------------- 5,600
Huntington: Herald-Press ----------------------------------- 9,800
Jasper: Herald ------------------------------------------------- 9,900
Jeffersonville: News -------------------------------------- 16, 400
Kokomo: Tribune ---------------------------------------- 30,000
Lebanon: Reporter ---------------------------------------- 6,800
Madison: Courier ----------------------------------------- 9,300
Martinsville: Reporter ------------------------------------- 6, 600
Monticello: Herald-Journal --------------------------------- 5,500
Mt. Vernon: Democrat -------------------------------------- 8,900
New Castle: Courier-Times -------------------------------- 13,600
Noblesville: Ledger ------------------------------------------- 8,200
Portland: Commercial Review ------------------------------- 6,200
Princeton: Clarion ------------------------------------ 6, 500
Rensselaer: Republican ---------------------------------------- 3 ,800
Rochester: Sentinel --------------------------------------- 4,100
Shelbyville: News ---------------------------------------- 10,700
Spencer: World ------------------------------------------- 8,400
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Independent (non-chain) newspapers in the United States as of January 1,
1978--Continued

Indiana-Continued Circulation
Sullivan: Times i----------------es--------------- -- ...... 5,100
Terre Haute: 24,300

Star 24,300
Tribune 47,500

Valparaiso: Vidette-Messenger ------------------------------ 12,200
Warsaw: Times-Union ------------------------------------- 12,500
Winchester, Union City: News-Gazette ------------------------- 5,300

Iowa:
Ames: Tribune ---------------------------------------------- 9,400
Atlantic: News-Telegraph ----------------------------------- 7, 600
Carroll: Times Herald ------------------------------------- 6, 000
Cedar Rapids-Marion: Gazette ------------------------------ 67,500
Centerville: lowegian & Citizen ------------------------------ 5, 700
Cherokee: Times ------------------------------------------ 4,900
Clinton: Herald ------------------------------------------ 23,000
Dubuque, Eap, Dubuque: Telegraph-Herald -------------------- 39, 700
Fairfield: Lcdger -------------------------------------------- 5,500
Fort Madisin: Democrat ------------------------------------ 7, 700
Keokuk: Gate City ---------------------------------------- 7,800
La Marn: Sentiel ----------------------------------------- 5, 500
Marshalltown: Times-Republican ----------------------------- 16,200
Oelwein : Register ----------------------------------------- 7,000
Rerry: Chief ------------------------------------------------- 3,800
Washington: Journal --------------------------------------- 5 400

Kansas:
Atchison: Globe ------------------------------------------- 7, 100
Augusta: Gazette --------------------------------------------- 2, 700
Beloit: Call --------------------------------------------------- 2,800
Burlington: Republican ------------------------------------- 2,500
Clay Center: Dispatch -------------------------------------- 3,800
Columbus: Advocate ------------------------------------------ 3,400
Concordla: Blade-Empire ----------------------------------- 4,000
Council Grove: Republican ---------------------------------- 3,000
Dodge City: Globe ----------------------------------------- 8,900
El Dorado: Times ----------------------------------------- 5900
Emporia: Gazette ---------------------------------------- 11,500
Fort Scott: Tribune --------------------------------------- 6,100
Fredonia: Herald -------------------------------------------- 2,400
Goodland: News ------------------------------------------- 000
Independence: Reporter ------------------------------------- 7,900
Iola: Register -------------------------------------------- 5,100
Junction City: Union --------------------------------------- 8,200
Larned: Tiller & Toiler ------------------------------------- 3, 200
Lawrence: Journal-World ---------------------------------- 18,200
Lyons: News --------------------------------------------- 3,400
McPherson: Sentinel --------------------------------------- 5,800
Neodesha: Sun -------------------------------------------- 1200
Norton: Telegram ----------------------------------------- 3,800
Parsons: Sun -------------------------------------------- 9,200
Wellington: News ----------------------------------------- 4,500

Kentucky:
Ashland: Independent ------------------------------------- 25,500
Bowling Green, Park City News ---------------------------- 17,000
Corbin: Times-Tribune ------------------------------------- 8,000
Fulton Leader -------------------------------------------- 3, 600
Hopkinsville: Kentucky New Era ---------------------------- 14,700
Louisville:

Courier-Journal -------------------------------------- 208,200
Times ---------------------------------------------- 161,700

Murray: Ledger & Times ------------------------------------ 7,400
Owenboro: Messenger & Inquirer ------------------------------ 31,400
Paducah: Sun-Democrat -------- --------------------------- 29,800
Somerset: Commonwealth Journal --------------------------- 10,500
Winchester: Sun ------------------------------------------ 6,100
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Independent (non-chain) nwepapers in the Un4ted Sraese as of Janmary 1,
1978-Continued

Louisiana: Circulation
Alexandria-Pineville: Town TAU -------------------------------- 34,800
Bastrop: Enterprise ................................- 6,200
Baton Rouge:

Advocate - - - , 180
State Times.-- ........- 46,000

Shreveport: Journal ................ 40,100
Maine:

Bangor: News ------------------------------------------ 78,000
Biddeford-Saco: Journal ----------------------------------- 10,000
Lewiston-Auburn:

Sun ------------------------------------------------ 33,000
Journal --------------------------------------------- 14,000

Maryland:
Baltimore: Sun ----------------------------------------- 176, 300
Oumberland:

News ----------------------------------------------- 18, 800
Times ---------------------------------------------- 20,500

Easton: Star-Democrat ------------------------------------- 6,900
Frederick:

Post ------------------------------------------------ 17, 400
News ----------------------------------------------- 12,800

Massachusetts:
Athol: News -------------------------------------------------- 5,300
Boston: Christian Science Monitor --------------------------- 165,000
Brockton: Enterprise & Times ------------------------------- 56, 000
Chelsea: Record ------------------------------------------ 4,000
Clinton: Item -------------------------------------------- 4,000
Lawrence: Eagle-Tribune -------------------------------------- 49,000
Gardner: News ------------------------------------------- 8,000
Lowell: Sun -------------------------------------------- 54,000
Lynn: Item --------------------------------------------- 80,000
Milford: News ------------------------------------------- 18, 0
Northhampton: Hampshire Gazette ----------------------------- 17,000
Quincy: Patriot Ledger ----------------------------------- 78,000
WSlem : News -------------------------------------------- 30,000

Southbridge: News ---------------------------------------- 6,000
Wakefield: Item ------------------------------------------- 7,000
Waltham: News-Tribune -------------------- --------------- 14,000
Woburn: Times ------------------------------------------ 0,000

Michigan:
Alpena: News ------------------------------------------- 12, 700
Benton Harbor, St. Joseph: Herald-Palladium ----------------- 86,200
Cadillac: News ------------------------------------------- & 500
Cheboygan: Tribune --------------------------------------- 4,200
Coldwater: Reporter -------------------------------------- 8,00
Greenville: News-Banner ----------------------------------- 8,000
Houghton : Mining Gazette --------------------------------- 11,800
Ionia: Sentinel-Standard..---------------------------------- 4,400
Ludington: News ----------------------------------------- 8, 800
Menominee; Herald-Leader --------------------------------- 4,800
Monroe: News .------------------------------------------- 25,200
Owosso: Argus-Press -------------------------------------- 15,000
Petoskey: News-Review ------------------------------------ 10,100
Royal Oak: Tribune -------------------------------------- 52,600
Sault Ste. Marie: News ------------------------------------- 8, 900
South Haven: Tribune -------------------------------------- 8,800
Three. Rivers: Commercial ---------------------------------- 4,700

Minnesota:
Brainerd: Dispatch --------------------------------------- 18,700
Faribault: News ------------------------------------------ 8,600
Fergus Falls: Journal ----------------------------------- 18,700
Moorhead: Forum ---------------------------------------- 19,200
Stillwater: Gazette-------------------------------------- 4,900
Waseca: Journal ------------------------------------------ 4,900
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Indcpcndent (non-chain) newspapers in the United States as of January 1,

1978--Continued
Minnesota-Continued Circulation

Willmar: West Central Tribune ........ 18,800
Winona: News - 19,000
Worthington: Globe .... 17,400

Mississippi:
Biloxi-Gulfport,

South Mississippi Sun - 10,400
Herald - 32,800

Brookhaven: Leader -------------------------------------- 6,000
Clarkedale: Press Register ------------------------------------- 7, 300
Columbus: Commercial Dispatch ---------------------------- 12,900
Greenville: Delta Democrat-Times --------------------------- 17,400
Grenada: Sentinel Star ------------------------------------- 4,800
Meridian: Star ------------------------------------------ 23,800
Oxford: Eagle -------------------------------------------- 000
Tupelo: Journal ----------------------------------------- 34,200
Vicksburg: Post ..----------------------------------------- 15,800

Missouri:
Aurora: Advertiser ---------------------------------------- 3,800
Brookfield: News-Bulletin ---------------------------------- 5,400
Carrollton: Democrat -------------------------------------- 2,900
Clinton: Democrat ---------------------------------------- 3,700
Columbia: Missourian ----------------------------------- 7,600
Crystal City-Festus: News-Democrat --------------------------- 7,400
Farmington: Press ---------------------------------------- 3,200
Fulton: Sun-Gazette --------------------------------------- 4,900
Jefferson City:

Capital News ----------------------------------------- 5,300
Post-Tribune ----------------------------------------- 15, 38)

Kansas City:
Times ---------------------------------------------- 325,200
Star ----------------------------------------------- 300, 300

Kennett: Democrat.--------------------------------------- 5,500
Kirksville: Express & News --------------------------------- 9,100
Lamar: Democrat --------------------------------------------- 3,300
Lebanon : Record ------------------------------------------ 5, 100
Lexington: Advertiser-News
Mexico: Ledger ------------------------------------------- 12, 00
Neosho: News -------------------------------------------- 6,600
Poplar Bluff: American Republic ----------------------------- 15,500
Richmond: News ------------------------------------------ 3,000
St. Joseph:

Gazette -------------------------------------------------- 44,700
News-Press ------------------- ----------------------- 41,100

Sikeston: Standard --------------------------------------- 11,100
Trenton: Republican-Times 4,700
Warrensburg: Star-Journal --------------------------------- 5,500
West Plains: Quill ----------------------------------------- 8,700

Montana :
Livingston: Enterprise ------------------------------------------ 3,500
Miles City: Star ------------------------------------------- 4,200

Nebraska:
Falls City: Journal -------------------------------------------- 5,500
Holdrege: Citizen ------------------------------------------ 3,900
Kearney: Hub ------------------------------------------- 10,100
McCook: Gazette ----------------------------------------- 10,400
Norfolk: News ------------------------------------------------ 20,900
Omaha: World-Herald ----------------------------------------- 124,100

Nevada:
Elko: Free Press ------------------------------------------ 8, 200
Fallon: Eagle Standard ------------------------------------- 2,400
Las Vegas: Sun ------------------------------------ 39,000
North Las Vegas: Valley Times --------------------------------- 7,600

New Hampshire: "
Dover: Foster's Democrat -------------------------------------- 19,000
Laconia: Citizen ------------------------------------------ 7,000
Nashua: Telegraph --------------------------------------- 24,000
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Independent (non-cain) newspaper in the Unfted Staree as of Jomwrp 1,
1978--Continued

New Jersey : Circulation
Asbury Park: Press ......... 92,900
Atlantic City: Press .............. W, 700
Bergen County: Record -- 10, 900
Bridgeton: News ........ U, 600
Morristown, Parsippany:

Daily Record 47,800
Parsippany's Daily Record ------------------------------- 6,686

New Brunswick: Home News ------------------------------- 800
Newton: New Jersey Herald -------------------------------- 15, 800
Perth Amboy-Woodbridge: News Tribune --------------------- 5400
Red Bank.Middletown-Shrewsbury: Register ------------------- 84100
Salem: Today's Sunbeam ---------------------------------- 10, 900

New Mexico:
Alamogordo: News --------------------------------------- 8,700
Albuquerque: Journal ------------------------------------- 75, 00
Artesia: Pres -------------------------------------------- 2,800
Farmlngton: Times --------------------------------------- 12, 200
Gallup: Independent --------------------------------------- 9600
Grants-Milan: Beacon ------------------------------------- 8 800
Las Vegas: Optic ------------------------------------------ 8,400
Los Alamos: Monitor --------------------------------------- 4,400
Lovington: Leader ----------------------------------------- 2,900
Portales: News-Tribune ------------------------------------ 8,900
Roswell: Record ----------------------------------------- 12, 600
Raton: Range -------------------------------------------- 8,100
Silver City: Press & Independent ------------------------------- 8 , 400
Tucumea ri: News --------------------------------------- 2,200

New York:
Amsterdam: Record & Democrat ----------------------------- 14, 800
Batavia: News ---------------------------------------- 18,400
Buffalo: Courier-Express --------------------------------- 124,100
Canadaigua: Messenger ------------------------------------- 8, 800
Cortland: Standard -------.------------------------------------ 12, 90
DunkIrk-Fredonia : Observer -------------------------------- 18, 800
Geneva: Times ------------------------------------------- 17,900
Gloversville-Johnstown: Leader-Herald ----------------------- 14,700
Hicksvllle-Bethpage: Centre Island News ---------------------- 5,100
Hudson: Register-Star -..--------------------------------------- 18,200
Little Falls: Times ----------------------------------------- 6,0
Malone: Telegram ----------------------------------------- 6,000
Medina: Journal-Register ----------------------------------- 5,400
Brooklyn: Challenge -------------------------------------- 92,000
New York: World --------------------------------------- 82400
Olean: Times-Herald ------------------------------------- 25,400
Rome: Sentinel ------------------------------------------- 19,100
Salamanca: Republican-Press ------------------------------- 4,100
Saranac Lake: Adirondack Enterprise ------------------------- 4,800
Schnectady: Gazette -------------------------------------- 64,100
Watertown: Times --------------------------------------- 41,700

North Carolina:
Asheboro: Courier Tribune --------------------------------- 18,000
Chapel Hill: Newspaper -------------------------------- 5, 0
Concord: Tribune ---------------------------------------------- 11, 600
Dunn: Dispatch ------------------------------------------- 4,400
Dunn: Record -------------------------------------------- 5,700
Durham:

Herald --------------------------------------------- 40, 0
Sun ------------------------------------------------ 21,700

Fayetteville:
Times ---------------------------------------------- 18,000
Observer --------------------- -----------

Granville: Reflector --------------------------------------- 18,500
Hickory: Record ----------------------------------------- 2,000
Lumberton: Robesonian ------------------------------------ 12,600
Monroe: Enquirer-Journal ----------------------------------- 9 000
Morgantown: News-Herald --------------------------------- 10,000
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1978--Continued
North Carolina-Continued Circulation

Newton: Observer ----------------------------------------- 4,000
Rockingham: Richmond County Journal ------------------------ 6,800
Salisbury-Spencer-East Spencer: Post ------------------------- 23,000
Sanford: Herald ------------------------------------------ 12,000
Shelby: Star -------------------------------------------- 16,000
Statesvllle: Record & Landmark ---------------------------- 16, 500
Tarboro: Southerner -------------------------------------- 5,000
Tryon-Bulletin -------------------------------------------- 3,000
Washington-News ----------------------------------------- 9,000
Wilson-Times -------------------------------------------- 17,000

North Dakota:
Bismarck-Tribune ---------------------------------------- 27, 600
Devil's-Lake Journal ------------------------------------------ 5, 500
Fargo: Moorhead Forum ---------------------------------- 5 200
Jamestown: Sun ---------------------------------------------- 9,800
Minot: News -------------------------------------------- 31,900

Ohio:
Athens: Messenger -------------------------------------------- 14,300
Bellefontaine: Examiner ---------------------------------- 10,300
Bellevue: Gazette ----------------------------------------- 4,200
Bowling Green: Sentinel-Tribune --------------------------- 13, 000
Bryan: Times -------------------------------------------- 9,200
Celina: Standard ---------------------------------------------- 10,100
Circleville: Herald ---------------------------------------- 8,800
Columbus: Dispatch ------------------------------------------- 194,500
Delaware: Gazette -------------------------------------------- 8,600
Delphos: Herald ---------------------------------------------- 3,600
East Palestine: Leader ------------------------------------- 3, 000
Fairborn: Herald ----------------------------------------- 7,900
Findlay: Courier ----------------------------------------- 25,100
Gallon: Inquirer ---------------------------------------------- 6,500
Greenville: Advocate -------------------------------------- 9,400
Hillsboro: Press Gazette ------------------------------------ 4, 600
Lisbon: Journal ----------------------------------------------- 8,100
Logan: News -------------------------------------------- 6,300
Marysville: Journal-Tribune ----------------------------------- 5,800
Mount Vernon: News ----------------------------------------- 11,200
Napoleon: Northwest-Signal . . ..--------------------------------- 5,800
St. Mary's: Leader -------------------------------------------- 6,700
Shelby: Globe ------------------------------------------------- 4,600
Sidney: News ------------------------------------------------ 12,300
Troy: News --------------------------------------------- 10,900
Unrichaville-Dennison: Onronicle ------------------------------- 4,600
Urbana: Citizen ------------------------------------------- 7,700
Van Wert: Times-Bulletin ---------------------------------- 8,200
Wapakoneta: News -------------------------------------------- 4, 700
Warren: Tribune Chronicle -------------------------------- 43,900
Washington Court House: Record-Herald ---------------------- 7,900
Wilmington: News-Journal ---------------------------------- 8,200
Youngstown: Vindicator --------------------------------------- 99, 100

Oklahoma:
Ada : News --------------------------------------------------- 9,400
Anadarko: News ---------------------------------------------- 5,100
Ardmore: Ardmorelte ------------------------------------------ 12,300
Clinton: News -------------------------------------------- 5, 300
Duncan: Banner ---------------------------------------------- 10,700
Durant: Democrat ---------------------------------------- 7,2W0
Elk City: News ------------------------------------------ 4,400
El Reno: Tribune ----------------------------------------- 4,800
Enid:

News ----------------------------------------------- 19,700
Eagle ----------------------------------------------- 10,100

Hobart: Democrat Chief ------------------------------------ 3,100
Hugo: New ---------------------------------------------- 3, 200
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Oklahoma-Continued Circulation
Idabel: McCurtain Gazette --------------------------------- 5000
Lawton:

Press ---------------------------------------------- 14,200
Constitution ---------------------------------------------- 17, 00

Norman: Transcript -------------------------------------- 14,200
Nowata Star --------------------------------------------- 2,700
Oklahoma City: Oklahoma Journal ------------------------- 47,700
Perry: Journal ------------------------------------------------- 3,400
Ponca City : News --------------------------------------------- 18,700
Sayre: Journal ------------------------------------------- 2,500
Seminole: Producer ------------------------------------------- 4,600
StUllwater: News-Press ------------------------------------ 8,900
Tulsa:

World --------------------------------------------------- 116,100
Tribune -------------------------------------------- 77,900

Vinita: Journal ------------------------------------------ 3,700
Weatherford: News ------------------------------------------- 3, 100
Woodward: Press ---------------------------------------- 5,200

Oregon:
Asoria: Astorian ----------------------------------------- 8,500
Grants Pass: Courier ------------------------------------- 14,400
Pendleton: East Oregonian ------------------------------------ 12, 000
Portland: Journal of Commerce ----------------------------- 4,200

Pennsylvania:
Allentown:

Call -----------------------------------.----------------- 100,200
Chronicle ------------------------------------------------ 21,600

Bangor: News ------------------------------------------------ 3,100
Bethlehem: Globe-Times ----------------------------------- 4,200
Bradford: Era ------------------------------------------ 18,100
Brownsville: Telegraph --------------------------------------- 7,800
Butler: Eagle ------------------------------------------- 29,500
Chambersburg: Public Opinion ------------------------------ 19,400
Chester-Upper Darby: Delaware County Times ---------------- 36,900
Columbia: News ---------------------------------------------- 4,700
Corry: Journal ------------------------------------------- 4,500
Dubois: Courier-Express ----------------------------------- 11,500
Easton-Wilson & Philllpsburg, N.J.: Expre ------------------- 52,100
Ellwood City: Ledger ------------------------------------ 10,900
Franklin-Oil City: News-Herald ------------------------------ 9,200
Gettysburg: Times ------ --------------------------------- 11,800
Greensburg: Tribune-Review ------------------------------- 88,800
Hazleton: Standard-Speaker ----------- -------------------- 23,700
Indiana: Gazette ---------------------------------------- 19,800
Jeannette: News-Dispatch ---------------------------------- 10,800
Johnstown: Tribune-Democrat ------------------------------ 59,460
Kane: Republican ----------------------------------------- 3,000
Lencaster:

Intelligencer Journal ---------------------------------- 39, 100
New Era -------------------------------------------- 58,000

Jansdale: North Penn Reporter ----------------------------- 18,000
Latrobe: Bulletin ---------------------------------------- 11, 800
Lebanon: News ----------------------------------------------- 28,200
McKeesport-Duquesne-Clairton: News ------------------------ 36,700
Milton: Standard ----------------------------------------- 4,800
New Castle: News --------------------------------------- 22,700
Norristown: Times-Herald --------------------------------- 84,400
Oil City-Franklin: Derrick --------------------------------- 16,200
Phoenlixville: Phoenix ----------------------------------------- 6,600
Pottsville: Republcin ------------------------------------ 28,600
Punxsutawney: Spirit ------------------------------------- 6,800
Quakertown: Free Press ----------------------------------- 7,700
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Pennsylvania-Continued
Reading: CIrcutatioo

Times __ 40,200
Eagle 44,900

Ridgway: Record ----------------------------------------- 3,800
St. Mary's: Press ----------------------------------------- 4, 900
Scranton: Tribune ---------------------------------------- 36,900
Shamokin & Mount Camel: News-Item ---------------------- 15,300
Somerset: American --------------------------------------- 7, 800
State College: Center Times ------------------------------- 18, 700
Titusville: Herald ----------------------------------------- 5, 400
Tyrone: Herald ------------------------------------------ 4,000
Vandergrift: News-Citizen ---------------------------------- 2,700
West Chester: Local News --------------------------------- 31,600
Wilkes-Barre Times-Leader-News: Record -------------------- 69,000
Wiliamsport: Sun-Gazette --------------------------------- 34, 800
York: Dispatch ----------------------------------------- 48,200

Rhode Isand:
Newport: News ----------------------------------------- 15,000
Providence:

Journal --------------------------------------------- 67,000
Bulletin -------------------------------------------- 142,000

Westerly: Sun --------------- --------------------------- 10,000
Pawtuxet Valley: Times ---------------------------------- 10,000
Woonsocket: Call ---------------------------------------- 32,000

South Carolina:
Charleston:

News & Courier ------------------------------------------- 63,600
Post-------------- -..------------- 35,100

Florence: News ----------------------------------------- 27,500
Greenwood: Index-Journal --------------------------------- 15, 100
Orangeburg: Times & Democrat ----------------------------- 14,500
Sumter: Item ------------------------------------------- 17,600
Union: Times ------------------------------------------------- 6, 300

South Dakota:
Belle Fourche: Post --------------------------------------- 3, 300
Huron: Plainsman ---------------------------------------- 13,800
Madison: Leader ---------------------------------------------- 4,000
Pierre Oapital: Journal ---------------------------------------- 4,300
Watertown: Public Opinion -------------------------------- 17,400
Yankton: Press & Dakotan --------------------- ------------- 9,400

Tennessee:
Chattanooga: News-Free Press ------------------------------ 62,600
Elizabethton: Star ---------------------------------------- 5,700
Harriman: Today's News----------------------------------- 5, 100
Kingsport: Daily News ------------------------------------ 2,700
Knoxville: Journal --------------------------------------- 60, 000
Maryville-Alcoa: Times ----------------------------------- 17,800
Morristown: Citizen Tribune ------------------------------- 19, 700
Nashville: Tennessean ------------------------------------ 127,500
Paris: Post-Intelligencer ----------------------------------- 8,000
Shelbyville: Times-Gazette ------------------------------------- 7, 800
Union City: Messenger ------------------------------------ 8,600

Texas:
Bonham: Favorite --------------------------------------------- 4,500
Daihart: Texan ------------------------------------------ 2,600
Del Rio: News-Herald ------------------------------------- 6,400
Denton: Record-Chronicle ---------------------------------- 14, 100
Edinburg: Review ---------------------------------------- 3,700
Ennis: News --- ------------------------------------------ 4,000
Gonzales: Inquirer ---------------------------------------- 2,200
Houston: Chronicle -------------------------------------- 308, 100
Houston: Post ------------------------------------------------- 299,200
Kerrville: Times ----------------------------------------- 5,800
Kilgore: News Herald ------------------------------------- 6,000
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Texas-Continued Circulation
League City: Clear Lake News Citizen -------------------------- 3,800
Longview :

Journal --------------------------------------------- 17, 0
News ---------------------------------------------------- 16,600

Lubbock: Avalanche-Journal ----------------------------------- , 700
Mexia: News --------------------------------------------- 3,50
Mineral Wells: Index -------------------------------------- 4, 000
Mt. Pleasant: Tribune ------------------------------------- 4,700
Nacogdoches: Sentinel ------------------------------------- 8,200
Orange: Leader ----------------------------------------- 11,500
Port Lavaca: Wave ---------------------------------------- 4,100
Sulphur Springs: News-Telegram ------------------------------- 5,500
Taylor: Press -------------------------------------------- 5,600
Tyler:

Telegraph ----------------------------------------------- 38, 100
Courier-Times ---------------------------------------- 9, 400

Victoria: Advocate --------------------------------------- 28,500
Utah:

Ogden: Standard-E)xaminer ------------------------------------ 47,000
Salt Lake City:

Desert News ---------------------------------------------- 72,600
Tribune -------------------------------------------- 102,400

Vermont:
St. Johnsbury: Caledonian-Record ---------------------------- 9, 000

Virginia:
Arlington: Northern Virginia Sun ------------------------------- 19,200
Covington: Virginian ------------------------------------------ 8,300
Danville:

Register -------------------------------------------------- 9,900
Bee ------------------------------------------------------ 15,00

Fredericksburg: Free Lance-Star --------------------------- 24,000
Hopewell: News ----------------------------------------------- 6,600
Newport News-Hampton:

Press ---------------------------------------------------- 54,173
Times-Herald --------------------------------------------- 42,600

Staunton: Leader ---------------------------------------- 16, 80
Strasburg: Northern Virginia Daily ---------------------------- 18,200

Washington:
Centralia-Chehalis: Chronicle ------------------------------ 14,900
Ellensburg: Record ---------------------------------------- 5,500
Pasco-Kennewick-Richland : Tri-Citv Herald -------------------- 33, 600
Seattle:

Journal of Commerce and Northwest Construction Record ----- 5,400
Spokane:

Spokesman-Review ---------------------------------------- 73,700
Chronicle ------------------------------------------- 62,600

Tacoma: News-Tribune ---------------------------------------- 97,500
Vancouver: Columbian ----------------------------------------- 8 7,400
Wenatchee: World --------------------------------------------- 27,000

West Virginia:
Bluefleld: Telegraph -------------------------------------- 28, 600
Buckhannon: Record ------------------------------------------ 3, 300
Charleston: Gazette -------------------------------------- 5,500
Clarksburg:

Exponent ------------------------------------------------- 10,200
Telegram ------------------------------------------------- 20,800

Hinton: News -------------------------------------------- 3,700
Keyser: News-Tribune ----------------------------------------- 4,200
Logan: Banner ------------------------------------------------ 11,300
Morgantown:

Reporter ------------------------------------------------- 4,900
Dominion-Post --------------------------------------- 14,700

Moundsville: Echo --------------------------------------------- 5, 100
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Wisconsin: Circulation
Antigo: Journal ----------------------------------------------- -6,300
Beaver: Dam Citizen ------------------------------------------ 8,900
Eau Claire: Leader-Telegram ---------------------------------- 33, 300
Fort Atkinson : Jefferson County Union ------------------------ 6,500
Green Bay: News ---------------------------------------- 10,200
Janesville: Gazette -------------------------------------------- 28, 900
La Crosse: Tribune --------------------------------------- 34,300
Madison: Capital Times ----------------------------------- 40, 000
Marshfield: News-Herald ----------------------------------- 14, 300
Milwaukee:

Journal -------------------------------------------------- 338,600
Sentinel -------------------------------------------- 168,700

Monroe: Times ------------------------------------------- 8 200
Oshkosh: Northwestern ------------------------------------ 30, 700
Racine: Journal-Times ------------------------------------ 40,600
Sheboygan: Press ---------------------------------------------- 31,200
Stevens Point: Journal ------------------------------------ 12, 600
Watertown: Times -------------------------------------------- 9,600
Waukesha: Freeman ------------------------------------------- 24, 400
Wisconsin Rapids: Tribune -------------------------------- 12 400

Wyoming:
Gillette: News-Record ------------------------------------- 5, 200
Riverton: Ranger ---------------------------------------------- 6,100

(iroulS of dailics till Prithisp1 one Stalt
Alabama:

Anniston: Star ------------------------------------------- 28,000
Talledega: Home, owned by Hf. Brandt and Edel Y. Ayers --------- 10,600
Cullman : Times ------------------------------------------- 6900
Athens: News Courier, owned by Robert Bryan ------------------- 6,600

Arizona:
Yuma: Daily Sun --------------------------------------------- 15,200
Kingman: Daily Miner ---------------------------------------- 4,500
Prescott: Courier. Western Newspapers, Inc., owners are N.

Soldwedel, etc ----------------------------------------------- 6, 600
Arkansas:

Pine Bluff: Commercial ----------------------------------- 22,000
Arkadelphia: Siftings Ilerald, owned by E. W. Freeman ---------- 3,500
DeQueen: Citizen ----------------------------------------- 2,300
Malvern: Daily Record ---------------------------------------- 4,900
Suttgart: Daily Leader, Ray Kimball Newspapers --------------- 4,500

California:
Willows: Daily Journal ---------------------------------- 3,500
Orland: Daily Unit-Register, owned by Edwin Folsom Davis, also

owns 8 weeklies In the region ------------------------------ 2,900
Antioch: Ledger ---------------------------------------------- 11,900
Concord: Transcript ------------------------------------------- 5,000
Contra Costa: Times, owned by lDean S. Lesher, also owns several

weeklies --------------------------------------------- 85,000
Sacramento: Bee ----------------------------------------------- 167,000
Fresno: Bee -------------------------------------------- 107,500
Modesto: Bee, owned by McClatchy family -------------------- 51,800
Corona: Independent --------------------------------------- 7,300
Ukiah: Journal, owned by Dean DeVries who also owns Carrolton

(Mo.) Democrat ---------------------------------------- 8,000
Madera: Tribune ------------------------------------------ 6,400
Merced: Sun-Star, owned by Dean Stanley Lesher -------------- 19,800
Fremont: Argus ----------------------------------------------- 15,400
Hayward: Review --------------------------------------------- 38,100
Livermore: Tr-Valley Herald, owned by Floyd I. Sparks --------- 11,200

Connecticut:
Norwich: Bulletin -------------------------------------------- 38,500
Groton: News, owned by Harrison C. Noyes, Jr .------------------ 8,800
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Marietta: Journal ---------------------------------------- 22,900
College Park-East Point-West End-Hapeville-Union City-Palmetto-

Falrburn: South Fulton Today ---------------------------- 2,800
Mabieton-Austell-Power Springs: South Cobb Today -------------- 2, 100
Roswell-Alpharetta: North Fulton Today, owned by Otis Brumby, Jr 2,000

Illinois:
Centralia: Sentinel --------------------------------------- 17, 400
Lincoln: Courier, Joy Newspapers-William V. Joy --------------- 7,800
Lawrenceville: Record ----------------------------------------- 4,800
Robinson: News, Kent V. Lewis Newspapers ------------------- 7,500
Arlington Heights: Herald --------------------------------- 11,700
Des Plaines: Herald --------------------------------------- 3, 100
Buffalo Grove: Herald ------------------------------------- 2, 500
Elk Grove: Herald --------------------------------------- 3,700
Mount Prospect-Prospect Heights: Herald ---------------------- 8, 500
Palatin: Herald ----------------------------------------------- 6,500
Rolling Meadows: Herald -------------------------------------- 2,900
Hoffman Estates-Schaumburg: Herald ------------------------- 6,500
Wheeling: Herald, Paddock Publications, Inc ------------------- 1,900

Indiana:
Columbus: Republic -------------------------------------- 20, 700
Franklin: Journal --------------------------------------- 12,400
Greenfield: Reporter, Home News Enterprises-Robert N. Brown.. 5,600
Kendallville: News-Sun ------------------------------------- 6, 000
Auburn: Star, Witwer Newspapers --------------------------- 5, 300

Iowa:
Waterloo: Courier --------------------------------------------- 52, 300
Cedar Falls: Record, W. H. Hartman Newspapers -------------- 5,100

Maine:
Portland:

Press Herald ----------------------------------------- 53, 500
Evening Express ----------------------------------------- 29,801)

Augusta: Daily Kennebec Journal ------------------------------ 18,000
Waterville Central Maine Morning Sentinel, Guy Gannett News-

papers ----------------------------------------------- 24,000
Massachusetts :

Malden: News ------------------------------------------- 10, 400
Medford: Mercury ---------------------------------------- 8, 30
Melrose: Evening News, Middlesex Valley Newspapers, David Brick-

man -------------------------------------------------- 3,200
Worcester :

Telegram ------------------------------------------------ 56, 100
Gazette -------------------------------------------------- 88,300

Hudson: Sun -------------------------------------------------- 3,700
Marlborough: Enterprise, Richard C. Steele ------------------- 6, 400

Michigan:
Albion: Recorder ---------------------------------------------- 4,400
Marshall: Chronicle, Blair Bedient ----------------------------- 3,100
Big Rapids: Pioneer --------------------------------------- 5,200
Manistee: News-Advocate, Connie Publishing Co.-Mrs. Harry

Weitz ------------------------------------------------- 5,500
Minnesota :

Mankato: Free Press - -------------------------------------- , 5
Owatonna: People's Press, Jared How-Free Press Newspaper ..-- 7,800
New Ulm: Journal --------------------------------------- 12,000
Fairmont: Sentinel ------------------------------------------- 13, 000
Marshall: Independent, Mickelson Media, Inc -------------------- 5, 500
Red Wing: Republican Eagle------------------------------- 9,400
International Falls: Journal, Red Wing Publishing Company-Phil

Duff ------------------------------------------------------- 5,500
Mississippi:

Greenwood: Commonwealth --------------------------------- 8,900
McComb: Enterprise-Journal, Emmerich Enterprises ------------- 12,000
West Point: Daily Times Leader ---------------------------- 4,600
Starkville: Daily News, Harris Newspapers Inc ----------------- 6, 200
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Mississippi-Continued

Jackson: Circulation
Clarion.Ledger - 61,000
News - 43,000

Hattiesburg: American, Hederman Newspapers ----------------- 24,200
Missouri:

Rolla: News ------------------------------------------
Waynesville: Guide -------------------------------------------- 5,300
Columbia: Tribune --------------------------------------- 17,800
Fulton: Kingdom Daily News, Waters Newspapers --------------- 2,900

Nebraska:
North Platte: Telegraph ----------------------------------- 17, 200
Scottsbluff: Star-Herald ----------------------------------- 18, 000
Lincoln: Journal, Western Publishing-Seacrest ---------------- 29,500

New Hampshire:
Keene: Sentinel ------------------------------------------ 11,700
Lebanon: Valley News, Ewing-Payne Newspapers --------------- 12, 200

New Jersey:
Passaic-Clifton: Herald-News ------------------------------- 82, 500
Dover: Daily Advance, Drakker Newspapers ----------------- 20,800

North Carolina:
High Point: Enterprise ---------------------------------------- 29, 700
Burlington: Times-News ----------------------------------- 26,300
Thomasville: Times, Terry and Rawley Co-Publishers ------------ 7, 100

Ohio:
Elyria: Chronicle-Telegram -------------------------------- 40,000
Medina: Medina County Gazette, Lorain County Printing & Pub-

lishing Co --------------------------------------------- 14,400
Ashtabula: Star-Beacon ----------------------------------- 19,000
Conneaut: News-Herald ------------------------------------ 4,900
Geneva: Free Press ---------------------------------------- 2,300
Painesvllle: Telegraph ---------------------------------------- 16, 700
Chardon: Geauga Times Leader, Rowley Northeast Ohio Group--- 8, 300

Oklahoma:
Sapulpa: Herald ------------------------------------------ 7, 900
Claremore: Progress -------------------------------------- 5, 200
Edmond: Sun, Livermore Newspapers -------------------------- 6, 800
McAlester: Democrat ------------------------------------- 9, 500
Pryor: Times, Southeastern Publishers-Frances Stipe ---------- 4, 200

Oregon:
Albany: Democrat-Herald --------------------------------- 18, 900
Ashland: Tidings, Albany Dem.-Herald Publishing-G. Cushman-- 5,300
Bend: Bulletin ------------------------------------------ 14, 500
LaGrande: Observer -------------------------------------- 6,300
Baker: Democrat-Herald, Chandler Newspapers ---------------- 3, 100

Pennsylvania :
Bedford: Gazette ----------------------------------------- 6,500
Huntingdon: News, Biddle Newspapers ----------------------- 11,500
Clearfleld: Progress ------------------------------------------- 17,300
Danville: News, W. K. Ulerich Papers ------------------------ 4,300
Scranton City: Times ------------------------------------ .54,300
Towanda: Daily Review, Scranton Times ---------------------- 8,300
Erie:

News ---------- ------------------------------------------ 24,3M
Times ---------------------------------------------------- 51,200

Warren: Times Observer, Mead Newspapers -------------------- 12, 600
Hatboro: Today's Spirit -------------------------------------- 79, 00()
King of Prussia: Today's Post, Montgomery Publishing Co.-W. E.

Strasburg ---------------------------------------------- 8,000
Beaver Falls-New Brighton: News-Tribune ------------------- 18, 700
Washington: Observer-Reporter, Northrop Newspapers ----------- 32, 800
Berwick: Enterprise ------------------------------------------ 7, 700
Bloomsburg: Morning Press, Press-Enterprise, Inc.-P.R. Eyerly_ 12, 100

Tennessee:
Johnson City: Press-Chronicle ------------------------------- 4,600
Lebanon: Democrat, Carl A. Jones Newspapers ------------------ 7. ,800
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Ten nessee-ContInued Circulation

Greenville: Sun-- 13, 700
Columbia: Herald -------------------------------------------- 12,500
Athens: Post Athenian, John M. Jones Newspapers --------------- 8,000

Texas:
Midland: Reporter-Telegran -------------------------------- 20, 200
Plainview: Herald, Allison Newspapers ------------------------ 9, 100
Clear Lake-Pasadena: News Citizen------------------------- 11,300
Conroe: Daily Courier, Attaway Investments, Inc ---------------- 7,00
Athens: Review ------------------------------------------ 5, 500
Marlin: Democrat, Dwelle Newspapers ------------------------ 3, 500
McKinney: Courier Gazette --------------------------------- 6, 400
Rosenburg: Herald-Coaster --------------------------------- 6, 000
Terrell: Trilune, Hartman Newspapers, Inc -------------------- 5, 300
Temple: Daily Telegram --------------------------------------- 23,500
Killeen: Daily Herald ----------------------------------------- 14,900
Sherman: Democrat, Mayborn Newspapers --------------------- 17, 100
Arlington: Daily News ------------------------------------ 4, 700
Grand Prairie: Daily News ------------------------------------ 6, 700
Hurst 'Mid Cities: Daily News -------------------------------- 6, 400
Irving: Daily News -------------------------------------- 11,400
Garland: Daily News ------------------------------------------ 12,700
Richardson: Daily News ..--------------------------------- 8, 100
Dallas: Morning News, A. H. Belo Corp .----------------------- 260, 200
Mesquite: Daily News ------------------------------------- 4,100
Piano: Daily Star-Courier ------------------------------------- 8,900
Lewisville: Daily Leader, Taylor Communications ---------------- 6, 700
Levelland: Sun News
Vernon: Daily Record
Snyder: Daily News, Hockley County Pub. Co.

Vermont:
Rutland: Herald ---------------------------------------------- 21,100
Barre-Montpelier: Times-Argus, Rutland Herald Newspapers_____.11,700

Virginia:
Harrlsonburg: Daily News-Record ----------------------------- 26, 800
Winchester: Star, Byrd Newspapers ---------------------------- 18,200
Lynchburg:

News ---------------------------------------------------- 20,500
Advance -------------------------------------------------- 1 9,500

Culpeper: Star-Exponent, Carter Glass Newspapers -------------- 5, 600
Pulaski: Southwest Times ------------------------------------ -6, 000
Radford: News Journal, New River Newspapers-D. G. Rooker ...--- 4. 700

Washington:
Longview: News ---------------------------------------------- 25,800
Bellevue: Daily Journal-American ------------------------------ 25, 200
Port Angeles: News, McClelland Newspapers ------------------- 12, 000

West Virginia
Charleston: Daily Mail ---------------------------------------- 56 000
Beckley :

Post Herald ----------------------------------------- 20,500
Raleigh Register, Clay Communications, Inc .---------------- 12, 500

Wisconsin:
Chippewa Falls: Herald-Telegram --------------------------- 9, 000
Baraboo: News-Republic -------------------------------------- 5, 900
Portage: Daily Register --------------------------------------- 7, 800
Shawano: Evening Leader, Lavine Newspaper Group ------------ 7,200

Wyoming:
Cheyenne:

Wyoming Eagle ------------------------------------------- 8,600
Wyoming State Tribune ---------------------------------- 000

Laramie: B6onierang ---------------------------------------- 6,800
Rawlins: Times ....................... 4,100Rock Springs: Roket Wyo..ing News-. cra-ce-- Ne--------4, 100Worland : Northern Wyomlng News, McCracken Newspapers ------ 4, 200

35-9O2 () - 1; - 27
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MEMORANDUM

Re Independent Iocal Newspaper Tax Act-Section 5'9, Advance Estate Tax
Payment Trust; and Section 616611, Extended Payment of Estate Tax.

CURRENT LAW

Generally an estate tax return Is due nine months after the decedent's death
and, except in certain specified situations, payment of the estate tax is required
to be made with the return.

Current law contains several provisions which permit the extended payment
of the estate tax for periods of up to 10 years, and in one case of up to 15 years,
from the regular due date on the tax secss. 6166 and 6166A). To fund payment
of the estate tax, capital gains treatment is afforded a corporate distribution in
redemption of stock to the extent that the amount of such distribution does not
exceed estate and death taxes, administration expenses, and funeral expenses
(see. 303).

However, the extended payment provisions are premised upon the existence of
at pressing "iquidity" problem which would result from regular payment of the
estate tax when the assets of a closely held business comprise all or a very sub-
stantial percentage of the estate. When the owner of an interest in an independent
local newspaper cannot meet the percentage restrictions, he is faced with the
necessity of liquidating his interest to a chain newspaper in order to fund pay-
ment of the estate tax. Capital gains treatment for redemptions is likewise re-
stricted by a significant percentage limitation. Neither the extended payment
provisions nor the redemption provision encourages continued Independent local
ownership of newspapers or takes into account the vital public interest in pre-
serving competitive local newspapers in all parts of the United States.

Estate ta.r cxteninN.---Current law generally provides for deferred payment
of the estate tax in the following circumstances:

1) The Internal Revenue Service may extend payment of the tax for a period
of up to 10 years for "reasonable cause", such as needed time to collect receivables
or to convert assets into cash (sec. 6161 (a) (2)).

(2) In addition, an executor may elect to extend payment of the estate tax
over a period not to exceed 10 years where the value of the decedent's interest in
a closely held business exceeds 35 percent of the value of the gross estate or 50
percent of the decedent's taxable estate (sec. 6166A). However, only that portion
of the estate tax attributable to the closely held business may be extended.

(3) Alternatively, the executor may elect to extend payment of the tax for a
longer periol of up to 15 years if the value of the decedent's interest in a closely
Field business exceeds 65 percent of the decedent's adjusted gross estate (sec.
6166(a) ). The tax (but not Interest thereon) may be deferred for up to 5 years
and then paid in equal installments over the next 10 years. The rate of interest
is 4 percent on the deferred tax attributable to the first $1 million of closely held
business property, and 6 percent on the remainder.

Capital gains treatmcnt.-A distribution of property to a shareholder by a cor-
poration in redemption of corporate stock which is included in the gross estate
of a decedent is afforded capital gains treatment if certain percentage restrictions
are satisfied. The redemption must be accomplished by a corporation whose stock
comprises more than 50 percent of the value of the decedent's gross estate reduced
by losses. debts, and administration expenses. Furthermore, this special capital
gains treatment is available only as to that amount of the distribution which does
not exceed estate taxes and administration and funeral expenses.

CURRENT LAW APPLIFn TO INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPERS

The extension of payment provisions are intended to alleviate The liquidity
problems experienced by estates in which the assets consist largely of a closely
held business. The redemption provision is designed to facilitate the use of
corporate assets to fund payment of the estate tax where the closely held busi-
ness constitutes a substantial part of the estate of the decedent. These provisions
do not reach the vital public interest in preserving independent local newspapers
where the estate includes an interest in such a newspaper, but the percentage
restrictions imposed by current law are not met. In such a case, corporate assets
would not be available to fund payment of the estate tax, and the executor would
be faced with prompt payment of the estate tax in full. The serious liquidity
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problems entailed in meeting the estate tax in such circumstances is calculated
to encourage disposition of the newspaper to chain publishers to raise the re-
quired cash funds.

Congress has declared that it is the public policy of this country to maintain
;it independent anti competitive newspaper press in all parts of the United
States. (15 U.S.'. j 1,01 (1970) ). When the executor of an estate which in-
cludes in interest in an Independent local newspaper is forced to liquidate a
portion or all of that interest in order to pay tile estate tax, the dominant buyers
are inevitably the large owners of newspaper chains. The Congressional policy
of preserving independent newspapers is t hereby frustrated.

For example, if the owner of an interest in a local newspaper wished to pass
on to tile next generation $1 million of newspaper assets, lie would need at least
$1.5 million in assets before estate taxes sinm', the effective rate on $1.5 million
i. approximately -07l. leaving $1 million aftr taxes. To pass on $2.5 million of
newspaper assets, liew would need $4 million before estate taxes. In order to pass
on $5 million of newspaper assets the decedent would neced $13.6 million in
assets in order to fund $1.5 million in estate taxes incurred at an effective rate
of approximately 70r,,. In addition, if corlorate assets are to Ile used to fund
payment of the estate tax, applicable ijcone taxes would further increase the
fullds iheded to maintain local inodletPenlenit owvntershi) of a newspaper. While
these figures wIll vary depending otn each loe'l newspaper owner's personal cir-
cutmciastances, the maltiliat e cwtinellsion is tile salmi, : ie lie colilined income and estate
tax burden of ciirrent law et o rages tite disposition of interests In local in-
h-liendent newspapers tj large chain Imblishers ittnless the striigentt per share-
htolder ownership reluiremuents of current t law ,'ai lie satisfied. More important.
it is less likely that thece ownership requirements (an ie iet In second or third
genteration owned local Independent Iewsl)a)ers.

This is borne omit lby the fact that tile total number of daily newspapers has
remained at approximately 1770 newspapers front 1954 to 1974. yet the percent-
age of those dailies owned by chains controllingg 2 or tore newspapers has In-
creased dramatically from 27"/ to 55c/1 during that period, and the trend has
accelerated shice 1974. W. Baer. II. Geller. .1. Grundfest & K. l'ossner. ('oncentra-
tion of Mass Media Ownership 37 Selotenlber 1974) (The Rand Corporation).
During a similar perirsl. the numbe-r of U.S. 'ities with competitive daily news-
palrs fell from 117 to 55. (lid.. 35). 'rhe impact of the current estate tax
provisions on this trend of lessened conalactitio n 1anot Ile doubted.

NEW SET"ION 529

Section 521.). Independent Local Newspaper Advance Estate Tax Payment Trust,
provides for thiet adoption Iby a local Independent newspaper of a plan authorizing
the creation of a trust for each individual who Ilas an interest in the newspaper
for the sole purpose of funding puatvnent of the individual's estate tax which
is attributable to his interest in th ne wspaper. The trust will receive contribu-
tions exclusively front the newspaior and will Invest its assets solely in U.S.
government obligations. Upon an individual's death, tile trust assets will be used
exclusively for payment of his estate tax. The net effect of the provision thus
redounds to the benefit of tile federal government by making monies earmarked
for payment of future estate taxes inunediately :vailahle. The liquidity problems
faced by individuals who cannot qualify for special treatment under current
law also would be alleviated. The need to raise funds for estate taxes, even with
an extension for imYvnent. would not force their ex(ecttors to press for the sale
of it local independent newspaper to large chain publishers. The provision, there-
fore, permits an independent local newspaper to arrange for tile advance pay-
nient of estate taxes to the government itn order to maintain its independent
status.

EXPLANATION OF PROVISIONS

In geiirl.-The provision requires an independent local newspaper to adolt
a plan permitting for the creation of a qualified trust for each Individual who
has an Interest in the newspaper for the exclusive purpose of funding payment
of the lIndividual's estate tax attributable to his Interest in the newspaper. To he
a qualified trust, the trust, among other things. must be created in the United
States for an individual who has interest in the newspaper, must be created
pursuant to the plan adopted and must have a governing instrument providing
tile following: trust assets are to Ile invested solely In obligations of the United
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States; contributions are to be made exclusively by tile newspaper during the
individual's lifetime and, after his death, prior to payment of Ills estate tax;
trust assets are to be devoted exclusively to l)ayment of the Individual's estate
tax which is attrilutalIe to his interest in the newspaper; and any excess
founding of the trust is to be distributed promptly to the Individual if living or
if deeased to his estate. Finally. the plan adopted by the newspaper must require
tia the (ontrilutlons to the qualified trust be made exclusively by the news-
paper solely for the l)urpose of payment of the e;tate tax. In order to limit use
of the trust to its essential purpose and to curtail the potential for abuse, an

iolividual who lias an Interest in more than ,,ne newsllaper may be the bene-
tciary of a qualified trust only with respect to his interest in one independent
liw'al newspiaper business, and then only if his newspaper interests do not consti-
litte a newspaper publishing chain under the applicable definition. In addition,

whVlere a newspaper business is conducted by a partnership or corporation which
is also engaged in other business activities, the contributions to the trust are
limited to the value of the partnership or corporate stock interest attributable
to Ihle newspaper business determinedd as separate going concern), and to
minimize value allocation problems iii such circumstances, provision is mlade for
the spin-ouff of the other business operations suhiject to specified restrictions.

Tax frcatment.-The exclusive purpose of the newspaper trust Is to permit ad-
1ailee fiindiltw of tile estate tax to preclude the need for disposition of newspaper
:a.s'ts. .nd it would therefore be inappropriate to impose a tax on trust assets,
c4oltrilintions or (list ributions. A qualified trust Is therefore exempt from taxation,
proved the trust is administered in conformity with the requirenlents for quail-
fica! ion it its governing Instrument and In accordance with applicable regulations.

Aln individual N1o is the beneficlary of a qualified trust, and his estate. will not
be faxed ol ,ontrilutions m'ade to the trust by the Indlependent local newspaper
iisiiiess and. In tile case of his estate, on distributions made by the trust In pay-
inent of the estate tax. Tn order to preclude questions of constructive receipt,
con ribut ions to any qualified trust are deemel to loe exempt from taxation to any
inudlif ual participating lit the independent local newspaper's advance estate tax
cayileit.

.Ant lideliendient local newspaper husiless can contribute an amount each year
not in excess of 50 percent of its taxable income for the year from its newspaper
operalons and deluct such amount as an ordinary and necessary business ex-
Pens,. No dedlntion Is allowed. however, to the extent that any contribution re-
suill s ii excess funding of tile trust.

T'crtiinalion of tax exepn,,t statts.-Excess funding of the trust will not only
cause tin( newslpiler to lose Its d(luction. but it will cause the individual or his
eState to realize income Ill the amount of the excess funding. Ihe trust Is excess
funcled when the fair market value of the trust assets exceeds the estate tax
attrihiutahle to the decedent's Interest in the newspaper. In addition, during an
iidividunal's lifetime contributions to the trust may not exceed 70 percent of the
fair inarket %.aluie of hits interest in the newspaper business. Excess funding of
the trust thus occurs either when the assets exceed the highest marginal rate of
estate tax that (.all le imposed, or when trust assets exceed the actual estate tax
attritlatalde to tle dcednt's interest in an independent local newspaper business.

There are a ninnher of events which call cause a trust to become excess funded.
Tf anv part of ani individual's Interest in the independent local newspaper business
is iohul or exchanged, or if such interest is traded il all established securities
lllar'ket. (or If the newsipaper ceases Iluleationn. or is sold to a chain of newspaper
piloe'ations or otherwise. excess funding will result. In sllcl a case. the amount
of :my excess funding is treated as (isrilbute! to the individual and is Includable
in Iis gross income. In the ease of a (ee(lent. the amount of any excess funding
is treated ws dlstributed to tine (leceelnlts estate and is ineludale in tile gross
l1lconle of tle estate as income il respect of a decedent. In addition, the amount
of an11y excess fidin" is ineltidalh iu the decedent's gross estate for estate tax
lurtos, s (whi'h n1ay necessitate a recalculation of the estate tax).

lit a(dit ion, t ile case of excess funding, the lnden)endent local newspaper will
recapture aniv tax (ledInetions taken for prior contributions NN-lielt resulted in a
tax belifit to the newspaper. Specifleally. the newspaper lust include in gross
income the lesser of the amount of slc' excess funding or Its prior contributions
to tile trust is to which the tax Ienefit was realized.

A qualified trust will lose its tax exempt status entirely if It Is not administered
li conformity with the requirenments for qualification specified in Its governing
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instrument. or lit accordance with the regulations prescribed by the Secretary to
carry out the lturposes of the trust. Upon the occurrence of an event which causes
the trust to lose its tax exempt status. all of the assets of the trust are treated
as distributed as descrilbed above. By these restrictions on the manner in which
a qualified trust can lie administered and the use to which trust assets cal lie put,
the potent ilt for tax a%-oidmnce is removed, and owners of interests in independent
local m,\slpajeIirs, are encouraged to make a significant economic commitment to-
ward preserving their interests in the newspapers.

E.rpanation of othcr procisiopts.-An indelemdent local newspaper is limited to
a nevspaper publication which has all its publishing offices in a single conkunlity
aimil is lot omia of at chain of newspaper publications. A chain of newspaper lmbli-
catiotn iians two or more .ewspaper plillcations puliished in different comn-
iilities and owned. directly or indirectly, by tihe saie person or persons.

An ilrest ill tl indelelident lIcal iws'paper business Includes an interest ill
a propirietorshiip or nil interest Ii a partinership or corporation which has noie of
its oiiusttiliiig partnersil) or stock interests tradt ! in an established securities
market. Moreover, ill the c(ase of i partnership or corporation, the outstanidIng
partnerships or corporate slock interests will qualify as an interest ill ai llWde-
i:4 ldelit local lnwspalelr bu lsiess only to the extent the '-alue of such partnersliip
or crliorate st( -k Interest is attrihutable to the newspaper business ius a sel
:itrte gohilig .on(-ern. In addition, in determining whether it newspaper Is an
inldepelident locIal iewsiaper iusitiess. coimimonly controlled corporations are
treated as a single (orpration where, tile sante parties in interest, own at least
.t l of tle total eolnlin voting power of all elas.ses of stock entitled to vole, or
-it Iast 5W"" of tile total value of shares of all outstanding classes of stock of sich
vor'looroitioil. This is done ill order to prevent a chain of newspaper publicationss
frol reorgaiiing lilto sm-eral corlor'atiolin to take advantage of this section.

'ill(ie estate tax attriilde to nil interest in ail Independent local newspaper
I usii,ss means t e excess of the aimiOUt of tax inlosed by section 2001 over tile
tax thalt woill have blln illiosel if no interest i; ail independent local iew-
paper had lben incldedl in tht? gross estate of the decedent. The tax deferred Is
this the lax that would lot have beent pal biut for the inclusion of Ihe neWs-
joaper assets hi tlie eState, Which of course is the tax at the highest niargiliil
rate. This. provision by deferring the tax at tile highest marginal rate, operates Ias
an added incentive to ket.i neIwspoaprs iildelndent ind local.

The value of an interest ii it partnership or corporation which is attriblitable
to tit tleliemeldent local newspalter is determined by apportioning the net fair
market valum- of the newvspaier (determind as a separate going concern) pro-
portlonaitely among all outstanding partnership or corporate stock interests, with
alilropiriate adjustmnent for lImited equity interests such as preferred stoek. h'iils
Is done to ninlinize valuation prolileis and potential valuation controversies. To
facilitate the allocation of vahies w%-here a corporation Is engaged in business
activilties ii addition to niewspiaiper publicationi, the corporation is permitted( to
slIn-off. tlirough means of a se)ariate corporation, its non-newspaper operations.
This splin-off must however, satisfy the active business requirements if section
3.55 for both the five-year lieriod immediately preceding and following the split-
ot. at total of tei years, except for a change of business after the spin-off iue to
involiuitary coiversion. governmental order and the like. In addition, the dls-
I riloitee shareholders (and in the event of deatl and the like. their successors-ini-
iitrest iiust intend to, and tist li fact. retain a controlling stock interest, as
defined in section 3(Le), ini lboth corpjorations for the five-year period following
lht. sull-oft'. This is done to prevent any possible use of tile spi-off for tax
adva.tage.

Under current i-. the carryover basis of property inherited from ia decedent
dyilig after 1976 is generally the d(eedent's adjusted basis in the property Imme-
diately before his death. If tile fair market value of the property 'exceeds its al-
ju;ted basis, the carryover basis in such appreciated property is increased by
federal and state taxes. hlow(,ver, under this section the estate tax attributable
to an interest in ai independent local newspaper business will lie paid olut of tile
assets of i qualified trust, and the carryover basis in such an Interest -would
therefore not fie increased by ptaynent of estate taxes. This incre-ases the potelt-
iial (-1itll gains which would resullt front a subsequent disposition of news-
paper assets, creating another incentive to maintain Indepenlent local owierstili.
of newspaper assets.
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EFFECTIVE DATE

This section is applicable to truts created on or after October 31, 1977.

NEW SEC'rION 010I6B

Section 6166B, Extension of Time For Payment of Estate Tax Where Estate
Includes Interests in Independent Local Newspaper, applies the 15 year exten-
sion provision of current law to an estate comprised in part of in interest in an
independent local newspaper. No percentage restrictions are imposed. By this
method. estate taxes would not cause the sale of interests in local independent
newspapers to large chains, and independent ownership of local newspapers
wouhl be encouraged.

EXPLANATION OF PROVISIONS

In general.-When an estate Includes an interest in an independent local new.,-
paper, the executor may elect to defer linynient of part or all of that portion of
the estate tax atributalle to the interest In one such newspaper (but not the int-
terest on tie tax) for up to 5 years, and then to pay the tax in equal yearly in-
stallments for up to 10 years. Interest on the amount of tax extended would be
payai)le at the Same rate as that prescribed in section 6601(j) for other exten-
sions of the estate tax. If a deficiency has been assessed, the deficiency may be
prorated to the installments.

In order to limit use of the extended payment to its essential purpose and to
curtail the potential for abuse, the executor of an estate which includes an ill-
terest in more than one newspaper may elect to defer payment of the estate tax
attributable to one. and only one, interest in an independent local newspaper, and
then only if tlie de edent's interest in more than one newspaper 411(1 not constitute
:iii interest in a ciii of newsilniwr imldications. In addition, where a newspaper
business is conducted by a partnership or corporation which is also engaged in
otli-r business acti ities, the contributions to t le trust are limited to the value of
the partnership or corporate stock interest attributable to the newspaper husi-
iess (determined as sparate going concern), and to minimize value allocation
problems in such circumstances, provision is made for the spin-off of the other
business operations subject to specified restrictions.

Acceleration of paymnts.--If any part of the interest in .n independent lo-
cal newspaper is sold or exchanged, or If corporate stock is traded in an estab-
lished securities market, the extension of time for payment of the tax attribut-
able to the interest disposd of or traded ceases to apply. and the unlaid portion
of the tax attributable to such interest is payable upon notice and demand from
the Secretary. This provision does not apply to transfers pursuant to a reorgani-
zation which constitutes a mere change in identity, form, or place of organiza-
tion, or to a transfer by the executor to a per.on entitled to such property under
the decedent's will or tnder the applicable law of descent and (distribution.

If ti newspaper ceases to qualify as an independent local newspaper by rea-
-son of ceasing publication, becoming part of a chain of newspaper publications.
or otherwise, the unpaid portion of the tax payable in installments becomes due
upon notice and demand.

Finally, if any installment is not lid on or before the date fixed for its pay-
ment, the unpaid portion of the tax payable in installments is likewise to be paid
upon notice and demand.

Explanation of ether protiiions.-'1he provisions relating to independent local
newspaper, a chIiin of newspaper imblicattons, an interest in an independent lo-
cal newspaper, and the estate tax attributable to such nni interest, are essen-
tinlly identical to the corresponding provisions of section 529.

EFFECTIVE DATE

This section is applicable to decedents who die after October 31, 1977.

CONCLUSION

Section 529 permits an independent local newspaper business to adopt a plan
for the creation of Estate Tax Payment Trusts, the a.sets of which are invested
solely in United States obligations, for the purpose of funding the estate tax at-
tributable to the interest of it, individual owners iii the newspaper, and thus
avoid any need for the sale of the paper to a large chain publisher In order to
raise the funds necessary to pay applicable estate taxes. Trust assets are limited
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to an amount which is reasonably necessary to pay the estate tax attributable to
the newspaper interest bIy defying any tax advantage to excess funding. Section
61W11 provides for a 15 year extension of piyment of the estate tax on interests
in local independent newspapers, with no percentage restrictions. These two see-
tions operate together to prevent the adverse national and local consequences
callsed by tie dislpsition of independent newspalpers to large chain publications
in order to fund the estate tax.

The advance payment trust serves as the immediate vehicle for encouraging
mntillll'al local and independent o,,viershilpo of newspapers, an(1 the extension of

time for payment of estate taxes from tile deceilent's a.sset. serves: tie same pur-
ixse- il irtemnstaiia'es where advance payment is not possible. A significant nun-
ter of years is required before a trust can lie adequately funded. In the mean-
time, an extensions of payll(lt provision is required in order to extend to execu-
tors the tinn' to raise funds to meet the estate tax in sonie way other than by
Sitling m-wsplaper assets' Secondly. there will be a tendency for trusts to Ie
muiledrfmim dubl to ('0niltliiig inflation and ii orler to avoid the penalties at-
taching to excess funding. Therefore, a significant portion of estate tax will re-
inin tim 1Ie laid 11y tlte executor. and i an extension of litle for plyment will be

llc'i't-s'iry loi insure tit a sa l' of tie independent local nwspajnr is I1ot iees-
.,ary to fuml such lay;eit. Setions 524 and M1161 together provide substantial
.d11i liiel iiigfil ilentives for indejsqudent local lewsliapers to remain local and
independent.

.r tET1 N.vr AL. NFvwsu'.4rH AssOCIATFIONSTATrEMENT O)F- NA TIO)N.\.'I:N'PR soxxro

31L. t hai11:m : My niame is W. Terry Maguire aid I al the general counsel to
It i, Nat iimal Nowsiaper Associat ion.

We ari offlri'igt this sM'iar:iti, st atemiient---in addition to the views expressed
t~iday bay Mr. i'resci tt I,4ow on behalf of tie Amiierican Ne\wspaper Publishers
A ssan'i tiLon - 1i(1llsi we \ 'alt Ihis, Sm olimm ittee to know that tie- issue before
vou is 'if great interest to )i" imeliers. Full consideration of estate tax reform
as a inlitisli tam iiii'tiSiirage i 1d,111n1 lilt ownriership If I nmusilnesses has a high priority
witlil our lssociatiui's legislative prfagram.

NN.\ illort'ciati's tii' d[cl) ci ,im 111t tmiiit to a free and independent press ex-
Ir.,ssed 1,my S'il:lt"i MorgaiI ill iltrildilcing this legislation. NNA lilmters pride
It lemsel vs i i t lir editorial inldel'ndente ili serving their local communities
:ii'ross the I'.S. Taxes. Ill imeftiiett amid expensive postal service, and other
railing operating ciists al lose serious threats to tie smaller newspapers 'if this
coun i itIt ry.

Otur Board 'f I)ireetors 'went on record last year im, support of efforts to "work
with Rpilresentative Udall * * * to make 1his Ill) 1l, asceptabale as possible to
nui'-Saleirs anld to liroaden it ta, include small bmshieses." t addition, our task
Force om Newspaper Owaershi ha, stated that "the preservation of independent.
timai I :1ia4 imividually owned newspapers is a desirable goal." Tte Task Force
views ''est atv tax law revIsli 'IS 011W 1('thlk(1( of aetiiev imig this goal.'"

We' already ha '- Indieated our desire tom meet with Senator Morgan to discuss
thi.s legislatiol..S l mlid immi'ers (if Ilie sAaff of this committeee wish to meet
wit I us. wt, would wvhoie that opportunity as weli.

Finally. we felt that the Sulcommnittee might wish to review some of the
inf4rmnatifmm a1 views which the mre than 10.000 newspaper subscribers of
l'um1hiishers' Aixiliary have received 'incerning this legislation. This is hut one
indication (if the iluiortance whi'h mir industry attaches to this subject. Pll-
1ishers' Atxiliary will continue its independent 'overage of this Issue in the
imlionths ah'iad. tNNA owns 'ublishers' Auxiliary, hut the weekly nev.spaper Is
reiitnized far its own editorial integrity.)

Mr'. ('hairmnl. NNA phns, to exmlore all iossilae solitionl to ti e estate tax
Iule l|'vhll i whih faee ou" neniliber eimminity newspapers. As we coittinue to address
Ihis issme. w. will keel) yO and S'nator 'Morgan informed about oiur progress.

Sl-'ron PulbltlMers' Auxilinry. Dee. 12, 19771

IVo NcrEA)r.n NOTION

Nearly two months ago Ri. Morris K. 1'dall (D.-Ariz.) introduced legislation
designed t(i preserve the shrinking voice of the nation's independent newspaper.
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The legislation would give the owners of independent newspapers certain
alternatives which would allow them to escape the sometimes ruinous effects of
inheritance taxes.

At the same time, the legislation would effectively slow the growth of news-
paper chain ownership.

Rep. Udall's bill-known as the Independent Local Newspaper Act (H.R.
9484 )-faces, as nearly all legislative proposals do, a complicated and lengthy
existence. Some people--for the most part those who support the bill-suggest
that the legislation has a better than even chance of winning congressional ap-
proval. What will insure passage of the legislation, these people say, is a suppor-
tive effort by the newspaper industry.

Only recently, publishers of some independent newspapers began work on the
formation of an organization called the Independent Local Newspaper Assn. If
the organization becomes a reality-and there is ample evidence to suggest that
it will-its aim is to spend at least $150,000 lobbying for adoption of Rep.
Udall's bill.

There doubtless are many of our colleagues who will applaud the aim of the
publishers involved in this new organization. Publishers' Auxiliary, however, be-
lieves that the idea of such an organization is a wrongheaded notion, one destined
to lead to divisiveness. More important, it would direct attention away from one
of the most important conversations to be conducted in the industry in years.

Rep. Udall, by introducing H.R. 9484, has at long last forced the newspaper
Industry to take a hard look at the merits of newspaper chain ownership, and at
what some suggest are the Inherent dangers of the concentrated ownership.

Although Rep. 17dall tells us his aim is the preservation of Independent news-
papers-a noble Idea-there should be no misunderstanding about his overriding
concern: namely, that newspaper ownership concentration could lead to a danger-
ous sameness in the newspaper product.

The publishers who seek to create the Independent Local Newspaper Assn.
apparently are impatient and disturbed that no major industry trade organiza-
tion has embraced Rep. Udall's proposal. To these publishers, we should point
out that no major industry organization has come out in opposition to it, either.

Rep. Udall's proposal is a complicated piece of legislation. As such. it should
be approached with caution. Reckless impatience, we should remember, has
brought us close to disaster before.

For example, many of our colleagues sought to compromise the principles of
- the press during the battle for passage of the federal Freedom of Information
Act. Luckily, those voices were overriden-as was President Ford's veto of the
FOI Act.

There are many people in our industry who support Rep. Udall's idea, if not
his proposed legislation. Tf his idea is to ever become reality, it will take a united
industry front to accomplish It.

The ILNA would put the industry out of step. Furthermore, Rep. Udall's pro-
posal would remain simply that, a proposal.

[From Publishers' Auxiliary, Dec. 12. 19771

INDEPENDENT GROUP To LOBBY IN SUPPORT OF UDALL BILL

WASIZINTON.-Publishers of some of the nation's independently owned news-
papers are working for the creation of a well-financed association to lobby for
adoption by the Congress of Rep. Morris K. Udall's Independent Local News-
paper Act.

Generally, Udall's bill seeks to encourage the preservation of Independent daily
and weekly newspapers by amending the Internal Revenue Code to allow the
establishment of a trust account which could be used to pay off the often crippling
obligations of estate taxes.

Publishers' Auxiliary has obtained a copy of a letter from John Wolfe,
publisher of the Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch and one of the executives involved
in the creation of the independent association, in which Wolfe urges a publishing
colleague to Join him and other publishers in discussions concerning formation
of the organization.

In his letter Wolfe said the organization would be used "as a vehicle through
which to manifest our support (for the Udall bill).
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"Our present intent," Wolfe said in the letter, "is to retain (Morris) Levin (a
Washington lawyer % ho specializes in antitrust law) as our lobbyist, and lie will
register on behalf of ILNA."

The projected budget for tile organization', Wolfe told his colleague, "will lie
$151;,) per year." Additionally, Wolfe said that each member of ti organiza-
tion would make an initial payment of "from $3,000 to $8,000 to cover tile operat-
illg lildget. anld thitt lie paynient of any contingency would lie, raised by an
assess ntelit biased Oil virclatilol lno moore than 25 cents ier copy)."

The lawyer Wolfe prolpses that IlNA engage as its lobbyist, Morris Levin,
has workedd ('bsely %%itli Udall in drafting the bill, II.1. 94S4.

lii ain intervit-w, Levin conlirined that he has talked with publishers of some
indelpendently o v neld newspapers about tle creation of the association. However,
lie would not identify any of the publishers.

Asked if lie considered Wolfe's proposal that lie become the organization's
lobbyist to be a conflict of interest-in as much as lie had helped write the Udall
lill--Levili said 11o.

According to le'in, lie has assisted Udall in the drafting of the bill without
payment, a sit tiiIaion, lie said. "which I cannot afford to continue."

As for ihe indeendent organization, Levin said, "If it's formed-and that's
till an 'If'-Im iire it wvoihln't have a large staff. Anyway, that wouldn't be

lil to imae."
lie also said it was his understanding that the organization "wouldn't be con-

t,',t iti 'e with ain ot her lieVlalier as.sociation),"
Asked liy the organization should he created, .evin said that although the

V'dall nillei-ume stm l 1 "leasonaily good chance" for adoption, it "needs help."
Tili hgislMtiull. te Said, could lie "furthered by a su)llortive body'" The bill

oiulil i.- lielled. lie sail, "if everybody got behind it."
'lhi li i'ialijor liewspalier trade associations-the National Newspaper

Assii. a id lihe Aiiwericim Newspal r Publisliers Assn.-have niot endorsed the
I ill.

Ilii a st.-lt:iuenit is imel mot long after l'dall introduced his bill in the House,
ANI'A president and u'lili'riian .Jov 1). S ,hiii, publisher of the independent Alex-
nilcdria (L. I. Daily Town Talk, said the association "has previously suggested
liat ('oiigres. give its attention to inequities ill tax laws affecting businesses,

ilmchudiig ii\',s plaers.'' SmitIih said the assJciati(in al)landed the Udall bill "as
-tit ilil itani t ii t 'teli iii this area."

NNA's boar,1 of iliru'ctors, during its meeting recently in Houston, directed
th. ii atiuion's staff to work with 'dall ol the lill to "make it as acceptable
: lxtsll' t o niewsl alers and to broaden it to include siiall businesses . . ." The

loard welit (iii to say that it reserveil ticl right "to oppose the legislation if it
(.l:lnot e iiadeii, ielitalle, to nVwspalrs . in its final form."

S'ulali, lhiwe'er, has mistakenly told a House committee that the associations
limav, endorsed his plrol osal.

lit testiinoiy before the llouse Monopolies and Commercial Law Subcommittee
last week. V dall said the bill has "received the endorsement of the Amlierlal
NewsloalM'r l'ublihers Assn., the president of the American Society of Newspaper
Editors and t ie National Newsl'aper Assn."

lit a letter to, 'dall. NNA Executive Vice President William G. Mullen, said
Iit, is.'.ilit ill luias not endo)rsed the bill." 'Mullen also requested that "tile record
oI the silwaiiiitltee's) proceedings be so ('larified."

A spokesman for ANPA said the assieciationi is niot backing "every line of the
1i11." le, 'aid hie, was "Conhident that (ANPA chairman and president Smith) did
mlr intenil tip edoir e, it. We want to work with Udall and others to improve it.
It's ali issue which needs addressing."

'dall. wlip has warned of "dist urging social implications" from increased
;o:,'ntralit oif newsialer oiwnershil, lias urged congressional approval of his

Iull--w'lih'li lld chilige, estate tax laws to inlduce owners of independent news-
ilal(~r' ilt Ia seli their prolerties.

To qualify for the ilrolo)sed estate tax relief, the newspapers could not be
part of hain or publiely traded corporations.

A juio.r f adlor in the increased conce'ntration of newspaper ownership, Udall
has said, has i'el "the devastating effect" of estate taxes upon owners of the
indeieldent me\wspplers.

"More and iore newsliaper owners, in contemplation of the fact that their
estates will not ie able to both pay the estate taxes and maintain their tiews-
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papers, have opted to sell their newspapers In tax free exchange for the stock of
chains and other publicly traded corporations," he has said.

1dall has approximately 40 cosponsors for the legislation. Hearings have not
bien scheduled by the Monopolies ali'd Commercial Law Subcommittee. Udall's
appearance Iefore the subcommittee last week involved his sponsorship of an-
other piece of legislation with newspaper publishing implications-his so-called
4'omi, tit ion Review Act.

Generally, the legislation calls for the creation of a congressional commission
to study the effects of economic concentration in some of the nation's major In-
dustries, including the newspaper industry. (See story in Washington Report,
Iage 15.)

[From Publishers' Auxiliary, May 1, 19781

I'DALL INTRODUCES "FINE-TUNED" VERSION OF TAX AcT

(By Andrea Chancellor)

W.ASHINGTON.---Rep). Morris K. T'dall (D.-ArIz.) has begun a new campaign to
check the growth of newspaper chain ownership by Introducing another version
of a 1.iI designed to preserve independent newspapers.

Udall last week Introduced what some observers said was a "fine-tuned"
version of a bill lie put into the congressional hopper last year, his so-called
Independent local Newspaper Tax Act.

Several smirces sail the timing of the bill's introduction was keyed to capture
tie attention of newspaper publishers gathered In Atlanta this week for the
anuiial Aierivan Newspape'r Publishers Assn. convention.

'he Ihndilndeiit loeal Newspaper Assn., a group created last year to lobby
for supitort of the earlier Udall bill, has scheduled two meetings for ANPA
invint ers; on the new proposal.

Il letters to colleagues on Capitol Hill, U'dall said his new version of the bill
lightens some of the earlier )rovisions which lie said were "too generous." The
only major .Irang(, in the bill, however, adds a l)rovision to allow newspapers
or groups of newspapers located within one state to take advantage of certain
estate tax concessions.

Udall eliphiasized last week that the bill would not lead to regulations of the
nathn's newspanIper industry. Instead, lie said, it would assure the preservation
of th' hometown newspaper.

li:: new bill. like the earlier one, would allow a newspaper owner who meets
certainn qualifications to set aside money from profits for payment of estate taxes.

Additionally. following an owner's death, estate tax payments could be de-
ferred by heirs for a limited period.

Morris Levin, a lobbyist and counsel to the Independent Ical Newspaper
Assn., said last veek he is optimistic the House Ways and Means Committee
will a(.t onl the new ['dall proposal.

lie said introduction of the earlier bill was an attempt by Udall to draw
attention to the concept and prompt newspapers and newspaper trade publica-
lions to generate coverage of the Issue.

"We did not ask for hearings up to now," Levin said In an interview. "All
we wanted to linow was what the industry thought of the bill."

A sixikesnian for the Ways and Means Committee said late last week that
there are no plans for consideration of either Udall proposal because, as she put
i,*, conmmitlee members are "Just not in the mnood."

She said the critical issue in the Udall legislation is the carry-over of the
estate' tax Iurden to survivors. She said this is a major tax issue which the
committee iiethers do not want to address at this time.

"The problem (I 'dall) is trying to address is not unlike the problem in niany
other businesses," she said.

lVdall aides were confident last week, however, that the new bill will alleviate
tiny concerns the newspaper industry had over the earlier version.

One l'dall aide, Bob Neuman, will address newspaper publishers at one of
the meetings called by II1 NA in Atlanta. Rep. Ted Risenhoover (D.-Okla.), one
of the bill's cosponsors, also will talk about the bill to ANPA members. Risen-
hoover Is publisher of the Tahlequah (Okla.) Pictorial Press and the Star Citizen.
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[From Publishers' Auxiliary, Mar. 20, 19781

UIIAL.L APPEAI.S FOR TAx Bit.i SUPPORT

ATw.ANTA.-- L .Morris I'dall (I .-Ariz.) appealed to groups of newspaper pub-
fishers this nimilth in search of support for legislation he's sponsoring to preserve
s1nal, inde'e'ndent iewsliaers.

I tol( ninlers oif tile Southern Newvspaper Plublishers Assn. here that unless
Iorescotl ecommil' olndl tax lW conditions clinge. it is possible that every daily
Inews10;e14r ilk t ie'oinil ry could be under direct control of a handful of communiea-
t iolis vionglol era tes.

lie said 'tirrent tax laws permit tax-free stock transfers and the "brutal bur-
(in of estate taxes inake retaining a newspaper by a family nearly Impossible in
the face of huge financial offers of the big chains."

lie called ott the publishers to support his bill, the Independent Local News-
paper Act, 11.11. 1S-1. which would amend the Internal Revenue Code to allow in-
dependent iewsl)aper publishers to contribute up to 50 percent of the newspaper's
'earnings into a trust funi to pay off estate taxes.

The Iill also would extend to 15 years the period in which estate taxes must be
I aid.

in remarks earlier this month before the annual National Newspaper Assn.
Government Affairs 'onfrervice, I'dali predicted that the trend in chain owner-
:;llip of. nwvsiapers will peak in 15 years when as few as six communications con-
gloit'r-:ates will tell t hie American ilolic what to read.

Something has been wrong ini the newspaper business when family owned
al snall tIw.-ialo'rs are for'e' froi the market" by tax laws and an economics slteml wei hl~e:1 lit favor (if large co~rporationls.

-It's loid ii\\s faor the 'olaiirg it's had news for freedom, it's bad news for dl-
vrsity" \when the majority of Anmrian newspapers are owned by newspaper
01i011s. It said.

Ile sald 97 percent of c.t ies with daily newspapers have either one newspaper
ur ntwslia ters that are owned Iby a single publisher. Too often the publisher
d(exl't liv'e ill l(' city. hi said, adding. "it's a bad situation and I dn't like it."

[From Publishers' Auxiliary, May 1, 19781

MR. I'nAt.T.'S BILL

'l'i soinewlit imperceptible Independent Local Newspaper Assn. plans to put
in a boig show during the Ainerican Newspaper Publishers Assn. convention this
week in Atlanta too ldiby for support of Rep. Morris K. dalls attempt to restrain
t he growth of Itewsloalper chains.

The I LN.. yoi inmy recall, was created late last year by publishers of Indepen-
dnt mieWSpallers. Sillve its creation It has remained largely invisible, its inem-
I er' choSilig ti vo'k as ineonspctiously as possible for Rep. I'dall's hill, the so-
(.111' 1Inilepeideleit Io.-al Newspaper T\ax Act.

Among other things. Rep. I'dall's bill would make it 'easier for the heirs of in-
deliendemlntly (N\ ned newspapers, through the creation of certain inheritance and
estate tax concessions. to keel) tlhe newspapers in the fanily-and out of the
lands of nowslaler chains.

That the nivilnhers of IINA are interested--some would say worried-about
the denlise of the indelendntly owned newspaper is commendable. Their inter-
est---.nd vorry -- is shared by others.

It is not to their cremlit. however, that the- have gone outside the established
,orza izations of our industry to lobby for support of Rep. Udall's bill.

There Is ample evidence that wo could achieve more as an industry if tle dozens
of assi cialions. sfoletie., organizations and time like would take unified positions
on more of the issues tli:it affect us. The action of the members who have creat-
ed the I ,NA is divisive. Further. it borders on the reckless.

To (late. the TNA has done nothing more than urge that we ilindly support
Rep. I'dll's itrolosali. It has offered is n1o concrete reason why we should do so.
This is nonmiseie. This tactic loiiilt- out that IU[NA nemnlers have niot lone much
homework. Farther. it suggests that the organization is getting load advice.

Rep. l'dall's lull allp!eals to emotions. And. to lie sure. tihe preservation of the
i(lelwnldently owned newspaper is an emotional issue.
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During the last few years, newspaper chains have been painted as our industry's
chimera. Blnt the chains are not as ionstrous-or as virtuous-as they are made
olit to be.

There is a very important consideration in the Udall bill that should-but does
not--lJother the IIN.. That is, the bill would give our industry yet another special
privilege.

Our industry has been hounded by its critics because of tile privileges we already
enjoy, atnely those offered to us under the First Amendment. Do we really want-
and (. we afford-another one?

Some people lii our industry have suggested that a better approach might be one
that would offer the same type of tax concessions to a variety of family owned,
indeptendent lutisinesses. including newspapers. Such a proposal would have the
same result as that offered by Rep. Udall. they suggest.

l'uiilishers Auxiliary reconmmends that members of the ILNA give this notion
coiisideration. It is far more logical and far less selfish.

TREASURY OPOSEs VDALL'S ESTATE, TAX PLAN; MORGA'N PLANNING SENATE VERSION

Washington.- A Treasury departmentt official told a Iouse subcommittee last
week that the department opposes a bill designed to give estate tax relief to the
owners (if indelindent newspapers.

('iIling the bill "another example of special relief leigslation," the treasury
oflihil. I)aniel I. Ialperin, said the measure is a "significant departure from ac-
cepted tax principles.... "

The lill Is ll.11 12395. Rep. Morris K. Udall's so-called Independent Local
Newspaper Act. The Arizona Democrat's liroposal would allow the owners of in-
dependent newspapers wvho qualify to put money from profits into a tax-exempt
I rust accomit for payment of estate taxes. The money put into the account could
lie deducted ly tile newspaper for income tax purposes. Additionally. following an
owner's death. the lill would permit heirs to defer estate taxes not covered by
the trust-whose assets also would be tax-exempt-for a limited period.

In addition. Udall's proposal would allow the owners of newspaper chains-
whose newspapers are published in a single state-to take advantage of the bill's
provisions. However, newspapers or chains whose stock is traded in all established
securities market could not take advantage of the bill's provisions. (See a descrip-
tioi of the Iill on page 2.)

Ili a related development. PIublishers' Auxiliary has learned that Sell. Robert
Morgan ( )-N.C.) plans to introduce a Senate version of the Udall bill.

An aide to Morgati said the senator's proposal "at this time Is Identical to
I'dall's lill." According to the aide. the senator is attempting to line up cosponsors
for lie till before introducing it.

When--and if-the bill is introduced. it likely will lie assigned to the Senate
Finance Comnmittee.

In his testimony before the House Miscellaneous Revenue Measures Subcom-
mittee. Ilalterin, who is acting deputy a.,,,istant secretary of the Treasury De-
partmnet's ()fie of Tax Policy. said the department is sympathetic "to the plight
of some some owners of small business In planning the payment of estate taxes
while retaining coiltrol of their business In their heirs." However, he said, the
depal rtment oploses "this special relief for one group of 'small businesses.'

"As valuable as a free and vigorous press is to this nation," Ike told the subcom-
mnittee. "w(e'do not believe that an ownership interest In such business should be
free from tax."

If independent local newspapers have particular problems arising from their
er'onomnit, circumnstances. he said. 'tile tax expenditure method may lie one of tile
least controllalde methods of dealing with them. For instance, special loan pro-
gramis miglt lie considered."

Ill a(lltion. Ilalperi said that to the extent that the values of independent
newspapers "are being artificially escalated by takeover bids from larger news-

alpers. insiderationI might lie given to the remedies available under antitrust
laws."

In conclusion. Halperin said the adoption of Udall's bill "would provide a wedge
to li used again and agaiu liy other segments of society, each arguing its own
importance."
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The Treasu ry )epartmen t. lie said, does "not believe in this piecemeal approach
to hgislation. There are existing provisions intended to minimize the problems in-
herent in tit paynient (of taxes. If they are inadequate they should be reviewed in
a coniprelieisive and not ani ad hoc manner."

In his testimony before the subcommittee, Udall said the implications of tile
growing concenltration of newspaper owiershilp in the United States are "onerous."

Insist ing that lie is not engaged in a battle against bigne.,s of newspaper chains.
I'dall said that through his bill he hopes to "lessen the economic pressures on
plnlilishiers who would otherwise lie forced to sell their properties because of the
present tax cole."

There Is the likelihood, I'dall insisted. "that given the steady pace of acquisi-
tions that there will be very few newspaper chains controlling virtually all Ameri-
van newspalpers wilhin 10 to 15 years."

Witlh this growing concentrationi of ownership. lie suggested, there also exists
lip5i)tntiail "for a use of the enormous power that these media conglomerates

will hiol."
Not all newspapers are bad. lie told the subcommittee, "not all independent

meawspapis, are good. but there is something vital to our communities that Is
lhreatened ly the treidi towa r. s group ownership." And that. lie suggested, "Is an
itangilue element that goes with a locally owned and operated newspaper-a
unique kind of (oninunity concern and responsibility that is not shared by a con-
glomerate motivated by profit alone."

K. l'rescott Low, publisher of the independent Quincy (Mass.) Patriot Ledger
;tn(d chairman of the American Newspapers Iubdishers Assn. tax law task force,
suhmithrd testitiiony for ANIA and the National Newspaper Assn.

Tle two associations. Low told the suliconmnittee, have not either endorsed or
,)hlupos(4 the 1dall hill. However. lie said the associations "encourage the Congress
Io v(ol'hlie its analyses and deliberations. We are in the hope that prompt and
proper soltitions may le found, including ways to make the estate tax laws
leit ral on the questions of the succession of closely held ownership."

The association, lie said. are not convinced "that the approach set forth in H.R.
12395 is ihe sole or Iest one to pursue--either for the country In general or the
iiewspajler lIusiness in particular."

Senator I\'wi l. 'Ille next witness is Arthur Little, representing
the Nat ionl Association of Small Business Tnvestlment. Companies. Go
riglt ahead.

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR D. LITTLE, FIRST VICE PRESIDENT AND
TREASURER, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SMALL BUSINESS IN-
VESTMENT COMPANIES, ACCOMPANIED BY CHARLES NOONE

Mr. LIrirLE. I ain Arthutr Little. president. of Narragansett Capital
('orp.. a Imlliclv owned small business investment company head-
quartered in Providence. I.T. I currently serve as first vice president
m1n1d treasurer of NASBIC. the NASBITC inlustm trade association.
NASBIC repiepscnts three-founris of all the licensed SBIC's and
.M ESIBIC's. whieh in t lie aggregate account, for approximately 90 per-
cent of the industrv"s assets.

With me tod ay is Charles Noone. general counsel of NASBIC.
I appear today in strong support of S. 3345, a bill to provide a

deficiency dividend procedure for SBIC's qualifying in electing to be
taxed as 'regulated inve-ttent companies under' subchapter 3f of the
I R S Code.

S. 3:345 has the untninioous suil)lort of the Board of Governors of our
.ssoc~iat ion. and we are hopefid that this subcommittee and full Senate.
.Omutliitte(, will act promptly and favorabOly on this bill. SBIC's, as you
know. are creatures of the congresss. licensed and regulated by the
Small Business Administration pursuant to the Small Business
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Investment Act of 1958. Simply stated, the function of an SBIC is
to supply funds to smaller businesses and to make profits for its
shareholders. The inore advantageolls it is to )e an SBIC share-
holder and have, t hat shareholder benefit directly from the profits that
an SBI(' makes by investing in small businesses, the more money will
be invested in the SBIC industry. Those fnihds will in turn flow into
smaller business ses.

Passage of this bill will encourage more SlBI('s like. my own to be-
C01110 regulated investment. companies that will l)ass through ordinary
income they receive to their investors. thus creating a direct link be-
t ween tile SBI( investor and tie SBIC poll folio company.

lHeretofore. many companies have been hesitant to hecomue regulated
investment 01lialues, because with no (leficiency dividend procedure,
tile IRS. with its ever-present 20-2() hindsight. can and has claimed
that regulated investment (omlanies have missed the required 90 per-
cent dividend payouts by tenths of I percent, thus subjecting their en-
tire ordinary i come to taxes. Except ill cases of f fraud it is unreason-
able for tme I RS to have. power with such disastrous results. Virtually
Since the beginning of tile programm in 1958, 1)u)licly owned SBlIC's
have been concerned about ti 1 prospect of losing their dividends, pai(d
(ledli('tions, t hrouglh inarivetent miscalculation of their investment
(1ollipany income( and other factors beyond their control.

Section 547 of the Code has for muany years provided a deduction
for deficiency dividends for personal holding companies where there
is a determination that such a company has failed to pay out to its
shareholders its I)ersonal holding company income. This procedure en-
ables such companies to avoid a 70-percent tax il)ose(l on undistribu-
ted l)ersonal ldling company income.

Section 1601 of the Tax Reform Act of 1970 )rovides it similar defi-
'ieney dividend wr-X'edure far real estate investment trusts, commonly
known as REITPs. SBI(7s registered under tim 1940 act do not at pres-
ent. have the benefit of a deficiency dividend l)cedure. Such a )o-
ce( ure is critically necessary to tle continued viability of tile SBIC
program.

Circulating the reglllated investment company incel of tile SBIC's
is frequently difficult, principally because of the unsettled state of tile
law relating to the bad debt reserves of such companies. For instance,
IRS regulations state that easonable additions to bad debt reserves are
l)ermissible for SBIC's but do not define the term reasonable. One dra-
matic current examl)le involves a registered SBIC whose additions to
1ad debt reserves were disallowed by IRS on audit with the result
that. according to IRS. the SBIC failed by approximately $200 to pay
out 90 percent of its regulated investment company income. IRS there-
fore diallowed the dividend Paid deduction and is asserting a defi-
ciency against the company for 1 year in the amount of $190,271.4.

If allowed to stand, the IRS's position would have amn adverse, effect.
on this l)aiticular SBIC and on the SBIC program generally. Investor
confidence in 1)ul-licly owned SBIC's would be damaged, reducing the
ability of SBIC's to taccoinpli.h their congressional mission of supply-
ing long-term loan funds and equity capital to eligible small business
concerns.

My own comlpany, Narragansett Capital Corp., is the largest l)ub-
licly owned SBIC. We are in the process of becoming a regulated in-
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vestment coml)any during this current fiscal year. We are fearful,
however, that the'IRS might .ubsequently" rule that we have not paid
out 90 percent of our investment cOmlany income. Under current rules,
we could not eum that (Ieficiencv. In our caw, that. could incur a $1
million tax liability on us or as little as a $1 error.

With a deficiency dividend procedure, we could make up the defi-
cienev and not suffer a crushing blow.

Oir A.ociation feels that equity dictates the need for a deficiency
dividend proCedulIr for SBIC's to eliminate this )rollem and to put
SBICs omi an equal footing with personal holding companies and
REITS where adjustments by IlRS or other factors beyond the control
of the SBIC results in an inadvertent miscalculation with respect to
their (li'iden(ls.

I test iied on June 14, before a subcommittee of tie House Ways and
Means Committee on II.R. (;877. a colll)anion bill to S. 334.5. I was
Leased to learn at that timmie that the. Treasury Department supported
file deliciencv dividend Iill and recommlende(l extending the mropoeA
proce(lire to all regulated investment companies. not just SBIC's. We
advised tile loulse smmlwomunittee at that time that we, of course, would
not ol ject to extenling tie deficiency dividend procedure to all regu-
lated investullellt compl!)anies aS recommilulended by the Treasury.

We respect full, large this subcommittee to act promptly and favor-
aIblv on S. 33-45 and we thank you very munch for this opportunity to

SenIator P.CKWOOn. Mr. Little. yon are supporting an umisual

bill. one that Treasurv supports, if I re-ad it correctly. Mr. Hlalperin,
is that right ? Time Treasury Ihas no obiection to this bill.

Mr. IWeEm.,. ' do support the bill. Senator Packwood. We had
recouluumemlded to tile loise a nimuber of technical changes that. would
confou m it to tle procedures for the RElT's which I unde stand have
been ineorlorated in the hill as reported out by the Ways and Means
('o:nmittee. and I assume there are no objections to that.

Mr. Lrrru.. That is correct.
Senator P.IiWoon. Tt me compliment yon. Mr. Little. Your state-

meant is 'cry clear in an area that is somewhat complex. It is a state-
mnent a layman (Un real and understand. and you make a good case.

Mr. Lrrl':. Thank von.
Senator PACKWOOD. You're welcome. and thank you for your pa-

tience ill waiting all morning.
Mr. Llrrr.E. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Little follows:]

STATEMENT OF ARTHuR D. LITTLE, FIRST VICE I'RESIDENT AND TREASURER.
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SMALl. BUSINESS INVESTMENT COMPANIES

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SMALL BUSINESS
INV'ESTMENT COMPANIES.

Wastington. D.C.
Mr. ('hairtian and 'Members of the SuIcunommittee: I am Arthur 1). Little.

president of Narrazansett capital l Corp.. a puiiely-owned small laminess invest-
ment comlnmauy (0BI(' headquartered in Providence. Rlhiode Island. I currently
serve as First Viee Presildent and Trea.urer of NASBTC. the SBIC industry
trade asocintio. NASBIC represents three-fourths of nl licensed SBICs and
.MESBIcs which. in tme aggregate. account for approximately 90 percent of
Uwe industry's assets.

.eomjilanying me is Ciarles M. Noone, General Counsel of NASBIC.
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I appear in support of S. 3345, a bill to provide a deficiency dividend proce-
dure for SBICs qualifying and electing to lie taxed as regulated investment com-
panies under Subchapter M of the Code.

S. 3345 has the unanimous support of the Board of Governors of our Associa-
tion. and we are hopeful that this Sulhommittee and the full Senate Committee
" ill act promptly and favorally on the bill.

SBICs are creatures of the Congress, licensed and regulated by the Small
Blwuiness Administration pursuant to the Small litisiness lnvestmnt Act of 1938.
Simply stated, the function of an SBIC is to supply funds to snialler businesses
andl to suake profits for its sla reliohlers. The more advantageous it is to be an
SBIC shareholder and have that shareholder benefit directly from the profits
that an S.BC ( makes by Investing in small blusinesses. the more money will lie
invested in the SBI(' industry. Those funds will iii turn flow into smaller lmusi-

esses. liss;age of this hill will encourage more SBI('s like my own, to become
regulated investment companies that will pass through ordinary income they re-
ceive to their investors, thus creating a direct link between the SBIC investor
andll the SBIC portfolio company. heretofore inany companies have been hesti-
tant to lieconie regulated investment companies because with no deficiency dilvi-
(lend procedn re, the IRS with its ever present 20-20 hindsi-ht can and has
claimed that regulated investment companies have missed the required 9) per-
(elit dividend pay out hy tenths of a percent thus subjecting their entire ordi-
iary income to taxcs. Except in cases of fraud it is unreasonalile for the IRS to
have jower wit It such disastrous results.

Since the first SB1Cs were licensed carly in 1959. they have provided over ,3
million in financing to more tihan forty thousand small business concerns.

At the present time, there are two hundred seventy-two SBICs licensed and
in operation. They have total assets slightly in excess of $1 billion, approximately
one half of this being private capital and the balance hieing borrowed funds guar-
anteed by the Small Business Administration.

Of the two hundred seventy-two licensed SBICs, thirty-two are currentlyy
registered under tile Investment Company Act of 19-0 as publicly-owned com-
panies. These thirty-two companies account in the aggregate for approximately
one-lird of all industry assets.

Of the thirty-two companies registered under the 1940'Act. twenty-one qualify
,nd (eet to le taxed as regulated Investment companies. The perforniance of
these publicly-owned SBICs constitute a bellwether of the industry. Their per-
formanct, influences investors who have the potential of putting additional pri-
vate capital into the SBIC industry by investing in existing companies or formi-
ing new ones.

Virtually since the beginning of the program In 1959, publicly-owned SBI('s
have heen concerned about the prospect of losing their dividends pail deduc-
tion through inadvertent miscalculation of their Investment company income and
0lher factors beyond their control.

Section 547 of the ('ode has for many years provided a deduction for deficiency
dividends for personal holding companies where there is a determination that
such a companyy has failed to pay out to its shareholders its personal holding
company income. This procedure enables stveh companies to avoid the seventy
percent tax imposed on undistributed personal holding company Income.

Section 1601 of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 provides a similar deficiency divi-
dend procedure for real estate investment trusts (REITS).

SBICs registered under the 1940 Act do not, at present, have the benefit of a
deficiency dividend procedure. Such a procedure is critically necessary to the con-
tinned viability of the SBIC program.

Calculating the "regulated investment company income" of SBICs Is frequent-
ly difficult, principally because of the unsettled state of the law relating to the
bad debt reserves of such companies. For instance IRS regulations state that
"reasonable" additions to bad debt reserves are permissible for SBICs but do
not define "reasonable."

One dramatic current example involves a registered SBIC whose additions to
bad debt reserves were disallowed by IRS on audit with the result that. accord-
ing to IRS. the SBIC failed by approximately $200.00 to pay out 90% of its "reg-
nlated investment company Income" to its shareholders. IRS therefore disallowed
the llviddcid patid deduction nnd iq asserting a deficiency against the company for
one kear ih the amount of $190,271.54.
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If allowed to stand, the IRS position would have an adverse effect on this
parti.ular SlIIC and on the SII' program generally. Investor confidence in pub-
licly-owned SBI(s would he damaged, reducing the ability of SBICs to accom-
plish their congressional mission of supl)lying long-term loan funds and equity
capital to eligible small business concerns.

M1y own company, Narragansett Capital Corporation, is the largest publicly-
ownmed SBQ. Ve inlten to he.ione a regulated investment company this fiscal
year. We are fearful huwei er, that the IIt S eight subsequently rule that we had
not paid out 90% of our inkvestinent company Income. Under current rules we could
not (cire that deti.ieney. In our case that could incur a $1 million tax liability for
as little as a $1.0) error. With a deficiency dividend procedure we could make Ul)
the deticieticy and not suffer a ( rushing blow.

4 ur Ass lait ion feels that equity dictates the need for a deficiency dividend
procedlure for S1I(M's to eliminate this. problem and to put SBICs on an equal
footing with personal hohlinlg companies and real estate investment trusts where

idjistiments by 11I1 or other factors beyond the control of SBICs result in lnad-
vertent miscalcidal ions with respect to their dividends.

I testified on .lune 14 before a suwommittee of the House Ways and IMeans
Committee on il.t. (LN77. a companion lill to S. 3345. I was pleased to learn at
that tine that the Tremsury department supported the deficiency dividend bill
and reconinmtidoed extending the proposed predure to all regulated investment
(onmipaies. 111t just SIOl(.s. We advised the house suiwommittee at that time that
we of course would not object to extending the deficiency dividend procedure to
all regulated investment companies as recommended by Treasury.

We respectfully urge this Suuconomiittee to act promptly and favorably on S.
.3345.

Ve thank you for this olportunity to be heard.

Senator IXArwooD. We adjourn the hearing for the lay.
[Wherettpon, at 11:45 a.m., the sithconinittee was adjourned.]
I By direct ion of the chairman tihe following conmunitications were

made a part of the record :]

STATEMENT BY SENATOR PAUL LAXALT

Mr. Chairman: I am delighted that you have seen fit to hold hearings on my
bill, 5. 3176 to clarify the federal tax treatment of so-called "Contributions-in-
ald-of-Construction". I think it is am important bill, and I urge its prompt con-
sideration by the full Committee.

In 1975, the Intenal Revenue Service issued Revenue Ruling 75-557, which
held that connection fees received by a public utility are includable in the utility's
gross income and are taxable. Before that ruling, whenever an individual or com-
pany applied to a utility for service and paid the utility to help defray the cost
of construction to lulild the lies out to the new customer, the money paid was
considered a contribution to capital. The utility paid no taxes on this contribu-
tion and the contributions were uot included in the rate base.

Under 75-557, any time a payment is made to a utility, whether to assist in
establishing a new service or to relocate an old one, that payment must ibe In-
cluded in taxable gro;s income. As a result, utility companies have applied for
a 92.3 percent Increase in the amount they charge for new connections to cover
the cost of actual construction and the 48 percent corporate tax rate applied to
these funds.
. New customers, particularly for homes are especially hurt by this ruling. The

cost of connection fees in Nevada has nearly doubled. For example, the U.S.
Navy requested the Sierra Pacific Power Company to extend service to serve a
microwave station in San Bruno, California. The cost of the extension was es-
timated at $175,000, but, under the terms of 75-557, Sierra Pacific was forced to
request $337,000. The Southern Pacific industrial Development Company in 1977
decided to bull an industrial park in Sparks. Because of 75-557, the cost of util-
ities to serve this development will be increased from $1.2 million to $2,307,600--
from $2.439 to $4.690 per acre. In short. 75-557 dis.ourages capital formulation
and Increases the cost of new building at a time of increasing costs and sluggish
growth.

35-991 0 - 79 - 28
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My bill. S. 3176. will largely restore the tax code to what it was prior to the
iu"liiCee of the Wuling by anmendiiig Section 11 of the Intenlal Revenue Code to
con firn t lie , aig standing rle that conlrilitions in aid of ienslrun-ion and
a noiltis simnilarl y Ireated. termed governlmei ln reloca liii reimlirsements. do
not cnsiuite gross:i tone to regflated gas aiid ele't,triv i litiles.

The tax treatment of such contrilition.s as income was expre.slv negated by
the Tax Reforn Act of 1976, lint only for water and sewage disposal public
utilities.

The ilrlxosie of my hill is simply to provide the same treatment for gas and
elef.tric ntilities. and tlerelby codify and a ontirin the Iii 'ri,-al treatments aif liese
amounts as nn-ta xalilt. Because, these utilities traditionallv have not been in-
elbiin-t lise entribut ions in gros i neone,, my propo.rsal wonld not create a reve-
nue iss to the F S. Treasury.

Diming its considerationi of th, Tax Reform Aer of 1976. the Fiiance Coin-
inittee, voted on May 20. 1976 to releal IllS 75-557. lint later hacked off and re-
pealed flie ruling qnly for water and sewage utilities. On the Senate floor. Seai-
tor Crlis tried to am .nid tha- hill to nlso exclude electriei and gas utilities. Speak-
igt for Senator I ong. Siihcomn ittee Chairman Byrd said. " adlmbly it ik an
•roa eII:Iat shild lie io a-'idered lby O ,iilgress soinet iline. lut at I l resent time.
flher(- "l|,lieu-s to Ieo ilalciiuiat iniforimat ion as to the ilel far the amendmet
p rolosed liv t lie Sen at,-r fi -i Nilira skand ls ilan deq iai~te a --'s as to ii st what
the i'iiitniiiriins-in-;id would cover."
The Cirtis Amendinent was sulistiquently defeated 40-47.
Mr. Chairman. as I s-e it. failure to eimet this bill cold hmve serious adverse

iml-clts. If tax ialdilitv is sicesfullv imloseh liv tie IR1S on gas and electric
utilities. utility rates will have to h- inereaed. thereby forciir all utility nser,4

to iffict iwvy subsidize' new prnolects. However, if the liahilitY is not covered
through a i renemlr rate increase lo th, utility. the cantriltio ninamon t iil most

vn r.- will have to, lie a mu-oxiia tely doubled to pay tle tax I liility Oil the con-
trihition and still complete tlie construetion work. This ik also not acceptable,
lica lus.e it woild lead to increase. in the front-vind ,..o-t of h-uieras to assure
utility service for new hiuosiag. and make it increasingly difficult for tlie aver-
:ga' Atirican family to afford a new hune.

Mr. Chairman. I urge prompt Committee considecation of S. 3176.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR C(IART.ES C. 'MATurrAS. JR.

I am pleIised to be ibl to partir-inate in the Sulcornmittee's debate on the
imlJ)rtant isue of product lhihility insiranee.

As I am sur, lip lieubcomitte is aw.re, Senator Baqvh Iand I introflueed a
prodluet lialiy ill. S. 2.;( la.st sprin.,. Tie hill is similar io 1.1R 7711. which
('ougre-num ii W'halen introduced in the loruse.

'Flip hill addresses 1,t lh the prolo'ems thlt imaniliy comp-lias rimi into whenl
iey try to get liability itisnrance. anmd the iriulilejns encountered by )rofessionflals

siteh as factors. lawyers. architects, inii enivia-ers who try to protect thi(nsel'vus
113 hy ing sneh Illw i -n . Oiir bill wold a llow iuiness owii-rs ail n rofessionals
to pay into a trust fund to cover their risks. and then dedulet those luyleuts from
income is a iormal cost of doing hau1siezss. just as they now caln with insurance
prmniis. In other words. lhe bill allows them to solf-insure.

TIn early April of this year. the Demartmeniit of Cominerce puulihmel the find-
inis (of its 2-year task force that shdipfl thet groiwinu problems of product lia-
hiliy. Tie Ieparl ment of Commerce prolipisel a liability- insurance plan in
maiv ways similar to our bill. andm virtually identical to Senator Culver's bill.

i. 1011 and S. 3019. Another study was nidertaken h13 Congressman Whalen
which revealed that of those companies that want to obtain product liability in-
s1iranep coverage. approximately one out of fiv said that they either caiiuat
afford it or cannot find an in.suranep carrie-r willing to sell it to them. The study
also foiud that the increase, ii prosliiret lialility costs, for those who w-re aide
to obtain coverage, was 944 lt-rent in the w-rirsi since 1970. Tit- increase in
sales voluirme for conilmanies fir the same period was 162 percent. Tenee. preml-
uinis grew at a r-t- 5.5 tinnes greater than sales. Clearly, this indicates that
sorietling mu1.st lie dolip. aad quickly.

Conrcssmiuin Whalen presented his study last yea r to the Ifoue Small insi-
nes" Conmiittee. lie (Nlullded that one out of every three companies ,nrveyed
said it has len forced to increase the price it charged for at least one produl
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line as a direct consequence of increased product liability premiums. ills study
demonstratedl that one out of every six firms surveyed had been forced to abandon
at least one product line as a direct result of product liability insurance prob-
lems.

Many business owners and professionals who have not been able to obtain prod-
uct liability: Insurance coverage want to establish such self insurance reserve
funds. And those with policies with high deductibles also want to establish re-
serve funds to cover the cost of the deductible portion of the policy. These de-
ductibles sometimes run into hundreds of thousands of dollars.

The federal tax laws affect these self-insurance funds in two ways. First, a
hustne.1s exIense deductions is not available to the company that pays into its
own reserve fiiund. A comparable paymentt as an insurance premium would en-
title the company to a deduction in that amount. Second. as the self-insurance
reserve fund builds up, the interest it earns is taxed, and the fund becomes vul-
nerable as in "unreasonalde" accumulation of capital.

The large firtis establish captive insurance companies. Others deal with ex-
pensive outside insurance companies. These options, however, are closed to
many small conil)anies and individuals.

Our bill addresses these prol)lens in two ways. First, it exempts from federal
income tax ilerest earned on those funds placed in a self-insu race trust fund.
SIvotl, tlto 111ilenmy paid into the funil ean le deducted as a cost of doing busi-
ness. is an instratie lir ini can lie.

'l'Thes I rust finds may Ie established Iby groups as well as single persons.
Thus, Iw firmtis or trade assiiations wouldd lie adel to create self-insurance pools
for their members with fe-wer tax tomplie,ilions tilan are now encountered. The
Sill also establ-les guidelines for Iinits in how much nioney ea in lie placed in
tlie trust. Fu rtlerore. It restricts the lisp of money placed in the eligible re-
svrve fiids. nia kiljg lie lin Pnt+' i a xatdh as inuoinle if it is withdrawn or used
for any oi tier lulrliose.

h'lie bill puts lwfple wlo self-instire onl the sane footing as those who pur-
.li.se frout itiue carriers. It givet Iten no special benefits.

A c. Oistittrent of mine front Frederick, Maryland, who manufactures indus-
I rial and constru ainn equipment. voiced his sUiiilrort quite clearly:

"I'm sick and tired of IKqng ripied off on insurance lreiniutiis. I believe that
here is a way to cut the:e costs, or in sime eases even eliminate them."

Senator (rlv-r's lills, S. 1611 and IS. 3049, ire similar to S. 28t4 in two ways
first, tiny allow itsinesses to insure themselves against proiluct liability sultk
ly ineaus if a reserve: and second, they allow for a deduction for Ioney paid
into the reserve. llis ills reprt sent in inlortaat step in the right direction.
li tlie .omrse oif comnittve, consideration, however, I hope they will lie extended
to allow for the full coverage of S. 2W).4.

I want to stress the importance of extending the benefits of this concept to pro-
ft-ssionals. They all are finding it inore and mtre difficult to purchase liability in-
suraea for themselves. A study by the Rand ('orporation showed that Ibetween
I9 and 25 percent of the pliysicians prac-ticiuts in Southern California in 1976
iad no (-ofitircial insurance coverage. The best estimate available was that
bIelhwt en 10 aind 15 ircent of all doctors in the country were practicing without
any insurance.

As tlie Sulli.inmittee already knows. the l'rehdent has also proposed product
liability h4gislation, lie proposes a tax carry-over aPliroach. a far less satisfac-
tory one from a iisineps point of view, inut especially to the small lisliness
owner. Under his plan, the owner wvoultl lie able to get credit on taxes owed for
all patYients made to cover liabilities. Frankly. I ant muci heartened bty the fact
that thle president has itade a counter offer. It shows that we've got hil think-
ing alout the problem. We have a great deal of support for our position from
iiany siall litisinesses and professional group,;. and I iohie that our bill, or a
variation of ,Senator ('ulver's, will prevail over the President's alternative.

Mr. ('hairnman, the time has come to eliminate this inequity in the tax laws. In
our in(reasingly complex society, it is ire and niore often the case that dis-

iut(is must be resolved by litigation. We ntitst protect businesses and profes-
sionals froti the damaging and possibly destructive liability suits they may from
time to time encounter.

In the end we all suffer if they are forced to curtail their activity or even go

out of busine..s because of their inability tri gct adequate protection for them-
selves and their families.

I urge the Subcommittee to act favorably on the proposed legislation.
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TESTIMONY OF SENATOR GAYLORD NELSON, CHAIRMAN, SENATE SMALL BUSINESS
COM MITTEE

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to inform the Subcommittee of
my sulpl)rt of S. 3345, a bill to permit Small Business Inveitiment companieses
to li, covered by the "deficiency dividend" procelure presently in the Internal
Revenue ('ode. 'rile bill is non-controversial. It is favored by industry, the Treas-
ury Ieliartiment, and the Congressional committees which have considered It. I
would hope that the bill will he speedily approved in the Senate and enacted
during 1978.

PURPOSE OF TilM LEGISLATION

R. 3345 would extend the "deficiency dividend" procedure. now available in
the Internal Revenue Code to personal holding companies and REI'l's. to SBIC's
sstadished under the Small Business Investinent Act of 1958. As you know, all
'if these coniloanies exi.-t primarily to colh,.t income for transmission to their
owners and shareholders. Accordingly. n,) tax is imposed at tihe corporate level
for all of these companies s as long as they pay out at least W.3% of their income.

If a sruall accounting error, miscalculation, or dlislut with the Internal
Revenue, Service results eventually in less than .901 actually being paid out,
liersnal hdling companies and REI'P's can, at that iint, declare a "deficiency
dividenal retroactively, to reach the required 90%/:. This relief provision has not
yet been extended to SBIC"s, which operate in tine same way. It is only equitable
that this be done.

EFFECTS OF TIE BILL

The hill will have consequences at four levels :
First. there is one SBIC which. a,: a result of an adverse ruling by the In-

ternal Revenue Service, missed Iying out what it considered to lie far more
than 9W,% of its income by the total sum of $243.22. This company halwlened to ie
tie first ,stailisshed in the industry, and has had a flawless regulatory record
until this line. There is no question (of the good faith of tine company in attempt-
ing to mtet the DW% pay-out standard.

Tine intent of the bill is to apply retroactively, so that the company In question
can pay whatever "deficiency dividend" is now judged to be adequate by tie
IR. This would prevent a tax deficiency of $190.271.54 currently demanded by
the IRS as corporate level taxes.

There are further details ,if this cas" in tIne attached statement of July 26.
There has been no olijection voiced to this relief aspect of the legislation alnM.
in fact, there is general agreement to extract such a Jl-'nalty tax would be coM-
lhtely 11nfai r in this situation.

Second. this legislation would apply to th, :32 SiIIC companies which are
pulihicly-owned by stoekholders, and which are subject to similar IRS actions
ait sgomae future tine.

Third, beyond this group, we have 2;0 additional SBI('s, some of which are
actively considering becoming public companies. That entails the soliciting of
additional capital from new stocklholders in order to rendr greater financial
assistance to smaller business. If the situation is clarified, we can thus un-
doubte(liy expect a greater volume of investment activity and infusion of capital
into these companies.

Fourth, there Ias been. among the investment community not presently partlel-
pating in the SBIC program, an increased level of inter: st. Some of this interest
results from legislation ,eing considered by the Senate Small Business Commit-
tee to strengthen the SBIT' program (Title IV of I.R. 11445). There is alo in-
creasing recognition of tile profitalility of new enterprises that accompany in-
dmistrial innovation, new employment, economic growth, increased exports, and
community stability where these ventures put down their roots.

President Carter has just directed all of tile agencies of the Federal govern-
ment to lrform a thorough review of policies than call be used to promote
innovation. Our joint hearings with the House Small Business Committee of
August 9 and 10 estalIshed on the basis of a series of studies thot the small
businesses and individual inventors consistently account for more than half of
all new Iusiness innovations, a record which has iwen labeled "striking" by
the President's own Office of Management and Budget.

Interest in SBIC Investment activity has been inhibited bv not only direct
threat of exposure to th nTternal Reveiue Service witbot the "deficiency divi-
(tend" procedure. but the indirect implications of an unjust treatment of this
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investment medium by government laws and regulations. If this injustice can be
removed, it will spur activity all up and down the line.

TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF THE BILL

This proposal was originally made in 1976 (as Amendment No. 2077) In con-
nection with the Tax Reform Act of that year. A more detailed history is in-
eluded in my remarks of July 26, 1978 upon the introduction of S. .3345, and
I would ask that this statement be included in the record of this hearing for
background purposes.

To bring this history up-to-date, the House bill embodying this proposal (H.R.
6877) was ordered reported by the full Ways and Means Committee of the House
on August 15, 1978. with the formal report expected to be filed shortly. Thus,
both the Hlouse Sulicoinmittee on Miscellaneous Revenue Measures, and the full
Ways and Mean. committee e have approved the measure.

The Treasury Iepartment formally approved and supported the bill and went
beyond it to suggest that the same procedure he extended to all mutual funds
registered under tile investment Act of 1940.

We understand that there is no objection by any element of Industry or of the
regulatory bodies concerned to including this Treasury suggestion in the Senate
bill. We would suggest this as a sound procedure to avoid the necessity for a
conference.

In this regard, there is another technical area where the Senate legislation
should be conformed to the 11ouse hill.

The Senate bill would add separate sections to the Code, while the House bill
would insert the applicable SBI(' language in Setctions 8156 through 8(10 of the
Internal Revenue ('ode which presently make provision of REIT's. We would
recommend this also be done In the Senate hill.

The House also considered requiring a percent of pay-out higher than 90
lercent. but reported the 90 percent figure which is now in .. 3.345, so that
no change is necessary in this respect.

IMPORTANCE OF THE SnIC INDUSTRY

Tie so-called "venture capital industry", of which SBIC's are a central part,
are a vital link in providing the risk capital and specialized advice which nurture
companies from their founding through the various stages of their growth to the
time they have the product and financial strength to offer their stork for sale and
ask the public to participate as stockholders. This may take up1 to 10 years to
intensive effort liv the new. young ventures, however promising they may be.
SBIC's, which offer developmentt expertise inl particular industries as well as in
financing, are invaluable in resolving the mnany problems along the way.

In less than 20 years, the 282 SBIC's have accumulated about $1 billion in
assets and have made about $3 billion in investments and loans over this period
to over 40.000 such companies.

That is remarkable record, and it deserves to lie encouraged for the benefits
of sinall business and the national economy.

SUMMARY

Mr. Chairman, the facts, the equities, and sound public policy fully support the
adolition of this non-controversial bill. I hope that the Subcommittee and full
('ommittee will lie able to act expeditiously on this measure so that it can be
enacted into law during this year.

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HOuSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

Washington, D.C,., August 2,, 1978.Senator [TARRY F. flYRD, .Jr.
Chairman. Sihrominitec on Taxation and Debt Man qgcrnnt Generally, Com-

mittee on Finanec, Dirksen Seniate Offie Buildin.q, 1Vashington, D('.
Dear Mr. Chairman : It has come to our attention that on Monday, August 28.

the Finance Sul-ommittPe on Taxation and Debt Management Generally will
likely hear testimony and consider legislation Introduced by Senator William
HIathaway. S. 2771. This measure seeks to prohibit the taxation of binzo games
operate(] by tax-exempt organizations as an "unrelated trade or business."
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Similar legislation has been under consideration by tile House Ways and Means
('ommittee. and on August 17 the Subconmnittee on Miscellaneous iRevenuie Meas-
ures favorably reported legislation to the full Committee. As sponsors of this
effort to clarify the intent of Congress with regard to the taxation of bingo games
by tax-exempt organizations, we respectfully request your thoughtful attention
to this issue and favorable consideration of legislation to remedy the present
situation.

Sincerely.
WILLIAM M. BRODHtEAD, M.C.
Bou TRAILER, MC.

CONGRESS OF TilE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, ).C., July 13, 1978.

lion. JoE 1). WAGGONNER, JR.,
('hairmon, SubColifttcC (n *ii.uwcllaneros R n''tic Jla('(snrIC. ('onutit ce oil

ll'Wy.v and .1!caom, Lonyworth Ilou.1c Offlre Building, 1llashinyton, D.('.
I)I:.R JOE: As yoil know from our recent conversation, it recent Eighth Circuit

('mrt of Alppeals decision could result ili thousands of dollars ii back tax liattili-
iies for (harit:lle and nom-lorotit organizations across time country. We need to
act swiftly to Ilrotect groups like the VFW. Jaycees, Rotary, Lions ('lubs, Knights
of (colimilms. Y\W(CA. American Legion, Elks. senior citizen groups, and other
non -profit cmiritable anl civic organizations who operate licensed weekly bingos
to raise fDinds. h'le( organizations now tiid themselves in possille tax jeopardy.

Intrmrial Revenue Service interpretations and recent court rulings have classi-
flied bingos. held regularly by nion-protit groups using paid workers. as an "ill-
related tr;h, (or lIusimess" that Is subject to tile federal income tax. However,
Icalis, tlie aw was inot previously clear oii this issue, miost. non-profit orgaiiza-
tioS., have niot paid taxes and could lie liable for thousands of dollars iii back
11 xes.

I do inot Ielieve hat bingos run by a cllaritable organization should be taxed.
The m'any states that perinit limigos have done so only to help assist non-profit
groups to raise money for their charitable and civic purposes.

Congress has tvxemipted nst iniconme of these groups from taxation in order to
further their legitimate charitable. educational, social, and civic purposes. Tax
exempltions serve it valid puldic Plirpose iii this case. We tax income from "unre-
lated trade or lnisless" only because tax exeaptnion for t "comnmercial" operation
would give the ion-profit "iusiuess" an unfair advantage in competing with regu-
lar businesses. li this case, there are no regular connmerclal bingos with which
to compete. There exists no possibility of fairr competition," aid therefore, no
valid public policy purliose Is served in taxing these bingos. (Tile federal revenues
involv(Nl are minimimal.)

I have introduced a bill which simply states that income from bingos does iot
i-institute income from an "unrelated trade or business" under the Internal
lieveinle ('ise. It Is iy hope that this | ll will lie referred to your Subconmnittee.
an11d that you will act expe(ltiously and favorally to protect the hundreds of vet-
ran. social and civil organizations across the country who nee( our hell).

With warmi personal regards. I remain
Sincerely.

BOB TRAXLER,
Mcnmber of Con gress

Enclosures.
BACKGROx'N'D INFORMATION ON 11.R. 1a405

SUMMARY OF TIE BILL

This- bill anmends the Internal Revenue ('ode (IRC) to treat the conducting of
ingos by tax-exempt organizations as NOT being an "unrelated trade or busi-

ness", thereby exempting the Income front such gaines from the federal income
tax.

BACKGROUND

Current tax status of Nonprofit charitable organizations
In general, the IRC exempts from the federal income tax most kinds of income

received by qualified "non-profit" organizations. See. 501 provides the tax exemp-
tion and defines which organizations qualify.
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Social and civic groups have been granted a tax-exempt status by Congress and
the states to furtlihr a specific piblie policy plrpose-namely, to promote the edu-
cational, cultural and civic goals of these kinds of organizations.

One kind of licone received by such groups, however, has been classified as
subject to the income tax. Income front an "unrelated trade or business"-as
leflinel by Sec. 511-51 of the IUC-Is taxed at the regular corporate rate.

An "unrelated trade or business" is generally defined ia the Code, regulations,
and court railings, as a regularly operate business, with paid workers, where the
conduct of such trade or business is not substantially related (other than raising
fnidsi to the organizations lperformance of its exempt functions.

Suich activiies were made taxable so that a non-profit group could not compete
unfairly with a regular commercial enterprise, because of lower overhead costs
resulting from a tax-exempt status. The legislation history Is clear: these actlvi-
ties are taxed only to put a non-prolit group on an equal basis with competing
commercial enterprises of a similar type. There is no other public policy purpose
served iII taxing these non-profit groups.

The dissenting opinion iI C'lareic, Ialelle Post No. 217, VFW, v. United States
governmentt gives aI excellent sunmary of the legislative history concerning this

Issue. A copy of this opinion Is attacl,(Nl.
As anl example. a local VFW (halter would lie exempt from taxes ol Income

derived from direct donations, a fumd.raising blarleque. or a garage sale. H1ow-
ever. if the sa - (halpter bought and operated a gas station, and paid its em-
ployees, the profllts would lie taxable. (If they were not taxable, the gas station
could presunablly sell gasoline at several cents a galioi less than competing gas
staLtionis, and this m(ouhl l)e unfair ,ompetitiin. a

Tox .vlahtts of bingo gamrs
States permit non-profit groups to operate regular bingos as a means of fund-

raising.
The legal issue for some tie now has Ieen : Is a regularly operated bingo a

"fimod-ralsng event" or is It anl unrelated ! trade or Iusiness'" The 11s appar-
enlly believes it Is to Ie the latter. hut Illil tie most recent Court of Appeals
decision. lhe issue was iiot made clear.

Most non-lprotit groups rin weekly iingos and many pay their workers a
iommi:al sun. For example, the State of Michigan bbigo Law permits bingo work-
ers to lie I)ald up to .$ per night.

It appears that. the Court of Appeals ruling (Clarence LaBelle Post No. 217,
VT', v. IU.S. I would subject all such ingos. operate by churches, non-profit
organization. and political organizations on a regular basis, using paid workers,
to lhe federal Inicome tax.

It is my umiderstan(liig thatI. because 1hw law was previously unclear ini this
area, many such org-dization have not paid taxes iII the past, nor have they set
asid past earnings tlat ,ouhi Ih' used to pay back taxes.

Thus. if tiW (desigmtio, of bingos Is an "unrelatedl trade or business" by the
Court is not set a.dice, these non-profit charitable and civic groups across the
country may find themselves liable for thousands of dollars in back taxes.

Tax treatment of political orgaoi.atioiis
Several states classify political party organizations as nion-profit groups eligible

for bingo licenses. Although taxed in a separate part of the IRC as the Sec. 501
groups, tile tax situation for political organizations is precisely the same: most
icomne is tax-exempt except for that derivedl from an "unrelated trade or
illsilness."

H.R. 13.$05
This bill simply amends two sections of the IRC to clarify the intent of Con-

gress that non-romicrimial bingos that do not violate state law are not considered
an "unrelated trade or business."
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II. DESCRIPTION OF BILLS

1. H.R. 8533 (Also H.R. 7460 and H.R. 13406)

Exemption for Income Received by Certain Tax-Exempt
Organizations From Bingo and Similar Games

Present law
Under present law, most organizations which are generally treated

as tax-exemipt under the Internal Revenue Code are nonetheless subject
to tax on their unrelated business taxable income (sec. 511). Thus, un-
less a specific exception applies, an organization which is tax-exempt
(under see. 01 (a))I is subject to tax with respect to income derived
from any trade or business the conduct of which is not substantially
related (aside from the need of the organization for income or funds)
to the exercise or performance of its exempt function.

Under some State laws, nonprofit organizations are allowed to con-
duct bingo games or other similar types of games to raise funds for
their exempt purposes. Often State laws limit the conduct of these
types of games to nonprofit organizations.

Two recent cases have held that tax-exempt organizations are sub-
ject to unrelated business income tax on the proceeds of bingo games
regularly carried on by the organizations with paid labor even though
the organizations were not in competition with for-profit businesses.'

For pol iticul orgaiiizat ions, "exe mpt finct ion invoiie" is tax exempt,
but nll other iliCoine is subject t(, tax. Exempt function income means
(1) contributions, (2) menl.'rship dues, fees. and assessments, and (3)
proceeds from a political fund-raising or entertaiuinient event, or the
proceeds from the sale of political eaiippi,,. nterials. which uare not
received in the ordinary cou.s, of any h-1iade or l,||siness (sec. .527).

i'hus, for political C;rganization.s, ilie proceeds of bingo or similar
gaines whihli are. regularly carried on with paid labor do not qualify
as "proceeds from a political fuid-raising or entertainment event,
which art- not received in the ordinary comirs, of any trade orbusiness,"
and, consequent ly. these proceeds would be subject to tax.

In this pamphlet, references to "exempt organizvaiom." (In not include social
ciubs (sce. 501(c) (7) and employees' bvneficiaRy n x.ciatlons (see. 501(c) (9) ).
which may be taxable on inveitmtnt invomre of nil types as well as iinrelated
business Income. 'Te term "exemupt orgonizationis." as used almo does not Include
political organizations (as described in see. 527) and homeowners' asociations
(as doecriied in see. 28).

I 'larence IaReile Post No. 217 v. United Otatcs - V. 2d - (8th Cir. 1978),
78-1 USTC I9N; Smf th-Dodd RueIaar4aW .As'n,. Or) T.O. 620 (19"5). In the
,qmith.Dodd case. a specific exemption for trades or Ims.ipseeo in which sulmtan-
tially all the work is performed without compensation (.ee. 513(a) (1) ) waA held
to be lnapdlicable because the oirganizations paid the workers $2 per hour mnd
thkes1e RUM could not be specifically correlated with the workers expenses. (The
court Indicated that expense reimhursernert of workers might not violate the
"without compensation" requirement.)

('7)
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Issue
The primary issue is whether tax-exempt organizations and polit-

ical or,..,anizations should be subject to taxation on income from bingo
and similar games that are conducted in accordance with State and
local law and not in competition with profit-making businesses even
though such games are regularly carried on with paid labor.

Description of the bills
H.1R. 7 40

II.R. 7460 would exempt from taxation the proceeds of bingo and
simiiilar types of games in situations where State or local law permits
such activities to be carried on by iionprofit organizations. This exemp-
tion from taxation would apply even though the activity is regularly
carried on and is carried on wi:ith paid workers. Ilowever, to qualify
for this exemi A ion froin th unrelated business income tatx, tle activity
niiist not u3rdi~arily be cOillducted oii a commercial basis in tle State
in which the organizationn operates, and the conduct of the activity
must not violate State or local law.

This bill would apply to games of the type. in which usually the
wagers are placid. the winners are determined. and the prizes are
flistrilutod in the presence of all persons placing wagers in the game.
Thus, this; bill would generally apply to bingo games,. keno games,
card games. dice gaines. and game, inA olviiig wheels of chance, such
as rmlette wheels. (The statutory definition follows one of the exclu-
sions from the term "lottery" index , the wagering tax (se. 4421 (2) (A)
of the Code).)
H.R. 89-513

H.R. 8.533 would provide that the exempt fuiniction income (i.e., tax-
exempt income) of a political organization would include income from
bingo and similar games that are conducted in accordance with State
and ',cal law and not in competition with profit-making businesses,
even thoiih such games are regularlv carried on with paid labor. The
types of games that could be, conducted on a tax-free basis are defined
in the same manner as the games that could be conducted on a tax-free
basis by other exempt organizations under H.R. 7460.
I.R. 13405

H.R. 13405 would provide the same exemption for tax-exempt orga-
nizations from unrelated bu.siness income tax for income from bingo
and similar games its would IT.R. 7460. In addition, I.R. 13405 would
provide the same exemption from tax for political ornganizat ions with
respect to income from bingo and siniilar uames as II.R. 8 ,33.

Effective date
IT.R. 7460 wolld apply to taxable years beginning after December 31,

1909. 1H.R. 8533 would alpply to taxable years beginning after Decemn-
her :1, 1974 (the effective date of sec. 527 of the (ode. which provides
rules for the taxation of political organizations). The provisions cof
IT.R. 13405 relating to section 501 (it) organizations would apply tf
taxable years beginning after Deceehr 31. 1069: and the provisions
of the bill relatine to political organizations would apply to taxable
years beginning after December 31, 1974.
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Treasury position
The Treasury supports these bills only on a prospective basis and

only for bingo where it is conducted iin accordance with State and local
law and. purstuant to such law, may not be conducted by profit-making
businesses.

NOTE: Treasury has since revised their
position so as not to oppose retroactivity
back to December 31, 1974.
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ACTIONS TAKEN HY SUJICOM MITTEE ON MISCELLANEOUS IEV'ENUE MEASURES

Oin nation by Mr. Frenzel, 11.R. 13405 was amended to include tile Treasury
recomiiiitirirtii that "qualitied galess" be litlited to biligo.

tin a further ml inon by Mr. Frenzel, the text of II.R. S533 was substituted by
the text of 11.1t. 13-105, Is amended, and 11.R. 8533, as anientded, was reported
tii the full committeee oil Ways and Means.

STATEMENT OF TIlE ALLIANCE OF AMERICAN INSURERS, DONALD L. JORDAN,
ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT

The Aliiance of American Insurers is ii major national trade association repre-
so'rltilig over 100 iisilr ainue carriers which write prtiperty alid casualty inlisuralce
c'omerages fir commercial and persoiil insurance accounts ill ill fifty states and

lie 11,,r>lt oif ('olunibia.
The Alliance has maintained :in ongoing special interest inl product liability

ii silrline ii Iat ers over the il.st several years lot ill Washington anLid at the state
level. We liai worked closely Witlh tile liter-Ageln(y Task Force on Product Lia-
hility JIs w\.1 'l.4 lie, NatIiouiaMi Assoi-rition of Ilil.i rallce o'oJtnissloners and tile
Iiislir ti'e Se-rices (illfu(, ill develiig lieiess~ary irifornatiln to iplato the lag-
liidh (of irodlt1( liiliil ty pr d briis ill proper p erspective. develop a realistic
lilticler ls:iiiii-g i (i valIs.s ald evI lua.rte wrirkalile so] ltilors. We believe the Alliance
is. ihereft re. iliti L strong position Io pro vide useful itiforiaIini to the Subcoui-
lnittee ill their evallulti of ilternitive tax )roiposais to help fund )roduct.
ililility losses. it in rder tf ilav'e these tax lirolosals in prolKer perspective, we
first briefly review t lie magnitlide of t ie products problem and tile need to address
its r'ilisis raller than its affects.

We reigliize that there have ieen problems with the affordability of product
lai lity iisuinrice part ulIrly for s111ller businesses. We are coniticed, how-
ever. Ilhat tilose lirol dems hrave been limiteol to date both iii terms of their impact
oIl fillur fiVera Iolliest ic ecololliy ald| fill the lniriiiber of lusil e,-s fi rls wh-o bare
a-Iettially experienced sigifi.ant tialnial dislocation or major insurance place-
innt i rd affiirdalility IProblvies. Various exhaustivt studies including those
t'iiiililrled by the Inter-Agency Task Force on Product Liability under the direc-
lion uf the C'ommerce l)epartmerit have indicated, for example, that the total
cost cof lrodlict li-illity irisuirance for tie great majority of lousIness firms is
lss thatn 1 i f gross sales. In Jaddition. there has been extensive evidence un-
,vered I tlit those inisuranie prolilems which do exist are related principally to
uffoT l a ility prof ilnlis haveeen i tinicovered only ill certain limited product see-
Iors i.e.,,I i firiis mnufactuirirg. listributin.g or irustalling certain types of
imnutrial products that require c(arefll handlirig or are potentIally dangerous
tin wiirkers as %iell as a limited nunliiler of constlier products.

The Alliance is collviied that the best approach to those product liability
ilistnr.i .i affordbility profunis tlit do exist is to address their fundamental
c.iuses. It nuist tierefiire lie recognized at the outset that proposals for tax
dedui.tilil sIhf-insiind trusts doni rot address the funidamnlltil uses of the prod-
uet li'A ility lili dchii which a re (I) tillr existing tort system which Ias fulIed
Ihv lieivr-inrerei sing cost aid severity of product liaillity clainis : (2) the existence
nif il:nigen'ili ;ii1(i liilentiilly llazard ir s products : und 4 3) a social compensation
phi i asiqhy Ihlit incrasingly fo(culsles on el titlenuent rather than product defect or

P'roliosals which t-re restricted to creating new nthods of funding exIstling
lo.ses will lio no illillact till reduciig product liability losses but will simply
l.iol ti lile rallo.lifion of existinr i iss (usfs. sueh tax proposals do inot treat
lie catlse ofi lie pliiletri., oilly ile tiiinr of its filia icial impact (ol business eon-
erns. Essiitially. uiiikinig jiri idiit liability loss reserves tax deductliblt simply
sta hi isies a slllevwhat arbitrary expense (i.e. 3 .%- of griss sales) and a restricted

l.ssvit acci tlllit IT Trust to find poteitilI losses iil the filtltre. Hence. over i
lieril if oi iiie the total of ill is cots that ,slist lie fnlided will riot lie lessenied
1,y thei t.ix uirni:]isal liirt will hiive reiaiied essr ,itiill. ly illelurc irefd.

There is a related irolblem in tile use oif self-i ruured reserve trists par-teularly
for s lmill lrsluisis. to firil their lirodliet ilililitv loss exposures. Self-insurranee
"len it has lio1n urseul ill tile past is invariular adopted whenii two conditions iro-
Vail. First. elilinl freqieincy is the princilpal problem rather than claim severity :
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-econdly, losses are somewhat predictable. that is, loss experience can be esti-
imated aetuarily with some degree of accuracy. Just the opposite condition pre-
vails, however, with respect to the product liability loss exposures for small
companhs. This is sA) because claim severity is the major concern rather than
cahi freiluency. while liabilities and claim filings are highly unpredictable and
irr.egular in their occurrence. Placing $25,000 a year in a self-Insured reserve
trust does little to help a business faced with the potential of a million dollar
product liability claim (not an unknown occurrence) nor dots It provide sufficient
protection for the potential plaintiff who suffers a loss.

We are satisfied that the tax treatment of product liability self-insured trusts
is a subject that has received a most thorough-going review by this Administra-
tion. both by the C'ommerce Department in its various studies through the Inter-
Agency Task Force on Product Liability and by tile Treasury Department in its
slciflc follow-up study of tax proposals to deal with product liability loss
reserves. Ve therefo re wish to call attention to the Statement by Secretary
.Juanita Krips who initially supported a tax set aside proposal) that the tax
carrylat, k alternative may result in a "better use of capital" since funds would
znot lit required to hw maintained in a segregated low yield fund. The Treasury
l)epartment has also concluded that a tax loss carryback would be far more
efficient, niore equitable and 'ertainly simpler to administer than a product
liability self-insured trust which ill itself would not conform to existing tax law.

Under pre.ent tax Regulations two essential conditions must be met for self-
Insured reserves to be deductible. First. the actual liability must be fixed, and
second, the magnitude or amount of liability m-iust be determined with reasonable
accuracy. (Treasury Regulation 1.461-(a) (2) ), the "all events test"). Under the
"all (-vents test" a deduction Is not allowed for reserves for anticipated product
liability losses if the loss has not yet occurred prior to the close of the taxable
year. This ilosition regarding the deductibility of contingent loss reserves is also
consistent wtih that adopted liv the Financial Accounting Standards Board
(FASI) in their Statement No. 5 (Before a loss contingency may be recognized,
available information must indicate that: a) an asset has been Inpaired or a
liability incilrred and b) the amount of loss must he reasonably estimated). A
contingency self-Insurance reserve meets neither of these tests.

CAPTIVE INSURERS

A brief comment Is necessary on tax proposals that would enable domestic
captive Insurance companies to deduct contributions for product liability losses.
The Alliance believes that this proposal might benefit only a select number of
smaller Imsinesses vh:j could conceivably combine their product liability ex-
jxsures through an association owned captive Insurance company. As currently
drafted S. 304) requires that a qualified product liability captive must be created
or organized in the United States .-or the exclusive puropse of paying product Ila-
Iility losses and related expenses sustained by the tax payer. This means a
United Stttes based captive insurer. To date only about 3 dozen or so captive In-
surance companies have bwe organized domestically principally in Colorado al.
though a few other states are preparing legislation which would track closely
with the existing Colorado captive law. To establish a Colorado captive, how-
ever. rcquir's a minimum of one million dollars of capital and surplus up front
wriif other siguifienut arlditional costs (i.e.. management fees would run many
thousands more to enable the captive to operate In conformance to state insur-
an-P regulalions).

What snill company on Its own would have the financial resources to tie up in
excess of one million dollars of existing working capital in lew yielding govern-
ment securities (or other regulated high liquidity low yield "safe" investments)
to establish a domestic captive solely for the purpose of funding product liability
loss reserves?

ll'ould a Rclf-in-turcd trnet limited to funding product liability, loss contin pen-
cics really he uqed by small business?

To answer this question, we refer to a recent study by the National Federa-
tion of Independent Misinesseq who surveyed their membership using a selected
;anple of 4.21.4 of their some 31.000 memlrs. The NFIB found that 42.8% of re-
stlrdents reported that they could not establish a self-involred truqt fund and
that another 24.%,r stated they could do so. but only with difficulty. Finally, only
5.9% of all firms responding to the NFIB survey said that such a fund was readi-
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1y Iossible. The NFlli report went oni to sa.y these results sliouli nit surprise
ailkV)lle .1-: aI4 1 Iilitaihlllt of stili a l-Imii|li'tiv, trust ftltaut wotldl exaice'liate
exist ig seritis capital roltl ens for ally still firnlls.

CONCLUSION

We Ielieve tliat a self-insured Irtedur't liability trust fund is at best a short-
tertn ajlprolorh thar is not a sutlesti t utte for essential Ilonger-teri solutions such as
itit cifi'ntjolt f li s ate t trt laws ant ottier efft'rts to deal with Ii nli rot causes of
tihe mrdt-t lilt y ioretdem. Secondly. it is in jllaproach which has very limited
ailial iol t tiil.v a slai It lnlilliber of iiaSillesses who c lb benefit Iby Its passage.
Fit:lly, we ile it' poiltifali of the .iiAdinistratioa inlhtling the ('tminnerce and
'l'rea:uiry I lepilrtiiet w'lihit believe rh.nt at t.1v loss (carry lack wte'ldh Ie a Itref-
era 1vte itiirii i aipiroactl to dealing with lorict'r liability isuranuie at' irdla liility
ltrobleins tliat (to exist.

STAI tNti. oIr T]tE A MERICAN INSTI'TTE 'F A tiW iisTETs

'Tli is s iftieli! is ill 51 tI" iort of 'S. 2S(" an dii 11.11. 7711 wlichlh are similar to tile
Iills tla itwre the sul t'it 'if 'timinittet hearings. We sriaigly urge the ihieluslioi
(If dv sigl ltrcifesvitmaIls withiia ihe (-'verag-e 'f the leg-isl ht i yti have under
t'1ilisidtralimi. lhe liability lertlletiii fit' f itttthitt Jlanilfaatrers liave j'lstlil3abl
Iietii t a lla er ot ('tigrr'essilial .t'i'tierti. aitil we ire itiviti'etlI thart ait exala-

lit Ii 4if 1 lie fral-ts %.ill slatt" the llility pril',detus tf design plrof ssiOtnals war-
ralit etiml atItettion. Every pridlt antad every iuilliiig or strltctltre treated tmiutst
first it' hlesiltie. lIn t1av ilrttdut lii'li, this is often dme by tI(t iainilfit'lrer's
iperstiimel. Itl I Ie area 'if liuilthiug- and strlut res. however. the desigli is italtlly
t11,' I.y hileh'Iptfilttll irrfessiilvanl he'ivigii firms. And just as Ittloluet iniatfatrers
live e xpitriettd stunliing increases ili the cost if lialdlity co,verarge, so too has

thi s gri< , tif desigri Iirofessiona ls.

TttE PROBLEM

l (tring the l91Pt's. pirofesional liability inisuran.e iw itinitg designers gen-
trlily e-'I e-s thaii tint' l.tr ceit of at irtn's gross receipts. llt'iattse of it's
ltatlllgn i-ist e n1aaid really a v ailaility, ]lit-hrIasel iit r'min e 1iss:1a te n widely
aielfteil lIy architees, eatgiters (.A-l'si ll flit'ir c.lients. Ili tile 1970*'-. how-
'vet'. i 1 un111a l, ii't-i liu:ii s for this r'rov'ai i ,e I Iu'ga 1l) Sk3.N0l'r -ket. with Ml 111titt
ilLrv.'a-s tel' i4i' ; tI' taicri, tniot tir'tilnttiiti. At ail ien'ases, of etoirse. vary by3
ilill 1ir state. ,1iI !iatli(iiatlly. fit', average aittuiutlal jireain1i iltnire-ss have raised

rati-il flite 'oot of i stianl e act' 577 \* ver lie last eight yvea rs. Liability Coverage
tow relpreseils ti average of 3 to 10t/I' of ni (design firm's gross receipts. For
atia+lly A--4.. illsfll talle coverage is tit)\\- lit, largest single otst itema after p ay-
rid]1. W\'hat is lar. lipl tlhased insiratcte is gelie'ally a flxetd cost for ('onst ru't iii
tlesigi ie'rs, while tIte const rttction industry is Iighely (-yr-i al.
As sigtnificf.int is thle , lreanitn it.reaIses havye beetn. it is vitally iltportaiat

for this sltlbirolt imittee Io titlerstall that thley tire Iilt a part of tile total lia-
liiliiy r,,ist problems fac'tl 1o3' iltr ineriwers. Pl'rrfessiotal liability po-lities for A-Ir's
trt written wit It a dedlti lilt laltillt (f first I investigation at1t1d hlefeus'e) Costs
'h:irgealile to tie itastlredl, that is eapplicul to ,,ah 'lraim. As l-reni'ulls have 's-
calatteci. any \- A -E iins ltatve raised Ihis deducttile limit its the only way of
cout rolling their costs. '[he dedt't [lil amounts tirt usually 1allroael, equal.
(ir ex(ietil tit' annual IIretinitms. Thiis lltti that a design firing that does have
one or Inore claitas 1t1iel4 aga itnst it itt a Si tile year cat etl tup playing twice
ier three times thi' atroult of tie rviniiii. vvea if niotie rif the claims are suc-
ci-ssfl. Itn addition Itt these' eash r'lxnse.% tile A- U first must atlsorb the ita-
tangilde costs of lncoils'lsnteo leprofessioml time slnnt iti investig-ation and
defeistel prelarat tion. Ittf,,iratted estithiates iniicate fhat a (a ilesigti irofessaional
siendst three hours frt every oit- hour at i at torley spends iin preparing to de-
feid against a clini. Ritce atin architect or engineer. as any lrofessional, es-
s.ttially sells his or her t ine, this can lie a signlfieant loss. And finally unlike
ian-ttifarturin coneers. arn architi(.t must a'rsonally stand leilil his or her
loss and is not shiedlel li.v the limited liability of the corporate form.

Phe iplortatnce of these utiustrel first iosts of liability leaid ly the designer
over and alove tit( pretnilln is hi glig lted by two fat-tual ciremstancets. First.
the majority of claims against A-.'s aire relatively small property damage clainis.
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l"rom 1I') to 1971. t1,53 - of the claims for which we have statistics did not
exceed the dedulilt limits of policy coverage by more than $25.000. The aver-
age '1imin exceeded ltile ded'lt libhk by $16,751 in 1971(. ]ut the average dedueti-
lb', tiocitit is now loetwveit $15,004 andt! $20,(0. This indicated that the design
professions are currently satisfying a substantial portion of the costs of liability
olit of locket, event with insurance.

Second. ilie freopiency of clhim s is Increasiig at the rate of 20% per year,
so lhat now, 29)., of insure nehitecturil and iiglniring firms in our data
Iase exlmxrien-'al clatits ill It7. We simply live ill a sx'iety that is ever more
prone to litigat ion. Ili this colimetion. It should be pointedly out that liability
(c-tiverago' for A -i's is wvritttI ilt oa "c.laiS mis ma le" loisis . This means the insurance
(Ito's niot o.ovoI (lai ins I hi')lought after a ]mli(cy iaps's hax~l ti)ct es or oiiissiouis,
comiitfd dolluing hg l terln of lit, policy. Sto A-E's iust maintain insurance.
even after retirvti-iat or dlissolition. f, r it least It(, length h of lite state's statute
o of hi mitatioios, if thlen' is one.

All of this c. ia 1sv br' ought into sharlt fo nts if ptit into t lie context of a
I13]tbelt hal ii'Xit1010' : IA, Its a soti tul a t3 ynia arehitotitinrail tirii of . lO-ole,
lhe inedian size iof our iniior lirns. carries $150.4 XX of i iisurale with Ia
.1IOM.(I di.hit iillo' liitil. 'l'lT' i might Ilot oayitig $s 120X) p,' year ill pre-
mii sl. for thlis. intic it-tlin- rnigh ily $24N (4,1 PI1I iii gross yearly ro,.-'ipts. Now s-
.1l1lh' , lhot i oi-itt atriso's aivor ;I project invoolvii' rsl isiloility for a c4t-
structiin ool:oy atitl tn v'tli is filac!. Ili the, snt year. a teuirt ill nit aloartineit
tootise tltoe firm design' ive, yti arv'ai's .'ailie- siiovs S'o (laiige 01m, to water leakage

ill (li,' a.f llt, ll' ii mltls. 'lit' fnt is Ito4m' colentially facing $20,MX) in direct.
'lilt (if plockt ('Nlj'ls' S. :Iffeir l'yiig ;11i(it0 $II.0Wk( iii l reminms. lx'-fore lit'
ilisuirlco- olaipaay Ions e'ven fii-irrol a ho.-, tuind befor'an Il idinag of faulit is

iadt. III tlik all tIll, typhic-al ix.imlo', 15 f oil' the ir-'s grtws rt ipts (-ilt he
uoiarnItil'oh or at,.evi cio-iiiillo,:-c'd lay l'(Ofu -siomi lillilily j.ist as :t roost of doing
lillsitie..s that yea.r, tle majority of it lorit, ty the firi itself despite insurance.
Andit i otntal e o 'itluimsi.izi, that this ik 15,.' (of gross re,''ilits. lefii-'e
payroll, rent, lililltie.s, tlxo.k , olher il ,vm rtutoce, etc.

I M PAc'T

To ajljoroeintoi late e.Tets (of thi i -eetti. crippling. finav-ial Iturden. it is iu-
hwhirttlit tc) no'(-iniie thait flt emcilstiirtioil ile-ijgit jorot'.sioti is hoieloflicl'nttly
to' of siii:il1 Al11-1111_'-sa',. t.%ti,' ti:ion -ts't \%-it lotcoiig Io the, AlA, ,) work
ill ot1tico's ad' tila it- 01e(-vr lhlO.If we ;tstitre thlitt there are alont lMX) fuill
tiitme ;archita'ct ral motiol tlgito' -iing irm- iillflit- country, iver 95" of all those
liri, qualify as .imat 1ions iness'.,u itlo' a SBA's ho'lliitioot of that eat egory.

4 ieuj this inodostry oooiigutratioou. t~lil tict oof olcaht ia b iiti coots is
toclihy ttlcloi'i-tr . 'l' illeras, in ili-ii's linbilhity itirniu ium 0o/ftro
iuo':iil'- tlit' dift',rtvi'o' tlvi'oti laiyitg ofl 1.5icti-ti'l :litl] hirin.r to-w staff..\ sin-gle
chaimi (-tili ljo-Iluioe exlatiit for fltin wijtisiiaiu (if tifiroe s:)histic'atod design
to'ciiohorio's. if mat ioifr no' a t1 ofr to-abet lot.

'li'h high t'olf iilosiit:ttic 'Li- o-rtiitt':l aI lliilosluit athttri, ' i i too n' fortatint
tut o,'xptoiosiii oof t lornew. small ii'uo: . 'fiv'ol'|;il g oo\t't tlote iiitiiiy sta it's
ainI Is-tat goVtiiluo'its il'tlrqire, li:allilit3 iiisluroot ' ;i I oro:-if ii t i hi i I tit\'ll
,ila lifi i foot' to tiiti11-:i. .. 'iul t :1iiiv if toot t, 1 .4-t ]riv.'it' o'iti, ts ro'oliitO it is to
contnotcopotiioii. 'Jhi-tioro'. hoo:i-o' gf tit-' -iso' of tirr-titt piotfssiotiti lit)-
loility ili'-uartoioo' 'tio.ls. :i Ic';giniking tarc-hil't-'lii: at a-iivtiiio-oritog firm ltiust loIu
.r,]Itait itolv c'.ioittuli0'olho. flooo' it vain o'ii coouiistv o' cr tuttiy vituiIniissiooi)-.

(if cilrso' tiio, itast itlHolt-t:iat l tth o. oif a' desizntig lr('fessic'ti lialilily
llr-4lico-tIme't i, tlio' risk it c-ro-ti-, Ii,)i oItuy foo:' tor-hit 0-is tand etaginiesr. butI lite
I11loli'. Wh'io'll a ,-ingt noitimo' c':cit (i lt::nkrihot ! sm:ill firm, and multilolt'
cltaimis ('tali kiuikrlulot aO itwitoilit .izvo! (or Ovt'i to large turm. whlt-ro' is flio' prote-
tiooi for lhto putldi' ciorfo's-iuto hraetiti' S Nill\ pliistitit' lt'rfe('timi. Emrrrs amid
ao:issilms d]u o''itllr ttiol .v, :irr3- ilistrltive in i -oogAii it o:f tla flt. lut whti
this ill-lr' ie' i-.S -, . ::, t,. jh, otolioitho fir s o, tirm ls t lhe liability
('xloo-it-0' e o'i'i lt i iir-ati'o k so' gro':u nz tot tiiro-tioti tho' 1itma1c-i.il stability
0f tIl(' b ortit't iti,,ii'. Tl itn-ii c;it!ltu t i;iy ItaVeo so . tt' cof rrciovery. And
it is IiI sbilt,'' . m l. o'ittts w l:- xre e Ii- oh1 t this I-isk. .T1st is liitoliifac-tnlrol
jonoouts toltor th.a', atiai (of 0 i:rcl,.r the', I li|olitits :inA stru:'iai'tm.rs x' clodsign
tiro' used b.y ito' litt(' to !i%-,- ai!,| 'oorl ili ao! lr.vt (it for dt'c!o-'. "rh, design
ltor)fo.- it l s a ability o p'sure. mitf it t i'lolohic''s risk :iiid iio'' floor p
ta ctioat, is toa 'tt as un'at as thIat foar nuttutfac-htr-ol horolhics.
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BFkINNINGS OF A REMEDY

Because of all the factors outlined above, we strongly urge the inclusion of
constructionn design lirofessionals Mithin the coverage of tht self-insurance tax
lull before you. i.R. 7711. with its sixty some cO-S)lns01 ,, and S. 28W include
professionals. In the area of construction ilesigners. we believe the aillity to
establish liability loss reserve accou nts would lhe a l most wholly used to cover
eXlSusu re to first costs under insiraince deductilde limits. Because iof tilt, pre-
jii nderantly smll lIusiness nature (if the liroes.siin aiiil tile high cost (if tle
structures being designed, very, very few fir ms would or could at temptit to totally
s-elf Insuire. Virtually all arhitt ets who would elect to create a reserve' account
wioldli[ 1) Sio ill conju nation with pu rcha.sel insurance to c river catastroidic
Ii(s-;,s. In fact, total se'lf insurance to tilt, level (if industry standards would lie
iialiiissi lIe under S. -W49. si ice that ill liiit.s acc.umulatiin iii a reserve ac(-
c('iilt to a maxiniuuii of 15%- iif yearly gross .'eeilits. whereas most A-E',s carry
in.rij r iceV f(a r ablove tha t lercentage.

D )esigni Ipro f'ssi onal.s currently arte. ill effect. self insu ring thi I extent lie(a use
of th, limited nature 4,f commercial insurance available. Existing tax ht"w allows
a iled iictin fir oulrehased in isura ne iren lili ins aniid actIl ua oine 1('tilIIsa ted finl-

lility losses itliurred. S. 2N-t %,iul simply alliw a c'minuensurate deduction for
a reserve, acci int to meet tile same c i ls iif doill- Iiisilness. it (til i aiiall ngea ile

ior plredictaile lbasis. With a liability h+iss re ,trve ac tlilL ait A--E firm could
slowly lii li up a reserve to cover its exliiooi I' ti) tile first (.iists if cla h s.

As the account grows. til firm ciuld raise the ildeuictilde limit oin its lur-
(hasedil insuranap. Clleriuly reducing or at least stdiliziig lirelinis. The growth
(if tti reserve %%miuld ielitil onl the lack (if f'laimns. so tlese acintsllllts wuld en-
(lillirag aniid re"'arol gool lerfiormn(' iuclh ni re tlihan the virrent sitilitioii.

Fr niew', snall firms or sile practitioners juist liegining, the ability to estab-
li-,i a reisirv', l{.(.'iiir volhdil allow\ thli to iia;aediately set asidef fillis anld gaill
siulad' liability r ltwectior without having to wvait until they can afford piur-
i'hasei]1 i usilranev. Anl when a new practice do lilly coiiilniercia l coverage. a
grioii lg reserve :l('ciiilit cild llid tite firing et it cl e-'ai]r. In this respect.
slhiiild tht Subcolillittei, include designers ill this lill. we wouil lii e soliie hl-
gllinge cilmihl lIe incluidedl in tilt relilrt iili('iig Ht illt'llt that allilllltS in

l]iti's re~wrve accoti.s lie co nsidered on a liar with ci aniier(il| ci average ill satis-
f*vi ig federal. and hopefully statIe. reqillireleln t, for ialiility .overage in
p ricu me i(i its.

'e' ri'cignize there may lie reluctance u1n1 the ]oart of the Subiominttee tip
exli'util -iivdrageo (f liall ity loss reserve acc ill legisliti ion tip all iro fessiols.
Sil(e nIt all lrof(P.s;iii i, have similarly acute lialility linilllells. ()ther lrfes-
sirins hav ye .rentr eeluornic res. mirces or greater ilsti titoi]it a nid legal ]protec-
1t111 frits liahility claimls.,. |hit we strongly liehieve architects ailil cngitiers do
hii'e' a lirilulemll so aclte aid a iaegri'4 of exdoslir ' so great that ceriviage milder
the ill liefire vmi is warranted. Shdlihi yiii decide to allow- itrilctiol deigii-
ens [It. hc-t'imi ll iioiu tilt forward ill S, 311"!. %% e iff'r ti' following silg i.sld
miiuigli;lge to ato('iilimli i,4] that end :

Alli'li si vciflm "(9)(A ' regar(ilig tie ili'fiiitii f iIi|ll('t lialmiity lI.v ill-
s'ntiuig a 'idiili after tlhe phrase' 'i)r defo.ts iii-' a il aelrilulg |ithe' rlmilililg

Idiri-tlu of t(e spotiol to) read w, follmvs :
-(Ii A jirilrodu't iii llfietuitld , illiiirlt'ed. slistrililited, 1(l ; it'. ii 1 s d11h 1 V it'

ta xl1a.v r or. (2) ti' prlftdsii ia] ili'sig. piilillig. 4valuati.i, lrelratinl oif

spl'ifil'vtiitis iir :alr|iiiistr:ltioii (f a .ciirat ipy th tixliay'r i widhitIler ill while
4hr ili part ) for tit(' c.nstrreition (ir ni ifiilt ii 'i if a hilild|lig ntr rlli'tllr' t il
real lrol.pe rlv ."

The restrietions iui S. 3049 desiglned ti) liuniI eligibility to small iiu11 esses
resent few problems. )1nr ilnlm]ers are slnall b1 i businessess ald i e, generally

coime within t hose restrictions. Il fact, ie maj iriy (if wir invi I ir firms wonlId
ualifry as hl:iviniz :t "severe liability insurance priddeni" lI1ii. and tHe nl1A~iliill

riuutribtidtin limits are eiolitl the .laiility if all but a few tirms.
Of course. rinytille a ne' deduct iii is priiisedl, tile (Ili'stioli iif il iget dir reve-

ell' I 111il(t must lit, rai vcd. We have tit heaid of aily a''uiirate or r'l.ialiii, esti-
li1tel beiiur nu1lade at tis Tpiilit. All tii' stilluates we kniiv of either assume every-

io- eligilide wouil estaliish a reserve acounli11t or dlo liot dis('lnt ti(, ilidulitions
already king taken. Intuitively. we I el ieve extelialing tlie ilition if ii liability
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loss reserve accounts to design professionals would not result in a significant
revenue loss. Again, premiums and incurred uncompensated losses are already
deductible. The revenue loss due to these existing business deductions would he
absorbed or replaced by deductions for contributions to these accounts. To the
extent that premiums for purchased insurance, that can now be deducted, are
reduced, there may even lie an offsetting revenue gain. We view liability loss re-
serve accounts for architects and engineers not as some potential windfall for
these professions but as recognition of the fact that deigners must now self-in-
sure their liability exposure to large extent. On that circumstance, reserve
accounts would simply treat small professional firms on an equal basis with in-
.surance companies.

ADMINISTRATION PROPOSAL

Despite the preliminary endorsement of pre-tax liability reserves by the De-
partmentof ('ommerce, the administration has now proposed an alternative tax
Ian for liability troubled industries. This calls for extending the loss carry-back
period from three too tem years. We, unfortunately, cannot agree with this as an
alternative due to three reasons : (1) lack of efficacy in addressing the problem.
(2) intential for conlllexity and exiemnse to the taxpayer, and (3) impracticality
in olm-ration.

1 ) The extende(I hos carry-back proposal siml)ly does not address the central
problem of high lrenliums and high dheluctiles. No firm could reduce its ire-
mium similly by saying it had large prior lProfits that it might get a refund on
should a claim arise. And the problem of high deductibles would not be affected
it all SinlCe IL firnm would have to exiaiust its current income against a loss before
filing for a refund of prior years' taxes.

(2) While the IRS may view the extended loss carry-back as administratively
simple. it is a potential nightmare (of expense and (oniplexity for a professional
snall bousilless. Most lirofessimiil tirms such as architects olierate as partner-
shilp, closely held professional corlirations. for Suloehaliter S corporations. li
mlost of tlle.e situat iiiis. the principles are taxel directly, with ina-omne passing
through the hiaLiimieSS entity. Fo<r a typical firm (of three or four partners to tako,
advantage of the Admilistration's i0 year loss carry-lark would therefore re-
quire the filing of :W4-40 amoenided tax ret Urns. The coiripiexity ai(i -ost if this
alone coulhi d 'lciourage any .ne from using this concept.

i:l ''llh. tenlodd carry-ia(-k v<ivept. as stated aiove, d(ls iotliilug about the
problems uif high out-of-Itwket costs under deduetil e limits. Ii addition, it is
very uiclea r hiui\ this etncelit would artuallly work ill tlie rmat world (f small
usi ness liilllity. The -omvl'eltt liresuilne. that a lnsiness wv'ill have cash oll hall(d

to) ay ally .tdgiile t a ld thelin wait fr a r nf d (assunig I jutidgmnienit must lie
elitered liefore tile loiss Is accruel for tax liurlxises). This uimoly is not the (ase
Wi Ih Siall bUsri1PSSVS facing j ulgmients in excess of ilnisuraice coverage. And wve

ee no1thilig inl ll shis cole t which wmuid convince a judlgmeiit cre Iit4 r to forestall
ex -ciltiig its jutdgrilelt gigailist firmi aniid liersomal assets iheyord tlie mere siossi-
loility opf extra'tilhg multiple tax refunds at some mideterneneus future tinmue.

For tliese reasons, we see tile admai istrati sli pr iiosal as ii'i rviniedy at all
ill tihe area of ar(clitvct*\ lirofessioial liability.

STATEI.'F:T OF FAR., ANtD I.Nrus-TRI.l EQUiPMtNT INsTTuTE (FIEIl

ltt ber than exp li.ate S. 16111 and S. 304. FlEI wouhl like to address lhe
nii'lelits whiil it feels shold lote ini(orlmirated in any legislation which is erld(.ted
whicli att hrizes tie creation ,if tax except lirodntt illiity triu ts.

CONSTRAINTS TO BE: PIA(I-D ON TUE"-: RESv:RVE

F. Fnid.s which are placed ini reserve are irrevocable anI should only be with-
drawni fir a i',,ilied. acceltallie purlose. If funds should be othervise with-
ilnawil the Iimr lllt withdraWil Should tliel lit- stlbject to iiorliial tax t reattiment.

". Inli'ma- earned (i lif e .s,-ts of tit' trust should lie subject to ti I o- allnnl rate
Elf taxation or l'crmitted to be reinvested o- plaed baek into flip fud as part of
the- flld.

3. The reserve, should apply only to- the utninsured1 portion of liability exposure.

3 .. 2 o - I - 2-
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4. A yearly evaluation of the trust by an independant accounting firm should
e required.

5. Reserves should be confined to FDIC insured banks or government backed
bonds.

COVERAGE OF THE CLAIM RESERVES

layniits from the claims reserve should bie extended to payment of judge-
meits, settlements, costs of defense, and all other unallocated litigation expenses.

ACCUMULATIONS UNDER THE RESERVE FUND

The ainount placed in the reserve should he restricted to claims made against
the cOniaN iy.' If it is necessary to limit the reserve FIEJ recommends utilization
,lf a floating iase premised upon 120%, or such other measurement base as may
lie appropriate, of the cumulative claims made over a specified base period )e.g.
the proceeding three years), taking into account inflationary factors. Punitive
awards should be treated as an exception to the reserve limitation.

INCLUSION OF CAPTIVE INSURANCE COMPANIES

FIEI would like to see the concept of a reserve trust lie extended to Include
cialitive insurance cottlianies. The fashion in which a reserve is held should he
imunialerial stice there is an olivious advantage to pooling hilt( ability to spread
risk through re-insurance, especially in the ca. e of catastrophic loss.

DEFINITION OF A SEVERE PRODUCT LIABILITY PROBLEM

Tihe deilnit ion of a "severe product liability lprobleni" should not lie tied to a
lter('i'litage of sales it rat her should he a fiction of the volume of business andi
the type (if iproduc't involved. The definition under S. 304-.1 shiulh be expanded to

.ichitde coni:liies with Ifirst dollar coverage. l'urther, some provision for it new
.onipary or i coipaniy wit h a n1eW prodtict should he n1madle.

FNEl ineitliers have exainined the Adnmilstration's proposal to extend the
let operating hoss-carrylPack attribtalde for prodtict liability losses for ten
years. 'nitiuleiledly in the case of catastrolphic or large losses the seven year
extension of the loss-carrylack irol siseA by the Tr(-asury Deplartiment Is of bene-
lit. We are presently reviewing the Administration's loss carry-back bill for its
lax illid1lii l an(d will s1lipement this testimony with our findings ns soon as
possible. Tihe viurreti tax deduction that tie Adininistratlon's IroposaIl Woild
afford is Iy its very nature not as tiniely itil certainly more costly to the Federal
government tlhin a deferral oif taxes for contribution., made to the self-isurance
resvrve trwust. lurther. the Treasury prol:osal would not hienefit those, conilanies
which exlierience a large number of small claims on it regular basis or those
voinialiies N illl liahas which iced not lie carried hoack further thati the existing
tlree ye.ir rtile. The final short-c.oning FII I ses in the Adiniiilst rat ion's ten
year loss-carrylick is that it dos not address the question of the ability of a
imanufactiirer t, obtaini insurance coverage tha t will satisfy the individual cor-
pioratioin's ineeds. FI':1 doi- eontvlid however. that tl Adninistration's proposal
does Iave some enrit it should not lie enacted in lieu if legislation which per-
inits liit' real ion t if a rod.it liability self-instirance reserve trust.

ti col'llision. FII.:I Sllnlurts the elactnienlt of legislation which would perinit
the creation of product liability self-iinsurance reserve trusts. The Institute con-
I enids that t hese finidIs Volhd lirolnote los, lire,,'ntion techlniques specifleally if
the I rusts were extended to include such costs. ('ertainly the reserve fund permits
t higher level of dedoctilillity iti Insurance coverage such that excess coverage
insuirance will becoire inuore affordable ini the eyes of industry. This in turn would
iave tie ngect of increasing the long term tax revenues to time IRS. Flinallv.
where companies experience a problem in obtainint insurance for a newly de-
veloled product for which lial lity coverage is unobtainalhe, the self-insurance
rei-rve trust is the ideal solution. For the reasons we have enunmerated FIEI
feels that tile logical course for the Adininistration and Congress would he to
e lact hegislation suel as S. loll with the (lillfications we ive inade. In so
doing, one of the major hurdles in the product liabdlily arena will be eliminated.

I Sone montingency must le made to permit companies with no claims records to partlc-
late In the reserve.
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STATEMENT OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON Co.

This statement is filed on behalf of Southern California Edison Company
("Edhi."), an investor-owzied ptililic utility providing electric service in a
50,00 square-mile area of Central and Southern California. This service area
includes some ,(SO cities aid communities with a population of nearly eight mil-
11011 inOIle. Edison's gross itvestitent in plant facilities totals almost $6.2 billion.

SUPPORT OF S. 3176

Edison supports S,. 3176 which, if adopted, would amend Section 118 of the
Internal Reveme Cod(- to exclude from gruss income amnolnts received as con-
trilitions in aid of construction lhy electric and gas utilities in the same manner
that sitnilar anniunts l:ave lit-vii statutorily excluded from the gross income of
water and sewage (lisposa l utilities. If S. 3174; is passed. .such contributions in
aid of constru-tion wouhl he treated uas contributions to capital and thus excluded
front gross income.

CONTRIBUTIONS IN AID OF CONSTRUCTION

Edison. like other electric utilitic.s, acquires contributions in aid of construc-
tion when a cuist iner requests facilities the revenue from which would not
justify tile investment. If Edison were to engage in construction of such facilities
using only it, finids. the cost of such facilities wouIld have to be recovered through
rates charged to all eustomers- iiot just those customers receiving the benefit of
tle (.onstructed facilities. it order to remove this burden from its customers
generally, non-refmilalbi, contributions of cash or property are received from
lit- vitstomer requesting the fauilily.

Omt riIlt ions ill aid of cost ruction are rceivw tminder the terms of written
coitracts entered into betwveei Edison and the contriiulig jiarty. Edison ui.ses
lhe cintriloitions for constri lcion of the specified facility. For accounting and
ratemaklig Ilrixses. the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission and the C.ili-
fioruiia I'ullie. Utilities ('ouiission, which agencies have accounting and regu-
ltlory juri..i-tioti over (lisoin, require that the contriutiions lie credited to
thu sa tue lal ince sheet accoutit as those a-it which the constructionn costs are
ialoitalized. This. the property coastructt-4 ly such coaitribifflonis does not in-
e.roits, Edisor's ratai, l'ase (plant iivestment )upon w leli it earns a returii. The
Iiterinil lItevetii Service has also required that the contrilbutions lie removed
frin tht prqerty liasis u1sed iii calculating Investment tax credit and tax
(lilirociat iin.

Il'oli i itiilities have traditiitially received noit-shareholder contriloitlons in
a iil (if etlist ricltioni wvilhnt i tllillg them ili taxabh iicoitie. The Ilnternal
Revenue Service has iii the past acquiesced in a number of ca.ws which held that
4.421triht iois in aid of constructiou 4111 not cinstitult taxable ic(Oiii." Ili 191i,
is a result (if a holding ill Tclcsrricc ('o. of WlpOtii tg allcy v. (ommix ioiur of

flf'rwil /.'( l, niw'. 27 T.('. 72 f 19-57 . affil 251 F.2d 1I5 13rd 1r'i. !95S). which
state I t lint c ritiit in, ll aid (if filistrl('tiioi recei vid lby a noarugulitted utility
are ta;xalde. tie latertial Revetne Service i sned revenue rulilig 5S-555 affirming
thiir Irir Is;tin lhat cowilril tti ns ill aid oif clit l rltli i received bly a regit-
lh'tcd 11Uli4k ofility (1lslititil 1 iitrtl-ltax:Il,- emitriil iiots to vallltal. In 1975. Irised
on 1h' rt ,lioiale (of a 1.97:, supremee (Court decision which Involved depreciation
111(1 set fiarth dharin -ttri.lics it it' , ,-silar4,older eouitrib111iols to capital,' the

t -rni lih w-viI , srvi-.. issued re enm, riiiig 75-3557 which liild lhat connection
chargess ri-.eivedl lby a regulate water contany were taxable income and (lid not
niir-senit e,,1triloulious Io caloital. Although tlis riliwg dealt specifically with
(.i l l4411i- lmarg s of a water comunjaiy. it removed tlie ijol lic utility disti action
\\ lieh "as loreviounly theI basis for exchtdiig contributions lt aid of construction
fri , laixallth income. .lthi'gh revilvvie ruliiig 7 -557 applied to a water corn-

tpiil' o f 1hinrt,, iqht f 'ore Co.. 4 1B T. A, 15 (192ri, Glreat Northern Railray
CO 'oinloi'lr of hIilcaiul Rr"-'cin. it T.A 223 (1927u Rio Electric Co. v. Corm-
ri~xiwr," of Ititerwpl RIi li-. 9! I .A 1132 (19 ," : E [I Paso Eletric Railway Co. v.
('00 ?tiuiolCr ,Of itrtIriI Rft-ciiu, 10 I T A. 79 {1921) WVMxonip Hlodro-Eflectri Co. v.
('oPi im;ii r of litrri-i-,l frfrriic i 10 r A.. i3 o1921o Tampa Eflretrtr Co. v. Comm s-
MiOrwe' of Iltlci-pal Res-r4'4, 12 I.T A. 1002 M)92- : K,oai Rwicap (70. Y ('OrmmsAoner
of loti rwil Reril .. 13 HiT A. Glfl (1.92z: nl The Baltimore aiod Ohio Railroad Co. v.*
(o' mppinAionirr of Internal Rrepie. 30 11 T.A. 194 (1934l.

-('hicago, luiingroon and Quinicyp Railroad v. Un cited States, 412 U.S. 401 (1973).
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pany. the Internil Revenue Service is applying the principles of the ruling to a
broad range of contributions in aid of construction (including some contribu-
tions made to electric and gas companies).

In the Tax Reform Act of 1976 Section 11 of the Code was amende-d to provide
that contributions in aid of construction made to water or sewage disposal utili-
ties which are used for qualified expenditures that are not Included In rate hase
are to be treated as nontaxable contributions to capital. This amendment origin-
ally included electric and gas utilities as well as water ad sewage disposal util-
ties. However, when finally ordered out of Committee, the exclusion wos limited
to water and sewage disposal utilities. S. 3176 wouid provide for similar treat-
ment for electric and gas utilities and thereby brire them within the provisions
of Section 118 as amended by the Tax Reform Act of 1976.

TIlE NEED FOR S. 3170

Without the amendment of Section 118 proposed hv .. 3176 Fdison could he
required to pay Income tax on contributions in aid of construction which It re-
ceives. Such additionql income taxes would result in : (1 ) higher rates for electric
energy charged to all ratepayers or (2) imposition of the, salditional tax on the
Iarty making the contribution or (31 a flnqneial burden on Edlson', sliareholdrs
to the extent that regulatory bodies exercising ratemaking jurisdiction over
Edison dIo not allow for the total recovery of such higer ta;'es. Any of these re-
sults would have a detrimental Impact ol the cost of electrical energy.

The p')ssilde inclusion of ctntributions in aid of construction in gross Income
Is a significant matter to Edison. Edison annually receives from six to ten million
doll'lrs in contributions in aid of construction. This (loes not include lare items
which uider a broad definition of contributions in aid of contruetion may argu-
aily h', includable, for example: governmental and private industry contributions
to technologically advanced project, and properties operated on ldison's facili-
ties for the lbneflt of third parties. The taxation of these contrihulminns woild have
a signifleant Impact on Edison's cash flow. In terms of absolute dollars. when
income tax reductions associntI with investment tax credit and future deprecia-
tion deductions are fully realized. Edison and its customers will have reon'red
all the taxes previously paid. However, until these tax benefit, are received, Elisqu
would have an Immediate tax outlay with a resultant detrimental impact on
current cash flow.

SUMMARY

Edison believes that Section 118 of the Internal Revenue C(ode should be
amended to exclude from gross Income contributions of capital received by elec-
tric and gais utilities. This treatment would simply bw in accord with the treat-
nent of sullch emtributions already approved by Congress for water and sewage
disip)sal utilities.

Such an amendment would remove the need to Increase electric rates to recover
laxes on contributions in aid of construction. and could remove the possibility of
having the Comnpmny's shareholders bear a portion of the burden imposed by such
higher taxes.

Edison supports S. 3176 because it removes the inequality which now exists
Itween water and sewage disposal utilities and electric and gas utilities. and
lifrcause Edison helleves suel. legislation to be in the best interests of both Its
customers amd shareholders.

LAW OFFICER OF HUNTON & WILLIAMS,
Washington, D.C. AuguRt 28, 1978.

Senator HARRY, F. BYRD, Jr.,
chairmann . ,S'ubeommittee on Taxntion and Debt.llanagcncnt,
Senate Finance Committee.
I)irkqcn ,'nate Oiee Building,
Washington, D.C.

I)E.DA MR. CHAIRMAN : Your announcement (P.R. #64, dated August 19. 1979)
of a hearing on August 25, 1979 on miscellaneous tax bills states that the Sub-
committee would be pleased to receive written testimony for the record. The list
of hills in your announcement includes S. 3176. introduced by senator Jaxalt to
allow public utilities to exclude from gross Income, as contributions to capital,
amount received in aid of construction of electrical energy, steam, or gas facilities.
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As you i"nw. our firm represents Virginia Electric and Power Company
(V\ic '.). an investor-wned electric company, which generates and supplies elec-
trivity thrirghout the State of Virginin. Like olier electric utilities. Vepe
recl vwx contribut ,is in aid of construction.

For almost fifty ye-irs. contributions in aid of construction to regulated public
utilit;Os hitve been exehtded from gross Income -.11d0 treated as contrihut~ousi to
capital. lloiwe t r. on m )eemxnlier -. 1975. the Internal lwvenue Service Issued
IPevoiiue Ruiling 75-557, 1975-2 C.B. 33. which reversed IRS's prior position and
announced tliat amounts received after February 1. 19711 would le inludabrle
In gross Income. That ruling confused the long-standing historical treatment
of payments it) utilities In aid of construction. The Tax Reform Act of 1076
eliminated the confusion for related publle utilities providing water or
,ewerage disljssal services. int failed to clarify the Issue for regulated electric
and g.'s ('('rlqlilmi lles'.

(vnetrally. cntribloiows in aid of construction are payments by thie customers
,f a Imllie utility for all or a portion of specific conwstruction costs incurred to

exti'iid service in xcess of a prescribed stilard estaldislhrd by the applicable
regulatory co'mnfs, inn. Typoically. they are payments made to extend utility
s.rvive ling rhi stanl'es otr intso isolated) area. where une of the Wltilltv's own finds
wIvlhd rnit I,e ht ifhid from the standpoint of return on investnmn1t. If the
fi',iliti,, were built without .ecvilit oif any contrihutions in aid of construction.
fi cost lof such f.eilitle,4 would lie borne in part by cu.stomers who receive no
srvici- (or li uenfits from thenm.

Comtrilit(ili in aid 41f vonstruetion have the following additional features
The utility is viomulelled by contract ard regulatory reoirements to use

tis contributions 'u .',ive1 si hcly for nomstrielion of tie fiwilty. i iles (if both
tli Federal Ei,ery Regulatory t'ipin lIiss on atl of imost state regulatory agen-
c(o resiidre I lii ro-sult.

T'ie prIolmrty 'Itistruicted for customers wit h such eontrintinnh is isnot depreci-
atcil foir iflok iourp ocs and is Uxciuiiled from) rale I ',so. The lit lity c.ainnot earn
a rate oif rotir rno such proi ,rty.

No it'nfnt ta:x credit i r dil ireciition is alluwahle for Federal incme tax
pirlgiies with resliet to) suh pro xrty.

Reiml irsjilt r ts utilities receive from government avenvies for costs in-
'iirmel in relovatill- their facilities to 1cernnMslatp t govermnental projects tradi-
lilmoliy have leen excluded from vros income in a manner similar to the
trat ,im-itt of ec nt ril 'itlors iii alid (if cotistrletii-in. ('uilt onier co11l et ion or re-voll(irelion feo' ( glayllitIs n111dP 111- :. Vist' o r to have utility service turned
son (r off or to iavv servIce stillcd within nornvml prescribel limits). however,
ha, torit li-i-n lxclinded from ilrIno'- iy tihe u as ari electric indrutrv. Theue fees
a r' ta xaiiie as income. and io change e in the trmttment of connection fees is
ci 'rib-rot lt iii I thi pro -onsal.

Faiiirt, tip tr,:it la.vrllellt.; to vlectrie nenery. gas. aid ist(Icarn 1tilitls as contrl-
totliilo,i to at'l ilalI treno .1 serious ireullify etwee ll fhem and water aind .ew-
era re i ,i'l alit lit;,,. To lle o( Nttcit th, tx Mi,1i1ty is- rot reinilmrsed ly In-
,-ri-.sing the amunllt of the eootrihltion. utility rates will have to ie iereas.ed to
'a y I nor th,, tax. w\hiell %tn h id itTectivelv fire all ut ilitv ii ,tomrs to suisldizi'
Illfe, 1rosivt. The, :,,I'-lrat ive i., to imnirelse sul,stautially tile eo r riliiition
r'n-iult to provide smvltleret funds to jmY tlile tax liability on the onitritlithon

'Itl p ' nirimilotire it( cotriietior work'.
Thik alternotivtc will drivo rl) the cost of IiMv hiusin. By taxing eontrlhutionc:

in aid dif uulorireootlli receive(I by utilities, a Iiihl(,r or developer i.s reonired to
ioY slhstonti tItv hi-her froni-cnnd costz, which contrlnt 'es to tile aecihremt ing
1ini1i1i411j pr'ot ilirhm. The-e or.sts; are intimately pa.rssed On, tol the nlnll.-'ner. Sneli
ri-il il le it inure difficult for thei avera ,e Amerlean family to, afford thie
wimrt-.,se Wr t uIrLtV homre. Tile ineuiity of the toxamle treatruellt of contrlhitions
ill aii of cimitriwi(tn al , inireazes the Cost of pIublie l'oirvcts that requilre the
relocatiom (If utility favilities'.

S,eti-ri 11. (if tile Interonal Rvenuu ('ole should lie allmended to confirm tihe
homi-f1;1in rule flint ct 1rititioin.s in aid of coilstruetion, rnd amounts sinai-
'arly tre.,ted. - 1.h as high\'ay rolrcation reirnhuii.snlneritl do ilot coklittite gross
ire' rmue o rmulatod e'tl.ric. ., and stream utilities. The Tax Ileform Act of
197f, confirmed ti' treatment for reg~ulated 1i1lle titllties providing water ors,,wvurav ,e dispoa l serv-ice, as lon, asw the contributions or1 property purchased
with these umnilits are riot included in the utility's irate base for ratemnikIng
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mrposes. The same treatment should apply to comparable payments received by
-egulated electric, gas, and steam utilities.

Since contributions in aid of construction and relocation costs have been re-
,arded as non-taxale for over fifty years. to continue to treat them as non-
taxable results in no net revenue loss. The proposal only codifies the historic
treatment oif these amounts as non-taxable.

In behalf of Vepeo. we urge the Subcommittee to report S. 3176 favorably.
Very truly yours, O. WALTE.

AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION',
Vashington, D.C., August 28, 1978.

Ile S. 1611 and S. 3019, Self-insurance for Product Liability, hearings on miscel-
laneous tax ills. August 28, 1978.

lIlo. HARRY F. BYRD, Jr.,
('hairtnin, ,ubconmpnittcc (in Taxation and Debt Management,
(oi nittcc on Finance,

'.S. Xenatc. lVashington. D.C.
).Hx %4..\Al0R lYRD : The American Bankers Association is a trade association

c'Omposel of 13,25 bianks, about 92 percent of the banks in the United States. Ap-
iiroxinal.el 4.00 of our ineiniler banks have fiduciary -o werq. and for this reason
we are interested in file proposals being considered by your Subconmittee to al-
low hlusitle-sis ti utilize self-insuranee to cover product liability claims. We
would like thi letter to be included in the hearing record on 5. 1611 and S. 3049.

A great dviul if interest has i-eii shown in the prohlenis of bIusineses olitain-
ing adequate insurance coverage for product liability at reasonable costs. The
fVi'-ih-ial Ii uur,u-:vm-y 'Tamsk Foree onI Product Liability spent eighteen months
studying this problem, the U.S. Department of Commerce Issued an "Options
l'alsr oi Pro(uct liability and Accident Compensation Issues" earlier this year
I based on the findings of the task force, a number of different proposals have been
suggested in hills introduced in mch house of Congress. and recently the Admin-
istration announced a program to deal with this problem. Those who have been
,leeply Involveil in the lprodnct liability insurance &ssue realize that there is need
for both sh-ort-term action to design a way for businesses to handle their current
liability insurance needs and long-term action to review state product liability
laws.

"uwo feel the concept of self-insnrance which is basic to S. 1611 and S. 3049 will
benefit husinvses and their customers. Both hills Include provisions to have the
s.,lf-imisurance funds lilaved in tru.ts with banks ,ir other persons qualified by
the Internal Revenue Service acting as trustees. We agree that the trust ar-
rangement will p)rovi(le the hest safeguard to assure that the funds are used only
for the purposes intended. i.e. to cover product liability claims, the expenses of
re.solvin.Z such ,iiis. anl the cost Ef administering the trust. Banks have ex-
Iorience in offering a wide range of trust services at reasonable fees and will be
: ile to tailor their services to me:,t the needs of companies which (le.ide to utilize
this self-insuirance approach.

We do not feel Congres. should restrict by statute investments in which the
assets of the product liability trust can le placed. This type of self-insurance fund
would uuder-tandalldy need an investment policy to provide stability of the corpus
and reasonable, low risk growth. However. we feel that the statute should not pre-
0.ud! investment In corlmrate stoks and bonds as long as the investment course
pIr ued is responsive to the purpose of establishing this type of trust.

We also hilieve Congress should not try to set stahtnry limits on the amount
of deductible contrilmtions allowable to product liability trusts. We think the
best aopproach would lie to give the Secretary of the Treasury authority to set
limits ac(,-rding to a general Congressional directive that the deductible contribu-
tion cannot exceed the reasonable eost that the company would otherwise incur
to obtain product liability insurance. Ve realize that determining these limits
wIll not le easy and that opponents of this legislation will say there might be
autliuses. However, various businesses are subject to differing levels of liability
exposure anl an across-the-loard percentage or dollar limit will he self-defeating
in establishing a workilble product liability trust program. Although we are less
than enthusiastic about leaving this matter to regulatory determination, we feel
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that this approach is the only way to really provide individual businesses with
the proteetihn they need.

We holie our comments will le helpful to your Subcomnittee in formulating
a bill to allow product liability trusts.

Sincerely yours.
ROBERT L. BEvAN,

Associate Federal Lcgialatirc Counsel.

STATEMENT OF TIHE AMERICAN 'MINING CONGRESS

Mr. Chairman. Meml:ers of the Committee: The American Mining Congress ap-
lireciates tie ,olrtunity to liresent its views to you. The issue before you is of
vital interest to our itiembers, and we hope this statement will be helpful to you
in dealing %%itlI the proposed legislation you are considering.

The Atericat Mining Congress is a national association of U.S. mine opera-
tors a nl mnufacttirers of ilninig machinery and equipment that l)roduce the
greater pIart of onr lat ion's metals. coal. andi industrial and agricultural minerals.
(hir manufa.ttrer nejolers are particularly concerned with the product liability

It is almost universally agreed that there is a produet liability problem. Its
causes are conillex. involving sutlh diverse areas as our tort system, manufactur-
lig pro(II.SSUS, aniil i iisuranve rati,-making procedures : hletce. the variety of sug-
go,,,ied solitl|ii ii to the prolen, hoth shrt and an ol ln-range. Tlee particular
hlea rinLs w ci .ritarily mi inturint measures aimed at alleviating the spiraling
'o.,t of iiittrantice liretithiwi:, whivl is one of tit( inost seri, syilltlllats of tie

I adi c I rollents.
Ac.-,.rliig to tie Federal Interagency Task Force Report on Product Liability

:dAti it (A ccindeli th I issues. rates inI the product liability area averaged
ant i.wrreatu, of :00-f during only the short period from 1975 to 1977. These in-
cr.eases are, either reflected in the prices of products being sold, or they have re-
s-ilted ini I tlsies ses ei ig opert ted w'ithout i n-urance coverage.

When htsites, (:titot afford iltslira itcwe al take tile risk of going Ioare. io
one viits The it: ,-irai.e company iase. having lost a policy ; the conitner is it-
stfliviently ltroteted akiltist injury : tle I lsitiess itself is left in a "shoft-slelled"
t1itiition. exltOs(4l to potential bankruptcy; and employee jol security is injeopi rdy.

It is With a view to alleviati g this highly miidersimrale situation that members
(if this CoiI lliit teo. with Ilie .trolig sotploort of mani.y olher Memlbers of the Con-
gress, have, introdued lills that will provide sensible relief to turdensonte, or in
:ionit ia s .t- prlthilit i- e. ilit ' trail ' i hy l ietitil lie 'l'illfi to i tid Iltilltellaliee
liy tlie taxi eyor t f tax- ,Xttipt ttst ir reerve a ccotitits i eciflenllv set ip to
(over product li:nisility ihus. l e Thoulrlmose of Ilhs statenent is to deal with only
this I lrt if i re u-ogitizitl iierall soltlot, lit t lii n etittlectiot. w\ iote i his great
Jiterist that thle "iiil I lieliort of tht, l)eDprtmet of Cocntterce Optiutt, paper ott
'rodulct lialilitv ad A-tident Clteitsation ilooits ot the need for this type

of hitnriut action.
While the itavailalility of prditet liability inmirane do, not appear wide-

sprepdl. siu- uo, p'itt:iiies do have diffility uiltaitii i- it. For others. the rapit
o(-,alatiolt of liallility nsinitnce pretiuis has made stich instrantce tnaffordalle

ai prac-tienl tsliiv:ileitt ttf ormat:ilalde.
The lItlenal lievem ('ode lire-eutly 1wrinits a Ihisiness to deduct a product

lial ility i ,, ill (ll1l trinit i trti iigs itl l cfi"ir :I loss has Iceut hirtrrcrd. in the
ca1,4- of ti c -crittlat sis atxi 'ayver. (tr lite , ettlenent paid. ill tihie ea e of aI easit
basis taxpayer. (Il1W Se. 165) Sitiarly. the aevriil or 'tayinent of ltrodiwt
liability i isniranie ltreniinlmits ,1- a ded totitle lliisie-s wcx etise. Reg. Sec. 1.1(2-1)
Ott the (other liid. neither tile itiete a certial of a Iatilliy for a contingett loss ior
the finding (of a self insunm fit o rst to pay siwh lsp-es is ciirrently deductible.
Thie enactttent of some tax it.( titive for self-itt ,u raice would eteoti rage indi-
vidiial firms ti self-iiinre for inurea sed deitilte loses, thereliy reducing their
irentiii cost for tisitranee coverage uill the 1Ialaite of s-hli losses.

Self-in,riti ne reserves offer a needed alterwitie for the lIsinesminan who may
niow ie ftel with a forin of "'red-lining" by i:.:sujrers despite what may lie nit

exellent individual loss record. Hy providing a competitive alternative, self-
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insurance reserves will streiglhen the bargaining position of insureds in dealing
With insurance carriers, and will help to combat the steeply Inflationary trend
we have witnessel in products liability insurance premiums.

In explaining how tile iuldic will le benefitted by the creation of an enlarged
pool of findls to eO nsate injured consumers, the tax attributes of a deductible
product liability reserve vill be examined from five aspects ; viz. 1) funding.
2) deduction limitations. 3) withdrawal, 4) taxability of reserve fund income,
and 5) applicaliility of accumulated earnings tax.

FUNDING

Accoutihig reserves generally fall into three categories
1. Asset vahiation reserves, e.g.. reserves for bad debts and depreciation.
2. Liability reserves, a misnomer for fixed or determinable accrued liabilities.
3. Appropriated surplus reserves. i.e., a segregation of earning to cover future

(.o1tiugencies.
We are dealing vith the third tyloe here. Product liability losses may never

ocwcur. They are admittedly contingent. Therefore, any tax Incentive for self-
iii-,iiran'e shiouild lie colstructed in a way as to minimize chances of it becoming
a new "tax looilhole". This was perceived to be the flaw, for example, in the Ill-
fated 11W See. 462. Reserve for Estimated Expenses. enacted Ili 1954 and retro-
ativelv repealed in 1955. What is sought here Is a currently deductible substitute,
in whole or in jpart. for all insurance lireniumn, which represents a nonrecoverable
cash outlay. Tile objective is to aid taxpayers with product liability exposure to
set aside a poiol of assels with which to compensate injured consumers, with
variations iii tile degree and mode of fundings.

While it is Irtie that sonie Iusieses may not lie as able as others to take ad-
vantage of tle truts. "it can do nothing but hell", ans Congressman Whalen has
lmlted out. Thi, is true be ause even though only a small amount can lie con-
tributed to the reserve each year by a business with a small cash flow, to be able
Iiorv reserve anything is better than no coverage at all. and a number of small
deposits over a period of time can generate a large reserve.

The building of reserves will also allow an insured company to enjoy lower
insurance costs by ahisorluing more primary risks through dedu(.tibles. The reason
that iisirers are willing to reduce premiums if the insured will take a deductible
is: that the insurer will statistically have less frequent liabilities. And because
evel a small hiiisiness (which may not lie aile to afford in-house legal or in-
suirawce staff) will lie aide to accuimuilate some amount. deductible will be more
a 'vailalle to) all who createe ia trust under this proposed amendment to the Tax
('ide. The c(llateral effect of inducing tile Insured to draw off the primary risks

iof the marketldace wmld seen to to lie to increase the insurance coipiny's
(alacity because it wvoill relieve them of the burden of higher risks in the
ma rket.

'Most .uirremit proposals conteniplate 100% funding of any current deduction.
Iltwiever, vlhell a large part of time problem is the unaffordability of product lla-
llility preiuns. to require eoncurrent 100o7" funding of a substitute deduction
Mlay iiake tihe '(ure" as bad as the "disease". Certainly tlhe taxpayer shoul not
enlir'y amly windfall Ilneflt from tie deiluction and therefore should lie required
tip fmid at least the incremental a monlt of tax saved by the deduction. i.e.. 48r,
round(n! to say 50%. Further, as a quid quo for the current deduction and In
,order to tollhI iI)ia segregated asset flid equal to the liability reserve, it may ibe
,.ilsiilered reasonable to require funding of the remaining 50%l of each annual
reserve addition, if ally. over a relatively short period of years.

As to the mode of funding. Ilhere are three imssililities. viz.. ami IRC See. 501 (e)
tax-exelilit trust, a taxalde grantor trust. or a taxable self-administered segre-
wited fuml. Te after-tax asset accululation of a tax-exempt trust Will le exactly
the sanme as ill the ta xalile trust or fuid Where the incomnie from the latter also is
dedicated to the finid. This consideration being equal, mt taxable reserve fund
v(pi'ept, psychologically, tnay be more palatable than a tax-exempt reserve fund
which carrie. with it tax shelter overtones. In addition. tile restrictions usually as-
sodated with tax-exempt trtit are ineomp)atible with the admittedly contingent
and therefore potentialiv revocable nature of the product liability reserves. It
might lie noted that funding through a taxable grantor trust would provide aae-
qiiate fiduciary protection aninst taxpayer manimlation while avoiding some of
the administrative complexities usually associated With a tax-exempt trust.

To secure n deduction for the reserve addition for any taxable year. the related
funding requirement should le considered timely met If made not later than the
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last day prescribed by law (including extension thereof) for filing the taxpayer's
return for such year.

Permitting a current deduction for possible future losses is a tax-deferral
inechanisn. The deduction should be limited in a way that does not lend it to
abuse of use as a tax shelter for unrelated income. The limitation should be
readily determinable by reference to objective (rather than subjective) standards
to minimize audit problems. Thus, limitation tied to annual and cumulative per-
centages of gross receipts from the product line for which loss protection is sought
(S. 1611, Culver (D-IA) and S. 3049 and H.R. 12*249, Commerce Dept.) appears
preferable to the ziore ambiguous standards such as "market value" or "reason-
able cost" of Insurance coverage as in other legislative proposals. This Is particu-
larly so where insurance ratemaking procedures have been cited as one of the
root causes of the present problem. There should be no distinction made between
taxpayers having a "severe product liability insurance problem" and those who do
not, as in the Commerce Department draft bills, HI.R. 12249 and S. 3049. An ade-
quate funding requirement coupled with reasonable limitations should be suffi-
cient to prevent taxpayers front accruing and deducting beyond their reasonably
anticipated needs.

Regarding limitations on tax deductibility, we believe that any fiat dollar limi-
tation should ht, eliminated and a tax deduction for estimated incurred losses on
an annual basis permitted. In addition, allowances should be made for losses in-
curre(l but not reported. Where necessary, certification by an individual actuary
a s to the adequacy of reserve accounts should be provided.

WITHDRAWAL

Because of the contingent nature of the reserve, withdrawal of funds in excess
(of anticipated iieeds based on experience should be permitted. Amounts with-
drawn for use for lmrisses other than product liability and costs related thereto
would be included in the taxpa3:er's gross income for the year of withdrawal.
No other IKnaltIes for withdrawal should be attached.

TAXABILITY OF RESERVE FUND INCOME

Net income earned on assets in the reserve fund should be currently taxable to
tha taxpayer as equitable over of the fund. The taxpayer should have an annual
elechioi as to whether he wishes to transfer all or any portion of such net income
to his product liability loss reserve account within the deduction limitation and
funding requireinents established. To the extent he elects to transfer the net in-
come to the liability reserve account, that amount will stay In the asset fund and
will count as a part of his deduction for reserve addition for the year, fully
filed. (lIly tll' Iblane( of the annual or cumulative deduction limitation may be
claimed for tie year and funded under tie 50-50 rule. To the extent the taxpayer's
reduction for reserve addition is less than tie net Income amount, whether by
clioice of boy fliit nation, the excess should become part of the taxpayer's general
corporate fuimids.

It has b .mj argue l that the proposed legislation would result in lost tax revenue
for tle government. Thus. a response to this point of view is in order. Actually,
the I.s. treasury would lose very little noney if tiny, because the amount of pre-
tax revenue otherwise usel for purllchasing insurance Is the linit of tax-free trust
(ltributionls. Moreover. insurance prelniunis are a business cost anyway and re-
duce taxa'lde ilcolne. The only way the Treasury Del)artment could possibly lose
rev'llue is where the self-insurer had not been able previously to obtain insurance.
But, this is not relatively significant. Moreover, if the taxpayer cannot buy insur-
ance to cover himself, should we not then provide an alternatiev and encourage
1111 to self Insure ill the best interests of everyone. It has also been said that the
treasury wvotuld lose revenue where the insur(d insures both commercially and
to tie fullest extent with his ownI tax-free reserves. But, as Professor Schwartz
(f the Iel'arttnent of ('olmerce 11as lotedl. It is unlikely that a company will self-
ilisure unles his lpreiulns ar, extremely high; "otherwise, his is better off
lmying insurallce."

In s5n11, iwe are fac'e with a serious situation deserving Immediate relief. The
type of legislation being l)roipos(41 is sufficiently restrictive to avoid abuse. It is
appropriate mledicilne for relieving the "sympton" being endured. It contains
appropriate inechanisnis to restrict its use to those who can use it. It is readily
implemented. We urge the Congress to adopt Tax Code amendments of this kind
forthwith.
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STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN L ,*ION BY MYLIO S. KRAJA, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
LEGISLATIVE COMMISSION, ON S. 2771 RELATING TO INCOME TAX EXEMPTIONS

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: The American Legion ap-
preciates this opportunity to present our views and recommendations on proposed
legislation to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to treat the conducting of
(ertain games for tax-exempt organizations as not being an unrelated trade or
busi ness.

Numerous hills have been introduced during the 95th Congress to overturn a
recent court decision in the State of Minnesota that concluded that a VFW Post,
which operated a weekly bingo, was liable for unrelated business income tax.
This decision could very well pave the way for the IRS to begin collecting taxes
from many non-profit charitable and civic organizations across the country who
run weekly bingos.

The legislation being considered this morning would simply amend two sec-
tions of the Internal Revenue Code to clarify the intent of Congress that non-
commercial bingos that do not violate State law are not considered an "unrelated
trade or business".

The American Legion has used bingo as a fund raiser for a number of years in
order to assist many charitable and civic programs. We have never kept statistics
on the total amounts bingo has generated within our state Legion department;
however, our national organization conducts a qualitative analysis each year of
The American Legion Posts' Involvement in their communities-both civic and
charitable. We call this method our Consolidated Post Reporting system, which is
broken down into 69 categories.

We are certain that there are very few American Legion Posts that could carry
on their ciie and charitable work strictly through the dues they are paid by our
2.7 million members. Recently we conducted a survey to determine the average
amount of American Legion dues m(d discovered the following: The Average dues
for 12.129 Ameriean Legion Posts who participated in our direct renewal program
is $9.94. Thils reflects approximately 80% of our members or. to put it another
way. 2.117..W4 members. The $9.84 flure included $3.50 national per capita and
an average of $3.00 department per capita. which leaves the posts an operating
revenue of $2.14 per member to carry on their civic and charitable programs.

Since this Is a very small sum. many of our posts have successfully used bingo
to augment ite fund raising activities needed to carry out successful civic and
charitable programs. From the 1976-77 Consolidated Post Reports (attached).
wists contributed! very heavily to numerous charitable and civic programs. As an
example. $2..140.794 was earmarked for our Boys State program which familiar-
izes 1artleipants on how governments of our land operate: $3.000.802 was spent
on Legion Baseball and Little League programs; contributions exceeding $2
million were made to mental health, retarded children. crippled children, etc. Uni-
formed groups. including high school bands, receive over $1.2 million.

We believe it iN safe to assume that mot of the money generated in America's
communities by American Legion Posts was the result of fund raising activities
such as bingo. As an addendum to this statement. you will find a summary of re-
lorts furnished by American Legion Posts from 1976-77.

National Sumnarj -1976-77 Reports by A merican Legion Po8ts

GENERAL

2. Post Number ----------------------------------------------- 0
3. 77 members ------------------------------------------------- 1. 4A.173
4. 76 members ------------------------------------------------- 1, 5.59. 024
5. Initiated -------------------------------------------------- 39,122
6. Assets ---------------------------------------------------- 360, 809. 299
7. Form 990. ---------------------------------------------------- 4.342
8. Debt free --------------------------------------------------- 3. 4R1
9. Mortgage -------------------------------------------------- 1.073

10. Rented ---------------------------------------------------- 471
11. No Cot ----------------------------------------------------- 710
12. Other ----------------------------------------------------- 385
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REHABILITATION
13. ]Iehab cases ------------------------------------------------- 413, 790
14. Form 23-222 ------------------------------------------------- 81, 850
15. Aid amount ------------------------------------------------- 571,940
16. VAVS hours ------------------------------------------------- 935, 463

AMERICANISM
Boys State
17. Number boys ------------------------------------------------ 15,537
17. lit program -------------------------------------------------- 5,089
18. Cost Boys State -------------------------------------------- 1,094, 784

Baseball
19. I.eglon baseball ---------------------------------------------- 1,979
20. Other team ------------------------------------------------- 2,146
21. Team costs ------------------------------------------------- 3, 802, 077

Scouting
22. Scout unit -------------------------------------------------- 1,460
23. Number youths --------------------------------------------- 42, 140
24. Number members ------------------------------------------- 8,467
25. Scout costs ------------------------------------------------- 352,699

School atcards
26. School awards number --------------------------------------- 20,467
26. In program ------------------------------------------------ 3, 5M
27. Award costs ------------------------------------------------- 233, 100

Oratorical contest
29. Oratorical ------------------------------------------------ 900
23. Number youths --------------------------------------------- 6,092
30. Costs ------------------------------------------------------ 74,410

Education and scholar. hipx
31. Scholarship cost -------------------------------------------- 441,650

Patriotic crcnts
32. Veterans Day ----------------------------------------------- 4,360
33. Memorial Day ---------------------------------------------- 6.060
34. July 4 ------------------------------------------------------ - 3,537
35. Legion birthday --------------------------------------------- 4. 691
31. American Education Week ---------------------------------- 1,040
37. Sponsor flag education -------------------------------------- 1,873

Comm unity Pervicc

,&. Hours given to community service --------------------------- 2,282,431
38. In program -------------------------------------------------- 4,488

Em ploymen t

39. Economic -------------------------------------------------- 1,011

40. Jobs found ------------------------------------------------- 41,758

Contributions to

47. Mental health ---------------------------------------------- - 62.612
48. Retarded.-------------------------------------------------- 217,273
-v9. C/W Foundation ------------------------------------------- 21, 914
50. Other contributions ----------------------------------------- 1 , 01;7.070
51. United Fund ----------------------------------------------- 179. 150
52. Red Cross ..--------------------------------------------------- .
53. Cancer ----------------------------------------------------- -259.25
54. Crippled Children -------------------------------------------- 122.091
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CHILDREN AND YOUTI[
41. Cash C. & Y 820, 689
42. C oods C. & Y --------------------- .......................... 1,007, 710
43. Extras C. & Y ---------------------------------------------- 1,158, 626
44. Other C. & Y ----------------------------------------------- 886, 191
45. Number direct aid ------------------------------------------ 168, 941
46. Number other ---------------------------------------------- - , 132

NATIONAL SECURITY
55. Pints blood ------------------------------------------------- 102, 953
d6. Donors ---------------------------------------------------- 61,022
57. ROTC medals ----------------------------------------------- 3, 220
5q. AERO medals --------------------------------------------- 69
59. Number boys sponsor ---------------------------------------- 929

PUBLIC RELATIONS

60. P.R. chairman ---------------------------------------------- 3, 133
61. Post paper -------------------------------------------------- 2,452

LEGISLATIVE

62. Legislative ------------------------------------------------ 2, 236

UNIFORMED GROUPS
63. Color guard ------------------------------------------------ 3, 325
64. Firing squad ---------------------------------.. . .. .------- 3,032
65. )rum and bugle corps ---------------------------------------- 277
66. Band ------------------------------------------------------- 145
67. Drill team --------------------------------------------------- 367
69. Other ------------------------------------------------------ 283
69. Costs ------------------------------------------------------ 1.206,611
70. Percent of all l)osts reporting -------------------------------- 43. 78

STATE BOARD OF INSURANCE,
Austin, Tex., August 31, 1978.

Ion. R 'SEr. B. LoNo,
Chairman. Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SE NATOR LONG: As Chairman of the Task Force on Products Liability of
the National Assc.iation of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC), I submit the fol-
lowing remarks for the record of hearings Monday, August 29 on federal legisla-
tion to establish incentives for self-insurance under the federal tax laws against
product liability risks. I have also served as Chairman of the Advisory Committe
to tile Under Secretary of Commerce in connection with the Federal Interagency
Task Force on Product Liability. I regret that short notice about your hearing
and previously scheduled official business prevented me from appearing in Wash-
ington.

The objectives of the NAIC are (1) to promote uniformity in legislation affect-
ing insurance, (2) to encourage uniformity in departmental rulings under the
insurance laws of the several states, (3) to disseminate information of value to
insurance supervisory officials In the ixrformance of their duties, (4) to estalb-
lish means to fully protect the interests of insurance policyholders, and (5) to
preserve to the states and United States posse.ions the regulation of the business
of insurance. To achieve these purposes, tile NAIC utilizes an extensive commit-
tee/task force system and has permanent staff located in two offices. One of these
is the Task Force on Products Liability, which I chair.

One of tile fundamental strengths of coordinated state regulation is its ability
to bring to bear the efforts, talents and drives of .50 state insurance departments
on the various reg-ulatory problem, facing the insurance industry today. This
approach fosters independent Innovations and flexibility in the development and
application of regulatory techniques. At the same time. the insurance business
has some nationwide characteristics. Thus, It is essential that there be a com-
promise between appropriate uniformity and the Innovative ability of the siate-;
to flexibly act in response to their own particular problems. the NAIC is an
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,ffictive, fmmrlrn for dealing with the regulatory concerns shared by all individual.. tle. :lt Init~lStt. P '.s s,0io1 S.

The, attaclii' statement has 1 evili reviewed anri ap)iir vet1 ly tie lnenlershi) of
the NAI(. I will IN. lIalply to re-slcind in w rititi g tim any additional question-;
yoltr ciniiittltv ilirte 'ts. Yur (ourtesy in reviewing ily remarks is appreciated.

Sincerely,

NED PRICE:,
Chair, N.IIC, Task Frrcc on Produc.s Liability.

*TATL\IF.NT OF 110N. NH) PtICE. NEMIIBER, ACTING CIIAIRMAN-TEXAS STATE BOARD
OF I NsI'RANCE: IDEAN. NATIONAl. ASSOCIATION OF INSURANCE COMMISSIONERS;
AN) ('HAiR. NAI( TASK FORCE ON PRODUCTS LIABILITY INSURANCE

The inv -(lV-tllenti (f (lte National .Association of Ilnsurance Commissioners
SNAIC i with the issue mof products liability insurance over the past few years.
as \telI as thi, day-to-ilay exus'ritice of insurance regulators with this aslct of
lie iiitrance industry, uniquely qualifles Insurance regulators to assess the
fieasililiy of providing Fm'dmral tax incentiv es for self-itisurance against ])rolt
lialili ty oxl-ure. We have firsthiand knowledge of what will and won't work-
what is cost eff.lm'tivi and what is not. Under these circumstances it is partico-
larly alarming to fill(] that the Svivnte Finance Committee and its members ap-
pear unaware. of itl(- prngrinss made in state regulation of this line of business
and the information develmled by this progress. Soine of the details of the NAIC's
invol'tia tit ill Ilie issltin of lprotltcts liability insuratice and the technical details
(f this iu, .. f iiiurance business are descrilied in th additional sections of this
,-atevuient I. First, hiwmver, I wul like to address S. 3049 Introduced ',y Senators
(Oulvir and Nelsitn rear, ling fqhedral tax in(,entives for self-insurance for prod-
nets fialtily.

Thiis il is s,,linstatitially .itnilar to the proposal put forth in the Department
of Cmnmi(-rc . f lit io Plaper (lat41 April 6. 197'%. As .such. it Ix'rinils set asides of
pre-tax inconmi to fund rt-ervos for self-insurance against product claims and re-
Iat*.( TI Iit. litialiv it i-,: iniport ant t r -mgtnize, that not all siall busin.es.scs call
li4neflt fr m the system 'onttniplat(4l by this hill. The experience (of the Texas
Marko~t .. ssistanvmi lProgram (NI Al) which is consistent with the experience of
tle MAPs li tiany other slath-s. iseuss,d later it this statement), indicates
that the. 1Iusin-sses having difhitiilty lating their pro41uct liability insurance
have less Ihall a million dollars itt annual sales and manulfacture unusual and/or
hazardous liroditts. According to the analysis provided by the Department of

'ommiaerv-', it line lptious 'apr only -10 I,reent of small lmtsiness uight have the
funds nms-,'ssary to ut ilize Ilt' set aside of pre-tax income. The quest ion that must
follow this italysis is. "l)Does this 40 w'rrcent represent ibusiness(u. that have the
grut'I(t'st i im'd for a Ir, ak in affordalmiity of this insurance ('overage''" This 40
percent figitri' was (Irawn froti the National Fedtralion of Independent Busines
survey .odlui(tulr, l il 19.77. As referuu'm'd by the Department of Cotnn're, on page
13 f this report ti' survey ctontcliiles :

"ti-;all firms already la-k t-a'cess to cali itill and estallishMient of such a lnon-
Ipr ,diu'tive fund would exainerlate ai existing scrius r rblem. Therefore. pro-
ipsal, revilving alout somte tyl (of product lialoility fund. e.g. tax deduct itns
or credlits tit help compensatm' for the non-loroductive ise of c(alital, are absolutely
suiertltous fo r sit ll tim itufaetirers."

It mav m' Itl aditioaally I iltrmfuiI for tIhe Committee, to examine the entire discus-
siot if ipre-tax in-omute r'st-r es reported in this stirvey :

"A se'c, ntd proposal. apmiirently living kicked about" in government circles, in-
Volves a type of self-insurance where specified mittis would be set aside for lisp
in payllivnil oif clailtis not covu-r, d by insuran(e. claims In excess of excess of
lilitatiotis or to cover a large deductihie. The IueSli ilnnaire suggested such a-
(ontinen'y fund might range from $10,000 for v-ery sinall manufacturers to
$l00.00) for larger small mnanufacturers.

"Not surprisingly. surveyed small firms threw cold water on the proposal.
42.r cf the respondents reported they could not establish such a fund and

rnnother 24.'%', reported they eould d( No, hut with difficulty. Only 5.0e4- Indicated
such a fund was readily possible with S- already possessing a similar fund.
'fTh remainder were either undecided or did not respond.

"Atmong those reporting tey eould not establish such a fund, firms with gross
receipts of $50.000 or less were three times less likely to respond affirmatively
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than those with $1,000,000 or more In gross receipts. Yet only 10.5% of the latter
size classification of firms indicate- a capability to establish such a fund without
difficulty."

This discussion from the NFIB survey, seems to indicate that the firms that
coul be assisted by tile tax Incentive proposal are not those that the Market
Assistance Programs in the various states have determined need the relief that
is contemplated.

Another effect of S. 3049 would be to remove capital from the insurance market.
Although the department of ('ommerce contemplates that by stimulating greater
use of self-insurance, the demand for product liability insurance could be reduced
and availability increased, thereby reducing costs ; this may indeed not be effect.
If it is the larger small businesses that will be affected by the proposal as Is
discussed above, and significant capital is remove ed from the insurance market.
then the effect may Ibe to limit the current market for products liability in-
slirance-raising prices. Additionally if the amounts paid into the trust equal a
year's product liability premium, how can the coverage be either unavailable or
iinaffordahle. The coverage provided through the insurance mechanism is much
greater than specific prenmiun-which would be the total dollar amount available
to pay claims through the tax incentive proposal.

The types of cost to be funded through such a mechanism must also be scrutin-
ized. On- of the highest costs for pro(luct liability insurers today Is that of a
defense. Small business without In-house counsel can expect to pay an additional
35 too 4,¢ of defense cost for each dollar paid to compensate accident victims.
Then there are other costs such as insurance expertise to develop the self-in-
suniCe prgrali. A small fund that is not invested even with regular yearly
4.1tributions (Jiln lie quickly depleted by such costs.

The clal ins to Ie Ipaid by these funds must also he analyzed. If losses in the
prluct liability line of insurance were small and spread over a period of time,
self-iInsurance reserves might be a workable alternative to Insurance. However,
severity has been shown the major lprolen of product liability losses. If firms
in the I mil limit to 5 million gross annual sales category are setting aside small
lercevntages of gross sales, It could take years to build a sufficient reserve to fund
a single large claim.

Additionally. If these reserves are a small percentage of sales from relatively
small firms, to what extent are consumers protected boy this plan? What is the
recourse of a consuimier whose lamnages exceed1 tile self-insurance reserve? Con-
smner- are better protected by high limits of insurance afforded by a premium
Ihiai Iy a simple set aside of premium.

Iii the standard insurance market consumers are also protected by the regula-
tion oIf the insinrnce conipailes affording tile coverage. Companies are regulated
for solvency and the rights of the policyholder. Ultimately the claimants of those
poli(iholders are further protected boy guaranty funds. What protection for the
coiisumier/claimant does the self-insurance re-serve offer? The tax legislation
mider conlsideratiol ignores these sullbstantial iroteetions of state Insurance
regulation ili proposing a self-insuraice educationn from pre-tax income.

The hills further ignore Iotli tie inlmet oil state revenues of diversion of
capital from the regular insurance market and the reservation of Insurance regu-
latioli to tile statues bly the MeCarren Ferguton Act. Federal legislation also does
not recognize the role of the individual states' products liability Market Assist-
.ince Program (MAP) in obtaining 'overage for small businesses. A small
iilsines can obtain it rejection froli inlanly (onpallies that (1o not write products
coverage. If this proposal is adopted and a MAP exists In the state where
lilsinesses take advantage of tax inceives. then they should use the MAI'
inechalism to obtain coverage before s-elf-insurance is considered. The MAP
('onnuittee instituted in Ohw individual states is a better "band-aid" approach with
none of the disadvantages of fraud or abuse Inherent in tile tax proposals. With
these comments let 111e now describe the role of the National Assoclatilo of In-
surance Commissioners (NAIC) in the product liability "crisis."

T. BACKRcO.RUND

Rising costs have been causing prollems for many liability insurance lines
in recent years. Tie NAIC first recognized tie potential for serious problems Ill
the products liallity insurance line in December, 1975. Work was immediately
Ibegun in early 1976 to gather information and conduct research projects o
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products Ilalility matters. After hearings by the Availability of Essential In-
'-,rance Subcommitte of the NAIC, a resolution was adopted creating a Products
Lialility Task Force inc Jutie of 1976. This Task Force was "to work with statisti-
(al agencies and all other intercmsted parties in developing additional experience
dahit on products liability insurance to assist in evaluating current and future
driving and marketing problems for this line of insurance."

The cihliiatioc of various lea rings throughout 11176 lead to the adoption of
numerous reconnenldationis Icy the NAIC in December, 1976. Among these recom-
nendations was a proljON-cl that an advisory committee toe appointed to work with
l'rmciticts Liability Task Force aind, most importantly. at proposal that a residual
market mechaniism he established to assist manufacturers in obtaining products
liability .nsurancc. lihroughout this process the NAI C has worked with other
organizations nlid governmental units in expanding the scope of understanding
rega riding products liability problems.

in the prellimilnary "Briefing Relort" of January 1, 1977, the Federal Inter-
a agency Task F-ore on l'rcxlucts liahility made the following observation about
products liability problems.

n Or st cidy does sugge:,t that the so-called products liability 'crisis' is not a
crisis in the sense that a large sector of inlstry cannot obtain product liability
insliralvc, or that the icreasil cost cif such itisuraicce has made a substantial
impact oni the price of Imaicy prodluct s. 1)n the other hand it does stein clear that
a nuncier of smaller Ielsiriess are facing a ditfi-i'lt choice as to whether to go with-
cot pri nict lialiliry in-utratnce or to irch-se it at sharply increased premiums.
This situation could 1e{(oi1e more severe ii the future."

Fronm the experience gained ini our work on products liability matters, the NAIC
would ci ticc-ir with the major thrust (of this ols.,ervation. In fart at a recent meet-
inig of iisiIranlice c-eciliissimiers from the Soipti Central states which included
Texas. four state-: Colorldo. New Mexico, (Oklahom. and Wyoming) reported !o
jorMllnt linthility Iprotlemns and itlie other states iii at tenidance ( Arkansas. Kansas,
Nebraska. Texas. and M iss-miri i reported little or slackening activity in their re-
siNs'tive Market V-sistaneve lrograns MAI?) for Ireslucts liability. However,
.ilthouigh Iproducts liability oroclems have not reached "crisis" proloortions at
this time. there are signiticanumt lrob lems confronting g various small husiiesses
regarding Iprodtncts liability insurance cost.

Tie NAI( recognizms the complexity of the irodlicts liability problems and the
role ef the i lsn ralie moi.haliisn in that comllexity. The dilemnia in the in-
surance sector of the products liability prolen is the balance of charging ade-
qulate rates for acticileated products liability claims while making products
liability insurance available at affordade prices. If ain insurance company does
ictt charge an adequate rate for the losses anticipated from the manufacturer of
a particular product, it endangers its own financial codition nnd that of its other
ccci,:v\i'hlders which Jeol-a rdizes the recoveries ef all Ipote ial porodicts liability

claimants.
tHie ever. we also recognize If an insurance company charge., excessively high

hrelmiullc fo)r pr, .tcts liaility- insurance there is at danger that the manufac-
tliricg elto, ri rise vhich it insures; will boe forcl to cease its operations because it
vcacciot iffirl ro e operate vith sich high Insurance costs. Finding aci approiirate
eli lnie betwecil these two considerations is indeed a diticult task. Iii fact. this
Iiay well bIe Ittlclossilih ill some inedividial situations. siice aic adequate but not
excvssive rate may Ice higher than a particular manufacturer's perceived level of
a ffurlahility.

Let imce noew ellalborate i scme Iarticular comlexities of the products liadlity
insicralice linevIaniis. Since ilsuralice (o1m1nissioncers are charged by law with
the regulation of products liability insurance in their respective states, it is this
aspect (if the products lialoclity crolcem whi-h is Imost familiar to them. One
(if tie fnidancental characteristics of the leridhcts lialility Insurance problem is
he t rem cndous uncertainty inherent in the products liability ratemaking process.

It must be recognizcl that. by definition. Insurance is a technique for dealing with
llicertainity ccerliig loss. If lcailufacturers aiid I clslieses were aide to kncow
in aclvacice tie liulcbher aid severity of losses they would sustain as a result of
ireducts liability claims, there would lee no need for products liability insurance.
Specific a1ilolin.s vili ice set aside to oay for future loses out of the operating
ilcolime ainIl Ieroit s of the Ieimsiness elterpei.se. 4ivce no olece-incluldinlg insurers-
is capable of fcrseAiig the future, there is a large amount of uncertainty associ-
ated with the sting a'ide of monies, to pay eventual products lialility claims.
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The first step u predicting future products liability losses from current policy
viding products liability coverage. More specifically, let me describe in this con-
text, elements of credibility, loss development and trend for products liability
losses.

.1. ('rcdibility
The first step in predicting future products liability losses from current policy

olligations involves the collection of a sufficient body of past experience to
guarantee an accurate prediction of future experience. The body of experience
which usually serves as the basis for making future predictions is the number of
claims which have been produced from a particular number of exposures, or
produ(t risks. If the number of exposures giving rise to claims is either small or
uniknown-as is often the case with respect to most product liability coverages--
it will not be possible to make a "credible" prediction of future claims. "Credi-
ility", then, is a technical term used to describe the reliability of a particular

body of experience, or exposure base.
In the context of products liablilty rates, credibility poses a particular problem

for meaningful rate calculations. Although there may be largc numbers of product
(lainis in the aggregate, the number of claims for a particular product classifica-
tion may lie sxmoll. It is estimated that there are 10,000 different kinds of house-
holdi consumer products on the market today, more than 4,000 drug products on
the market, and an unknown number of industrial products. The number of prod-
mit risks--or exposure base--for each of these products may vary from a very
.,mall nwimlir to a very large number depending upon the type of product. Where
the number ,f products is extremely small, it is difficult to make a "credible"
liredictili oi the amount of losses which will le generated from products liability
.ia I is.

Even in the case of a product category which encompasses a large number of
products. it is still often difficult to make an accurate prediction of future prod-
uct liability claims. It may iN- possible. for example, to know the number of prod-
ucts a particular manufacturer puts on the market in a given year-and thus
the number of ,rodtict "exposures"-but it is often impossible to know how many
pro4dhcts lprodced in prior years are still operational. Moreover, manufacturers
are constantly modifying, changing or improving their products so that the prem-
ituni collected for a given policy year apply to a variety of different products even
though the product in question falls under single product classification.
Bl. Loss Deveclopmenit

After a speciflc body of loss experience has been collected, this loss experience
is than "develoed" to predict what all losses will be when all policy obligations
hive matured. As time passes and more claims are paid the estimate of total
loses from all policy obligations becomes clearer. As in the case of credibility.
however, lo., development in the products liability field contains inherent
problems.

Because products liability litigation usually involves complex legal issues, the
period of time between initial notification of a products liability claim and final
disposition of that claim may be quite lengthy. Initial loss reserves established to
meet the final settled claim, therefore, are subject to considerable-or "runoff"-
Ibe-aiise of inflation and other factors. Thus, the uncertain "development" of prod-
mts liability losses under previous policy obligations makes it difficult to establish
proper rates for future policy obligations.

'. Trend
A third factor contributing to products liability ratemaking uncertainty prob-

he'ms is the elenment of trend. After identifying a "credible" body of experience
:nd applying a loss development factor to this lx)dy of experience, the actuary
attempts to predict and quantify various changes and forces in the future which
will impact on loss experience. This calculation, or trend factor, is an index
which mieaures change over time.

Over the past few years both the freqiuency and size of products liability claims
have risen significantly. Just recently Mr. S. John Byington. Chairman of the
('onsumers Products Safety Commission. noted that more Americans are claiming
injuries from defective products and winning large awards than ever before. This
phenomenon. coznm#nly labeled "social inflation", is generally recognized as a
problem confronting our tort liability system In general. Along with this influx
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in the number and amount of claims being filed there has been a continuing high
rate of inflation associated with the goods and services for which insurance must
pay. Furthermore, tit legal standards of liability as determined by the courts
are evolving, in some situations radically, to pose even greater uncertainty. These
fa(tors-social and economic itflation-have produced losses beyond actuarial
exlpectations further intensifying tie trending problem.

Despite the fact that social and economic inflation have had a significant impact
(in products llabilliy rates, there Is an additional factor which complicates the
ratemaking process for products liability underwriters. The factor is the uncer-
tainty produced by products with an unusually long life-products in the Indus-
trial machilnery cla.sIfication, for example. These products are a constant potei-
tial for a products liability claim because they continue to be used many years
after they leave the hands of the manufacturer. Because it is difficult to translate
this Potential for loss into a slecific mathematical formula, the products liability
undlerwriter lids It difficult to properly "trend" losses on existing products Ila-
loIlity obligations.

'he, service that insurance performs for society is to assume uncertainties In
exchange for a fixed premium. This service Indeed is vital to our socioeconomic
system. It enables individuals and businelses to borrow capital and to operate
efliciently y ) roviding a cushion against potential casualties over which they
have little (r no control. More slecifically, products liability insurance provides
inanufactiirers and businesses security by protecting against potential products
lialility claims which may result from their manufacturing and business
op-ration s.

lit iarovidlig this security to manufacturers, products liability insurers must
coim' with treinemlols uncertainties. In the products liability insurance field un-
certainties exist as to what injuries a product may cause during its useful life,
what til' useftil life of it product may be, how long it may ta::e to report a prod-
nets liaility claim. how much expenses will be incurred under our judicial system.
how inuch inflation may occur before a claim is settled, what changes may occur
ill lldile attitud~hes regarding a manufacturers liability and, finally, what changes
11ay ocCr in standards that nay be applied tit the future to products manu-
factured at the present time. It is amazing that our products liability insurance
systrnil, although not joerfect. works as w\'ell as it does in the face of these immense
uncertainties.

I. P'RODU'(TS LIABILITY INSURANCE PROBLEMS IN PERSPECTIVE

ll to iiow I have addressed most of my comments at Identifying and explaining
the complexity of the products liability problem In general, and products liability
insilriance prolehmIs in particular. I would now like to discuss a few of the reasons
wiy I do not believe the products liability problems have reached "crisis" propor-
tions to date.

.4. Total cost of insurance and affordability
The first poiit I would like to make with regard to the overall seriousness of

products liability Insurance lrolems Is that the cost of products liability Insur-
aice. on it aggregate basis, would appear to be quite reasonable. The most recent
edition of Insurance, Facts dlislot-es that the total net premiums for "other liabil-
ity" lines and for "conimerclal multiple peril" lines In 1975 was $6.2 billion.
Although these figures Include premiums for risks other than products liability,
they do encompass the entire spectrum of products liability policies. On the other
hand. the total sales receipts for all durable and nondurable goods manufactured
In 1975 amounted to $692 billion. If the sum of the "other liability" and "commer-
cial multilple peril" net premiums (6.2 billion) is divided by the total sales receipts
for all durable and nondurable goods ($692 billion) manufactured in 1975, a
lireinllni-to-sales ratio of .89 percent is obtained.

On the basis of these figures-which are indeed conservative-it is difficult to
contend that products liability insurance costs, on an aggregate basis, are exces-
sive. They are far less than% the burdens imposed on the same manufacturers by
federal income taxes. Admittedly. products liability premiums for a particular
manufacturer may run mnuch higher than 1 percent. If we look at the overall
niacrocosnie picture of the products liability Insurance market, however, a 1
percent cost for pr(olucts liability insurance is indeed a modest amount. This fact
must he kept in mind when evaluating proposed changes to the existing products
liability insurance system. Although there may be Isolated cases of serious afford-

35-9q2 0 - 79 - 30
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ability problems which deserve individual treatments, It is very difficult to con-
clude that there is a broad affordability crisis at this time.

B. Ratcs and profitability
I would now like to place the question of products liability rates in the

Broader context of profitability for the property and liability insurance indus-
try in general, and the *other liability" and "commercial multiple peril" lies in
particular.

In Its work on monitoring the profitability of the property and liability in-
surance industry the NAI(' has determined that tile average profit, or insurance
operating income on sales, for the years 1971 through 1976 amounted to 2.2 per-
cent of earned premiums. This figure represents profits adjusted for generally
accepted accounting principles (;AAI') after taxes and includes investment in-
come earned on loss reserves. A profit of 2.2 percent of premiums for the entire
property and liability industry is certainly not excessive. Even If all rates were
reduced to the point where profit levels were zero, the net effect of such a
reduction would hardly be noticed by the insurance-buying public. Moreover,
can any industry regulated on the federal level such as the petroleum, banking
or trucking industries, claim a similar low level of profits for the years 1971
through 1976?

Furthermore, if the NAIC profitability figures are examined for those lines
of insurance which encompass products liability, it is evident that the profits
for these lies of insurance In the last three years have not been excessive. Tile
average operating profits for the "commercial multiple peril" line during the
years 1973 to 1975 were 4.7 percent, while the average operating profits for the
*other liability" line during the same period were 1.4 percent. It must be reniena-
bered that there are other insurance risks encompassed boy these two lines of
insurance so that these figures do not specifically reflect profitability for prod-
ucts liability insurance ls)licies. Nevertheless, all products liability insurance
underwritten today falls into one of these two lies of insurance.

As a result, it is fair to say that the profits generated by rates for commercial
multiple peril ixdicies and general liability policies ini the last years have not
been excessive.

From this data on the profits of the insurance industry as a whole and the
profits for general liability insurance and commercial multiple peril insurance
in particular, it is clear that the insurance system is operating within reason-
able bounds. As costs rise, rates have risen to keep pace and profits have been a
very small part of rates.

In this context, I might note the effect of more stringent rate regulation would
have on the marketing and costs of products liability. As long as our economy
is premised on the free enterprise system, which sanctions the concept of a rea-
sonable profit, the Insurance system appears to be operating well within reason-
able parameters, at least up to this Imint in time. On an overall basis, rate
regulatory efforts to squeeze down the rates at best would only have a marginal
ili)act on cost, and at worst could create the unavailability problem we now
fear.-

This is not to say there are no unjustifled attempts for rate increase. To
these the regulator must be alert. But even more important, as the insurance
industry continues to grapple with the albove disused problems in pricing their
product liability coverages, the state insurance regulators (whatever the nature
of their rating law) will monitor the appropriateness and fairness of such tech-
iiques to assure continued reasonableness of rates charged.

'. Comnicreial sctting
A final point which must be made about products liability insurance problems

is that products liability insurance is written as a commercial line rather than
a personal line of insurance. In other words, Insurance coverage for products
liability involves anl insurer and an insured who is in the business of making a
profit. The price which the Insured must pay for the insurer to assume the risk of
products liability claims from the insured's manufacturing operations at least
in theory, is a matter to be decided in the business negotiation of two commercial
entities.

There is a second aspect of time commercial setting of products liability Insur-
aice which needs to le recognized in time context of products liability insurance
problems. That aspect. is the tremendous amount of business Judgement needed
to establish products liability rates which are neither excessive nor inadequate.
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More specifically, I am speaking of the practice of "a" rating monoline prod-
ucts liability policies. It is estimated by the Insurance Service Office (ISO) that
approximately 25 percent to 30 percent of all product classifications In monollne
INollcies are "a" rated. Because certain products-usually products with a high
potential products liability claim-can be used in a variety of different contexts
and can be influenced by nnumerous extraneous factors, a large amount of busi-
ness Judgement must be exercised in establishing the premium for all potential
product liability claims for a particular "a" rated product.

Because the price of products liability insurance for "a" rated classification
demands such it high amount of business judgement, insurance commissioners
have traditionally refrained from exercising direct control over "a" rated prod-
ucts risks. Not only have commissioners felt that such business judgement was
needed to arrive at a reasonable rate, but commissioners do not have the re-
souitrces to closely scrutinize every facet of the decision-making process related
to rated product classifications hi each and every case. In Texas we take rate
review it stell further ill reviewing all developed "a" rates to determine the rea-
sonableness of the rate. But, even with this process, increases were and are
inevitable.

it. NAi(' RESPONSES TO TilE PHODUtT IoiABItITY INSURANCE PROBLEM

As I notiNt earlier, the NAIC has been working oni products liability Insurance
matters for the l1st two years. The result of these activities has le,ti a inunmler
of specific actions and recommnendations aimed at solving imarticular aseclts of
the insurance problent. I will inow lorhetly describe the substance of these ac-
tivities and recommendations to give you an idea of what the NAIC believes is an
alpIroioriate resiimise to the ir(sI1t. slitildiity insurance pnirldem as it exists
tNhmvY.

.1. Itnx rpio'c' irailabiilg
Although the NAIC has not found that there is a widespread availability prom-

iot for products liability insurance. a number of small businesses have been
threateied with cancellation ,r nmorenewal of their existing products liability
misinhmice coverage. In order to piroviie inisuranice to such small businesses fit
ti os,' cases where insurance coverage is difficult to ohtain, tile NAIC recently
a(loptol at reNonnemdatioun that :

" lo* * c lal industry placement committees. in the form generally set forth in
section 3 of the advisory committeeee report of February 15, 1977. boe established
in the states where tine comniissintner determines such a committee to be
imecess;t ry."

At the present time the states of Arkanv,4is. California, Comnecticut, Illinois,
Kansas, loulisiana, Maine. Michigan. Mlissori. Nebraska. New Hampshire, New
.Jersey, Ohio. Pennsylvania. Rhoile Island. Texas, Virginia and Wisconsin have
&jcttally iuplenmented at loal industry placement committee as contemplated by
ile NAIC resolution. Im addition, the states of Indiana. Iowa. Kentucky, Tell-

nesse, 1a1(1 Washington have indicated It desire to estahlis h their own local Ili-
(hlstry placement cortonittees im the very near future. furthermore , a "report
form" for use toy the several states to report their respective experiences as to the
success of their indilidual Ioal industry Ilacement committees has been de-
velop4 alld the results of the first quarter in 197.8 will s mi be available. This
report form inonnitors the progress and success of local industry placement comi-
mittees in making products liability Insurance available on a voluntary basis to
those small businesses vho are flndinig it difficult to obtain or renew their prod-
lcs liability insurance coverage.

The NAIC firmly believes that these voluntary local industry placement cow-
mittees are the Iest approach to addressing pro(hcts liability Insurance availa-
bility at this time. Preliminary results froin the states indicate that local place-
ment committees are ,a viable answer to the short-term availability problems of
small manufacturers. The major advantage of this approach is that it enables
small businesses to seek help fim obtaining products liability insurance without
massive state or federal government intervention into the private insurance mar-
ket. The limited scope of the availability problem, the response of the NAIC with
the placement cotnmittees and the preliminary experience of these committees
demonstrate the lack of a current need for an flexible mnandatory residual
market mechanism.
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U. Ilsurliw-c vffordlability

Ii adopting its reonitendaition that local industry ilicemient committees be,
eialik-hed ill States where tlie (.oininis-ioner determiines a need exists. tlie NAIC
a'evogilizes that slich Coin) 1itteeI ai hi re.s ol y the availability aspect of the prod-
ucls liability prolei. 'i'lie NAI(' rt ('ogitizes that long-term solutions to potential
wiolh, s read io suracire afforda hlility" pro1leins in tLe products liability field cani
lit achieved only Iy con trolling ; nI defying factors which underlie high in-
sltrli' tosts. 'ie CPttelit is emindied i1 I re:.ent recoelltlia(litiol of the NAIC
Ilhit :

"* * * the most effeCtive solution to the unavailability and high cost of products
liaLbilily iil illan ce is tip co ntrol or modify ft.toi-s which illcre se insurance costs
anil tl:f. ili the .'1 ~itie oPf ('rTelile t a oil (1he hebest appiroach ti control Stich
factors, the NAIC urges individual states to addres an1(d Stuly the cost lroblelm
tir iughli all availatiloie invais. iicldihig 'onsidera1ionis or revisionis ii tort law,
ilreisl e ilisi oi Safety etigineerllig. 1moe lorelliCtile ratilng techliniques
M'iid lie tlratiwer of fllids Ibetween ihsittrilte cIpaniies by way of .liro gittoti,
inleliliithratioii or ciotriliiitioi."

lBy ai l ilti ig tiiis5 ret lliliielidalion the NATil' iinderstis! Ili uisliraetc afforda-
Isilily ili th, Ipr4Pdlcts liilility field calinot lie SilvNl boy 4lie single approach.

lalllr. ill factors which pirodultl, high ii.usuraiiir (osts 11111 lie addressed
1 foitir nealhil igi l ()st relctiol (,till lit, achieved.

'rov isioins iit l4l-I law is one elhinetit re:.giiized ill the foregoin g revoinfllelda-
Iii a,is ai factoir tiP 4, Il.i(ler li1 rtdui'iuilus i rilce . .is. lls. have iv elitet ly h l
ilitoolli, r ill ;l it le.t M slatt s whiih deal wil revisions iii to rt hiw in tile
ioriotlris li-iil iity fiel. The NA I I tl ievs 111:11 it is the IN )It' 4 Of tI, i ndi vid tl I
s lltes to wi-lI liit, ll'its o %f vai-ious t ort 'efov' proposals lip ensr ia lIroller
balance lieweVii llthe rights of claimants to recover for prodttct-related injuries
til! tihe, rights of llniiuilllacthirers to lie flve from uireasinalile l'oiplltl.ls lialhilify

'. I)Dilt colltfion
In ddl it ionii ii :l. rl,,sin tIhie jirobldems orf iisralC'k, aivlihil iility an1d 1lisirali(ce

iftorilility. tlie NAIV' has 1IePtl woirkii. li colle.-t rilialdh data 4414 the Inlitire
illd .M0t10 4 lilt- irlllilcts liability pr'illei. I will ioiw lriefly hleserililv foillr
g.'eikerail ireas if datla collection in which have 1elil i1(111ressed by tile NA I'.

I. ,\.Ill' Animallll Mlctntitl

.AS y'oill kniio..%lr. ('hairtn;i. itistilritiie ciililli,. tir reijilirl t' file ait IIIi-
nilit statllli lit ill i':iili sile ill W'hi'h it is lie'llte4 liip (d1 liliis. l lifotriiino iiin
oil Iis :iiiliinil stateliilii is its8t14 e iviIliiIte tlit llllil.tilltl (c0lltiolli 'ttid siplvecy
tt' i listilnce coliniiits a il s , the liisjls fi ir federal ltc)lie t:lx s. Altholigli
letilled ilifo irlltimi lll iS iVilhil(% on tile lliiiins. I1,mes. 1ld eXicllises if Slip-
rilc lilies (if ili.nili'lie. inlforiont 1il is Iit1 seli:ifitleb availaliih for Ir(duts
liability insirince. At the presett tine, rotilocts Ilialility inforliitiol oi o tile
antnul statement is i'chtide(I utider the headings of "olher liability" atid 4coili-
iiierr't14i li tile peril' along wih itfornintiii ibiiut oithr coverage sold to
hr odut4s mn ilacftuers a id other com mtercial1 Iiiiers of inisturaice.

'i'lie aniul tliieit shows tle li aglilitilde i f each Ii lie. of I111illess. the prof-
it,; oir losses i11 ivclh Iil :all extensive detail 'it i loss eservit tdglualicy. This
(lit a s oiws that ilie kinds uif iliUri liice lpilrcliaseI ly lii fatctlurers, hlave, i
general, tIlt iweli exc.s,.siv'ely llriNl ir over-resorvd., ll,pthi the lirotits tild the
lo.s reserves are evalual(d ach. year Ili lhe NAI(' early warniilg reports,. profit-iility reports. and reilort (oil protili ility liy Iilit. 1il1(1 Iy stite.

Although lpromlhicts liability is, generally imarketied IS a package with other
ci'overalges, :41vildles ili statist ialt repor-iiC g lhat ire leiig 1ilt ilito effect ly the

nsuraml ce vervi , (tih-e j ISO ) will reluire lie- sei.t rat ihi of irlilcts data
lIe-i ilillig with 117t. ''is. lie NAIT reteiily aminiiheI I lie lliltll siteliienit
form to reflect lorodiltts Ilretilii1llliS lild losses seiilrately. 'liis information co'-
eritig 19!79) will Le reported in early I -4).

2. Sh¢thtiticatl Plti.

A seonllu! s.mr', of statistical data for pr;diicts lialiility ilisuitnee is the
stltistical lhins aliopted bly c ill ll issioners foru: i s t li the viriiuls i|lsu raict',
st.atisti al organizations. 'hese orgailiizt i"I1, cOlle(.t daitl Which are used liy
'olniimlssioiers iln regulatiig lroler rates for prolpierty anlt(1 lialilily coverage,
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including products liability coverage. The Insurance Service Office (ISO), the
National Association 4of Independent Insurers (NAII), the American Association
of Insurance Services (AAIS) and the National Independenet Statistical Service
t NISS) are the principal statistical organizations. This data has been collected
and reported for over 30 years pursuant to a model rate regulatory bill adopted
by the NAIC In 1946 and subsequently followed by almost every state.

Tie NAIC is following two approaches to obtain more reliable data for prod-
ucts liability insurance from the statistical plans of various statistical gathering
organizations. First. the statistical gathering subcommittee of the NAIC has
compiled a handbook which summarizes statistical data presently available for
all lines of property-liability insurance, Including products liability. This hand-
book is a useful starting p)it for discussing further improvements in statisti-
cal plans which encompass products liability experience. Secondly, as I mentioned
earlier tie NAIC has Itei working with the Insurance Services Office (ISO) in
developing a new commercial statistical plan. This new plan will expand the
ibly of information available for "a" rated products liability risks, provide new
information on exp(osures and losses for commercial package policies and reduce
some of tie gaps presently existing for data reported under composite-rated
policies.

Closed Claims Survey

The Insurance Service Office (ISO) conducted a closed claim survey of 23
major insurance companies which provide a majority of product liability insur-
ance written in the U.S. The report covers a total of 24,452 survey forms for
claims closed between July 1, 1976 and March 15, 1977. This survey provided
valuable information in analyzing products liability issues and remedies. The
following are some highlights from the survey:

1. Manufacturers account for 871'/ of the total claim dollars paid.
2. -'ood claims represent only 2% of the bodily injury payment although food

products account for 56% of all paid products liability claims.
3. About 95% of the bodily injury payment and 89% of the property damage

payments in products cases are covered by insurance.
4. Fewer than 1% of products liability bodily injury claims paid are responsible

for more than 50% of the total bodily injury payments dollars. On the property
darnage side fewer than 1% of the paid claims account for more titan 45% of
the payment dollars.

5. More than two-thirds of the claims paid are far less than $1,000.
6. The average payment of bodily injury claims is $13,911 per claim against

each defendant and $26,004 per incident. For property damage claim the average
payment is $3,7,95, per claim and $6,871 per incident.

6. The average payment of bodily injury claims is $13,911 per claim against
each defendant and $26,004 per incident. For property damage claim the aver-
age payment is .3,798 per claim and $6,871 per incident.

7. The length of time before settlement of products liability claim may runseveral years. ('laims involving 36% of ultimate bodily injury payment dollars
and 33/ of property damage payment dollars have not been processed four years
after the first report of incident.

,1. Workers Injured on the jol make up 11% of the products liability bodily
injury claimants receiving payment, however, their claims make up 42% of the
total bodily injury payments because their average payment is $97,WS-1--inucl
higher than the overall average.

9. Ap4roximately 73% of bodily injury claims and 83% of l)roperty damage
claims are settled without the tiling of a law suit. Fewer than 4% go all the way
to a court. 4 . Questionnaires

Another source of information about the products liability Insurance problem
is a questionnaire survey of products liability insurers. The states of Kansas,
Missouri and Nebraska developed products liability questionnaires over the past
several years and have provided their respective state legislatures with informa-
tion related to products liability insurance.

To avoid needless and expensive duplication of questionnaire surveys, the
XAV( Task Force onI Products Liability has developed a standard questionnaire
form for use by the various states. This form addreses not only premium and
loss information but marketing and underwriting as well. It has been sent out
by Wisconsin and Texas to date. The Texas data has been collected and is now
being analyzed.
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5. Underwriting Case Studies

Much of the controversy surrounding the insurance aspects of the product
liability "problem". has focused on the development of "a" or judgment rates
for many types of business. The "a" rate denotes individualized evaluation of the
hazards of a particular business or product risk and therefore development of
"individual" rates. The subjective nature of this process has caused concern over
possible overpricing of individual coverages.

The NAIC Task Force on Products Liability has directed the development of
case histories of this individualized underwriting process so that the positive
and negative aspects this process can be more completely unLderstood.

Six underwriting case studies have been provided to the Task Force on Prod-
ticts Liability to illustrate the underwriting process. These case studies supple-
nient the evaluation ot underwriting and the need, if any, to limit this process
of individual evaluation of risks.

The Task Force is continually evaluating all aspects of the products liability
insurance 'problem" to determine additional or revised regulatory action.

NATIONAL AssOCIATION OF WHOLESALER-DSTRIBUTORS,
Washington, D.C., September 8, 1978.

lio. HARRY F. BYRD, Jr.,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management, Senate Finance

Committee, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
l)DAs Ms. ('IJAIRM.AN: The National Association of Wholesaler-Distributors

wishes to present its views on S. 1611 and S. 3049, bills designed to assist
businesses who are faced with severe problems regarding product liability.

The National Association of Wholesaler-Distributors (NAW) is a federation
of 109 national commodity line associations which in turn are composed of over
40.000 merchant wholesaler anwd distributor establishments located throughout
the 150 states. Wholesale distribution is a major force in the United States
economy, with sales forecast by the U.S. Department of Commerce to reach
over $COO billion this year.

Our members distribute virtually every conceivable type of consumer and
industrial product. The product liability crisis is of major concern in the
majority of these commodity lines, be they consumer products or industrial
products.

The wholesale distribution industry is characterized by small, closely-held,
family.owned businesses . In our own membership, the average sales volume is
approximately $2.5 million, with an average of 25 employees. It is through this
size of business that the vast bulk of products move to market. Net profits before
taxes range from a low of one-half percent of sales to a high of four percent,
with an average of about 1.7 percent. Thus, it can be readily seen that if the
cost of product liability is as high as one percent, the impact on profits and
financial stability is most significant.

Recent developments in product liability matters have created a crisis for
all businesses. Wholesaler-distributors, because they are involved as legal sellers
of the products involved in injuries, have not escaped. They are increasingly
being directly impacted by product liability litigation as well as by the insurance
industry's response to the losses which they are experiencing in the liability
area. Our members have a vital interest In the growing impact of product
liability on the continued viability of smaller business enterprises. We are
particularly concerned about the following five problems:

1. The very rapid rise in insurance rates for both primary and umbrella
coverage in products liability;

2. The increased unavailability of protective insurance covering product
liability;

3. The exposure to liability without any proved negligence on the part of
the wholesaler-distributor;

4. The exposure to suits of such a high magnitude that any one of them could
bankrupt a small business;

5. The inability to properly defend ourselves in a court of law due to current
legal doctrines.
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Of particular concern is the trend towards increased unavailability of product
liability insurance. An ever-increasing number of wholesaler-distributors have
difficulty obtaining renewals of their policies, and when cancelled, find it
almost impossible to obtain coverage from any other source. The inevitable
result of this situation is that an increasing number of wholesaler-distributors
have been forced to go "bare-bones"-with no coverage at all. In these instances,
one loss could completely wipe out the firm.

We wish to express support for the provisions contained in S. 1611 and
S. 3049. The majcr thrust of these bills is to provide a reserve fund for businesses
faced with severe problems of product liability. Many of our members who
cannot obtain adequate insurance protection would be materially assisted by
such a provision in the tax code.

We note with interest that the Treasury Department's witness stated that
self insurance was inherently inefficient, because "the insured party is required
to put up $1 of capital for every dollar of risk insured." That is true. Business
enterprises that are able to obtain adequate product liability protection would
not find thiA a prudent use of capital. Unfortunately, too many firms find that
current product liability protection is often unavailable, and the exemptions
are extremely high even when available, meaning that self-insurance is forced
upon many businesses. For the Treasury to oppose the product liability claim
reserve on these grounds is to ignore the current situation regarding the avail-
ability of product liability insurance protection.

We do support the Administration's recommendation that the tax laws be
amended to permit loss carryback for ten years instead of the current three
year limit. This proposal will provide a small reservoir of capital to pay off
a product liability claim. However, the businessman who has a product liability
claim must be down to zero profit for that year, the year the product liability loss
is sustained, before he can carry any loss to back years. Is the Administration
stating that there can be no aid at all for a firm that cannot obtain product
liability insurance until the firm reaches the zero profit position? Such is the
end result of the Administration's proposed tax remedy for the current product
liability situation.

We support the concepts of S. 1611 and S. 3049 that would permit a business
to establish in a product liability reserve account, funds equal to three percent
of annual sales, up to a maximum of fifteen percent of annual sales. The bills
provide sensible and reasonable safeguards to prevent this reserve from being
used for other purposes than the settlement of product liability losses.

Some questions have been raised as to whether the tax laws are more favor.
able to the treatment of insurance premiums than they are to self-insuranct.
Under current law, the cost of premiums for product liability insurance is fully
tax deductible, while a reserve for such losses is not deductible. For the busi-
nessman who ieeds the product liability insurance protection, the discrimina-
tion is real, even though in the view of the Treasury Department it is even-
handed. The Treasury is considering the tax laws as they apply to insurance
companies. We can view the impact only from the position of the merchant
wholesalers. For the wholesalers who are able to obtain insurance, as many are,
the premium is fully deductible. For the merchant wholesalers who cannot obtain
insurance, the reserve must come from after-tax dollars. The bills under con-
sideration would place those who cannot deduct their own reserve funds on a
footing equal to those who can now do so through an insurance company.

We would like to note that the allowed reserve for product liability would not
reduce reliance on product liability insurance if it Is obtainable even at high
premium levels. The high cost of defense and the threat of high awards for
cases lost can best be met through insurance. The provisions of S. 1611 and
S. 3049 would serve only as a partial alleviation of the problem and would not
be a true substitute for sound insurance protection. We do believe, however,
that smaller businesses will be materially assisted if the concepts of the reserves
as contained in these two bills were enacted.

We request that this statement be made part of the hearing record on these
legislative proposals.

Respectfully,
WILLIAM C. MCCAMANT,

Executive Vice President.
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT N. FLINT, VICE PRESIDENT AND COMPTROLLER, AMERICAN
TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH Co.

My name is Robert N. Flint. I am Vice President and Comptroller of American
Telephone and Telegraph Company. I take this opportunity to present to the
Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management of the Senate Finance Com-
mittee the Bell System's position on S. 3176.

While S. 3176 deals specifically with the tax treatment to be accorded contribu-
tions in aid of construction which regulated electric and gas utilities receive from
nonshareholders, the issue is of concern also to the Bell System.

We receive contributions in aid of construction for diverse kinds of special
facilities constructed or made available to specific customers in circumstances
where the provision of such facilities would not otherwise be economically feasi-
tile. Historically, regulatory bodies have required such reimbursements to be
credited against the cost of such special facilities on the books and for rate-
making purixses, so that the broad spectrum of customers does not bear the
burden.

We also receive reimbursements from state, local or federal agencies for the
cost of relocating or reconstructing telephone plant necessitated by street or
highway widening or relocation. Here too. regulatory bodies have required that
tile reimbursements be credited to the specific plant accounts involved, both on
the books of account and for ratemaking purposes. Utility customers thus do
not bear the burden of these costs. By far, the bulk of our reimbursements is of
this type.

In both the albove situations, the income tax treatment of these amounts has
followed the book and rutemaking treatment for over half a century. That is.
they are not included in inomie. they reduce the cost basis of the facility, and
no depreciation or investment tax credit is claimed on them.

Recently. the Internal Revenue Service through administrative action has
sought to reverse long-standing Judicial interpretation of the law governing
treatment of contributions in aid of construction and reimbursement of costs of
relocating or reconstrncting utility plant necessitated by governmental road
widening or relocation.

In 1975 the Service sought to tax contributions in aid of construction received
by a water utility. Congress promptly moved in the Tax Reform Act of 1976 to
reestablish the historical tax treatment of such contributions for water and
sewage disposal utilities.

Testimony before tills Subcommittee has indicated the Revenue Service has
now sought to tax such contributions received by the electric and gas utilities.
S. 3176 would simply confirm for the electric and gas utilities the long-standing
exclusion of such amounts from gross income, and thus would produce no
revenue loss to the government.

We believe that the historical treatment whereby such receipts by regulated
public utilities are excludable from gross income is the proper method, and that
the reasons supporting such treatment for over fifty years are still valid today.
WP are concerned, however, that adverse implications for the telephone industry
might well arise if it Is not included In the proposed Bill. Therefore, we strongly
urge that .. 3176 be amended to include regulated telecommunications utilities.

STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL SocmIirY OF PROFESSIONAL ENGINFER8

The National Society of Professional Engineers. a nonprofit organization repre-
senting nearly 80.000 individual members who are engaged In every asneet of
engineering, 'appreciates this opportunity to present comments on 5. 1611 and
S. 3049, bills to provide a tax deduction for additions to a reserve for product
liability losses.

NSIPE strongly supports the enactment of legislation that will allow amounts
to be set aside in a reserve to fund product liability losses. It seems inconsistent
that a deduction is allowed for the payment of product liability insurance pre-
miums but not for contributions to a self-insurance trust fund. However. we
believe that S. 1611 or S. 3049 should expand their coverage. Both bills limit the
deduction to "product" liability losses. We believe that the Committee should
include a deduction for design professionals within the coverage of the legislation
you havq under consideration. To that end, we support S. 2864, a bill introduced
by Senator Charles McC. Mathias, Jr.
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The liability problems of product manufacturers have Justifiably become a
matter of congressional concern, and we are convinced that an examination of
the facts will show the liability problems of design professional w-arrant equal
attention. Every product and every building or structure created must first be
designed. In the product field, this is often done by the manufacturer's personnel.
In the area of buildings and structures, however, the design is usually done by
independent professional design firms. And just as product manufacturers have
experienced stunning increases in the cost of liability coverage, so too has this
group of design professionals.

THE PROBLEM

During the 19060's, professional liability insurance for building designers gen-
erally cost less than one percent of a firm's gross receipts. Because of its manage-
able cost and ready availability, purchased insurance became widely accepted
by architects, engineers (A-'s) and their clients. In the 1970's, however, insur-
ance premiums for this coverage began to skyrocket, with annual increases of
100 percent or more not uncommon. Actual Increases, of course, vary by firm and
state, but our studies indicate that average premiums for engineering firms have
risen 577 percent over the past eight years. Liability coverage now represents an
average of 3 to 10 percent of a design firm's gross receipts. For many A-E's,
insurance coverage is now the largest single cost item after payroll. What is
more, purchased insurance is generally a fixed cost for construction designers,
while the construction Industry is highly cyclical.

As significant as these premium increases have been, it is vitally important for
this Subcommittee to understand they are but a part of the total liability cost
problem faced by our members. Professional liability policies for A-E's are writ-
ten with a deductible amount of first (investigation and defense) costs chargeable
to the insured, that is applied to each claim As premiums have escalated, many
A-E firms have raised this deductible limit as the only way of controlling their
costs. The deductible amounts now usually approach, equal, or exceed the annual
premiums. This means that a design firm that does have one or more claims lodged
against it in a single year can end up paying twice or three times the amount of
the premium, even if none of the claims are successful. In addition to these cash
expenses, the A-E firm must absorb the intangible costs of uncompensated pro-
fessional time spent in investigation and defense preparation. Informed estimates
indicate that a design professional spends three hours for every one hour an
attorney spends in preparing to defend against a claim. Since an architect or
engineer, as any professional, essentially sells his or her time, this can be a
significant loss.

The importance of these uninsured first costs of liability payed by the designer
over and above the premium is highlighted by two factual circumstances. First,
the vast majority of claims against A-E's are relatively small property damage
claims. From 19t0 to 1976, 96.1 percent of the claims for which we have statistics
did not exceed the deductible limits of policy coverage by more than $25,000. The
average claim exceeded the deductible by $16,751 in 1970. The average deductible
for that year ranged from $15,000 to $20,000 per claim. This indicates that the
design professions are currently satisfying a substantial portion of the costs of
liability out of pocket, even with insurance.

Second, the frequency of claims is increasing at the rate of 20 percent per year,
so that now, 29.6 percent of insured architectural and engineering firms in our
data base were sued in 1976. We simply live in a society that is ever more prone
to litigation. In this connection, it should be pointed out that liability coverage
for A-E's is written on a "claims made" basis. This means the insurance does
not cover claims brought after a policy lapses based on acts or omissions com-
mitted during the term of the policy. So A-E's must maintain insurance, even
after retirement or dissolution, for at least the length of the state's statute ,of
limitations, if there is one.

All of this can be brought into sharper focus if put into the context of a hypo-
thetical example: Let us assume a typical consulting architectural or engineering
firm of 8 people carries $150,000 of insurance with a $10,000 deductible limit. The
firm might be paying $8-12,000 per year in premiums for this, indicating roughly
$200,000 in gross, yearly receipts. Now assume that a dispute arises over a project
involving responsibility for a construction delay and a claim is filed. In the same
year, a tenant in an apartment house the firm designed five years earlier sues for
damages due to water leakage In one of the apartments. The firm Is now poten-
tially facing $20,000 in direct, out of pocket expenses, after paying about $10,000
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in premiums, before the insurance company has even incurred a loss. and before
any finding of fault Is made. In this all too typical example, 15 percent of the
firm's gross receipts can be consumed or at least encumbered by professional
liability just as a cost of doing business that year, tire majority of It borne by the
firm itself despite ins-urance. And it cannot be overemphasized that this Is 15 per-
cent of gross receipts, Ibfore payroll, rent, utilities, taxes, other insurance, etc.

IMPACT

To appreciate the effects of this recent, crippling, financial burden. it is Impor-
tant to reognize that the construction design profession is preponderantly one
of small businesses. If we assume that there are about 10.000 full time archi-
tectural and engineering firms in the country. over Mo5 percent of all these firms
qualify a- smull businesses inder SBA's definition of that (.ategory.

Given this industry configuration, the impact of escalating liability costs is
readily apparent. The increase in a firm's liability insurance premium often
means the difference between laying off personnel and hiring new staff. A single
claim can preclude expansion or the acquisition of more sophisticated design
technologies. if not require a staff reduction.

The high cost of insurance has created a substantial barrier to tie formation
and expansion of new. small firms. The federal government and many states anti
local governments require liability insurance as a precondition to even qualify
for a commission. And ruany if not most private clients require it as a contract
condition. 'iherefore. because of the size of current professional liahility insurance
costs, a beginning architectural or engineering firm must be substantially capi-
talized before it can even coinpete for many commissions.

(f course then most inlllrta-nt impact of the design profession's liability pre-
dicament is the risk it create. not only for architects and engineer.. but the pub-
lie. Whxen a single routine clai m cain iankruot a sinall firimn. anad multiple claims
can bankrupt a medium sized or even a large firn. where is the protection for the
public? No profession practicies with pristine perfectruin. Errors and omissions do
occur an1{d we ca.rry insilnincet' in recognition (of that fact. But when this insurance
is so costly as to be prohibitive for some firms and the liability exposure even
with insurance is so great as to threaten the financial stability of the best prac-
titioner. the just claimant may have no source of recovery. And it is not solely our
clients who are exposed to this risk. Just as manufactured products enter tIre
stream of commerce, the buildings and structures we design are used by the public
to live and work in and travel on for decades. The design professional's liability
exposure, an( thus the public's risk and need for protection. is at least as great
as that for manufactured products.

BEGINNINGS OF A REMEDY

Because of all the factors outlined 1M'e. we strongly urge the inclusion of
construction design professionals within the coverage of the self-insunnce tax
bill before you. Senator Mathias' bill, S. 2864. with its many supporters. does
include professionals. In the area of construction designers. we- believe the ability
to establish liability loss reserve account would be almost wholly used to cover
exlossure to first costs under insurance deductible limits. Because of the pre-
ponderantly small business nature of the profession and the high cost of tire
structures being designed. very. very few firms would or could attempt to totally
self-insure. Virtually all architects and engineers who would elect to create a
reserve account would do so in conjunction with Ipurchased Insturance to cover
c-atastrophic lo.ses. In fact, total self-insurance to the level of industry standards
would be impossible under the department if commerce's's draft bill. since that
draft limits accunulation ini a reserve account to a maximum of 15 percent of
yearly gross receipts, whereas most A-E's "irry insurance far above that per-
centage.

Design professionals currently are. in effect, self-insuring to an exteit because
of tire limited nature of commercial insurance available. Existing tax lawi allows
a deduction for purchased insurance preniumns and actual uncompensated lia-
itility losses incurred. S. 2864 would simply allow a commensurate dleuction for
a reserve account to meet the sanle costs of doing business, but on at managealile
more predictable basis. With a liability loss reserve account, an A-E firm could
slowly build up a reserve to cover its exposure to the first costs of claims. As
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the account grows, the firn could raise the deductible limit on its purchased
insurance, thereby reducing or at least stabilizing premiums. The growth of the
reserve woul depend on the lack of claims, so these aceouiits would encourage
all(] reward good performance much more than the current situation.

For new, small firms or sole practitioners just beginning, the ability to establish
a reserve account would allow tlemi to immediately set aside funds and gain
some liability protection without having to wait until they can afford purchased
Insurance. Anti when a new practice does buy commercial coverage, a growing
reserve account could help the firm get it cheaper. In this respect, should the
('onmittee include, designers in this bill. ve would hope some language could Ioi'
included in the report indicating the intent that aniounts in these reserve ac-
counts bep eit'sidered (it a par with comnervial coverage lii satisfying federal, and
hopefully state, reqiirenments for liability coverage il procurements.

We recognize there may Ibe reluctance on the part of tile Committee to extend
e''verage of liability los,; reserve account legislation to all professions, since not
-ill professions have similarly acute liability protdems. Other professions have
greater (eoniic resources or greater institutional anid legal protection from
lialbility claini: Mit we strongly believe architects anil engineers do have a
prlden so act'te and a degree of exisssure so great that coverage under the bill
Ibefor, you is xarranteui. Should you decide to allow construction designers the
election option pit forwa rd ii the l)ep.rtment of commerce's s draft bill, we offer
Ihe following suggested language to accomplish that end.

Aimend sei.tion "(9) (.A ) regarding the definition of product liability by insert-
ing a colon after the phras "or defects ill" and aimiending lite remaining ps)rtion
of the section to read as follows--

"(1) A product manufactured, imported, distributed, leased, or sold by the
taxpayer or, (2) the design, planning, evaluation, preparation of specifications,
or administration of a contract by the taxpayer (whether In whole or In part)
for the construclim or modification of a building or structure on real property."

The inclusion of construction designers in the Department of Commerce's draft
raises one, other consideration relative to the penalty for withdrawals from the
reserve account for other than liability lUriioses. 1'rofesslonal partnerships tend
to le miiore tluid in their composition or practice specialty than manufacturing
corporatIons and the construction industry Is historically prone to more pro-
nounceed .ycles of activity than tle economy as a whole. in this context, there
may be x,'rfe'tly legitimate and sound business reasons for reducing the amount
or altering tihe makeup of coverage. The draft bill would impose a very harsh
penalty of one half of the amount withdrawn on such redu-tions. This could pro-
dice econoniic distortions and Inhibit the proper use of these accounts.

For example, a firm specializing in one area may become the victim of another
recession such as that experience from 1973 to 1977 and have a substantial
reduction in work. Knowing that. over IN) percent of all claims against A-E's
occur within four years of project completion and that future prospects are
lorighter in another area of specialization, a firm could logically decide to reduce
its liability account gradually and use the withdrawals to retain and retrain
staff personnel. In such a case. subjecting the withdrawals to ordinary tax rates
plus a surcharge representing the value of the deferral would seem more appro-
priate than applying a 54) percent penalty.

Other than that one concrirn, we have no problem with the other restrictions
In the Commerce Delyartment draft designed to limit eligibility to small bumi-
ne..ses. Our members are small businesses and would generally come within
those restrielions. For example, the majority of our member firms would qualify
as having a "severe liability Insurance problem" now, and the maximum con-
tribution limits are beyond ti capability of all but a few firms.

Of course, any time a new deduction is proposed, the question of budget or
revenue impa('t must be raised We have not heard of any accurate or reliable
estimate being made at this point. All the estimates we know of either assume
everyone eligible would establish a reserve account or do not discount the deduc-
tions already being taken. Intuitively, we believe extending the option, of a lia-
bility loss reserve account to design professionals would not result in a significant
revenue loss. Again, premiums and incurred uncoml)ensated losses are already
deductible. The revenue los.s due to these existing business deductions would be
absorbed or replaced by deductions for contributions to these accounts. To the
extent that premiums for purchased insurance, that can now be deducted, are
reduced, there may even be an offsetting revenue gain. We view liability loss
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reserve accounts for architects and engineers not as some potential windfall for
these professions but as recognition of the fact that designers must now self-
Insure their liability exposure to large extent. InI that circumstance, reserve ac-
counts would simply treat small professional firms on an equal basis with insur-
ance companies.

We thank the Subcommittee for the opportunity to submit this statement,

STATEMENT OF LEE ANDERSON, PRESIDENT, ALEXANDER'S SPORTING Goons. DANVILLE,
ILL., ON BEIIALF OF TilE NATIONAL SPORTING GOODS ASsOCIATION

Mr, Chairman. I am Ike Anderson, President of Alexander's Sporting Goods, of
I)anville, Illinois. For M8 years Alexander's has been in the business of selling
sporting goxs at the retail level, as well as operating a team division, with
three salesmen calling o1 High Schools and Universities. I am also the Immediate
past President of the National Sporting Goods Association, which represents
dealers and manufacturers of all kinds of sporting goods.

Product liability has recently become a very great concern, to everyone con-
nected with sports in this country. Significantly, small and medium-sized busi-
nesses have Ien hardest hit by the burgeoning cost of insuring against product
liability claims in the United States.

,rho product liability problem Is rooted in changes in tort law developed by
the c )urts over the last 18 years, in the absence of legislation. The courts have
usurped the legislative function in this area, and it is now incumbent upon
Congress to return a measure of balance to the law goveniing this complex
subject.

It is my purpose today to speak in favor of ,. 1611 and S. 3049, the bills beinr
considered to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1154 to provide a deduetiou
for self-insurance for product liability. We also support the ten-year carryback
lurolK~s.al recently introduced by the Administration, but we stress that the carry-
back would prove useful only in combination with S. 1611 and S. 3049.

Before discussing tIe technical aspects of the proposals before this Sub-
coninittee, I would like to call to the attention of the Sulocommittee some of
the conditions that a dealer and manufacturer of sporting goods faces oil a daily
basis.

The problem (of not being aide to obtain product liability insurance is faced
by many dealers who sell trampolines, football equipment, skis and other high
risk products. A manufacturer fir dealer ft'ed with this sitniat14 has tile option
of operating "naked" (of insurance or Joinitng an offshore insurancee group. The
first option could precludi satisfactory settIlelent of I just clahim asslllllilg that
tle assets of tle dealer or Inlutiifat urer are n it exteiisive.

The majority of sporting goods dealers in this countryy are small. Most have five
or fewer emnployees. Life-log savings are Often wrapped up in tie dealership's
assets. so that the (lhaler couhl literally se it all because lie does not have 1il1
insurance policy.

In a(lition. a sill Inanll fact urer with no insurance faces restricted sales. In
our compliany w\e are very concerned about the insurance coverage of our suppliers.

The s(-COlid option available to I lallIufaet rer or dealer is to forin or toin an
oif-shore insurance group. Buying coverage loy this method is more diffi.ult for
the dealer or Inanufacturer. and it also results in more dollars leaving the country.

'I'hie rising cost of product liability insurance Is also becoming a factor in the
cost of the product to tile consumer. I)ealers ('lnllot absorb these costs. hiut mulst
pass them till to the consumer ill higher prices for the product. For example, i
football helmet which cast $.30.00 five years ago is $65.00 today.

School athletic programs, suffering from aI lack of funds to start with. are also
faced with Ihe high cost of lialilitv coverage. Feruade Schooi l)istrict, near
Eureka. California, witich has only 250 students. )ai1(d $1,400 for lialdilitv coverage
last year. and $9,2, this year. The cost of liability coverage for the Hluntington
Beach Union Iigh School Ilistrict rose front $,3.000 two years ago to $250.000
this year. Many school districts are at the lirhit of (lecidinit to discontinue athletic
programs because of the cost of insurance. Such a decision by mail% school dis-
tricts would destroy the sporting goods industry, and America's youth would be
the ultimate losers.

Therefore. I urge this Subcoiniittee to take action on the stop-gap provisions
before it today, in order to allow American sports and the sporting goods indus-
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try to survive while Congress devises a long-term solution to the product liability
problem.

Turning, now, to the technical issues concerning the proposed legislation. NSGA
supports the Administration's proposal to modify Section 172 of the Internal
Revenue Code to provide a ten-year net operating loss carryback for losses at-
tributable to product liability. Such a provision would help some businesses to
avoid bankruptcy in the wake of a large product liability loss. For example, if an
established, profitable company which has paid substantial amounts in federal
tax during the previous ten years suffers a catastrophic loss, the carryback could
provide a source of funds to enable the company to stay in business.

However, the proposed carryback alone is totally inadequate to meet the prod-
net liability insurance problem, even on a short-term basis. Accordingly, we feel
that the Administration's position that the carryback would provide "all the bene-
fits of a deductible reserve fund except deferral" is premised upon serious mis-
conceptions regarding the nature and magnitude of the problem. Specifically,
the carryback fails to address the following product liability-related needs of
)lsiilis -ses:

I. Proof of Jr8uiroaice ('or'rage.-('ustomers and suppliers of small businesses
often refuse to deal %%ith businesses which cannot show proof of product-liability
insurance or a self-insurance reserve fund. Therefore. in order to remain in busi-
ness, inany companies which have never had a loss are forced to either pay ex-
orbitant rates for vo.mnercial product liability insurance or fund it reserve en-
tirely with after-tax dollars. Under present law, however, a business usually
would elect the reserve fund method only if the commercial Insurance premiums
were at least twice the anount (if the required annual contribution to a reserve.
becanse (ont ributions to the reserve are nondeductible. The businessman cannot
satisfy his customers and suppliers with an explanation that he is "Insured with
the government" for 4S'4c of any product-liability loss, as suggested by the Ad-
ministrationm. That sort of "insurance" is highly dependent upon a record of prof-
itable operation prior to the loss, and cannot lie valued until the loss takes place.
Therefore. the proposed carryback alone would do nothing at all to enable bust-
nesses which have never had a oss to demonstrate insurance coverage to their
customers and suppliers.

2. Ability to Obtain E.rces# Covcrage.--Commercial product liability insurance
rates are much higher for "first-dollar" coverage (for example, the first $100,000
on a elaiti) than for "excess" coverage. If a firm can self-insure for first-dollar
amounts, it can often obtain all the excess coverage needed at acceptable rates.
however, in order to obtain commercial excess coverage, the firm is generally re-
quired to prove existing first-dollar coverage through another commercial policy
or a funded reserve. The commercial insurer often will not sell excess coverage to
a firm which merely decides to "go naked" or "be insured with the government"
for the first-dollar amount. Therefore, the carryback alone would do nothing to
enable businesses to obtain needed excess coverage.

3. Ability to ,Satisfy Claims Immncdatc.-The carryback provision would allow
a firm subject to a product liability claim to obtain cash in the amount of the 48%
of the claimn for which lie if "insured with the government" only after filing
amended returns for the ten previous years and having claims for refund for those
years processedi by the Internal Revenue Service. The Administration has testified
that a firm would be entitled to "immediate" refunds under the carryback scheme,
but it did not indicate how much time might be required for filing and processing
of amended returns before the "Immedate" refund could be made. Any taxpayer
knows that the Internal Revenue Service does not (and could not) hand him a
refund "immediately" upon his completion of Form 1040. Similarly, refund pro-
ceeds resulting from carryback would not be available to a firm "immediately"
upon its sustaining a product liability loss.

4. Ability to Use the Market to Reduce Commercial Insurance Rates.---Contrary
to the Administration's portrayal of an "efficient" commercial insurance market,
those who participate in that market know that its capacity falls far short of
delivering the coverage needed by many businesses, especially small, high risk
businesses. The high cost of product liability Insurance, and the inability of some
firms to purchase it at any price, result largely from a present lack of underwrit-
ing capacity in the insurance industry. The strain on that underwriting capacity
could be eased substantially by a shift on the part of some firms to self-insurance,
especially for first-dollar amounts. As the demand for product liability insurance
decreased relative to the underwriting capacity in the insurance industry, the
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cost of coverage to affected firms would drop considerably. However, the Admin.
istration proposal would do nothing to encourage self-insurance as an alternative
to commercial insurance, and thus would not serve to lower commercial product
liability insurance rate&

5. Retention o Investment Credits and Other Tax Beneflts.-The usefulness
of the carryback proposed by the Administration is dependent upon substantial
tax liabilities for the years preceding the year of loss. Because other deductions
and tax credits reduce the amounts of those liabilities, a firm which wished to
be "insured with the government" would be forced to choose between, for ex-
ample, the investment credit and product liability insurance. This aspect of the
Administration proposal would result in serious disincentives to research and
development and other undertakings which could have a positive long-term effect
on the product liability problem in general.

6. Claims on New or Marginal Businesses.-Because the carryback provision
would be useful only to firms which have made suabtantial tax payments during
several prior years, it would be of litle or no benefit to new businesses or busi.
tiesses which have operated marginally during the years preceding a product
liability claim.

7. Simpliflcation.-The requirement that a firm file amended returns for ten
preceding years in order to receive the benefits of the carryback provision would
add substantially to the complexity of the federal tax system for small business-
men.

Therefore, NSGA strongly urges the adoption of the self-insurance concepts
embodied in S. 1611 and S. 3049 in addition to the ten-year carryback provision
proposed by the Administration. Those self-insurance concepts would give small
and medium-sized businesses the flexibility needed to protect themselves against
product liability claims in the face of unobtainable or unaffordable commercial
coverage. The provision of a deduction for contributions to a self-insurance re-
serve fund would eliminate the present tax law's discrimination in favor of
commercial insurance. The primary manifestation of that discrimination is the
"su!sidy through deferral" which results from the current deductibility of in-
surance premiums, but which is denied with respect to contributions to a reserve
fund. The Administration shows some inconsistency in stressing the magnitude
of the benefit which such "subsidy through deferral" would confer on contributors
to reserve funds, while at the same time denying that such a "subsidy through
deferral" gives an economic advantage to commercial insurance policies.

The Administration has sought to demonstrate that, except for deferral, the
present tax system treats self-insurers and purchasers of commercial insurance
equally. However, close scrutiny reveals that equality of treatment results only
where all of the following conditions exist:

1. The commercial insurance policy pays the claimant a much greater amount
than the total cumulative amount of premiums paid,

2. The self-insurer is able to use all of his loss deduction; and
3. The self-insurer's loss is in an amount significantly greater than the amount

accumulated in his reserve fund.
In all other situations, tax discrimination against self-insurance clearly does
exist.

NSGA believes that contributions to a self-insurance reserve fund are entitled
to the same deferral benefits as commercial insurance premiums. Although the
Administration has criticized S. 1611 and S. 3049 on the ground that deferral
benefits "high-bracket" corporate taxpayers more than "low-bracket" ones, the
Administration statement concedes that almost all corporate taxpayers are in the
same 48 percent "bracket". Another Administration criticism is that deferral
carries the most benefit for those companies whose reserve fund contributions
remain on deposit for the longest time; but we see nothing wrong with "reward-
Ing" companies which go longer without a loss despite the fact that they are
prepared for it.

Finally, the experience which our members have had with commercial prod-
uct liability insurance in recent years leads us to believe that self-insurance could
not be less "efficient", especially with respect to first-dollar coverage. Contrary to
the assumptions underlying the Administration's position, the premiums for com-
mercial coverage now available often bear little or no relation to the individual
insured's actual experience. Needless to say, companies would choose commercial
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insurance over a deductible reserve fund if they had reason to believe that the
commercial insurance would be more "efficient."

In the end, the adoption of the concepts embodied in S. 1611 and S. 3049, to-
gether with the Administration's ten-year carryback proposal, is only a stop-gap
measure which will ease the burden of product liability claims temporarily.
Therefore, while we strongly urge immediate adoption of those proposals, we
wish to emphasize the greater importance of developing a long-term solution
to the product liability problem. Until Congress makes statutory changes in
the tort law of product liability, manufacturers will continue to face the daily
threat of extinction as a result of excessive product liability damage awards. The
proposals which we endorse before this Subcommittee today will, however, help
most manufacturers to continue operations in the face of that threat until a
permanent solution is found.

STATEMENT OF JAMEs E. WEGER, PRESIDENT OF THE HAUS8-HELMS FOUNDATION,
INc., IN SUPPORT OF Ht.R. 4030

The Hauss-Hlelms Foundation, Inc. was established in 1965 by Mrs. Bese
lHauss Helms and her husband, Walter B. Helms, for the purpose of aiding stu-
dents In the Auglalze County-Allen County, Ohio area to continue their education
past high school. Mrs. lHelms was the majority shareholder of the Telephone
Service Company of Wapakoneta, Ohio and at her death in 1967 she provided
that, after certain income provisions for her husband, brother and sisters, her
shares in that ('ompany would belong to the Foundation. Mrs. Helms, although
childless herself, had a keen Interest in young people and a concern that they
receive the education required to accept the challenge of our changing society.
Mr. hlelms shared this interest and concern and together they sought to have
their personal wealth aid those who financial need made it impossible or im-
practicable to continue their education past high school. When Mr. Helms died
in 1969 he left substantially all of his estate to the Foundation.

The Hau-s-lelms Foundation. Inc. was determined to be exempt front Fed-
eral Income Tax as an organization described in Section 501(c) (3) of the Inter-
nal Revenue Code by letter from the Internal Revenue Service dated May 5,
1966. The grant procedures of the Foundation were approved in a letter from the
Internal Revenue Service dated September 28, 1973.

The Hausq-Helms Foundation. Inc. was originally funded by a $5500.00 gift
from Mr. and Mrs. Helms and its limited income during the years prior to the
funding from the estates of Mr. and Mrs. Helms was used for scholarship grants
to students in nurses training at St. Rita's Hospital, Lima, Ohio. However, be-
ginning in the year 1970 scholarship grant payments have been made as follows:
1970 --------------------------------------------------- $21.355. 01
1971 ---------------------------------------------------------- 66,619.34
1972 ---------------------------------------------------------- 57.173.89
1973 ---------------------------------------------------------- 76,870.42
1974 ---------------------------------------------------------- 95.668.64
1975 ---------------------------------------------------------- 105,642.34
1976 ---------------------------------------------------------- 130,890.88

Today 118 young men and women are attending at 41 schools, universities and
colleges with aid received from the Foundation.

The Foundation had total assets on December 31, 1977, valued in accordance
with IRC provisions, of $1,943.100.68 and income for 1977 of $150.394.15. (7.7%
return on year-end fair market value and 10.2% return on book value).

The Trustees of the Foundation, none of whom were related to Mr. and Mrs.
Walter B. Helms, are as follows:
Name, office. and principal occupation:

James E. Weger. President and Trustee-Attorney at Law.
Vincent G. Hudson, Vice President and Trustee-President, Telephone

Service Company.
Robert C. Lietz. Secretary & Trustee-President, The First National Bank

of Wapakoneta, Ohio.
N. Thomas Cornell, Trustee-President, The Cornell Agency, Wapakoneta,

Ohio.
Dr. John R. Haehn, Trustee-Optometrist, Wapakoneta, Ohio.
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THE TELEPHONE SERVICE CO., WAPAKONETA, 01IO

The Telephone Service Company of Wapakoneta, Ohio is a corporation orga-
nized under the laws of Ohio and has as Its sole business the operation of the
Wapakoneta. Ohio and Cridersville, Ohio telephone exchanges under and subject
to the rles and regulations estal'ished by the Public Utilities Commission of
the State of Ohio.

The Cotmpany Is managed Iby Vincent G. Hudzon, its president, who has been
employed by the Company for over twenity-six years. Mr. Hudson is assisted by
Mr. Robert Brown, vice-president and general manager, and the Company employs
35 people.

The Board of Directors of the Company is made up of Mr. Hudson. James E.
Weger and Richard L. Gebhardt. Mr. Hudson has been a director of the Company
since 1952. Mr. Weger sinwe 1955 and Mr. (;ebhardt since 1962. The directors
are paid an annual fee of $800.00. Mr. Gebhardt is a nephew of Mrs. Helms but
owns no stock in the Telephone Service Company. He serves as Treasurer of the
Company and receives a salary of $2400.00 per year therefor. Ills principal occu-
pation and place of residence is in Dayton, Ohio.

On December 31. 1977. the Telephone Service Company had total assets of
$4.140,947.25. The company has no debt other than current liabilities and on
December 31. 1977 had '50 (00 00 Invested in short-term certificates of deposit.
In 1977 the Company paid $464.391.93 in federal, state, and local taxes.

The Compnyv his ,1400 shares of common stock outstanding. It has but one
class of stock. 4432 shares of the common stock are owned by Tie Ilauss-Helms
Foundation. Itnc. There are no shares owned lbv any known relatives of Mr. and
Mrs. Walter B. Helms. the creators of the Foundation.

Mrs. Besse Hau.os-Helms, who was before her death the President of the Com-
pany for many years as well as the majority shareholder, saw the Company
as comnnunity-oriented and dedicated to providing the best possible telephone
service at the lowest possible rates. She never looked ipon the Company as a
source.of her own enrichment. For many years. she served the Company as
President without compensation and finally in 1952 she reluctantly accepted a
salary of $3.000.00 per year. This was so even though she spent each work day
at her desk at the Company office Involved in the management affairs of the
Company.

Mrs. Helms was aware that historically In our area when independent tele-
phone compaiilei merged or were acquired by the large telephone companies
rates went up and service often deteriorated. She repeatedly rejected offers to
purchase her controlling interest in the Company. regarding a sale to one of the
larger telephone companies as detrimental to the community. Mrs. Helms saw The
lia "-tlelis l'01tndqtion. T1c. ais the an,,wer to two of her vital Interests:

(1) The Foundation would be the vehicle to provide assistance to young people
in need of financial aid to continue their education past blh school. and (2) to
provides a safe harbor for the controlling interest In the Toleph'o,le Service Com-
pany thereby assuring the community of continued efficient telephone service at
nt,st reasonable rats.

The Telephone Service Company presently services 9.732 stations in its
franchise area which has an estimated population of 15.000 persons. The Com-
pany has a reputtion for low rates and excellent service. The Company has
had but one rate increase since 1952. At the time of the last rate increase, ef-
fective January 1. 1975, the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio stated in Its
entry authorizing the Increase:

"The applicant last received authority from this Commission for a general
rate increase In 195? (Case No. 22.9.56). Since that time It has continued to render
service tinder tariffs which provide for local exchange rates which are among
the lowest in this state, in most Instances lower even than those authorized for
mutual companies. For example. its present rate for one-party residential service
is only $4.75 per month. Similarly, its Installation and move charges of $1.00
and $1.50 are totally out of line with current Industry practice. Even under its
proposed tariff, these rates and charges would remain well -llow the state-
wide norm. (One-party residential service: $6.00: Install-Ition charge: $4.00;
Move charge: $4.00). However, despite these low rates. applicant. through effi-
cient and economical management, has maintained quality service as reflected
by a marked absence of subscriber complaints reported to the Commission."
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The Telephone Service Company has continued to render efficient, economical
telephone service to its subscribers since control has passed to the Foundation,
and since 1972 the Company has paid in excess of 49% of its after-tax earnings
to its shareholders.

One only need compare the monthly telephone rates of surrounding communi-
lies with those of Wapakoneta-Cridersville to see the startling economic benefits
of this area served by the Telephone Service Company.

The Telephone Service Company monthly rate for a 1-party business phone is
$9.00 and its monthly rate for a 1-party residential phone is $6.75. The Lima-
Waynesfield franchise, which borders the Telephone Service Company franchise
area on the north and east and is owned by United Telephone Company, has
a monthly rate for a 1-party business phone of $35.60 and a monthly rate for
a 1-party residential phone of $15.90. The Sidney franchise area, which borders
the Telephone Service Company franchise area on the south and is also owned
ly United Telephone Company, has a monthly rate for a 1-party business phone
of $215.30 and a monthly rate for a 1-party residential phone of $11.75. The St.
Marys franchise area which borders the Telephone Service Company franchise
area on the west and is owned by General Telephone Company, has a monthly
rat, for a 1-party business phone of $19.85 and a monthly rate for a I-party
residential phone of $10.00. We understand that both United Telephone Company
and generall Telephone Company presently have rate increase applications pend-
lg before the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio.

SECTION 4943, INTERNAL REVENUE CODE

This action imposes an excise tax on excess business holdings of any private
foundation as those holdings are defined in the act. The initial tax and the addl.
tonal tax imposed by the section are confiscatory In nature and if imposed would
exceed the assets of The Hauss-Helms Foundation, Inc. The first phase of the
correction period allowed by the statute expires on May 26, 1979 in the case of
The ilauss-Ilelns Foundation, Inc. On that date the shareholdings of the
Foundation and nil disqualified persons in the Telephone Service Company
iutist be reduced so as not to exceed 50% of the outstanding shares of the
Company.

At t he end of the next phase of time allowable correction period (15 years) the
(,omndled share holdings of the Foundation and disqualified persons must be re-
duced to not to exceed 20 percent of the outstanding shares of the Telephone
Service Company.

The legislative history of Section 4943 IRC makes it clear that Congress was
concerned about the use of a foundation to control business to the detriment of
the foundation's charitable purpose and to the disadvantage of competing busi-
nesses. The abuses which Congress sought to prevent by the enactment of Sec-
tion 4943 can be summarized as follows:

1. Use of the foundation to retain business control in the creator or the crea-
tor's family.

2. Use of the foundation's control of business to unfairly compete with other
businesses whose owners do not have the advantage of tax-free income.

3. I)Iverslon of the foundation's attention from its tax-exempt purpose to
management of private business enterprises to the disadvantage of the chartiable
purpose of the foundation.

None of the potential abuses which concerned Congress at the time it en-
acted Section 4-13 IRC requiring divestiture of excess business holdings apply
to The l1au,,s-ileis Foundation, Inc.'s ownership of controlling interest in
Telephone Service Company:

1. None of the Trustees of the Foundation are members of creator's family or
are remotely related to them.

2. One of the Trustees owns 10 shares of Telephone Service Company stock and
one owns 3 shares. None of the three remaining Trustees own any shares of the
company.

3. The Telephone Service Company is a publicly regulated monopoly within
its franchise area and therefore does not compete against other businesses in its
field. The Company pays its federal and state taxes as would any other corporate
utility.

35-992 0 - 74 - 31
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4. The Telephone Service Company operates independently from the Founda-
tion and distributes in excess of 49 percent of its after-tax earnings in dividends
to its shareholders.

For the community served by the Telephone Service Company to continue past
May 26, 1979 to enjoy efficient telephone service at low costs the extension of tile
first phase of divestiture required by the provisions of Section 4943 must be
granted by Congress, otherwise the Foundation must divest itself of the shares
it owns in the Company for the highest price obtainable and we believe that price
will require a sale to one of the larger telephone companies.

We did an Informal rate survey of six former independent telephone companies
in our immediate area which were acquired by large utilities during a period
from 1945 through 1968. Tile survey revealed that telephone rates did indeed go
up. The Lima, Sidney and St. Mary's franchise areas were all one-time independ-
ent companies and were included in the survey.

CONCLUSION

H.R. 4030, as originally drafted, provided that a Foundation in the position of
The Hauss-Helms Foundation, Inc. would be required to reduce its stock owner-
ship to 51 percent and no lower. By amendment on the Floor of the House of Rep-
resentatives, the legislation was modified to provide an extension of the first
phase of divestiture to 20 years from May 26, 1969. The Amendment removes the
objections of the principal opponents of the measure and the legislation passed
the House by a vote of 317 to 86.

The Amended Bill treats a foundation such as The Ilauss-Helms Foundation.
Inc. with less than 95 percent stock ownership of a corporation, the same as a
Foundation with 95 percent or more stock ownership is treated by the current
provisions of IRC Section 4943.

The Hauss-Helms Foundation, Inc. can effectively pursue its charitable pur-
pose and at the same time aid the community served by the Telephone Service
Company by the ownership of control of said Company.

Certainly the reasons for the enactment of Sections 4943 are not relevant to
this situation.

The Foundation was created prior to tile 1969 Tax Reform Act.
The stock owned by the Foundation in the Telephone Service Company was

acquired solely by bequest.
No member of the governing body of the Foundation is a substantial contribu-

tor or a member of a substantial contributor's family.
The business of tile Telephone Service Company is exactly of the same charac-

ter as it was at tile time of the first bequest of shares to the Foundation.
The Telephone Service Company has since 1972 distributed to its shareholders

at least 49 percent of its income after taxes.
The Foundation distributes or uses all of its income for its tax-exempt purposes.
The Telephone Service Company does not own stock or shares in any other

corporation.
The examination of the rate schedules of the Telephone Service Company and

those of surrounding telephone franchises vividly establishes the economic bene-
fit being realized by the community served by the Telephone Service Company,
and although no such objective standards are available to illustrate the quality
of service rendered by the Company, the absence of complaints to the Public
Utilities Commission of Ohio is informative.

We believe the Telenhone Service Company to be one of the most efficiently
managed and operated telephone companies anywhere. We believe that the
Company has been and continues to be communitv and service oriented. We believe
that attitude is the result of the ownership of the controlling interest in the
Company by The Hauqs-Helms Foundation. Inc. We believe an economic dis-
service would be done to the approximately 15,000 people served by the Telephone
Service Company if the Foundation is forced by law to divest itself of control of
tlP Company.

The Trustees of The Hauss-Helms Foundation, Inc. are convinced that if re-
duction of ownership in the Telephone Service Company is required that they are
under an affirmative duty to maximize the sales price of the shares by the sale of
the controlling interest in the Company. The most obvious prospective purchasers
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of the controlling Interests would be the larger telephone companies. Both United
Telephone Company and General Telephone Company franchises bordering the
Telephone Company franchise area are on a banded rate schedule which permits
automatic rate increases according to the number of stations served in the fran-
chise area. If the Telephone Service Company were to be purchased by either
Company and included in the banded rate schedule with permission of the Pub-
lic Utilities Conmission of Ohio, then depending upon which company acquired
the Telephone Service Company, the increased cost to the subscribers in the
Wapakoneta-CridersvilIle area could be from $300,000.00 to $600,000.00 each year.

Since 1970 when control of the Telephone Service Company was first effectively
in the Foundation, there has been a demonstration that the charitable purposes of
the Foundation have not suffered in their execution and accomplishment by rea-
son of the ownership of the controlling interest in the Company. In that same
period such ownership by the Foundation has probably saved more than a
million dollars for area telephone subscribers.

At a time when all other utility charges are increasing dramatically, it is im-
portant that companies like the Telephone Service Company be permitted to con-
tinue efficient low cost phone service to those fortunate enough to live in its
franchise area.

We ask that you recommend the adoption of H.R. 4030 which would extend
the period for 10 years during which the Foundation can continue its ownership
of controlling interest in the Telephone Service Company.

In the franchise area of the Telephone Service Company, you can still make
a local call from a pay telephone for a nickel. The five-cent phone call, in this
(lay of inflated prices, is a signpost that a utility can be profitable and service-
motivated at the same time with resulting benefits to the people it serves.

Respectfully submitted,
JAMES E. WEGER,

President, The Hau*8-Helm8 Foundation, Inc.

EXHIBIT A

MONTHLY TELEPHONE RATE COMPARISONS WITH SURROUNDING COMMUNITIES

I party I party
Community business residential

Wapakoneta, Ohio (Telephone Service Co.) ------------------------------------ $9.00 $6.75
Sidney, Ohio (United Telephone Co.) ...................------------------------ 25.30 11.75
St. Maryn, Ohio (General Telephone Co.) ..--------------------------------------- 19.85 10.00
Lima, Ohio (United Telephone Co.) ----------------------------------------------- 35.60 15.90
Waynesfield, Ohio (United Telephone Co.) .......................................... 35.60 15.90

EXHIBIT B

RATE SURVEY OF INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE COMPANIES ACQUIRED BY LARGE
UTILITIES IN THE IMMEDIATE AR.A

When small independent telephone companies were purchased by large tele-
plhone companies, the survey reveals that rates go up.

In our area the following telephone comianies were purchased by large tele-
phone companies and the 1-Party Business and Residential rates did indeed go up.

Rate before sale Rate after sale Present rate
Independent franchise city and

acquiring company Business Residence Business Residence Business Residence

Kenton, Mid-Continent (1968) ................... 6.00 4.25 8.00 6.50 26.90 12.50
Sidney, United Telephone of Ohio (1967) ........... 5.50 3.75 8.25 5.75 25.30 11.75
Lima, United Telephone of Ohio (1967) ............ 8.00 5.75 10.50 7.75 35.60 15.90
Waynesheld, United Telephone of Ohio (1967)-...... 4.75 3.00 7.90 5.90 35.60 15.90
St. Marys, General Telephone Co (1953) ............ 5.75 4.00 7.75 6.00 19.85 10.00
Celina, General Telephone Co (1945) .............. 5.75 3.75 7.75 6.00 19.85 10.00
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EXHIBIT C

TELEPHONE SERVICE CO., WAPAKONETA, OHIO-COMPARATIVE BALANCE SHEET, DEC. 31, 1977

Balance

Dec. 31, 1976 Dec. 31, 1977

ASSETS
Total fixed capital ............................................ $3,011,224,89 $3,270,770.86
Investments ................................................................ 500, .00 6, D500 00

Current eases:
Cash on hand and in banks ............................................... 30,955.40 34205.99
Accounts receivable, subscribers .......................................... 12,787.41 16,805.95

Due from subscribers, unbilled tol .................................... 86,288.62 96 551.29
Material and supplies ........... ................................. 33, 599, 63 35: 736. 42

Total current assets ................................................... 163,631.06 183,299.65

Prepayments ............................................................... 35,491.22 36,776,94

Total assets .......................................................... 3,710.347.17 4,140,847.45

LIABILITIES

Common stock (8,400 shares PV $50) .......................................... 420, 000.00 420,000.00
Current liabilities:

Accounts payable ....................................................... 21, 793.98 33, 009.86
Accrued taxes and other ................................................. 16,957.84 61,663.16
Service billed in advance ................................................. 3,496.92 4, 566. 33

Total current liabilities ................................................. 42,248.74 99,239..35
Reserve for depreciation ..................................................... 1,037,456. 10 1,188,255.77

SURPLUS
Earned surplus .............................................................. 2,003, 420. 19 2,192,642.33
Income transferred to surplus ................................................ 189,222.14 222,710.00
Capital surplus ............................................ ...... 18,000.00 18,00.00

Total surplus ......................................................... 2, 210, 642. 33 2, 433, 352.33

Total liabilities ........................................................ 3, 710, 347.17 4, 140, 847. 45

EXHIBIT D

TELEPHONE SERVICE CO., WAPAKONETA, OHIO-COMPARATIVE STATE OF INCOME,
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DEC. 31, 1977

Year

Name of account 1976 1977

OPERATING REVENUE
Subscriber station revenue --------------.---------------------------------- $531, 203.97 $561, 516.77
Miscellaneous operating revenue ............................................. 34,791.33 40 746.42

Total local service revenue ------------------------------------------ 565 995. 30 602,263.19
Message toll revenue ------------------------------------------------------- 809' 503.38 927, 176.80
Directory advertising ----------------------------------------- 47,274.89 53, 781.74
Uncollectible operating revenue ..................................--- '------4, 500.07 -3,227.71

Total operating revenue ----------------------------------------------- 1, 418,273.50 1,579,994.02
Operating expense ---------------------------------------------------------- 650, 735.97 703,960.57

Net operating revenue ------------------------------------------------- 767, 537.53 876,033.45

TAXES
Taxes other than Federal income -------------------------------------------- 110, 153.30 131, 406.13
Federal income tax ---- ------------------------------------- 296,474.79 332, 985.80

Total taxes ............................................. ------------- 406,628.09 464,391.93

Net operating income .... .. . .. .. . .. ..---------------------------------------- 360 909.44 411,641.52
Other income............ -------------------------------------------- 2,912.70 37,868.48

Income before dividend ---. . ..---------------------------------------- 390, 822.14 4490, 510.0
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EXHIBIT E
TELEPHONE SERVICE CO., WAPAKONETA, OHIO-OIVIDENDS

After-tax earn- Dividend
Year ings per share per share

1977 .........-------------.----------------------------- ------ $53.51 $27
1976 ..................----------------------------------------------------- 46.52 24
1975 ....................- ..................------------------------------ 44.52 23
1974 ...................----------------------------------------- 34.47 18
1973 ................. . . . . ..----------------------------------------------- 31.61 16
1972 ..............----------------- _--------- ----------------- - 28.89 12

STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL ASBOCIATrON OF REGULATORY UTILITY
COMM ISSIONERS

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: The National Association
of Regulatory Utility Commissioners, commonly known as the NARUC, supports
S. 3176, which would amend section 118 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
to clarify the treatment of contributions in aid of construction to regulated
electric or gas utilities.

The NARUC is a quasi-governmental nonprofit organization founded
on March 5, 1889. Within its membership are the governmental agencies of the
fifty States and of the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands
engaged in the regulation of utilities and carriers. Our chief objective is to serve
the consumer interest by seeking to improve the quality and effectiveness of pub-
lic regulation in America. In particular, those NARUC members responsible for
the regulation of gas and electric rates within their respective States will be
directly affected by S. 3176.

Historically, construction charges of regulated utilities in connection with the
furnishing of new service have been treated as contributions in aid of construc-
tion and not included In the gross income of the utilities. This treatment is both
logical and eminently fair since the cost of facilities necessary to serve new devel-
opments or the cost of governmentally mandated utility relocation should not
be horne by existing ratepayers. The orderly development of utility services with-
out adverse consequences to existing ratepayers has always been, and remains,
a primary concern of this organization.

Many State regulatory commissions, sharing this concern, have approved devel-
oper contribution in aid of construction programs whereby developers either
build or reimburse utilities for the cost of service extension into a new devel-
opment. The com'nissions that have approved these plans do not permit the
contributed plant to be included in the utilities' rate base and most do not permit
any depreciation deduction to be made for ratemaking purposes. The ultimate
beneficiary of the contribution in aid of construction programs has been the
exiqtivtg ratepayer who. Ie.ase of the developer (ontribution and the tax treat-
ument thereof, has not been required to pay increased rates in order to compensate
the utility for Its Inability, in most situations, to realize a reasonable return on
the cost of new facilities.

For many years, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) has implicitly approved
this tax treatment of contributions in aid of construction for all utilities. In
195,. in response to the decision of the U7nited States Court of Appeals for the
Third Circuilt In thw Telceqri 1 case. the IRS issued Revenue Ruling 58-555
(1958-2 C.B. 25) which expressly limited the policy to contributions made to
regnilated utilities.

Then. on December 4. 1975. the IRS issued what the NARITC considers an III-
foundel opilion in Revenue Ruling 75-557 (1975-2 C.B. 33), holding that the
(.,nnection charges of -a water utility for furnishing a new service line and

ITeleaeri ice Company v. Commissioner of Internal Revenue, 254 F.2d 105 (3rd Cir.
1958).
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water meter constituted gross income to the utility. This ruling was based upon
two recent court cases which the IRS felt were sufficient grounds for revoking
Revenue Ruling 58-555.

In United States v. Chicago, B. d Q.R. Co., 412 U.S. 401 (1973), the Supreme
Court held that facilities constructed by a railroad, with government subsidies,
at rail-highway grade crossings and at bridges to enhance the public safety were
not depreciable assets under I 113(a) (8) of the Internal Revenue Code. The
Supreme Court stated in that opinion that "Whether the governmental subsidies
qualified as income to the railroad is an issue not raised in this case, and we
intimate no opinion with respect to it." Id., 412 U.S. at 408. Cited also in Rev.
Rul. 75-557 is the case of Hayutin v. Commissioner of Internal Revenue, 508 F.2d
462 (10th Cir. 1975). The Court in that case, however, far from finding Rev. Rul.
58-555 invalid, specifically found that ruling inapplicable to the facts of that case
since the payments received by the utility were not payments received for invest-
ment in facilities which were to be operated for an Indefinite period of time.
Id., 508 F.2d at 480.

On January 30, 1976, the NARUC wrote to the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue asking him to reconsider the ruling and to delay its implementation. In
that letter the NARUC noted that "... home builders and developers have been
the primary sources of funds contributed or advanced to the water companies to
cover the costly connections required for new homes. In recent years, as is well
known, it thas been both very difficult and very expensive to raise New Capital.

The contributions made by builders and developers have been important
ingredients in ensuring that facilities will be constructed as needed, that present
water-users will not bear the brunt-through general rate Increases--of facilities
installed for new users, and that the costs for constructing new homes will be
kept as low as possible. Treating these contributions as gross income to the com-
panies can only result in increased utility rates and increased costs for new
houses, results which clearly should be avoided given the state of our economy
and the home building industry in particular."

Subsequently, the NARUC Executive Committee adopted a resolution at its
Winter Meeting on February 26, 1976, urging IRS to reconsider the ruling "...
and to affirmatively determine that revenue contributions in aid of construction
to utilities are not taxable income to the utilities provided the contribution is
not includable in the utilities' rate base or depreciable for ratemaking purposes."
NARUC Bulletin No. 10-1976, p. 25.

On April 5, 1976, the NARUC General Counsel sent a letter to the Chairman
of each commission, urging him to write IRS at his earliest convenience to
express his concern about the impact the ruling would have on the public utility
industries, consumer rates, and construction costs. Many State commissions wrote
to the IRS, urging it to revoke Rev. Rul. 75-557. The IRS, however, made no
changes to the Ruling.

On April 19 1976, NARUC President Kelly wrote to Chairman Russell B.
Long of the committeee on Finance, urging Congress to clarify the tax law to
provide that contribution in aid of construction made to utilities be treated as
contributions to capital.

In June, the Senate Committee voted to amend the tax laws to provide that
contributions in aid of construction to water and sewerage utilities shall be
treated as contributions to capital. This amendment was incorporated a6 Section
1322 of H.R. 10612.

Further hearings on H.R. 10612 were held during the week of July 19, 1976.
The NARUC presented a statement to the Committee which supported the aim
of Section 1322, and urged the Committee to broaden its coverage to all regulated
public utilities by adopting a NARUC proposed amendment.

The Senate-passed bill restricted the "contributions-to-capital" provision to
water and sewerage utilities and the House-Senate Conference Committee re-
tained that version. While there is no statement in House Conference Report 94-
1515 (Sept. 13, 1976), pages 434-6, or Senate Report 94-938 (June 10. 1976),
page 502, as to the precise reasons for limiting the amendment to water and sewer-
age companies, it is most likely that such a limitation was considered appropriate
at the time since Revenue Ruling 715-557 applied only to such utilities. In fact. the
Conference report admonishes that "no inference should be drawn as to the proper
tax treatment of such items by companies which are not water or sewerage
utilities."
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The NARUC remains convinced that neither the Chicago, B. d Q.R. Co. case
nor the Hayutin case mandate that the IRS treat contributions in aid of con-
struction to regulated gas and electric utilities as gross income. And in light of
tile just-quoted language of Conference Report 94-1515, it cannot be argued that
Congress intended such a result by negative implication in limiting its 1978 leg-
islation to water and sewerage utilities. Nevertheless, we understand that the
IRS is now, for the first time, espousing a belief that contributions to gas and
electric utilities must be included in gross income.

Tile NARUC's position remains the same as it was in 1976. These contributions
should not be treated as income to the utility and the utility should not be re-
quired to seek general rate increases from the State commissions in order to pass
these costs on to the present ratepayers. Since the regulated utilities are often
required to offer service to new customers, or are required to relocate lines for
highway or mass transit projects, they have no choice but to construct or alter
necessary facilities. There is no profit-motive involved in tile construction itself
and the present beneficiaries, logically, should pay the cost of the facilities. The
new facilities are not Included in the rate base of the utility except to the extent
the contribution may be refunded in future years. The utility may not depreciate
or take advantage of the investment tax credit in connection with the facility.

In this manner the beneficiaries of the new facilities pay the capital cost of
making a service available. The resulting service, namely the provision of gas,
electricity or water, is paid for under the system-wide rate schedule and the
payments are taxed as income. The capital cost of providing this new service,
however, is not subsidized by present consumers of utility services.

The NARUC believes this treatment is fair and necessary to the orderly
functioning of State regulatory systems. It represents a logical demarcation be-
tween funds that are paid in exchange for service and funds that are paid as
capital to make the service available. While this has been the historic under-
standing of the matter, the IRS's recent shift in policy makes Congressional Clari-
fication necessary. Accordingly, we urge the subcommittee to act favorably on
S. 3176.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The bills described in this pamphlet have been scheduled for a
hearing on August 28. 1978. by the Subcommittee on Taxation and
Debt Management of the Committee on Finance. The bills include
3 bills which have passed the House of Representatives. One of these
bills, H.R. 810, was previously listed for hearing on June 19, 1978.

The pamphlet first briefly summarizes the bills, in the order in
which the bills were listed in the press release announcing the hearings.
This is followed by a discussion of each bill, setting forth p resent law,
the issue involved, an explanation of what the bill would do, the bill's
effective date, the revenue effect of the bill, any prior Congressional
consideration of the bill, and the position of the Treasury Department
with respect to the bill. The sponsor or sponsors of each bill are listed
in the table of contents.

II. SUMMARY

1. H.R. 810

Treatment of Payment or Reimbursement by Private Foundations
for Expenses of Foreign Travel by Government Officials

Present law, in effect, prohibits any "self-dealing" between private
foundations and "disqualified persons." Under these rules, any pay-
ment or reimbursement by a private foundation of expenses of gov-
ernment officials generally is classified as an act of self-dealing. How-
ever, a limited exception in existing law permits a private foundation
to pay or reimburse certain expenses of government officials for travel
solely within the United States.

The bill (H.R. 810) broadens this existing exception to permit a
private foundation (other than a foundation supported by any one
business enterprise, trade association, or labor organization) to pay
or reimburse government officials for certain expenses of foreign travel
under similar types of limitations as apply under current law in the
case of expenses for domestic travel.

2. H.R. 4030

Excess Business Holdings of a Private Foundation
in a Public Utility

This bill would permit a private foundation and its "disqualified
persons" together to hold in excess of 50 percent of the stock of a
public utility for an additional 10-year period, if certain requirements
are met. (1)
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3. H.R. 5099

Relief of Brian Hall and Vera W. Hall

The bill would extend private relief to Mr. and Mrs. Brian Hall
so that they would qualify for nonrecognition of the gain from sale of
their principal residence. 4. S. 2771

Exemption for Income Received by Certain Tax-Exempt
Organizations From Bingo and Similar Games

Under present law, most organizations which are generally exempt
from Federal income taxes are subject to tax on their unrelated busi-
ness taxable income.

S. 2771 would provide that most tax-exempt organizations (under
sec. 501 (a)) would not be subject to tax on income from bingo and
similar games that are conducted in accordance with State and local
law and not in competition with profit-making businesses, even though
such games are regularly carried on with paid labor.

5. S. 1611 and S. 3049

Reserves for Product Liability Losses

Under present law, a deduction is not generally allowed in the
current year for amounts set aside in a reserve to pay estimated future
product liability claims. Instead, the taxpayer is allowed a deduction
for the product liability claim in the year that it is determined he is
liable to pay it.

The bills would allow a deduction in the current year for amounts
set aside to meet future product liability claims. The amount of
deduction would be subject to certain limitations, and rules are pro-
vided to help ensure that the funds set aside are used solely to satisfy
product liability claims.

6. S. 3176
'Contributions In Aid of Construction to Gas and Electric Utilities

The bill would treat certain contributions to regulated public gas
and electric utilities in aid of construction as contributions to capital
by nonshareholders and not as taxable income to the utility.

7. S. 3345

Deficiency Dividends for Regulated Investment Companies Which
Are Small Business Investment Companies

Under present law, a mutual fund qualifying for conduit treatment
must distribute 90 percent of its taxable income within its taxable
year or, with certain limitations, within the 12-month period after
the taxable year. No deficiency dividend procedure is provided with
respect to distributions made after this period. The bill would provide
a efficiency dividend procedure for mutual funds that are also small
business investment companies.
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8S. 3441

"The Independent Local Newspaper Act of 1978"
The bill would allow independent local newspapers to establish tax-

exempt trust funds in order to pay the estate taxes of the owners of
the paper. Contributions to the trust by the paper would generally be
deductible in computing income tax and interests in the trust would
be exempt from the estate tax. In addition, the bill would provide an
extended payment period for estate taxes attributable to interests in
independent local newspapers.

III. DESCRIPTION OF BILLS

1. H.R. 810

Treatment of Payment or Reimbursement by Private Foundations
for Expenses of Foreign Travel by Government Officials

Present law
The Tax Reform Act of 1969 added a provision to the Code (sec.

4941) which in effect prohibits "self-dealing" acts between private
foundations and certain designated classes of persons (referred to as
"disqualified persons") by imposing a graduated series of excise taxes
on the self-dealer (an also on any foundation manager who willfully
and knowingly engages in self-dealing acts). Under this provision, the
payment or reimbursement by a private foundation of expenses of a
government official generally is classified as an act of self-dealing (sec.
49 inlteexception to this provision permits a private foundation

to pay or reimburse certain expenses of government officials for travel
solely within the United States (sec. 4941(d) (2) (G) (vii)). Under
this exception, it is not an act of self-dealing for a private foundation
to pay or reimburse a government official for actual transportation ex-
penses, plus an amount for other traveling expenses not to exceed
1 times the maximum per diem allowed for like travel by Federal
employees. However, no such private foundation payment or reim-
bursement to government officials is permitted for travel to or from a
point outside the United States.

Issue
The issue is whether private foundations should be permitted to pay

or reimburse government officials for expenses for foreign travel and,
if so, under what circumstances.

Explanation of the bill
The bill provides that a private foundation does not engage in an

act of self-dealing ij paying or reimbursivg certain expenses of govern-
ment officials paid or incurred for travel between a point in the United
States and a point outside the United States. The maximum amount
which can be paid or reimbursed by a private foundation for any one
trip by a government official is the sum of (1) the lesser of the actual
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cost of the transportation involved or $2,500, plus (2) an amount for
all other traveling expenses not in excess of 1/4 times the maximum
amount payable under section 5702(a) of title 5, United States Code
(relating to like travel by a U.S. Government employee) for a maxi-
mum of 4 days.1

The exception added by this bill is not available to a private founda-
tion if more than one-half of the foundation's support (as defined in
sec. 509 (d)) is normally derived froih any one business enterprise, any
one trade association, or any one labor organization, whether such
support takes the form of interest, dividends, other income, grants, or
contributions.

Effective date
The bill would apply with respect to travel beginning after the date

of enactment.
Revenue effect

It is estimated that this bill would not have any direct revenue effect.
Prior Congressional action

An identical bill (H.R. 2984, 94th Cong.) was passed by the House
of Representatives by voice vote on May 18, 1976, but was not acted
upon by the Senate Finance Committee or considered by the Senate.

Treasury position
The Treasury Department recommends that the bill should be

amended to limit the permitted amount of reimbursable transporta-
tion expenses to the cost of the lowest coach or economy air fare

charged by a commercial airline.
The recommended change would make the reimbursable amounts

under the bill consistent with the limitation on deductions for attend-
ing foreign conventions under the Administration's 1978 tax pro-
gram. The Treasury Department would not oppose the bill if this
change were made. 2. H.R. 4030

Excess Business Holdings of a Private Foundation in a
Public Utility

Present law
The Tax Reform Act of 1969 imposed an excise tax upon the excess

business holdings of a private foundation (sec. 4943 of the Code).
Generally, under the excess business holdings provisions, the com-
bined ownership of a business by a private foundation and all dis-
qualified persons cannot exceed 20 percent of the voting stock of
the business (35 percent if other persons have effective control of the
business).

The 1969 Act provided that, if a private foundation and disqualified
persons together had holdings on May 26, 1969, in excess of the per-
nitted amounts under the general rules, then those holdings could be
retained if they consisted of not more than 50 percent of the business.

' Under 5 U.S.C. 5702(a), in the case of travel outside the continental United
States, the Presdent or his designee has the authority to establish the maximum
per diem allowance for the locality where the travel is performed. Currently, for
example, 1/% times the daily amount so established for travel expenses in London
is $102.50, for travel in Paris, $100.00, and for travel in Tokyo, $110.00.
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If the combined holdings exceeded 50 percent of the business on that
date, then over a transitional period the combined holdings would
have to be reduced to 50 percent (ultimately to 35 percent if the dis-
qualified persons hold, in the aggregate, no more than 2 percent of the
business; if they hold more than 2 percent, then the combined holdings
may continue to be as much as 50 percent, of which the foundation
itself may hold no more than 25 percent).

In the case of a private foundation owning more than 50 percent
(but no more .than 75 percent) of a business, the private foundation
is given 10 years (ending on May 26, 1979) within which to reduce
it~sholdings to 50 percent (or lower, as explained above). In the case
of a private foundation owning more than 75 percent (but not more
than 95 percent) of a business, the private foundation is given 15
years (ending on May 26, 1984) within which to reduce its ownership
to 50 percent (or lower, as explained above). In the case of a private
foundation owning more than 95 percent of a business, the private
foundation is given 20 years (ending on May 26, 1989) within which
to reduce its ownership to 50 percent (or lower, as explained above).

Issue
The issue is whether a private foundation and its disqualified per-

sons together should be permitted to continue to hold more than a
50-percent interest in a public utility until May 26, 1989, where the
public utility is regulated, is relatively small, is not directly managed
by disqualified persons, distributes to its shareholders at least 40 per-
cent of its aftertax earnings, and meets certain other requirements.

ExplanatloA of the btll
The bill would provide an additional 10 years within which certain

private foundations must dispose of excess business holdings in cer-
tain public utilities. In effect, the bill provides the normal 20-year
transitional rule applicable to private foundations holding more than
95 percent of a business to holdings by certain private foundations in
certain public utilities to which the normal 10-year or 15-year transi-
tional rules would normally apply.

In order to qualify for the special exception for public utility stock,
the following tests would have to met:

(1) the private foundation must have held on May 26, 1969, at
least 50 percent of the voting stock of the public utility (for this
purpose, stock held in a trust or decedent s estate created before
May 27, 1969, is deemed held by the private foundation if the
foundation is the primary or remainder beneficiary of the trust
or estate) ;

(2) all of the public utility stock owned by the private founda-
tion must have been acquired by gift, devise, or bequest;

(3) no officer, director, or trustee of the public utility can be a
person who contributed stock to the private foundation or a mem-
ber of the family of any person who gave, devised, or bequeathed
any public utility stock to the foundation;

(4) the utility must have been a public utility on May 26, 1969;
the utility's taxable income for the first taxable year ending

after May 26,1969, must have been less than $1,000,000;
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(6) the utility must have distributed to its shareholders, in
each of any 3 of the 5 years preceding the year of enactment and
each year ending after the date of enactment, at least 40 percent
of its net income (determined after Federal, State, and local
taxes for that year) ; and

(7) the private foundation does not purchase any interest in
the public utility after the date of enactment.

This bill is intended to apply to the holdings of the Hauss-Helms
Foundation in the Telephone Service Company of Wapakoneta, Ohio.

Effective date
The bill would apply to taxable years ending after the date of

enactment.
Revenue effect

It is estimated that this bill will not have any direct revenue effect.
Treasury position

The Treasury Department opposes this bill. The Treasury Depart-
ment is opposed to creating special exceptions to the excess business
holdings provisions on an ad hoc basis. Regardless of the nature of
the business controlled by the foundation and its donor or donors, the
mere existence of foundation control inevitably tends to direct the
foundation's efforts to operating the business more profitably and thus
to divert attention from the charitable purposes of the foundation.

3. H.R. 5099

Relief of Brian Hall and Vera W. Hall

Present law
Under present law, the entire amount of gain or loss realized on the

sale or exchange of property generally is recognized. However, under
a so-called "rollover" provision of the Code (sec. 1034), gain is not
recognized on the sale or exchange of a taxpayer's principal residence
if a new principal residence, at least equal in cost to the adjusted sales
price (as defined in sec. 1034(b)) of the old residence, is purchased
and used by the taxpayer as his or her principal residence within a
period beginning 18 months before and ending 18 months after the
date of the sale of the old residence. (If the taxpayer constructs the
new residence and construction begins within 18 months after the sale
of the old residence, the taxpayer has up to 24 months, rather than 18,
after the sale of the old residence to construct and use the new residence
as his principal residence.) The basis of the new residence then is re-
duced by the amount of gain not recognized on the sale of the old
residence.

The 18- or 24-month periods are extended up to 4 years during peri-
ods when the taxpayer serves on extended active duty with the ATmed
Forces of the United States, but there are no other statutory povi-
sions for extension of the time limits.

A similar "rollover" rule applies to property sold under threat or
imminence of condemnation or otherwise converted involuntarily (sec.
1033). Generally, if a taxpayer acquires a new principal residence after
the threat or imminence of condemnation of his old residence occurs,
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he will recognize gain on the subsequent sale of his old residence only
to the extent that the proceeds of the sale exceed the cost of his new
residence. If the old residence is sold first, the taxpayer has up to 2
years after the close of the first taxable year in which he realizes any
part of the gain from the sale to purchase a new residence and avoid
recognition of gain. Moreover, the Internal Revenue Service is author-
ized to extend this 2-year period for reasonable cause.

On October 24, 195, Mr. and Mrs. Hall purchased a new residence
located in Laguna Beach California. However, they had difficulty
selling their previous residence, located in Glendale, California. The
House Judiciary Committee stated in its report on the bill that this
delay was due to the disruption to the area caused by the construc-
tion of the Glendale Freeway, located less than 200 yards from the
Halls' old residence. The Halls finally sold their Glendale property
on June 15, 1977. However, the statutory 18-month period for the non-
recognition of gain on the sale of the old residence had expired on
April 24, 1977. -The 24-month period for rollover of the gain, which
takes delays in construction of a new residence into account, was un-
available to the Halls. Because their old residence was not sold under
threat or imminence of condemnation, they could not take advantage
of the different rollover timing rules of section 1033.

Issue
The issue is whether the 18-month period (for nonrecognition of

gain under sec. 1034) between the purchase of a taxpayer's new resi-
dence and the sale of his old residence should be extended for Mr. and
Mrs. Hall.

Explanation of the bill
The bill provides that the Halls are to be deemed to have sold their

residence in Glendale, California, within 18 months of the date of the
urchase of their new residence at Laguna Beach, California, if they
ave in fact sold the residence in Glendale, California. not later than

6 months after the date of the enactment of the bill. Since the Glen-
dale, California, residence was sold on June 15, 1977, the 18-month re-
quirement of section 1034 would be met.

Effective date
The bill would take effect on the date of its enactment.

Revenue effect
It is estimated that the bill will have a negligible revenue effect.

Treasury position
The Treasury Department opposes this bill.

4. S. 2771
Exemption for Income Received by Certain Tax-Exempt

Organizations From Bingo and Similar Games

Present law
Under present law, most organizations which are generally treated

as tax-exempt under the Internal Revenue Code are nonetheless subject
to tax on their unrelated business taxable income (sec. 511). Thus, un-
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less a specific exception applies, an organization which is tax-exempt
(under sec. 501 (a)) is subject to tax with respect to income derived
from any trade or business the conduct of which is not substantially
related (aside from the need of the organization for income or funds)
to the exercise or performance of its exempt function.

Under some State laws, nonprofit organizations are allowed to con-
duct bingo games or other similar types of games to raise funds for
their exempt purposes. Often State laws limit the conduct of these
types of games to nonprofit organizations.

Two recent cases have held that tax-exempt organizations are sub-
ject to unrelated business income tax on the proceeds of bingo games
regularly carried on by the organizations with paid labor even though
the organizations were not in competition with for-profit businesses.'

Issue
The primary issue is whether tax-exempt organizations should be

subject to taxation on income from bingo and similar games that are
conducted in accordance with State and local law and not in competi-
tion with profit-making businesses even though such games are regu-
larly carried on with paid labor.

Explanation of the bill
This bill would exempt from taxation the proceeds of bingo and

similar types of games in situations where State or local law permits
such activities to be carried on by nonprofit organizations. This exemp-
tion from taxation would apply even though the activity is regularly
carried on and is carried on with paid workers. However, to qualify
for this exemption from the unrelated business income tax, the activity
must not ordinarily be conducted on a commercial basis in the State
in which the organization operates, and the conduct of the activity
must not violate State or local law.

This bill would apply. to games of the type in which usually the
wagers are placed, the winners are determined, and the prizes are
distributed in the presence of all persons placing wagers in the game.
Thus, this bill would generally apply to bingo games, keno games,
card games, dice games, and games involving wheels of chance, such
as roulette wheels. -(The statutory definition follows one of the exclu-
sions from the term "lottery" under the wagering tax (see. 4421(2)
(A) of the Code).)

Effective date
This bill would apply to taxable years beginning after December 31,

1969.
In this pamphlet, references to "exempt organizations" do not include social

clubs (see. 501(c) (7)) and employees' beneficiary association (sec. 501(c) (9)),
which may be taxable on investment income of all types as well as unrelated
business income. The term "exempt organizations," as used also does not Include
political organizations (as described in see. 527) and homeowners' associations
(as described in see. 528).

2 Clarence LaBelle Post No. 217 v. United States, - F. 2d - (8th Cir.
1978), 78-1 USTO 9496; Smith-Dodd Businessman's Assn., 65 T.C. 620 (1975).
In the Smith-Dodd case, a specific exemption for trades or businesses in which
substantially all the work is performed without compensation (sec. 518(a) (1))
wav held to be inapplicable because the organizations paid the workers $2 per
hour and these sums could not be specifically correlated with the workers ex-
penses. (The court Indicated that expense reimbursement of workers might not
violate the "without compensation" requirement.)

35-992 0 - 79 - 32
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Revenue effect
It is estimated that this bill will reduce budget receipts by $15 to

$20 million annually. This figure does not take into account the retro-
active effective date which could increase the 1979 fiscal year revenue
loss several times over this amount.

Treasury position
The Treasury Department would not oppose this bill if it were (1)

limited to bingo and excluded other wagering games; (2) limited to
areas where the conduct of bingo by exempt organizations is sanc-
tioned by applicable State or local law and, under such law, bingo may
not be conducted by profit-making enterprises; and (3) revised to
make clear that, notwithstanding the exemption of such income from
the unrelated business income tax, an organization still might
jeopardize its exempt status if the extent of its bingo activities became
excessive by comparison with its exempt activities. The Treasury De-
partment also believes that it is inappropriate to extend this exemption
to all organizations described in section 501 (c).

5. S. 1611 and S. 3049

Reserve for Product Liability Losses

Present law
Under present law, taxpayers generally are not allowed to deduct

e-timated future expenses even though they may be related to current
income. Specific exceptions to this rule presently provided in the Code
include the deduction for bad debts on the reserve method (section
166(c)), accrual of amounts due to employees for vacation pay (section
403), and reserves of insurance companies to meet certain obligations
to policyholders (subchapter L of the Code).

The general rule provides that deductions for expenses and losses
may be claimed only when all events have occurred that fix the fact of
the liability and the amount can be determined with reasonable ac-
curacy (Treas. Reg. § 1.461-1 (a) (2)). This is known as the "all
events test." Under this test, deductions are not allowed for reserves
for anticipated product liability losses because the losses have not
occurred as of the close of the taxable year.1 On the other hand, the
losses are deductible in the year liability is fixed (either by settlement
or judicial decree).

Under present law, taxpayers generally may claim a deduction for
amounts paid to an insurance company to insure against anticipated
losses, such as product liability losses. If a premium covers a period
of more than 12 months, it is usually required to be prorated and de-
ducted over the period of coverage. Losses covered by insurance are
not deductible by a taxpayer, but losses in excess of insured amounts
generally are deductible when the "all events test" has been met.

For a short period in 1954 and 1955, the Code provided a general rule (section
462) that allowed taxpayers to claim a tax deduction for certain anticipated'
expenses and losses related to current income. Among the items specifically
covered by that provision were product guarantees and certain liabilities for self.
insured injury and damage claims. The provision, along with its companion rule
for income (section 452), was intended to conform tax accounting and financial
accounting to a much greater extent than had ever been done before. Soon after
enactment of the 19,54 Code. it became apparent that the revenue loss from the
two provisions would be much greater than originally anticipated. The two
provisions were repeAled in 1955, retroactive to their effective date.
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Some taxpayers have established wholly owned subsidiary corpo-
rations whose business it is to insure against certain losses of the parent
corporation and other members of the controlled group. These kinds
of insurance companies are referred to as captivee insurance com-
panies." The, Service has taken the position (Revenue Ruling 77-316,
I.R.B. 1977-45, 7) that premium payments to captives generally are
not deductible because there has been no shifting of risk outside the
controlled group. The Service argues that the premium payments
amount to nothing more than a funding of a reserve that is normally
not deductible.

Issues
Should a deduction be allowed for amounts set aside in a reserve

to fund product liability losses If a deduction is to be allowed, other
issues that arise are: (1) Should product liability include liability for
professional services, such as medical or lawyer malpractice? (2)
Should the reserve be required to be placed in a trust (tax-exempt or
otherwise) with penalties for premature withdrawals or improper
use of funds (3) Should limits be established on the amount that
could be set aside and deducted in any single year and in the aggregate.

Explanation of the bills
S. 1611.-The bill would allow a deduction for limited amounts set

aside in a trust fund to meet product liability losses. The product lia-
bility trust fund must be created or organized in the United States
for the exclusive purpose of paying product liability losses sustained
by the taxpayer. The trustee must e a bank or other person satis-
factory to the Secretary of the Treasury. The earnings of the trust
would be taxable, and its assets could not be commingled with other
property except in a bank common trust fund.

The amount of deduction could not exceed 3 percent of the taxpayer's
gross receipts for the taxable year from the activity that may give rise
to the potential product liability. Further, the aggregate amount in
the reserve could not exceed 15 percent of the average of the taxpay-
er's last 5 years' gross receipts from the activity that may give rise
to the potential product liability. Product liability losses would not
be deductible unless they exceeded the contributions to the account.

Improper use of account funds would cause the amount improperly
used to be included in income, and, in addition, be subjected to a 50
percent penalty tax. In the case of a controlled group of taxpayers,
each member of the controlled group (as specially defined in the bill)
is to be treated as a separate taxpayer for purposes of determining the
limitation on the deduction. The definition of product liability under
the bill includes liability for personal injury or property damage aris-
ing out of the manufacture, importation, distribution, lease, sale or in-
stallation of products by the taxpayer.

S. 304.-The bill would provide for a deduction for amounts con-
tributed to a product liability trust and premiums paid to a captive
insurer with respect to the product liability of the taxpayer. (It is
not clear under the bill whether earnings retained in the trust would
be taxable.) The product liability trust must be created or organized
in the United States for the exclusive purpose of paying product
liability losses sustained by the taxpayer. For this purpose, product
liability losses include expenses incurred in the investigation, settle-
ment and opposition of product liability claims.
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The trustee of the trust must be a bank or other person satisfactory
to the Secetacy of the Treasury. The assets of the trust could not be
commingled with other property except in a bank common trust fund.
The assets of the trust may not be invested in anything other than (1)
public debt securities of the United States, (2) obligations of a state
or local government which are not in default as to principal or interest,
and (3) time dr demand deposits in a bank or an insured credit union
located in the United States.

The bill establishes limitations on the amount that may be deducted
in any year with respect to any taxpayer. The amount of limitation
depends on whether the taxpayer has a severe product liability in-
surance problem. A taxpayer is considered to have a severe product
liability insurance problem for a taxable year if (1) he is unable to
obtain a premium quotation for product liability insurance with cov-
erage of up to $1 million, or (2) the lowest insurance premium quota-
tion for such coverage is more than 3 percent of the taxpayer's gross
receipts for the taxable year.

In the case of a taxpayer that has a svere product liability insur-
ance problem, the annual deduction may not exceed 5 percent of the
taxpayer's gross receipts for the taxable year from activities that may
give rise to potential product liability. The aggregate amount in the
trust may not exceed 15 percent of the average of the taxpayer's last
five years' gross receints from activities that may give rise to the
potential product liability. In no event could the annual deduction ex-
cee~d $100,000.

In the case of a taxpayer who does not have a severe product lia-
bility insurance problem, the annual deduction to the product liability
trust may not exceed 2 percent of the taxpayer's gross receipts for the
taxable vear from activities that may give rise to potential product
liability: Further, the aggregate amount in the trust could not exceed
10 percent of the average of the taxpayer's last 5 years' (rross re-
ceipts from the activity giving rise to the potential product liability.
In no event could the annual deduction exceed $25,000.

The bill makes it clear that a deduction will be allowed for premiums
paid to a United States captive insurer, but that the premiums and
contributions to a product liability trust would be aggregated
for purposes of applying the limitations. In the case of a con-
trolled vroup of taxpayers, only the ,ross receipts properly attrib-
utable to each member of the controlled Sroup would be taken into
account for purnoes of determining the limitation on the deduction
applicable to each separate member.

Product liability losses would not be deductible unless they exceeded
the contributions to the trust. Titnroper use of account funds would
cause the amount improperly used to be included in income, and, in
addition, be objectedd to a 50-percent penalty tax. The definition of
product liability under the bill includes liability for personal injury
or property damage arising out of the manufacture, importation, dis-
tribution, lease, sale or installation of products by the taxpayer.

Amounts accumulated in a taxpayer's product liability trust or cap-
tive insurer would he treated for purposes of the accumulated earn-
mn"s tax as amounts accumulated for the reasonably anticipated needs
of the taxpayer.
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Effective date
Both S. 1611 and S. 3049 would be effective for taxable years begin-

ning after December 31,1977"-
Revenue effect

S. 1611.-The revenue effect of this bill on budget receipts de ends
significantly on the rate by which companies elect under its provisions.
If approximately ten-percent of the eligible companies contribute one
quarter of the eligible amount initially, and maintain the balance in
later years, then the reduction of budget receipts is estimated to be
$1.1 billion in 1979, $0.8 billion in 1980, and $0.7 billion in 1983.

S. 3049.-It is estimated that this bill will reduce budget receipts by
$145 million in fiscal 1979, $110- million in 1980, and $24 million in
1983.

Treasury position
The Treasury Department opposes permitting a current deduction

for contributions to a product liability trust under arrangements that
result in tax deferral. Both S. 1611 and S. 3049 involved some elements
of tax deferral and are therefore objectionable.

The Treasury Department believes that an appropriate tax response
to the product liability problem is a long-term (10 years) net op-
erating loss carryback for net operating losses attributable to product
liability losses, an approach that does not result in tax deferral.

6. S. 3176

Contributions in Aid of Construction of Gas and Electric Utilities

Present law
In general

Generally, contributions to the capital of a corporation, whether or
not contributed by a shareholder, are not includible in the gross in-
come of the corporation (sec. 118). Nonshareholder contributions of
property to the capital of a corporation have a zero basis to the corpo-
ration. If money is contributed by a nonshareholder, the basis of any
property acquired with the money during the 12-month period be-
ginning on the date the contribution is received, or of certain other
property, is reduced by the amount of the contribution (sec. 362(c)).
Tax treatment prior to the Tax Reformi Act of 1976

Early in the development of the Federal income tax laws, there
were a nunlber of court decisions which held that customer contribu-
tions to public utilities to pay for the costs of extension service lines
were to be treated as contributions to capital, and not as income, of
the public utility.

In 1958, the Internal Revenue Service announced that it would
apply that early case law with respect to contributions to regulated
utilities in aid of construction (Rev. Rul. 58-535, 1958-2 C.B. 25).
In 1975, the Internal Revenue Service issued Rev. Rul. 75-557
(1971r-2 C.B. 33) which revoked the 1958 ruling, withdrew the ac-
quie:icences in the early line of cases, and held that amounts paid by
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the purchaser of a home in a new subdivision as a connection fee to
obtain water service Were includible in the utility's income. The ruling
was made prospective for transactions entered into on or after Febru-
ary 1, 1976.
Tax Reform Act of 1976

Generally, the Tax Reform Act of 1976 provided that contributions
in aid of construction to regulated public water and sewerage utilities
(but not other utilities) are to be treated as nontaxable contributions
to capital. However, nontaxable treatment was not provided for cus-
tomer connection fees. Customer connection fees include payments
made by a customer to the utility for the cost of installing the connec-
tion between the customer's property and the utility's main water or
sewer lines (includingthe costs of meters and piping) and any amounts
paid as service charges for stopping or starting service. In addition,
the Act provided that a water or sewerage utility which received a non-
taxable contribution in aid of construction was to receive no deprecia-
tion deductions or investment credit on property acquisitions attrib-
utable to the contribution.

The Act did not affect the treatment of contributions to utilities
other than water and sewerage utilities.

Issue
The issue is whether contributions in aid of construction to regulated

public gas and electric utilities should be treated as contributions to
the capital of those utilities by nonshareholders or as taxable income
to the utilities.

Explanation of the bill
The bill provides that contributions in aid of construction, received

by gas and electric utilities, would be treated as contributions to capi-
talby nonshareholders and not as taxable income to the utility. The bill
would extend to these utilities the provisions applicable to water and
sewerage utilities. Accordingly, similar taxable treatment would apply
to customer connection fees. Also depreciation and investment tax
credits would not be allowable for property acquired with the non-
taxable contributions.

Effective date
The bill would apply to contributions made after January 31, 1976.

Revenue effect
If all the contributions in aid of construction were treated as income

the annual increase in tax liabilities is estimated to be in the range oI
$130-$200 million. This estimate takes into account the increases in
the amounts the utilities would charge to their customers if all the
contributions were treated as income to the utilities. It is uncertain
when these tax liabilities would first be reflected in higher budget re-
ceipts, however. If the electric and gas utilities rely on past treatment
and file tax returns as if Revenue Ruling 75-557 applied only to water
and sewage companies, higher assessments of taxes against the elec-
tric and gas utilities probably would not occur until their 1976 tax
returns are audited, probably some time during calendar year 1979.
Some of these assessments undoubtedly would be contested in court,
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but some might not. Thus, the first major impact on the budget re-
cei pt would very likely be in fiscal year 1980, but the timing of the
higher tax payments and the amounts cannot be estimated by fiscal
year with any degree of accuracy.

On the other hand, if Revenue Ruling 75-557 were limited to water
.tnd sewage utilities and does not apply to gas and electric utilities,
and if court decisions would be in favor of the utilities, then the pro-
posal to broaden section 2120 of Public Law 94-455 would have no
revenue effect because it couHt be viewed as codifying the historic tax
treatment of contributions in aid of construction of regulated public
utilities.

Prior Congressional action
The provih on relating to contributions in aid of construction for

regulated public water and sewage utilities was added to the 1976
Act by the Senate Finance Committee. The Committee provision did
not apply to gas and electric utilities. During the consideration of the
1976 Act on the Senate floor' an amendment was offered to include
gas and electric utilities but the amendment was not adopted.

Treasury position
The Treasury Department opposes the bill.

7. S. 3345

Deficiency Dividends for Regulated Investment Companies Which
Are Small Business Investment Companies

Present law
Under present law, a regulated investment company (commonly

called a mutual fund) is generally treated as a conduit for income tax
purposes. The taxable income of the company which is distributed to
the investors each year is taxed to them without being subjected to a
tax at the company's level. The company is subject to the corporate
income tax on the income it retains. This treatment is accomplished
by allowing a deduction to the company for its distributions to the
investors.

A sml business investment company is a company formed under
the Small Business Investment Act of 1958 to furnish equity capital
and long-term credit for small business concerns. These investment
companies may qualify to be treated as regulated investment
companies.

In order to qualify for conduit treatment, a company, including a
small business investment company, must satisfy a number of require-
ments. Generally, the company must be a domestic corporation which
is registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940 either as a
management company or as a unit investment trust. In addition, a
company must satisfy requirements relating to the portion of gross
income which must consist of investment-type income, the portion of
assets which mut be represented by cash and securities, the portion of
its income which must be distributed to the investors, and its stock
ownership.

With respect to distributions, the company must distribute at least
90 percent of its taxable income, determined with certain modifications
and without regard to the deduction for dividends paid, within its
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taxable year or, with certain limitations, within the 12-month period
after the taxable year (sees. 852(a) and 855). Unlike the treatment of
real estate investment trusts, no deficiency dividend procedure is
provided for a regulated investment company so that, under certain
conditions, dividends paid after the taxable year and the following
12-month period maybe taken into account for purposes of the 90-
percent distribution requirement. Thus, a subsequent audit change by
the Internal Revenue Service which increases income may cause the
company to fail to meet the distribution requirement.

Issue
The issue is whether a regulated investment company which is also

a small business investment company should be permitted to pay
qualifying dividends after the expiration of the regular period for
the payment of qualifying dividends.

Explanation of the bill
The bill would provide a deficiency dividend procedure for regulated

investment companies that are also small business investment com-
panies. The procedure would be available only for a small business
investment company which is licensed under the Small Business
Investment Act of 1958 and which qualifies and elects to be taxed
as a regulated investment company.1

Under the procedure, the company could make qualifying distribu-
tions after the regular period for making distributions when an adjust-
ment by the Internal Revenue Service occurs that either increases the
amount which the corporation is required to distribute to meet the
distribution requirement or decreases the amount of the dividends
previously distributed for that year. This deficiency dividend proce-
dure would be available only where the entire amount of the adjust-
ment is not due to fraud with intent to evade tax or willful failure to
file an income tax return.

Interest at the regular rate would be imposed on the amount of the
deficiency dividend. In addition, a penalty equal to the interest charge
would be imposed but the penalty could not exceed 50 percent of the
deficiency dividend. The imposition of a penalty and interest is de-
signed to discourage a company from reducing its current distributions
of income in reliance on the availability of the deficiency dividend
procedure to retain its qualified status.

The procedure is similar to the deficiency dividend procedure pro-
vided for real estate investment trusts by the Tax Reform Act of 1976.

The bill would benefit the Allied Investment Company of Wash-
ington, D.C. In addition, there are approximately 28 small business
investment companies which have elected, or may elect, to be taxed as
regulated investment companies and which might benefit from the
bill.

Effective date
The bill would be effective for determinations occurring after the

date of enactment.

'The Federal Tax Division of the American Institute of Certified Public Ac-
countants has recommended the adoption of a deficiency dividend procedure
similar to that provided for real estate investment trusts for all regulated invest-
ment companies rather than just those companies which are also small business
investment companies. Federal Tax Division of the American Ikstitute of Certified
Public Accountants, Recommended Tax Low OCangea 69 (1977).
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Revenue effect
It is estimated that enactment of this bill would reduce budgt

receipts by about $200,000 in fiscal year 1979 and by less than $500,000
annually thereafter.

Treasury position
The Treasury Department supports the bill and supports extension

of the deficiency dividend procedure to all regulated investment com-
panies. However, the Treasury believes that the bill in its present form
shou--li-amended in certain technical respects. In particular, the
procedure should be conformed to that provided for real estate invest-
ment trusts by the Tax Reform Act of 1976. (See sees. 1601(b)-(f) of
P.L. 94-455.) 8. S. 3441

"The Independent Local Newspapers Act of 1978"

Present law
With respect to a trust established for the purpose of paying estate

taxes attributable to an interest in a business (including an independ-
ent local newspaper), no provision is presently made under the Code
for (1) according tax-exempt status to such a trust, (2) allowing
income tax deductions for payments to the trust, or (3) excluding the
corpus of the trust from estate taxes.

The Code provides extended payment provisions with respect to
the estate tax attributable to interests in closely held businesses (sees.
6166 and 6166A).'

In addition, provision is made for capital gain treatment of certain
redemptions of closely held business stock where the redemption is for
the purpose of paying estate taxes (see. 303).2

Issues
The main issues are (1) whether the owner of an independent local

newspaper should be permitted to establish a tax-exempt trust to pay
estate taxes attributable to the value of his interest in the newspaper,
(2) whether the funds contributed to the trust (within prescribed
limits) should be deductible by the newspaper for income tax purposes,
(3) whether the value of the trust assets should be excludable from
the owner's taxable estate in computing estate taxes, and (4) whether

'Section 6166 provides a 15-year period for the payment of the estate tax
attributable to the decedent's interests in a closely held business (including a
farm). Under this provision, the executor can elect to defer principal payments
for up to 5 years from the due date of the estate tax return. Thereafter, pursuant
to the executor's initial election, the principal amount of the estate tax liability
may be paid in from 2 to 10 installments. In order to qualify for this deferral
and installment payment treatment, the value of the closely held business (or
businesses) in the decedent's estate must exceed 65 percent of the value of the
gross estate reduced by allowable expenses, indebtedness, and losses.

Section 6166A provides a 10-year extended payment of estate tax attributable
to a closely held business where a lesser proportion of the estate is represented
by its value. Under this 10-year extension, the value of the business must be
in excess of either 35 percent of the value of the gross estate or 50 percent of the
taxable estate.

' To qualify for this treatment, the value of the stock redeemed, plus the value
of the other stock of the redeeming corporation includible in the estate, must be
more than 50 percent of the "adjusted gross estate." The value of the stock re-
deemed can be no greater than the sum of all death taxes (and interest) plus
funeral and administration expenses allowable as an estate tax deduction.
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a 15-year period should beprovided for the payment of any estate tax
attributable to the value of an interest in the newspaper to the extent
the tax was not paid by the trust.'

Explanation of the bill
Under the bill, an independent local newspaper could establish a

tax-exempt trust to receive payments to pay the estate tax liability of
the owner of the newspaper. The newspaper would be allowed an in-
come tax deduction in an amount not to exceed 50 percent of its taxable
income for amounts paid to the trust. The trust assets would be re-
quired to be invested solely in obligations of the United States. The
assets of the trust could be used only to pay the Federal estate taxes
of the owner of the newspaper.

The trust would be limited to holding amounts necessary to pay the
potential Federal estate tax liability of the newspaper owner. In de-
termining this limitation, the potential estate tax liability of a living
individual would be considered to be 70 percent (i.e., the maximum es-
tate tax rate) of the value of his interest in the business. Under the bill,
any interest of a decedent in the trust would generally not be included
in the decedent's gross estate.

If the owners of a newspaper which has established a trust for their
benefit dispose of their interest in the newspaper, the amounts in the
trust must be distributed and included in the owners' income and the
deduction previously allowed the newspaper would be recaptured.

An "independent local newspaper" is defined as a newspaper publi-
cation which is not a member of a chain of newspapers if it has all of
its publishing offices in a single city, community or metropolitan area,
or, as of October 31, 1977, within one State. A "chain of newspaper
publications" is defined as two or more newspaper publications under
common control on October 31, 1977, and which are not published in a
single city, community, or metropolitan area.

Under the bill, payment of any estate tax attributable to the value of
an independent local newspaper not paid by a trust established under
the provisions of this bill could be extended for a period of up to 15
years. This provision would apply where the estate does not qualify
under existing extended payment provisions of present law. (See secs.
6166 and 6166A.)

Under this extended payment provision, the executor could elect to
defer principal payments'for up to 5 years from the due date of the
estate tax return. However. interest for the first five years, payable at
the rate of 4 percent, would be Payable annually. Thereafter, the prin-
cipal amount of the estate tax liability could be paid in from 2 to 10
annual installments. If the business ceases to qualify as an independent
local newspaper, the extension would terminate.

Effective date
The provisions of the bill would apply to estates of decendents dying

nfter October 1, 1977.
Revenue effect

It is estimated that this bill will reduce budget receipts by $10
million annually.

Treasury position
The Treasury Department opposes this bill.
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